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PREFACE

Vol. I of the English Translation of TaUvaaahgraha is being sent out.

The talented editor of the Gaekwad Series has supplied all the information

available regarding the Authors of the Original and the Commentary,—in

the extensive and lucid Introduction to the original Sanskrit Text.

The texts translated are difficult—linguistically os well as philosopliicully.

In the latter aspect, my past work on Rumania’s Shiokav&rtika and

Uddyotakara’s Nydyavdrtika has enabled rne to follow the trend of the

arguments ; as these two writers form the principal targets for attack in the

work ; and the work is entirely polemical.—In the linguistic aspect of the

work, I have not always felt quite sure, specially in regard to the technical

terms in which Buddhistic literature abounds and my knowledge of these

had all been derived from * Brahmanical ’ Sources. But as the work

progressed, I felt surer of my ground, and I hop© that in the final result,

I have not gone far wrong in my interpretations. For the slips that there

are bound to be there, I apologiso to Buddhist Scholars and hope that

they will corroct me wherever I may be found to have gone astray.

In that hope, I send forth this work of mine with thankfulness for

having been given the strength of mind and body to do it.

My thanks are duo to tho Editors of the Sanskrit Text, whose introduc-

tion lias been helpful in the understanding of the text.

Allahabad,

July 23, 1937

GANGANATHA JHA
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manent ? Mere Being is said to bo their sole function as well as Cause ’.

—

This points to the section on tho Permanence of Things (Chapter 8, below).
Objection

:

—“ If this is so, then the Intervolved Wheel of Causation cannot
be regarded as the basis of any adjustments regarding Act, its Fruit and the
Connection between them, and such other tilings ; as ex hypothesi, tho said
Wheel is mobile (momentary).”

Tho answer is supplied by the second line of the first verso of the Text

—

‘ Kartna, etc.’, *It is tho basis of such notions as Actions, etc.’—What the
Text means is that this shall bo explained later on. In this connection
* Actions ’ are good and bad, their * fruits ’ are desirable and undesirable, and tho
‘ connection ' betweon thorn is that of the product and the produced (cause and
effect); the ‘notion’ of this is its adjustment, image, arrangement.—The
term 1 ddi ’ (‘ and tho rest’) in the Text includes all such notions os those

of Remembrance, Recognition, Uncertainty, Certainty, the Following up of a

self-appointed Task, Eagerness for perceptible things, Cessation of such

eagernoss, tho Relation of Cause and Effect, the Cogniser of these, tho Means
of Cognition, Bondage, Emancipation and so forth. The said ‘ Wheel ’

is the 4
basis ’ of all these ;—such is the analysis of the compound.—To tliis

effect there is the following declaration of the Blessed Lord—" O Bhikqus

tho Action is there, the Fruit is there, but the Actor is not found,—apart

from the * indication ’ (SaitkUa) of tho 4 Principles and Practices ’
(Dhorinas),

—who renounces these 4
Sensorial Phases ’ (Skandhas) and takes up

others. So that it is duo to the indication of the * Principles and Practices
’

that a certain thing comes about when another thing is there (as its cause).”

—Tliis points to tho Chapter on Actions, tlioir Fruits and tho Connec-

tion betweon these (Chapter 9, below).—This Intervolved Wheel of Causation

should bo understood as appertaining to the Sensorial Phases {Skandhas),
‘ Phenomena ’

(Dhdtus ) and the 4 Receptacles ’ (Ayalanas) ; as it is these that

are produced by the Intervolved Wheel of Causation.—(1)

[Text 2.] Question—“ Thero are many such things as Substance,

Quality, Movement and the rest ; why does not the Wheel of Causation apply

to these ?
”

The answer is given by lines 1 and 2 of Text 2, beginning with the

term ‘ guna, etc.’, 'It is devoid of all such concepts as Quality, etc.'—Tho

torm 'guna— . . . samavdya' is a Copulative Compound ;—the term ' jut

i

’,

4 universal includes both kinds of Universal, the Higher (Wider) as well

as tho Lower (Narrower) ;—the term ‘ udi ’,
4 and so on ’, includes tho

(1) ‘ Specific Individuality ’ subsisting in ultimate substances (as postulated

by the VaishefiJca), (2) also those characteristics wliich some people describe

as distinct from the tilings possessing those characteristics,—e.g. the character

of
4 Being ’ os subsisting in all the Six Categories (of tho VaisMfika), the

character of being apprehended by all such Means of Cognition as bring about

the apprehension of existing things, and so forth. The compound botween

the term * guna . . . samavdya ’ and 4 upddhi ’ is Kannadhdraya, ono betwoen

the qualification and tho qualified (the 4 upddhi ’ being tho qualified, and the

preceding term the qualification] ;—of theso upudhis, concepts, (in tho

2
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shape of Substance, etc.] the wheel is devoid ; i.e. it is free from all this. In

regal'd to this, the Blessed Lord has declared as follows :
—“ 0 Bruhmana !

All is All ; i.e. the fivo ‘ Skandhas

'

(Five Sensory Phases), the twelve
‘ Ayatanas

'

[Twelve Sensory Receptacles—consisting of Mind, five Sense-

organs and the external objects apprehended by these six], and the oighteen
1 Dhalus ’

[.Element

s

or Ingredients, consisting of the aforesaid ttoelve, along with

the six elements of Visual Sensation, Auditory Sensation, Olfactory Sensation,

Geetatory Sensation, Tactile Sensation, Mental Sensation]."—This points

to the Section on the Examination of the Six Categories (Olinpters 10 to 15).

Question—“ In the absence of the said concepts, how does the Iniervolved

Wheel of Causation become the object of Verbal Expression and Concep-

tion ? And when it does not become the object of these two, it cannot

bo spoken of ; as a matter of fact Verbal Expression and Conception cannot

operate apart from the concepts in question. How then is it that the

Blessed Lord has propounded it ?
”

[Page 12.] The answer to this is contained in the second line of Text 2,

beginning with tho word * dropita ’, ‘ It is amenable, etc.'.—The compound
* dropita, etc.' is to be explained as follows

—
‘ dropita dkdra ’

is the imposed

or assumed form i and this ‘assumed form’ is the clinractor of the Wheel of

Causation, as forming the object of Verbal Expression and Conception ; i.e. that

wliich forms the subject of the Wheel of Causation is that which is amonnble

to Verbal Expression and Conception in an assumed (superimposed) form.

—

The term ‘ pratyai/a

'

(Cognition) hero should bo understood in the sense of the

particular form of Cognition which appears in the form of a verbal concept,

—

as is indicated by the proximity of the torm ‘ verbal expression specially as

these two are invariably associated in regard to any single objoct. Tints the

sense of the Text comes to this—Though tho said concepts are not there (in

the Wheel), yet through the fact that things are always percoived os distin-

guished from each other, the Conception is xmderstood to appertain to

something external ; so that the amenability to Verbal Expression, in the

form of invariable association, is present (in the said Whcol). In reality,

howover, it is not amenable to Verbal Expression, because all sorts of

Conceptual Content have disappeared from it. But, just as the denotation

of words is admitted in common parlance as something nice, though not

justified by reason,—in the same manner, with a viow to introducing

the True Teaching, the Blessed Teacher, closing his eyos, in the manner

of the elephant, to the true character of things, sought to express the

true idea, through a sort of illusion ; and this simply because there is

no other way of doing it.—Even though tlie form of the denotation of

words is really superimposed upon it (as an illusion), yet, by reason of

invariable association, it becomes indirectly related to the tiling to be

spoken of, and thus becomes the means of expressing it
;
and the tiling,

thus expressed, does bocome manifested, by virtue of the powers of the

Teachers ; hence there is no chance of being deceived (regarding the true

nature of the thing spoken of).—This is wliat lias been thus declared by

Tdyin—“ By whichsoever name is a Phenomenon (or Entity or Manifestation)

spoken of,—this Phenomenon does not really exist there ; such is the

phenomenal character of all phenomena — (2)
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[Text 3.] Question—“ Is tills (Wheel of Causation) a mere verbal

jugglery indulged in on account of the paucity of valid reasons in support,

—just as has been done by other philosophers assuming (without sufficient

proof) their Categories ? Or is there any valid reason for accepting it ?
”

The answer that there is such valid reason is given in Text 3.
— 1

Spa$fa,

otc.\
1
It is definitely cognised, etc.'—The compound ‘ SpatfalaJc$ana'

is Karmadhdraya, meaning 4 whoso definition, character, is clear, i.e. well-

defined ’
; the ‘ clearness ’ of the 4

definition ’ is due to tho fact that it is free

from the throe defects of being impossible (inapplicable), or too ttarrow or

too wide
;
tho definition of tho Moans of Right Cognition provided by other

philosophers, on the other liand, is not 4
clear *

; the Text therefore lias

characterised its own Moans of Cognition as 4
clear Endowed with tliis

character of being
4 dearly defined

'

are tho 4 two Means of Cognition ’,—Sense-

perception and Inference;—by those is the Wheel of Causation 4

definitely

cognised ’
; tills will be explained under all the sections (ns occasion presents

itself). This also is approved by the Blessed Lord, who has declared thus

—

4 O
Bhik?us, my word should be accepted after duo investigation, not merely

through regard for me
;
just as gold is acceptod as real only after heating, cut-

ting and rubbing on the toucli-stone’.—As regards Sense-percept ions, its defini-

tion is that it should be free from
4 mistake ’ and ‘conceptual content’ or 4 deter-

mination ’
; this is oxactly as declared by tlio Blessed Lord—who has said

that 4 ono who has tho visual cognition cognisos the Blue all right, but not as

blue ’
; tho pluaso 4 cognises tho Blue ’ implies that tho cognition does not

apprehend an object other than its own, wlu'ch indicates tho fact of its being

not mistaken (or wrong) ; and tho other phrase 4

not as blue
'

denies the presence

in the Cognition of any connection with tho definite name 4

blue ’; which

indicates tho fact of its being non-conceptual or not-delcrminatc (free from all

association with words). As regards Inference, tho definition of that also luis

been set forth by pointing out the naturo of tho LitXga (Inferential Indicative,

4 Middle Term ’, Probans) ;
which lias boon thus set forth

—

4 The Liiuja,

Probans, is that which is (a) novor non-concomitant with tlie Probandum, and

(6) which is dofinitely known,—only then does it become tho means of in-

ferential cognition ; this Probans, O Bhiksus, is sometimes Constructive, in all

cases it is Destructive ’. Hero tho invariable concomitance of tho Probans

with the Probandum is clearly asserted. This same condition has been stated

in the dictum that 4 Tho Probans is the basis of Inference, when it is cliarac-

terised by invariable concomitanco *
; in this statement the Probandum lias

not been mentioned, bccauso it is clearly indicated by tho mention of tho
4 invariable concomitance of the Probans * (wliich con only be with the

Probandum).—This Probans Is divided into throe kinds, distinguished accord-

ing to such peculiarities as thoso of (1) nature, (2) effect and (3) non-

apprehension

;

the Probans called ‘nature’ has been indicated by the term
4 Constructive ’ in the pluaso ‘ O Bhikfus, that which is Constructive ’ ;

—

as for the Probans styled 4 Effect ’ it lias been illustrated in the following

statement

—

4 Tho presence of Fire is known through Smoke, tho presence of

Water is known through the line of White Cranes flying above ; and tho Race

(Oolra) of the Wise Bodhisattva is known through certain signs ’.—Lastly,

the Probans styled as * a particular form of non-apprehension ’ has also
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been explained in course of the denial of mere Non-apprehension by itself

being a Means of Cognition ; this has been declared in the following words
—‘O Bhiksus, a Living Being cannot validly cognise a Living Being, or

find a means of knowing it ; if a Living Being validly cognises a Living Being,

he becomes destroyed; I alone would cognise a Living Being, or someone

else if he wero like me Heroin wo have the denial of the validity of

mere Non-apprehension in general in regard to tilings beyond tlio ken (of

ordinary men) ; the sentence * I alone, etc.’ clearly shows the validity of

particular cases of Non-apprehension.—All this points to tlioso sections of

the Text that deal with Sente-perception (Chap. 17), Inference (Chap. 18)

and other Means of Cognition (Chap. 20).

Question—“ This Intervclved Wheel of Causation,—is it concomitant

with any such generic character as * being an entity ’, as declared by the

Syddvadins (Joinas)? Or is it entirely unmixed (pure) in its essence ?— ‘ What
if it is tlio one or the other ?

’—If it is concomitant with anything, then
• _

there would be a cross-division botweon the definition of the Wheel and that

of Sense-perception and the rest ;—thero would also be the incongruity that

the cause would ceaso to bring about the effect, ns there would bo no difference

between the Cause and Effect ; and in that case the Wheel would tiof be * defi-

nitely cognised by means of the two Means of Cognition * (as stated in Text 3).

Nor again, is it right to posit any such entity as the Intervolved Wheel of

Causation; because even if it is entirely unmixed in its essence,—inasmuch

us there would be no particular diversity among the auxiliary causes, thoro

would bo no possibility of its having any efficient activity (which is the charac-

teristic of every entity)
; exactly os thoro is none in things admittedly non-

productive.”

In answer to this objection, we have the second lino of Text 3

—

' Aniyasdpi, etc'—‘It is not mixed up with tl\e nature of anything else even in

the slightest degree What is meant is as follows—It is the latter of the two

alternatives that wo accept ; and yet there is no room for the objections

tliat have be«a urged against it ; this we shall explain later on. Tlio compound
* mishnbhUUiparalmaJcah ’ (in the Text) is to be analysed as

—
‘ wherein tho

nature of anything else is not mixed up ' ; tliat is, wherein there is not tho

slightest traco of the character of anything else,—for instance, tliat of the Cause

in tho Effect and so forth.
—

‘ In the sligJUest degree \—ovon in tho most subtle

form,—and not only in tho form of many such extensive entities as * Being \

‘Knowablo’ and so forth,—this is what is implied by the particle
l

api',

* even What is meant is tliat, if the form of a single entity were present in

it, the entire world would enter into its essence. This the Author will explain

later on. This is what lias boon thus declarod by the Blessed Lord—‘How can

the Sprout be eternal ?—Sinco tho Sprout is one thing and tho Seed an en-

tirely different thing. Verily the Sprout is not exactly the same thing as the

Seed. So also is the Sprout unlike the Seed. Hence one thing (Seed) does

not pass on into the essence of another thing’.—This points to the Chapter

dealing with the Examination of Syddvada (Chap. 20).— (3)

Question—“The Skandha (Sensorial Phase) and the rest, are pure

and unmixed in nature ; even so, do they always remain unchanged in their

'
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character ?—as ha* been declared by some persons who hold all things to

be real entities, passing from one phase into another ?
”

The answer that it is not so is provided by the word ' AsaAJcrSntim ',
1
it

admits of no translocation ' (Text 4). What is meant Is that, if there were

translocation (passing from one phase into anothor), then, inasmuch as

everything (every cause) would always exist in its entirety, there would

bo no Effect or Product, and hence no possibility of any ' Intervolved Wheel
of Causation \—The word ‘ Asankr&nli* (in the Text) signifies ‘ that wherein

there is no translocation ’—i.e. passing from phase to phase,—* of the Skandha

and other factors*.

—

[Page 14].—This lias been declared by the Blessed

Lord in the following words—‘ When the Eye is produced, it does not come

out from anything else ;—when it is destroyed, it does not return to any-

thing else ; what happens, O Bhikfus, is that the Eye, not having been in

existence, comes into existence,—and having been in existence, it ceases to

exist —This points to the Chapter dealing with the Examination of the Three

Points of Time (Chapter 21 of the Text).

Question—“ Then does it exist only at the time that it is actually seen ?

As doclarod by the Chdrvdka (Materialist)

—

4 Whence can there be any coming

again for tliat which has been burnt and ceased to exist ?
’ ”

The answer is supplied by the Text in the word 4 anddyaniam ’, * it is

without beginning, without’ end' ; the compound being analysed as ‘that

whose beginning and end are not ’. This also has been pointed out by the

Blessed Lord—‘O Bhiksus, the cycle of Births lias no end and no begin-

ning, etc. etc.’ ;—in this quotation the term 4 avara * stands for end, and * agra
'

for beginning ; hence the negation of these two is what is spoken of as 4

a nava-

ragra ’. This lias been so asserted with reference to people who have not

taken to the Noble Path ; for those who have taken to the Noble Path, the

Cycle of Birth has actually ceased. It is in view of this that it lias been

declared tliat

—

4 For the childish person who knows not the true Dharma,

the path of Birth and Rebirth is a long ono *.—This [joints to the Section

dealing with the Examination of the Plxilosophy of the I^okdyatas (Chapter

22 of tho Text).

Question—"Is this Intervolved Wheel of Causation of the nature of an

external object ? Or has it a purely subjective existence !
”

Answer—It is like the reflected image and other things (Text). This

shows that it has a purely subjective existence. The sense therefore is that

this has a purely subjective existence,—just like the Reflected Imago, Whirling

Fire-Circle, the Fanciful City in the Sky and such other fanciful things. This

lias been thus declared by the Blessed Lord

—

4 The external thing, ns fancied

by childish people, does not exist, it is only the Mind which, tossed about

by Impressions, bears the semblance of the object and thus becomes oper-

ative*.—This points to the Chapter on the Examination of the External World

(Chap. 23, Text).

Having thus shown that the Intervolved Wheel of Causation is entirely

free from the webs of the fanciful assumption of things tliat have no existence,

the Author sums up the whole idea in the words 4 Sarvoprapancha, etc.', ' It

is absolutelyfreefrom the whole lot offantasies tliat is, it is free from the whole
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lot of fantastic notions, like the idea of Primordial Matter being the cause

of things and so forth.

Question—“ Has this doctrine been realised by othor teachers also,

—like Visnu, Shiva, Hiranyagarbha and the rest ?
”

Answer—Not so ; it has not been apprehended by others ; as a matter

of fact, all other pliilosophical systems lay stress upon wrong notions of the

Soul, and it is the Blessed Lord alone on whom this enlightenment lias dawned.

This is what the Text means. This the Author will explain in the course

of all the sections of his work.—(4)

Question—“ Was this doctrine of the Intervolved Wheel of Causation appre-

hended by the Blessed Lord by Himself and then promulgated ? Or did he

promulgate it on the basis of the Veda which is regardod by others as revealed

(not the work of any Person) ?—As declared by the followers of Joimini

—

‘Thus as regards tilings that are beyond the reach of the Senses, there is

no Person who has seen them directly ;
hence that man alone knows them

rightly who knows them tlirough the Eternal Word

The answer to this is—Not so;
‘ Sminntmshrutin disavgah ’

—
‘ indepen-

dently of any self-sufficient revelation ' (Text 5). The term ‘ Self-sufficient

revelation
' stands for the Veda whose authority is said to bo self-sufficient,

—

that is the Eternal Word;— ' nilisat'uja' is one who is not dependent upon, not

depending upon it, i.o. seeing things directly by himsolf ;—the Lord Himself

promulgated the Doctrine of tho Intervolved Wheel of Causation. As a matter

of fact, there is no sentence or assertion that lias not emanated from a Person

;

as lias been declared by the Blessed Lord— * Those Groat Sagas, the Annnda-

pauriinas (Denizens of tho Blissful Regions ?) are tho authors of tho Vodas

and the promulgators of the Mantras'. What the Author means is that

he is going to explain this later on.—This points to the Section dealing with

the Examination of tho Self-sufficient Authority of the Revelations

(contained under Chapter 19 of the Tart).

Question—“ For the Blessed Lord who liad attained all liis own ends,

what was the need for promulgating this Doctrine of the Intervolved Wheel

of Causation ?
”

Answer—With a view to bringing about the Welfare of the World ( Text 5).

‘ Welfare of the World

'

is what is good for tho world ;
this ‘ Good ’ consists in

the destruction of all Afflictions and Illusion, brought about by the duo

comprehension of tho Right Doctrine of the Intervolved Wheel of Causation ;

—

tho desire to bring this about is what is meant by the ‘ view to bring

about ' ;—this is the cause that led to the promulgation of the said Doctrine.

Question—“ How is it known that the Lord had the desire to bring about

the welfare of tho world ?
”

Answer— ‘ Supreme mercy having entered into His very sold through long

innumerable cycles' (Text 5). Tho compound is to be analysed thus:

—

‘He whose supreme mercy’—‘ MahSdayd ’—entered into His very essence,

—(sutmibhutd)—through long (analpaih) innumerable cycles (kalpdsah-

khyayaih). This * supreme mercy 1
of the Blessed Lord is inferred from the
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fact that Ho did not renounce the work of doing good to other people, even

though He had attained all His own ends.—(5)

[Page 15.] Question—“ What did this Person do

—

who had this supreme

mercy entered into Hie very soul ?
”

.4 newer—* Who propounded, etc.'.—The term ‘who’, though a common
pronoun, stands here for the Blessed Lord Buddha ; as no one olso ixjssesses

the qualities described.

—

The Doctrine oj the Inlervolved Wheel of Causation ;

—

this term * praiityasamutpdda ’ stands for the doctrine that tho * ulpdda

* causation ’ or * origination ’ of tho Skandhas (Sensory Aggregates or Phases)

and other things takes place—
‘
pratUya ’, i.e. on the basis of, Causal Ideations ;

that is to say, who declared the Sensory Aggregates and other tilings to liavo

lieen produced on the strength of Causal Ideat ions. Though the term ‘ Samut-

pada ’ (Origination or Causation) seems to have a negative (or exclusive) con-

notation, yot what is really meant to bo expressed by tho term is the positive

entity produced (by tho Ideation), but viewed ns excluding other aspects of it.

—Or, the term * SamutpGda ’ may be construed as ‘ SamulpadyatV, that which

is produced, the Product,—the term being formed with tho * Ohah ' affix

in tho active sense, according to P&pini’s SUtra 4

Kftyalyufa bahulam

(3.3.113) —and this term 1 Samutpdda' thus explained is compounded with

the term 1
pratltya ’, according t.o Pacini’s SUtra * Sup-supft (2.1.4)’, or

according tot he rule governing such compounds ns *Mayuravyamsaka (2.1.72)’.

—Or tho term 4 Sumutpuda ’ may bo taken by itself, not compounded with any

other term.—What is expressed by all this is the fnct that the Blessed Lord has

the fully equipped power of bringing about the welfare of others. So that

what tlie plira.se
4 who propounded tho said Doctrine of the Wheel of Causa-

tion’ moans is that the Lord has acted towards tlie bringing about of tho wel-

fare of others. And what constitutes his action towards bringing about tho

welfare of others is this same teacliing to othors regarding the right path

towards Heaven and Final Emancipation.—This has been thus declared

—

‘ The act has to bo done by yourselves, the Blessed Ones are only

expounders ’.

Tho equipment of this capacity to bring about the welfare of others

consists of the capacity for tlie direct vision of Dharma and Supreme Mercy.

Even a raorciful Person, if ho is devoid of the knowledge of Truth, would

be unable to teach the Truth ; and, on tho other hand, even though one may

possess the true knowledge of tilings, if he happen to be devoid of mercy, lie

would either give no teacliing at all, or, even when teacliing, might give such

teacliing as is harmful. Hence in tho Blessed Lord, are present both these

—Knowledge and Mercy—as equipment of His capacity to bring about

the welfare of others. That He is possessed of the capacity for direot vision

of Dharma has been indicated by the term (in the Text)
4 independently

of any self-sufficient revelation' ; and the presence of Supreme Mercy has boon

indicated by the term 4 Supreme mercy having entered into His very Soul ’.

Question—44 As a matter of fact, this Right Doctrine of the Intervolved

Wheel of Causation has been taught also by other Persons—such as Bodhi-

sattvas and Saints ;
what peculiar excellence then does this constitute in tho

Blessed Lord Himself ?
”
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Answer—He is the Greatest of Expounders. Though it is true tlmt

the said Saints and others also have expounded the Doctrine of Intervolved

Wheel of Causation, yet the Supreme Lord is the ‘ Greatest * among them.

The other persons could havo no capacity to expound the said doctrine, except

by reason of the fact that the essence of Dharma had been taught by the

Supreme Lord.—Or the Supreme Lord—and none others—can be the

‘Greatest’, because He represents the highest stage in the ascending scale of

the presence of Excellences and the absence of Defects ; the others not being

so.—By thus pointing out the fact of the Biassed Lord being superior to

the Saints and others, it is made clear that tlie Lord was equipped with a

specially efficient intellect,—this efficiency consisting in the destruction of all

Dispositions, Afflictions and Ignorance regarding all cognisable tilings. If

it were not for this, in what way would Ho be superior to other Saints ?

It is with a view to this that the Author lias added the epithot
4 That Omni-

scient Person' (Text 6). This points to the Chapter dealing with the proof

for the existence of the Omniscient Being (under Chapter 2 on ‘ God ’ and

Chap. 24).

Question—“ What is it that is going to be done after bowing to tho Omni-

sciont Person ?
”

Answer—The * Compendium of True Doctrines ’ is going to be composed.

The ‘ True Doctrine ’ meant are all those that have been mentioned as the

accompaniments of the Doctrine of the Intervolved Wheel of Causation ; as these

alone aro not wrong ;—the bringing together of these doctrines, which lie

scattered, within a small compass is what is spoken of as * Sar'igraha ’,
1 Com-

pendium and as tliis brief risumi is dealt with in a book, the book itself

is spoken of as the Compendium ; just as the poem dealing with the Abduction

of Sita is called the Sxtd-harana (Sita’s Abduction).—Or, the term ' Tallva-

sangmha

'

may be explained as the book itself, in the sense that
4

it deals,

rightly and completely, with the True Doctrines’.

—

Is being composed ;
—

the Present Tense has been used in reference to the time taken by the act

of composing, from beginning to its completion.—(6)

End of Introductory Section.



CHAPTER I.

Dealing with the Examination of the Doctrine of Primordial

Matter.

(A)

The. Statement of the Sdhkhya Doctrine of
1 Prakjti * (Primordial Matter).

TEXT (7).

“ ix 1S out of Prakjti (Primordial Matter) itself alone, as

EQUIPPED WITH ALL POTENCIES, THAT THE VARIOUS PRODUCTS EVOLVE,

REALLY HAVING THEIR ESSENCE IN THAT SAME MATTER.”

—

(7)

COMMENTARY.

In order to show that there is no functioning of Primordial Matter, the

Author proceeds to set forth the SdAkhya theory regarding it, in Text (7).

That winch is equipped—endowed with all such potencies—productive

of tho host of products such as the Mahal (Cosmic Intelligence) and the rest,

ftuc]i is Pradhdna, Primordial Matter, which consists of the Attributes

of ' Harmony ’, ‘ Energy * and ‘ Inertia in the state of equilibrium ?

and it is from out of this that the Cosmic Intelligence and other Evolutes

evolve ; such is the view of the Followers of Kapila.—Tho emphasising of

• primordial Matter alone ’ ia for the purpose of excluding such agencies as

those of Time, A Personality and the like ;—tho addition of tho term ‘ KivdUit

‘itself’, is meant to exclude the ‘God’ postulated by the Theislic SdAkhya

(Yoga). Evolve,—are produced, directly or indirectly. The process of this

Evolution is as follows Out of Pradhdna (Primordial Matter) first of all

evolves Buddhi (Cosmic Intelligence) out of Cosmic Intelligence, evolves

Ahankdra (tho I-principle) out of the I-principle evolve the five Tanmdlras

(Rudimentary Substances), consisting of Sound, Touch, Taste, Colour, and

Odour and also tho oleven Sense-organs

;

—the five Organs of Sensation,

in the shape of the Organ of Hearing, of Touch, of Vision, of Taste and of

Smell,—tho five Organs of Action, in the shape of Organs of Speech, Hands.

Feet, Excretory Organ and the Generative Organ and Mhid is the

eleventh.—Out of the five Rudimentary Substances evolve the five Gross

Substances,—Akdsha out of Sound-rudiment. Air out of Touch -rudiment,

Fire out of Colour-rudiment, Water out of Taste-rudiment and Earth out of

Odour-rudiment.

This is as declared by Ishvarakr^na (in the S&hkhyakdriku, 22)
—

‘ From

Primordial Mattor issues the Great Principle (Cosmic Intelligence) ; thence

the I-principle ; thence tho Group of Sixteen ; from among this Group of
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Sixteen, out of five, issue the five Gross Substances Here the term

* Mahan ‘ Great Principle ’, stands for Buddhi, the Cosmic Intelligence ;
this

Cosmic Intelligence functions in the form of such conception or determination

of things as * this is a jar
4
this a piece of cloth \—The I-principle functions in

the form of such notions as ‘ I am handsome ’, * I am presentable ’.—The Mind

functions in the form of Reflection ; for instance, a boy happens to hear that food

is to be had in another village, and tills gives rise to his reflection in the form
4
1 shall go there, I wonder if there would be curds and molasses or curds

only *
; that which functions thus as Reflection is the Mind.—Such is to bo

understood the distinction among Cosmic Intelligence, I-principle and Mind.

The rest (of Ishvarakffna's KQrikd) is oasily intelligible.

These entities. Cosmic Intelligence and the rest, along with Primordial

Matter and the Spirit make up the twenty-five Principles (or Realities, Real

Entities) of those philosophers. To this end, it has been declared that

—

‘ One who knows the twenty-five Principles,—bo he addicted to any life-stage,

being either a Hormit (wearing knotted locks), or a Wondering Mendicant

(with shaven head), or a Householder (wearing the top-knot),—becomes liber-

ated; there is no doubt on this point’.

All tliese various Products evolving out of Primordial Mottor are not

entirely distinct from their Cause,—as are the Products postulated by the

Batuld/vts ;—they are, in fact, of the same csxcnco ; i.e. thoy luvve their essence

in that same.—Primordial Matter ;
such is the analysis of the compound

' tadrUpuh ’ (in tho Text). The products are of the same essence as Primordial

Matter, in the sense that thoy are all mode up of tho Three Attributes. For

instance, in the ordinary world, it is found tliat tho Product is of tho samo

essenco os the Cause
;

e.g. the cloth woven out of black yarns is black,

and tliat woven out of white yarns is white. And Primordial Matter is

made up of tho Three Attributes ;—and all that is manifested, in tho form

of Cosmic Intelligence, I-principle, Rudimentary Substances, Souse-organs

and Gross Substance, is also found to be made up of the Tlireo Attributes,

hence it is that all this latter is of the same essence as Primordial Matter.

—

Similarly, Primordial Matter is nol-distinguishable ; that is to say, it cannot

be distinguished that ‘ those aro tho Three Attributes, Harmony and the

rest (constituting the Unmanifest Primordial Matter), aud these aro tho

Cosmic Intolligonco and the rest constituting tho Manifest in fact, tho

notion always is tliat
1
the Attributes aro the Manifest, and tho Manifest

is the Attributes ’.—Further, both these,—the Manifest and tho Unmanifest

—ore Objective
, because they have the character of objects of onjoyment

(experience, for the Spirit).—Both again are common,—to all Spirits ;
just

as the Malla-ddsi (tho Slave-girl who is the common property of several

men).—It is also insentient, as it cannot feel pleasure or pain or delusion.

—It is productive ; that is. Primordial Matter is productive of Cosmic Intelli-

gence, Cosmic Intelligence produces tho I-principle, tho I-principle produces

the Rudimentary Substances and the Eleven Sense-organs ; and tho Rudi-

mentary Substances produce the Gross Substances.—Thus all these various

Products evolve, all having the same essence as Primordial Matter,

—

inasmuch as they also are constituted by the Three Attributes (are non-

distinguishablc, objective, common, insentient and productive). This has
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been thus declared (by Ishvarnkrsna, in Karikd 11)
—‘The Manifest is with

the Three Attributes, utulislinguishable, objective, common, insentient and

productive

;

so also is Primordial Matter ; the Spirit is the reverse and yet

also similar*.

The following question has been raised—" If the Products aro of the

same essence as Primordial Matter, then how is it tlrnt in this Pliilosophy

a distinction has been made between the Manifest (Product) and the Un-

manifesl (Cause) ? For instance, it. lias been declared by Ishvantkrwa (in

his Kdrika 10)
— '‘The Manifest is with cause, not eternal, not-pervasive, mobile,

multiform, dependent, soluble ,
composite, subordinate ; the Unmanifest is the

reverse of this \ Tho meaning of this is ns follows It is the Manifest

alone that has a cause ; e.g. Cosmic Intelligence is * with cause ’ he. hns its

cause in Primordial Matter ; the I-principle has its cause in Cosmic Intelli-

gence ; tho Five Rudimentary Substances and the Eleven Sense-organs

have their causo in the I-principle ;
and the Gross Substances liavo their

cause in the Rudimentary Substances. The Unmanifest, however, w not

so (lrnving no cause), l>ecause it is nover produced, having no beginning.

Primordial Matter and Spirit subsist everywhere, in heaven, in sky and on

Earth, pervading all things not so the Manifest, which, in fact, is non-)>erva-

sive in cliaractor.—Then again, in the course of Birth and Robirtli, tlio Manifest,

equipped, in tho form of the Subtle Body, with the thirteen-fold body con-

sisting of Cosmic Intelligence, I-principle. tho Sense-organs, actively moves

along (from birth to birth) ; not so the Unmanifest ;
because, being all-por-

vading, it cannot bo mobile.—Further, the Manifest is actually found to

be multiform, through such diversity as is involved in the notions of the Cosrruc

Intelligence, I-prineiple and the rest not so the Unmanifest, which in

one and the same form, is the cause productive of all the throe Regions.

Then tho Manifest is ‘ dependent ’.—that wliich is produced out of another

thing is dependent upon this latter ;—not so the Unmanifest ;
os it is not a

product.—The Manifest again is ‘soluble’, in the sense tlrnt it goes

into dissolution ; for instance, at the time of the Universal Dissolution,

the Gross Substances become dissolved into Rudimentary Substances,

the Rudimentary Substances and Sense-organs into the I-principle, the I-

principle into Cosmic Intelligence, and the Cosmic Intelligence into Primor-

dial Matter ; the Unmanifest however nover goes into Dissolution ; as it

has no cause into which it could become merged.—Further, the Manifest

is ‘composite’, being made up of such components as Sound, Touch,

Colour, Taste and Odour; not so the Unmanifest, as Sound and the

rest are not found to be present in the constitution of Primordial Matter.

—Lastly, just as, while the father is alive, the son is not his own master,

so also the Manifest is always ‘subordinate’, resting always on its Cause

;

not so the Unmanifest, because it is eternal anti hence not subservient

to any Cause ”.

The answer to this is supplied in the Text., by the word Bhdvatah ;

* bhdvatah ’ means that * in reality ’ there is sameness of essence, and yet

there is nothing incongruous in the idea that there is distinction into ‘ Cause

and Effect’, based upon the diversity of modifications.—Or, the term
1bhdvatah

mav mean ‘ by their nature ’,—the sense being that by their very nature.
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consisting of the Three Attributes, the things operate only in that form,

which is the same as that of Primordial Matter. What is meant is that,

the diversity found in the World in the sliape of the 4 Great Principle ’ (Cosmic

Intelligence) and other products is due to the predominance or otherwise of

one or the other of the Three Attributes of Harmony, Energy and Inertia.

Thus it becomes finally established that the Product always exists in the form

of the Cause.—(7)

Question—“ How is it known that the Effect (Product) exists even before

it Is produced ?
”

Answer—

TEXT (8).

“ If the Effect were non-existent, potentially, in the form of

the Cause,—then it could not be produced ; because it

WOULD HAVE NO FORM AT ALL, BEING LIKE THE

Sky-Lotus."—(8)

COMMENTARY.

For proving the existence of the Effect (even prior to its production),

the other Philosophers (Sdhkhyas) liave put forward the following five reasons

(os stated in Sanlchyakarikd, 0)
—

“(1) Because what is non-existent cannot

be produced,—(2) because there is always recourso to the Cause,—(3) because

all things are not possible,—(4) because the efficient can produce only that

for wlxich it is efficient,—and (5) because the Effect is of the essence of the

Cause,—therefore the Effect must bo existent (oven bofore it is produced).”

(1) In support of the first reason, the following explanation lias been

provided (by tho Toxt) in the words—“ If the Effect were non-existent, etc.—
That is to say, if the Effect did not already exist in the form of the Cause,

even prior to its production, then it could not be produced ; as it would be

like the Sky-lotus (a non-entity). This reasoning is formulated as follows :

—

What is non-existent cannot be produced,—as for instance, the Sky-lotus,

—prior to its production, tho Effect is non-existent, according to the other

party,—hence the acceptance of the other party’s view would lead to a

contingency contrary to tho universal proposition (set forth above as tho

Major Premiss) ;—os a matter of fact, no such contingency does arise ;—hence

it becomes established that whatever effect is produced in the shape of such

Effects as Oil and the like, by such causes as Sesamum and the like, did exist

even before the said production.”

Potentially—i.e. in the form of the latent potency ; as regards

actual appearance (manifestation), even the followers of Kapila do not regard

the Effect to have existed prior (to the actual production).

Because it would have no form at all,—which means that, if the Effect

had no existence, then it could not have any form at all.—(8)
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In support of tho second reason set forth [as above, in Sanklnjakdrihl
%

9, “ Because there is always recourse to the Cause*'], the following argument

has been put forward (by the Sdnkhya )
:

—

TEXT (0).

“ How IS IT THAT PEOPLE HAVE RECOURSE TO ONLY SPECIFIC CAUSES,

IN THE SHAPE OF SUCH DIVERSE THINGS AS THE PADDY-SEED AND

THE LIKE, AND NOT ANY OTHER,—EVEN THOUGH THE NON-

EXISTENCE (OF THE DESIRED EFFECT OR PRODUCT)

IS EQUAL (EVERYWHERE) ?
"

COMMENTARY.

“ If the Effect were non-existent, then people would not have had recourse

to only specific causes (productive of particular Products). For instance,

when a man wants paddy-grains, he takes up paddy-seeds, not Kodrava-

seeds ;
when a man, thinking of feeding Br&hmanas tho noxt day, wishes to

have curds ready for tho purpose, he secures a supply of milk, not tcater. As

regards tho * non-existence * of the Paddy-grain or tho Curd, this ‘ non-exist-

ence’ (according to the Opponent) is there as much in tho Paddy-seed as

in tho Kodrnva-seed (and as much in milk as in water) ; then how is it that

though tlio
4 non-existence ’ of the Paddy-grain and other products is equal

everywhere (in the Paddy-seed as well as in other seeds), yet. it is only tho

specific seeds tliat are secured ; tho persons wanting tho paddy-grain could

secure tho Kodrava and other seeds also,—inasmuch as tho Paddy-grain

would be as * non-existent ’ in these latter as in tho Paddy-seeds.—If it be

urged that those other seeds are not secured by people becauso the desired

grain is not there in them,—then, in that case, the person wanting paddy*

grain also should not socure the Paddy-seed, as tho desired grain is not there

also (according to tho Opponent),—exactly ns in the Kodrava-need. But

this is wliat never happens. Hence it follows that tho particular Effect.

(Paddy-grain) is actually present in tho particular Cause (Paddy -seed).”— (9)

In support of the third reason (set forth in Sunkhyakdrikd, 9,
‘

because

all things are not possible ’), tho following explanation is provided :

—

TEXT (10).

“Everything likely to be produced would be produced from

EVERYTHING J
BECAUSE THE NEGATION OF CO-ESSENTIALITY IS

EQUALLY PRESENT IN EVERYTHING.” (10)

COMMENTARY.

“ If it is your view that the Effect that is produced lias been non-existent

(before production), then, under that view, every product, in tho shape
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of gold, silver and the rest, would be produced from all things, such as grass,

dust, clods and the rest ;—why ?

—

because the negation of co-essentiality

is equally present in everything ; that is, the negation or absence of the charac-

ter of being co-essential with,—of the same essence as—the Grass and the

rost is equally present in everytiling that is likely to be produced. In the

preceding text, the incongruity was indicated through the Cause, and

in tho present text, it is indicated through the Effect ;
such is the difference

between the two.—And yet, as a matter of fact, everything is not produced

from everything. Hence it follows tliat the natural law is that one effect

is produced from one cause because it is only in that cause that tliat effect

already exists (in a latent form).”—(10)

The: following might lie urged (against the SciAkhya view):—‘The

potency of Causes is such as is restricted to specific Effects ;
hence, even though

the Effect lias been non-oxistent, yet it is only some one effect, an actual

Product, tluit is produced,—and not an absolute non-entity, like the Shy-

lotus ; this is the reason why only a s[H>cific cause is socured (for the production

of a particular effect), that one which is efficient for tho purpose, not anything

at random ;
so that particular effects uro produced from particular causes,

and not every effect from every cause ”.

Having tliis objection in view, the Sdhhhya, under the pretext of answer-

ing it, puts forward the following arguments in support of tho fourth reason

sot forth (in the S&nkhyakariku, 9 :

4 Because the efficient can do that only for

which it is efficient'].

TEXT (11).

“ Because the potencies of these things are restricted in their

SCOPE, THEREFORE IT IS NOT AS HAS BEEN URGED
;
HENCE IT

DOES NOT ANSWER OUR ARGUMENT. BECAUSE POTENT

CAUSES PRODUCE ONLY SUCH EFFECT AS IS

AMENABLE TO THEIR POTENCY.”—(11)

COMMENTARY.

Of these things,—i.e. of tilings tliat aro held to be causes.—It is not as

has been urged

;

—i.c. the objection urged does not affect the Sdhhhya position
;

hence it is not a suitable answer to our argument made by the Bauddha and

others.—Why ?—Because even potent Causes, when producing their effects,

produco only such effects as aro amenablo to their action, and not what

is not so amenable.—(11)

(Says the Opponent to the SarlWiya]—“ Who has said that causes produce

effects which they are not efficient to produce,—that you are denying it here ?

All that is said is tliat they also produce such effects as have been non-
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existent; and tliat such previously non-existent effect is quite amenable to

the potency of the cause

To this tho Saiikhya makes the following reply:

—

TEXT (12).

“That to which no peculiarity can be attributed, which is

FORMLESS AND UNMODIFIABLE,—HOW COULD SUCH A THING BE

PRODUCED BY CAUSES,—WHEN ANY MODIFICATION

WOULD INVOLVE THE LOSS OF ITS VERY

ESSENCE ?
”—(12)

COMMENTARY.

The S&Mchya reasons ns follows :—“ The acceptance of the view that

the Effect produced has been non-oxistont implies that causes produce an

effect which is incapable of being producod by tliem. For instance, tliat

which is non-existent is formless—i.o. diaracfcerless ;—tliat which is formless

is, like the Hare's Horn, something to which no jteculiarity can I* attributed,

—i.c. which cannot bo regarded as having any cliaractoristics ;—and that

to which no peculiarity can be attributed must be untnodifiable, immutable,

—

like Akasha ;—how can such a thing, wliicli has not acquired a specific form,

be produced by any cause ?—It might bo argued that
4 from tho fact of its

being perceived in its existing state (after being produced) it follows tlmt

it does bocomo modified ’.—The answer to tliut is that any modification would

involve the loss of its very essence. If modification is admitted, then its very

essence,—essential character, which is descrilxsl as consisting of formlessness,

would bccomo lost. As a matter of fact, unless tho non-existent tiling

lias relinquished its essential character (of formlessness), it cannot become

existent ; and if it does relinquish tho essential clmracter, then it would not

Ijo true tliat tho non-existent (formless) tiling has beoome existent (with form)

;

the form of tho Existent is entirely different from the form of tho non-existent,

the two being mutual contradictories. Hence what is non-existent cannot

bo produced. If it be admitted that a Causo can produce such a thing—then

it would be admitted that Causes actually produce only such things as aro

incapable of beiny produced ! Certainly what is incapable of being produced

can never lie produced ; as we find in the case of tlio Sky-lotus, Irom all

this it follows that the Sdhkhya argument (the fourth in the Kdrikd) is un-

answerable.
’ ’—( 12

)

In support of the fifth reason [stated in the Suhkhyakdrikd, 9 Because

*he effect is of the essence of the Cause]—we have the following—
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TEXT (13).

“Thus the Effect being lmpossible, what would that be by pro-

ducing WHICH ANYTHING WOULD BE A CAUSE ? AS A CONSEQUENCE,

IT CANNOT BE POSSIBLE TO ADMIT THE CAUSAL CHARACTER OF

EVEN SUCH THINGS AS THE SEED AND THE

LIKE.”

—

(13)

COMMENTARY.

Thus,—i.e. in accordance with the reason explained in tho preceding

text ; or on account of the four Reasons stated above (by tho Sdnkhya),—
the Effect being absolutely impossible, under the theory that * the Effect is

non-existent (prior to its production) \—what would that be by producing which,

the Seed and other things would be a Cause ? Hence it would be possible to

assert that tho Seed and other such things cannot bo ‘Causes ’, because their

effect is non-existent, like tho Sky-lotus. And yet such an assertion is impos-

sible. Hence it becomes established that tho contrary view is the right one,

that the Effoct exists oven prior to its actual production.—(13)

The following argument might bo urged (against tho Sunkhya)—“ It

may bo taken ns established that tho Effect is existent ; but how is it proved

that all the diverse Products emanate from Primordial Matter itself f
”

Tho answer to this is provided in tho following

—

TEXT (14).

“All that is Manifest is clearly known to be homogeneous

with Pleasure and the rest, from the fact of the Effect

BEING FOUND TO BE THE PRODUCT OF SATISFACTION,

Irritation and Dejection, etc.”—(14)

COMMENTARY.

As proofs of the existence of Primordial Matter, the following five

affirmative arguments have been sot forth by the other philosophers (Sdh-

khyas), detailed as below (in SSr'Jchyakdrikd, 16-10)
—

‘ (1) Because tho various

Products are finite,—(2) because they are homogeneous,—(3) because activity

is due to efficiency (potency),—(4) because there is distinction botweon

Causo and Effect,—and (6) because there is merging of the entire world

(of effects),—therefore tho Unmanifest (Primordial Matter) exists’.—Tho

meaning of this is as follows :

—

(1) Primordial Matter exists,

—

because the various Products are finite.

In this world it has been seen that a thing that has a producor is always

finite ; for instance, the Potter takes up earth-clods which are finite and

produces tho Jar, which again is finite containing a seer or two seers and a

half (of water) ; the ‘ Manifest * consisting of Cosmic Intelligence and the rest,

is found to be finite,—Cosmic Intelligence being only one, the I-principle being
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only one

,

the Rudimentary Substances being only five, the Sense-organs being
only eleven, the Gross Substances being only five. Hence, through Inference,

we prove it that Primordial Matter does exist, and it produces the Manifest*
which is finite. If Primordial Matter were not there, then all this Manifest
would not bo finite (would be without any definite size).

(2) For the following reason also, Primordial Matter must bo there

—

Because tlte various Products are found to be homogeneous. As a matter of

fact, whenever sometliing is found to belong to a certain, genus, it is bound
to have emanated from a Cause consisting of that Genus; for instance, when
tilings like the Jar and the Saucer are found to belong to the Genus * Clay ’,

they are the products of the Cause consisting of Clay. The Manifest in

question is found to be homogeneous with—permeated by—such Genuses
(Generic entitios) as ‘ Pleasure ’, ‘Pain’ and ‘Delusion’,—how ?—because
of its being found to be the product of Composure, Distress and Dejection.

Thus Composure, Buoyancy, Attacliment, Delight and Affection ore the
products of the Sattva-A ttribute (Harmony) ; as a matter of fact, Composure
(Happiness) is actually spoken of os Saliva (Harmony) ; similarly Irritation,

Emaciation, Piercing Pain, Xiunbness, Anxiety, Calamity, and Impetuosity are
products of the Rajas-Attribute (Energy)

; and Pain is spoken of as * Energy ’

;

—Depression, Concealment, Despondency, Disgust and Lethargy are the
products of the Tamas-Attribute (Inertia) ; and Inertia is spoken as

Delusion '. All this

—

Composure, Irritation and Dejection—is found to

be the Produet of Cosmic Intelligence and the rest (constituting the ‘ Mani-
fest ’

) ; and from this it is inferred tlint these are only particular phases of
‘ Pleasure ’, ‘ Pain ’ and 4 Delusion ’ (ns representing the three Attributes

of Sattva, Itajus and Tamas, respectively). And from the fact of their lining

products of ‘ Pleasure ’, etc. it follows that they are 4 homogeneous ’ with
‘ Pleasure \ etc.

; and from tliis
1 homogeneity it also follows that they

have emanated from a Source (Cause) which is constituted of these (Pleasure,

etc.); this liaving been established, it also follows by implication that tliis

Source or Cause must be Primordial Matter. Thus it is established that Pri-

mordial Matter exists—by the fact that the diverse products are found to be

homogeneous.

(3) For the following reason also. Primordial Matter must exist :

—

Because activity is due to efficiency ;—in the ordinary world, when a man
takes up an activity, it is only when lie has the efficiency (or capacity) for

it; for instance, the Weaver taking up the work of cloth-weaving. By this

we infer that Primordial Matter has the efficiency (or Capacity) by virtue

of which it produces the 4

Manifest ’ ;—this efficiency (or Capacity) cannot
bo there without a substratum; hence we conclude that (hero is Primordial

Matter wherein the said efficiency subsists.

(4) For the following reason also Primordial Matter must exist :

—

Because there is distinction beltveen Cause and Effect. In tliis world, it is found

that there is distinction between Cause and Effect

;

e.g. the Clay is the Cause,

the Jar is the Effect ; mid this Effect lias a character entirely different from
tliat of the Cause ; e.g. the Jar lias the capacity to contain Honey, Water
and Milk, while Clay lias no such capacity. Similarly seeing the Effect,

in the shape of the
1 Manifest ’ in question, we infer that there is

3
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Primordial Matter out of which is produced the Product in the shape of

Cosmic Intelligence and the rest.

(5) For the following reason also, Primordial Matter must exist :

—

Because there is merging of the entire world ; the term ‘ Vaishvarupya \ ‘ Entire

World stands for the three Regions (Heaven, Earth and Nether World)

;

all these, at the time of Dissolution, merge into something ; for instance,
.

the five Gross Substances merge into tho Rudimentary Substances,— the five

Rudimentary Substances and tho Sense-organs merge into the I-prineiple,

—the I -principle merges into Cosmic Intelligence; thus the whole of the

Tliree Worlds becomo merged; ‘merging’ means non-differentiation, ns

for instance, in tho state of Milk, the differentiation is not possible, that

Milk is different from Curd ; similarly at the time of Universal Dissolution,

no such discrimination is possible os that ‘ this is Manifest (Product) and that

is Unmanifest (Cause) From this wo conclude that there is such an entity

as Primordial Matter wherein Cosmic Intelligence and the rest (making

up tho Manifest) become merged, incapable of being distinguished.

Our Teacher (Sluintarakfita ), however, lias mentioned (in the Text)

only one reason—tlrnt of Homogeneity, which is meant to imply the others

also.

In the Text, in the phrase * Pleasure and the rest', the term ‘the rest*

includes Pain and Delusion ;—tho term ‘ Manifest ’ stands for all the entities,

from Cosmic Intelligence down to the Gross Substances.—The plu'ase * is

clearly known' means is distinctly perceived ;—how?—

*

from the fact of the

Effect, etc. etc.'', the term ‘
el cetera' is connected with each member of tho

compound (Composure, etc., Irritation, etc. and Dejection, etc.). This

is os we have already explained above.—(14)

Having established the validity of the reason 4 On account of homogeneity \
the Text sets forth (on belrnlf of the Sdnkhya

)

the full argument in support

of their doctrine.

—

TEXT (15).

“ Thus, the whole (Manifest) must be taken as having emanated
FROM SOMETHING MADE UP OP THE SAID (PLEASURE, ETC.),

—

BECAUSE THE SAID GENERIC CHARACTER IS FOUND PRESENT

IN IT,—JUST AS IN THE CASE OF THE JAR AND OTHER
things; and this somethino is Primordial

Matter",—so say the followers of

Kapila.—(15)

COMMENTARY.
4 The whole must, etc.' ;—i.e. emanated from a Cause which is made

up of Pleasure and the rest ;—tliis sentence states the Conclusion to bo proved.

—The Probans (Reason) in support of tho conclusion is stated in the words

—

‘ Because the said generic cliaracter is found present in it;—that is, it is all
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permeated by the generic character of being made up of the Three Attributes ;

—gust as in the case of the Jar and other things ;—i.e. such diverse products as

the Jar and the rest.—And tliis Cause made uj) of the Three Attributes is Pri-

mordial Matter ;

—

so say the followers of Kapila,—i.e. the Sdidchyas offer

the said explanation.—(15)



(B)

Refutation of the S&Hkhya Doctrine.

COMMENTARY.

With the words * Tadatra ', the Author begins the Refutation (of the

SdrUchya Philosophy).

—

TEXT (16).

In answer to this, the wise ones declare that the argument
THAT HAS BEEN URGED (BY THE Sankhlja AGAINST THE DOOTRINE
THAT THE EFFECT IS NON-EXISTENT PRIOR TO ITS PRODUCTION)

IS EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO THE DOCTRINE OF THE Existence

of the Effect. And the answer that you would

HAVE TO THAT ARGUMENT WOULD EQUALLY APTLY

BE THE ANSWER OF THE WI9E ONES ALSO.

—

(16)

COMMENTARY.

It has been asserted (by the SMkhya) that “ The various products eman-
ating from Primordial Matter and other Causes, are of the same essence

as those Causes ”.—In regard to this, we proceed to consider the following

points :—If these diverse Effects are of the same essence ns Primordial Matter,

then how is it that they emanate from it as its effects ? When ono tiling

is non-difloront from (of the same essence as) another, it cannot bo its cause

or effect ; because the Cause and its Effect must bo totally different in charac-

ter from one another. If it were not so, how could there be any clear concep-

tion as to one tiling being tho ‘ Cause ’ and another the * Effect ’ ? In that case,

how could there be any such deduction as that made by you—(a) that Pri-

mordial Matter must always be the Cause, (6) that the group of sixteen,

consisting of the five Gross Substances and eleven Sense-organs must always

be the Effect, and (c) tliat among Cosmic Intelligence, I-principle and Rudi-

mentary Substances, one is the Effect of what precedes, and the CVnwe of

what follows it ! This deduction has been thus formulated (in the SdAkhya-

kdrikd, 3)—“ Primordial Matter is never a Product—the group of seven

consisting of the Cosmic Intelligence and the rest are both Product

and Productive—the group of sixteen is always Product;—the Spirit

is neither Product nor Productive ”.—In fact (under tho Sditkhya Doctrine)

everything would bo equally liablo to be the Cause or Effect of every-

thing else. Or, the cliaracter of Cause and Effect being always relative,

—end (under the S&nkkya doctrine of all things being of tho same essence)

there being no entirely different thing to be conceived of as in relation to

another,—all things would, like the Spirit, be * neither Product nor Pro-

ductive *
; otherwise tho Spirit also might be spoken of as ' Product ’ and
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‘ Productive It has lxx>n said that—

*

When Rudrila asserted tliat what is

Curd is Milk aud what is Milk is Curd, he gave evidence of his being

VindltyaoSsin, an inhabitant of the wilds of the Vindhya Hills

[Under Sdnkhyakdr ikd , 10] it has been declared that tho Manifest

has the character of being * caused * and the rest, and tho Unmanifest is the

reverse of all this ;—this also is mere childish prattle. As a matter of fact,

when one thing is not different in nature from another thing, it caiuiot be

contrary to this latter; because ‘ contrariness’ consists in difference of nature

;

otherwise, there would be an end to all notions of ‘ difference ’
; and as a conse-

quence, there would be no grounds for accepting any difference among the

Attributes of Harmony. Energy and Inertia (which are insentient) on the one

hand and the sentient Spirits on the other ; and the whole universe would bo

uniform ; this would involve the contingency of the whole being produced

and also destroyed at one and tho same time. That oil these contingencies

would follow would be duo to the fact tliat the notion of all kinds of * Non-

difference ’ must share the same fate (of being accepted or rejected). From
this it follows tliat the

4 Unmanifest ’ also, like the * Manifest’, should possess

the qualities of being ‘ with cause * and the rest (which have been attributed

to the 4 Manifest ’ only), for the simple reason that the form (essence) of the

Unmanifest is not different from that of the 'Manifest’;—or (conversely)

the * Manifest ’ should, like the 4 Unmanifest possess the qualities of being
4 without cause* and the rest, on the ground of its form being not different

from tho Unmanifest ; both these universal affirmative propositions would

have to be accepted; otherwise undesirable contingencies would arise.—Then
again, in ordinary worldly experience, the relation of Cause and Effect is

always apprehended on the l>nsis of well-ascertained positive and negative con-

comitance
; while as regards the subject under discussion. Cosmic Intelligence

and other things are not ordinarily known to be produced from such causes

as Primordial Matter and the rest. Nor again is any eternal tiling found

to have the nature of a Cause, on the basis of which the fact of the diverse

Products being produced out of Primordial Matter (which is eternal) could

be admitted. And the reason for this lies in the fact that, if an eternal thing

is capable of any effective action, any idea of its operations being gradual or

non-gradual (simultaneous), would involve self-contradictions.

The following argument might be urged—“ Tho relation of Cause and

Effect that wo postulate is not based upon tho idea tliat the Cause produces

something that did not exist before at all ; and it is only such causal relation

tliat would be incompatible with the non-dinference in essence (form )
;

—

what wo do assert is that Primordial Matter undergoes modification into

the form of Cosmic Intelligence and other Products,—just as the Coiled

Serpent uncoils itself and becomes modified into the Elongated Serpent,—and

it is in this sense that it is called the 1 Cause ’ of Cosmic Intelligence and other

* There appeal’s to be a pun here upon the name * Vindhgavdsin ’
;
Vindhya

is the name given to tho Vindhya Hills, so the direct meaning of the term * T'iwlhga-

vasitd * would bo the character of being a denizen of the wilds of (he Vindhya Range;

tho indirect inuendo is to the Sdnkht/a author who gave expression to the opinion

referred to hero : his name was Yindhyavasin. See Foreicortf, page LXI.
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Products ; and these, Cosmic Intelligence and the rest, being of the nature

of modifications, are called its * Effect ’ (or Product) ;—and there is noticing

self-contradictory (or incongruous) in such modification, even though there

l»e non-difference (between the original and its modification).”

This cannot bo right ;
as under such circumstances, there can bo no ‘ modi-

fication Because if there were Modification, it could come about either

on the abandoning of the original form, or on the non-abandonment of it.

If it were to come without the abandoning of the original form, then there

would be a commixture of the two forms (original and modified )

;

and it would

l)o possible to perceive youth at the time of old age. If, on the other hand.

Modification were to come after the abandoning of the original form, then

tliia would involve the loss of form (of the original) ; so that it would mean
that the provi oxis form has been destroyed and a new and different form has

come about ; so that it could not bo proved that any one thing is the 1 modi-

fication * of another.—Then again, you explain * modification * to consist

in a change in the original itself into something else ;—now would this change

be in part or in whole ? It could not be in part, because there are no jxtrfs

(in Primordial Matter) ; nor coxild it be in whole, because that would mean
the production of an entirely new tiling and the consequent destruction

of the original. Hence it cannot be right that there is change of the same

thing
;
as it involves the notion of the coming into existence of an entirely

different character (and thing).

It might be argued that—“ What is meant is that while the thing itself

remains constant, one property of it disappears and another property

appears, and this (variation of the Property) is what Is called Modification
; and

it does not mean that the very essence of the thing itself becomes different

This also cannot be right- Because when the Pro]>erty appears and dis-

appears, would that Property be something different, or non -different, from

the thing itself (in xvhich it appears and disappears) ?—If it were something

different, then the thing itsolf remaining exactly the same, how can it be said

to be modified ? When two such tilings n« Cloth and Horse, which are

entirely different from the Jar and other things, are produced or destroyed,

it is not regarded as a modification of the Jar and other tilings. If it were

so regarded, it would lead to an absurdity. It might be argued that—“ if

this line of argument were adopted, then the Spirit also would be ' modi-

fiable ’
; inasmuch as tho properties related to the Spirit actually appear and

disappear, which would mean ‘ modification ’ of the Spirit itself, not of anything

else **.—Not so, we reply. As no relationship can subsist either in an entity

or a non-entity, there can be nothing that could have any relationship at

all. For instance, if a Relationship existed, it could subsist either in an entity

or in a non-ontity ;—as a matter of fact however, it cannot subsist in

an entity ; because the full majesty of its entire nature being already known
ns independent, it would not be possible for it to be dependent upon

anything else (in the shape of a Relationship). Nor could the Relationship

subsist in a non-entity, because by its vary nature, it is devoid of all charac-

terisation and as such cannot be dependent upon anything ; e.g. the ‘ Hare’s

Horn * and such non-entities cannot bo rightly held to be dependent upon
anything.—Further, you do not advocate that there is modification on
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tl»© appearance and disappearance of entirely different properties ;—wliat

then ?—what you advocate is that, in the case of an entity, its own essential

character remaining constant, there is variation in its conditions (states), and

this is what is meant by * Modification ’. When, however, tho Properties

are distinct from the Entity liaving the properties, there is no possibility

of any essential character remaining constant ; as the entity itself is the one

‘ essence * of the Properties ; and tliat, ex hypothesi, is entirely different

from them ; so that thore is no possibility of any essential character remaining

constant. Nor again does any person over become cognisant of any such Pro-

perty coming within his range of cognisance as is different from the appearing

and disappearing Properties ;
hence all wise men regard such n property us

non-existent.—If, however, it be held tliat it is not a different entity at all,

as both the properties, tlio appearing ns well as the disappearing, would bo

non-difforont from the Entity to which they belong,—they should, like tho

Entity itself, bo one only ; and under tho circumstances, on what basis would

cither the Entity or the Property be * modified ’ ? The two varying Properties

being non-different from tho Entity which remains constant,—there can

bo no appearance (production) or disapjteamncc (destruction) of these, just

as there is none of the constant Entity. As regards tho Entity also, inas-

much as it is non-different from tho Propertius, all that might be possible

would bo the production (appearance) of something new that did not exist

lieforo and the destruction (disappearance) of that winch has been in exist-

ence ; so that in no case would there he Modification * of any singlo'thing.

From all this it follows tliat, even on the basis of ‘Modification’, your

theory of * Cause and Effect * is not tenablo.

All this defect in tho SdnJchya theory is too manifest to need assertion
;

with this idea, the Author has omitted to set it forth, and with the idea

tliat ' we shall answer later on the objection tliat the SMkhya lian urged

against the theory of the Effect being non-existent (before the causal oper-

ation) —ho proceeds, at tliis stage, to criticise the theory of the Effect

being existent, by showing that it is open to the same objections (tliat have

been urged against the theory of the Effect living non-existent). Tliis is

what is done in the text—‘ In answer to this, etc.'

Tho term ‘ sudhiyah \
‘ wise ones', stands for the Iiauddhas ; they

declare that tho fivefold argument tliat the Saitichya lias sot forth in the words

‘Because what is non-existent cannot be produced, etc.’ (Sdftkhyakarikd,

y) f
—is equally applicable against the theory of the Effect being existent.

For instance, it can bo asserted (with equal reason) that ‘ Becauso what is

existent cannot bo produced,—because there is recourse to the Cause,

—

because all things are not possible,—because the efficient thing can produce

only that for which it is efficient, and—because tlio Effect is of tho same

essence as tho Cause,—therefore the Effect is nol-existcnt ’ ;—{the reading

‘ Asadakarandt ’ of the Sdukhyakdrika being altered into ‘ -Vo sadakaranat ’]

the negative ‘not’ (in the beginning) being construed with the plirase * the

Effect is existent ’ (at the end of tho sentence). “ Why should the Effect

be regarded as not-existenl ? ’’—Because of all the very same reasons that

have been set forth in tho Sailkhyakdrikd—Because what is non-existent

cannot be produced, etc. etc.—And when an objection is equally applicable to
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both parties (to a discussion), then it should not he urged by one against
the other ; such is the sense of the Text.

Objection—“ In what way is them this espiality (between the two theories),—whan the objection as urged by one party is that ‘ the Xon -existent cannot
be producod while as urged by the other, it is that ‘ the Existent cannot
be produced ?

”

I hero is no force in this objection
; as it arises from non-comprehension of

the sense of what is asserted. All that is meant by the assertion of * equality ’

in the Text is only with reference to the five statements (in the Karikh) regard-
ing ‘ non-production \ ‘ presence of connection between Effects and Specific
Causes and so forth [and not with reference to the conclusion deduced
from these statements by tho two parties, which are certainly contradictory]

;

because tlio reasons of the ‘ non-producibility * and the rest are equally
applicable as against the theory of tho Effect being evi&tent. The answer
that you, upholders of the doctrine of the Effect lieing existent, would make
against these arguments (as against your doctrine) would also lie tho answer
of tho wise Bnuddhas who uphold the Doctrine of the Effect being non-
existent.—[IQ)

Question—“In wliat way are the two ‘equal’?”
The answer is provided in the following

—

TEXT (17).

Ip the Curd and other Efpects are already wholly existent in
THE ESSENCE OP (THEIR CAUSES) MlLK AND THE REST,—/THEN,
INASMUCH AS THEY WOULD BE EXACTLY LIKE THE CAUSE,

ETC. IN THEIR ESSENCE, WHAT OP THErRS WOULD BE
THERE THAT WOULD HAVE TO BE PRODUCED ? (17)

COMMENTARY.

The argiunent here set forth is for the purpose of supporting the view
tliat ‘ wlrat is already existent cannot bo produced ’ (an argument aimod against
tho Sdiikhya). If the Effocts (Products) in tho shape of Curd and the rest
exist wholly—in their entirety—i.e. in their mature and properly differentiated
character, regardhig their specific taste, potency and consequences,—™ the
essence of their Causes

, Milk and the rest,—then, as they would be already
existent, wliat of their form would be there that would have to be produced,
—i.e. for the purpose whereof they would have to be produced by such causes
as Milk and the rest?—The compound ‘ hetvddisadrshdtmandm ’ is to be
analysed as ‘ those whose essence is exactly like the Cause, etc.’ ; the ‘ Cause •

hero stands for tho Primordial Matter
; the 4

etc.' stands for the Sentience ;

—and certainly the fully matured Effects being thus circumstanced, wliat
is meant is the fully developed form of the Effects, which, thus, cannot
be produced again. -This indicates the two Reasonings that go to demolish
any such permanent relation as that between Cause and Effect. (17)
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The Author now formulates the argument in the clear and proper form

—

TEXT (18).

(A) The said Effect cannot be produced by the Cause,—because

IT ALREADY EXISTS,—LIKE THE CAUSE AND THE SPIRIT.—(B) THUS
ALSO WHAT IS POSTULATED CANNOT BE THE CAUSE,—BECAUSE

THERE IS NOTHING THAT CAN BE BROUGHT ABOUT BY

IT,—JUST LIKE THE OTHER THING.

—

(18)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Helu\ ‘Cause’, stands for Primordial Matter, and also the common
things. Milk and the like;

—
‘ Tat kdryam *, ‘the said effect’, stands for

the Cosmic Intelligence, etc. (products, according to the SaidJtya, of Primor-

dial Matter), as also the common things. Curd and the like;
—

‘ Satlatah ’,

means ‘because it already exists ’ ;

—

‘ hltu-vitti-vat \ ‘ like the Cause and the

Spirit — 1 Cause ’ stands for Primordial Matter and also for the common
things. Milk and the like ;

* nitti * Spirit ’, stands for the Sentient Faculty ;

and what is like these two is ‘ like the Cause awl the Spirit ’.—The argument

may Iks thus formulated—That which is existent in its entirety cannot be

produced by anything,—as, for instance, Primordial Matter and Spirit ;

—

and the Effect in its mature state is already existent (ex hypolhesi),—according

to the opinion of our Opponent- the Curd and the Products are already existent

;

—hence (if these were held as to l>e produced) it would involve the contingency

of going against a imiversal law.—Nor can the reason (probans) here put

forward he regarded ns not true, inadmissible ; because, if what cannot l>e

producod in any form were regarded as producible, then all things would hove

to he regarded ns producible, and tliis would lead to a regressus ad infinitum,

which would nullify the Opponent's proposition ; and it would also involve

the further absurdity of the producibility of wluit lias already been produced.

So far the Author has shown that what are regarded (by the Snhkhya)

as ‘Effects’ cannot really lie ‘Effects’ or ‘Products’; now ho proceeds to

show that what nro regarded as * Causes ’ cannot really bo ‘Causes’—* Thus

also what is jtostulated, etc.'
—

‘ Postulated \—i.e. the Entity posited. What is

meant is as follows :—Primordial Matter, and also the Seed, Milk and other

common things,—which have been postulated as the ‘ Cause ’ of such intended

effects ns Cosmic Intelligence and the rest, ns also Curd and other common

products,—cannot be the cause of these latter,—tlxat is, it is not capable

of being treated as the producer ;—why ?

—

because there is nothing that can

be brought about by such a cause ; as a matter of fact, there is nothing that

can be brought about by the said entity ; nnd as the said entity has

this character, it cannot he regarded as the ‘Caase’. That this is so follows

from what lias been said (in the first half of the Text), regarding the effects in

question being not effects at all

;

it is for this reason tliat the Text lias used

tlie term * alah ’, * thus \
* Paratmavat 4 Just like the other things \ i.e. like the thing with a different

character,—i.e. like the entity wliich has not been posited ns a Cause’, the
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entity that lias not been posited as the Cause is the Spirit,—as declared (in

the SuhkJtyakurikil, 3>— ‘ The Spirit is neither productive nor product

This argument may be formulated as follows :—That for which there

is nothing to be brought about cannot bo a Cause,—e.g. the Spirit ;—the

entity postulated (as Cause) is one for which there is nothing to be brought

about ;—hence the entity concerned is not found to fulfil the conditionswhich

are invariably concomitant (with the nature of the Cause).

Both these arguments put forward in the Text are only meant to expose

the anomalies (involved in the S&nkhya doctrine) ; hence there is no need

for putting forward only such corroborative examples as are accepted

by both parties.

There is a party among SdhkJtyas who hold the view that—“The Spirit

also is also a doer (n Cause) in regard to his own experiences,—on the analogy

of the Reflection [which, though not of the Reflecting Substance, is yet attribut-

ed to it ; similarly though Experience does not subsist in the Spirit, yet it

is attributed to him) ”.

As against this party, the explanation of the Text would be os follows :

—

The term ‘ parQlma ’ stands for the ‘ Para-Stmd ’, the Liberated Spirit

;

as

such a Spirit would bo liberated, he could not be the doer (Cause) iu regard

to Experience. Hence (even so) there is nothing wrong with the corroborative

instance cited in the Text.—(18)

The Author, in the following text, indicates (on behalf of the Saiikhya)

the fallacy of 4 Inadmissibility ’ in the argument just put up by himself

—

TEXT (19).

It might be urged that “ THERE is some peculiar feature, some-

thing in the shape of manifestation and the like,—by

PRODUCING WHICH, CAUSES MIGHT CEASE TO BE

DEFAMED (AS FUTILE)”.—(19)

COMMENTARY.

[The Sahkhya may argue as follows :—]—“ If, in your first argument,

you mean your premiss to be in the full}' qualified form ‘because it already

exists in its entirety, even atony with such features as being manifest and the

rest \—then the premiss is * Untrue ’, * Inadmissible *
; because wo do not

regard tho Effect as existing along with all such features as being manifested and

the like ; we regard it as existing only in the form of a potency (in the Cause).

—If, on the other liand, you mean your premiss to be in general form, with-

out the said qualification,—then it is * Inconclusive ’
;
because such peculiar

features as manifestation and the like are actually produced (even under our

theory).—Nor does our theory involve the absurdity of all things being Effects

(produced).—For the same reason, tho second reason put forward by you is also

* not true \ ' Inadmissible ’, ns there is something to bo brought about,

produced.

Tins iswhat is meant by the phrase ‘Something in the shape of Manifesta-

tion and the like
*

; the expression ' and the like ’ is meant to include such
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peculiar conditions as Growth, etc.

—

'Which' (in the Text) stands for the

‘ peculiar feature ’.

—

4 To be defamed ’,—-blamed. "What is meant is that

our theory is not open to the fallacies that have been urged against our Reason

as being ‘Inadmissible’, ‘Untrue’ and the like.—(10)

The Author answers the above arguments in the following

—

TEXT (20).

If this (Peculiar Feature) existf.d previously, then the

OBJECTION IS NOT ANSWERED ;
IF, HOWEVER, IT DID NOT EXIST

PREVIOUSLY, THEN, BEING NON-EXISTENT, HOW COULD IT

BE PRODUCED OUT OF THE CAUSES ?—(20)

COMMENTARY.

There can be only two alternatives: (1) This ' peculiar feature’ that

has been spoken of, existed already, in its pristine state of Primordial Matter,

prior to the condition of ‘ manifestation ’ and the rest,—or (2) it did not

so exist. If it did exist, then you have not succeeded in showing the

invalidity (inadmissibility) of the two Reasons put forward by us, and thus

answering them. If, on the other hand, it did not exist previously, then,

even so, how could that ‘peculiar feature’ secure its production from tho

said ‘ Causes ’ ? As your argument is that- wlint is non-existent cannot be

produced,—such production cannot bo right ;—such is the sense of the

Text.—(20)

The argument * because what is already existent cannot be produced
’

as stated by the Author himself (against the Sdnkhya theory on p. 24, 1. 20,

parodying SdAkhyakdrikd, 9) lias been duly supported ; now he proceeds to

argue in support of the other four arguments,—‘ because there is recourse

to the Cause ’ and the rest,—in the following

—

TEXT (21).

For THE SAME REASON, IF THERE IS NOTHING TO BE PRODUCED, THERE

WOULD BE NO ‘ RECOURSE TO THE CAUSE —NOR WOULD THERE

BE ANY PRODUCTION OUT OF EVEN A SPECIFIC CAUSE,

—

NOR WOULD THERE BE ANY * EFFICIENCY \ NOR ANY
‘ OPERATION * (OF THE CAUSE).—(21)

COMMENTARY.

As in accordance with tho said reasoning, the Effect to Ik* brought about

would (according to the Sdi’ikhya) be already in existence [read ‘ SGdhya-

sya bhdvat ’ ],
* recourse to Cause ’ would not be possible ; as intelligent ]>ersons

have recourse to a cause only for the purpose of something tliat could be

brought about by that Cause. Nor would it be necessary that particular
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Effects, like Curd and the rest, must proceed only from particular causes ;

simply because there would be nothing to be produced out of any cause. This
supports the (parodied) argument * Because all things are not possible ’.

\V liat is meant is that when the S&hkhya asserts that ‘ on Effect cannot
be produced from all causes \ wliat he means is tliat ‘ a particular Effect

' can bo produced only from a particular Cause \ This is not possible under
t.ho 6’dhkhya theory of the Effect being already existent ; as, under this theory,
there would be nothing to be produced.—Similarly as regards the argument
that ‘ an efficient Cause can produce only that for which it is effiicent ’,

neither 4
efficiency ’ nor 4 the production of that for which it is efficient

*

is ]>OHsiblo under the Sdilkhya theory
; for the very same reason that there

is nothing to be produced (under the theory). If anything were produced
by another tiling, then alone could one admit the ‘ efficiency ’ of the lattor
tiling, which could then be accepted as the 4 Cause ’ of tliat whioh would
bo produced ;—not otherwise.—This is wliat is meant by the words

—

Nor
would there be

4

efficiency ’, nor any 4 opeinlion of the Cause ’.—(21)

The following Text proceeds to show that it is not right tliat tilings

should be regarded os 4 Cause ’, for the simple reason that wliat is regarded
os to be produced already oxists (according to the Sddkhya)—

TEXT (22).

Inasmuch as every effect is already there in its entirety, there
CAN BE NOTHING ‘ TO BE PRODUCED ’ (AN Effect) ; CON-

SEQUENTLY, THE VERY NAME 4 CAUSE ’ CANNOT BE
LOGICAL.—(22)

COMMENTARY.
This is said in support of the argument (tho last one in the parodied

Sdrlkhyakarikd )

—

4 Because the Effect is of the same essence as the Cause ’.

—

But it is not (i.o. the namo 4 Cause’ is not illogical). Hence the Effect cannot
be regarded as existent this conclusion has to be construed with all the
(five) arguments set forth above.—(22)

With the following text the Author proceeds to criticise the tlieory of
tlie Effect being existent, from another point of view

—

TEXT (23).

All Means (of Cognition), when operative, serve to set aside
Wrong Cognition and to produce Definitely Certain

Cognition
; this would not be compatible with

reason (under the Sdfikhya theory).

—

(23)

COMMENTARY.
4

Operative ’—active.— 1 Wrong Cognition ’ includes also Doubtful Cogni-
tion, as it partakes of both the coutraries (affirmation and denial), and hence
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is as much an ‘ imposition ’ (as Wrong Cognition).—As a matter of fact,

every Means (of Cognition), when operating on its objective, does two things :

it sets aside Misconception and Doubt relating to the object of Cognition,

and produces a definitely Certain Cognition relating to it. This fact cannot
be compatible with reason, under the Sdnkhya theory of the ‘Existent

Effect ’.—(28)

In the following text, the Author proceeds to explain why the said fact is

not compatible with reason, under the Sdhkhya theory :

—

TEXT (24).

The Doubt and the Misconception cannot be set aside, as they
WOULD BE ALWAYS THERE. NOR IS THE PRODUCING OF

DEFINITELY CERTAIN COGNITION POSSIBLE, FOR THE VERY
SAME REASON. HENCE ALL THAT HAS BEEN

SAID IS FUTILE.—(24)

COMMENTARY.

[It is not compatible] because, ns regards Misconception and Doubt,
both of these, under your theory, would be of the naturo of either Sentience

(Consciousness, Spirit) or Cosmic Intelligence and Mind ; in either case any
setting aside of those would be impossible, because Spirit, Cosmic Intelligence

and Mind,—all these being eternal (constant),—Misconception and Doubt also

woidd be constant. Nor would the production of Definitely Certain Cognition

be possible through any Means
;
/or the same reason,—i.o. because it is always

there (ex hypothesi ).—From all this it follows that all that you liavo said

in support of your doctrine is entirely futile.—What this 1lints at is that the

SdUkhya -doctrino involves self-contradiction
;
for instance, whon the SdnJchya

speaks of the means of producing a definitely Certain Cognition, it implies the
producing of the Definite Cognition which has not been there ; and this is con-

trary to the assertion that * the Effect is existent’ : so there is clear self-contra-

diction.—(24)

TEXT (25).

If, ON THE OTHER HAND, (IT BE HELD THAT) THE DEFINITE COGNITION

THAT WOULD BE PRODUCED WOULD BE ONE THAT HAS NOT BEEN
THERE,—THEN, THIS ONE INSTANCE (OF THE EFFECT
BEING NON-EXISTENT) WOULD INVALIDATE ALL
THOSE REASONS (THAT HAVE BEEN SET FORTH

BY THE Sdnkhya ).

—

(25)

COMMENTARY.

If, in order to avoid the futility of the reasons, it be admitted that

the Definite Cognition that is produced from the Means is one that did

not exist before,—then, in that case, the entire set of reasonings
—

‘ Because
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wliat is non-existent cannot be produced, etc. etc.’ (Saukliyak&rika, 0), l»ecomes

invalidated ;
because ns there is nothing incongruous in the production

of the Definite Cognition (which has not been existent), so there would be

no incongruity in the production of any other non-existent thing similarly,

just as there is production of the non-existent Definite Cognition,—and the

securing of the particular Means for the said production,—and as there is

no possibility of the said Definite Cognition being produced from all sorts

of Means (Wrong, Doubtful ond the like),—and as even though non-existent,

the Definite Cognition is brought about by only such means as are efficient for

that purpose,—and just as these Means have the nature of the * Cause

so exactly could it be also in every other cose [and the Premiss of the SfnJchya

would thus become annulled].—(25)

TEXT (26).

Tr it re held that-" the Effect, which has been unmanifested

(LATENT, IN the Cause), acquires manifestation THROUGH THE

Causes "—then (the question is) what is this manifestation

OF THE Effect ?—It cannot consist in the appear-

ance (production) of a peculiarity in its

nature ;
because of non-differentiation

AND NON-connection .—(26)

COMMENTARY.

The Saidchya may argue thus—" Though, even prior to the operation

of its Means, the Definite Cognition is already in existence, yet the Means

(Cause) is not futile ;
because prior to the operation of the Cause, the Cogni-

tion was unmanifested (lying latent in the Cruise), and subsequently (to the

operation), it acquires manifestation through that cause

;

hence wliat the

Cruise operates for is the manifestation (of the Intent Effect) ; and so there

is no futility.”

This however cannot be right ;
because there can be no such ‘ manifesta-

tion’. This ‘ manifestation ’ consists either (a) in the appearance of somo

peculiarity in the nature of the Effect, or (6) in the apprehension of the

peculiarity, or (c) in the disappearance of what lias been obstructing the

apprehension of the peculiarity.

It cannot consist in the appearance of some peculiarity in its nature
;

because would this ' peculiarity in its nature ’ bo non-distinct from the Effect

[Dofinite Cognition in the case in question], or distinct from it ? If it were non-

distinct, then, inasmuch as there would be non-differentiation from the Definite

Cognition (Effect), it would be as constant as the form of the Definite Cognition

itself ; and hence there could be no ‘ production ’ of it. If, on the other hand,

the 4 peculiarity ’ is something distinct from the Effect (Definite Cognition)

i^elf,—oven so, there could bo no such connection (or relationship) as ‘ this is

a peculiarity of that \ Because any such connection (between the Effect

and its Peculiarity) could only be either one of ‘ container and contained
’
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or of ‘ Cause and Effect’ (Producer and Product).—The former is not possible

in the case in question ;
because the two factors concerned not rendering

any help to one another, the said relation of ‘Container and Contained’ is

not possible ; even if there were any help rendered, if that Help were something

distinct from the two factors, then the Connection itself could not be there

;

so that there would be an infinite regress. If, on the other hand, the Help

were not so distinct, then the operation of the Cause would be futile
;
as

the Definite Cognition (Effect) itself would have brought about the “Pecu-

liarity ’, which, ex hypothe.it, is not-distinct from the said Help.—Then again,

the ‘ Peculiarity ’ being something incorporeal, it would not be possible for

it to fall downwards, and as such, it would not need a * container ’ (or roceptacle,

support), because a ‘ receptacle ’ con only serve the purpose of preventing

tins downward fall (due to gravity).—Nor is the relation of ‘ Cause and Effect
’

possible (between the Effect and its ‘ Peculiarity ’)
; because the Cause in

the shape of the Definite Cognition being always there, it would be possible

for the peculiarity to be produced always,—which is absurd. Nor would

it be right to hold that the production of the Peculiarity by the Definite

Cognition would be dependent uj>on the actual ojieration of the Cause.

Because there can be no dependence upon what renders no help ; and if

there is help rendered, then the theory becomes oi>en to the objection and

infinite regress urged above.—Further, this Peculiarity that is held to lie

produced as something distinct,—is it existent or non-existent (prior to the

operation of the Cause) ? These two horns of the dilemma present them-

selves here also.—If the Peculiarity is something non-existent, then, as urged

above, all the reasons (put forward by the Sunkhya) become invalidated.

If, on the other hand, it lias l>een existent, then there is no use for the Cause.

—If in regard to the Manifestation also, a further ‘manifestation’ were

postulated,—there would bo nothing to prevent the infinite regress as to

what this further * manifestation ’ is and so forth.—Thus, even on the alter-

native of the two being distinct, there would be ‘ non-connection ’ ;—and as

thero would be no connection (relationship), any production of ‘ peculiarity
’

in the nature of the Effect would not lie possible.—(26)

TEXT (27).

The ‘ Manifestation * of the Effect cannot consist in its Appre-

hension
\
nor nr the removal of what teas obstructing its Apjyrehension ;

BECAUSE THE APPREHENSION IS A CONSTANT FACTOR, AND

ALSO BECAUSE THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY OF A SECOND

(Apprehension )
.—(27

)

COMMENTARY.

It caunot be right to regard the * manifestation ’ (of the Effect) as con-

stating in f/.e appearance of the cognition of the Effect ; because the Cognition

of the Effect is a constant factor. For instance, this cognition of the Effect

must, under the theory of the upholder of the theory of the Effect being
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existent, bo something eternal ; under the circumstance what of it would
bo there which would be produced ? Also because no second apprehension

is possible, the Manifestation of the Effect cannot consist in the appearance

of the Cognition of that Effect. The particle * also ’ lias the cumulative force ;

and it lias to bo construed apart from its place in the text ; it should be taken
as after the word ‘ asambhavdt \—(i.e. at the end of the sentence). So that the
sense comes to be as follows :—According to your view, Cognition (Conscious-

ness) is one only,—your doctrine being that from Creation down to Dissolution,

there is only one Consciousness ; and it is this same Consciousness that
constitutes Definite Cognition

; apart from this then, what other ‘ appre-
hension ’ is there which would be styled 4 manifestation \ and which would
be produced by Causes ?

The following might be urged hero (by the Sdhkhya)—“The Apprehension
of an object is not of the nature of 'Buddhi' (Consciousness), it is of the
nature of

4 Manas 4 Mind * **.

But that cannot be right ; because all these terms—* Butldhi ’ (Intelli-

gence), * UpalaMhi

'

(Apprehension ),
4 Adhyavasdya ’ (Determinate Cognition),

4 Manas ’ (Mind), 4 Samcitfi ’ (Knowledge) and so forth,—are synonymous.
This is going to be explained later on.

Nor can 4

Manifestation ’ of the Effect consist in the 4 remoral of wlutt

has been obstructing its apprehension ’
; for the same two reasons. For instance,

4

that, which has been obstructing its apprehension ’ being something eternal
(«.c hi/jyolhesi), no * removal ’ of it is possible. It is not possible for this
4 removal ’ to be in the nature of 4

disappearance *
; because until the tiling

has renounced its previous form, it cannot * disappear ’.

Furtlier,
4 bemuse there is no possibility of a second apprehension \ there

can bo no obstacle to apprehension; as thero can be no obstruction (conceal-
ment) of what is non -oxistent, because what is * obstructed ’ is always
something that is existent. From all this it follows tliat there can bo no
4 removal 1

of the Obstruction (of Apprehension).

Or the term 4
nilgai vat \

4 because of its being constant *
(in tho Text),

may bo taken to mean that, because the Cognition of the Effect is constant
(eternal), there cau be no * obstruction ’ of it ; and becauso such obstruction is

impossible, thore can be no 4 obstruction ’ of it.—Nor again can the 4 removal
of the obstruction ’ bo brought about by anything, ljocause it is characterless
(being a negativo entity, it has no positive cliaracter).

Under the doctrine of the 4
Existent Effect ’, the futility of the causal

ojierntiou is not the only incongruity
; the impossibility of Bondage and

Liberation is another incongruity
; in fact, the most undesirable contingency

of the cessation of all worldly activity cannot be avoided. For instance,
you hold the doctrine that * Liberation ’ follows on the appearance of True
Knowledge, in the sliape of real discrimination between Matter and Spirit ;

now as this True Knowledge is always constantly present, all embodied
beings would be always 4

liberated ’
; hence there could be no 4 Bondage ’.

Conversely, 4 Bondage * also has been held to be duo to Wrong Notion (Mis-
conception, Illusion) ; and as this Illusion also would be a constant factor,
all beings would be always 4 under bondage *

; and under the circumstances,
how could there be any 4

Liberation ’ ?
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Then again, whenever people have recourse to any activity, it is either

for securing what Ls beneficial or for getting rid of what is harmful. Under

the theory of the ‘ Existent Effect ’ however, there can be notliing that cannot

be secured, nor anything that cannot be got rid of ; hence the whole world would

be without desire for anything ; so that ultimately there would be total

cessation of all worldly activities.—(27)

Having thus refuted the doctrine of the ‘Effect being existent (even

prior to the operation of its Cause),’ the Author proceeds to refute the

objections likely to be urged against the doctrine thut * the Effect is non-

existent (prior to the operation of its Cause) ’ :

—

TEXT (28).

Just as (under the Sanlchya theory),—even though, on the ground

of all things BEING constituted by the Three Attributes,

THERE IS NO DIFFERENTIATION AMONG THEM, AND YET

EVERYTHING (CAUSE) DOES NOT PRODUCE EVERYTHINO

(Effect),—in the same manner, even though the

Effect is non-existent (before the Causal

Operation), everything cannot produce

EVERYTHING.—(28)

COMMENTARY.

The vory denial of the theory of the ‘ Existent Effect ’ lias, by implication,

proved that the Effect is ‘non-existent’; as ‘existent’ ‘and non-oxistont
’

aro contradictory terms ; and lienco no third alternative is possible. Even so,

the Author now proceeds to allow the futility of the objections that the

Opponent has urged (against the Buddhist theory of the ‘ non-existent Effect ’).

The objection lias been urged (by the Surikhya, under Text 8, above) that

“ if the Effect wore non-existent, it could not bo produced, because it would

have no form at all”.

Now this Reason is fallacious, beset with the fallacy of being ‘ Unknown ’

(not admitted) ;
because the theory is that it is the nature or character itself

(of the Effect) that is produced (by the Cause), and tliis nature or character

of the thing is not * known ’ (admitted) to be * formless ’.—It might be urged

that “ before its production, it is certainly characterless ’’.—Not so, we reply

;

as it is not possible for it to bo 4 characterless it cannot bo right to regard

the character itself as characterless ; because when something is said to be

4 characterless ’ what is meant is thAt it has no character ; and this certainly is

not tliorc, even before the production of the thing ; in fact, (under the argument

of the Opponent) tliat itself would come to be characterless by which the

Effect is produced.—If the Reason 4 because it would have no form ’ be held

to have been put forward with reference to the
4 formless entity ’ in the

shape of the ‘negation of the thing then the reasoning would be futile

(proving what is already proved or admitted) ; as the * negation of the thing
’

lias not been regarded by any one as ‘something produced’.—Further,

4
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tho Reason is invalid also as being ‘ Inconclusive ’
: as no reason lias been put

forward for sublating the contrary ; inasmuch as the potency of the Cause

is always restricted, it is only some non-existent thing that is produced,

—

only that for the production of which the Cause is there ; that thing, for pro-

ducing which thore is no Cause—such for instance as the ‘ Sky-lotus ’,—is

never, produced. Hence the Reason put forward (by the Sdhkhya) is * too

wide, Inconclusive’. Everything cannot be regarded as the Cause of every-

thing ; nor is any such universal proposition accepted as that * whatever is

non-existent must be produced ’
; what is accepted is the proposition that

* whatever is produced was non-oxistent before its production ’.

The following might be urged (by the Sdnkhya)—“All Causes being

equally productive of what has been non-existent, why is it that all Causes

are not productive of all non-oxistent effects ?
”

This criticism can be urged with equal force against you also : All Causes

boing equally productive of what has been existent, how is it that all Causes

aro not productive of all effects ? According to your view, there is nothing

that is non-existent, which, on account of its non-existence, could not be
produced.

“ It is because the potency of Causes is restricted that, though tilings

like the Hare's Horn are existent, they are not produced.”

The some is equally true for the other theory also.

Then again, just as for you, oven though all things are equally

constituted by the Three Attributes, yet everything is not productive of
everything, because tho potency (of things) is restricted;—the compound
1 Sarvakdraka ’ may be explained as 1

productive of everything 1

or as 1 that

which has everything for its producer ’ ;—in the same manner (under our
view also), even though all things (Effects) are equally non-existent, yet every-

tliing will not be productive of everything.

In fact, what has been asserted in tho Text— * As in your case, so in mine
also’—has been said after having admitted the Opponent’s contention, for

the sake of argument; in reality, there is no ‘equality’ between the two
theories. Because (under our view) even though there is diversity among
things, yet, somo one effect is produced by some one Cause only ; there being
no incongruity in the idea that the efficiency of the Cause is always restricted

by the diversity of character involved in the ‘ series of causes ’
( Wheel of

Causation
)
bearing upon a certain Effect. If, on tho other hand, there is

' non -differentiation ’ (between Cause and Effect),—how could it be possible

to conceive of such an incongruity as that involved in one and the same thing
boing both ‘ cause * and * non-cause * at the same time ? Specially as
distinction (differentiation) among things is always based upon contrary
properties being attributed to them. This has been thus declared— ‘ For all

differentiation there must be some ground or basis in the nature of the
tilings concerned ; if there were non-differentiation, then, all being one and
the same, its activity as well as inactivity would both be rendered
impossible —(28)

In the following Text, the Opponent raises an objection on the basis of
the Restriction of Potencies (of Causes) :

—
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TEXT (29).

“ Inasmuch as the presence of limits would be impossible for

YOU, THE POTENCIES CANNOT BE RESTRICTED. On THE VIEW OF

THEIR BEING EXISTENT, ON THE OTHER HAND, THEIR

RESTRICTION WOULD BE RIGHT AND PROPER AS PERTAIN-

ING TO THE LIMITS.”

—

(29)

COMMEXTARY.

For you—i.e. for the Buddhist who holds the Effect to be non-existent—
it is not possible for the (causal) Potencies to be restricted.—Why ?—Because

the presence of limits—in the shape of Effects—would be impossible ; [ns the

Effects would bo non-existent, there would bo nothing with reference to which

there could bo restriction];—for the simple reason, that when the limit

is non-existent, that which is limited cannot bo there. This argument may

be formulated as follows :—Things devoid of limits in the shape of existent

Effects cannot have thoir potencies restricted,—e.g. such things as Hare’s

Horns, and (according to you) things like the Paddy-seed are devoid

of limits in the shape of existent Effects; hence they do not fall within

range of the Major term (i.e. they cannot have their Potencies restricted]

With a view to show the soundness of his own view, the SanJchya adds

—

On the view of their beiny existent, etc.—i.e. if Effects are held to be existent ;

—
* their ’—i.e. of the Potencies.—(29)

In the following Text, the Author points out the invalidity of the reason

(set forth by the Satikhya, in the preceding Text) :

—

TEXT (30).

It is not so ;
it may be that, on account of the absence of ‘ Limits ’,

THERE CAN BE NO SUCH SUBSEQUENT ASSERTION AS HELD BY US.

But there is no harm done to the nature of the

Thing itself which is entirely free from all

RESTRICTIVE ADJUNCTS.

—

(30)

COMMENTARY.

[It cannot bo as urged by the Opponent]—because, on account of the

absence of
1 Limits ’, it may be that there can be no such subsequent assertion

as that ‘ the potency to produce Curd is present in the Milk ’
; that may

be so ; but there is that Entity which is etitirely free from all restrictive

adjuncts—which is not a mere imposition (or assumption), subsequent to

which there appears another Entity, which has not been previously porceived ;

and there can be no denial of such an Entity (as of the former one).—(30)
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The Sdhkhya may urge the following—“ Whore, with regard to any-

thing, there is absolute cessation of all verbal and conceptual content—there

the very nature of the thing must cease ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (31).

The Name of Things is not their ‘Essence’ (Nature, Form); because
ALL KINDS OF * CONCEPTION * AND ‘ VERBAL EXPRESSION *

PROCEED THROUGH HABIT, WITH REFERENCE TO THE

UNDIFFERENTIATED (IMMACULATE) ENTITY.—(31)

COMMENTARY.
The * Nature * of a thing is what has the widest extension (range)

;

it is only when that is excluded that it sets aside its loss extensive concomi-
tants,—be it Cause or Effect,—because there is invariable concomitance
between the two (the more extensive ‘ Nature ’ and the less extensive Cause
or Effect) ; nothing else sets aside this ; for if it did, it would lead to absurdity.

Such ‘ verbal expression ’ as that * Milk has the potency to produce Curd
—does not constitute the * Essence ’—-Nature—of tilings

; if it were so, then
alone could ‘ the verbal expression \ on being excluded, excludo the relevant

tiling also.

* Verbal Expression ’ is mentioned only by way of illustration ;
* Concep-

tion ’ (Fanciful Assumption) also as related to the Tiling in question is meant
to be included.

‘ Essence ’ also is mentioned only by way of illustration
; it includes the

‘ Cause ’ also
; so that the ' Namo * of a thing is not its * Cause ’

; because the
thing can be produced without the Namo.

The Author states tlie reason for the assertion just made

—

Because all

kinds of ‘Conception’, etc. etc. Because,—inasmuch as,—all
‘

Conceptions’

,

which aro connected with Names,—as also all ‘ Verbal Expressions ’—express-
ive words,—both of which arc of all kinds—of various kinds,

—

proceed, become
applicable,

—

through habit,—with reference to the undifferentiated (Immaculate)
Entity—i.e. the Entity which has no component parts and which is of one
constant uniform nature. That is to say, there is a single Entity, in the
shape of ‘ Word-Sound ’ for instance, which, being constant, is ‘ conceived *

and ‘spoken of’ by speakers existing at varying times. It is only wlien
these ‘ Word-conceptions ' become identified with, and have for their objective,
the said constant Entity, that this latter becomes diversified

; or (conversely),

like the Essence of the Entity itself, the Conceptions themselves becomo
unified in essence ; in no case can it be right that any single thing should be
diverse in its essence ; any such idea would lead to absurdity.—Hence what
happens is that the potency of the Cause being restricted, it is only some
non-existent thing that is produced, not all.

Thus the Reason (put forward by the Sankhya, under Text 8, above)

—

‘ because it would have no form at all’ is Inconclusive.

For the same reasons, the other reasons also (propounded by the Sdhkhya
in support of the ‘ Existence of the Effect ’ under SahkhyaJcdrikd, 9}—such
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as * because the particular Cause is secured ’, and fcho rest,—become invalid.

Because, what is said regarding the ‘ Securing of the particular Cause * would

be true if the said ‘ Securing of the particular Cause * were found anywhere

to have been due to the presence (therein) of the Effect ; specially as it is

quite possible for the said securing of the particular Cause to be due to the

restricted character of the Potency of the Cause itself.

That 4 everything cannot be produced from everything ’ is also duo to

the restricted character of the Causal Potency itself ; as it is impossible for

everything to be, by its very nature, capable of producing all tilings.

As for the argument set forth (by tho S&hkhya) above, under Text 12

—

" that to which no peculiarity can be attributed, which is formless and

unmodifiable,—how could such a thing be produced by Causes ? ”,—that also

has been urged without understanding the real sense of our theory. We do

not say that a Non-entity is produced ; if we had said that then alone could

it be urged against us that any modification of it would involve loss of its

very essence. We have however already explained that what is produced is

a Thing itself (not a mere non-entity); all that we say is that the thing

was non-existent before its production,—a conclusion deduced from the

fact that (prior to production) it is not found to fulfil the conditions of Cogni-

sability and that which is already a full-fledged entity cannot bo an Effect ,

something to be produced ; and that it is spoken of as 4 produced ’ by that

Cause on whoso mere proximity it springs into existence. Nothing is produced

by the entering into it of any operations (of the Cause), because all things

are, by their very nature, devoid of operative activity. Then again, there is

nothing that can be called a * non-entity \ which could be modified (as urged

by the Sdhkhya)

;

nor can ‘ non-existence ’ constitute the 4 Essence ’ of

anything ; because * non-existence * is a mere negation.—Then again, if

it be asserted that 44 What is non-existent cannot be produced, because no

peculiarities of the product could be attributed to it ”,—then how* could tho

Existent also be produced, since its essential features are already accom-

plished, and no further peculiarities could be attributed to it?—For these

reasons, the reasoning that 44 Because what is efficient can produce only

that winch can bo produced by it ” is invalid.

Further, inasmuch ns under the theory of the ‘Non-existent Effect’,

it is possible for things to be
4 Causes *, the final (Sdhkhya

)

argument also

—

44 Because the Effect is of the essence of the Cause ”—is invalid,
4 too wide and

Inconclusive’.—Or, inasmuch as the fact of the Existent thing being an
4 Effect ’ has been alroady shown to be impassible,—and as all the facts that

have been urged, in the shape of the arguments (in Sahkhyakdriku, 9)—
44 becauso tho particular Cause is secured” and so forth,—are explicable only

under the theory of the Effect being non-existent,—all these four arguments

are ‘contradictory’ (as urged in support of the Sdhkhya doctrine of the

4 Existent Effect ’), because they actually prove what is contrary to the

conclusion desired (by the Sdhkhya)—(31)

[Says the Sd 7iJchya}—u If it is your view that what is produced has been

non-existent, then how is it that in the Sutra (of the Buddhists), the pro-

duction of both, the Existent as well as the Non-existent, has been denied 1
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This is the declaration—‘ O high-minded one, all Things are un-produoed, as

neither the Existent nor the Non-existent is ever produced

The answer to this is provided by the following :

—

TEXT (32).

In reality, the ‘ production * (of a Thing) consists in its becoming a

thing ; this * Production * cannot be related to what is existent ,

or with what is non-existent ; rr is related only to

a conceptual idea which is purely non-

existent

—

(32)

COMMENTARY.

The particle ‘tu' (in reality) serves to emphasise what is going to be

SAid.—When we come to examine in what manner a particular thing may bo

distinguished from other tilings, we find that what is called the ‘ production ’

(appearance, coming into existence, of a Tiling) is only its own Essence,

becoming itself, which exists merely for a moment, free from all connection

with all elements of the Past and the Future. It is not a ‘ Universal * with

particular foatures, as assumed by the Vaibh&fika ; such a * Universal ’ is

going to be refuted (under Chapter 13). Nor does it consist in * inherence

in Being ’ or ‘ inherence in its own Cause ’, as postulated by the Vaishifiba ;

os both these also are going to be refuted (under Chapter 13); and because,

under the theory of the other party (the Vaishesika), both these (In-

herences) are constant, and what is already constant cannot be produced.

To this effect there is the following declaration :
—

‘ Being (Existence) consists

in being in contact with the Cause ; the Cause is a cause by virtue of

producing tho Effect ; the Being and the Contact both being constant,

what is there that could be produced ?
’

This—the said Production

—

cannot be related to what is non-existent ,

—

by tho relation of
4

co-essentiality * (being of the same essence) ; as
‘ existent * and * non-existent ’ are mutually contradictor!', what is non-

existent cannot come about. Nor can tho 4 production * be related to what
is existent already from before ; because before Production, the existent cannot

be there.

Question—44 Then how is it that you (Buddhists) are upholders of the

doctrine that 4 the Effect is non-oxistent ’ ?
”

Answer—Only to a conceptual idea, etc.
;—it is only to a conceptual idea ,

—

which is of tho nature of either the Active Agent or the Instrument,

—

(Cause)—it is led into relationslup. As a matter of fact, thoro Is nothing

called
4 non-existent ’ which could enter into

4

production ’
; the idea therefore

that
4

the non-existont is produced ’ is purely conceptual.—(32)

Question—“ What is the basis of this
4 conception ’ on which the said

Idea is supposed to rest ?
”

The answer is supplied by the following:

—
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TEXT (33).

The basis (of the said conception) lies in the fact that the form

OF A THING PERCEIVED IN IMMEDIATE SEQUENCE TO ANOTHER

THING DID NOT EXIST BEFORE. IF THE SAID THING

HAD EXISTED PREVIOUSLY, THEN THIS BASIS

WOULD NOT BE THERE (FOR THE SAID

ASSUMPTION ) .

—

(33)

COMMENTARY.

When the previously unperceived form of a particular tiling is perceived

in immediate sequence to another thing,—the said form is one that did

not exist before—i.e. prior to its own * middlemost state ’ *—for the simple

reason that it is not apprehended as fulfilling the conditions of being per-

ceived. Hence this forms the basis for the conception that the tiling that

is produced is one that did not exist before.
—

“ How so ?
”

—

If the said thing,

etc.

;

—i.e. prior to its ‘ middlemost state if tho form of the thing, this

middlemost state, had existed, there could be no room for the said ‘ basis
’

of the Conception that * what was non-existent has become produced \

Because the term 4 becomes produced ’ connotes that particular state

of the thing which appears in its * middlemost state ’
; and if this were

present even previously (to that state), then this would sot aside the

notion that the
4 form ’ of the thing consists in that particular form of it

which appears during the
4 middlemost state ’ only. As (ex hypothesi),

it would be as all-pervading as Akdsha, and as such it could not have any

« previous ’ or
4 middlemost ’ or 4 subsequent ’ states at all. Under the

circumstances, it would be possible to assert that
4
all things are produced

at all times as there would be no grounds for differentiation.—(33)

With the following Text, the Author proceeds to point out further

defects in the doctrine of the 4 Existent Effect ’ :

—

TEXT (34).

It HAS BEEN HELD THAT THE CURD AND OTHER Effects SUBSIST IN THE

Milk and other Causes, in the form of Latent Potency ;

now what is this
4 Potency ’ ? If it is the same

AS THE Curd AND OTHER EFFECTS, THEN THIS

ALSO WOULD BE PERCEIVED LIKE THE

Milk itself.

—

(34)

COMMENTARY.

It is asserted (by the Suhkhya) tliat the Effect subsists in the Cause;

what do you really mean by this ? Do you mean that the Effect exists

* Each object has three momentary ‘States': (1) moment ol non-existence,

prior to coming into existence, (2) moment of. existence, and (3) moment of non-

existence, cessation, destruction.
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there in the actually manifested form ? If so, then that cannot be ; for if

it were so. then while the Milk is still in the form of Milk, the Curd would

be perceived, just as it is after the production of the Curd.—Or, is it meant
that it subsists there in the form of Latent Potency ?—Is this ‘ Potency ’

something different from the Curd and other Effects as manifested in the

|perceptible form ? Or is it the same as these ?—If it is the same, then,

as before, it should be perceptible (which it is not).—(34)

[The other alternative that it is something different is taken up in the

following Text]
:

—

TEXT (35).

IF IT IS SOMETHING DIFFERENT (FROM THE EFFECT), THEN THE EXISTENCE

OF ONE THING CANNOT BE SPOKEN OF AS THAT OF ANOTHER,
EXCEPT FIGURATIVELY. (FOR EXAMPLE) THE EXISTENCE

of the (Attribute of) ‘ Harmony * is not
SPOKEN OF AS THE EXISTENCE OF * PAIN ’

and * Delusion \—(35)

COMMENTARY.

If the other alternative is accepted—viz. tlmt the 1 Potency ’ is some-
thing different from the ‘ Effect \—then the view that ‘ the Effect subsists

in the form of the Cause * becomes abandoned ; because you admit the
existence of on entity different from the Effect, in the shape of

4 Potency
For instance, when something becomes manifested in a form endowed with
particular qualities resulting from tho development of the particular taste

and potency,—then it is called an 4
Effect ’, like the Curd for instance ; and

this Curd-effect is spoken of as 4 non-existent * in the state of Milk, because
it is not capable of being perceived. As regards 4 Potency \ which (you say)

is something different from this 4
Effect ’,—it cannot thus be an 4

Effect
5

;

for the simple reason that the existence of one thing
(
Potency

)

cannot mean
the existence of another (Effect )

;

for if it did, then it would be all confusion.
“ But we have such expressions as Butter is longevity, where Butter is

found to be spoken of as longevity, which is a totally different thing, and
Damp Reed is fool-disease, where Damp Reed is spoken of as foot-ilisease,

a totally different tiling.”

In answer to this, the Text has added the phrase 4

except figuratively ’

;

—i.e. there can be no such expressions except in figurative language.

Longevity is spoken of as Butter only figuratively, through attributing the
character of the Effect (Longevity) to its Cause (Butter)

;
and such expressions

are not possible in their literal sense. If, when you say that 4

the Effect is

existent in the Cause you are using only figurative language, then there is

no difference between our views
; thoro is difference however if you intend

the assertion to be taken in its literal sonso.—This is what the Text shows
by means of an example

—

The existence of Harmony, etc.—Even you (Sdrikhya)

do not hold that the form of
4 Pain ’ (Rajas-Attribute) and 4

Delusion ’

{Tamos-Attribute) is the same as that of ‘Harmony’ (Sattv-a-Attribute) ;
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as each one of these has been held to have a distinct character of its.

own.—(35)

The Text now proceeds to show the Inadmissibility of the Premiss put

forward (by the Sahkhya under Karika 15) in the form “ Because of

homogeneity ” :

—

TEXT (36).

The ‘ Manifest ’ is not admitted by us in any way whatsoever

AS HOMOGENEOUS WITH (MADE UP OF) PLEASURE AND THE

REST ;
BECAUSE PLEASURE AND THE REST ARE ‘ INTERNAL

* SUBJECTIVE ’
J
AND THAT THESE ARE SO IS MANIFEST

FROM THEIR OWN CLEAR COGNITION.

—

(36)

COMMENTARY.

That the ' Manifest’, in the shape of Sound and other things, is homo-

geneous’ with—of the same form as,—Pleasure (Pain and Delusion), is not

admitted by us in any way ;—why ?

—

because Pleasure and live rest are * in-

ternal ',—i.e. subjective, of the nature of consciousness (feeling) ; and Sound and

other things being insentient,—how could they be homogeneous with Pleasure,

etc. ?—The argument may be formulated as follows :—Tilings that aro

not of tho nature of Consciousness cannot consist of Pleasure and the rest

;

—e.g. the Spirit postulated by the other party ;—and Sound and other things

are devoid of the nature of Consciousness ; hence tho more extensive character

is found absent in them (which excludes the presence of the less extensive

character, that of consisting of Pleasure, etc.).

The following argument might be urged :
—

“ It is only after the

invariable concomitance of the character of being of the nature of Conscious-

ness with the character of consisting of Pleasure, etc. lias been established that

tho absence of the former might exclude the character of causing Pleasure

from Sound and the rest; as a matter of fact however, the said invariable

concomitance itself has not been established,—inasmuch as we do admit the

Spirit to be of the nature of Consciousness (and yet not consisting of

Pleasure, etc.)**.

In answer to this, the Text adds

—

That these are so is manifest from their

own cognition. That is, the fact of Pleasure, etc. being of the nature of

Consciousness is well established,—how ?

—

-from the cognition of Pleasure,

etc. themselves ; i.e. the cognition of Pleasure, etc. is itself quite clear on this

point.—As a matter of fact, it is too clear (to need emphasis) that the Cogni-

tion itself of Pleasure, etc.—in the form of the Feelings of Satisfaction and the

rest, following upon the presence or absence of Sound and other things, is

self-luminous by its very nature and does not depend upon anything else

to illumine (manifest) it and whatever is independent of other things

to manifest it, and is self-illumined in the form of Satisfaction, etc., is

spoken of by such terms as * Consciousness ' Pleasure ’, ‘ Feeling ,
Cogni-
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tion \—all which are synonymous. If the experiencing of Pleasure, etc.

were due to some other feeling,—then the feeling of Pleasure, etc. would be

of the nature of something other than Satisfaction and the rest ; because it

itself would not be of the nature of that; as is the case with the Yogin, or

the Person making inferences, cognising the Pleasure, etc. as felt by other

persons. If this were not so, then these persons

—

Yogin, etc.—also would be

themselves actually feeling the Pleasure, etc. os present in others, and (hence)

being distressed and so forth (on account of those feelings). Or (conversely),

as in the case of the Yogin, so in all cases, the feelings of being kindly or

unkindly treated would be absent, as the circumstances would be the same
in both cases.—If then, the Feeling is admitted to be of the nature of Satis-

faction and the rest, it becomes established that Pleasure, etc. are of the

nature of Consciousness. Because our Pleasure is nothing more than the

feeling of Satisfaction, and Pain is nothing more than the feeling of Dissatis-

faction.—From all tins it follows that the Reason put forward in the Text is

not Inconclusive nor Inadmissible. Specially among people who (like the

Sdhkhya) believe in the Reality of the External World, it is an admitted fact

that Sound and other things (which are external, objective) are devoid of the

nature of Conscumsness. If it were not so, then they would have accepted the

doctrine of the Idealist ; and tins would be what we most desire.—Nor can

our Reason be regarded as ‘ Contradictory ’, as it is found present in every

case whero the Probandum is known to be present.—(36)

The following argument might be urgod (by the Sdhkhya)

:

—“ As a

matter of fact, though Consciousness (or Cognition) by itself is devoid of

the Blue or any other colour, yet it appears to be of that colour, by reason
of the proximity of the Blue Objoct outside ; and in the same manner, the

Consciousness, which by itself is devoid of the form of Happiness and the

rest, appears in these forms by reason of the imposition of the external

Happiness, etc. upon it ; so that, even though the Feeling is of the nature of

Happiness, etc., these latter cannot be regarded as constituting Consciousness

;

and thus our principal Reason is not * too wide ’ or Inconclusive.”

The answer to this is provided by the following :

—

TEXT (37).

On account of the diversity of Habit and Nature, ai.l possible

Attachment and the rest are clearly found to be
restricted to each single object, like Sound

and the rest.

—

(37)

COMMENTARY.

* Bhdvandjatibhedatah ’ ;
—

* Bhdvand ’ stands for Habit ;

—

l
jdti ’, ‘ nature

for one’s own character ;—on account of the diversity—peculiarity—of

these two ;

—

attachment and the rest ;
—

* attachment ’ stands fpr Longing
;

the phrase 4 and the rest ’ includes such feelings as Love and the like, due to
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the Harmony-Attribute, Hate, Agitation
,

etc. due to the .Emeryy-Attribute,

and Dejection, Illusion, etc. due to the Inertia -Attribute ;
thus the effects of

all the Three Attributes become included ;—all those are found to be

restricted,—i.o. of one form ;—for instance, on account of their peculiar

habits, the Lover and othor persons have one or the other of the said feelings

in regard to Wine, Woman and other things, according as they have been

found to be conducive to good or evil ;—similarly on account of the peculiar

nature, one or the other of the said feelings appear in some of the animals,

like the Deer (who are attracted by Sound), the Elephant (who are attracted

by Odour) and the like.—All these feelings (of Love, Hate and the rest)

are always restricted (to the Lover, or the Doer, etc.),—and do not appear

in all persons or animals. This would not be right if Soimd and other

objects were of the nature of (consisted of) Pleasure and the rest-.—(37)

Question—lt Why ?
”

The answer is given in the following :

—

TEXT (38).

Being in keeping with one and the same Object, the Consciousness

WOULD BE VARIEGATED IN CHARACTER.—If IT BE URGED THAT

“ IT IS NOT SO BECAUSE OF DESTINY AND SUCH OTHER

FORCES ”,—THEN THE CONSCIOUSNESS WOULD

NOT BE IN KEEPING WITH THE OBJECT

AT ALL.—(38)

COMMENTARY.

All the said Feelings being in keeping with one and the same object,

the Consciousness of each person would be variegated in character,—just like

the cognition of such objects as the Blue and the like.

It might be urged that
—“Even though every Object is tripartite in

character (as made up of the Three Attributes), yet under the influence of

such auxiliary unseen forces as those of Destiny and the like, in the form of

Merit and Demerit, it is only some aspect of it that figures in the con-

sciousness of any one person,—and not all its aspects to all persons. The

term ‘ ddi \ * such other forces \ includes Habit, Nature, Desire to hold and

the like.”

If that wero so, then the Consciousness would not be in keeping with the

object ; i.e. such Consciousness would not rest upon the object ; as it would

he devoid of the form of the Object itself.—(38)

The following text proceeds to show how the Consciousness would lie

* devoid of the form of the Object ’ :

—
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TEXT (39).

The form of the Object itself is three-formed, and the Cognition*
{of men) ARE ONE-FORMED ;—HOW CAN THESE LATTER BE REALLY

POSSIBLE WITH REFERENCE TO THE OBJECT,—BEING ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT FROM IT IN CHARACTER ?—(39)

COMMENTARY.

The form of the Object consists of the Three Attributes of Sattva
(Harmony), Rojas (Energy) and Tamos (Inertia).

—

The Cognitions of men
are oneformed the term ‘ tat* stands for Men, Spirits; what is meant is
that the Cognitions that men have are all found to be of one form, having
their form determined solely by each one of the numerous circumstance®
°f

‘

Attachment ’ and the ,ike- co* these latter,—i.e. the Cognitions—

m

reference to the Object—Sound and the rest,—really—truly,—be possible ?1 Why cannot these bo possible ? "-Because they are different from it in
character

; i.e. quite different in character from the object on which they are
based.—The argument is to bo formulated in the following form When a
Cognition does not apprehend the form of a particular object, it cannot
have this object for its objective basis c.g. Visual Cognition cannot have
Sound for its objective basis;—the Cognitions in question are devoid of
tho form of the three-formed object hence the conclusion of the Opponent
would be opposed to the wider Premiss, and there is reason for denying it also,
in the shape of likely incongruities.

The following might be urged (by the Sankhya) Even though what is
actually apprehended by Perception is the Object, Sound and the rest, in
its entire aspect —yet, on account of predisposition and other circumstances,
the definite cognition that actually appears (according to tho Buddhist) is
only in reference to certain aspects of it,—such as its momentary character—
and not in reference to all its aspects ;—in the same manner (according to
us) the Cognition would appear in a single form under the unseen influence-
of Destiny and such other circumstances.”

,

Tlus Cannot be ri8ht" According to us, such conceptions as those of
momentary character ’ and the like do not in reality have any Entity for

their objective
; because (according to us) the ‘ Entity * is beyond all con-

ception. It is only indirectly that conceptions (and Cognitions) are con-
nected with the Entity, and thereby becoming the means of apprehending
that Entity, they come to bo recognised as the PramAna (Proof, Evidence
Means of Cognition) for that Entity. As for Love and the rest on the other
hand, they are actually admitted by tho other party to have objects as
their real objective

; if that were not so, then the said Love, etc. would have
no basis (or substratum), and it would (thus) be not true to say that ‘ the
Cognition of the feelings of Pleasure, etc. follows from tho Cognition of Sound
and other objects which are of the nature of Pleasure, etc.’—Further, in-
asmuch as the feelings of Love, etc. are definitely determinate in their
character, there is no uncertainty or indefiniteness attaching to their character,
and as a result of this, the Cognition of the feeling of these would be always
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in their entire form. In fact it is this cognition of the object of all definite

Cognitions that constitutes their definiteness.—(39)

It has been asserted above (by the Safikhya, under Text 14) that

—

44 From the apprehension of such effects as Satisfaction, Irritation and Dejec-

tion, it follows that Sound and other objects are made up of Pleasure (Pain

and Delusion) —The following text proceeds to show that the premiss

herein set forth is Inconclusive :

—

TEXT (40).

For the Followers of Yoga, * Satisfaction ‘ Dissatisfaction ’

and * Delusion * are produced in the same Spirit
;
and

YET THE OTHER PARTY DO NOT HOLD THE SPIRIT TO

BE OF THE ESSENCE OF THOSE.—(40)

COMMENTARY.

Those followers of Yoga who accept the teachings of Kapila, when medita-

ting upon the Spirit as distinguished from Primordial Matter, derive Satisfaction

and Happiness, after having practised meditation of tho Spirit in the right

manner ; but those who do not succeed in the practice of Meditation, and

hence do not perceive tho Spirit quickly enough, become beset with Dissatis-

faction ; while those who are, by their very nature, of dull intelligence, become

beset with Delusion ;—and yet the other Party do not regard the Spirit

to be of the essence of these—i.e. to consist of tho Three Attributes. From

tliis it follows that the premiss stated in the form ‘Because of the appre-

hension of such Effects as Satisfaction, Dissatisfaction and Dejection’—is

Inconclusive, ‘ too wide ’.

“As a matter of fact, however, Pleasure, etc. proceed from Volition

(Determination, the function of Cosmic Intelligence), not from the Spirit.”

The same might be said of Sound and the rest also ; and in that cose,

as all these objects (Sound, etc.) would be products of mere Volition, there

could be no such tilings as External Pleasure, etc. ; because * Volition ’ is of the

nature of Consciousness, purely subjective. For the same reason the proposi-

tion that “ Cognition or Experience is of the nature of Satisfaction (Dissatis-

faction and Dejection), through the influence of such impositions as those of

external Pleasure, etc.”—also becomes rejected. Specially because, even

without the imposition of such external things, Happiness, etc. are actually

found to appear entirely on the substratum of the Spirit itself. How too

could the imposition of something else bring about the well-known feeling of

Pleasure, etc. which appears independently of the proximity of external

things, from the mere contemplation of what is agreeable and disagreeable ?

It might be said that “the Mind also (wherein this Contemplation

takes place) would be made up of the Three Attributes through the imposition

of the same
But that cannot bo ; because by the assertion that “ That which is

independent of all other illuminiug agencies and is self-sufficient, etc.” it lias

been established that it is of the nature of Consciousness.
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From all this it follows that the reason put forward (by the SOfikkua)—“ Became of homogeneity is ‘ Inadmissible \ ‘ unproven ’.—(40)

Now the Author admits (for the sake of argument) that the Reason
*

(Homogeneity) is ’admissible’, ‘ proved and proceeds to show its
invalidity, ‘ Inconclusiveness ’—in the following :

TEXT (41).

Even though the * Manifest ’ be accepted as * consisting of Three
Attributes

, Primordial Matter does not become estab-
lished AS THE ONE ETERNAL CAUSE OF THAT (MANIFEST)

;

BECAUSE THAT * MANIFEST * IS NOT IMBUED WITH
ANY SINGLE GENERIC CHARACTER.—(41)

COMMENTARY.
Even if it be taken as proved that the ‘ Manifest ’ consists of the ‘ Tlirco

Attributes \ yot that does not prove what the S&Mchya wishes—viz. that tho
Cause of that ‘Manifest’ is that which is called ‘Primordial Matter ’

-

that is to say, because the reason that has been put forward has not boon
found to bo concomitant with a Cause of that kind. For instance, what the
Sankhya desires to prove is that the Cause of the ‘ Manifest ’ is one, con-
sisting of the Three Attributes, eternal and all-pervading

; as a matter of
fact, with such a Cause, the invariable concomitance of the Reason has
nowhere been perceived

; nor is it necessary that the Cause must be of the
same nature as the Effect is found to be

; because there is a clear difference
between the Cause and its Effect. You hold that the Effect in the shape of
the Manifest is that which has such characteristics as ‘ having a Cause

»

bemg non-eternal’, ‘ non-pervasive ’ and so forth; and yet you do not
hold the Cause (of this Manifest) to have these characteristics. Hence
your Reason (Premiss) is * too wide ‘ inconclusive ’.

c,
_

.J
he

,

Te
,

Xt nQXt proceeds to show thAt the Reason put forward (by the
Sankhya) is contradictory ’ also, inasmuch it entails the conception contrary
to the nature of the particular Entity :-As the one eternal Came, etc. ;-that
is to say, what is meant to be proved is the existence of an Entity, which is
one eternal and made up of the Three Attributes, as the Cau^ (of the
Manifest

) ; and no such entity is established by the Reason put forward •m fact, what is established is something quite contrary to it.—

,

®OW S0
;

—Beca™e w not endowed, etc.—The particle ‘ hi • stands for
tecause

; hence the meaning is that the Effect in the shape of the
Manifest is not recognised to be imbued withany such single generic character

as consists of the Throe Attributes and which forms the very essence of the
Manifest .— What is it then that is recognised ? ’’—The ‘Manifest’ isaetuaUy cognised as endowed with such qualities as multiplicity, non-

eternalxty and so forth. If the ‘Manifest’ were really imbued with any such
gcnenc character as that postulated by the other party, then the Cause also
of that Mamiest would have to be recognised as possessed of that character.
Inasmuch as, however, the Effect (in the shape of the « Manifest ’) is actually
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found to be imbued with such qualities as 4 non-etemality * multiplicity
’

and the liko—its Cause also has to be inferred as possessed of these same

qualities. Specially because in the case of a Cause that is eternal, the idea

of its fruitful operations being both sequential and simultaneous would

involve self-contradiction ;—and because diversity in the Effect can be

only due to diversity in the Cause ; otherwise the diversity in the Effect

would be without any Cause (baseless).—From all this it follows that any

such single eternal Entity as Primordial Matter cannot be recognised.—If

the name * Primordial Matter ’ is given to a Cause that is non-eternal

and many, then there we have no quarrel with you.—(41)

Question—“How is it known that the Manifest is not imbued with

any single generic character ?
”

The answer is supplied in the following :

—

TEXT (42).

At.t.
4 Manifested Things * are found to be lire Iron-bars ;

as

HAVING THEIR FORMS ASSOCIATED WITH AN ORDER OF SEQUENCE

AND THEIR ESSENCE MIXED UP WITH FANCIES.

—

(42)

COMMENTARY.

Just as bars made of Iron stand apart from each other,—so these

* Manifested Entities as they appear in thoir own forms, are found to be

diverse and separate, due to diversities of place, time, potencies, appearances

and so forth ; and they do not enter into each other’s essence (or constitution).

This proves the multiplicity (of Manifested Entities).

In order to prove their non-etemality, it is added

—

Having their forms ,

etc. etc. the compound is to bo analysed as— 1 have their forms associated

with—embraced, affected by—an order of sequence ’.

Question—“ If this is so, then how is it that Entities are conceived of

as units, in the form of
4 Earth * and the like,—and also as lasting,—in

such notions as * this is that same thing ’ ?

Answer—Their essence mixed up with fancies ; that is to say, the con-

ception of ‘unity’ in regard to things is a ‘ fancy ’, a wrong assumption.

This is going to be established later on, under the sections dealing with

the doctrino of the 4 Perpetual Flux ’.—(42)

It has thus been shown that the Reason 4 Because of Homogeneity *

(as propounded by the Sdhkhya in support of his doctrine of all things being

the product of one 4 Primordial Matter ’) is open to the three fallacies of being

‘Unproven, Inadmissible’, ‘Contradictory’ and ‘Too Wide, Inconclusive’.

The Author now proceeds to show that the corroborative instance cited (by

the SSAlehya in Text IS, above) in the words 'Just as in the case of the Jar

and other things' dcos not fulfil the conditions of,—and is not possessed of

the properties of—the Probans and the Probandum [and as such cannot servo

as a * corroborative instance '] :

—
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TEXT (43).

So ALSO THE VARIOUS PRODUCTS OF CLAY AND OTHER THINGS ARE NOT
RECOGNISED AS IMBUED WITH ANY SINGLE GENERIC CHARACTER,

NOR as THE EFFECTS OF ANY SINGLE CAUSE
; AS ALL

SUCH THINGS AS THE ‘ LUMP OF CLAY ’ ARE
DIVERSE.—(43)

COMMENTARY.
The phrase ‘ and other things ’ is meant to include the products of

such things as Gold and the like.-The term * so also * may be taken as
cumulative, adding one further defect in the Opponent’s reasoning —or
as indicating similarity (to other defects already pointed out).—The phrase
'not imbued with any single Generic Character ’ serves to show that the
Instance cited (Jar, etc.) is devoid of the property of what has been cited
(by the SGnkhya) as the Probans of his reasoning.—The phrase * Nor as the
effects of any single Cause ’.—has to be construed with 4

recognised ’
; and it

-serves to show that the property of the (Sahkhya's) Probandum also is not
present m the instance cited.

Objection As a matter of fact, single Causes—of all such things —are
actually found in the form of the Lump of Clay or of Gold and other things •

and every one of the.se is also found to be imbued with tlio Generic Character

°f

f

» w/
G °,d ’

.

Bnd thG ,ike- In what way then is our Instance devoid
of both the properties of the Probans and the Probandum » ”

Answer-As all such things as the 4 Lump of Clay ’ ore diverse therecan be no such single composite entity as ‘Lump of Clay’ if there were
then (since Generic Characters are all-pervading ex hypothesi), if it covered
one point in space, the entire space would become covered. Nor is anyGeneric Cliaracter ’ foimd to appear in each individual thing,—every oneof which is perceived as distinct by itself.—(43)

The Text again proceeds to show the 4

inconclusiveness ’ of the Sahkhya'sReason-44
Because of Homogeneity ’’-by itself

TEXT (44). •

In the case of 4

Spirits \ even though they are endowed with
Sentience and other qualities, they are not regarded
(by THE SaAkhya) as preceded (produced) by a single
Entity (as their Cause).—It might be said that “the

SAID QUALITIES ARE ATTRIBUTED (TO THE SPIRITS)
ONLY SECONDARILY (INDIRECTLY, FIGURATIVE.
LY) ”

J—THEN WHY CANNOT THE SAME BE THE
CASE IN REGARD TO THE MATTER UNDER

DISCUSSION ALSO ?—(44)

I AlV X .

the SpiHt* ar° regarded (hy the SdtMya) to bo endowedwith endless such properties as being 4

sentient ’,
4

enjoyer ’ and the like
;
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and yet they are not regarded by you as having a single Cause endowed with

the same properties.—It- might bo urged that—“ The property of being

endowed with Sentience and the like that has been attributed to Spirits, is

not in the direct literal sense, but in the indirect, secondary, figurative sense

;

and the reason for this lies in the fact that, all Spirits are found to be

excluded from * insentience ’ and other such qualities, and hence they aro

placed under the genus ‘ Sentient’, which stands for the
1 negation or exclusion

of lnsentience \ which is assumed to meet their case; though in reality

there is no such genus”.—If then, it is only indirect and figurative, then, in

regard to the * Manifest ’ also,—as in the case of Spirits,—why is the presence

of Pleasure, etc. not taken as ‘assumed’ in the same way,—without their

being preceded and produced by any single Cause endowed with the same

qualities ?—Thus the Probans (Reason) is found to be Inconclusive.

Tho mention of ‘ Spirits ’ is only by way of illustration. In the same

manner. Pleasure, etc., being so many modifications of Primordial Matter,

are endowed with such qualities as being 4 attributes ’,
4 insentient \ * non-

enjoyer ’ and so forth,—and Primordial Matter and the Spirits are endowed

with such qualities as 4 Eteroality ’ and the like —and yet none of these are

preceded and produced by any single such Cause. So the Probans is

clearly Inconclusive.—(44)

Thus the Reason (put forward by the Sdt'dchya )
—“ Because of

homogeneity ” ,—lias been refuted. Now under the pretext of Re-affirming

his conclusion, the Author proceeds briefly to point out defects in the other

reasons (put forward by the Sanlchya)
:

—

TEXT (45).

Thus, even in the absence of a Cause in the shape of ‘ Primordial

Matter’, all diversity relating to Effects and Causes

AND OTHER THINGS BECOMES EXPLICABLE, ON THE

BASIS OF THE DIVERSITY OF POTENCIES.

—

(45)
, •

COMMENTARY.

It has bccu asserted (in SdnkhyakdrikA, 15) tlwt ‘‘Primordial Matter

exists as tho Cause, (a) becauso of the finite character of specific objects,

(b) because Activity is due to Potency, and (c) because there is differentia-

tion between ‘ Cause ’ and ‘Effect’”.—As a matter of fact, all these three

Reasons are inconclusive, as no reason is provided to preclude a conclusion

contrary to the one set forth.

For instance, even in the absence of a Cause in the shape of Primordial

Matter, the three facts set forth—that of objects having a finite character,

etc.—are not inexplicable. For instance, if wliat is sought to be proved is

only the existence of a Cause,—then the argument is superfluous,—4 proving

what is already proved ’
; we also do not admit of any Effect being produced

without o Cause ; so that if the name 4 Primordial Matter ’ were given m
general to all Causes, then there would be nothing to quarrel about. On the

5
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other hand, if what is sought to be proved is tliat ‘ there is an inteUigont
Cause, which produces an effect of certain finite dimensions, and acts
according to its potencies —then the Reason adduced becomes invalidated
by inconclusiveness ’

;
as even in the absence of an intelligent actor, there

is nothing incongruous in the production of a particular effect with well-
defined dimensions determined by the potencies of its own Cause. Further,
it is not right to regard Primordial Matter as intelligent, as it is, ex hypothesi,
insentient ’, and ‘intelligence’ is synonymous with ‘sentience’.

Further, if by means of the Reason ‘

Because Activity is due to
Potency it is meant to prove the existence of a mere Cause possessed of
potencies not different (from those just, needed for the particular effect),—
then it is superfluous, proving what is already admitted by both parties.
If, on the other hand, the Cause meant to be proved is some one Eternal
Cause possessed of distinct and diverse potencies,—tlion the Reason becomes
invalidated by ‘ inconclusiveness ’.—Further, as concomitance with any such
Reason is not cognised anywhere, the Reason becomes invalidated as being
Lnknown’ and 4 Inadmissible’ also; because as a matter, nowhere has any

activity of the Cause towards the producing of an Effect been found to have
been due to extraneous and additional potencies ; as all potencies subsist in
the essence of the thing itself.

Another reason put forward by the SaAkhya (in Kdrikd 15) is—“ Because
of the merging of the whole world ”.—Tliis Reason is absolutely 1 unknown,
Inadmissible ’. No such 4 merging ’ of tilings is known of, all things being liable
to such absolute destruction as leave behind no traces at all. If there were
such merging , it would come about either on the disappearance of the pre-
vious condition of the tiling concerned, or without such disappearance. If it
comes on the disappearance of the previous condition, then it involves the
absolute destruction (without leaving any traces) (which the Sdnkhya does not
admit]. If, on the other liand, it comes without the said disappearance, then
there can be no ‘ merging ’ at all ; because no ‘ merging ’ is possible for any
entity so long as it retains its own untrammelled essonee. Otherwise
there would be endless incongruities. Hence the statement ‘ because of the
merging of the whole world ’ involves a self-contradiction.

Thus, even in the absence of a Cause in the shape of Primordial Matter,
the diversity relating to the Effect,—in the shape of its being ‘ finite ’ and
the rest,—and the differentiation also into Cause and Effect—become explic-
able, on die basis of the diversity of potencies. And this means that the
reasons set forth by the Sdnlchya are all ‘ inconclusive \

The phrase 4 and other things ’ is meant to include the argument (of the
SaAJchya)—“ Because all activity is due to Potency ”.

Or, the particle
4

apt 4 even in the phrase 4

even in the absence,
etc. etc.’, may be meant to be restrictive

; lienee the meaning comes to be
this :—It is only when there is no Cause in the shape of Primordial Matter
that there can be diversity in the Effect due to the diverse potencies of the
Cause ; and also because it is only thus that the relation of Cause and Effect
would be possible ;—hence the Reasons put forward (bv the Sdtikhya) are
4 contradictory For instance, if Primordial Matter were the Cause of the
* Manifest \ then the whole universe, as being (ex hypothesi) of the same
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essence as that Matter, would be a single substance having the same

character and form as that Matter ; so that there could be no such distinction

among Products as ‘ Cosmic Intelligence * I-principle’, ‘Five Rudimentary

Substances’ and so forth; and this would mean that the World is entirely

devoid of ‘ modification —Similarly, it is only in the absence of any such
' Cause as Primordial Matter that the activity of the Potter and other Agents

towards the making of the Jar and other tilings, in accordance with their

potencies (powers), would be possible,—which would not be possible if there

were such a single Cause as Primordial Matter. This is what has been already

explained under Text 21, by the statement—‘ Nor would there be any

efficiency, nor any operation’.

The distinction into ‘ Cause * and * Effect ’ also is possible only
1

in the

absence of any such single Cause as Primordial Matter It has been already

pointed out above that no diversity in the world would be possible

if there were any entity as Primordial Matter (as the one Cause) ;—it has

also been pointed out that if Primordial Matter were the Cause, then

the whole world would be of the same essence as that Matter, which would

lead to the absurdity that the entire world is a single substance (without any

diversities)
; and under the circumstances, as there would be no ‘ diversity

of forms ’ at the very outset, how could there be any ‘ merging ’ of it (as

declared in the Sunkhyakarika, 15) ?—(45)

Thus ends the Section on the Examination of the Doctrine of
4 Primordial Matter ’.



CHAPTER II.

Examination of the Doctrine of ‘ God \

(A)

Statement of the Doctrine of ‘ God * (Theism).

COMMENTARY.

Tlie next Chapter, beginning with the Text (46), proceeds to prove
that there can be no operation of any such Being as the ‘ Supreme Lord \
* God

TEXT (46).

Other philosophers declare the ‘Lord’ to be the Cause of at.t.

things produced; on the ground that no insentient
Thing, by itself, can produce its effects.

—

(46)

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as things that are not produced.,—such as the Atom, Ahasha
and so forth,—are eternal, they have no Cause, henco the Text lias added
the qualification

4 things produced ’.—The term * Lord ’ stands for God.

—

‘ Others i.e. the NaiyStjika and other (Theists).—Some of these Theists
hold tliat “ tlie creator of the whole world is a distinct Soul or Spirit with
special qualities, the omniscient God ” others hold that “ the creator is a
Substance (Being) distinct from the * Soul ’ or

1

Spirit ’, because He is eternal,

one and equipped with the knowledge of all things, and as such having
qualities different from thoso of the ‘ Spirit ’ or * Soul ’

Question—“ Where there are already such Causes of the world ns Merit
and Demerit, Atoms and so forth, why do these philosophers postulate

another Cause in the shape of God ?
”

Atimer—No insentient thing, etc.—Though Merit and the rest may be
the Cause,—yet all these, being devoid of sentionce or intelligence, cannot,
by themselves, without an Operator or Supervisor, produce their effects

;

hence there must be a Creator (who is intelligent), as nothing that is devoid
of intelligence is ever found to be the Operator. This argument is formulated
as follows :—What is devoid of Intelligence cannot produce its Effect, with-
out an Operator e.g. such things as Clay-hunp, Stick, Water, String and the
r«wt (all which are required for the making of the Jar) cannot produce the
Jar, without the Potter ;—Merit and the rest (which are regarded as the
Cause of the World) are all devoid of Intelligence hence tlie idea that
(these are enough to produce the World) would be contrary to the universal
Proposition stated. Thus it becomes established that there is an Operator
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and that is Ood,—Even so. Merit and the rest do not become useless (in the

producing of the World); because God is only the ‘Efficient Cause ’ (Guide,

Supervisor) (and Atoms and Merit, etc. would still be needed as the
1 Con-

stituent ’ and ‘ Contributory * Causes].

The following objection might bo urged :
—“ Those Merit and Demerit

that are hold to subsist in the Soul or Spirit (of Man) may be the required

Operator ; why should one assume a Ood ?
”

Answer—That cannot be right ; the particular Spirit at tliat time (of

Creation) would be wholly unconscious ;—so long as his Body, Sense-organs

and other aggregates of Causes and Effects are not produced, the Spirit

remains unconscious, not perceiving even such Colour, etc. as are quite

perceptible ; under the circumstances, how could it perceive Merit and Demerit,

which are entirely imperceptible ? To this end, there is the following

declaration
—‘The ignorant Creature, not master of his own pleasure and

pain, may go to Heaven or to the Nethermost Hole,—only as he is urged by

God ’ [quoted in Nyayavartika 4. 1. 21, where the Tdlparya speaks of it as

1 Smrti ’J.—(46)

The Text proceeds to set forth two Reasons propounded by Aviddha*

karna (an ancient Naiy&yika) in proof of the existence of God :

TEXTS (47-48).

“ (A) That which is characterised by a peculiar arrangement of

ITS OWN COMPONENT PARTS IS SUBJECT TO A CAUSE THAT IS

ENDOWED WITH INTELLIGENCE,—FOR INSTANCE, THE JAR AND

OTHER OBJECTS.

—

ThE THING IN DISPUTE,—WHICH IS

PERCEPTIBLE BY MEANS OF TWO SENSE-ORGANS AND

ALSO IMPERCEPTIBLE,—MUST BE PRECEDED (AND

PRODUCED) BY A CAUSE ENDOWED WITH

Intelligence,—Atoms supplying the

CORROBORATIVE INSTANCE ‘ per DlS-

. SIMILARITY ’.”—(48)

COMMENTARY.

The argument lias been thus formally stated :
—“ The thing under

dispute, which is perceptible by means of two sense-organs or not porceptible

at all, must be regarded as produced by an Intelligent Cause, because it is

characterised by a peculiar arrangement of its component parts,—like the Jar,

and unlike the Atoms [the Jar being the Corroborative Instance per Similarity

,

and the Atoms being so per Dissimilarityl"—Kov? in this formulated argument

* What is perceptible by means of two Sense-organs ’ stands for the three kinds

of Substance, Earth, Water and Fire—which are perceptible by means of the

two organs of Vision and of Touch, because they fulfil such conditions of

perceptibility as being large, being composed of several substances, being

coloured and so forth the 4 imperceptible ’ are Air and the rest, sunplv

because the conditions of perceptibility are
4 being large

4 being composed
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of several substances ’, ‘ being coloured ’ and so forth,—and all these condi-
tions are absent in A ir and other things ; as has been declared in the following
passage— 1

' Perception follows from Largeness, Presence of several Substances
and Presence of Colour

;

the Atom is imperceptible because it contains no
ot her substances

; Air is imperceptible because it is devoid of the presence of
Colour; the term ‘ Samskara' stands for subsistence, presence in composition

;

and the Diad (Two-Atom-Compound) and other things are imperceptible
lx*cause of the absence of largeness."

Now, in this argument, if the Probandum to bo proved were stated in
tho general (unqualified) form that * Things perceptible by two sense-organs
and those imperceptible are produced by intelligent causes *,—then it would
be superfluous, proving what is already admitted by both parties, in regard
to such things as the Jar and the like, over which there is no dispute at all.
It would involve the fallacy of ‘ contradicting one’s own doctrine ’, because
the Naiydyika does not admit such imperceptible things as the Atom, Akasha,
and tho like to be * produced by an Intelligent Cause ’

; and also because
these latter are eternal (hence not produced at all), the said assertion would
involve that contradiction of a perceived (well-recognised) fact.—It is for tho
purpose^ of avoiding all these difficulties that the qualifying term * under
dispute 1

has been added ; the term ‘ Vipratipatti ’ standing for different
opinions, and that which forms the subject of diverse opinions is said to bo
the matter under dispute.—With this qualification, what become the 4 subject

'

of the argument are only the Body, Sense-orguns, tho various Regions and so
forth ; and what is assorted does not apply to the Atom and such other
things.

Similarly, if the Probandum (to be proved) wero stated in the form that
‘ th* thin«a 'mder di*P»to are produced by a Cause then the argument
would be futile—proving what is already accepted by both parties. In
order to avoid this, the qualification lias been added—in the form 4

pro-
duced by an intelligent Cause ’. This argiuncnt, thus stated, cannot bo futile
as addressed to the Sunkhya, as there is no Intelligenco(BuddAi) for the Sdnkhya
apart from Primordial Matter

; and certainly a thing cannot bo produced by
itself.

4 Arrangement of component parts ’ the 4

arrangement i.o. conjunc-
tion in the form of

4

aggregation of the parts that go to make up
the Tilings ; bv this the Tilings in question are characterised—differentiated

;

consequently they must be as asserted. Mere 4

characterisation by com-
ponents ’ would include the universals ‘Cow’ and the like (which also are
held to be consisted of components in the shape of the individual animals)
and thus render the Reason 4 too wide ’

; hence the qualification 4

its own
components *

; what tho universal 4 Cow ’ and the rest are differentiated by is
the arrangement of the parts tliat go to make up the Substance,—not by the
arrangement of the parts that go to make up tho Cow itself.

The 4

Intelligent Cause ’ thus proved is
4 Cod \

It is this proof that has been stated in these two Texts.—The compound
4 Smrambhaka, etc? is to be analysed as meaning 4

that which has for its
Vishlsana differentia the peculiar, characteristic,—arrangement, disposi-
tion—of its own component parts’. This indicates the invariable con-
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comitance of the Reason (Middle Term) [with the Probandum]. The pre-

sence of the Reason in the Subject is indicated by the words 1 which is per-

ceptible by means of two organs, etc. etc.'—The expression ‘ vivadapadam ’

stands for ‘ what forms the matter under dispute —(47-48)

The second argument propounded (by Aviddhakama) is next explained :

—

TEXT (49).

“ (B) The material cause of the Body and other things is con-

trolled by an Intelligent Being,—because they are

endowed with Colour and other qualities,—like the

Yarn and such things which have been seen to

BRING ABOUT THEIR EFFECTS (ONLY WHEN CON-

TROLLED BY THE INTELLIGENT WEAVER).”

—

(49)

COMMENTARY.

Of the Body and other things,—the material Cause,—in tlie shape of Atoms

and such things—can bring about their effects only when controlled by an

Intelligent Cause such is the construction of the Text.—The Reason

(Probnns) stAted is ‘ because they are endowed with Colour, etc.'.—The ‘ Yam,

etc.
1 are cited as the Corroborative Instance. This has been thus declared

* The material causes of the Body, the World and other things produce

their effects only when controlled by an Intelligent Being,—this is what we

assert, on the ground that they are endowed with Colour, etc.,—like such

tilings ns the yarn and tho like —(49)

Uddyotakara however has formulated the argument as follows " The

Causes of the World—in the shape of ‘ Primordial Matter \ * Atoms ’ and

* Destiny * (Unseen Force)—need a Controller with Superior Intelligence,

in the producing of their Effects,—because their activity is intermittent,

like the Yarn, the Shuttle nncl such other causes (of the Cloth) ".•—This

is the argument set forth in the following Text.

TEXT (50).

“ in the producing of their Effects, all such Causes as Merit,

Demerit and Atoms are controlled by an Intelligent

Being —because they operate intermittently,

—t.tke the Shuttle and the Yarn.”

—

(50)

COMMENTARY.

The meaning of this is Quito clear.

—

(50)

* These words are not found in Uddyotakara'

a

A yuyactirtika . This idea is

there (under Sutra 4. 1. 21, p. 4(53, lines 11 ct scq.—Bib. Ind. Edn.); but the exact

words are not there. Apparently the Commentator has reproduced the souse of

Uddyotukam's argument.
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Prashastamati argues as follows :
—

“ All the usages of men, at the beginning
of creation must have been preceded by (dependent upon) the teaching of other
persons,—because later on, the usage of enlightenedmen isfound to be restricted

to particular things,—as for instance, in the case of little boys who have not
yet learnt the use of words, it is found that their usage of words ns restricted

to particular tilings is always preceded (and brought about) by the teaching of
tlieir mother or other persons ;—the plira.se ' the usages of enlightened men are
restricted to particular things ’ means that, the usage of men after enlighten-

ment is found to be so restricted ;—that Person to whose teaching usages at
the beginning of Creation are due is God, whose superior knowledge does not
disappear even at the time of Universal Dissolution

Tt is this view that is shown as fully established,—by the Author in the
following Text :

—

TEXT (51).

“ At the beginning of Creation, usage among men must have been
DUE TO THE TEACHING C*F OTHER PERSONS ;—WHEN THEY BECOME

SUBSEQUENTLY AWAKENED TO CONSCIOUSNESS, IT IS FOUND

TO BE RESTRICTED TO PARTICULAR THINGS,—LIKE

THE USAGE OF LITTLE BOYS.”—(51)

COMMENTARY.

The term 1 Sarga \ * Creation \ stands for * generation *
; the ‘ beginning *

of this is its first moment.—The rest is easily intelligible.—(51)

There are other arguments also put forward by Uddyotakara
; these

are the following

“

The Manifested World, consisting of the Primary
Elemental Substances and the rest, are productive of Pleasure and Pain,
only when controlled by an intelligent Cause,—(a) because it is, by itself,
insentient, (6) because it is a Product, (c) because it is perishable, and (d)
because it is endowed with Colour (or Form) and other qualities,—like the
Axe and other tilings

These are the arguments that are set forth in the following two Texts

:

* This is clearly a brief paraphrase of the arguments stated by Uddyotakara in
his Ny&yavdrtika, on Sutra 4. 1. 21, page 463, lines 11 et seq., Biblio. Ind. Edn.,
where the words are very nearly the same.
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TEXTS (52-53).

“ Thf. Manifested World, consisting of the Primary Elemental

Substances and the rest, becomes the source of pleasure

AND PAIN TO ALL PEOPLE, ONLY WHEN CONTROLLED BY AN IN-

TELLIGENT Cause,—because it is insentient, itself

a Product, evanescent and so forth,—like

the Axe and other things ; thus every-

thing is clearly believed to be

His.”—(52-53)

COMMENTARY.

Controlled by an Intelligent Cause,—i.e. controlled by a Cause which is

endowed with sentience.

—

Thus—i.e. for the said series of reasons ; His ,

—i.e. of God, the Cause of the entire world.—(52-53)

Question—In what way is God’s omniscience proved, by virtue of which

He should become on object of devotion for people seeking for Prosperity

and the Highest Good ?

The answer to this is supplied by the following Text

—

TEXT (54).

“ The fact of His being the creator of all things having been

ESTABLISHED, HlS OMNISCIENCE IS PROVED WITHOUT EFFORT ;

BECAUSE THE CREATOR MUST BE ONE WHO KNOWS THE

FORM AND ALL OTHER DETAILS REGARDING WHAT

HE HAS CREATED.” (54)

COMMENTARY.

This has been thus explained by Prashasiamati and others

“

The

omniscience of God is proved by the fact of His being the Cause (Creator)

of the entire World ; because the Creator must possess full knowledge of nil

such details regarding what he creates as its material and contributory

causes, its use, its receiver and so forth. In the world, when a man makes

anything, he knows its material cause, etc. ; e.g. it is well known that the

Potter who makes the Jar and such things, knows its material cause, in the

shape of Olay-lump,—its contributory causes, in the shape of the Wheel, etc.,

—its purpose, in the shape of Fetching Water and the like,—and its receiver,

in the sliapo of the Householder (who uses it) ; similarly God, who creates

all the worlds, knows their material causes, in the shape of the Atom , etc.,—

their contributory causes, in the shape of Merit, Demerit, Space, Time and so

forth,—also the auxiliaries to their operation, in the shape of the Universal

the Particular and Inherence,—their purpose, in the shape of the Experience

(of Men) —and receivers in the shape of Men. Tliis shows that He is

omniscient.—One who knows the form and other details regarding what he has

created ;—1 Form and other details * Form ’ stands for character ;

1 other
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details ’ stands for the Material Cause and the rest ; the * Vidaka * of these
is one who knows. Such is the sense of the compound. The word ‘ vldaka ’

is to be grammatically explained either as included under the group of
words beginning with 4

ydjaka \ or as formed with the affix ‘ ana ’ in the
passive sense—with the reflexive ‘ha ' added to it.—Tlie rest is easily intelli-

gible.—(34)

There is yet another series of arguments set forth by these persons :

—

(A) “ That which is the substratum of the variegated and the mobile, and that
which is not the substratum of these—which is the thing under dispute,—is

cognised through a means of cognition other than the five beginning with the
second, just as Colour, etc. are cognised as distinguished from the character
of 4 being an entity ’ and so forth,—the * Hair of the Tortoise ’ (a non-entity)
being the corroborative instance per dissimilarity

In the argument as thus worded, the term, * vichilrodaya ’ stands for
the category of Quality, in the sense tlxat its ‘udaya ’, appearance, is

‘

vichitra ’

variegated ; the term * prasyandn

*

stands for the category of Mobility;—
the lispada ', substratum, of these two is the category of Substance ;

—

that
which is not the substratum of these two (Quality and Mobility) stands for
the five categories of Quality, Action, Universal, Particular and Inherence ;

such a tiling is cognised through a Means of Cotjniiion other than the

fire beginning with the second,—i.e. other tlmn Inference, Analogy, Word,
Presumption and Non-apprehension ; i.e. through Sense-perception. The rest
is easily intelligible.

(B) The other argument propounded by them is in the following
form: “The Thing under dispute,—which is (1) what is embraced by
the Particulars of such Universals as ‘Being’ and the like, and also

(2) what is not so embraced,—is percoptiblo to some one,—because they
exist —like Colour and the rest ’’.—In this statement, tlie term ‘Being
and the like ’ stands for the six non-specific (general) entities,—* Beiug ’,

‘ Evanescent ’, ‘ Material Product ’, ‘ Cause ’,
4

Universal * Particular ’

;

—the 4

particulars' of those go to specify Substance, Quality and Action ;

hence what is
4 embraced ’ by these particulars are these throe categories

of Substance Quality and Action ;

—

4

what is not so embraced ’ consists of
the Universal and the rest. The rest is easily intelligible.—[And the Person
who has tJie perception of all these things is Clod.]

This series of arguments is set forth in the following Text:

—

TEXT (55).

“ The Thing under dispute must clearly be perceptible to some
one,—because of such reasons as being a thing, being existent

AND SO FORTH ;—JUST LIKE THE DIVERSITIES OF
Pleasure, Pain, etc.—[And this some one

is Qod\r—(55)



(B)

Refutation of the Doctrine of ‘ God ’ (Theism).

COMMENTARY.

The text now proceeds to supply the answer to the above arguments

—

TEXT (56).

The first argument (propounded by the Xaiyayika) is open to the

FALLACY OF BEING ‘ UNPROVEN, INADMISSIBLE’; BECAUSE THE

EXISTENCE OF ANY SUCH ' ARRANGEMENT ' AS ‘ CONJUNC-

TION * IS NOT PROVEN, NOR THAT OF THF.

' Composite —(56)

COMMENTARY.

In the arguments sot forth (under Toxt 47) in the form W hat is in-

sentient cannot produce its effect without a controller’, the Probans

(• because it is characterised by a peculiar arrangement of component parts ’)

is one which, without any valid objection, could bo cited as proving the

contrary of the Probandiun (for proving which it has been put forward) ,

and thus its presence in the contrary of the Probandiun being suspected, it

becomes * inconclusive ’ ;—this is what the Text means.

Then again, the Probans that has been put forward in the first argument—

* Because it is characterised by a peculiar arrangement of its component

parts —is ‘unproven’ and Inadmissible also. How this is so is explained

in tile next sentence

—

Because, etc. ;
—-what is meant by the expression

‘ arrangement of component parts’ is a particular kind of Conjunction ; and

the character of being characterised by this Conjunction is attributed to the

substance called ‘ Composite ’
; now both these,—the said Conjunction and

also the Composite that it characterises,—are yet ‘ unproven ,
unknown

(to at least one of party to the Discussion, the Buddhist, who denies

both); hence the Probaiw cited is doubly
4 unproven Inadmissible ’.—(56)

Question—“ In what way are the two unproven ?

The Answer is supplied by the following Text

:
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TEXT (57).

Because both the facts that have been assumed (and put forward)!

ARE SUCH AS ARE NOT ACTUALLY APPREHENDED J
AND FOR THE

SAME REASON THE CORROBORATIVE INSTANCE ALSO THAT

HAS BEEN CITED HAS NO CONNECTION WITH THE

Probans cited.—(57)

COMMENTARY.

In brief, the Author for the present states his reason only in the form of

‘Non-apprehension’, which annuls the Naiyayika'

s

argument,—a detailed

objection to these two arguments will be provided under the Chapters (10-15)

dealing with the Six Categories.

Both the facts,—i.e. fcliat have been put forward as the ‘ Arrangement ’

and the 4 Composite '.—[Both of these are not apprehended] because the

‘ Arrangement ’ has been regarded as something visible, in such statements

(by the Naiyayika) as * Number, Dimension. Separateness. Conjunction,

Disjunction, Higher Universal, the Lower Universal and Action are visible,

as inhering in coloured substances ’.—The * Composite ’ also has been regarded

as visible, in tho statement—‘ There is perception of it because it is large, is

made up of several component substances and is coloured ’.—As a matter of

fact however, apart fromColour, etc., no other
4 Conjunction ’ or 4 Composite *

—such as is accepted by the Naiyayika,—ever appears in Consciousness.

Thus, while fulfilling the conditions of 4 perceptibility \ if it is not perceived,

it must be regarded as non-existent, like the
4 Hare’s Horns —It will

not be right to argue that—“ inasmuch as Atoms are beyond the reach of

the Senses, [if there were no such tiling as the Composite composed of the

Atoms], the perception of Colour and other qualities would be impossible ” ;

—because it is admitted that qualified Atoms are apprehensible by the

Senses, and hence they are not * beyond the reach of the Senses —Thus

then, both 4
Conjunction ’ and 4 Composite ’ being non-existent, the Jar

that lias been cited as the Corroborative Instance per similarity is found

to be devoid of tliat character which has been set up as the Probans ; this

is what is meant by the Text in the words ‘/uw no connection with the Probans,

etc.’—(57)

It has thus been shown that the Probans is essentially
4 unproven

and Inadmissible \ on the ground of the qualification and the qualified being

‘ unknown ’
; the following Text proceeds to show that it is

4 unproven ’

also on the ground of the unproven (unknown

)

character of part of its

substratum :

—
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TEXT (58).

Visual Cognition and Tactile Cognition always appear dif-

ferently
;
THEY CANNOT THEREFORE HAVE ONE AND THE SAVE

SUBSTRATUM,—JUST LIKE THE COGNITION OF ODOUR

AND OTHER THINGS.

—

(58)

COMMENTARY.

In the argument (put forward by the Naiyfiyika, under verse 48, above)

two kinds of tilings have been mentioned as the ‘ Subject ’—
‘ what is per-

ceptible by two Sense-organs’ and ‘what is imperceptible ’.—Now as a

matter of fact, there is no object that is known (accepted by all parties) to

be ‘ perceptible by two Senso-organs ’
; for instance, both Visual Cognition

and Tactile Cognition , are known to appear in different forms, respectively

as manifesting the Blue and other Colours and os manifesting Hardness, Softness,

etc. of the things touched ; thus both these cognitions cannot have the

same objective,—because they appear os different,—like the Cognitions of

Odour, Taste and other things. The argument may be formulated thus :—

Any two cognitions appearing in different forms cannot have the same

objective,—like the Cognitions of Odour and Taste,—the Visual and Tactile

Cognitions do appear in different forms ;—lienco the attributing of both to a

single object would be a direct contravention of the said universal proposition.

—If, even when appearing in different forms. Cognitions were to have the

same objective, then the Cognitions of Colour, Sound and such diverse things

also might be regarded as having the same objective ; this is the reason that

annuls the argument of the Xaiydyika.—(58)

[Says the Xaiyayika}—
11
If the two Cognitions (Visual and Tactile)

cannot have the some objective, then how is it that there is tlio

recognition in the form that ‘ I am toucliing in the dark the srm.e jar that

I had seen in the light ’ ?*—Hence the proposition set forth (by the Buddhist)

is annulled by Inference. The Inference has been formulated by Uddyotakara

in the following form—4 The two Cognitions under dispute,—the Visual

Cognition and the Tactile Cognition,-have the same object,-because it

is recalled (recognised),—liko the Cognition of the Blue Lotus *.”t

The answer to this is provided in the following Text :—

• This discussion is a clear reference to Nyuya-Shtra 3. 1. 1
4 Darshava

.

sparsanabhydmtkarthagrahapat*.

t This is a reference to Nydya Vdrtika, 3. 1. 1. page 3o0, Bib. Ind.
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TEXTS (59-60).

As A MATTER OF FACT, WHAT BRINGS ABOUT THE JOINT COGNITION

(involved in Recognition) is the fact that Recognition

CONSISTS IN AN ASSUMPTION ARISING OUT OF THE POTENCIES OF

THE TWO COGNITIONS CONCERNED.—THUS, SUCH THINGS

as VY ater, Fire and the like are not * perceptible

by two Sense-organs ’
;
and hence the Probans

(of the NaiySyika) is found to have its

SUBSTRATUM ‘ UNPROVEN, INADMISSIBLE

AS IS INDICATED BY THE ‘ UN-

PROVEN * CHARACTER OF THE

OBJECT ITSELF. (60)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Tayo1} of fche Visual and Tactile Cognitions as apprehending
(respectively) Colour only and Touch only ‘ Potency ’ is capacity—
out of that capacity arises the assumption, which constitutes—forms the
essence of—tho * Recognition ’ (in question).—This shows that Recognition
is not perceptible

; firstly, because it is an essentially wrong cognition, appre-
hending as one what is really not one,—and secondly, because its very essence
lies m an assumption.—Nor is there any other Means of Cognition (available
for bringing about a valid notion of Recognition)

\ firstly, because it apprehends
what has been already covered by previous Cognitions, and as such it
apprehends what has been already apprehended (and as such, is not of the
nature of a Direct Valid Cognition ) ; and secondly, because it is essentially
wrong. From all this it follows that the Reason put forward (by the
Naiydyika) “ Because there is Recognition *>-is ‘inconclusive*. If the
validity of Recognition liad been established and admitted, then the Reason
would not be open to the cliarge of being ‘inconclusive*

; because in cases
where notions of such things as the Jar and the like have appeared —
taking m, in accordance with the capacity of tilings, a common idea of ’its
Colour and other details,-if the Colour and the Touch have been duly appro
bonded, each by itself, by the organs of Vision and of Touch, then, at some
future tune, if the impressions of the things perceived present themselves
accompanied by signs indicative of those things, there appears the notion of
unity , sameness’, which is essentially wrong, and is of the nature of
Remembrance ’ (not Direct Cognition). It is for this reason that in this

jomt notion, the Colour—Blue,—also presents itself; though it is not
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right that the notion of Colour should appear in the notion of Touoh; as

Colour is percoptible by the Organ of Vision (not of Touch).—For these reasons,

the only reasonable view is what the Teachers have stated in the following

words :
—

‘ After one has perceived by the Visual and Tactile Organs, each

in its own way, there appears, subsequently, a notion, joining the two

perceptions and apprehending the two objects conjointly as one unit ; and

this notion is of the nature of Remembrance *.

Objection— 1 In case the conjoint entity (Colour and Touch combined)

lias been previously actually perceived, then it would be right to regard

this as Remembrance ;
but, you (Buddhists) do not admit of any joint entity,

—apart from the individual things, Colour and the rest,—which could have

been thus previously perceived ; and if Colour and the rest were only

individually perceived, then the Remembrance could only be one of ‘ Colour ’

only, or of ‘Touch ’ only and so forth,—and not of the ‘Jar ; and in regard

to "things that have not been previously cognised, there can be no

Remembrance ;—then how could any Remembrance arise in regard to the

joint entity (as asserted by your Teachers) ?
”

Tlus is not right, we reply. It is not asserted that the joint entity that

is previously perceived is something distinct from Colour and the rest

;

your objection would hold only if the assertion of our Teachers meant this

;

what is meant however is that those same Colour and the rest, when serving the

fruitful purpose of holding water and the like, come to be collectively called

the 4 Jar ’
; and what happens is that after each of those Colour and the rest,

lias been perceived by means of each of their pertinent sense-organs,—

there appears, at some future time, the Remembrance of these under the

appellation of ‘ Jar ’, which bears the impressions of the said perceptions.

Or the 4 Joint Entity ’ may be regarded as 4 conceptual ’, and being of the

nature of a 4 conceptual entity’, as apprehended by its own cognition ;
under

the circumstances, why cannot Romembrance of such a Joint Entity be

possible ?

From all this it is clear that the Reason (put forward by the Naiy&ytka),

—“ Because of the peculiar arrangements of its component parts ,
has

its substratum 4 unproven “ Why so ? ’’—The Answer is—By the
4 un-

proven ’ character of the object itself ; that is, the object as stated by the Naiya-

yUca in the form 4 perceptible by two sense-organs ’ is not proven ,
unknown ;

and thus the Reason having its substratum ‘unproven’, becomes itself

open to the fallacy of being 4 unproven ’,
4 unknown. Inadmissible ’.—(59-60)

Thus it lias been shown that the Reason (put forward by the NaiySyika)

is ‘unproven’ in three ways— ‘ unproven ’ regarding its qualified (subject).

‘ unproven ’ regarding the qualification of that subject, and 4 unproven

regarding its substratum ; the following Text proceeds to show a fourth kind

of * unproven-ness ’ as pointed out by the Teacher :
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TEXTS (61-62).

In the case op Temples and such things, the presence op a pe
CULIAR ARRANGEMENT (OF COMPONENT PARTS) IS DISTINCTLY PER-
CEIVED,—FROM WHICH PERCEPTION FOLLOWS THE COGNITION

(INFERENTIAL) OF AN INTELLIGENT BUILDER,—EVEN WHEN
NO SUCH BUILDER IS ACTUALLY SEEN

;
IF, IN THE

CASE OF SUCH OBJECTS AS THE BODY, THE
Mountain and the like, a similar peculiar
ARRANGEMENT OF PARTS WERE DISTINCT-
LY PERCEIVED, THEN IT WOULD BE
CORRECT TO DEDUCE FROM THIS

PERCEPTION AS THE REASON,
THE CONCLUSION THAT

LS DESIRED (BY THE
Navjayika).

—

(61-62)

COMMENTARY.

That ‘ peculiar arrangement of parts ’ which is known,—through affirma-
tive and negative concomitance,—as produced by the operations of an intelli-
gent builder, in the cose of such things as the Temple and the like on
the perception of such a peculiar arrangement of parts, the notion is deduced
that the Temple has had an intelligent builder, evon though no such Builder
is actually seen at the time ;—if a similar * arrangement of parts * were put
forward in connection with such ‘ subjects ’ as the Body, the Mountain and
so forth,—than your desired conclusion might have been proved. Because
when the affirmative and negative concomitance between a Cause and an Effect
has been duly discussed, that Effect can never fail to be produced bv that
Cause ; for if it did, it would cease to be the Cause.—As a matter of fact
however, no such ‘peculiar arrangement of parts’ is so well known as
regards the Tree, the Mountain and such things ; all that is known is only
the bare babbling that ‘ there is an arrangement \ A certain character
winch, by its very nature, stands as something distinct, does not cca.se to
be so distinct by mere assertion

; and if brought forward as a Reason or
1 robans , such a character cannot be sufficient to prove the desired con-

clusion
; as the presence of such a character would not be incompatible

even with the contrary of that conclusion. As for example, when the
character of being a product of Clay ’ is brought forward as a Reason for
proving that the Anthill has been ‘built by tho Potter ’.—Such is themeaning of the Text taken as a whole.

The meaning of the words of the Text is now explained -—From which
percept,on follows the cognition of an intelligent builder,—i.e. from the percep-
tion of which ‘ peculiar arrangement ’ there would follow the inference of an
intelligent cause.—In the case of such objects as the Body, etc. etc.;—1 Tanu ’
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is Body ;
‘ Aga ’ is mountain, or Tree ; the pliraso ‘ and the like * includes

such things as the Ocean and so forth.—The conclusion that is desired,

—

—i.e. the fact of being the work of an intelligent maker.—‘ Sadhana ’ is

proof.—(61-62)

Question—“In what way would it be correct” (to draw the desired

conclusion) ?

The Answer is provided by the following Text :

—

TEXTS (63-65).

When a certain thing is definitely recognised, through affirma-

tive AND NEGATIVE CONCOMITANCE, AS THE EFFECT OF A CERTAIN

Cause, then, the perception of that Effect must prove that

Cause ;—such is the standing Law.—The * peculiar

ARRANGEMENT OF PARTS* IN SUCH DIVERSE THINGS AS THE BODY,

the Mountain and the like however is not an effect

OF THIS KIND ; THERE IS A MERE ASSERTION TO THAT

EFFECT.—Such a reason, when put forward,

RENDERS THE CONCLUSION OPEN TO DOUBT AND

Denial, as it does when put forward for

PROVING THAT ‘ THE ANTHILL IS THE WORK OF

the Potter’.—(65)

COMMENTARY.

T/ie Effect,—e.g. smoke ;

—

of a certain cause,—e.g. Fire definitely

recognised,—in regard to Fire, etc. ;

—

the perception of that effect—when the

effect in the shape of Smoke is seen.

“ If that is so, then the same may be the case with the matter under

dispute also.”

The answer is

—

The peculiar arrangement however, etc.

“ If the peculiar arrangement is proved by the general assertion, then,

it can very well be put forward as the Reason.”

Answer—Such a reason, etc.

—

Such—i.e. based on mere assertion. II orlc

of the Potter, etc. the reason being 4 the fact of its being a product of

Clay \

Thus then, the conclusion arrived at is that the ‘ peculiar arrangement ’

in question is ‘unproven’, and as for mere ‘arrangement’, that is incon-

clusive ’.—(63-65)

In the following Text the Opponent urges that what the Buddhist has

put forward is only a 4 Futile Rejoinder ’ :

—

6
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TEXT (66).

“ What has been pct forward (by yod) is only a 4

Futile
Rejoinder as it is based upon the assumption of a

PARTICULAR CHARACTER
;
WHILE WHAT HAS BEEN PUT

FORWARD (BY US, THE Naiydtjika) LS ONLY THE
GENERAL CHARACTER OF * EFFECTS —(66)

COMMENTARY.
“ What you have urged ia only a ‘ Futile Rejoinder \ that particular

form of it wliich is put forward * per parity of the character of effect ’. For
instance, when it is argued that ' Sound is non-etemal, because it is produced \
the man putting forward the Futile Rejoinder says—‘ The character of
being produced that you put forward as the Reason,—do you mean this

character as : (1) subsisting in such tilings as the Jar ? (2) Or as subsisting
in Sound ? Or (3) as subsisting in both (Jar and Sound) ? The first alterna-
tive is not possible, as the subsistence of this Reason in the subject (of your
syllogism, Sound) would be 'unproven ’

; in fact the character of one tiling

(the Jar) cannot subsist in another thing (Sound). The second alternative also
cannot be accepted, as there would be no Corroborative Instance fulfilling

die conditions of the Reason. The third alternative also would be open to
both these objections. This lias been explained to be an example of that
Futile Rejoinder which is named ‘ Per Parity of the character of the effect *

;

as stated in the following words :
—

' When the Conclusion is shown to be
not-proved on the basis of even the slightest deviation from the character of
the Effect, it is Futile Rejoinder ’.

“ In the case under consideration the inference of non-etemalily is sought
to be proved on the basis of the generic character of the ‘ Effect *, not on
any particular aspect of it. Hence if a Rejoinder is put forward on the
basis of the assumption of a particular character (or aspect),—when the
Reason or Probans has been put forward by the other party on the basis
of its general character,—this is a Futile Rejoinder, named * per Parity of the
character of Effect’. In short, this is based upon the assumption of a
different character and hence is a Futile Rejoinder.”—(66)

The above is answered by the following Text :

—

TEXT (67).

[IN THE EXAMPLE OF FUTILE REJOINDER CITED] THE MERE THING (EFFECT
in General), as excluded from all that is not that Thing (not-

Effect), does really prove non-eternality, on account
OF ITS BEING OF THE SAME ESSENCE AS THAT. BUT
AS REGARDS THE PROBANS UNDER DISCUSSION,

THERE IS NO REASON FOR IT AT ALL.—(67)

COMMENTARY.

. The argument put forward above (against which the example of Futile
Rejoinder has boon cited) is quite right and proper ; because the mere fact
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of being an effect (Product) in General does prove non-etcmalily (Evanescence)

;

because between these two there is that invariable concomitance which
consists in being of the same essence.—In the ease of the reasoning put forward

(by tho Naiydyika) however, there is no such reason behind the Probans

as put forward by the Naiydyika—viz. “ Because it is characterised by a

peculiar arrangement of its component parts ”
; specially as * arrangement

of parts ’ in general is a factor the contrary of which is not precluded by any
incongruity ; hence the requisite * invariable concomitance * is not available.

In fact any such concomitance in the form of ‘ being produced from it
’

—

on the cognition of which the consequent conclusion could become accepted

even when one does not actually perceive the actual operation of the Cause,

—

is absolutely unknown, inadmissible. This is what is meant by the Text.

—

(67)

The following text proceeds to show that the Naiyayika's reasoning

would be open to the fallacy of * Indecision ’ (Inconclusiveness), oven if he

gave up the idea of ‘ concomitance ’ being of a particular kind (i.e. invariable)

and intended it to be in the general form (of mere concomitance in general).

TEXT (68).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THE S-MOKE THAT HAS BEEN SEEN TO BE INVARIABLY

CONCOMITANT WITH FlRE IS white
;
AND YET THE MENTION OF

MERE * WHITENESS ’ COULD NOT PROVE THE EXISTENCE OF

Fire ; if it did, then that existence could be

INFERRED EVEN FROM THE * SNOW \—(68)

COMMENTARY.

“ How is it then that the Futile Rejoinder is cited ?
”

The answer is given in the following Text :

—

TEXT (69).

When the invariable concomitance (Premiss) is stated in the

general form, and the objection urged against it is on

the basis OF a particular aspect of it,—then this is

said to be a Futile Rejoinder.

—

(69)

COMMENTARY.

In a case where the invariable concomitanco of the Probandum with the

Probans is definitely known to be in a general way ,—specially by means of

the right cognition of its absence in the contrary of the ‘Subject’,—and

yet the objection that is urged against it is on the basis of a particular aspect

or character (of tho Probans),—then such an objection constitutes a ‘ Futile
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Rejoinder’.—In the case of the reasoning (put forward by the Naiydyika)

however, the invariable concomitance cited is not known to bo in the general

form; the Probans that lias been objected to as being * unproven * is one that

lias been put forward as being concomitant with a particular * arrangement

of component parts ’
; hence this objection is not of the nature of a ‘ Futile

Rejoinder —(69)

If a general character could bring about the cognition of a thing even
without being invariably concomitant with it, then absurdity could result ;

—

this is what is shown in the following Text :

—

TEXT (70).

The mere character of * being denoted by the term Go ’

(as a general character) might prove the ‘presence of
Horns * in the quarters and other things (which are all

denoted by the term
1 Go ’),

—

if the reasoning were
not adopted in a different form.—(70)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact. Heaven
,
Quarters, Speech, Eyes, Rays, Thunderbolt,

Earth and Water,—all those tilings are ‘ denoted by the term Go *
; if,

on the basis of this general character of
1 being denoted by the term Go it

were sought to be proved that a particular Cow of variegated colour has

horns,—then on the basis of the same character, it would be possible to infer

the presence of Horns in Heaven, etc. also.—(70)

The following might be urged (by the Naiydyika )
:
—

“ As a matter of

fact, there is invariable concomitance between the cliaracter of * having a

peculiar arrangement of component parts ’ and that of ‘ being producod by
an intelligent Cause ’,—just as there is between this latter and the character

of ' being a Product (Effect) V*

The answer to this is provided in the following Text:

—

TEXT (71).

If it were proved by some valid Means of Cognition that there is

an Invariable Concomitance between the Probans and
the Probandum (cited by the Naiydyika), then, the

conclusion would be fully established by
REASONING, AND NO ONE COULD HAVE ANYTHING

' TO SAY AGAINST IT.—(71)

COMMENTARY.

But, as a matter of fact, no such Invariable Concomitance is proved

;

this is what the Author proceeds to show by the following Text :
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TEXT (72).

But the existence of a Being who is '.eternal, one, and the

SUBSTRATUM OF ETERNAL ALL-EMBRACING CONSCIOUSNESS, CAN

NEVER BE PROVED
; AS THE INVARIABLE CONCOMITANCE

(Premiss) that may be cited would be devoid

OF THE PROBANDUM.—(72)

COMMENTARY.

What you (Naiydyika) desire to prove is, not only that the World has

been created by an Intelligent Maker, but that it is preceded (produced)

by the intelligent Entity known as God, who is the Cause of the wholo World,

being himself one, eternal and the substratum of an eternal all-embracing Con-

sciousness. In fact, it is this entity that forms the subject of dispute. The

existence of such a Being cannot be proved ;—why ?—because the Invariable

Concomitance (that might be put forward to prove Its existence) will be devoid

of the Probandum (the character to be proved) ; for the simple reason tliat any

positive Corroborative Instance that might be cited in the form of the Jar and

such things would be lacking in the element of similarity that is essential

[the maker of the Jar not having all the character that is predicated of God],

and this would make it impossible to prove the necessary Invariable Con-

comitance between the Probans and the Probandum ; as in no particular

Instance (of any Product) is there any invariable concomitance botween the

Probans and the character of the Probandum as postulated (by the Naiyu-

yika).—

(

72)

With a view to showing the same, the following Text proceeds to add the

following :

—

TEXT (73).

For instance, all such products as Houses, Steps, Gateways,

Towers and the like are definitely known to have been

MADE BY MAKERS WHO HAVE BEEN MANY, AND WITH

FLEETING IDEAS.—(73)

COMMENTARY.

Further, the Probans is not only ‘ Unproven * and ‘ Inconclusive ’
; it

is also ‘ Contradictory * ;—this is what is shown by the Author in the fol-

lowing Text :

—

TEXT (74).

For THE SAME REASON, THE PROBANS IS ALSO DETRIMENTAL TO WHAT LS

DESIRED ;
INASMUCH AS WHAT IT ESTABLISHES LS [A CAUSE] THAT

IS MANY, AND THE SUBSTRATUM OF FLEETING IDEAS.

—

(74)

COMMENTARY.

For the same reason,—i.e. because the Invariable Concomitance (Premiss)

Is contrary to the Probandum (which is desired to be proved).—What the
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term * also ’ indicates is tliat the Probans is not only ‘ unproven ’ and 5

incon-

clusive \ as shown above [but it is also
1 Contradictory * ].—(74)

[Says the Naiydyika]—“ The Probans would be * Contradictory * only

if it were invariably concomitant with the contrary of the Probandum ; in

the case in question however, there is (as you say) no invariable concomitance

even with the mere clmracter of * liaving an intelligent Cause *
; how then

could there be any such concomitance with any particular form of that

character (which alone could be contrary to the desired conclusion) ?
”

The answer to this is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (75).

The invariable concomitance that has been asserted by you
IS ONLY WITH REFERENCE TO THE PROBANDUM IN THE FORM OF

* THE CHARACTER OF HAVING AN INTELLIGENT CAUSE *
;

AND WE ARE GOING TO ASSERT IT CLEARLY WITH

REFERENCE TO A SECOND (DIFFERENT, CON-

TRARY) Probandum.

—

(75)

COMMENTARY.

You, Theist, in assorting the existence of God, have set forth an Invariable

Concomitance in reference to the Probandum in the shape of ‘ the character

of having an Intelligent Cause *
; if that were not so, and if this general

proposition (premiss) also were not admitted, then how could it have been

possible to prove that all things have God for their Creator ?—Thus then,

we admit (for the sake of Argument) the premiss from your view-point

—

that ‘ Things have an Intelligent Cause —and then proceed to show clearly

that your Probans is invariably concomitant with a particular Probandum
which is ‘ Second ’—contrary—to that particular Probandum which you
desire to prove ;—this ‘ Second ’ Probandum being ‘ the character of being

preceded (produced) by a person of evanescent and many Cognitions (Ideas)

—(75)

Question—“ How are you going to show this clearly ?
”

The answer is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (76).

For us, eternal things cannot produce any effects, because
‘ CONSECUTIVE * AND * CONCURRENT * ACTION ARE MUTUALLY CON-

TRADICTORY; AND IF OBJECTS ARE CONSECUTIVE, THERE
MUST BE THE SAME CONSECUTIVENESS IN THEIR

COGNITIONS ALSO.—(76)

COMMENTARY.

Any such eternal things as God and the like cannot produce any effects ;
be-

cause in any productive activity of an Eternal Thing, there is incompatibility
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between ‘ Consecutiveness * and * Concurrence ’
; hence only non-eternal

things can be productive causes ; as it is these alone wliich go on unceasingly

changing their sequential character—of being present now and past at the

next moment. Thus it is proved that an Intelligent Maker must be evanescent

and many.
As regards the assertion (of the Naiyayika) that “ God is endowed with

eternal and one Consciousness ”,—this is contrary to all reason ; this is

what is indicated by the words * If objects are consecutive, etc.* [Objects

being fleeting, evanescent, according to the Naiyayika also, their cognitions

also must be evanescent ; hehce there can be no eternal cognition or con-

sciousness].-—(76)

What has been just asserted (in the second line of the preceding Text)

is further supported by the following Text :

—

TEXT (77).

God’s Cognition must be consecutive, because it is related to

CONSECUTIVE COGNISABLE THINGS ;—JUST LIKE THE COGNITION

OF DEVADATTA AND OTHER PERSONS, RELATING TO

Flame and other things.—(77)

COMMENTARY.

That Cognition of which the object is consecutive must itself be con-

secutive
;
just as we find in the case of the cognition of Devadatta and other

mon pertaining to such tilings as Flame and the like ;—and God’s Cognition

has for its object only such things as are consecutive. This is a Reason

based upon the nature of things. And as this reasoning is put for-

ward only by way of exposing the incongruity involved (in the Theist’s

position), [and not as a formal Inferential Argument],—it will not be right

to urge against it the fact of the Probans being ‘ unproven ’ (not admitted

by both parties). Inasmuch as the Cognition of Devadatta and others

relating to such things as ‘ Universal ’ and the rest (which are held to be

eternal) would be devoid of the main characteristic of the Probans (emnes-

cence of the Object ),—the instance cited is that of things like the Flame (which

all parties admit to be evanescent).

Question—“ What is the actual proof (argument) which annuls (the

Theist’s reasonings) ?
”

Answer—If God’s Cognition manifesting itself is produced by an object

which is consecutive, then it becomes proved that it must be consecutive;

—if it is not so produced, then, as there would be no proximate contact

(with the Object and the Cognition), God could not cognise the Object at

all. And the result of this would be either that Cognitions would have to

be held as valid even in the absence of their object, or you would have to

renounce your doctrine (regarding the omniscience of God). There would be

a further absurdity that, in regard to such objects as have been destroyed,

or have not yet been produced, the Cognition (of God) would be objectless.

—This is the argument that annuls the Theist’s reasonings.—(77)
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It has been asserted (by the Naiydyika, under Text 48 above) that—
“ Atoms supply the corroborative Instance per Dissimilarity [in support of
the reasoning tliat ‘ the World must have an Intelligent Cause, because it is

characterised by a peculiar arrangement of component parts ’] ”.

The Author proeoeds to show in the following Text that the said Instance
per Dissimilarity is one from which the character of the Probandiun is not
excluded :

—

TEXTS (78-79).

The Jar and other things are regarded by us as mere aggre-
gates of Atoms; and the Potter and other men who make
THOSE THINGS ARE ONLY MAKERS OF THE ATOMS

; HENCE THE
CHARACTER THAT YOU MEAN TO PROVE (i.E. YOUR PrOBAN-
DUM) IS NOT EXCLUDED (ABSENT) FROM THE ATOM
WHICH HAS BEEN CITED (BY YOU) AS A CORROBORA-

TIVE Instance per Dissimilarity.—
(78-79)

COMMENTARY.

The ‘ Composite ’ is going to be denied by us in detail (under Chapter 10)

;

and it lias already in a way been denied
; hence (there being no such composite

whole as the Jar) the Potter must be regarded as tho ‘maker’ of Atoms
only

; and thus the * character to bo proved tliat of being made by an
Intelligent Maker,—is one that is not excluded from the Atoms, which have
been cited as an Instance per dissimilarity

; and thus the Corroborative Instance
per Dissimilarity that has been cited (by the Theist, in support of his
reasoning) is found to bo open to the defect that the cliaractcr of the Pro-
bandum is not absent from it [and hence it cannot serve as an instance per
dissimilarity'].—(78-79)

Tho following might be urged:—"If what we had desired to prove were
the particular phase of any character, then the Corroborative Instance per
Similarity cited by us (in the form of the Jar) might have been open to the
defect of being devoid of the character sought to be proved (Probandiun)

;

as it is however, what we are seeking to prove is only tho general character
of ‘ being produced by an Intelligent Causo ’

; and when that General thesis
lias been proved, then, by implication, God becomes proved as the Cause
(Maker) of the Tree and other things. Potter, etc. cannot be the maker
of these things, as they are of the Jar and such other tilings; because the
General character is further specified by a particular characteristic. For
instance, in the case of such tilings as tho Treo and the like, it is not
possible that there should be any other Maker

; and the implication of this
recognised fact is that, even without the specific mention of a particular
character (of the Maker), it is God alone that comes to be recognised as the
Maker of theso tilings.”

The answer to this is supplied in the following Text :

—
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TEXT (80).

If the character of * being produced by an Intelligent Cause ’

IS MEANT TO BE PROVED ONLY IN A GENERAL FORM, THEN WE
HAVE NO DISPUTE WITH YOU J AS ALL DIVERSITY IS

due to Actions.

—

(80)

COMMENTARY.

If it is a# you now explain, then your argument is open to tho objection

of being futile—seeking to prove what is already admitted by all parties.

—

“ How so ? ”—Because all diversity,—i.e. the diverse character of the world
that exists,—is due to A ctions,—i.e. brought about by common and uncommon,
good and bad, deeds. Hence men performing the good and bad actions, who
are all intelligent beings, become the cause of all this. And (in tliis form
we also accept the general proposition that * Things aro produced by Intelligent

Causes ’); so your argument becomes ‘futile’.—(80)

If (in order to avoid this) it be held that " the proposition sought to

be proved is in a particular (not the General) form ”,—then the answer is as

given in the following Text :

—

TEXT (81).

If WHAT YOU SEEK TO PROVE IS THE FACT THAT THE WORLD IS CREATED
by a Cause who is one and whose Consciousness is eternal,

—THEN THERE IS ABSENCE OF THE PROBANDUM (IN THE
Instance) ; and it is * inconclusive ’ also, since

such things as the House and the like are

FOUND TO BE MADE BY SEVERAL MAKERS.

—

(81)

COMMENTARY.

Though this has been already explained under Text 73 above, yet it is

asserted again with a view to clinching the argument.—Tho compound
‘ Nilyaikabuddhipurvalvam ’ may be taken to mean either * produced by

one who is eternal and has a single Consciousness ’, or * produced by one

whose Consciousness is eternal and ono ’.

—

Absence of the Probandum ;—i.e.

in wliat has been cited as the Corroborative Instance per similarity ;—also

‘ inconclusiveness ’,—i.e. of the Probans—(this lias to be supplied).
—“ How ?

”

—The answer is

—

Since such things as the House, etc. etc.—(81)

It lias boon asserted (by the Tlieist, above, under Text 49) that “ The
material Cause of tho Tree and other tilings is controlled by an Intelligent

Being, etc. etc.”

The answer to these arguments is given in the following Text
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TEXT (82).

Against the other reasonings (of the Thelst) also, this same
CRITICISM MAY BE UHOED mutalis miUandti ; SOME OTHER

CRITICISM ALSO IS NOW BEING BRIEFLY SET FORTH.

—

(82)

COMMENTARY.

As against the reason 4 Because they have colour, etc.', this same criticism

may be urged : This same,—as follows :—(a) It is Unproven
; (b) as there is

no Invariable Concomitance, it is Inconclusive

;

(c) if there is Invariable

Concomitance, it is Contradictory
; (d ) the Instance is devoid of the Probandum

;

(«) if the Conclusion is meant to be general, it is futile, and so forth.—For
instance, that presence of Colour, otc. wluch is controlled by an Intelligent

Controller is not admitted as being present in the Tree, etc. ;—mere 4
presence

of Colour
1

by itself is not invariably concomitant (with the Probandum)

;

hence the Probans is Inconclusive ; if there is invariable concomitance, then, it

becomes contradictory, as proving a conclusion contrary to the one desired ;

—

the Corroborative Instance per similarity is devoid of the Probandum, as no
concomitance is admitted with the character of

4 being controlled by an
eternal and one Intelligent Being ’ ;—if the conclusion is meant to be in the
general form, then the argument is futile ; if it is meant to be specific, then it

is inconclusive (Doubtful), the contrary being found to be the case with such
tilings as the Jar and the like.—In this same manner, the criticism may
be applied to the other reasonings also.—(82)

Another reason has been put forward (by the Thoist, under Text 50)

—

“ because they operate intermittently [all such Causes as Merit, Demerit
and Atoms must be controlled by an Intelligent Being]

Against this an additional objection is put forward in the following
Text

b

TEXT (83).

Intermittent action ’ of Atoms and other Causes is not proven
(ADMITTED)

; AS THERE IS ‘ PERPETUAL FLUX \ ALL THINGS ARE
UNDERGOING DESTRUCTION EVERY MOMENT

; IT IS ALSO
‘ INCONCLUSIVE * IN REFERENCE TO THAT SAME (GOD),

AS His ACTIVITY ALSO IS CONSECUTIVE (HENCE
INTERMITTENT) .—(83)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, all things (according to us) disappear immediately
•on appearance, and they do not remain in existence even for a single moment

;

how then can the action of these be 4 intermittent ’ ! This Reason therefore
i® oao kbat is ‘ unproven, inadmissible \ for your Opponent. It is also ‘ incon -
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elusive ’, in reference to the same—God ; as God also operates only intermittently

over things which appear consecutively ; and yet Ho is not controlled by an

Intelligent Being ; for if He were, then there would be no need to posit such In-

telligent Controllers.—If the Reason be meant to be qualified by the qualifying

phrase ‘ being insentient \—as has been actually done by Prashastamati,—even

so the * inconclusiveness * remains unavoidable ; as the exclusion of the con-

trary of the Probandum remains doubtful. That Reason alone can be regarded

as logical which serves to exclude the Probans from the contrary of the Pro-

bandum ; that however which does not entirely sot aside all doubt of the

presenco of the Probans in the contrary of the Probandum,—even if put

forward,—is as good as not there (i.e. ineffective). Further, even with the

said qualification, the Reason remains open to the aforesaid defects of being
* unproven ’ and the rest.—(83)

As rogards the argument (put forward by the Theist under Text 51,

above) that—“ At the beginning of Creation usage among men must li&ve

been due to the teaching of other persons, etc. etc.”—it is answered by the

following Text :

—

TEXT (84).

According to us, at Dissolution, persons do not continue to

REMAIN WITH ALL CONSCIOUSNESS AND MEMORY COMPLETELY

LOST
;
BECAUSE THEY ARE BORN IN EFFULGENT REGIONS,

AND FROM THESE LATTER THEY ARE BORN AGAIN IN

THIS WORLD.—(84)

COMMENTARY.

In Text (51) the Theist has used the qualifying phrase, ‘ when they

become awakened to consciousness *
; but such a qualification is absurd.

Because under our theory, it is not true that at Dissolution, there remain

Persons with all consciousness and memory lost and with all organs enfeebled ;

what liappens is that they are born in Luminous Regions, in celestial bodies,

endowed with superior forms of clear consciousness ; those however who have

still got to expiate their Karmic residue through the fruition of particular^’

sinful and other deeds become born in other material regions ; so that even

at the timo of the future evolution of the world (following after Dissolution),

those same persons fall down from the Luminous and othor rogions and

become born in this world, without losing all consciousness and memory.

Hence any such qualification as * when they become subsequently awakened

to consciousness ’ is absurd.

Further, the Reason put forward is also * inconclusive because its

absence from the contrary of the Probandum is doubtful. And if all that

is meant to be proved is the fact of
4 being preceded by the teaching of other

persons ’,—then the argument is * Futile as all parties are agreed that in

the matter of usage, which is beginningless, dependence on mutual teaching

is inevitable.—If then what is meant to be proved is the fact of its being
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‘preceded by the teaching of the particular person called God’, then the

Reason put forward is ‘Inconclusive’,—because as a matter of fact, it is actually

possible in other ways also (without such teaching). The Corroborative

Instance also, in tins case, would be devoid of the Probandum. This

lias already been urged before as a general defect (in the Theist’s argu-

ment).—(84) •

The following Text proceeds to show that the Reason put forward is

also ‘ Contradictory ’ and the Conclusion is contrary to the Theist’s own

doctrines :

—

TEXT (85).

Then again, the ' teachership ’ of a mouthless Person can only

BE A MATTER OF BLIND FAITH ; God’s ‘ MOUTHLESSNESS ’ IS PROVED

BY HLS HAVING NO BODY, ON ACCOUNT OF THE ABSENCE IN HlM

of Merit and Demerit.—(85)

COMMENTARY.

If it were possible for usage to bo preceded by (due to) God’s teaching,

then the Reason might not be ‘ Contradictory ’
;
as it is however, God .having

no month, it is not possible for Him to be a teacher ;
and the fact of His

having no mouth is proved by His having no body,—i.c. because He is devoid

of a body.

—

Question—“ But how do you know that Ho has no body ?
”

—

Answer—On account of the absence in Him of Merit and Demerit ; that is, in

God there is no Merit and Demerit, which are the causes of Souls having

bodies. Tliis has been thus declared by Uddyotakara

:

—
‘ Proof is available

for the presonce of Intelligence in God, but there is no proof for the presence

of such qualities as Merit and tho rest’.*—Thus the ‘ teacher-ship ’ of God

being impossible, usage cannot bo attributed to His teaching; what is

indicated is only the fact of its being due to the teaching of some persons

other than God ;
and thus by discarding what is desired to be proved, the

Reason becomes ‘ Contradictory’.

Even if God’s * teachership ’ is admitted, the doctrine that He is

* mouthless ’ becomes abandoned ; and in this way the conclusion becomes

contrary to tho Theist’s own doctrine.

As regards tho argument—* The manifest consisting of tho Primary

Elements and the rest being controlled by an Intelligent Controller, etc. etc.’

(put forward by Uddyotakara, in Nydyavdrtika, p. 463, and quoted in the

Text 52),—it can be shown tliat the Reasons cited there also, as before,

are (a) ‘inconclusive’, as thore is no proof against a contrary conclusion,

—

(b) ‘ futile ’, if the reason is meant to be stated generally,—and (c) if it is

* This is an exact quotation from the Nydyavartika, p. 468, II. 12 et. seq.. Bib.

Ind. Ed., with this slight difference that for •Satlvi' in tho present context,

Nydyamrtika has ‘ Sambhace'.
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meant to be particular, then the Corroborative Instance cited is devoid of

the Probandum.—(85)

Having refuted in detail the arguments put forward for proving tho

existence of God, the following Text proceeds to urge the defects in the

Invariable Concomitance (Premiss, on which the Thei3t bases his arguments),

and thereby to establish his own view :

—

TEXT (86).

In at.t. the arguments, the Invariable Concomitance (Premiss) js

CONTRARY TO INFERENCE J
AND THERE CAN BE NO INVARIABLE

CONCOMITANCE OF THE PROBANS ON THE BASLS OF A

CONTRARY (FALSE) CHARACTER.—(86)

COMMENTARY.

In every one of the arguments put forward (by the Theist), the Invariable

Concomitance that has been cited as between the Probans and the Probandum,

is contrary to Inference,—as is going to be explained later on.

Question—1 ' Why is not this contrariness to Inference urged against the

conclusion (of the Theist) ?
”

Answer—It would be so urged if the conclusion formed part of the Proof

(Reasoning). As a matter of fact however, the Conclusion does not, either

directly or indirectly, form part of the proving of tho Probandum ; honce

when what is going to be done is the urging of objections against the proof

of the Probandum, if the party urged the defects in the Conclusion, he would

become subject to the Clincher of * Urging what is not a defect It is for

this reason that in connection with the statement of proofs, the defects of the

Conclusion should not be urged. If in some cases, a defect in tho Conclusion

is actually urged, thero also it should be taken as having been urged only

for the purpose of demolishing the Invariable Concomitance.—Or such

instances may be regarded as possible only in coses where the Conclusion

alone lias been asserted (without any reasoning in support of it).

Question “ Even at the time that the Invariable Concomitance is put

forward, how can thore be contrariness to Inference T
”

Answer—There can be no invariable concomitance, etc.

—

1 Contrary character

—is that which is opposed to all Means of Valid Cognition, false ; as such a

character would be impossible (non est), an invariable concomitance with it

would be impossible ;
certainly there can be no invariable concomitance with

wliat does not exist.—(86)

Question—“ Wliat is that Inference by which the Invariable Concomitance

is annulled ?
”

The answer is provided by the following Text

:
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TEXT (87).

God cannot be the Cause of Born Things,—because He is.

Himself devoid of birth,—like the * Sky-lotus \ Other-

wise, ALL THINGS WOULD COME INTO EXISTENCE

SIMULTANEOUSLY.—(87 )

COMMENTARY.

That which is itself devoid of birth cannot be the cause of anything ;

—as the ‘Sky-lotus’,—God is devoid of birth honce the proposition

that He is the cause would be contrary to the Universal Premiss.—This

argument is meant only to indicate an absurdity in the doctrine of the

Opponent ; hence it is not open to the objection that the substratum of its

Reason (Probans) is * unproven \

Otherwise, all things would come into existence simultaneously ;—what is

meant is that, if the Cause were one whose efficiency is never obstructed,

then all things would come into existence simultaneously,—exactly like

things which are admitted to be produced at one and the same time.

Tlua argument is the proof that annuls the Invariable Concomitance of

the Theist. Or this may be taken merely as stating the sense of what has

been said before.

The absurdity (involved in the Theist’s position) is to be shown in this

manner :—When the Cause is present, in its complete form, then the Effect

must appear as a matter of course
;
just as it is found in the case of the Sprout

which appears os soon as the final stago has been reached by the causal

conditions conducive to it ;—now undor the doctrine of the Theist, as God,

the cause of all things, would always be there and free from defects, all

things, the whole world, should come into existence at once.

The following argument might be urged :
—

“ God is not the only Cause

(of all things); in fact what He does He does through the help of such
auxiliary causes as Merit and the rest,—God Himself being only the Efficient

(Controlling) Cause. So that so long as Merit and the rest are not there, the
* Cause’ of things cannot be said to be present there in its efficient form.”

This is not right ; if there is help that has got to bo rendered to God
by the Auxiliary Causes,—then alone could He be regarded as dependent

upon their aid ; as a matter of fact however, God is eternal and as nothing

can introduce into Him any efficiency that is not there already, there can

be no help that He should receive from the Auxiliary Causes ; why then,

should He need such auxiliaries os are of no use to Him?—Further, oven
these Auxiliary Causes,—all of them should have their birth subject to God
and as such, they should bo always near Him. Thus, how can our Reason
be regarded as ‘ unproven ’ ?—Nor is our Reason * inconclusive ’

; for if

that were so (doubtful), then there would bo no ‘Perfect (defectless) Cause’
at all (of things). If then, the Perfect Cause itself never came into existence,

then there would be no birth (production) of anything, as the * absence of

Perfect Cause ’ would always be there.
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Uddyotakara has argued as follows * :
—“ Though the Cause of Things

named 1 God * is eternal and perfect and always present, yet the producing

of things is not simultaneous, because God always acts intelligently and
purposely ; if God had produced things by His mere presence, without

intelligence (or purpose), then the objection urged would have applied to our

doctrine. As a matter of fact however, God acts intelligently; honce the

objection is not applicable ; specially as God operates towards Products

solely by His own wish. Thus our Reason is not Inconclusive.”

This is not right. The activity and inactivity of things are not depen-

dent upon the wish of the Cause ; only if it were so that the appearance of all

Effects would not bo possible, even in the constant presence of the untrammelled

Cause in the shape of God, simply on account of His wish being absent. The
fact of the matter is that the appearance and non-appearance of things are

dependent upon the presence and absence of due efficiency in the Cause. For

instance, even though a man may have the wish, things do not appear, if he

has not the efficiency or power to produce them ; and when the Cause in the

form of Seeds has the efficiency or faculty to produce the Sprout, the Sprout

does appear,—even though the Seed has no wish at all. If then the Cause

called ‘ God * is always there fully endowed with the due untrammelled

efficiency,—as He is at the time of the producing of a particular thing,

—

then why should Things stand in need of His wish, which can serve no purpose

at all ? And the result of this should bo that all things should appear

simultaneously, at the same time as the appearance of any one thing.

—

Thus alone could the untrammelled caxasal efficiency of God be shown, if things

were prodxiced simultaneously. Nor can God, who cannot bo helped by

other things, stand in need of anything, for which Ho would need His wish.

Furthor, in the absence of Intelligence, there can be no desiro for any-

thing else,—and the Intelligence of God you hold to be eternally uniform

so that, even if God acted intelligently, why should not there be a simul-

taneous production of things ? Because like God Himself, Hia Intelligence

also is always there.—If then. His Intelligence be regarded as evanescent,

even so, it must co-exist with God, and its presence must be as constant as

God Himself ;
so that the objection on that score remains in force.

Tims the addition of the qualification, in the form ‘ because of God’s

Intelligence \—turns out to be futile ; and our Reason is not ‘ Inconclusive ’.

Nor is the Reason ‘Contradictory’, because the Probans is present in all

cases of the Probandum.

And yet the production of things is not found to be simultaneous ;

hence the conclusion must be contrary to that desirod by the Theist.

The argument may be formulated as follows :
—

‘ When a certain thing

is not found to be produced at a certain time, it must be taken to be one

whose Cause at that time is not untrammelled in its efficiency,—as is found in

the case of the Sprout not appearing while the Seed is still in the granary ;

—

• These aro not the exact words of the Nydyavartika ; it is a paraphrase of

what ha9 been there said under Sutra 4. 1. 21, p. 466, 1. 8, and p. 467, 11. 10 et.

seq., Bib. Ind. Ed.
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it is found that at the time of the appearance of one tiling, the whole World

is not produced,—hence what lias been stated (by the Opponent) as a uni-

versal proposition is not found to be true.

This argument cannot bo regarded as
1

futile because it has been

shown that if God were the Cause of things, then it would be impossible

to regard the Cause of tilings to be trammelled in any way.—(87)

The following Text sets forth another argument (against Theism) :

—

TEXTS (88-89).

Things that are born consecutively cannot have God for their

Cause,—just like the notions of foolish persons arising

FROM THE SAID REASONINGS (OF THE ThEIST).—If

THOSE (NOTIONS) ALSO ARE PRODUCED BY GOD, THEN THE
ADDUCING OF PROOFS (IN SUPPORT OF THEM) SHOULD

BE USELESS ; BECAUSE OF (HlS) ETERNALITY; AND
AS He would BE BEYOND REMEDY, THE

SAID STATEMENT COULD RENDER NO
HELP.—(89)

COMMENTARY.

The * notions ’—i.e. the definite conclusions—derived from such reasonings
ns * because cliaracterised by a peculiar arrangement of component parts *

and the rest,—relating to the object sought to be proved,—appearing in the
minds of those foolish -persons who are keen on proving God as the Cause
of the World.

Objection—“ As a matter of fact, the said reasons have all been shown
to be invalid and beset with fallacies that have boon pointed out ; and hence
no conclusive notions could be derived from them, regarding what is desired
to be proved ; and under the circumstances, there could be no Corroborative
Instance in support of the reasoning here set forth (by you)."

That is true ; that is why the Text has used the term ‘ foolish persons »

•

foolish people are not capable of discriminating the validity of Proofs, and
hence tliey derive their notions from invalid premisses also.

"Even so, the Corroborative Instance would remain devoid of the'
Probandum ; because ‘ the notions of foolish persons ’ also are accepted by
us as having God for thoir efficient Cause.”

Ansxoer—If these notions also, etc.—These notions,—i.e. the notions of
foolish persons ; if these also are held to be produced by God,

—

then the
addtidng of proofs should be useless ; the putting forward of reasons would be
entirely useless

; i.e. because they would all be produced from God Himself.
“ God would be the producer of the said notions, through the help of the

statement of proofs,—and not by Himself alone ; so that the said statement
would not be useless."
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Answer—Became of His eternality ;—if the statement of proofs served

to remove God’s inefficient character and render it efficient,—then it could

be helpful to Him ; but inasmuch os God is eternal and hence His character

cannot be liable to removal or production. He could not be helped

by anything ; so that the statement of the proof cannot be of any use to

Him.—(88-89)

Further, even in the absence of Causes with perceptible efficiency, you
postulate the causal character of God, whose efficiency is never perceived;

—and this lands you in absurdities ; because even after having assumed such

a God, you might as well assume even such (absurd) tilings as the

Dhetkasaka and the like (?), as there would be no difference between such

tilings and God.—This is what is shown in the following Text :

—

TEXT (90).

When you have seen that a certain thing exists only when
CERTAIN OTHER THINGS EXIST, AND NEVER WHEN THESE DO NOT

EXIST,—THEN, IF YOU ASSUME A CAUSE FOR THE FORMER,

OTHER THAN THESE LATTER,—HOW CAN YOU AVOID

falling INTO an infinite regress ?—(90)

COMMENTARY.

A ‘ yat ’ has to be added after ‘ bhauaddr§tam ’, ‘soon by you’. If

you assume a Cause other than these

;

—i.e. a Cause other than those whose

efficiency has been perceived (by the positive and negative concomitance

spoken of).—(90)

It has been argued (in Text 54) that “the fact of His being the creator

of all things liaving been established, His omniscience is proved without

effort —The answer to this is provided by the following Text :

—

TEXT (91).

By the refutation of God’s Creatorship, His omniscience also

IS UNDERSTOOD TO BE SET ASIDE BY THE SAME
\
AS IT IS ON THE

strength of ‘ Creatorship ’ that the argument for
‘ OMNISCIENCE ’ HAS BEEN BASED.

—

(91)

COMMENTARY.

You regard God to be omniscient only on the strength of His being the

Creator of all things ; hence by the refutation of His Creatorship, His

omniscience also becomes set aside * without effort ’.—(91)

7
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Admitting (for argument’s sake) the validity of the Theist’s arguments,

the following Texts proceed to point out another objection

TEXTS (92-93).

Your reasonings may not be beset with the defects urged above
;

AND YET THE CREATOR CANNOT BE One
,
BECAUSE THE FALSITY

OF SUCH A PROPOSITION HAS BEEN SHOWN -ABOVE
;
AND WHEN

the Oneness of the Creator is not proved, wherein

COULD * OMNISCIENCE ’ SUBSIST ?—(92-93)

COMMENTARY.

The defects urged above—ending with ‘ being contrary to Inference
’

(Text 86).

Tho upshot of the wholo is as follows :—Though it may bo true that the

reasonings put forward succeed in establishing an Intelligent Creator of

such things as the Body, Mountains and so forth,—yet it is by no means

certain that the Creator of ono particular tiling is the same as that of

another tiling ; because it is quite possible that each effect may liavo its

own separate Cause (Creator) ; in fact, in the case of such things as the House

and the like, it is found that they are made by many persons ; lienee it is

not possible to establish that there is only one Creator for all things. And
under the circumstances, how can * omniscience * be regarded as proved ?

Prashastamati has put forward the following argument for proving a

single Creator :
—

“ All beings, from Brahma down to the Pishdcha mast liavo

over them a single All-Superior Being,—because among thomsolvcs there are

found to bo of varying grades of superiority ;—in tho ordinary world it is found

that where there are several persons of varying grades of superiority, they

are always under the sway of one Superior Being
;
e.g. the controllers of the

House, tho village, the city and the province are all under one Sovereign

Emperor of the entire world ; and all such beings as sorpents, Ii&kfasae,

Yaksas and such other beings are possessed of varying grades of superiority

among themselves ;—from these facts we are led to think that all these also

are undor ono Controller in the shape of God
If what is meant to be proved is that all these Beings are * controlled *

by God,—then the Reason put forward is ' Inconclusive ’
; as there is no

valid roason for precluding the contrary conclusion ; specially as no Invariable

Concomitance is admitted. Tho Corroborative Instance also is found to be
devoid of theProbandum.—If from tlie mere fact of there being a Controller, it

is meant to prove tlrnt the Control is actually there,—then the argument is

futile ; as we also accept the fact tlrnt the ‘ Enlightened One ’ (Buddha),

who was the crest-jewel of the entire univorse, did actually control tho
entire world, through His mercy ; by virtue of which all good men of the
present day also attain prosperity and Ultimate Good.
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The same writer (Prashastamati) lias adduced the following further

argument :
—“ All the Seven Worlds must have been created by the intelli-

gence of a single Being,—because they are all included under one 1 Entity
—just liko the several rooms of a House ; we find that all the rooms of a
House aro built by the intelligence of a single architect ; in the same way all

the seven worlds are included under the one universe ; hence it is concluded
tliat these must be the creation of the Intelligence of a single Creator ; and
the one Being by whoso intelligence all these have been created is the Blessed

Lord, the one Architect of the whole universe

The Probans of this reasoning is ‘unproven’ (not admitted); there is

no such thing os a ‘ single universe ’ or a ‘ single house ’
; such names have

been given to certain things only for the purpose of simplifying business-

transactions.—For this same reason the Corroborative Instance that has been

cited is devoid of the Probans. Further, as a matter of fact, the several

rooms in a house aro actually found to bo built by several architects (and

masons) ;—hence the Probans is ' inconclusive ’ (Doubtful) also.

Objections to other Theistic arguments also may be set forth in tho

aforesaid manner.—(92)

It has been argued (under Text 55) that “ The theory under dispute

must be perceptible to someone, etc. etc.”.

The answer to this is provided by the following Text :

—

TEXT (93).

In fact, the reason adduced for proving the 4 Omniscient Person ’

is effective only aoainst the followers of Jaimini.—(93)

COMMENTARY.

If wlmt you seek to prove is only an ‘ Omniscient Being ’ in general,

then your proofs have no force against us ; as it proves what is already

admitted by us. In fact, it is effective only against the followers of Jaimini

who deny tho * Omniscient Being ’ entirely.

If however what you seek to provo is tho ‘ omniscient ’ God, then as

there can bo no Invariable Concomitance, the Reason is * inconclusive ’,

and the Corroborativo Instance is devoid of the Probandum. For all these

reasons, your arguments are not effective against us. Such is the meaning

of the Text.

The Theist, in his argumonts, has made use of such qualifications for

the Subject of his argument as * appearing in various forms ’. But there is

no use for such an epithet ; it is only a loud enunciation of your views for the

purpose of deluding other people. For instance, if, in the absence of such

epithets for the Subject, the Probans is free from the defects of being ‘ un-

proven * and the like, then that alone suffices for proving the desired con-

clusion ;—on the other hand, if the Reason is defective by reason of being
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‘ unproven ’ and the like, then, even on the introducing of the said opithet,

the desired conclusion is not established. Hence in every way the qualifica-

tion added is absolutely useless.—Further, the Probans is one whose very

substratum is ‘ unknown ‘ unproven 1

;
as the other party knows of no such

subject or entity as is possessed of the qualification in question. Hence the

Subject should not be one that is known to your Pliilosophy only.—(93)

Here ends (he Examination of tJie Doctrine of God.



CHAPTER III.

Dealing with the Doctrine of Both—God and Primordial

Matter—being the Cause of the world.

Statement of the Doctrine.

COMMENTARY.

Tho following Text proceeds to show that there can be no functioning

of Both (God and Primordial Matter) :

—

TEXT (94).

The doctrines of ‘ God ’ or ‘ Primordial Matter ’ severally

BEING THE CAUSE (OF THE WORLD) HAVING BEEN REFITTED,—IT

FOLLOWS THAT THESE TWO TOGETHER CANNOT BE THE

* MAKER * OF THINGS PRODUCED.—(94)

COMMENTARY.

In this connection, some Sdhkhyas (the Theistic Sdhkhyas, followers of

the 1 Yoga * system) have asserted as follows :

—

“It is not from Primordial Matter alone that the various products

aro produced (as held by the Sdhkhyas in general); that is not possible, as

that Matter is insentient ; no insentient entity lias been found to proceed to

any activity, in the absence of a Controller ;—the ‘ Spirit ’ (as postulated by

the Sdhkhya) cannot be that Controller, because at the time (of the beginning

of the world) he is entirely unconscious (the ‘ consciousness ’ of the Spirit

being dependent upon contact with the products of Primordial Matter, after

these latter have corao into existence). For instance, what tho Spirit cognises,

and is conscious of, is only a thing that has been already * determined ’ by

Intelligence ; so that prior to contact with Intelligence, he is absolutely

unconscious,—and cognises nothing at all ; and until he cognises things, he

cannot make or produce anything ; hence he cannot be tlie ‘ maker ’ (oi the

World).—From this it follows that God is the maker, not by Himself

alone, but through tho help of Primordial Matter. For example, Devadatta

alone by himself is not able to give birth to a son, nor is tho Potter alone

by himself ablo to make the Jar.”

The doctrines of God or Primordial Matter severally being the Cause

(of the World) having been refuted, it follows that the doctrine of these two

jointly being the Cause—maker

—

of things born,—i.o. of products—also

becomes refuted.—(94)
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Objection—“ If tlw separate makership of these two has been refuted

above,—their joint makersliip remains unrefutod
;
certainly, oven though it

is a fact that each of the Eye and other Sense-organs by itself alone lias

not the capacity to bring about the Visual and other perceptions,—yet it

does not necessarily follow that they cannot do so jointly.”

The answer to this objection is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXTS (95-96).

AS FOR THEIR ‘ ASSOCIATION ’ ASSUMED ON THE BASIS OF THEIR ACTING

JOINTLY,—THIS COULD BE DUE EITHER («) TO THE CREATION OF

SOME PECULIARITY, OR (5) TO THEIR SERVING A COMMON

PURPOSE, (a) THE FORMER OF THESE ASSUMPTIONS

CANNOT BE RIGHT, AS BOTH ARE * UNMODIFIABLE ’
J

(6) NOR IS THE LATTER ACCEPTABLE ; AS THAT

WOULD LEAD TO THE ABSURDITY OF ALL

PRODUCTS COMING INTO EXISTENCE

SIMULTANEOUSLY.—(95-96)

coy I,’. IENTARY.

« Association ’ implies joint action ; this can be of two kinds—either

(a) by the creation of some peculiarity in one another, or (6) by serving a

common purpose. The assumption of the * association ’ of the former

kind,—that consisting in the creating of some peculiarities—cannot be

right ;—why ?—because both God and Primordial Matter are eternal and

hpnce untnodifiable (unchangeable).—Nor is the assumption of the second

kind of association right ;—such is the construction of the words of the

Text why ?—because that would lead to the absurdity of all products

coming into existence simultaneously. The potency of the Joint Cause—in

the shape of God-Primordial -Matter—being absolute and untrammelled, and

they being constantly associated,—its causal activity (towards the making

of all things) would always be there.

In this connection, the arguments already urged before (in Commentary

on Text 87)—in the words ‘That Cause Is present in its complete form,

etc.’—may also be brought forward.—(95-90)

With the following Text, the Author proceeds to point out, from

the standpoint of the Opponent, the inadmissibility (unproven character)

of the Reason put forward above (under 87), to the effect that 4 when
the Cause is present in its complete form, the Effect must appear as

a matter of course, just as it is found in the case of the Sprout, etc. etc.’ :

—
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TEXTS (97-100).

The Theistic Sdnkhya may argue as follows:—“It is a well-

established FACT THAT PRIMORDIAL MATTER IS TRIPLE IN ITS ESSENCE J

—when the Supreme Lord comes into contact with the mani-

fested Rajas-aspect (Energy), He becomes the Cause of Crea-

tion ;—when again, he has recourse to the manifested

Sottm-aspect (Harmony), then He becomes the Cause of

the subsistence of the world ;—when He comes into

CONTACT WITH THE MANIFESTLY OPERATIVE Tama*

-

aspect (Inertia), then He brings about the

Dissolution of the entire world. Thus the

Attributes of Harmony, Energy and the rest

are His auxiliaries, and these become

operative only consecutively; that is

why there is no absence of consecutiveness

(x.b. simultaneity) of Products.”

—

(97-100)

COMMENTARY.

" Even though these two Causes (Primordial Matter and God) are

constantly present together, yet the various products will come into existence

only consecutively, one after the other ; because the three Attributes of

Primordial Matter,—Sattva and the rest,—are the auxiliaries of God ; and as

these Attributes function only consecutively, there is bound to be consecutive-

ness in the Products also. For instance, when God becomes affected by the

operative Rajas-attribute. He becomes the Creator of creatures, as the Rajas-

attribute is conducive to production ;—when howover, He has rocourse to the

operative SaUva-attribute, then He becomes the Cause of the continued exis-

tence of the worlds, because the Saliva-attribute is conducive to subsistence ;

when He comes into contact with tho operative Tamos-attribute, then He

brings about the dissolution—destruction—of the entire World ;
as the

Tamas-attribute is conducive to mergence (dissolution).—This process

lias been thus described (by Bana-Bliatta in the opening verse of his

Kudatnbari)

:

—
* He who lias recourse to Rajas at the birth of creatures, to

Sattva during their existence, and to Tomas at their dissolution, who is

unborn, and controls the birth, existence and destruction, who consists of the

Three Vedas, the very essence of the Three Attributes,—to Him obeisance !

“ The particle ‘ Kilo ’ (in Text 99) is meant to indicate improbability

(of any complete Dissolution).”—(97-100)

The answer to the above is provided in the following Text :

—
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TEXTS (101-102).

The answer to this is as follows at the time that the two are

PERFORMING ONE ACT (OF CREATING OR MAINTAINING OR DIS-

SOLVING),—IS THEIR CAPACITY TO PERFORM THE OTHER ACTS

PRESENT ? OR IS IT NOT PRESENT ?—If IT LS PRESENT,

THEN AT THE TIME OF Creation, THE OTHER TWO

ACTS ALSO SHOULD COME ABOUT;—THUS WHEN-

EVER ANY ONE OF THE ACTS WOULD BE

THERE, THE OTHER TWO WOULD

HAVE TO BE THERE !—(101-102)

COMMENTARY.

The term *
tayoh \ ‘the two’, stands for Primordial Matter ancl God ;

—

at the time of performing one act ;—i.e. from among the three acta of creating

,

maintaining and dissolving,—at the time that any one is being done, is their

capacity to do the other two acts present in them or not ?—These are the two

alternatives. If the capacity is there, then, inasmuch as at the timo of

creating, their Cause would be present in its untrammelled form, the other two

acts—of maintaining and dissolving—should also como about, just like the

act of creating

;

so that at tlio time that a thing would be maintained in

existence—its creation and dissolution also should be there ! And at the timo

of dissolution, there should be its maintained existence and creation 1 This

certainly cannot be right. Because when the tliree conditions are mutually

nugatory (and incompatible) it is not possible that they should co-exist in

the same object.—(101-102)

The following might be urged
—“ At the time tliat Primordial Matter

and God are bringing about one effect in the shape of the Creation (Birth)

of one thing, there is not present in them that particular form of theirs

which would be productive of the other two effects (Maintenance and

Dissolution) ;
that is why there is no possibility of the absurdity that has

been urged.”

The answer to this is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (103).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THE TWO (PRIMORDIAL MATTER AND God) ARE THE

CAUSE OF THE OTHER TWO ACTS ALSO, NOT IN ANY OTHER FORM

THAN THE ONE THAT BRINGS ABOUT THE ONE ACT ; THE

FORM OF THE CAUSE REMAINS THE SAME
; WHY THEN

SHOULD THERE BE ANY CESSATION OF THE FUNC-

TIONING OF ANY ACT AT ALL ?—(103)

COMMENTARY.

The Pronoun ‘ Tat

'

stands for the Cause, that is. Primordial Matter and

God ,—of the other,—i.e. of the two subsequent acts.—Not in any otherform,

—
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—wliat then ?—it is always in its own form that the Two operate as Cause.

—(103)

Tho following might be xirged :
—“ Though it does not serve as the

Cause in any other form, yet at the time that it is producing one effect, the

capacity necessary for the producing of other effects is not present in it for

tho time being ;
that is why the other two effects do not appear at that

time.”

The answer to this is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (104).

If there were disappearance of any particular potency, then

the Cause could never be productive of its particular

EFFECT ;—BECAUSE IT IS DEVOID OF THAT POTENCY AT

SOME OTHER TIME ; JUST LIKE THE ‘ SKY-LOTUS ’

AND SUCH OTHER THINGS.—(104)

COMMENTARY.

At some other time,—i.e. at the time of the producing of the particular

effect meant by the Sankhya.—(104)

Tho following might be urged :
—“ Even though all the Potencies are

present in Primordial Matter, yet a particular effect is produced only by

that particular Potency which becomes manifestly operative and thereby

becomes the Cause of that effect ; thus it is that there is no simultaneity in

the appearance of effects.”

The answer to this is provided in tho following Text :

—

TEXT (105).

If the manifested form of the Potency had that same (Primordial

Matter and God) for its Cause, then, that would continue

TO BE THERE AT ALL TIMES, BECAUSE OF THE PROXIMITY OF

the Cause, which is eternal.—(105)

COMMENTARY.

The ‘ manifested form ’ of Sattva and other Attributes that you speak

of,—cannot be said to be eternal ; because these are found to appear at only

certain times ;
then, in regard to tho coming into existence of this ‘ manifested

form there are only three alternatives : they could be either (o) produced

by the same Cause,—Primordial Matter and God—, or (6) produced by some

other Cause,—or (c) they would be self-sufficient.—(a) Under tho first of these

alternatives, the said ‘manifested form’ would always be there, because its
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Cause, in the sliape of Primordial Matter and God, is eternal and hence always

present close at hand.—(105)

As regards to second alternative, the objection is stated in the following

Text:

—

TEXT (106).

(6) As REGARDS THE SECOND ALTERNATIVE, THAT CANNOT BE ACCEPTED

BY THE OTHER PARTY ; AND FOR THAT VERY REASON, IT COULD

NOT BE THE EFFECT OF SOME OTHER CAUSE.—-(c) NOB CAN

IT BE SELF-SUFFICIENT ; AS IT APPEARS ONLY AT

CERTAIN TIMES.—(106)

COMMENTARY.

Apart from Primordial Matter and God, no other Cause is admitted by

the Sdhkhyas, from which the said ‘ manifested form ’ could be produced.

—

Nor is the third alternative right ; this is what is assorted by the words
‘ nor can it be self-sufficient ’.—(106)

Says the Opponent—“ If the said manifested Potency bo self-sufficient

(self-produced)—why should that be incompatible with the fact of its

appearing at only certain times ?
”

The answer is supplied by the following Text :

—

TEXT (107).

If IT WERE SELF-PRODUCED, THEN IT WOULD BE CAUSELESS
;
AS ANY

OPERATION OF A THING UPON ITSELF IS A CONTRADICTION IN

TERMS.—IF THERE WERE DEPENDENCE (UPON SOMETHING
ELSE) THEN THE EFFECTS WOULD BE SUCH AS WOULD

APPEAR AT ONLY CERTAIN TIMES.

—

(107)

COMMENTARY.

If tlie * production ’ (of the Manifested Potency) were due to itself—its

own nature,—then it would most certainly be causeless.

Question—“ Why should an effect produced from itself bo causeless ,

—

when its own nature (or ossence) would be its Cause ?
”

Answer—Any operation of a thing upon itself is a contradiction in terms
;

any causal action of a thing upon itself—its own essence,—is incompatible.

The following might bo urged “ Let it bo causeless j oven so the Effect
would not appear at only certain times.”

Answer—If there were dependence, etc. eto.—Things that are dependent
for their existence upon other things can appear only at certain times ; as
their existence and non-existence would be dependent upon the presence and
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absence of those other tilings. Those that are not dependent for their

existence upon other tilings,—as they do not need the aid of anything

else,—why should they appear at cortain times only ?—(107)

Question—“ How do you prove that there is * self-contradiction ’ (in-

congruity) in a thing operating upon itself 1 ”

The answer is given in the following Text :

—

TEXT (108).

For instance, mere negation (absence) is not regarded as having

ANY ACTION UPON ITSELF J
—AS FOR THE WELL-ESTABLISHED POSITIVE

ENTITY, IT IS WELL KNOWN AND RECOGNISED UNDER

THE CIRCUMSTANCES.—(10S)

COMMENTARY.

When the * nature ’ or * essence * of the Effect produces itself,—is it

itself an established entity or not T It cannot be an established entity

;

because under the circumstances, the said ' essence ’ is nothing apart from the

established form ; so that the recognition is as established as the ‘ essence ’

itself. Hence, as there would be nothing to be produced, whereupon could

the Entity operate ?—(108)

The following Text proceeds to show that the * Essence ’ cannot be

something not-established :

—

TEXT (109).

If its own ‘ Essence ’ is still unestablished, it cannot be oper-

ated UPON BY ANYTHING ;—BECAUSE IT IS BEREFT OF ALL POTENCY,

—like the * Sky-lotus * and such things.—(109)

COMMENTARY.

* Upon anything ’ ;—this is a general statement ;
the meaning is tliat it

cannot operate either upon itself or upon any other tiling. If it did operate,

then it would it-self be an established entity ; as such operation is the only

characteristic of an established entity.—(109)

End of Cfuipler (3)

—

dealing with the Doctrine of Primordial Matter

and God, both being the Joint Cause of the World.



CHAPTER IV.

The Doctrine of the 1 Thing by Itself *.

COMMENTARY.

The opening verses of the Text have spoken of * other entities which
includes the doctrine of those philosophers who hold that the origination of

the world is due to its * own nature ’ (or constitution) ; this is the doctrine

that is taken up now for refutation, even out of its propor sequence, because

there is little to be said regarding it,—by the following Text :

—

TEXT (110).

The Propounders of the Doctrine of the * Thing by Itself
’

DESCRIBE THE ORIGINATION OF THINGS AS BEING INDEPENDENT
of all Causes. They do not declare even the

Thing Itself to be its own ‘ Cause \—(110)

COMMENTARY.

Though the Doctrine of the ‘ Thing by Itself ’ has nowhere been directly

promulgated in so many words, yet it is implied by the doctrine that the
Things are produced by themselves (as detailed in Texts 106 et sc?.).—Those
who assert that things are born out of themselves have been silenced by the
words (in Text 107)— ‘ The operation of a thing upon itself is a contradiction
in terms 1

,—now the upholders of the doctrine of ‘ tho Thing by Itself ’ are
going to bo silenced.

These philosophers assert as follows

“

Tho origination of things does not
procood either from themselves or from any other thing

; in fact, it is indepen-
dent of all Causes ;—i.e. it does not depend on tho action of any ‘ Cause ’

at all."

Question—"What is the difference between these people and those who
ascribe tho origination of things to thomselves ?

"

Answer—They do no/, etc.—'' They ’—i.e. the upholders of the * Thing
by Itself ’

; the thing itself,—i.e. its own form (prior to origination);—
even this implies that they do not accept the form of any other thing to

be tho ‘ Cause ’
; the difference thus is that while the previous people hold the

nature of tho tiling itself to be its ‘ Cause \ these other people do not accept
even that as the 1

Cause \—(110)

These people put forward the following reason in support of their view :

—

“ When a thin6 wh»ch fulfils the conditions of perceptibility has its existence
not perceived, it should be regarded by intelligent persons as non-existent ,

—

as the Hare s Horns ’ ;—any ' Cause ’ of things is something whose existence
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is not perceived ;—hence it follows tliat there can bo no cognition of the
* nature of the tiling

1

(the Cause)

In the following Text,—it is shown that the Reason put forward is not
4 unproven ’ (hence inadmissible) :

—

TEXT (111).

“ Who makes the diversity in the Lotus and its filaments, etc. ?

By whom too have the variegated winos of the

Peacock and such things been created ?
”

—

(111)

COMMENTARY.

' Rdjiva ’ is Lotus ;—the ‘filaments, etc.’ of the Lotus.—Such is the

analysis of the compound ;
—

‘ Et cetera' is meant to include the Stalk, the

Petals, the Pericarp and other parts, also the sliarpness of thorns and the

like.
—

‘ Diversity * ;—such diversities as those of shape, colour, hardness and

the like— ‘ Who makes ?
’—The sense is that no one makes it, since we do not

find any such * cause * as God and the like.—(111)

The following might be urged—“ Even if it be regarded as proved that

Arlerncd tilings are without 4 cause because no such cause is perceived,

—

how can it be taken os proved in regard to internal tilings ?
”

The answer to this is provided by the following Text:

—

TEXT (112).

4t Just as the Sharpness and other properties of the Thorn and

OTHER THINGS MUST BE REGARDED AS Without C(lU3e, ON THE

GROUND OF THEIR APPEARING AT CERTAIN TIMES

ONLY,—SO ALSO MUST PAIN AND OTHER

(INTERNAL) THINGS BE REGARDED AS

without Cause”—(112)

COMMENTARY.

“ Even though the fact of Pain and other internal tilings being without

cause is not proved by Perception, yet it is clearly proved by Inference.

For instance,—what appears only at certain times is definitely known to be

without cause,—e.g. the Sharpness of the Thorn and such tilings ;—Pain and

such internal things appear only at certain times hence this is a Reason

based upon the nature of things. Nor is it right to hold that when a certain

thing is present or absent when another thing is present or absent, then the

latter should be regarded as the * Cause * of the former as this is not found

to be always true ;
for instance, Visual perception is present when tliere is

Touch (in the object perceived), and is absent when there is no Touch ; and

yet Touch is not the ‘ Cause 1
of Visual perception. Hence the said definition
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of tho causal relation cannot be true. From all this it follows that ‘ the

origination of all things is independent of all causes V’—(112)

The Author answers the above arguments of the upholder of the ‘ Tiling

by Itself’—with tho following Texts:

—

TEXTS (113-114).

AS REGARDS THE LOTUS AND ITS FILAMENTS, ETC., IT IS DEFINITELY

ASCERTAINED THROUGH PERCEPTION AND NON-APPREHENSION

THAT THEY HAVE THEIR ‘ CAUSE *
IN THE SEED, CLAY,

Water and the rest under certain peculiar

CONDITIONS,—WITH WHICH LATTER THEY ARE POSI-

TIVELY AND NEGATIVELY CONCOMITANT ;

—

SUCH BEING THE CASE, WHAT OTHER

‘CAUSE* CAN THERE BE OF THOSE,

WHICH YOU ARE ASKING

ABOUT ?—(113-114)

COMMENTARY.

By this Text, the Author shows tliat the Reason adduced by the other

party is ‘unproven’ and ‘inadmissible \ and the conclusion put forward is

contrary to perceived facts.

It has been asserted (under Text 111) that “of such tilings as the Lotus,

its Filaments and the like, no Cause is porceived ”.—Tliis is ‘ not admitted ’

;

as through Perception and Non-apprehension, such ‘ Cause ’ is definitely

cognised to consist in tho Seed, Clay, Wator and such tilings, with

which tho said tilings are positively and negatively concomitant. To
explain

;
when it is found that a certain thing is produced only when another

tiling i9 present, and it becomes modified by the modifications of this latter,

—then this latter thing is said to be the ‘ Cause ’ of the former tiling. Such
a ‘Cause of the Lotus and its Filaments, etc.’ is found in the shape of the

Seed, etc.,—wliich under certain peculiar conditions,—such as becoming
swollen under moisture and so forth,—serves as their

1 Causo with which
they are positively and negatively concomitant

;

—i.e. the Lotus, etc. come into

existence only whoa the Seed, etc. are present, and they do not come into

existence when theso latter are absent ;—that these are the 1

Cause ’ of tho

Lotus, etc. is definitely ascertained through Perception and Non-apprehension.—
Thus the Reason (Premiss) put forward by the other party is ‘ inadmissible ’,

not true.

Then again, it has been urged that “ tlie definition of ‘ Causal Relation *

is not true (fallible)”.—This Reason also is ‘unproven ’, not admissible

;

as, in

the instanco cited, as Touch also is a cause of Colour, it is admitted to be the

cause of Visual Cognition also. To explain,—tho term ‘touch’ (in tliis

connection) stands for the material substance ; and it is only by associating

with these substances tliat Colour subsists
; hence in regard to Visual
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Cognition, Touch does serve as a * Cause ’
; the only difference is that while

one (Colour) is a direct cause, tho other (Touch) is only an indirect one.

Further, mere negation (Absence) is not regarded by us as determining
the causal relation ;—“ what then ? ”—It is a particular kind of absence
that is so regarded ; for instance, when it is foxmd that, even though other

efficient agents are present, yet in the absence of some one agent, the tiling in

question is not produced,—then this latter agent is regarded os tho 4 Cause ’

of that tiling ; and not when there is simple negation in the form that ‘ it

is not produced while tho other is absent Otherwise (if such mere negation

were to determine the causal relation) the Date growing in the country

where one’s mother may .have been married would not be produced if

the mother’s marriage had not been there [as ex hypothesi, by mere negation

the ' Mother’s Marriage ’ would bo the 4 Cause ’ of the growth of the Date].

The negative Premiss in the qualified form that wo have shown is not
1
fallible ’ (untrue) in regard to Touch. For, if it could be shown that, even

in the presence of Colour and other conditions (of visibility), there is no
Visual Cognition on account of the absence of Touch alone,—then thero

might be 4

fallibility ’ in our premiss. Nothing like this however can be shown.

Hence there can be no * fallibility * in the definition of the * Causal Relation ’

(as stated by us).—(113-114)

It is not only such things as the Seed of the rest that are definitely

known as the 4 Cause ’ of things ; even particular points of Place and Time are

definitely known as such 4 Causes ’ ;—tins is what the Author shows in the

following Text :

—

TEXTS (115-116).

Particular points of Place and Time also are related (as Cause)

TO THINGS.
—

“ How SO ?
”—If THE SAID POINTS WERE NOT

the Cause of things, these would be produced

EVERYWHERE AND AT ALL TIMES. (115)

As a matter of fact however THINGS are found to be produced

SPECIFICALLY AT A CERTAIN PLACE, AT A CERTAIN TIME AND IN

CERTAIN RECEPTACLES,—BEING DEPENDENT UPON THESE

AND INDEPENDENT OF ALL OTHERS. (116)

COMMENTARY.

If tho Lotus, etc. did not have them—i.e. the particular points of place

and time,—for their
4 Cause ’,—then such phenomena as their production only

in a particular Place, like Water and things like it, and not in other places

like Stone,—and only at the particular point of time like the Summer, and

not at other points of time like the Winter,—would not be possible ; in

fact, the Lotus and other things would come into existence at all places

and at all times, as they would be independent of the peculiarities of placo
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and time. It is clearly recognised therefore that they are dependent upon

these latter, from the fact that they avoid certain places and times and

appear only at special places and at special times.—(115-110)

Question—' The things in question (by their insentienoe) cannot have

any wish; how then can they have any need for (dependence upon) the

causal conditions ?
”

The Answer is given in tlio following Text

:

TEXT (117).

What is meant by their being ‘dependent’ is that they come

INTO EXISTENCE IN THAT MANNER ;
SO THAT IT IS THE CHARACTER

or * Effect ’ that is spoken of as ‘ dependence

That things come into existence in that manner

IS A PERCEPTIBLE FACT
;
HENCE THE SAID CAUSES

BECOME DULY ESTABLISHED.

—

(117)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant by the Tilings being so
1 dependent ’ is that they come

into existence at particular places and times and not at others ;
it does not

mean that they have any ‘ wish 1

or * desire

Objection:—“If such is their dependence on the particular points of time

and place,—even so, how does it follow that they are effects of these ?
”

Answer

:

—It is the character of * Effect ' that is spoken of as * dependence —
The character of the Effect is not anything else except the dependence

involved in the fact that they come into existence in that particular

manner.

Question :
—“ How is it known that they come into existence in that

particular manner ?
”

Answer :

—

It is a perceptible fact.—(117)

TEXT (118).

Thus the doctrine of the ‘Thing by itself’ is discarded by

Perception
;
specially as the exact nature of the * Cause ’

of Thinos is duly ascertained through Perception

and Non-apprehension.—( 1 1 8)

COMMENTARY.

* Tat ’—Therefore, thus ;—or the whole expression 1 TatsvdbhdvikavadaJi ’

may be taken as a compound, meaning * The doctrine^of the Thing by Itself

in regard to the Lotus and other things ’ ;

—

is discarded by Perception ;

Perception alone is mentioned here, as the ‘ non-apprehension ’ also of a
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curtain thing consists only in the * apprehension ’ of something else, and
ns such, is of the nature of ‘ Perception

It has been sought (under Text 112, above) to prove that “ Pleasure and
such internal tilings can have no Cause because they appear only occa-
sionally —Tins reasoning however is ‘ contradictory inasmuch as it

proves only the contrary of wlmt is desired to prove ; because what has no
cause and what is not dependent upon anything else cannot bo ‘ occasional

appearing only at certain times and places. What Is meant is that the
Corroborative Instance cited is devoid of the character desired to be
proved.—(118)

Tims it has been shown that the conclusion (of the other party) is

contrary to facts of Perception and that their Reason is ‘unproven. In-

admissible’; now the Author takes for granted (for the sako of argument)
the ‘admissibility’ of the Reason, and then proceeds to show its *In-

conclusivenoss ’—in the following Text :

—

TEXT (119).

It may be that there are no proofs for the existence of the ‘ Cause ’

of Things ; but the mere absence of proof (means of cog-

nising) CANNOT PROVE THE NON-EXISTENCE OF ANY
THING.

—

(119)

COMMENTARY.

If more 4 Non-apprehension * is put forward as the reason for the non-
existence of the Cause, than it is

4 Inconclusive *
; because mere absetice of

proof—i.e. mere absence of a valid means of knowing,—cannot serve as a

reason for establishing the non-existence of the thing concerned.—(119)

Question :
—“ Why cannot it be a proof ?

”

The answer is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (120).

Inasmuch as * Proof ’ (Means of Cognition) is not pervasive

of the ’ Existence of the Thing ’
; nor is it its * Cause *,

—

(«) BECAUSE THERE IS DIFFERENCE, (6) BECAUSE THERE

IS NON-CONCOMITANCE, AND (c) BECAUSE IT PROCEEDS

FROM THAT,—[MERE ABSENCE OF PROOF CANNOT

PROVE THE NON-EXISTENCE OF A THING].

—

(120)

COMMENTARY.

When one character is pervasive of (more extensive than) another, then

alone does the absence of the former imply the absence of the latter
;

similarly the absence of the Cause implies the absence of the effect ; and the

8
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reason for this lies in the fact that the less extensive is invariably concomitant

with the more extensive one, because of the two being of the same

essence,—and the effect is invariably concomitant with the Cause, being

produced by tins latter. In the case of
4 Proof ’ and * non-existence of a

Tiling ’ there can be no oo-essontiality, os the two actually appear to lie

distinct ;—nor can Proof bo the
4 cause ’ of the Thing, as there is no con-

comitance betweon tliem ; the Tiling existing even when the Proof Is not there.

For instance, tliere is notliing incongruous in admitting the existence of

Things which are far removed in space and time and character and hence

are not within reach of any Proof (Moans of Cognition) ;—and when a

thing can be tliere oven during the absence of another thing, the latter

cannot be regarded as the Cause of the former ; for if it were, then it would

lead to an absurdity. In fact, if the other party wore to rogard this as a

4 Cause \ he would renounce his own position.

Also because it proceeds from that,—Proof cannot be the
4 Cause ’ of the

Existence of Things. That is, the Proof arises out of the Tiling itself

—

which forms its objective ;
and the cognisable Thing does not arise out of the

Proof.—(120)

It might bo argued that
—“ Even though not invariably concomitant,

the Proof (being absent) may yet preclude the existence of the Tiling *\

—

The answer to this is provided by the following Text:

—

TEXT (121).

When a thing is neither the one nor the other, its absence does

NOT CONCLUSIVELY PRECLUDE THE OTHER THING ; BECAUSE

THERE IS NO CONNECTION.

—

(121)

COMMENTARY.

Neither die one nor the other,—i.e. neither the Cause, nor pervasive;

—the absence of what is not invariably concomitant cannot rightly be taken

as necessarily precluding the other tiling ;
for if it did, it would lead to an

absurdity : the absence of the Horse might, in that case, imply the absence

of the Cow also.—(121)

TEXT (122).

‘ Non-perception ’ by all persons is doubtful ;

‘ Non-perception ’

BY ANY ONE PERSON HIMSELF IS INCONCLUSIVE ; AS IT IS FOUND

THAT THE ORASS AND OTHER THINGS GROWING IN THE

CAVES OF THE Vindhya, MOUNTAIN DO EXIST, EVEN

THOUGH THEY ARE NOT PERCEIVED.

—

(122)

COMMENTARY.

Further, when 4 non-apprehension ’ is put forward as the Reason (for

non-existence), is it put forward in the form of the absence of perception by
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all men ? Or of the absence of perception of any one person himself ?

—It cannot be the former ; because ordinary men with limited powers of

perception can never be sure of any tiling being not perceived by all men ;

hence it must be always doubtful. People of limited vision have no means

of knowing that no man lias the perception of an unseen cause for such

tilings as the marks on the wings of the Peacock. As for any single man’s

own non-perception, that can never be conclusive :—why ?—because even

though such things as the grass, the coral, the pebbles and the like growing

in mountain-caves are not perceived, yet they do exist ; that is, there is

nothing incongruous in regarding them as existent .—Thus the reasons adduced

being doubtful, the non-existence cannot be regarded as proved beyond

doubt.—(122)

TEXTS (123-124).

If no Reason ls adduced to prove the fact of Things having no

Cause, then, inasmuch nothing can be proved without

REASON, YOUR THEORY IS NOT PROVED.—IF, ON THE

other hand, you do adduce a Reason proving it,

—

THEN ALSO YOUR THEORY IS NOT PROVED,—AS

the proving itself would be produced by the

Proof adduced [which would therefore

be the Cause of the proving].

—

(124)

COMMENTARY.

Further, you have to be asked the following question :—In support of

your conclusion that “ Tilings have no Cause ”,—do you adopt any Reason,

or not ?—If you do not adopt it, then your view does not become proved

;

as there can be no proving of anything without adequate proof (means of

cognition).—If, on the other hand, you do adopt a Reason,—even then, your

view cannot be proved
;
[such is the construction of the words of the Text].

—

“ Why so ?
”

—

Because the ‘ Roving * itself would be produced by the Proof

adduced.—This is what has been thus declared by the revered Acharya

Sari— ‘ One who declares that there is no Cause would demolish his own

conclusion if he adduced any reasons in support of his assertion ; on the

other hand, if he were slow to adduce reasons, wliat could be gained by

mere assertion ?
*—(123-124)

The following might be urged :
—“ The Reason that I adduce is indica

live, not productive ; why then should my conclusion not be proved? ”

The answer to tliis is provided by the following text :

—
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TEXT (125).

As REGARDS THE indicative ,
—BE IT IN THE FORM OF THE PROBANS, OR

IN THE FORM OF WORDS EXPRESSIVE OF THAT (PrOBANS),—IT IS

SAID TO BE * INDICATIVE ’ OF THE PROBANDUM (DESIRED

CONCLUSION), ONLY WHEN IT BECOMES THE * CAUSE ’ OF

THE proving (making known) [of the said

Conclusion].—(125)

COMMENTARY.

The indicative Probans—i.e. tho Probans fulfilling the three conditions,

as conceived by the Roasoner for his own benefit ;

—

or in the form of words,—
when the same Probans is asserted for the benefit of some one else,

—

expressive

of Chat—i.e. of the Probans.

—

Cause of die proving,—i.e. of the bringing about

of tho definite cognition of the object to bo cognised.—If it were otherwise,

and the Probans or Reason did not serve as the ‘ Cause * of the said proving,

—

then, how could it bo regarded as an ‘ indicative ’ ? In fact, in this way,

everything would bo * indicative ’ of every thing else.—(125)

Question—“If tliis is so, then how do the Teachers mako tho distinc-

tion between tho Indicative and the Productive ?
”

The answer given in the following text is that tho ‘ Indicative ’ is so

called because it makes the thing known, and what is called ‘ productive ’ is

that which actually brings into existence the tiling concerned :

—

TEXT (126).

Thus it is really the * Productive 5 Cause which is spoken of as
‘ Indicative ’

; it is because it does not actually produce
(bring into existence) what ls desired to be accom-

plished that it ls not called * productive ’.—(126)

COMMENTARY.

It is called ‘ Indicative \—and not * Productive ’—because it does not

actually produce what is desired to be accomplished ; while that which

actually produces what is desired to be accomplished,—such as tho Sprout

and the like,—is called * Productive \ Hence there is nothing wrong in

the distinction that has been made.

This answers all the objections that may be urged against the declaration

of Ach&rya Suri. For instance, the following is an objection tlrnt may be

raised
—

“ Even when asserting with Reason that there is no Cause, why
should one demolish his own conclusion ? As what he asserts is an Indicative

Reason, while what he denies is the Productive Cause —The answer to tliis

is aa follows :—The Indicative Reason also is a Productive Cause, because it

produces the cognition of the thing.—This urges against the other party tho
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fact of his assertions being self-contradictory. In fact, there can be no

Reason that could prove the absence of all Cause,—because such a proposi-

tion would bo clearly one that is contrary to, and sot aside by, sense -

perception and the rest.—(126)

With the following Text, the Author sums up his position and thereby

also shows that the conclusion of the other party is contrary to, and set

aside by. Inference also :

—

TEXT (127).

From all this it follows that other things also have their
‘ Causes \—as their production is restricted,—just like

YOUR COGNITION OF THE Probdtldum APPEARING WHEN
THE PROBANS IS THERE.—(127)

COMMENTARY.

Tlungs like the Lotus and its filaments,—which are ‘other* than the

tilings spoken of by the other party in his reasoning.

—

As their production is

restricted

;

—i.e. they are produced only when certain particular things are

there.—The argument may be formulated as follows :—Those things whose

production is restricted to occasions when certain other things are there

must be regarded as with Cause,—as for instance, your own cognition of the

Probandum (desired to be proved) which appears only when the Probans

(Reason) is there ;—the some is the case with the Lotus and other tlungs ;

—

[hence those must be regarded as ‘ with Cause’]—this being a Reason based

on the nature of tilings.—(127)

End of Chapter (4 )—dealing with the Doctrine of the * Thing by Itself *.
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The Doctrine of SOUND (‘ Word-Sound ’) being the Origin

of the World.

COMMENTARY.

The upholders of ‘ Word-Sound ’ as ' Brahman ’ assert, their view in tho

following words :

—

“ Free from such distinctions as * prior ’ and * posterior unborn,

—

imperishable,—such is the Brahman consisting of ‘Word-Sound ’
; and from

this Brahman there evolve the whole lot oj Things,—such as Colour and the

liko this fact is clearly recognised. This has been thus declared

—

1 Without

beginning and end, Brahman, of the essence of SOUND,—in tire form of

Letter-Sounds, evolves in the form of Things; whence proceeds the entire world-

process ’.—The term ‘ Odi ’, ‘beginning’, here stands for production;—
4 nidhana ’, ‘ end ’, stands for destruction ;

that which is free from these two

is ‘without beginning and end ’ ;

—

4
in the form of the Letter-Sounds ’ ;—as it is

tire Letters
4

a * and the rest which aro the means (of the expressing of Word-

Sound) ;—this indicates the evolution in the form of the ‘ word \ the
1 name ’

;

—the evolution in the form of the
4 thing denoted ’ is indicated by tho phrase

‘in tho form of things’;—the term ‘process' stands for the diverse

things ;—the term 4 Brahman ’ mentions the name.”

What has been asserted in the verse just quoted is reiterated in the

following Text:

—

TEXT (128).

“ The whole lot of things is recognised as evolved out of That

Brahman which is of the essence of Word-SouND, the Highest,

—

UNAFFECTED BY DESTRUCTION AND ORIGINATION.”—(128)

COMMENTARY.

4 Destruction ’ and 4 Origination ’ have been mentioned only by way of

illustration ; what should bo understood to be meant is that it is entirely

free from all such distinctions as priority and posteriority of Place

;

tliis

includes freedom from distinctions of
4
priority ’ and 4

posteriority ’ of

Time also.

* Of the essence of Word-Sound ’ ;—of the nature of Word-Sound ; it is

tliis fact of Word-Sound forming its essence tliat makes it spoken of as
4

of

the essence of Word-Sound ’
; what is meant is tliat Word-Sound is its in-

separable form.
4 Highest \—in the form oi the syllable

4 om ’
; tliis syllable ‘ om ’ is

the essence of all words and names and also of all things ; and it constitutes
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the Veda. This Word-Sound existing in the fonn of Letters and Words con-

stitutes the Veda ; which is the means of comprehending the syllable, of

which it stands as the replica.—This Highest Brahman is perceived only by

such persons as have their minds thoroughly imbued with Merit conducive

to the fulfilment of Prosperity and the Highest Good.

In support of this view, they set forth the following reason :
—

“

When
a set of things is always associated with the form of a certain tiling, the

former ore modifications (evolutes) of that tiling; e.g. the Jar, the Saucer and

the Cup are evolutes of Clay, being always associated with the form of Clay

;

and are hence known to bo of the essence of Clay ;—all Things are found

to be associated with some form of Sound in the shape of Names ; this reason

being based upon the very nature of tilings ; as it is a clearly perceptible

fact that all things are associated with some form of sound (in the shape of

Nome) ; for instance, when a cognition of the Name-Sound is produced in

regard to tilings, the cognition of these things appears always associated

with that Name-Sound. This is what lias been thus declared (in

VGkyapadiya)— * There is no cognition in the World which is not associated

with word-sounds ; in fact, all cognition is always interfused with words \

—The knowledge of the nature of tilings also is always dependent upon the

form of their cognition (which is associated with words). From this it follows

that all tilings are always associated with Name-Sounds; and this being

established, it follows as a matter of course that they have their essence in

these Sounds ; as having their essence in Sound means nothing more than

being always associated with Name-Sound.—(128)

The Author proceeds to refute the above doctrine (of Sound being the

origin of the World) in the following Texts ;

—

TEXTS (129-131).

Those people who assert the above view should be addressed as

follows :—[When the Blue and other things evolve out of

the said Sound] Does—or does not—the Sound abandon

its Sound-form and take up the Blue and other forms ?

—

If

it is the first alternative (that it does abandon ns

OWN FORM) THAT IS ACCEPTED, THEN THE SOUND BECOMES

DEPRIVED OF ITS IMPERLSHABILITY,—INASMUCH AS ITS

PREVIOUS FORM HAS BECOME DESTROYED.

—

IF THE SECOND

ALTERNATIVE IS ACCEPTED, THEN, ON THE COGNITION

of the Blue and other things, even the deaf

SHOULD HAVE THE CLEAR PERCEPTION OF

the Sound-form.—(129-131)

COMMENTARY.

Is the World regarded as ‘ of the Essence of Sound ’,

—

1 Shabdamaya *

—

in the sense that sometimes it takes the form of the modification of Sound ?
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Or in the sense that sometimes it is produced from Sound,—as in the case

of the expression ‘ annamaySh prdndfi
’ (“Life is of the essence of food’),

the affix ‘ mayaf * denotes cause (the meaning being tluit Food is the cause

of Life) ?
,

The first alternative cannot be right; as the said ‘modification’

itself is not possible. Because when Brahman who is ‘ of the essence of

Sound ’ takes the form of the Blue and other things, does It—or does it not

—abandon its own pristine Sound-form ? If the former alternative bo

accepted—that It does abandon its pristine Sound-fonn,—then there would

bo an end to the view that it is
1 without beginning and end \ that is,

imperishable, indestructible ; as there would bo a destruction of the pristine

form.—If the second alternative be accepted,—that It does no/ abandon its

pristine form,—then, at the time that Blue is cognised by the deaf person,

he should havo the perception of Sound also; as the cognition of bound

would be non-different from the cognition of Blue. This argument may be

focmulited as follows :—When one thing is non-different- from another,

, if one is cognised, the other becomes also cognised,—as when the Blue is

cognised, the essence of that same Blue becomes also cognised ;—Sound is

non-difforent from Blue ;
hence this is a reason based on the nature of

things.—If it were not so, inasmuch ns the conditions for better or

worse would differ in the two (Sound and Blue), they could not be recognised

as of the essence of the other. This would be an argument against the con-

clusion (of the otlier party).—(12D-131)

This same argument is set forth in greater detail, in the following

Text :

—

TEXT (132).

[It would be as asserted above] because all thinos (according

to you) exist primarily in the form of Sound
;
and if

the Sound-form is not abandoned, there can be no

3IODIFICATION (EVOLUTION).—(132)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Yena * here stands for * yasmiit \ bemuse ,—you hold that primarily

the World is of the nature of Sound.

The second line explains why it would be as asserted.—(132)

Question—“ What if the World remains primarily of the essence of

Sound ?
*'

The Answer is provided by the following Text:

—
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TEXT (133).

The identity (of Sound) with Blue and othf.r things being not

figurative (but real),—why should not there be cognition

of Sound at the time that the Blue and other

things are cognised ?—(133)

COMMENTARY.

Identity oj Blue , etc.—i.e. with Sound.

At the time that the Blue and other things are cognised;—that is, under

the circumstances when Blue, etc. are cognised ;

—

why should not there be

cognition of Sound 1—that is to say, Sound also fulfilling all the conditions

of perceptibility, it is only right that there should bo perception of it,

just as there is of Blue and other things.—(133)

TEXT (134).

If there were no cognition of it (Sound), then there should be

none of the Blue and other things also ; because both

ARE OF THE SAME ESSENCE. In CASE THEY HAD DIFFERENT

PROPERTIES, THERE WOULD BE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN THEM. (134)

COMMENTARY.

If you do not admit of the Cognition of Sound (at the time of the

cognition of the Blue, etc.) then there would be the absurdity of there being no

cognition of the Blue, etc. also, just as there is none of Soimd ;

—

because both

are of the same essence;—that is. Blue and the rest are of the same nature

as Sound. Otherwise, if the Blue, etc. be held to have properties different

from those of Sound, it would have to be admitted that the two are absolutely

and entirely different.—(134)

Tho following Text explains why it would be so :

—

TEXT (135).

What indicates difference among a number of things ls the

PRESENCE OF INCOMPATIBLE PROPERTIES ;
OTHERWISE, NO

DIFFERENCE COULD EVEN BE ASSUMED AMONO DIVERSE

INDIVIDUALS.—(135)

COMMENTARY.

It cannot be right for any one object to bo perceived and not perceived

at the same time and by the same person ; if it were, then, the object would

cease to be one. Otherwise, if, even in the presence of incompatible properties.
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there wero one-neas, then even that difference which is assumed and accepted

as subsisting among the Jar and other tilings would not be possible.—The term

'even ’ is meant to imply that it is not in the form of Brahman only that

there would be no diversity ; because the established view is that while Brahman

rests witliin Itself, there is no diversity in It ; as diversity is appertenant to

modification.—For instance, when Brahman is held to be ‘ without beginning

and end ’, It is not in the form of such things as the Jar and the like,—but

in the form of the Supreme Self. The Jar and other things are actually seen

to be undergoing origination and destruction and to lx> occupying limited

place and time.

Tho absurdity has been urged above (in Text 131) against the other

party—that the deaf would clearly perceive Sound (when he perceives tho

Blue and other tilings). This should be understood to be applicable to the

other party only if the form of Brahman is regarded ns fulfilling the conditions

of perceptibility.—The absurdity is not applicable if Brahman is held to lie

.
extremely subtile and beyond the reach of tho Senses.—But in that case tho

objection to be urged should be that (if Sound be not perceived, then) the

Blue, etc. also would not be perceived, as these are of the same nature ns

Sound ; and in that case there could be no such generalisation ns that ‘ ordinary

men perceive only that much of things as is liable to origination and

destruction ’.

The following argument might be urged here :
—“Just ft* according to

you (Bauddha

)

the momentariness, though not different from Blue, etc., is

not cognised when these latter arc cognised,—so, in tho some maimer, there

would be no cognition of Sound

This is not right ; it is not true that momentariness is not cognised

when Blue, etc. are cognised ; what does happen is that even though

momentariness is actually apprehended by the non-conceptual Cognition,

yet it is said to bo not definitely coytiised, because of the imposition

upon it of other qualities, through Illusion. So that, so fur as the man’s

general indefinite apprehension is concerned, it is duly apprehended ; but it

is not apprehended in so far as its well-defined cognition is concerned ; and
as referring to distinct forms of the cognition (definite and indefinite), both
duiracters—of being apprehended and nol-apprchendcd—are quite compatible.

—In the case of your theory, however, such apprehension and non-apprehension

of Sound (at the time of perceiving Blue, etc.
)
cannot be right ; because you

regard all cognitions as equally determinate and well-defined
;
so that Sound

would be definitely apprehended in it* complete form by a single cognition
;

and there would be no aspect of it which would remain net-apprehended.

This lias been thus asserted—“ How can that aspect of it which is not
definitely apprehended by well-defined cognitions—form tho object of these
latter ?

”—If some cognition is admitted by you to bo undefined and non-
conceptual, then you should not make such an assertion a* the following

—

“ There is no cognition in the world which is not associated with words —
In this case too, the reason adduced (by you) that “ Tilings are associated
with the form of Word-Sound ”—would not be true, and as a result of Miis,

there being no proof, any attempt to prove tho fact of all tilings being
of the essence of Sound would be entirely baseless.
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Further, as regards the momentariness of things, it is actually established

by means of proofs; and even though thus duly apprehended, it is spoken

of as not definitely coynised. As regards the fact of Tilings being of the

essence of Sound however,—by what proof is it established that it could be

admitted in the same manner as momentariness is admitted ?—(135)

The following Text proceeds to set forth another method of criticising

the * Sound ’ theory :

—

TEXT (136).

If the one ‘ Sound-essence ’ be held to be different with f.ack

individual Thing, then all Things would occupy the

SAME POINT IN SPACE AND WOULD BE COGNISED IN ONE AND

THE SAME FORM.

—

(136)

COMMENTARY.

When (according to yon) the ‘ Sound -essence ’ midergoes modification,

does it become different with each object, or not ?—If the view is tliat it

does not become different, then all tilings. Blue and the rest, should occupy
the same point in space. That they should occupy the same point in space

is said only by way of illustration. Time, modifications, functions and
conditions also are meant to lie included. The Cognition,—appearance (in

Consciousness)—also would be in one and the same form ; as all tilings, Blue

and the rest, would be noil-different from the one essence of Sound.—(130)

TEXT (137).

If (on the other hand) it DIFFERS with each individual (thing),

then Brahman becomes many,—as having a fobm which is

DIVERSE AND OF THE NATURE OF SEVERAL THINGS,—JUST

LIKE THE DIVERSITY OF INDIVIDUALS. (137)

COMMENTARY.

If the * Sound-essence ’ is admitted to differ with each individual,

then Brahman becomes many ;—as having a form which is diverse and of the

nature of several things

;

i.e. one whoso nature—character—is diverse and of

the nature of several things ;—and yet Brahman is held to be one. Thus

your theory goes directly against your own tenet.—(137)

The Author states another objection (to the Sound-theory)—in the

following Text :

—
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TEXT (138).

If Things consisted of eternal ‘ Sound *, they also would be

ETERNAL
;
AND HENCE AS THINGS WOULD BE ACCOMPLLSHED

SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE SOUND, NO ‘ MODIFICATION
’

WOULD BE COMPATIBLE.

—

(138)

COMMENTARY.

If Things consisted of eternal Sound,—i.e. if they were of the same nature

a* eternal Sound,—i.e. if Sound constitutes the very essence of the World,

—then Things also should be held to be eternal ; and hence ns at all times

the Things tcouUl be accomplished simultaneously with Sound,—on account of

their being so accomplished,—it is not possible for them to be of the nature

of ‘ modifications \

—

4 Tat * stands for * Uistndt \ Hence.

Or the ‘simultaneity’ meant may be that of all such tilings as the Blue

and the like.—(138)

Question—“ Even if tilings are accomplished simultaneously, why should

not they be modifications ?
”

The Answer is supplied by the following Text :

—

TEXT (139).

There could be ‘ modification ’ only if there were disappearance

OF ONE FORM FOLLOWED BY THE APPEARANCE OF ANOTHER

FORM,—AS IS FOUND TO BE THE CASE WITH CLAY- AND

OTHER THINGS ;—IT COULD NOT BE POSSIBLE HOWEVER

IF ALL APPEARED WITHOUT SEQUENCE

(SIMULTANEOUSLY).

—

(139)

COMMENTARY.

In a thing in rogard to which there was no ‘ Sequence \ however, * modi-

fication * would not be possible ;
the term ‘ tu ’, ‘ however ’, is to be construed

with * akraml \—From this it follows that it cannot be right to regard Things

os * consisting of Sound ’, through ‘ modification ’.—(139)

The following Text proceeds to show tliat the other alternative, cannot

be maintained :

—

TEXT (140).

If the World be regarded as * consisting of Sound ’ in the form
of * Product ’ (not eternal),—even so, as Sound would

BE UNMODIFIABLE, THERE COULD BE NO SEQUENTIAL
APPEARANCE.—(140)

COMMENTARY.

Even so, as Sound is eternal (ex hypothesi), and lienee untnodifiable ,

—

it is not possible for the Products to appear sequentially ; in fact, all tilings
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should up|H‘»u* simultaneously, as being tho effects of equally perfect cause

of unobstructed potency. In fact, the appearnuce of effects is delayed only

when there is some imperfection in the Cause ; if the Cause is perfect, therefore,

for what would the effect wait, and hence not appear simultaneously ?—(140)

TEXT (141).

Ik, from Sound which ls of one form always, diverse forms are

PRODUCED, THEN HOW IS IT THAT THE WORLD IS SPOKEN OF AS

* EVOLVED ’ IN THE FORM OF THE Object ? (141)

COMMENTARY.

Further, if it is admitted that out of Sound, which is of ono form only,

various diverse forms are produced,—then it will not be true to say that

* Brahman evolves into the form of the Object ’
; because it is not right that

when a different tiling is produced, one thing should evolve out of another

in tluvt form, without actually entering into that form itself.—Thus the

Proposition set up by the other Party cannot be maintained in any way

at all.—(141)

Another reason put forward (in support of the view that the World is

produced out of Sound) is
—

” because all things are permeated with Sound-

forms” ; the following Text proceeds to show that this Reason is ‘unproven’,

* Inadmissible’ :

—

TEXTS (142-143).

IN THE CASE OF SUCH DIVERSE THINGS AS THE JAR, THE PAIL AND THE

LIKE, IT IS FOUND THAT ALL OF THEM ARE OF THE NATURE OF Clay,

WHICH DIFFERENTIATES THEM FROM ALL THAT IS NOT-ClaY ;
AND

ON THE BASIS OF THLS IT LS ASSUMED THAT IN ALL THESE

THERE SUBSLSTS THE ONE ' CLAY-NATURE ’ ;—NO SUCH

NATURE HOWEVER IS PERCEIVED IN THE CASE OF

SUCH THINGS AS THE Blue, THE Yellow AND SO

FORTH ; HENCE THE ASSUMPTION OF ANY

such one nature as is preclusive of

ALL THAT IS not-Sound WOULD

BE ABSOLUTELY BASELESS.

—

(142-143)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, there can be no one comprehensive notion of nil

things ;
evorytliing has its own specific character, and thereby differentiated

from homogeneous as well as heterogeneous things ; whenever they are
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regarded as permeated by a common character, it is only an assumption

based upon the fact of tlwt character serving to differentiate them from such

other things as are heterogeneous ; for instance, in the case of such things ns

the Jar, the Cup and the Pail, etc.—even though these are really distinct from

each other,—the common cliaracter of ‘ Clay ’ is assumed, on the basis of

the exclusion of all that is not-Clay. Even this assumed ‘uniformness \

consisting of being permeated by the nature of Sound, is not possible in the

case of the things in question,—such as, the Blue, the > ellow and the like ;

because we do not perceive the Sound-character in the Blue, the 1 ellow

and such tilings ; and when you do not perceive such a uniform character in

them, how can it be assumed that, being permeated by Sound-character is

due to the preclusion of what is not of the nature of Sound 1 Thus the

assumption is entirely baseless and hence the reason is ‘unproven’,

‘ Inadmissible’.—(142-143)

It has been urged (under Text 136) that “all things would occupy

the some point in space and would be cognised in one and the same form ;

—the following Text raises an objection from the point of view of the other

party :

—

TEXT (144).

If it be held that— 1" Brahman in its essence remains ever un-

differentiated ; IT is only under disturbance due to

Ignorance that people regard It as diverse ”.

—

(144)

COMMENTARY.

The following view might bo urged by the Opponent The one

Principle of Brahman remains always undi\fferentiated,—essentM\y unmodified

;

in reality, there is no modification of It ; what happens is tliat people having

their minds and eyes clouded by the darkness of Ignorance, regard It as

diverse, in such forms as the Blue and the like. This lias been thus declared :

—

‘ Even though Akdsha (Space) is pure, yet obsessed by darkness, people

come to regard it as limited and made up of diversified parts ; in the same

manner, though Brahman is immortal and unmodifiable, yet It appears to

be sullied by Nescience and hence diversely modified —Under the circum-

stances, there would be no such absurdity as all things occupying the same

point in Space; because in reality all things are non-entities, therefore

there would be diversity in their cognitions also,—the diversity being due to

the oscillations of Nescience —(144)

The above argument is answered by the following Texts :

—
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TEXTS (145-146).

Even so, what ls actually perceived in the form of Blue and the

REST BY PERSONS TRAMELLED BY NESCIENCE WHICH FORM SERVES AS

THE BASIS OF REJECTING AND ACQUIRING CERTAIN THINGS,

—APART FROM THAT FORM, WHAT LS THERE IN THE

form of * Brahman \ unperceived, which
COULD BE COGNLSED AS ‘ EXISTING BY PER-

SONS WHOSE MIND HAS RISEN ABOVE (THE

SHACKLES OF NESCIENCE) ?

—

(145-146)

COMMENTARY.

The existence of the cognisable thing can be established only by means

of Proofs (Means of Cognition) ;
there is however no proof for (means of

cognising) the existence of Brahman as postulated. For instance, It cannot

be proved by Perception, as Brahman does not appear in any form other

than the Blue and the rest as the basis of such activity as rejecting and

acquiring ;—and when It does not appear at all (in any pure form of Its

own), how could It l>e cognised as existing, by persons whose minds have

risen (above the shackles of Nescience) and are centred on the path of

Reason ?—(145-140)

TEXTS (147-148).

THE UNDIFFERENTIATED BRAHMAN CANNOT BE PROVED BY PERCEPTION,

BECAUSE IT NEVER APPEARS IN THAT FORM ;—AND AS NOTHING

CAN BE PRODUCED FROM WHAT IS ETERNAL, THERE CAN BE NO

PROBANS IN THE FORM OF AN EFFECT (wrHICH COULD LEAD TO

the Inference of Brahman) ;
and as the very existence

of THE Thing itself (Brahman) is still unproved,

no character of its own could SERVE AS THE

Probans leading to the Inference (of the said

Brahman) ;
and apart from these two, there

can be no Probans which could prove the

existence (OF BraJtman).—(147-148)

COMMENTARY.

The following might be urged (by the other party):
—“The said

Brahman is proved by Its own cognition, since it is of the nature of
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Consciousness itself. For instance, Bralunan Itself is Light, because It is

of the essence of Sound, and because it is of the nature of Intelligence.”

Tliis however is contrary to our own experience ; for instance, even

when one lias his mind wandering elsewhere, when looking with his eyes

upon Colour, one has such non-determinate perception of the Blue and

such things as Is 'free from verbal expression
; tliis is going to be explained

in detail later on.

This also sets aside what has been asserted as to “ there being no cogni-

tion in the world which is not associated with words ”.

From all tliis it follow's that the undiffereniiated Brahman of the essence

of Sound cannot be proved by Perception.

Nor can It be proved by Inference. If there were an Inference (of

Brahman) it could be based on a Probans in the form of an Effect (of that

Brahman), or in that of the nature of Brahman Itself.

—

As for mere Non-

apprehension, it can have only negation for its object, and can have no

influence upon an affirmation (such as that of the Existence of Brahman).—
Now, there can be no Probans in the form of an Effect, because no effect

can proceed from what is eternal ; because any fruitful action—either con-

secutive or concurrent—would bo repugnant to the very nature of the eternal

Tiling.—Nor con there be a Probans in the shape of the nature of Brahman

Itself ; because the Thing itself, in the form of Brahman, is still not established
;

and so long as the Tiling itself has not been established, no nature or

character of it can be established independently by Itself.

It might be urged that there may be some other Probans (apart from the

two just mentioned).—In answer to this, it is added

—

Apart from these, etc. ;

—i.e. apart from Nature and Effect, there is nothing that can prove your

Probandum ;
as no other Probans would be invariably concomitant with it ;

and what is not invariably concomitant cannot serve as a I’robans ; for, if it

did, it would lead to absurdities.

It has been asserted that Tilings are associated with Sound-forms ;

—

such association has not been proved, and is absolutely false
;
and as such

cannot prove the fact of Bralunan being really of the essence of Sound.

Nor can such a Bralunan bo proved by Scripture
;
as the character of

‘ Scripturo ’ itself is uncertain.

‘ Non-apprehension * also is a sort of Indication (Probans) ; but tliat

is included under what lias been mentioned already as * Nature ’.—Nor

can tliis
4 Non-apprehension 1

servo to prove Existence ; and it is Existence

tliat is desired to be proved ; this is what Is meant by tho plirase

—

which

could prove the existence of Brahman.—(147-148)

Further, you must understand that Brahman is not capable of bringing

about even mere Cognition
; and being so incapable. Its form turns out to

bo that of mere non-entity. A further elucidation of this is supplied

in the following Text :

—
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TEXT (149-150).

All Consciousness must be consecutive, as it must follow the order
OI SEQUENCE OF THE OBJECTS COGNLSED

;
IF IT WERE NOT SO,

ITS EFFECT IN THE FORM OF COGNITION WOULD COME ABOUT
SIMULTANEOUSLY.—HENCE EVEN IN THE EFFECT IN THE
form of ‘Cognition’, there is nothing, apart
FROM THE REJECTING AND ACQUIRING, WHICH COULD
be within the powers of Brahman

; so that It
BECOMES REDUCED TO THE POSITION OF THE

‘ Son of the Barren Woman —(149-150)

COMMENTARY.
All this lias been proved under the section dealing with ‘God’ (in

Text 89).

‘ Tatah param \ ‘ apart from that ’ i.e. other than the Blue and other
things which form the basis of the acts of rejecting and acquiring.—Or the
torm ‘ tatah

' may be taken as the re-assertion of the Conclusion
; the meaning

being that ‘ it is something apart from the Blue and other things which form
the basis of the acts of Rejecting and Acquiring —Or the term 4

tatah ’ may
be taken as the re-assertion of the Conclusion, in the form 4

therefore it is

true, real \

The position of the
c

iSon of the liarren Wovuin ’ -for regarding the
‘ Son of the Barron Woman ’ as a non-ontity, there is no reason apart from the
fact of liis being incapable of effective action.—(149-150)

The following might be urged 44 The said essence of Supreme Brahman
is perceived only by such Yogins (Mystics) as liave their mind aided by
Merit loading to Prosperity and Highest Good ”.

Tliis also is not possible this is what is shown by the following
Text

'

TEXT (151).

1' OR THE SAME REASON EVEN MYSTICS WITH THEIR 4 CHAIN OF PURE
consciousness ’ do not know that form of Brahman

; AS
THE NECESSARY CONNECTION COULD BE POSSIBLE ONLY

after an action of the Cognition itself.

—

(151)

COMMENTARY.
If the Mystic had operated upon the cognition born of mystic communion,

then it might be admitted that Mystics perceive that form of Brahman. As
it is, however, in the manner shown above, no such operation is possible

;

hence tliis view cannot be right.

Tho following might be urged :

—

44 When Mystics perceive that form of
Brahman, it is not through the appearance of cognition relating to it ; as
apart from tliat, neither the Mystic nor the mystic cognition lias any
existence ; what liappens is that during the mystic state, Mystics perceive
It as their own self, in the form of Light effulgent ”.

9
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The answer to this is as follows If it is so, then it lias to be explained

what the Brahman’s form is prior to the mystic state. If It is always of

the form of Light effulgont, then there can be no state which is nol-myslic ;

as ex hgpothesi, Brahman is ever of the nature of the effulgent light of Self ;

so that the Liberation of all beings would be accomplished without effort.

It is possible that the following might be urged:—“Just as for you,

Buddhists, during the state of Dream and the like, the Cognition, though one,

appears in a variegated form,—so the Brahman also, even though one,

appears diverse to persons whose chain of cognitions is not pure, through

Ignorance.”

That cannot be right ; because as a matter of fact, apart from Brahman,

there are none whose ‘ Chain ’ is not pure, to whom the said form could appear

as stated.

“ Brahman appears, by Itself, in that form.”

In that case, no Liberation would be possible; because Brahman is

always of the nature of one single Cognition. As for us (Buddhists),

Liberation is quite possible, as at that stage, there appears a distinct pure

Cognition.

Further, for you, apart from Brahman, there can bo no Ignorance or

Illusion under whose influence the Brahman would appoar in the said form.

And on account of Illusion being non-separate from It, it would bo well-said

that
4 under the influence of that Illusion, Brahman appears as Itself in that

form ’
!

It might be said that

—

44 When it is said that
4

It becomes cognised

under the influence of Ignorance what is meant is that It is.'of the nature

of Ignorance (or Illusion).**

If so, then the implication is all the clearer that there can be no Libera-

tion : when the Eternal One Brahman has the nature of Ignorance, there

can be no cessation of that Ignorance, which forms the essence of Brahman,—
by virtue of which cessation there could be Liberation.

If then. Ignorance is admitted to be something apart from Brahman,

—oven so, it could not produce any effect upon Brahman, which is eternal

and henco not susceptible to any addition to Its qualities. So that it cannot

be right to assert that Its appearance (in Cognition) is due to the influence

of Ignorance ; and thus there being no connection between Ignorance and

Brahman, there can be no Birth and Rebirth.—Nor can it be right to assert

that
44
It could be described as being neither real nor unreal ”

; because all

things must fall within one or the other of these two ;
otherwise it would not be

a Thing (Entity) at all. Nor will it be right to say that “ it is because of its

being a Non-entity that it is cognised in tliat form ” ;—as such an explanation

would lead to absurdities.—If, even in that state, it is called a
4 State

’

or * Condition ’, in the sense that its nature is capable of fruitful action,

—

we have nothing to say against that.

As for us (Buddhists), Ignorance (or Illusion) is only the Disposition

of wrongful Attachment (or Yearning) ; and this Disposition is called

a 4 Faculty ’
;
and this Faculty is only of the Essence of Cognition

in the form of a 4 Cause Hence what happens is that each preceding

Cognition,—which is of the nature of Ignorance and serves as a Cause,

—
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is followed by a succeeding Cognition, which is of the nature of its Effect
and lias within itself the traces of wrongful attachment

;

and under such
circumstances, it is only right that there should appear a Cognition in the
form under discussion, due to the influence of Ignorance.—This Ignorance
is duly removed by Mystic Practices,—through the process of succeeding
moments endowed with gradually increasing dogrees of inefficiency (in the
Ignorance),—and there appears a series of pure Cognitions and consequent
Liberation

; so that the process of * Bondage and Liberation ’ becomes duly
established on a reasonable basis.

Tliis is not possible under your theory ; as Brahman, being Eternal
and One, cannot liave two ' states ’ (of Ignorance and Liberation),—and
because the said Brahman is one, the Liberation of one man would mean
the Liberation of all men ; and the non-liberation (Bondage) of one would
mean the Bondage of all.

Nor is there any proof for the fact of Brahman being of the nature of
* the Light of Self during the non-mystic state. The Cognition that proves
anytliing is of the nature of * Light ’ and hence recognised as * self-cognised \

The * Sound-self * however is never found to be cognised in all cognitions,

—

as lias been already mentioned before.—Thus then, if it is admitted that

during the * non-mystic * state. Brahman is not of the nature of the ‘ Light

of Self ’,—even so, it will have to be explained how the * Light of Self ’ which,

thus, would not be previously existent, comes about subsequently during

the * mystic state in the Brahman , without this latter having abandoned
Its previous form and character.

From all this it follows that your doctrine of ‘ Sound-Bralinian ’ is ab-

solutely wrong. Wo desist from further expatiation on this point.—(151)

With the following Text, the Author applies the previously-detailed

objections to this doctrine also :

—

TEXT (152).

This doctrine of ‘ Brahman 5 also is similar to the doctrine
of the ‘ Evolution from Primordial Matter *

;
and the

objections urged against this latter should be
understood to be applicable to the former

also.—(152)

COMMENTARY.

The objection may be stated thus :
—

‘ The World cannot be the effect

of Sound,—because it exists,—like the cognition of the Cause ; hence what
is meant to be the Cause cannot be the Cause,—because it cannot be so

proved,—like the other Self’,—and so on.—(152)

End of the Chapter on the Doctrine of ' Sound-Brahman \



CHAPTER VI.

Doctrine of the ‘ Purusa '—Spirit—Personality—as « Cause ’

of the World.

With the following Text, the Author introduces the doctrine of the

* Vedavddin' (Follower of tlie Veda) :

—

TEXTS (153-154).

Others, however, postulate the * Purusa ’ (Spirit), similar in

CHARACTER TO * GOD ’—AS THE CAUSE OF THE WORLD, THEIR

MIND BEING SWAYED BY AN ILL-CONCEIVED DOCTRINE.

thus ‘Spirit’ has his powers such as do not

CEASE EVEN IN REGARD TO THE DISSOLUTION OF

ALL THINGS ;
HE IS THE CAUSE OF ALL BORN

things, just as the Spider is of the

Cobwebs.—(154)

COMMENTARY.

These people state their doctrine as follows:
—“The Purusa, Spirit, alone is

the Cause of the creation, sustenance and dissolution of the whole world ; his

powers do not cease even in regard to Dissolution. Tliis lias been thus declared

—
‘ As the Spider is the cause of the cobwebs, the Lunar Gera of water, and

the Banyan Tree of its offshoots,—so is the Spirit the Cause of all born tilings ’

;

—and again 4 The Spirit alone is all tills, the past, and also the future

Similar in character to God i.e. He lias qualities equal to those of God

;

inasmuch as both are the ‘efficient cause’ of the creation, sustenance

and dissolution of the universe; the only difference between these two

(Spirit and God) Is that those who regard God as the Cause of the World

postulate other things also like the Soul and such things, as the ‘ constituent
’

and other kinds of Causo (God being only the ‘efficient’ cause),—while

these who regard * Spirit ’ as the Cause of the world, posit the Spirit alone

as the sole cause (efficient as well as constituent) ;
but the character of being

the efficient cause of creation, sustenance and dissolution is common to

both doctrines.

—

They have their mind swayed by an ill-conceived doctrine ;

i.e. their mind is under the influence of a doctrine which is wrongly

conceived.

The term * VrnanSbha' stands for the Spider.—(153-154)

With the following Text, the Author proceeds to set forth the objections

against this doctrine :

—
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TEXT (155).

The refutation of this also is to be set forth, in the same

MANNER AS THAT OF ‘ GOD ’
: FOR WHAT PURPOSE DOES THIS

‘ Spirit ’ perform such an act (as the creating , etc.

OF THE WORLD) ?

—

(155)

COMMENTARY.

' Ishvaravat ’—is to be construed as 4 iehvara&ya iva
1

as in the case

of God \

Tliis refutation is to be stated thus :

—

4 The Spirit cannot be the Cause

of born tilings,—because He is Himself devoid of birth,—like the skv-lotus ;

otherwise all things would come into existence simultaneously \—[This is

exactly the same argument that has been put forward against
4 God ’, under

Text 87, above].

If the upholders of the Spirit put forward the same arguments that

liave been put forward by others in proof of
4 God *,—then the same fallacies

—of being
4 unproven * and the rest—tliat liave been shown in the latter

should be applied to the former also.

The Text mentions another line of objection also

—

For what purpose,

etc.—The activity of all intelligent beings is found to be prompted by some

purpose ; lienee it lias to bo explained for wliat purpose tho Spirit performs

such an act as tliat of creating tho world.—(155)

TEXTS (156-157).

If he does it because he is prompted by another Being, then he

can not be self-sufficient (independent).—If he does it

THROUGH COMPASSION, THEN HE SHOULD MAKE THE WORLD

ABSOLUTELY HAPPY. WHEN HE IS FOUND TO HAVE

CREATED PEOPLE BESET WITH MISERY, POVERTY,

SORROW AND OTHER TROUBLES,—WHERE CAN

HIS COMPASSION BE PERCEIVED ? (156-157)

COMMENTARY.

If the Spirit does all this, even though liimself unwilling to do so, because

ho is prompted by another Being in the sliapo of God and the like,—then

tho 4
self-sufficiency * tliat has been postulated for him disappears.—If it

wero through compassion tliat he did it, for the purpose of helping others,

then he would not make it full of such dire miseries as those of Hell,

etc.,—he would make it entirely happy.—(156-157)
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TEXT (158).

Further, inasmuch as, prior to creation, the objects of com-

passion WOULD NOT BE THERE,—THERE COULD NOT BE EVEN

that Compassion through the presence of which

THE ORDAINER IS ASSUMED.

—

(158)

COMMENTARY.

Further, prior to creation,—there is no entity towards whom he would

be compassionate and through the presence of this •compassion’, the

Ordainsr—Creator—is assumed.—(158)

TEXT (159).

Nor should he ever bring about the Dissolution of those Beings

WHO WOULD BE ALWAYS PROSPEROUS. If IN SO DOING, HE

BE REGARDED AS DEPENDENT UPON THE * UNSEEN FORCE ’

(of Destiny), then his * self-sufficiency
’

CEASES.

—

(159)

COMMENTARY.

If he created people through compassion, and they were always liappy,

—then why should ho bring about their dissolution ? Tlie sense is that if lie

has to bring about Dissolution, he should bring about the Dissolution of

only such Beings as are miserable and imbecile.—It might be urged that

—

“ He makes peoplo happy or unhappy in accordance with their Destiny,

in the shape of Merit and Demerit **.—Tliat cannot be right ;
as in that

case his * self-sufficiency ’—which has been postulated ,—would cease. One

who is himself endowed with power does not depend upon anytliing else

;

if one is wanting in power, then the creation of the world itsolf might bo

attributed to That on which he is dependent ; and in that case He would

cease to be the ‘ Cause ’.—(159)

TEXT (160).

Then again, why should he make himself dependent upon that

Destiny, which is conducive to suffering and pain ? In

FACT, FULL OF MERCY AS HE IS, THE RIGHT COURSE FOR HIM

WOULD BE TO IGNORE THAT DESTINY.

—

(160)

COMMENTARY.

It may be granted that ho is dependent upon the ‘ Unseen Force ’ (of

Destiny). Even so, it is not right for the merciful Being to make liimself

dependent upon such Destiny—in the form of Merit and Demerit,—as leads
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to pain and suffering ; on the contrary, ho should totally disregard such

Destiny, if he is influenced (in his activity) by Mercy and Compassion .

merciful persons do not seek for such causes as bring about suffering ;
because

the sole motive behind their actions consists in the desire to remove the

sufferings of others.—

(

160 )

TEXT (161).

If the functioning of the Spirit be said to be for purposes of

‘Amusement’, then he would not be his own master

REGARDING THAT AMUSEMENT, AS HE WOULD BE DEPEN-

DENT UPON THE VARIOUS IMPLEMENTS OF THAT AMUSE-

MENT,—JUST LIKE A CHILD.

—

(161)

COMMENTARY.

If it be held that “ He creates the world, not through Compassion,—but

for purposes of * Amusement ’ ”,—that also cannot be right. As, in that

case, in the matter of bringing about this ‘ Amusement he would not be

‘ self-sufficient ’,—being dependent upon such diverse implements of Amuse-

ment as creation, sustenance and dissolution (of the world).—

(

161 )

TEXTS (162-163).

If HE HAD THE POWER TO CREATE THEM, HE WOULD HAVE CREATED, AT

ONE AND THE SAME TIME, ALL THE IMPLEMENTS CONDUCIVE TO THE

PLEASURE TO BE ACCOMPLISHED BY THE * AMUSEMENT —If HE

DID NOT HAVE THAT POWER IN THE BEGINNING, THEN HE

COULD NOT HAVE IT FOR CREATING THEM CONSECUTIVE-

LY either. Because for an indivisible thing,

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO HAVE POWER AND

ALSO TO BE WITHOUT POWER.

—

(162-163)

COMMENTARY.

Further, those various implements of Amusement that are there,—if

he lias the power to create them, then he should create them all at the same

time ; if he does not have that power in the beginning, then he could not

create them subsequently, one by one either ; as the ‘ powerless condition
’

would be there still ; it is not possible for one and the same tiling to have

the power and not to have the power—to do a certain act—at one and the

same time,—the two, power and absence of power, being mutually exclusive.

The arguments that have been urged before against the doctrine of

God,—e.g. why does He undertake such an operation as creation and so

forth,—are applicable to this doctrine also.

This also disposes of the following arguments set forth by Prashasta-

mati :
—“ God undertakes activity for the purpose of helping others. Just
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as a certain sage, who luw liad all his own purposes accomplished and lienco

for whom there is notliing to be done for either acquiring what is desirable

or avoiding what is not desirable, undertakes the work of teaching for the

benefit of others,—similarly God also, having made known the majesty of

His own power, proceeds to act for the purpose of helping living beings.

—Or, just as, on account of the natural potency of Time, the Spring and other

seasons como about by turns, upon which animate and inanimate products

come about by their own inherent nature,—similarly in the case of God also,

the faculties of creating, maintaining and dissolving becomo manifested by

turns, and through these. He becomes the Cause of the creation, sustenance

and dissolution of all living beings.”

Tliis argument becomes set aside by what has been said above. For

instance, the assertion that “ Spirit acts for the purpose of helping others
”

is to bo met by this reasoning :—If it were kindness towards others, then

He should have created the world absolutely happy, etc. etc.

As regards the statement that “ it is due to the nature of liis powers ”
;

—the objection against tliis is as follow’s :—If he had his powers fully

manifested, he would bring about croation, sustenance and dissolution

of the world simultaneously ; if he lias not liis powers manifested, then the

creation and the rest could not bo brought about even consecutively ; if t hen,

the Being with manifested power were someone else, then how could there

be a singlo Being in the sliape of Spirit ?

The assertion regarding Timo being the cause operating towards the

consecutive appearance of Spring and other seasons is also open to the same

objection. Time, in fact, is nothing more than Tilings of the world themselves

as beset with such diversities as those of heat and cold
;
as we are going to

explain later on.—(162-163)

The Author now proceeds to examine Uddyotakara’s view that tlio

functioning of God is due to His own nature :

—

TEXTS (164-165).

If it be held that “ the functioning at the beginning of Creation

IS DUE TO HIS NATURE,—JUST LIKE THE FUNCTIONING OF FlRE AND

such thinos towards burning AND SUCH EFFECTS, WHICH IS DUE

TO THEIR VERY NATURE ” ;—THEN, UNDER THE CIRCUM-

STANCES, ALL THINGS SHOULD COME INTO EXISTENCE

SIMULTANEOUSLY
;
BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF

the Cause fully competent to produce

THEM.

—

(164-165)

COMMENTARY.

Uddyotakara argues aslfollows :
—“The action ofGod cannot be for purposes

of amusement ; on the other hand, just as in the case of Earth and other

Rudimentary Elements, their very nature is such that they operate towards

the bringing about of their products, so also in the caso of God ”.—[This is a
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clear reference to what is said in the Ny&yav&rlika, pages 466-467 ; though
tho words are slightly different].

This is not right ; as the appearance of all things being entirely

dependent upon the action of that Being,—when the Cause in its fully efficient

and perfect form would be present, all things would be produced simul-

taneously. It will not be right to introduce tho qualification of “ intelli-

gence ” (in the Cause),—as wo have already explained (under the section on
God).—(164-165)

Question—“ If tins is so, then how is it that the effects of Fire and
other things do not come about simultaneously ?

”

The answer is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXTS (1G6-167).

In the case of such things as Fire and the like, their powers
ARE DEPENDENT UPON THE EFFICIENCY OF THEIR OWN CAUSES,

AND HENCE RESTRICTED IN THEIR OPERATIONS, AND CON-

SEQUENTLY NOT EFFECTIVE AT ALL TIMES. If IT WERE
NOT SO, ALL EFFECTS WOULD COME INTO EXISTENCE

SIMULTANEOUSLY,—IF IN THEIR CASE ALSO THERE
WERE NO SUCH RESTRICTION.

—

(166-167)

COMMENTARY.

' Tesdm *—of Fire and such things.—The particle ‘ api ’, * also ’, implies

that what is \irgcd is applicable not to the case of
4 God ’ only.

—
* If there

were no such restriction ’,—tlrnt is, the restriction due to the efficiency of their

own causes.—(166-167)

Tho following might be urged

“

The Spider acts through its own nature,

—why then does it not produco its effects, in the shape of cobwebs and the

like, simultaneously ?
”

The answer to this is given in the following Text :

—

TEXT (168).

IN THE CASE OF THE SPIDER ALSO, THE CAUSAL CAPACITY TO PRODUCE

THE COBWEBS IS NOT ADMITTED (BY US) TO BE DUE TO ITS

VERY NATURE
\
WHAT PRODUCES THEM IS THE SALIVA

EMITTED BY THE SPIDER’S EAGER DESIRE TO

DEVOUR INSECTS.

—

(168)

COMMENTARY.

The Spider also does not act by its very nature ;
what happens is that it

acts from its eager desire to devour insects ,—which appears only occasionally.
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through special causes.—Tlie Spider thus is not always of one and the same

character ; its efficiency also is only occasional and due to the force of its

own causes.—(168)

The following might be urged:—“The Spirit may not act through

Compassion, or through Amusement

;

but somehow it acts unintentionally

(automatically)

The answer to this is given in the following Text :

—

*

TEXT (169).

If the functioning (of the Spirit) be { somehow 5 (unintentional),

THEN WHAT SORT OF * INTELLIGENCE ’ IS HIS ?—SINCE EVEN

THE FISHERMAN DOES NOT ACT WITHOUT THINKING

OVER THE EFFECT OF HIS ACTION.—(169)

COMMENTARY.

How could 3uch a Person be listened to by intelligent men,—being

more ignorant and stupid than even such common people as the fisherman

and the like.
—

‘ BuddhimaUd ' stands for intelligence.
—

‘ Sftanaka
'

is the

fisherman.—(169)

This objection against the * Spirit * should be taken as rejecting all those

‘ creators ’

—

Shauri and the rest,—who liave been postulated by other

people.—This is what is shown in the following Text :

—

TEXT (170).

* Shauri’ (Visnu), ‘the Self-born’ (Brahma), and others who have

BEEN ASSUMED TO BE THE CREATORS (OF THE WORLD)—ALL

BECOME ACTUALLY REJECTED BY THE ABOVE

REASONINGS.

—

(170)

COMMENTARY.

' Shauri ’ is Viipiu;
1
Self-bom ’ is Brahmd;—'and others’ is meant

to include ‘ Intelligent Timo \ which also is postulated by some people.

[There is a lacuna in the Text here.]

End of the CJuipter on 1 Spirit ’ as the Creator.



CHAPTER VII.

Doctrine of the ‘ Self * {Soul).

SECTION (A).

According to the Nydya- Vaish&sika School.

TEXTS (171-176).

Others again postulate the ‘ Self ’ (Soul) as the substratum of

Desire and the rest,—which, by itself, is not of the nature of

Consciousness, but is eternal and all-pervasive ;—it is the doer
of good and bad acts and the enjoyer of the fruit of these ;

IT IS ‘ CONSCIOUS \ not by itself, but through the presence of

Consciousness the presence of Cognition, Effort, etc. as also

THE CHARACTER OF BEING THE ' DOER ’ IS ATTRIBUTED TO IT. ITS

being the ‘ Enjoyer ’ (Experiencer) consists nr the subsistence

IN IT OF THE FEELINGS OF PLEASURE, PAIN AND THE LIKE CONTACT

WITH PHYSICAL BODY AND WITH SPECIAL UNPRECEDENTED COGNITIONS

AND FEELINGS IS CALLED ITS * BIRTH ’
\
AND DISSOCIATION FROM THESE

SAME AS TAKEN UP BEFORE IS CALLED ITS ‘ DEATH ’
; ITS ‘ REBIRTH *

CONSISTS IN BECOMING EQUIPPED WITH A BODY AND MIND, UNDER THE

INFLUENCE OF MERIT AND DEMERIT. It IS ASSUMED TO BE * HURT * BY
THE HURTING OF ITS BODY, EYES AND THE BEST

; SO THAT THOUGH IT IS

ETERNAL, THE SAID PROCESS (OF BIRTH AND REBIRTH) HAS BEEN HELD
TO BE UNOBJECTIONABLE.—(171-176).

[There is a large lacuna here in Shantarahfita's Text tiself ; as is clear

from the following ‘portions of Kamalashila's Commentary, of which

latter also, the earlier portions are wanting.]

COMMENTARY.

(The existence of the Soul as the cogniser has been assorted in the

following words :
—“ All particular cognitions of such cognisables as Substance,

Quality and Action, which are comprised under * Being etc.,—and also

of Generality, Specific Individuality and Inherence, which are not comprised

undor * Being, etc.’—all which cognitions are perceptional or inferential

or analogical or verbal or occult (astrological, etc.) or intuitional (e.g.

' my brother will come to-morrow ’) or doubtful or wrong or dreamy or

dream-cognition,—are apprehended by a cogniser distinct from my body,

©tc.,—(a) because their origination is dependent upon their own causes,

—

(6) because they are * general ’ and * particular ’,—(e) because they are of
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the nature of Consciousness,—(d) because they are very quickly destructible,—

(c) because they leave impressions,—(/) because they are cognitions,—just

like the cognition of other jjersons ;—the Jar and other things serving as

the Corroborative Instance per dissimilarity.”

The import of this comprehensive argument the Author sets forth

(from the Nyaya-standpoint) in the following Text:

—

TEXT (177).

“ My Cognitions are apprehended by a Coosiser distinct from my

BODY, ETC.—BECAUSE THEY ARE COGNITIONS,—LIKE COGNITIONS

OTHER THAN MINE.

—

(177)

COMMENTARY.

In the phrase
4 body, etc.', the

4
etc.’ includes the Intellect, Sense-organs

and Feelings.—
4 Because they are cognitions this also is only illustrative;

the other reasons also are meant,—such as 4 having their origin dependent

upon their own causes ’ and the rest (mentioned in the aforesaid compre-

hensive statement).—(177)

Shankarasvdmin (an old Nv&ya-writer) proves the existence of the

Soul in another manner :
—“ Desire and the rest must subsist in sometliing,

because, while being entities, they are effects,—like Colour, etc.”. This

argument is set forth in the following Text :

—

TEXTS (178-179).

4

4

All such things as Desire and the rest must subslst in some-

thing J
BECAUSE WHILE BEING ENTITIES, THEY ARE EFFECTS,

like Colour.—This something ls the Spirit (Soul).

The presence of the qualifying phrase
4 while

BEING ENTITIES ’ SAVES THE ARGUMENT FROM BEINO

‘UNTRUE’ (FALLIBLE), IN REGARD TO DESTRUC-

TION ;
BECAUSE THOUGH DESTRUCTION IS AN

EFFECT (HAS A CAUSE), YET IT IS NOT AN
‘ ENTITY ’.”-(178-179)

COMMENTARY.

The words ‘ tlie presence of the qualifying plirase, etc.’ serves to show

the use of the phrase 4 while being an entity*.—(17S-179)

Uddyotakara, on the other hand, seeks to prove the existence of tho

Soul in the following manner :—(The words here are almost an exact
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reproduction of the words of the Ny&yavartika on 1. 1. 10, page 70, also on 3. 1.

1, page 340, Bib. Ind. Edn.]—“ Devadatta’s cognitions of Colour, Taste,

Smell and Touch must bo due to one and to several causes,—because they

are recalled as ‘ mine \—just like the simultaneous cognitions of several

men who have come to an understanding among themselves, relating to

the glances of the dancing girl.”—The meaning of this is as follows :

—

“ When several men have come to an understanding to the effect that ‘ when
the dancing girl casts her glances, we should throw clothes to her there

are several cognitions, by several cogniscrs, of the single objoct in the shape

of the ‘ glances \—and yet as the object cognised (the glances) is one only,

each man recalls the cognition as * I liave seen ‘I have seen 5

;—in the

same manner, in the case in question also, the cognitions of several things

would be recalled, on account of their cause (cogniser) being one only
; and

tliut one Cause is the Soul.—The * recalling ’ of the cognitions also consists in

their being grouped together in such expressions as ‘ It lias been seen by
me,—heard by me ’ and so forth, as due to their belonging to a single

Cogniser. In the case of ‘ the glances of the dancing girl ’ however, what

is meant to be stressed is only the fact of the cognised object (not the Cogniser)

being one. In all cases however the fact of the ‘ recalling ’ remains, whereby

several cognitions become associated with a single entity.”

This argument of Uddyotakara'

s

is set forth in the following Text :

—

TEXTS (1S0-1S1).

“ All cognitions of Colour, etc. should be regarded as having

ONE AND ALSO SEVERAL CAUSES,—BECAUSE THEY ARE RECALLED

BY THE NOTION OF * BEINO COGNISED by 1714 ’
J—JUST

LIKE THE COGNITIONS OF SEVERAL MEN REGARDING

THE GLANCES OF THE DANCING GIRL. If IT

WERE OTHERWISE, THERE COULD BE NO ‘ RE-

CALLING AS THERE WOULD BE NO BASIS

FOR IT.” (180-181)

COMMENTARY.

This is easily understood.—(180-181)

The following is another argument put forward by the same writer

( Uddyotakara )
:—[Tliis argument is found sot forth, in different words, in the

Nydyavdrtika, under 3. 1. 19, page 368, Bib. Ind. Edition ; see also page 340]—

“ The term * Soul ’ must be expressive of something different from the

aggregate of Body, Sense-organs, Mind, Intellect and Feelings,—because it

is a single term, while being distinct from the well-known synonyms of these

latter,—like such terms as * Jar ’ and the like.”

This argument is set forth in the following Text:

—
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TEXTS (182-183).

“ The term * atman ’ (Soul) must be expressive of something distinct

FROM THE AGGREGATE OF INTELLECT, SENSE-ORGANS AND THE REST,

BECAUSE IT IS HELD TO BE A SINGLE TERM, WHILE BEING

DIFFERENT FROM THE WELL-KNOWN SYNONYMS OF THOSE

TERMS ;—WHATEVER IS DEFINITELY KNOWN AS FUL-

FILLING THESE CONDITIONS IS ALWAYS QUALIFIED

BY THE SAID PROPERTY
J
AS IS FOUND IN THE

CASE OF THE TERM ‘ CLOTH ’.”-(182-183)

COMMENTARY.

Being different from the well-known synonyms ;—i.e. such terms as ‘ dhi ’

(which is a sonynym of * buddhi ’) and the rest, which are well-known

synonyms of the term * Buddhi *
; the torra ‘ Soul ’ is distinct from all

these syonyms.

—

Whatever is definitely known, etc.—i.e. which is different

from well-known synonyms and is yet a single word,

—

is always qualified

by the said properly,—i.e. is always cliaractcrised by the quality of being

expressivo of something distinct from Intellect and the rest.—(182-183)

The same writer 1ms also adduced a negative Reasoning in proof of the

Soul—“This living body is not Soul -less, because if it were so, it would

have to bo regarded as devoid of the functions of Breatliing, etc.,—like the

Jar and such things”.

TEXT (184).

" This living body would be devoid of breathing and other

FUNCTIONS,—BECAUSE IT WOULD BE SOUL-LESS,—LIKE THE JAR.

Hence it cannot be Soul-less.”—(184)

COMMENTARY.

It cannot be Sotd-less,—i.e. the Living Body cannot be without a Soul.

Or the meaning of the Text may be that ‘the Soul cannot be non-

existent’,—devoid of existence ; that is, its existence is established.—(184)

As regards the question as to how the eternality and omnipresence of

the Soul are to be proved,

—

Aviddhakarna has propounded the following

argument :
—

“ The cognitions that I have had since my birth must have had

the same cogniser who had the first cognition immediately after my coming

out of my mother’s womb,—because they are my cognitions,—like my first

cognition.—The samo reasoning may be stated in regard to Pain and other

experiences also.—This is the inferential reasoning that proves the eternality

of the Soul.”

This argument is set forth in the following Text :

—
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TEXT (185).

“All subsequent coonmoKS are apprehended by that same

COGNISER WHO APPREHENDED THE FIRST COGNITION IMME-

DIATELY ON BIRTH,—BECAUSE THEY ARE MY COGNI-

TIONS,

—

LIKE THAT FIRST FORERUNNER OF

THOSE COGNITIONS.”—(185)

COMMENTARY.

Like the first forerunner, etc.—i.e. the first forerunner of all subsequent

cognitions.— ( 185)

In proof of the omnipresence of the Soul, tho samo writer sets forth

the following argument :
—“ The Earth, Water, Air and Mind which are

things under dispute, are at a distance from my Soul, and yet they are in

contact with that Soul,—(a) because they have material form,—(6) because

they have velocity,—(c) because they have priority and posteriority,

—

(d)

because they are associated with, and dissociated from, each other,—-just

like my own body

Tliis argument is set forth in the following Text :

—

TEXT (186).

“ Earth and the rest, even though existing at a place remote

FROM ME, ARE YET CONNECTED WITH MY SOUL,—BECAUSE THEY

HAVE A MATERIAL FORM, ETC.,—JUST LIKE MY OWN

BODY.”—(186)

COMMENTARY.

The next Text sums up the arguments of the protagonists of the Soul :

—

TEXT (187).

“ Thus the existence, eternality and omnipresence of the Soul

BEING DEFINITELY PROVED,—IT BECOMES ESTABLISHED THAT

NOTHING IS SOUL-LESS.”—(187)

COMMENTARY.

The following Text proceeds to answer the above arguments (of the up-

holders of the Soul) :

—
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TEXT (188).

AS REGARDS THE FIRST ARGUMENT THAT HAS BEEN PUT FORWARD, IT IS

OPEN TO THE CHARGE OF ‘ PROVING WHAT IS ALREADY ADMITTED ’

(Futile) ; as the apprehensibility of your cognition

by the Omniscient Person and others is already

admitted (by us).

—

(188)

COMMENTARY.

The first argument,—i.e. the one set forth in Text 177—“ My cognitions

are apprehended by a Cogniser, etc.”.—This is futile ; inasmuch as we already

admit the fact that your cognitions are apprehended by a Cogniser other than

your body, etc.,—in the person of the Omniscient Being, as also by the

Shr&vakas and Praiyekabuddhas and other thought-readers.

—

( 188 )

As regards the instance per similarity cited in the same argument

—

“ like the cognitions of other persons ”,—it is one that is
1 devoid of the

Probandum ’ (i.e. the diameter meant to bo proved is not present in it).

—

Tliis is shown in the following Text :

—

- TEXT (189).

Whenever Consciousness appears, it appears in its own form,

independently of any other * illuminator ’
;
so also the

* cognition of other persons ’ ;—HENCE your instance

is devoid of the Probandum.

—

(189)

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as the * cognition of other persons ’ also appears in its own
form, independently of any other * illuminator ’,—this instance that you

lmve cited is devoid of the Probandum,—i.e. devoid of the cliaracter tliat

is sought to be proved,—viz. that of ‘ being apprehended by a Cogniser

distinct from the Body and the rest \

—

( 189 )

It might be argued tliat
—“ it is not mere Cognition of another person

that is meant to be the Corroborative Instance, but that particular cognition

which appears in the form of the tiling concerned

Tho answer to tliis is supplied in the following Text :

—

TEXT (190).

Even if the instance meant be that cognition which is cognised

as tinged by the form of the thing concerned,—it would
BE DOUBTFUL IN REGARD TO ANOTHER COGNITION.

—

(190)

COMMENTARY.

Even so, with reference to that cognition which does appear in its own
form, without an}' ‘ cognition of another person —there would be doubts

regarding the Probans cited, which, therefore, would remain * inconclusive ’.
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It might be urged that “ the said Cognition also must be apprehended by

a Cogniser different from itself,—(a) because it is prone to appearance and

disappearance,—(6) because it is cognisable,—(c) because it is capable of

being remembered as a means of cognition,—like the objects (of cogni-

tion) ”.

But hero also: (1) as there would be nothing to preclude the contrary

of the Probandum, the negative concomitance would remain doubtful

;

(2) as it would involve cognition after cognition, there would be an

infinite regress;—(3) there would be no ‘object’ whose appearance had

not become manifested; hence, for the establishing of one ‘object’, it would

be necessary to carry on a series of Cognitions, winch would take up the

entire life of a man.

If for fear of the ‘infinito regress’, some one cognition were accepted

as appearing by itself,—then that one case would rendor doubtful and

inconclusive the whole set of Reasons cited,—in the form ‘ being liable

to appearance and disappearance ’ and the rest. Further, in that case,

why should there be any aversion to the acceptance of the 4 self-cognisability
’

of other cognitions also,—on the basis of that said one cognition ?—If (in order

to avoid this difficulty) it be held that the said one cognition is one whose

form is not cognised at all ;—even so, that cognition not being
4 un-proven ’,

the entire sot of cognitions preceding it would be 4 not proven ’,—having

their appearance not manifested ; and as a consequence of this, the object (of

cognition) also would be 4 not proven ’.—Further, as regards the opinion of

the Idealists,—under which all Cognitions are self-manifested, on account of

their being no 4 Cogniser ’ of Cognisable tilings, and are not manifested by

any other Cognition,—the defect in the Opponent’s reasoning, of
4 being

devoid of the Probandum ’ would remain absolutely unshaken.

In the same manner it may be pointed out that the other reasons

—

4
liaving its birth dependent upon Causes ’ and the rest,—aro open to the

objection of being 4 Futile ’ and so forth.

[In the opening lines of the Commentary on 171—176, above, it has been

asserted by the Naiyayika that “ all particular cognitions of such cognisables

as are the objects of Being, etc. etc. ”] ;—herein the qualification that has

been added to the subject of the Reasoning, is, as before, absolutely useless ;

as in the mattor of proving the Probandum in question, they do not render

any help at all. Because what is there that does not become included under

the subject thus qualified ?—sinco all my perceptional and other cognitions

are declared to be apprehended by a cogniser other than the Body, sense-organs

and the rest. Even if a distinction were made on the basis of some cognitions

being 4 perceptional ’ and some 4 inferential ’ and so on,—any distinction in

regard to the Subject itself would be useless ; as all cognitions would have

become included under the term 4 my cognitions ’.—Nor even for the opposito

party is any such qualified Subject known ; hence the Reasons put forward

arc devoid of a substratum.—If it is the case that by setting up a useless

qualification, another reason is put forward for the proving of the said sub-

stratum,—then the reasoner becomes subject to the ‘Clincher’ of
4 Artitan-

tara
4

Irrelevancy ’—by reason of setting up something entirely unconnected

with the thing under consideration.—(190)

10
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TEXTS (191-192).

If (by the argument set forth under Text 178), rr is sought to be

PROVED THAT DESIRE AND THE REST MUST SUBSIST Somewhere,

—AND THAT THE ‘ CAUSE ’ ONLY CAN BE SUCH A SUBSTRATUM,

—YOU SEEK TO PROVE WHAT IS ALREADY ACCEPTED BY US.

If however it is the Receptacle (or Container)

THAT IS MEANT BY YOU TO BE THE ‘ SUBSTRATUM ’ (OF

Desire, etc.),—then also the assuming of a

* RECEPTACLE ’ FOR WHAT IS IMMOBILE IS

ABSOLUTELY USELESS.—(191-192)

COMMENTARY.

It lias been argued (under Text 178, above) that “ Desire, etc. must

subsist somewhere ”
;

if, by tins, all that is meant to be proved is tliat only

the Cause is the substratum of Desiro, etc., then the effort is futile ;
because

we also do not regard Desire, etc. to be without cause ; as is clear from our

declaration that ‘ the mind and the mental phenomena are brought about by

four etc. ’.

* Parikalpyati '—asserted, meant.

If the * substratum ’ you seek to prove is in the form of a * container ’

(Receptacle),—then what is asserted being annulled by Inference, there

can be no invariable concomitance between that and the Probans put for;

ward.—This is what is shown by the words

—

4

If however it is the Receptacle

,

etc.,’—Le. the receptacle of the Desire, etc. It might be possible to postulate

such a 4 Receptacle ’ for things with material forms, which are capable of

moving about,—for whom the
4

Receptacle ’ would save them from falling

down ; those tilings however which, liko Pleasure and the rest, are immobile

(and immaterial) can never fall down, and under the circumstances, what
would any such thing as the ' Soul ’ do for them, whereby it would be their

‘receptacle ’ ! (191-192)

Objection— 44 When the Jujube-fruit and other things are placed in

such receptacles as the jar and the liko,—even though these latter do not do

anything for the fruits, yet they serve os their
4
receptacle ’ (container)

;

in the same manner the Soul would be the 4
receptacle ' of Pleasure, etc.”

The ouswer to this is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (193).

The Pit and other things can be the 4 receptacle * of the Jujube
FRUIT AND OTHER THINGS, BECAUSE THEY SERVE TO OBSTRUCT

THEIR MOVEMENT, OR BECAUSE THEY BRING ABOUT

SPECIFIC CHANGES.—(193)

COMMENTARY.
* Because they serve to obstruct their movement —this is in accordance

with the view tliat tilings are not momentary ;

—

4

because they briny about
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specific changes,—this is in accordance with the view that things are momen-
tary ; as the 1 changes 1 meant here are those that aro brought about on the
same spot where the constituent cause existed.—Both these kinds of ‘ recep-
tacle are impossible in the case of Desiro and the rest ; hence there can
be no * receptacle ' for these.—(193)

Under the argument urged above (in Text 178) the phrase ‘while being
entities * has been introduced as a qualification ;—this qualification is

al>solutely useless; as there is nothing that it can serve to exclude. This
is what is pointed out in the following Text :

—

TEXT (194).

It is not reasonable to regard * Destruction which is formless,

as a * Product ’
;
hence the qualification mentioned

IN THE REASONING OF THE OTHER PARTY’ IS

ENTIRELY USELESS.

—

(194)

COMMENTARY.

If Destruction could be of the nature of a 1 Product then ill© qualifica-

tion * being on entity * would serve the purpose of excluding that ; as a

matter of fact however, as it is a non-entity, causes cannot do anything to it ;

how then could it have a Cause ? This reasoning may be formulated as

follows :—That which is a non-entity cannot bo the product of anything,

—

c.g. the ‘ Hare's Horns —Destruction is a non-entity ;—hence to speak of

it as having a cause would be contrary to the said universal proposition.

—

If it were a 4 product it would be an * entity \ like Pleasure, etc.—This

would be an argument against the reasoning of the other party.

Further, what has been asserted also runs counter to your own doctrine.

For instance, tliu name and the idea of
4 Product * is due

—

(a) to its acquiring

its character, or (6) to its subsistence (manifestation) in its Material Cause, or (c)

to the subsistence therein of
4 Being ’

(existence

)

;—Destruction is not possessed

of tho character of Substance, etc., hence it cannot subsist in its Material

Cause ; nor, for the same reason, can 4 Being ’ (Existence) subsist in it

(Destruction), for the simple reason that it lias no form (wherein tlio

Existence could subsist). If it were otherwise, then, like Substance, etc.,

it would also be 4 contained ’ in a receptacle, and be an 4 Entity ’ also ;

and as such, it could not bo excluded by the qualification in question ; hence

this qualification
—‘being entitios ’—is absolutely useless.—(194)

As against tho argument put forward by the Opponent under Text 180

above, to tho effect that 4 the cognitions of Colour, etc. have one and several

causes, etc. etc.’,—the Author urges as follows :

—
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TEXTS (195-196).

The ‘ RECALLING * OF SUCH NOTIONS AS * BY ME (SEEN, HEARD) \ ETC.

MUST BE DUE TO PERTURBATIONS OF IGNORANCE ;
AS SUCH NOTIONS

OK THE ONE-NESS OF THE AGENT (PeRCEIVER) ARE FOUND

TO APPEAR ALSO IN CONNECTION WITH ALL MOMENTARY

THINGS. From this false assumption, it cannot be

RIGHT TO DEDUCE ANY CONCLUSION REGARDING THE

TRUE STATE OF THINGS J
SPECIALLY AS EVEN THINGS

THAT ARE DIVERSE BY REASON OF THE DIVERSITY

OF THEIR POWERS BECOME THE BASIS OF AN

EFFECT CONCEIVED OF AS One.—(195-196)

COMMENTARY.

* Seen by me and heard by me, etc. etc.',—the ‘ recalling \ in the

* associating ’ of several such cognitions, has been put forward as the

reason for their having a single Cause (in the shape of the
1 Soul

'
). But

this reason is ' inconclusive * ;—as even in regard to momentary tilings, such

' recalling ’ is possible tlirough the false assumption of their being due to a

single Cogniser. Hence it cannot be right to deduce any conclusion regarding

the true nature of tilings from the fact of such * recalling ’.

Question—“ In what way do your Moments (Momentary entities)

come to be the cause of the said Recalling (of Cognitions) ?
”

Answer—By reason oj the diversity of their powers, etc. ;—i.e. by reason

of the peculiarity of its powers,—the thing which is many (diverse) becomes the

‘ basis *—cause—of such single effects being recalled in one form ; as

is found in the case of such medicines of fever as Gudiich i and the rest

;

all which is going to bo explained in detail later on.—(195-196)

Question—“ How is it ascertained tliat the notion in question is wrong ?
”

The answer is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (197).

If many things—such as the cognitions of Colour, Sound and the

REST,—WERE THE EFFECTS OF A SINGLE CONTINUOUS (PERMANENT)

Cause,—then any order of sequence amonq such Effects

WOULD BE INCONGRUOUS; AS TnKIR EFFICIENT

Cause would be always there.—(197)

COMMENTARY.

If the cognitions of the Blue and the rest, were the effect of a singlo such

Cause as the * Soul which is eternal, continues for all time, past and future,
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—thon any order of sequence among such cognitions would be incongruous ;

as the efficient Cause being present, all the effects should appear simul-

taneously ; specially as the eternal Cause cannot need the help of anything

else ;
for the simple reason that it cannot be helped by anything else.—(197)

Further, if what is meant to prove is merely the fact of the cognitions

being ‘ preceded by a Cause then the effort is futile ;—this is what is shown

in the following Text :

—

TEXT (198).

Inasmuch as the appearance of Six Cognitions out of a single

preceding Cognition is clearly recognised simultaneously,

—what your argument proves is admitted (by us).—(198)

COMMENTARY.

From a single preceding Cognition,—out of a single Cognition immediately

preceding them,—there is an appearance of Six Cognitions, through the Ey e

and other organs,—which ‘ appearance ’ is clearly recognised. For instance,

at the time that a man see# the complexion of the dancing girl, he also heart

the Sound of the drum and other musical accompaniments, smells the

odour of the Lotus and other fragrant tilings, tastes the Camphor and other

things, feels also the wind emanating from the fans, and thinks of taking up

Ilia clothes.—It cannot be right to say that his vision appears to be such

because it moves quickly, like the whirling fire-brand. For if it were so, then

the appearances would be vague and dim. To explain ;—it is on the basis of the

‘ recalling’ of all these perceptions (through the several Sense-organs) that you

explain the feeling that the whole lot of the perceptions appears in a single

Cognition; the Recalling too is done through Remembrance ;—and Remem-

brance, appertaining, as it does, to the past, is always indistinct ;
while the

single Cognition of Colour and the rest is found to be quit© distinct. Further,

in the case of such expressions as ‘ saro-rasa ’, there is an appearance of the

cognitions quickly apprehending the ‘ «o ’ and other letter-sounds ;
so tliat

in tliis case also there might be the notion of a single Cognition ; and there

would, therefore, be no idea of any order of sequence among them.—All

this is going to be explained later on ; in the present context the Text

lias merely indicated the lines of the refutation (of the Opponent’s

doctrine).—(198)

If what you seek to prove is the fact of the Cognitions having a single

Cause, by the fact of their having for their Cans© a Single Eternal and

Uniform Entity,—then your premiss is on© that is annulled by Inference.

This is what is shown in the following Text

:
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TEXT (199).

That things appearing consecutively, one after the other, cannot

HAVE ONE AND THE SAME CAUSE, HAS JUST BEEN POINTED OUT.

For this reason, herein the (Opponent’s) Premiss

asserting the invariable concomitance is found

to be clearly annulled by Inference.

—

(199)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Just been pointed out'—in Text 197.

The ‘ annulment ’ is in the following manner Things whose causes—

efficient and untrammelled,—are present, must be produced simultaneously ;

—e.g. Sprouts and such other effects, whose causal paraphernalia is complete,

appear at one and the same time Dcvadatta’s cognitions of Colour and

such objects have their Causes—efficient and untrammelled,—present ; tins is

a reason based upon the nature of things.-As a matter of fact however they

never appear simultaneously ;
hence the conclusion is wrong.- (199)

The following Text proceeds to show that the Corroborative Instance

also is ' devoid of the Probandum ’ :

—

TEXT (200).

AS FOR THE * GLANCE OF THE DANCING GIRL \ IT IS NOT REALLY A SINGLE

ENTITY ;
IN FACT IT IS MADE UP OF SEVERAL MINUTE PARTICLES

AND ITS * ONE-NESS ’ IS ONLY ASSUMED.

—

(200)

COMMENTARY.

Such things as the * glance of the Dancing Girl ’ arc not single entities ;

they are, in reality, an aggregate of several minute particles.

Question— “ If that is so, then how do they come to be spoken of

as one ?
”

Answer—Its one-ness is only assumed.—(200)

Question— “ What is the basis of this assumption ?
”

The answer comes in the following Text :

—

TEXT (201).

It IS BECAUSE IT LS USED FOR A SINGLE PURPOSE THAT IT IS SPOKEN OF

AS * ONE \ IF SOMETHING LIKE THIS IS WHAT YOU DESIRE

TO PROVE, THEN YOUR EFFORT IS FUTILE (PROVING

WHAT IS ALREADY ADMITTED).

—

(201)

COMMENTARY.

Because the * glance of the Dancing Girl ’ is used for the purpose of

bringing about the single effect in the form of Visual Cognition,—therefore,

even though diverse, it is spoken of as * one \
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It might be urged by the Opponent—“ It is just such a Probandum, of

which the ono-ness is assumed, that we mean ; so that the Corroborative

Instance cannot be said to be
1 devoid of the Probandum \”

The answor to tliis is that— if something like this is what you desire to prove,

then it involves the fallacy of ‘ futility \ ‘ proving wliat is already proved ’

;

as (according to us) several Impressions appearing consecutively do form

the objects of the apprehension of several tilings, which go to make up a

single Cognition.—(201)

Under Text 1 82, it has been argued that “ the term ‘ soul ’ is expressive

of something distinct from the aggregate of Intellect, Sense-organs and tho

rest —This is answered in the following Text :

—

TEXTS (202-204).

In the case of synonyms,—such as * buddhi ’, ‘ chitta
1 and the

REST,—WE FIND THAT THOUGH EACH OF THEM IS A SINGLE TERM, YET

IT DOES NOT EXPRESS A THING DIFFERENT (FROM THAT EXPRESSED BY

OTHERS) ;—HENCE YOUR REASON IS ‘ INCONCLUSIVE —“ BUT A

QUALIFICATION (IN THE FORM * AS APART FROM RECOGNISED

SYNONYMS’) HAS BEEN ADDED.”—OUR ANSWER TO THAT IS

THAT THE QUALIFICATION IS NOT ‘ ADMITTED ’, AS THE FACT

REMAINS THAT THE ‘ SOUL ’ IS SYNONYMOUS WITH ‘ CON-

SCIOUSNESS ’
;
as it is Consciousness itself, as the

SUBSTRATUM OF ‘ I-CONSCIOUSNESS THAT IS SPOKEN

of as the ‘ Soul \ All this has been said

BY US ON THE BASIS OF * ILLUSORY CONCEP-

TION ’
; IN REALITY, THERE IS NOTHING THAT

IS DENOTED BY THE TERM IN QUESTION

(‘ Soul ’).—(202-204)

COMMENTARY.

The reason
—

‘ because it is a single term ’—is
1 inconclusive ’.—Because

in the case of such synonyms as (a) ‘ buddhi', ‘ chitta ’, jfi&na ,
as (6)

‘ indriya \ ‘ ak§a \—as (c) ‘ vedand ’ and 1

chitta ',—as (d) ‘ kdya ’ and

4

sharxra ',—which are denotative of (a) Intellect, (6) Sense-organs, (c)

Cognition, and (d) Body,—according to our view, the character of denoting

distinct things is not present, though each term is ‘ one ’
;
hence no preclusion

from the contrary of the Probandum being possible, the Reason must be

* inconclusive ’.
,

Says the Opponent:—“It is because we suspected this that m our

argument we added the qualification, ‘ apart from well-recognised synonyms

to our Reason ; how then can it be Inconclusive •

”

The answer to this is as follows 'This qualification of the Reason is

one that is ‘ not admitted “ How ? “—Because the fact remains that the
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« Soul ’ is the synoavm of * Consciousness As it lias been declared (by the

other party) that
—“ It is Consciousness itself which, as the substratum of

I-consciousness, is spoken of as
4 Soul 1 ”

; in this quotation
4 upacharyati ’

stands for the phrase is spoken of in common parlance. It is for tliis reason

that what Uddyotakara has said, regarding the
4 figurative use ’ not being

right where the
1

direct use ’ is possible,—should be taken as being due to his

ignorance of what is meant. Tliis is what is made clear by the term 4

ffiyatl

(is spoken of). Hence the Reason lias a qualification that is
4 unproven ,

inadmissible.

Whatever we have said regarding the
4 inconclusiveness ’ of the Reason

so far is on the basis of
4 Illusory Conception ’—admitting, for the Rake of

argument, tho fact of there being something denoted (by the term 4 Soul ’)

;

if what is sought to be proved is the fact of the term
4 Soul

'

being really

denotative of something distinct from Intelligence and the rest,—then the

Reason put forward is a highly improper one, tho premiss (invariable

concomitance) on which it is based being annulled by Inference.—Tliis is what

is shown by the Text in the words

—

4

all this has been said, etc.' ;—that is, as a

matter of fact, all verbal usage is based upon a conceptual imposition of its

connection with tilings ;—this is going to be explained later on. Thus

then, in reality, there is nothing that is denoted by tho term ' Soul ’
; and

under the circumstances, how could there be any invariable concomitance

between the said Reason and the Probandum (the character sought to be

proved) ’—(202-204)

The following Text proceeds to show that even with the said qualifica-

tion, the Reason remains 4

inconclusive ’ :

—

TEXT (205).

The Reason is found to be False also
;
when, for instance,

names, such as * Karaka * (Active Agent), and the

LIKE, ARE APPLIED TO THINGS LIKE THE * SKY-

LOTUS ’.

—

(205)

COMMENTARY.

When a name, such as ‘ Kdraka ’, is applied to such non-entities as the
4 Sky-lotus * (in such expressions os 4 tho Skylotus is a non-entity \ where

the ‘Sky-lotus’ may bo spoken of as the
4 Nominative’),—then, according

to both parties, the term is one only and also distinct from terms denoting the

Body, etc. ;—and yet the denotation of the term does not consist of a thing

distinct from the Body, etc. Hence the Reason, as urged, is ‘ Inconclu-

sive ’.—(205)

Question—“How can the declensional names wc applied to non-

entities, which are absolutely characterless t ”

The answer is supplied in the following Text :

—
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TEXT (206).

[The use of] Terms beino based entirely- on Convention,—what
is there to which they cannot be applied ?—In the case

of terms like ‘ Soul * also, there is nothing in

their very nature which is expressive of

anything.—

(

206 )

COMMENTARY.

* Convention ’ proceeds from the independent desire of men (to give a

certain name to a certain thing) ; and Terms also are expressivo of that

alone ; wherefore then could there be any restriction of their use ?

If the meaning of the Opponent’s Reason be that “ because it is an

unconventional single term”,—and by that moans its Inclusiveness bo sought

to be avoided,—then the answer is

—

In the case of terms like * Soul \ etc.

—

that is, apart from Convention, terms, by their nature, are not oxpressive

of anything ; for, if it were so, then even unlearned persons (not conversant

with Convention) could xmderstand the meaning of words ; there would also

be no independent instruction as to the meaning of words ; also because

all Convention would, in that case, be useless. From all this it follows

that such terms as ‘ Soul ’ and the like, by their nature, are not expressive

of anything; so that the Reason put forward is ‘unproven’, ‘Inadmissible’.

If (in order to avoid these difficulties) it be sought to add a further

qualification—to the effect that ‘ it has for its objective a cognisable thing

which is included under a category which cannot be specified —as has been

asserted by Bhdvivika,—even so, inasmuch as such a qualification would be

‘unproven’, tho Reason itself would be
1 Inadmissible’,—as also* In-

conclusive ’, on account of the absence of the necessary invariable

concomitance.—(200)

It has been argued above (under Text 184) that “The living body

would be devoid of Breathing, etc., if there were no Soul ”.—The answer to

tliat is provided in tho following Text :

—

TEXTS (207-208).

The contingency that has been urged would be right if the

connection between the functions of Breathing, etc. and the

Soul were well-establlshed ;
otherwise, it would be

absurd. For instance, the absence of the £ Son of

the Barben Woman ’ cannot make the Living Body

devoid of Breathing, etc. And your urging of

THE CONTINGENCY IN QUESTION IS OF THE

SAME KIND. (207-208)

COMMENTARY.

If between Breathing, etc. and tlie Soul, there were some connection,

—

as that of being produced from it, or being of the same nature,—known as
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established, then there would be some reason for urging the contingency

that the absence of the Soul would involve the absence of Breathing, etc.

Otherwise, the urging of the absence of one thing on the absence of another

thing not connected with it at all, would be absurd. Certainly the absence

of * the Son of the Barren Woman ’ does not entail the absence of Breathing

etc. Hence, if someone were to put forward the contingency of absence

of Breathing, etc. as due to the absence of the ‘ Son of the Barren Woman

—tike that of the Jar,—this would be entirely ‘ inconclusive *
; in the same

way your argument putting forward the contingency of Breathing, etc.

being absent on account of the absence of the Soul is purely inconclusive ,

for the simple reason that no connection is known (to subsist between

Breathing, etc. and the Soul).—(207-208)

Question—“ How do you know that the connection is not known ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (209-210).

The Breathing, etc. cannot be of the same nature as the Soul, as

A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM HAS BEEN ADMITTED ;
NOR IS THE

RELATION OF CAUSE AND EFFECT POSSIBLE BETWEEN THE

TWO, AS IN THAT CASE, THERE WOULD BE SIMULTANEITY

THUS THEN, ON THE ABSENCE OF THE SOUL,—WITH

WHICH THEY HAVE NO CONNECTION,—WHY SHOULD

the Breaths—Upward, Downward and the

REST,—DEPART FROM THE BODY ?—(209-210)

COMMENTARY.

* Between the two,'—i.e. between the So u-1 and Breathing, etc,, there cannot

subsist the relation of being of the same nature ;
because the jS aiydyika himself

admits the nature of the two to be different.—Nor can the relation between

the two be one of being produced fromWit ;
because (if the Soul were the

Cause), then, inasmuch this Cause would always be present in its perfect

form, the Breathing, etc. would all be simultaneous.—Apart from these two,

there is no connection possible. Thus then, being devoid of any connection

with the Soul, why should they disappear from the Body which is still

endowed with Life !—They can never so disappear. The sense is that for this

reason, the Reason put forward by the other party is
4 Inconclusive ’.

By this same argument all those indications of the Soul which have been

put forward by the other party,—in the shape of Desire, Hatred, Effort,

Pleasure, Pain, Cognition and so forth,—should be understood to be

rejected ; on the solo ground of there being no connection between those and the

Soul. This argument may be formulated as follows :—When certain things are

not related (by concomitance) with any particular thing, they cannot be

regarded as indicators of this latter thing,—e.g. the line of cranes cannot be

regarded as indicators of Sesamum and other things;—and Breathing, etc. aro

not related with the Soul ; hence the conditions of the general proposition are
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not fulfilled by these.—The Probans here put forward cannot be said to be

* unproven *
; as it lias been already proved that neither of the two forms of

relation is present in the case.—Nor can the Probans be said to be * Incon-

clusive ’
; for, if the Probans were so, then all things would be indicators of

all things.—Nor can the Probans be said to be ‘ Contradictory ’
;
as it is

actually found to be present wherever the Probandum is present.

The other party has also asserted that “ from the knowledge of tho

Instrument follows tho knowledge of the Operator (of the Instrument) —
This however is * not-proved '. Because it has not been proved that the

Eye and other organs are ‘ specific instruments ’ (of specific cognitions), in

reality ; as in the producing of cognitions the ‘ causal efficiency ’ of all tho

organs is equal ; and because any such distinction as that between the

4 Instrument ’ and the
4 Operator ’ is purely arbitrary.—If what is sought

to be proved is only the fact of the Soul being the operator, then the argument

is superfluous ; because we have never denied the presence of the conceptual

(assumed) 4 Operator \ If the Reason be intended to prove the real Operator,

then it is
4 Inconclusive *

; as the Eye and other organs have never been

found to bo invariably concomitant with any such real Operator.—(209-210)

It has been argued (in Text 185) that “ all subsequent cognitions are

apprehended by that same Cogniser who apprehended the first Cognition

immediately on birth, etc. etc.”.—This is answered in the following :

TEXT (211).

Thus the existence of the ' Soul ’ not being proved by any of

THE PROOFS (PUT FORWARD), THE INSTANCES THAT HAVE BEEN

CITED OF ‘ ETERNALITY * AND ‘ OMNIPRESENCE ’ BECOME

‘ DEVOID OF THE PROBANDUM \

—

(211)

COMMENTARY.

The Opponent has cited the instances of
4

the first cognition ’ and 4 my

body ’
; all these instances are ‘devoid of the Probandum ’,—as the existence

of the
4 Soul * has not bocn proved.—Consequently the Probans is clearly

4 inconclusive \— ( 211)

With the following Text, the Author again introduces the view of

-Uddyotalcara, Bhdvivikta and others :

—

TEXT (212).

Others have assumed that the ‘ Soul * is proved by Perception ;

BECAUSE * I-CONSCIOUSNESS ’ IS SELF-COGNISABLE, AND THE

Soul forms the object of that Consciousness.

—

-{212)

COMMENTARY.

These people argue as follows :

—

44 Soul is proved by Perception itself

;

for instance, the notion of ‘ I *, which is independent of any remembrance
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of the connection between an Inferential Indicative and tliat which lias that

Indicative, is of the nature of ‘ Perception like the cognition of Colour

and other things. Of tliis notion of ‘ I \ Colour,, etc. do not form the object

;

as what appears in that notion is different from the cognition of Colour, etc.
’

hence the object of tliat notion must be totally different [and tliat is the

Soul] ”.—[Uddyolakara lias stated this view under 3. 1. 1 ; see Nydyavdrtika,

p. 345.]

Tliis view is answered in the following texts :

—

TEXTS (213-214).

This is not right
;
because as a matter of fact, the form of the

* Soul * does not become manifest in ‘ I-consciousness '

;

therein is not perceived any manifestation of Eternal-

ity, Omnipresence and such properties (postulated of

the Soul) ; what is clearly present therein, on

the other hand, is the ‘ fair complexion \ ETC. ;

and the ‘ Soul * is not held to be of the nature

OF THESE LATTER HENCE THE ‘ SOUL ’ CANNOT

BE AN OBJECT OF ‘ I-CONSCIOUSNESS —(213-214)

COMMENTARY.

The fact of ‘ I-consciousness ’ liaving the
4

Soul ’ for its object cannot be

regarded as proved ; as tlie form of the 4 Soul * is not present in it. This

argument may be formulated as follows :—When one tiling is devoid of the

form of another, it cannot have tills latter for its object ; e.g. Sound is not

an object of visual perception ;—the notion of
4

1 ’ is devoid of the form

of the Soul ; hence if it were regarded as its object, it would be contrary to

the universal proposition stater! above.—That the Probans of tliis argument

is not 4 unproven ’ is shown by the Text in the words—‘ There is not perceived

any manifestation of Etemality and Omnipresence, etc. etc.’ ;—tliat is to say,

the Soul is held to bo eternal, omnipresent, intelligent and so forth ; not the

slightest manifestation of these characters is perceived in
4
1-consciousness *

;

the manifestation that is perceived in ‘ I-consciousness ’ is all in connection

with 4

fair-complexion ’ and other conditions of the body,—as is apparent in

such expressions as ‘ I am fair,—with weak powers of vision,—lean,—beset

with ncuto pain * and so forth. From this it is deduced that I-consciousness,

which is thus found to appear as connected with the conditions of the Body,
envisages the Body.

—
‘ Clearly present ’ ;—it is said to be clear, because

it is nevor found to fail.

This argument serves to reject the following statement made by
Uddyolakara and others :

—“ The cliaractcr of ‘ Soul ’ is figuratively (in-

directly) attributed to the Body which is only the locus of experience,—just

as when speaking of a satisfactory servant, the King says

—

4 He is what I

am 1 ”.—This assertion becomes rejected ; because if such an attribution

(notion) wero figurative and indirect, then it would be liable to be false;

because in the case of tlie Lion and the Boy , when the Boy is figuratively
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spoken of as the ‘ Lion \—the notion of ‘ Lion ’ can never be true in reference

to both the Boy and the Lion.—It might be urged that “ the Body and the

Soul are actually spoken of as distinct, in such expressions as
4 My body, etc. ’

;

and to that extent, the said figurative attribution does become false —
But it is not so ; as it might be possible to regard the notion of ‘ Soul ’ with

regard to the Soul also as false ; as in this connection also, we find such

expressions as * My Soul \ where there is a distinction made between the two.

—If it be urged that “ in this case the distinction is assumed ”,—then the

same may be said in regard to the other case also.

“ Even if the expression * I am fair ’ is used in its direct sense, why
should not the Soul be the object of this notion ?

”

The answer is—The Sotd is not held to be of the nature, etc.—i.e. of the

nature of * fair-complexioned etc. ; for the simple reason that it is not

possible for the Soul to have any such qualities as Colour and the like.

—

(213-214)

It has been explained that it is not right to regard the * Soul ’ as forming

the object of ‘ I -consciousness because this latter is devoid of the form of

the ‘ Soul \ The following Text procoeds to show that the same cannot be

right also because in that case there would be no dispute (between us and

the Naiydyika )
:

—

TEXT (215).

If the Soul were really amenable to Perception, then where-

fore SHOULD THIS DISPUTE ARISE REGARDING ITS EXISTENCE

AND OTHER THINGS ?—(215)

COMMENTARY.
* Existence anti other things ’—i.e. regarding its Existence, Elernality,

Omnipresence and so forth.—(215)

The following might be iu*ged
—“ Just as, for you, even though tlie

Blue and other tilings are actually perceived, yet disputes arise in rogard to

their inomentarincss and other cliaracters, which are held to be non-different

from the nature of those things ;—in the same manner, there might be

dispute regarding the Existence, etc. of the Soul also ”.

The answer to this is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (216).

The 4 I-CONSCIOUSNESS * ALWAYS functions in the form of a

definite cognition ;
and between a Definite Cognition and

a mere Indefinite Conception, there is always the

RELATION OF 4 THE ANNULLER AND THE

Annulled \—(216)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of Blue and the rest, it is only right that even though they

are apprehended by Perception, there should bo a dispute regarding their
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momentariness and other properties ; because the Perception of these things

is always indeterminate, (vague, undefined) in character, and as such not

conducive to any definitely certain cognition ; and hence there can be no

definitely certain cognition of their momentariness and such other properties.

—

Inyour case however, it would not be right ; because the notion of ‘ I ’ is well-

defined. and definite (according to you) and hence of the nature of a definitely

certain cognition,—so that the notion of the Soul also would bo definitely

certain ;—and where a thing has been the object of a definitely certain

cognition, there can be no room for any assumed conception to the contrary

;

by virtue of which any dispute could arise ;
specially as when there are two

contrary notions, one must annul the other. In fact, it is in the very nature

of definitely certain cognitions regarding their objects, that they bring about

well-ascertained notions of their objects ; so that, if they do not bring about

these well-ascertained notions, it follows that they do not apprehend the

objects at all.—(216)

Having thus demolished the Opponent’s doctrine, the Author proceeds

to set forth his own view :

—

TEXTS (217-218).

Thus it follows that Desire and all the rest cannot subsist in

the * Soul ’ ;—because they appear successively,—like the

* Seed—Sprout—Creeper \

—

Or, all psychical (subjective)

concepts must be regarded as having their forms

obsessed by ‘ absence of Soul ’.—because of such

REASONS AS ‘ BEING THINGS *, ‘ BEING EXISTENT ’

AND SO FORTH,—JUST LIKE THE JAR AND

OTHER EXTERNAL OBJECTS.—(217-218)

COMMENTARY.

The argument is to be formulated as follows :—Things that are produced

successively can not subsist in the Soul,—e.g. Seed—Sprout—Creeper

Pleasure and the rest are produced successively ; hence they are found to be

beset by a concomitance to what is denied (by the Opponent) ; because

‘ successive origination ’ is invariably concomitant with 1 subsistence in what is

not-Soul which is contrary to ‘ subsistence in the Soul ’ (which is what is

desired by the other party). A reason annulling the desired conclusion is also

available in tiro fact that the appearance of effects must be simultaneous

when the cause is present in its perfect form.

Or,—there is also a more diroct reason :—Things that are endowed

with the character of being things, being products , having origin, and so

forth,—all these are devoid of the ‘ Soul ’,—as is found in the case of such

things as the Jar and the like ;—and all such subjective (psychical) concepts

as the Mind, Intellect, Pleasure, Pain and the rest appearing in the Living

Body, arc endowed with the said character of being things and the rest

;
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[hence they cannot have any connection with any such thing as the

Soul].—(217-218)

Question—“ In what way is tins invariable concomitance (Premiss)

established f
”

The answer is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (219).

If the things in question were connected with the Soul, then

THE THINGS CAUSED BY THAT (SOUL) WOULD HAVE TO BE REGARDED

AS ETERNAL; AND BEING ETERNAL, THEY WOULD YET BE

POWERLESS FOR EFFECTIVE ACTION. CONSEQUENTLY IT

WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE FOR THEM TO HAVE

THE PROPERTIES OF ‘ EXISTENCE ’ AND THE

REST.

—

(219)

COMMENTARY.

If the things in question are connected with the Soul—if the Body and

the rest wore controlled by the Soul,—then tliis Soul would be their ‘ Cause ’
;

as what is not a Cause cannot be a controller ; as otherwise there would be

an absurdity.—And the Body and other tilings caused (produced) by that Soul,

having their Cause always present in its perfect form, would have to bo

regarded aa eternal,—i.e. not successive.

The following might be urged :
—“ If they are held to be eternal,—

even so tlioy retain their character of being things and so forth ”.

The answer is given in the words— ‘ And being eternal, etc. etc. ; i.e.

being eternal, the Body and the rest would have to be regarded as powerless

in bringing about any effective action. The word ‘ prasajyati ’ (singular)

of the first line being transformed, in this construction, to the plural form

(‘ Prasajyall * as applied to the second line being construed as ‘ Prasajyante ’].

The sense is tliat in the case of an eternal thing, any effective action,

—

either successive or simultaneous—is incompatible. And on the cessation

of the power for effective action, they cease to be * tilings ’ (entities) ; because

‘ capacity for effective action ’ is the characteristic of all Entities (Tilings).

And when the character of being Entities has ceased, there is cessation of the

other cliaracteristics of Entities also,—such as having existence and the like

;

and thus the invariable concomitance becomes duly established.—(219)

Uddyotakara argues as follows :
—“ What is it that is meant by [the Living

Body] being not connected with the Soul ?—(a) If it means that the Body does not

serve any useful purpose for the Soul,—then, there can be no Corroborative

Instanco (such as would be accepted by both parties) ; as (according to us)

there is nothing that does not serve a useful purpose for a Soul.—(6) If

again, what is meant is simply the denial of the Soul, the moaning of the

proposition being that ‘the Soul is not the Body’, then our answer is

—
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who is there that regards the Body as the Soul ? Then again, the negative

preposition
4
nis \

4 not ’ (in the term 4 nir&tmakam ’ ‘ no-Soul’) signifies the

negation of what is expressed by the following term 4 dtman '

(i.o. of something

with Soul). So that it behoves you to explain what is that which is
4 with

Soul 4

;
for in no case do we find the negative Preposition ‘mV prefixed

to a term denoting a non-entity ; for instance, in the oxpression
4 nirmaksikam

« without flies’, the preposition is added to 4 maktika ' (denoting the Fly,

a positive entity).—(c) Again, if the statement
4

tlie Body is not with Soul

»

is meant to deny the Soul in the body, then the reasoning proves only what

is already admitted by all ; for who is there who holds that the Soul subsists

in the Body ?—(d) If then the statement means that
4 the Body has no con-

nection with the Soul \ then there can be no Corroborative Instance.—Lastly,

all the aforesaid four cases would mean the denial of a distinctive character

in regard to the Soul; and this would imply the tacit admission of the

Existence of the Soul itself, in a general way ;
so that what was sought

to be denied becomes admitted.—If what is meant is that ' the term Soul,

being a verbal entity, is transient, it must denote something that is transient ’,

—then, in the first place, in view of the term 4

eternal ’, the premiss of the

above reasoning is found to bo 4 inconclusive ’, doubtful ; and secondly,

[the term ‘soul* in your argument can stand either for the Body or for

somctlung other tlrnn the Body] ; if it stands for the Body and such tilings,

then the argument becomes superfluous ; and if the term stands for some-

thing other than the Body, etc. and your proposition declares it as denoting

something transient, thon the existence of something other than tlio Body,

etc. becomes admitted ;
and this goes against your doctrine.”—[This is an

exact quotation from Uddyotakara'a NySyavdrlika on 3. 1. 1, Bib. Ind. Edn.,

p. 346, lino 18 to p. 347, line 10.]

The above is answered by the Author in the following Text :

—

TEXT (220).

That 4 negation of the Soul * which other people seek to prove

in regard to the Jar and other things,—that same

WE ARE GOING TO PROVE IN REGARD TO THE

Living Body.—(220)

COMMENTARY.

The objection that has boon urged above is equally applicable to your

case also. For instance, it is admitted by you that the Jar and other external

things are
4 without Soul either on the ground of their being not

occupied by a Soul, or on the ground of their being tho receptacle of tlie

Soul’s experiences. If it were not so, then you could not have men-

tioned these as the Corroborative Instance in your argument which is stated

in the form

—

4

This Living Body is not without Soul, because, if it were,

then it would be dovoid of Breathing and such other functions,—-like the

Jar and other things ’.—Now in reference to these Jar and other things, tho
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question may be put— ‘ Iu what sense are these without Soul ? Does it mean
tliat * they serve no useful purpose for the Soul ’ and so on (as lias been urged

by Uddyotakara, in the passage quoted above). If so, then (a) you affirm the

fact of all external things, like the Jar, boing equally without Soul,—on the

ground of their being not occupied by the Soul, or on account of their being

the receptacle of the Soul’s experiences ;—and you deny the absence of Soul

in regard to the Living Body, in the assertion ‘ The Living Body is not

without Soul ’

; and from this denial you deduce the conclusion that it is the

Living Body alone that is with Soul, and not the dead body, or the Jar and

other tilings. In the same manner, we also prove the fact that ‘ the Living

Body is without Soul
,
because it is a thing and so forth ’ (as explained above).

—Thus the various alternatives put forward— ‘ Is it meant tliat the Body
serves no useful purpose for the Soul ’ and so forth,—are entirely out of

place
;
as ‘ absence of Soul * has been admitted by you also (in regard to

certain tilings).

Further, it lias been alleged tliat “ there is no Corroborative Instance in

support of the assertion that the Body serves no useful purpose for the

Soul —This is not right. Because it is possible to sot up the following

argument—When one tiling does not add any peculiar property to another

thing, it cannot be regarded as sorving any useful purpose for this latter,

—

o.g. the Vindhya of the Himalaya

;

—the Body and the rest do not add any

peculiarity to the character of the Soul, which romains eternally of one uniform

diameter ;—hence the wider factor not being present (the less extensive factor

cannot be admitted).—The Probans put forward in tliis argument cannot be

said to bo 1 unproven ’, * inadmissible ’
; because the

4 additional property ’ not

being anytliing distinct from the Soul itself, any ‘ adding ’ to it would mean the
4 adding ’ to the Soul itself ; and tliis would imply the 4 transience ' of the Soul.

If, on the other hand, the 4 additional property ’ bo held to be distinct from the

Soul itself,—as there would be no basis for any connection between that

property and the Soul, there would bo no such idea as that 4 this property

bolongs to the Soul —From all tliis it follows tliat for an Eternal Entity,

there is notliing tliat can serve a useful purpose ; as, in regard to such an

Entity, it could not do anything at all.

It has been further alleged

—

4 Who is there who regards the Soul as

the Body ?
*—Tliis again is not right ; there are actually some people who

describe the Body, etc. as being transubstantiation of the
4 Soul ’ (Spirit) ;

—

e.g. the Followers of the Uitanisads (Vedantins). So tliat the denial in ques-

tion may well be regarded as urgod against these people.

Then again, it has been argued that

—

44 the preposition 4
«i> ’ (in the

term 4 nir&tmakam ’) must pertain to the term that follows after it; hence

it behoves the other party to say what is it that is with Soul (which is denied

by the negative Preposition) ?
"—Tliis also is entirely irrelevant. W liat is

denied by the negative Preposition cannot be a real positive entity,

—

in fact it is only a conceptual entity that may be denied ; a real positive entity

can never be denied. Thus then, what is denoted by the negative compound

(‘ nirdtmaka without Soul ) is that particular entity wliich the other party

lias conceived through illusion ; as it is only with reference to such an entity

that the said denial is made, in order to proclaim tliat the other party entertains

11
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a wrong notion.—If it were otherwise, then, when you proceed to put

forward denials of the Buddhist’s assumption of
4 momentariness ’

expressed in such words as ‘ The Lamp and the rest are momentary —
you would be open to the same objection ;

because we never find any case

where the negative is used without a term following it.

Then again, it has been asserted
—“ Who is there who holds that the Soul

subsists in the Body !
1This also is not right ; as there are some people

who regard tho Soul to be of the size of the ‘ half of the Thumb ’ or of
1 a

Shyam&ka grain ’
; and under their view, the Soul, being a corporeal material

substance, must be subsisting in the Body ; and it is only right that the

denial in question should be made against these people.

It has been alleged that “ there is no Corroborative Instanco in support

of the denial of the Body being related to the Soul ’’.—This is not true ;

as it is easy to prove, as shown above, that * there can be no relationship

between the Body and the Soul,—because one does not render any help to

the other,—as between the VindJuja and the Himalaya mountains.

It has also been alleged that— 1
* The denial of the particular implies the

acceptance of the general ’’.—This generalisation is not true; e.g. even

though you deny the momentariness of the Lamp and other particular things,

you do not accept the momentariness of anytliing in rjeneral.—It might bo

argued thatr—“ We do admit tho applicability of the term 4 momentary ’

to the Lamp and such things, on the basis of their not continuing to exist

for a long time ; so that in this way, motnenlariness in general may be regarded

as admitted If it is so, the applicability of the term 4 Soul ’ also to the

Mind associated with
4 1-consciousness * is admitted by us ;

and this may be

regarded as the Soul in general being admitted.

The assertion of the two alternative views regarding the term 4 Soul ’

denoting something transient, etc. etc.—is not relevant; for the simple

reason that no such view has been held ;
nothing, in fact, has been held

(by us) as to be really denoted by the term 4 Soul ’. Nor has any such

object been admitted by vis as is
4
distinct from Colour, etc.’. Nor again is

the denotation of the term
4 Soul ’ admitted in regard to any eternal thing,

which would falsify the said premiss.—Nor lastly can the use of the term

* Soul ’ in reference to the Body, etc. be regarded as 4 figurative ’ (indirect) ;

because such use is never found to fail, as explained above. Hence there

is no ‘ Superfluity ’ in our reasoning.—(220)

TEXT (221).

Thus the * Soul ’ bei>’g something 4 not-proved the entire fabric

(of Conceptions) that has been adopted in regard to it,

becomes baseless like
4 the Son of the Barren

Woman ’.—(221)

COMMENTARY.

Thus, any such thing as the
4 Soul ’ being found to be precluded by all

means of Right Cognition, and henco ‘not proved’, ‘not admissible’

—
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tho ' entire fabric (of Conceptions) \—sxich as its being the doer, the experiencer

and tho like,—that has been set up by you, turns out to be like ‘ the Son

of the Barren Woman entirely baseless. Hence no criticism is made of

all this fabric ; as it becomes demolished by tho demolition of its very basis

(in the shape of tho Soul ).—In what manner our view is not open to the

criticism that it involves ‘the destruction of what has been done and tho

appearance of what has not been done’ [i.e. the contingency of tho Person

not experiencing the effects of liis own deeds. Karma, and experiencing those

of the deeds not done by him]—is going to be explained under the Chapter

dealing with tho 4 connection between Action and its Effects ’ (i.e. Chapter 9).

End of the Examination of the 4 Ny&ya ’ Doctrine of the ‘Self'.



CHAPTER VII.

SECTION (B)

Examination of the Mimamsaka’e Conception of the ‘Self’.

COMMENTARY.

The Author next proceeds to refute the Mimdmsctka's Conception of

the ‘ Soul * :

—

TEXT (222).

Others again have declared the * Soul ’ to be of thf. nature

of Chaitamja, Sentience, exclusive and inclusive in

character;—this Chaitanya (Sentience) being the

same as Buddhi (Intelligence).

—

(222)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Exclusive ’ in character ;—the states of Pleasure, Pain, etc. (wherein the

Soul is perceived) aro mutually exclusive ;

—
* inclusive ’ in character,—such

character as ‘Intelligence’, ‘Substance*, and ‘Being’ are 'inclusive* or

‘comprehensive’ (inasmuch as they serve tlie purpose of ‘comprehending’

or including, not excluding) these two, ‘ exclusion ’ and ‘ inclusion
’

form the ‘ character —cliaracteristic feature—of the Soul.—What is meant

is that the followers of Jaimini declare the ‘Soul’ to be of the naturo of

* Sentience * (Consciousness), and to be ‘ exclusive ’ in the form of the states

of Pleasure, Pain, etc., and ‘ inclusive ’ or ' comprehensive ’ in the form of

‘ Being ’ and the rest.—Tins Chaitanya, ‘ Sentience is not anything different

from Buddhi, ‘ Intelligence —as held by the Sankhyas (according to whom
Buddhi is Cosmic Intellect, a product of Primordial Matter, while Chaitanya

belongs to tlie Spirit] ;—it is in fact Buddhi, 4

Intelligence itself. This is

what is shown in tlie text—* Sentience ’ being the same as
1

Intelligence ’
;

that is, it is only a form of Intelligence; the sense is that apart from

Intelligence, no other form of * Sentience ’ is recognised.—(222)

Question—“ How is it possible for one and tlie same Soul to have

the two mutually contradictory characters of being * exclusive ’ and
* inclusive ’ ?

*’

The answer to this from the Sankhya point of view is as follows :

—
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TEXTS (223-225).

“ Just as, in the case of the Serpent, the * coiled * form disappears,

AND AFTER THAT, APPEARS THE ‘ STRAIGHTENED ’ FORM
J
BUT THE

CHARACTER OF BEING ‘SERPENT* CONTINUES THROUOH BOTH

STATES ;—IN THE SAME MANNER, IN THE CASE OF THE SOUL,

THERE IS NO COMPLETE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE

CHARACTER OF ‘ ETERNAL SENTIENCE *
J NOR IS

THERE CONTINUANCE OF ITS WHOLE CHARACTER J

THERE IS DISAPPEARANCE OF SUCH OF

ITS STATES AS ‘ PLEASURE *, ‘ PAIN ’

AND THE LIKE,—AND THESE

APPEAR AGAIN ; BUT THROUGH

ALL THESE ‘ SENTIENCE *

. continues.”

—

(223-225)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of the Serpent,—snake,—though it remains one and the same,

the coiled form disappears and the straightened form appears,—and yet the

diameter of the 4 Serpent ’ continues in both forms ;—in the same manner,

in tho case of tho Soul,—though it is of the naturo of eternal Intelligence,

and one only,—yet, there never is disappearance of its whole character,

—

nor is there a continuance of its whole character,—as postulated by the

Naiydyika in regard to their * Soul ’
; what happens is that its states of

Pleasure, etc. go on disappearing and appearing again, but the form of •

4

Intelligence ’ continues to permeate through all these states ;
hence there is no

incompatibility between the 4 exclusive * and 4 inclusive * character.—Such

is the sense of the Text as a whole.

The meaning of the words is as follows :—Tho compound word 4
nitya -

chailanyasvabhdvasya

'

is to be explained as ‘that which has eternal Intel-

ligence for its form’;

—

4

whole character —i.e. of the entire form;—

‘

conti-

nuity '—‘there is not'; such is the construction;
—

*

and these appear again \

—i.e. the states of * Pleasure ’ and the like.—(223-225)

Question—Why is tho theory of Absolute Exclusion not accepted,

—as it is by the Bauddhas, who postulate
4 absolute (traceless) Destruction ’ of

tilings,—or even the theory of Absolute Inclusion (all-comprehensiveness),

as it is by the Naiydyika and others ?

The answer is as follows :

—
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TEXT (226).

“ If there were Absolute Destruction of the Soul, there would
BE ‘ DESTRUCTION OF WHAT IS DONE AND THE BEFALLING OF WHAT

IS NOT DONE *
;
AND IF THE SOUL ALWAYS REMAINED OF

THE SAME FORM, THEN THERE COULD BE NO EXPERIENCING

of Pleasure, Pain and the rest.”

—

(226)

COMMENTARY.

If there were absolute destruction (of the Soul), then there would be des-

truction (ineffectiveness) of the act done ; as the doer would not be there

to come into contact with the effect of the act ; and there would bo * be-

falling of what is not done’ ; as the Soul experiencing the effect of the act

done would bo experienced by a Soul who did not do the act.—Further,

if the Soul remained of one and the same form, there could be no expe-

riencing of Pleasure, Pain, etc. for it,—just os there is none for £kasha ;

specially as there would be no difference between the ' state of experiencing
’

and the ‘ state of not-experiencing *. This has been thus asserted by

KttmarUa :
—‘Thus both the absolute conditions being impossible, tho Spirit

(Soul) should be held to be of the naturo of both Exclusion and Inclusion,

—

just like tho Serpent in tho coiled and other forms ’. (Shlokavdrlika,

Atmavada, 28).”—(226)

Objection—If the Spirit (Soul) is of the nature of both states, tho

state that does the act would not be the same that experiences its

effects ; so that this doctrine also would involve the anomaly of the ‘ des-

truction of what is done and tho befalling of what is not done ’.

Tho answer to tliis is as follows :

—

TEXT (227).

“The Soul’s characters of ‘Doer’ and ‘ Experiencer’ are not.

DEPENDENT UPON THE STATE J HENCE, AS IT IS THE SOUL ITSELF

THAT REMAINS THE SAME THROUGH THE VARIOUS STATES,

IT IS THE Doer OF THE ACT THAT ALWAYS OBTAINS

(EXPERIENCES) THE FRUIT OF THAT ACT.”—(227)

COMMENTARY.

The character of being the Doer—and that of being the Experiencer—ore

not dependent upon the state of the Soul; they are dependent upon the

Soul itself
; as it is tho Soul itself,—not its condition or state—which does

the Act and experiences its effects. Hence, for this reason, inasmuch as

the Soul to whom the states belong remains tho same and does not abandon
its previous form, it is the Doer himself who secures the fruit of that Act.

—So that this doctrine is not open to the said objection.—(227)
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Question—What is the Proof (Means of Cognition) that establishes

the existence of the Soul ?

The answer is supplied by the following Text.:

—

TEXT (228).

“ The Spirit (or Soul) as described is proved by the presence of

Recognition
; and the doctrine of ‘ No-Soul ’ is disproved

by this same (Recognition).”

—

(228)

COMMENTARY.

By the presence of Recognition ,—involved in such notions as
4
1 cognised

it \
4 1 am cognising it ’ and so forth, whore there is

4 recognition ’ of the

same 4 doer ’ (cogniser)—is proved—the existence of the Soul .—By
this same—Recognition—also is disproved the doctrine of * No Soul \ as pro-

pounded by the Buddhist and others ; as lias been thus declared

—

4 Thus

from this fact Recognition which is admitted by all men, follows the refutation

of the doctrine of No-Soul ’—

(

Shlokavdrlika , Atmamda, 136).—(228)

Question—How do these two conclusions follow from the fact of

Recognition ?

The answer is as follows :

—

TEXTS (229-237).

“ The notion of 4

1 * involved in the conception 4

1 know ' envisages

the Cogniser ; this Cogniser may be either the 4 Soul ’ or the
absolutely evanescent 4

Cognition ’ (Idea). If it is the
•‘Soul’ that is the objective of that notion, then all is

SQUARE ; ON THE OTHER HAND, IF THE MOMENTARY 4 COGNITION *

(Idea) is held to be so, then att. becomes inexplicably
CONFOUNDED. FOR INSTANCE, THE NOTION THAT APPEARS IN

THE FORM 4
IT WAS I WHO COGNISED THIS THING ON A

PREVIOUS OCCASION, AND IT IS I WHO AM COGNISING IT NOW \
.—OF THIS NOTION, WHAT 4 COGNITIVE MOMENT * IS ASSUMED TO BE

THE OBJECTIVE ? WOULD SUCH A 4 MOMENT 5 BE (<*) past, OR (3) present,

OR (c) IN THE FORM OF A CONTINUED SERIES ? If IT BE THE FIRST

(a), THE MOMENT COULD WELL BE THE OBJECTIVE OF THE NOTION
4
1 COGNISED IT (IN THE PAST) *

; BUT IT COULD NOT BE THE OBJEC-

TIVE OF THE NOTION 4
I AM COGNISING IT (NOW) \ BECAUSE THE

COGNISER IS NOT COGNISING THE THING AT THE MOMENT OF SPEAKING J

IT IS ONLY WHEN THE OBJECT IS PRESENT AT THE TIME (OF COGNITION)

THAT IT CAN BE SPOKEN OF AS ‘I AM COGNISING IT \ BUT (IN

REGARD TO SUCH A PRESENT OBJECT) IT WOULD NOT BE TRUE TO SAY
:

I COGNISED IT ’, BECAUSE THE OBJECT DID NOT EXIST IN THE PAST.

—From this it follows that both of these (past and present)
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CANNOT FORM THE OBJECTIVE OF THE SAID NOTION. NOR DID BOTH
* Cognitive Moments ’ cognise the thing in the past ; nor do

THEY BOTH COGNISE IT IN THE PRESENT.—(c) NOR CAN THE ‘ SERIES ’

BE REGARDED AS THE ‘ COGNISED OBJECT *, AS BOTH ARE IMPOSSIBLE
;

the * Series ’ could not cognise it in the past ; and as it is not

AN ENTITY, IT,CANNOT COGNISE IN THE PRESENT.

—

FOR ALL THESE

REASONS, IT IS ESTABLISHED THAT THAT WHEREIN * I-CONSCIOUSNESS
’

SUBSISTS,—WHICH MUST BE SOMETHING DISTINCT FROM THE SAID

Cognition,

—

is the * Soul * of the eternal form.”—(229-237)

COMMENTARY.

That the conception ‘ 1 know * envisages the Cogniser,—is beyond nil

dispute ; as the verb 4

I know ’ connotes the notion of the person who docs

the cognising. Now in regard to this Cogniser, there are two theories

possible : (1) that it is the * Soul or (2) thelabsolutely evanescent Cognition

(Idea) a-s postulated by you (Buddhists).—If the theory tlrnt ‘it is the Soul*

bo accepted then all becomes square, as it accomplishes what is desired. If,

on the other hand, the other view is accepted—that it is the Idea, then all

becomes extremely inexplicable. Because, the conception appears in the

form ‘ I cognised this in the past and I am cognising it in the present ’, and

heroin thore is a clear conception, the notion of * I ’ being the Cogniser in both

cases ;—of tliis conception of
4
1 ’, if the " Cognitive Moment ’ bo assumed

to be the object, would tins
4 moment * be (o) past, or (6) present, or (c) both

present aud past, or (d) in the form of a continued series ? There oro these

four possible alternatives.—Now as regards (o), the past * moment ’ being

assumed as the object of the notion of
4
1’, the idea that ‘I cognised’

might be all right, as the tiling had been cognised in the past; but the

idea that 4

1 am cognising it now ’ could not be true, because tho past
1

Cog-

nitive Moment’ does not cognise the ’tiling at tho present time,—as ex-

hypothesi it lias already disappeared.—(6) If the second alternative is accepted

that the present
4 Cognitive Moment ’ is the object of the notion of * 1

then the idea that
4

1 am cognising ’ would bo all right, as it is really the

Cogniser at the present moment ; but the idea tlrnt
4

1 knew it in the past ’

would not bo true,—why ?—because it did not exist at the previous time.

The word 4 idam * (in the Text) stands for the present Cognition. Thus
then, inasmuch as the conception operates both ways, it becomes established

that the present and the past, both, Cognitive Moments cannot form tho

object of the notion of
4

1 ’
; as both these 4 Cognitive Moments ’ did not

cognise the tiling in the past, nor do they cognise it in tho present ; as a

matter of fact, one 4 Moment ’ cognised it in the past, and another 1 Moment ’

is cognising it in tho present.

For the same reason the 4
Series ’ also cannot form the object of the

notion of
1

1 as both—the past and tho present acts of cognition—are impos-
sible. Because this

4

Series ’ did not cognise the tiling in the past, nor does
it cognise it in the pressnt ; because being only

4 conceptual it is not a thing,

an entity ; and what is not an entity cannot be the Cogniser, as being a
Cogniser is a property that can belong only to an entity.
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From all this it follows that, that tiling wherein the notion of *1 ’ (I-

consciousness) subsists,—and as shown above, it must be something distinct

from the said Cognition,—is the Soul.—(229-237)

Question—How is it proved that the Soul is eternal ?”

The answer is as follows :

—

TEXTS (238-239).

“ The * COGNISER ’ WHO FORMED THE OBJECT OF ‘ I-CONSCIOUSNESS ’ IN

THE PAST MUST BE REGARDED AS CONTINUING TO EXIST TO-DAY,

—

BECAUSE HE IS THE OBJECT OF ‘ I-CONSCIOUSNESS —LIKE THE

COGNISER IN THE PRESENT.—OR, HE (THE PRESENT COONISER)

MUST BE REGARDED AS HAVING BEEN THE COONISER OF

YESTERDAY,—BECAUSE HE IS THE COGNISER
J

OR

BECAUSE OF THE SAME REASON (OF BEING THE

OBJECT OF * I-CONSCIOUSNESS ’),—LIKE

THE COGNISER OF YESTERDAY J
AND

ALL THESE FULFILL THE CONDI-

TIONS of the Probandum.”

-(238-239)

COMMENTARY.

He who formed the object of ' I-consciousness ' in the past continues to

exist to-day ; just like the Cogniser in the present ;—and the Cogniser in the

present is the object of * I -consciousness ' ;—this is the Reason based up

the real state of tilings.

* Or, he ’—i.e. the present Cogniser.—* Because of the same reason
'—i.e.

because of being the object of ‘ I-consciousness ’.

This argument lias been formulated in reference to the Cogniser as the

Subject. The Author next proceeds to set forth another argument on the

basis of the present I-notions as appertaining totheProbandum

—

Alltheae,etc.—
'all these'—I-notions, of the past and of the present

—

-fulfil the conditions

of the Probandum,—i.e. come to appertain to the Probandiun.—(238-239)

The following Text proceeds to show how this is so :

—

TEXT (240).

“ All (I-notions) of yesterday and of to-day must have the same

OBJECT,—BECAUSE THEY ARE I-NOTIONS BELONGING TO THE

Cogniser connected with one and the same

« Chain *,—like any single Cognition.”

—

(240)

COMMENTARY.
4

All I-notions ofyesterday and of to-day',—this states the Subject in regard

to which the Probandum is to be predicated ;
—

* must have the same object ’ ,

—
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this states the Probandiun the meaning is that they should have one and the

same object.—The Probans is stated thus -.—Being such I-notions as belong

to a Cogniser who is connected with one and the same Chain ,—such as that of a

single person like DevadaUa. Tho mere character of being 1-nolion is present

in tlus I-notions of other persons also ; hence if tho Probans had been stated

in tliat form, it would be ‘Inconclusive’ ; hence in order to avoid tliat con-

tingency, the Probans has been stated as qualified by the qualification of

‘pertaining to a Cogniser connected with one and the same Chain'.
1 Like

any single Cognition ’.—this is tho Corroborative Instance ; it means 4

like

any single intended Cognition among these same I-notions'.—(240)

With the next Text, the Author proceeds with the Answer to the above

stated doctrine of the Mundnsaka :

—

TEXT (241).

In THIS CONNECTION, THE FOLLOWING POINTS ABE TO BE CONSIDERED :

If Intelligence is held to be eternal and one, then, Cognition

ALSO SHOULD HAVE TO BE REGARDED AS OF THE SAME

CHARACTER.

—

(241)

COMMENTARY.

If Intelligence is held to be etornal and one, then Cognition also—which has

no form other than that of Intelligence,

—

should have to be regarded as eternal

and one. Tliis however cannot be desirable for you ; as it would be contrary

to your doctrine. For instance, the author of your Bhdsya (Shabara) has

declared [under Sutra 1. 1. 5, pago 9. line 17, Bib. Itulica Edition] that
4 Cogni-

tion, being momentary, cannot be present at the time of another Cognition .

Jaim ini also lias asserted (under Su. 1. 1. 5) that ‘Perception is tliat C-ogni-

tion of man which is produced on the contact of on existing thing ; and if

Cognition were elerndl, there could be no 4 production ’ of it.

It would also involve self-contradiction on the part of Kumarila himself:

Ho lias declared for instance that—4

It does not remain for a single moment,

nor does it even appear in the form of wrong cognition whereby it could

operate later on towards the apprehending of its object, like the Sense-organs

and the like’

—

(Shlokavdrtika, Pratyakxa-Sulra, 55).

Further, if Cognition were held to be only one, tliis would be contrary

to tho doctrine of ‘Six Means and Forms of Cognition’.—It would also bo

contrary to Perception also ; as Cognitions are clearly perceived to be liable

to appearance and disappearance in the course of the thinking of tilings

with constant imposition of variations.—(241)

Not perceiving all these incongruities and self-contradiction, Kumfirila

declares as follows :

—
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*' Cognitions, and the Soul also, are held to be eternal and one, on

THE GROUND OF THEIR BEING OF THE NATURE OF ‘ INTELLIGENCE ’
;

IF THERE IS DIVERSITY, IT IS DUE TO THE OBJECT.”

—

(242)

[This is a quotation from Shlokavartika, Chapter

on Eternality of Sound, 404].

COMMENTARY.

Cognitions and the Soul also are regarded as eternal and one ,—why ?

—

because they are of the nature of Intelligence ; that is, because, under our view

Spirit is of the nature of Intelligence in the form of Cognitions.

Question—How then is it that such diversity (in Cognitions) is recog-

nised as ‘ Colour-Cognition ‘ Taste-Cognition * and so forth ?

Answer—11
If there is diversity, it is due to the object ; the term 4

if \

has been used as admitting (for the sake of argument) the opinion of the

other party; the sense being—‘If—in case—diversity be assumed ”.—(242)

Objection (to Rumania's position)—If Cognition is eternal and one,

then, how is it tliat it apprehends Colour and other things consecutively ?

It should apprehend all at once, there being no distinction (to which the

successiveness would be due).

The answer to this (from Kumiirila’s point of view) is given in the fol-

lowing Text :

—

TEXT (243).

« Though, by its very nature, Fire is always of the nature of

a burner, it burns only what is presented to it,—and that

ALSO ONLY a THING THAT IS CAPABLE OF BEING BURNT,

—NOT ANY OTHER THING, NOR AT ANY OTHER

TIME”—(243)

COMMENTARY.

Fire is eternally of the nature of a Burner, and yet it does not bum

all things at all times. It burns only what is brought to it ;—and then also,

it burns only a thing that is capable of being burnt,—and not the Sky or any

such thing.—(243)

In the following Text, he cites another example
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TEXTS (244-245).

“ Or, the clean mirror, or the Rock-crystal, reflects the image

OF only what is placed before it ;—IN THE same manner,

Souls, though possessed of eternal Sentience,

APPREHEND COLOUR AND OTHER THINGS ONLY
WHEN THEY ARE THEMSELVES IN THE BODY
AND THE THINGS ARE PRESENTED TO THEM

BY THE ORGANS. AND IT IS THIS

Sentience that we call
‘ Intelligence

(244-245)

COMMENTARY.

The epithet ‘ clean ’ lias been added because the dirty mirror is not

capable of reflecting images.

—

4 Placed before it',—carried to it.—in the same

manner ;—this introduces what has to be illustrated. Though, in reality, the

Souls aro all-pervading, yet, it is only when, under the influence of the

Unseen Force (of destiny), they subsist in the Body, that they apprehend

things tliat are presented to them by the Eye and other organs,—not while

they are away from the Body.—This eternal Sentienco is what we call
4 Buddhi ’

(Intelligence), and it is not different from it,—like tho ‘ Buddlii ’ (Cosmic

Intellect) of the SdiUJiyas.—(244-245)

Question—If that is so, how is it that tliis Cognition is known ns

evanescent ?

In answer to this, the next Text proceeds to show the reason, already

indicated before, why Cognition is regarded as evanescent, and thereby

explains that evanescence :

—

TEXT (246).

“ It IS ON ACCOUNT OF THE EVANESCENT CHARACTER OF THE FUNCTIONING

OF THE PRESENTING ORGANS THAT THE COGNITION IS EVAN-

ESCENT; JUST AS, EVEN THOUGH FlRE IS ALWAYS A
BURNER, IT BURNS ONLY WHEN THE COMBUSTIBLE

THING LS CLOSE TO IT.”

—

(246)

COMMENTARY.

' Presenting organs *,—the Eye and other organs which present to the Soul

the Colour and other tilings ;—the
4

functioning

'

—operation—of those organs

is * evanescent ’—fleeting ;—and on this account, the resultant Cognition

is recognised os evanescent ; by itself, it is not ovanescent, fleeting.—“ If,

by itself the Cognition is not evanescent, then tho objection remains that
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it should apprehend all tilings —The answer to tliis Is that eren though

Fire is always a burner, etc. Similarly, the Cognition does not always ap-

prehend all things ; for tho simple reason tliat all things are not always in

close proximity (to the organs, etc.)—(240)

Question—How do you know that Cognition is eternal ?

A nswer :

—

TEXT (247).

41 Cognition is always recognlsed as being of the nature of

* Intelligence *
; as regards the Cognitions of the Jar,

the Elephant and so forth, their diversity is

HELD BY PEOPLE TO BE DUE TO THE DIVER-

SITY AMONG THOSE THINGS.”

—

(247)

COMMENTARY.

The term ‘ tatra

'

is a meaningless term used as introducing tho sentence

—

4 Being of the nature of Intelligence * ;—because it is always recognised as

4 Cognition it is eternal, like the Word-Sound.

“ if tliat bo so, then how is it that in common parlance, we find such

distinction among Cognitions accepted by observers ns
4
this is the Cogni-

tion of the Jar \
4 that is the Cognition of the Cloth ’ and so forth ?

*’

Answer—As regards the Cognitions of the Jar, etc. etc. ;
—

‘ due to the diversity

among those things \—i.e. the diversity among the Jar, the Elephant and

the rest.—(247)

Tho same idea is further clarified by the following Text

TEXT (248).

44 People who follow up the diversity among the objects cognised

DO NOT SPEAK OF THE COGNITION AS ‘ THAT SAME COGNITION *
;

NOR IS THERE NON-RECOGNITION OF IT AS ‘ COGNITION \ SO

LONG AS NOTICE IS NOT TAKEN OF THE DIVERSITY

AMONG THE OBJECTS.”

—

(248)

COMMENTARY.

People who follow up, etc. ;—i.e. the Cognisers.—What tliis Text shows,

by means of affirmative and negative premisses, is that the diversity in Cog-

nitions is due only to diversity among the objects cognised.

—

Nor is there

non-recognition, etc. ; that is, there is recognition.—(248)

The following Text proceeds to answer the above arguments :

—
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TEXT (249).

If such is the case, then, on the occasion when there appear

COGNITIONS IMPOSING THE CONCEPTS OF ' ELEPHANT ’ AND THE

REST IN REFERENCE TO SPOTS WHERE THESE ANIMALS

DO NOT EXIST,—TO WHAT IS THE DIVERSITY

IN SUCH COGNITIONS DUE ?

• COMMENTARY.

If the diversity of the Cognition is due to the diversity in the objects

cognised,—then, what is the basis for the diversity that appears in the case

of those Cognitions wliich successively impose the concepts of the ‘ elepliant

• ‘ horse ’ and the rest upon a place where the elephants do not really exist ?

Tho meaning is that in such cases there is no basis at all for the notion of

such diversity. Because, there is no difference in the Cognitions per se

;

as all Cognition is held to be one (by the Mvndnsaka). Nor can tho diversity

be duo to the multiplicity of the objects imposed ; as there is no object that

does the imposing.—(249)

The following might be urged:—“Tho idea tliat a Cognition may l>e

devoid of a real object is not tme; as ha3 been doclared by Kumfirila

—

‘ It is not admitted tliat even in the case of Dreams and other such Cognitions,

a real external object is entirely absent ; in every case there is an external

background, only conceived of in connection with a wrong place and time’.

[
Shlokavdrtika, Niralambanavada, 107-108].”

This is the view presented in the following Text :

—

TEXT (250).

IF THE INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS EXISTING AT OTHER TDIES AND PLACES BE
HELD TO SUPPLY THE BASIS FOR SUCH IMPOSED COGNITIONS,

ON THE GROUND THAT IN ALL COGNITIONS THE BASIS OF

REALITY IS SUPPLIED BY OBJECTS EXISTING AT TIMES

AND PLACES OTHER THAN THOSE OF THE APPEAR-

ANCE of the Cognitions themselves,—

[

then

the answer would be as stated in the

following Text].—(250)

COMMENTARY.

* Basis \—i.e. the cause of the notion of diversity among Cognitions.

—

The compound ‘ deshakalanyathatmakam ’ is to be analysed as
—

‘ tliat of

which the time and place are otherwise \—or as ' that of which the differentia-

tion is done by time and place ’.—(250)

The answer to this is given in the following Text :

—
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TEXT (251).

But as a matter of fact, the Cognitions in question have no such
CONNECTION WITH THAT PARTICULAR PLACE

;
WHY THEN SHOULD

THEY APPEAR IN THAT FORM AT THAT PLACE ?—(251)

COMMENTARY.

When at a cortain place, a number of individual objects actually appear
as ‘imposed’ upon Cognitions in a certain order of sequence,—there is no
connection between the Cognition and those individual objocts existing at
other times and places,—in the samo order of sequence. Under the circum-
stances, how is it that they appear in the form that is imposed upon them
arbitrarily ? Certainly it cannot be right for one thing to appear in the

form of another tiling ; if it were, then this would lead to incongruities

;

and in this way all Cognitions would come to liave all tilings for their objects

;

and there would be an end to all ordered usage regarding things.—(251)

TEXT (252).

Then again, under your view, the external form is not declared
TO BELONG TO THE COGNITION

;
NOR ARE THE ELEPHANT, POLE

AND OTHER THINGS ACTUALLY EXISTENT AT THE PLACE
DESIRED. (252)

COMMENTARY.

Then again, under your—Mim&nsaka’s—view, the form that appears

(in Cognition) does not belong to the Cognition ; as you assert that the

Cognition is formless.—“ What if it is so ?
”

—

At the place desired etc. ;—i.e. at

the place where the 4 imposition ’ is made—, the Cognitions should appear

as connected with that same time and place wherewith the said objects

—

Elephant and the rest—are connected ;—how is it then that they appear

at a time and place which aro not connected with themselves and which

are yet different from those with which the objects are connected ?—From
this it follows that these Cognitions have no real basis, and they are, in

reality, unmixed in character and mobile ; that they aro so is duo to the

fact of their appearing only occasionally ;—and it also becomes established that

the Soul, which is of the nature of the said Cognition, must also bo evanescent

and many.

The following might be urged :—“ Cognition is a property of the Soul

;

hence the diversity of the Cognition need not imply diversity of the Soul,

the latter being only an object having that property.”

This cannot be right ;
* Pralyaya

'

(Cognition), ‘ Chaitanya ’ (Sentience),

* Buddhi ’ (Intelligence), ‘ Jhdna ’ (Knowledge) are all synonymous terras ;

nor does a more difference in names make any difference in the nature of

things. Further, even with a difference in their names, all these are actually

i
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accepted (by you) os being of the nature of Sentience (Chaitanya); and as
t

this Sentience is one and the same, there can be no distinction among the

Cognitions tliat are of the same nature. If it were not so, then, on account

of tho attribution of contrary properties to them, the two (Sentience and

Cognition) would become entirely different from one another.

Tins same argument in proof of Cognitions having no real basis serves

also to prove the imperceplibility of Cognitions. For instance, it lias been
,

proved that the form appearing in the Cognition cannot bo the external
j

Elephant, etc. ; so that it becomes established tliat the Cognitions apprehending

tliat form os their own are of themselves, because they are self-luminous

in their cliaracter.—(252)
• i

It has been argued (under Text 243 above) that—“ Though by its very

nature, the Fire is always of the nature of a burner, etc. etc.”—-This argument

is refuted in the following Text :

—

1

TEXT (253).

If Cognition remains for ever in the form of the apprehension

OF ALL THINGS,—THEN HOW IS IT THAT THE COGNITION OF ALL

THINGS IS NOT PRESENT AT ALL TIMES ?—(253)

COMMENTARY.

If Cognition, which is of the nature of Apprehension, exists for over,

tlien all things should be cognised at all times.—(253)

The following Text procoeds to show how tliis is so :

—

TEXT (254).

That Cognition on which Sound has been imposed must be the
SAME THAT APPREHENDS TASTE, COLOUR AND OTHER THINGS.

If this is not admitted by you, then you have, by
YOUR OWN WORDS, ADMITTED THAT THERE IS

DIFFERENCE AMONG COGNITIONS.—(254)

COMMENTARY.

That Cognition on which Sound has been imjiosed.—i.e. the Cognition of
Sound,—is the same tliat apprehends Taste, Colour and other things,—and it

cannot be different ; so that at the time of the apprehension of one thing,
there should bo apprehension of all things,—as tho Cognition apprehending all

these would be there always. This has been thus declared

‘

Many tilings

being apprehended by a single Cognition, all these would bo apprehended
once for all, without any distinction ; nor could it appear in any order
of sequence, as no distinction is possible

i
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If this is not admitted ; if you do not admit that the Cognition of Sound
is the same that apprehends Taste and other things, then you would be

admitting that there is diversity among Cognitions.—(254)

The following Text is going to show that the instance of Fire that has

been cited (in Text 243) is itself ‘unproven’ (not admitted by all parties):

—

TEXT (255).

Even Fere is not always a ‘ burner ’ of all combustible things ;

OTHERWISE THE WHOLE (WORLD) WOULD BE INSTANTLY REDUCED

TO ASHES. (255)

COMMENTARY.

The Fire, in the form of the burner of all combustible things, is not

always existent ; if it were, then all combustible things would be reduced to

ashes,—because they would always have their burner in contact with them,

—

like that combustible thing which is in actual contact with the fire-flame.

' Even ’, * api \ is meant to indicate that it is not only Cognition that

cannot be of the nature of the apprehension of all things.—(255)

Objection—“ If tliat is so, then Fire is not always of the nature of the

Burner (possessed of the power to bum) ; how then could it burn even the

thing that is presented to it ?
”

The answer is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (256).

In FACT, IT IS ONLY WHEN IT IS IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE COMBUSTIBLE

THING THAT FlRE CAN BE RIGHTLY REGARDED AS THE burner J

THUS IT IS WHY THERE DOES NOT HAPPEN THE CON-

TINGENCY OF AT.T. THINGS BEING BURNT ALL

AT ONCE. (256)

COMMENTARY.

Thus it is ;—it is because of our acceptance of the view just expressed

—

that there is no simultaneous burning of all things ;—i.e. there is no likeli-

hood of any such absurd contingency.—(256)

It has been argued (under Text 244, above) that—“ Just as the clean

Mirror or Rock-crystal, etc. etc.”—It is shown in the following Text that what

has been alleged there would not be possible if the Mirror, etc. were eternal

and always of the same form :

—

12
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TEXTS (257-258).

All such things as the Mirror, the Rock-crystal and the like are

THEMSELVES IN PERPETUAL FLUX J
AND WHEN THEY BECOME

CONNECTED WITH THE BLUE LOTUS AND SUCH OBJECTS,

THEY BECOME CAUSES OF BRINGING ABOUT THE ILLUSION

REGARDING THEIR REFLECTIONS.—IF THAT WERE NOT

SO, EVERYONE OF THOSE THINGS WOULD BE ALWAYS

ONE AND THE SAME,—WHEN IN CONTACT WITH

THE SAID OBJECTS, AS WELL AS WHEN TlOt

IN CONTACT WITH THEM ;
AND AS

SUCH IT SHOULD BE SEEN EITHER

AS ALWAYS WITH ITS

REFLECTION OR ALWAYS

WITHOUT ITS

REFLECTION.

—

(257-258)

COMMENTARY.
%

The Rock-crystal, the Mirror and the like are things that are in a stato

of perpetual flux,—undergoing destruction every moment ; and when thoy

come into contact with the Blue Lotus and such things, they become

masters in the producing of illusions (regarding the reflections of these things,

which have no real existence, and whose Cognition, therefore, must be illusory,

wrong).

If that were not so,—i.e. if it could reflect the image without being

momentary,—then it would have to be admitted that the Mirror in contact

with the object is the same as that not in contact with it; so that,

even in the absence of the Blue and other reflected tilings, the reflection

of these would bo perceptible, as the reflector will not have abandoned its

previous character (when in contact with the object) ;—or, conversely, even

when in contact with the object, it would be seen without the said reflec-

tions ; as its form would not be different from its previous state (when not

in contact with the object).

This argument serves to set aside the possibility of all reflections in

general in any such reflecting substances as the Mirror and the like,—under

the view that things are not-momentary.—(257-258)

The Author now proceeds to refute the possibility of the perception

of all Reflections,—under both theories—that things are momentary and that

things are not-momentary :

—
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TEXT (259).
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As A MATTER OF FACT, THE MiRROR-SUBFACE CAN NEVER CONTAIN THE
REFLECTION (OF ANYTHING),—BECAUSE IT LS LASTING, BECAUSE

IT IS INDIVISIBLE, AND BECAUSE SEVERAL THINGS WITH
MATERIAL SHAPE CANNOT SUBSLST TOGETHER.

—

(259)

COMMENTARY.

Because it is lasting,—i.e. not momentary,—therefore the Mirror-surface

cannot contain the reflection.

Even if it is momentary, it cannot contain the reflection becavse it is

indivisible

;

when the reflection is perceived it is perceived as if it were inside

the mirror, just as the Water is perceived inside the well ; and yet the Mirror -

sarface lias no parts—i.e. vacant space ;—bocause its component particles

are closely packed. Hence the perception of the Reflection must be an

illusion.

Or the term ‘ nirvibhdgatva ’, ‘ indivisibility’, may stand for absence of

difference betivecn the previous and succeeding states ; and the reason for this

absence is * because it is lasting *
; so that the meaning comes to bo—* because

on account of its lasting cliaracter it is devoid of difference between its

previous and succeeding states *
; that is, because it has no previous or suc-

ceeding states.

Further, because several things with material shape cannot subsist together,

—

' the Mirror-surface cannot contain the reflection —this has to be construed

here. Because what are perceived in the Mirror-surface are only reflections

occupying the same space ; material things with forms can never occupy

the same points in space ; as if they did, they would become one and the

same.

This objection is applicable under both views—of things being momen-
tary or non-momentary.—(259)

The Rock-crystal also does not become transformed into the reflected

image of the object placed by it; this is what is shown in the following

Text :

—

TEXT (260).

Persons standing on the two sides of it perceive only the purely
white Rock-crystal

; hence it follows that this also does not
BECOME TRANSFORMED INTO THE REFLECTION.—(260)

COMMENTARY.

For instance, the man standing in front of the Rock-crystal placed in

contact with the Hibiscus Flower, perceives it as red ; while persons who
may be standing on two sides of it would perceive it as purely white,—not

even as partly red and partly white.—Now if the Rock-crystal had become

transformed into the reflection (of the Flower), then, just like the man standing
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in front, the persons standing on the two sides of it also would perceive it as

red.

Tliis objection is applicable under both views—of things being momentary

and not-momentary.—(260)

With tlio following Text, tlxe Author proceeds to point out the objection

that would be applicable only under the view that things are not-momentary :

—

TEXT (261).

The Opponent’s theory would also entail the incongruity of the

Rock-crystal becoming different with each object placed

BEFORE IT,—IF THERE WERE A REAL TRANSFORMATION OK

IT INTO THE REFLECTION.

—

(261)

COMMENTARY.

If the Rock-crystal and such things were really transformed into the

reflection of the object placed before them, then,—just as the reflections

of tho various tilings placed before tho reflector appearing one after the

other, are different in character, and hence there is no identity among them,

—

in the same manner, in the Soul, and in the Rock-crystal and such things

also, there would be differences due to the character of each thing presented

to it (and reflected therein).—If the perception of the Reflection, however,

be admitted to be an illusion, then there can be no objection to it,—this is

what is meant by the epithet * real ’.—(261)

TEXT (262)—(First line).

From this it follows that the said perception of the Reflection

is an Illusion,—appearing in connection with things pos-

sessed of diverse unthinkable potencies.

—

(262)

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as, under both theories, it is not possible for the Reflector

to becomo transformed into the Reflection,—it becomes established that it

is an Illusion.

Question—“ If that is so, then such Illusion appears only in connection

with things like the Rock-crystal, and not with things like the Wall."

The answer is supplied by the words—‘In connection vrith things

possessed, of diverse unthinkable potencies.*

—

Diverse,—of various kinds ;

—

and • utUhinkable '

,

—are the potencies of tilings
; no objection can be raised

against the particular potentialities of things,—as those potentialities are the

effects of the series of causes that have brought about each thing. In fact,

you also can have no dispute against this much ; as you have yourself said

—

* Who can take objection to the fact that it is Fire, not Akdsha, that

burns ? ’.—(262)
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“ If that is so, then in the case of Cognition also, the idea of its being

transformed into the reflection of its object may be mere Illusion ; so that

there is no transformation into the reflected form.”

The answer to this is provided in the following Text :

—

TEXT (262)—{Second line).

In the case of Cognition, there cannot be even Illusion ;
as

THERE IS ABSENCE OF DIFFERENCE. (262)

COMMENTARY.

It is not right that there should be Illusion in the case of Cognition.

What is implied by the term ‘ even * is tliat it is not only * transforma-

tion into Reflection ’ tliat is not right ;—why ?

—

as there is absence of

difference ; i.e. because there is no difference. In the case of the Rock-

Crystal and other things, it is right that there should bo Illusion, as it is possible

for the illusory cognition to bo different from those things; in the cose of

Cognition, however, there cannot be another Cognition in the form of an

Illusion ; as all Cognition is held (by the Mlmdnsaka) to be one. Nor can

it be said that the Cognition itself appears in the form of an Illusion ; as

Cognition has been held to be eternal (which Illusion can never be).

—

(262)

It has been argued above (under Text 247). for the purpose of

proving the one-ness and eternality of Cognition that—* Cognition is always

recognised as being of the nature of Intelligence, etc., etc.'

Tliis is answered in the following Text :

—

TEXT (263).

The character of being different from non-cognition ls one that is

common to all Cognitions ; and the said Recognition could

PROCEED ON THE BASIS OF THE IMPOSITION OF THAT COMMON
CHARACTER,—EVEN UNDER THE VrEW OF COGNITIONS

BEING MANY AND DIVERSE.—(263)

COMMENTARY.

The ' Recognition ’ that has been put forward is Inconclusive ; because

the said fact of * Recognition ’ can be explained, in regard to all Cognitions,

as being due to the imposition of the character of being different from what

is not-cognilion ;—i.e. such things as the Jar and the like ;—and tliis would not

be incompatible even with the viow of Cognitions being many and diverse.

—

The following lias to be definitely understood : It is only when Cognitions

are many,—and not when they are not many,—tliat the said Recognition can be

explained as being brought about by the * exclusion of all tliat is not homo-

geneous to it’. For instance, in the case of such superimposed (assumed)

Cognitions as have no real background, even when a diversity among the

r
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objects is not admitted, there is no Recognition
; e.g. there is no such recog-

nition as that * this Cognition of the Horse and the Chariot is the same as

what was the Cognition of the Elephant ’ ;—and it has been already proved
that all these Cognitions are without any real background ; hence we are

not asserting tliat here again. Thus tho assertion—that “ there is no non-

recognition of it as Cognition so long as notice is not tAken of the diversity

among the objects ” (Text 248, above)—should be regarded as * unproven *

(untrue).—(263)

Then again, if the Soul is held by you to be enternally of one and the

same form, then such diverse states as * Happiness * and the like are not
possible. If you do admit these diverse states, then the Soul cannot be eter-

nally of one and the same form. As ono and the same thing cannot have
such contradictory characters as diversity and non -diversity.

This Objection lias been sought to be answered by Kvunfirila ; and what
has been said by him is now introduced in the following Text,—for the purpose
of refuting it (below, under Text 268 et. seq.) :

—

TEXTS (264-265).

“ The permanent Soul having been absolutely established as
DEVOID OF DIVERSITY DUE TO THE DIVERSITY OF STATES,

—

WHAT PEOPLE ASSUME TO BE THE STATES OF HAPPINESS
and Unhappiness and the rest,—even when under-

going ALL THESE STATES, MY PERSON (SOUL) DOES
not renounce his character of being sentient,

being a substance, being an entity and so

forth.” [Shlokavdrtika, page 695]—(265)

COMMENTARY.
‘ Undergoing ’—passing through

‘

Person ’—Soul. The term ‘ and
so forth ’ includes such generic characters as being knoicable, being rightly

cognisable, being the active agent, and the like.—(265)

The following Text proceeds to show that there is no disappearance
of tho specific properties :

—

TEXT (266).

“ Even on the appearance of a new state, the preceding state
IS NOT ENTIRELY DESTROYED

; IT BECOMES MERGED INTO THE
COMMON CHARACTER, IN ORDER TO HELP THE APPEARANCE
OF THE NEXT state.” [Shlokavdrtika, page 596]—(266)

COMMENTARY.
* Preceding state ',—of happiness.
“ If that is so, then why is not Unhappiness also not felt during the state

of Happiness ?
”
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The answer is

—

It becomes merged, etc. etc.—While the state of ‘ Happiness ’

remains in its own form, the other state, of ‘ Unhappiness ’, does not appear ;

it remains merged in the common character, which permeates through all

states,—such as being sentient, being substance and so on; and thereby ren-

ders possible the appearance of the succeeding state of ‘ Unhappiness ’
; it is

for this purpose that it becomes merged in the common character.

—

(266)

Objection—If that be so, then the mergence of the states into the

common character also should be as unreasonable as in the otlior states

;

as that also involves an incongruity.

In regard to this objection, the explanation is as follows :

—

TEXT (267).

“ The States, in their own forms, are mutually incompatible ;

AS FOR THE COMMON CHARACTER, HOWEVER, IT IS NOT

INCOMPATIBLE WITH ANY STATE, AND IT IS ACTUALLY

RECOGNISED, IN ITS COMMON FORM, IN ALL

States.” SMokavdrtika
,
page 696—(267)

COMMENTARY.

The States of * Happiness ’ and the rest are incompatible among them-

selves ; hence it is not reasonable that they should become merged into

each other on the other luind, if any one State became merged into the

common character, where would there be any incongruity, which would go

against the acceptance of its mergence therein ? As a matter of fact, the

said common character is actually seen to bo compatibly permeating tlirough

all the States ; as is cloar from the fact that * Sentience ’ and the other common
characters are found to be present in all the States.

—

(
267 )

With the following Text, the Author proceeds to answer the above

arguments of the Mimamsaka :—

TEXT (268).

If the States are not entirely different from the Soul, then

THERE SHOULD BE DESTRUCTION AND ORIGINATION OF THE

Soul also, following upon the destruction

AND ORIGINATION OF THE STATES.—(268)

COMMENTARY.

If the States are not held to be entirely different from the Soul, thon,

on the destruction and origination of the States, there should be destruction

and origination of the Soul also. The term 4
entirely ’ is meant to show

that, if there were even the slightest degree of non-difference, the said
4

des-
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truction and origination * would be irrepressible. The argument is to be

formulated as follows :—When one tiling is non-different from another,

its destruction and origination must follow on the destruction and origina-

tion of the latter, just like the specific forms of those same States of Happiness
and the rest,—and the Soul has been held to be non-different in nature from
the States of Happiness and the rest ; lienee this is a reason based upon
the nature of things.—(208)

The following Text shows that the Reason just put forward is not
‘ Inconclusive * :

—

TEXT (209).

If there be presence of contradictory properties, then there
SHOULD BE ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE

; JUST AS IN THE CASE OF
your Souls which are absolutely different from
EACH OTHER, THROUGH THE DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER

BELONGING TO EACH OF THEM.

—

(269)

COMMENTARY.

If it bo held that destruction and origination pertain to the States only,

not to the Soul,—so tliat the two (the States and the Soul) have two contra-
dictory properties—of ‘ origination ’ and * non-origination ’,—then there must
bo difference between them ; just as in the case of Souls, which are many,

—

each lias its own character restricted to himself,-—and hence they are regarded
as distinct from each other

; that is, this much alone serves as the basis

of difference.

The qualification ‘ distinctive character belonging to each ’ has been added
for the purpose of avoiding the fallacy of the * absence of the Probandum ’

in the Probans, due to the fact that in the case of the Souls also, there is no
difference in their own pristine forms. As a matter of fact, the form belong-

ing to each of the individual Souls is entirely different from each other
; if

that were not so, as there would be no restriction regarding the apprehensions
and remembrances of different persons, there would be confusion in all

matters.

The argument may be formulated as follows :—When one thing is not
subject to the same vicissitudes as another, there cannot be non-difference

between them;—e.g. among Souls, each having its own distinctive form
restricted to itself, they are not subject to the same vicissitudes,—the States
of Happiness and the rest also are not all subject to the same vicissitudes

;

—hence, inasmuch as the wider condition is not found in them (they
oannot be non-differont).—(269)

It has been assorted that “ on the appearance of another State, the
preceding State is not entirely destroyed ” ;—the following Text supplies

the answer to this :

—
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TEXT (270).
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If your ' States ’ become merged into the Soul nr their own
FORM, THEN, ON THE APPEARANCE OF HAPPINESS, UNHAPPI-

NESS ALSO SHOULD BE FELT.

—

(270)

COMMENTARY.

When the States become merged in the Common Soul, they could be

so merged either in their own form or in some other form ; if it is the former

that is meant, thon on the appearance of Happiness,—i.e. when there is feeling

of the State of Happiness,—Unhappiness also should be felt ;
as this latter

also is possessed of the common character of * feeling —(270)

If they become merged in some other form, then there would be the

following difficulty :

—

TEXT (271)

. As A MATTER OF FACT, WHEN THERE LS TRANSFERENCE OF ONE FORM TO

SOMETHING, THERE CAN BE NO TRANSFERENCE OF ANOTHER

FORM. SO THAT IF THE STATES BECAME TRANSFERRED

(MERGED INTO THE SOUL) IN THEIR OWN FORM, THEN

the Soul also would be something liable

TO ORIGINATION.

—

(271)

COMMENTARY.

Further, the transference (mergence) of Happiness and other States

into the Soul could be possible only in their own forms ; and in that case,

like Unhappiness and the other States, the Soul also, being non-different

from them, would bo something liable to origination,—capable of being pro-

duced.—(271)

It has been asserted (under Text 227) that “ the Soul’s characters of

Doer and Experiencer are not dependent upon the State.” The answer to

this is provided in the following :

—

TEXT (272).

If the characters of Doer and Experiencer are not dependent
upon the State,—then the said characters cannot belong

to the Soul,—as they can belong to only one who
has that State.

—

(272)

COMMENTARY.

If the character of ‘ Doer etc. rested in the Souls themselves,—then

these could never belong to tlie Soul, which never abandons its previous char-
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acter. This argument may be formulated thus :—One who has not aban-
doned his previous States of non-doer and non-experiencer can never do or

experience,—e.g. the Akasha,—and the Soul never abandons its State of non-
doer and non-experiencer

; hence we find (in the assertion concerned) conditions

contrary to the more extensive character.—(272)

The revered Dihnaga having declared that

—

1

if the fact of the Soul being
modified on the appearance of Cognition meant the non-eternity of that
Soul, then, there can be no Cogniser'm the shape of the Soul not modified ’ ;

—

in answer to this declaration, Kumdrila has argued as follows :
—“ We aro

not denying the fact of the Soul being expressed (spoken of) by the term
' non-eternal ’

; but if the term meant mere modification, then that alone

would not imply the destruction of the Soul.”—

(

Shlokavartika , Atmavdda,
22 ).

Against this the Author states the following objection, which also

serves to sum up his own conclusion :

—

TEXT (273).

For these reasons, we are not denying the fact of the Soul
BEING SPOKEN OF BY THE TERM ‘ ETERNAL *

J BUT ON ACCOUNT
OF ITS FORM BEING SUBJECT TO MODIFICATION, THERE

MUST BE DESTRUCTION 01 IT.

—

(273)

COMMENTARY.

For these reasons, we are not denying the fact of the Soul being spoken

of as * eternal \—on the ground that Sentience, which is in a State of perpetual

flux, continues undestroyed, along with its Cause, as long tvs the world lasts.

But its form—nature—being subject to modification, as there is always the

abandoning of the preceding and the appearance of the succeeding form,

—

its liability to destruction is clearly indicated.—(273)

As regards the instance of the Serpent, etc. that has been cited above
(under Text 223),—the following Text proceeds to show that all these things

are not found to be eternal and of one and the same form :

—

TEXT (274).

The Serpent also is liable to become crooked and so forth,

BECAUSE IT IS SUBJECT TO PERPETUAL FLUX ; IF IT HAD A

PERMANENT FORM, THEN, LIKE THE SOUL, IT COULD
NEVER COME BY ANOTHER STATE.—(274)

COMMENTARY.

Just as in the case of the Soul.—because of its being always of one lasting

character,—there is no possibility of another State,—so in the case of the
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Serpent also. If it wero subject to destruction (modification) every moment,
then alone could it have another State ; as the * appearance of another State *

is always in the form of the * appearance of another character \—(274)

It has been argued (under Text 229) that “ The conception of I in the

notion I know apprehends the Cogniser ” ;—the following Text proceeds

to show that this is * unproven * (not admitted by all parties) :

—

TEXT (275).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THE * NOTION OF I ’ COMES ABOUT WITHOUT A REAL
BASIS, THROUGH THE FORCE OF THE BEGINNINGLESS SEED OF

THE VISION OF BEING ) AND THAT ALSO ONLY

IN SOME PLACES.—(275)

COMMENTARY.

The said ‘ I-notion * has no real background, by virtue of which the
4 Cogniser ’ could form its object.

“ If that is so, then what is the cause of its origin ?
”

The answer is that

—

It proceedsfrom the beginningless, tie. etc. * Vision,

of Being ’ is the vision of the existing body ;—tho * seed ’ of this vision is

the Potency of Dispositions ; and this * seed ’ is beginningless ;—and it is

through the force of this that * I-consciousness ’ is brought about ;

—

and that

also only in some places,—i.e. only in the internal economy of tho Sextuple

Body.—(275)

Question.—“Why does not the ‘ I-notion ’ come about everywhere ?
”

The Answer is supplied in the following :

—

TEXT (276).

It IS ONLY SOME (NOT ALL) IMPRESSIONS THAT SECURE THE REQUISITE

POTENCY FOR BRINGING ABOUT THE SAID NOTION APPREHENDING

THAT PARTICULAR FORM
J
HENCE IT DOES NOT APPEAR

EVERYWHERE.

—

(276)

COMMENTARY.

4 The said txotion, etc.',—i.e. the 4 I-notion, apprehending the form of the

Cogniser, as existing through the preceding and succeeding points of time’.

—

4 Not everywhere i.e. in other
4 chains like those of the Jar and other

things.—(276)
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TEXT (277).

If this were not so,—THE objection in question could be urged
WITH EQUAL FORCE AGAINST YOUR * SOUL * ALSO J BUT ALL

DIFFICULTIES ARE REMOVED BY THE FACT THAT THERE
IS DIVERSITY IN ITS POTENCIES.

—

(277)

COMMENTARY.

Further, even when the * I-notion ’ is held to have the Soul for its basis,

—

the objection in question would apply with equal force :—Why does the
said notion not appear in connection with another Soul also ?—It might
be answered that “ it is not so bocause of the restrictions imposed by the
potency of tilings ”,—then, for us also the same answer would be available,

—

that the notion appears only in regard to some internal objects, and not in
regard to all. So that all difficulties would be removed.—(277)

It might be urged tliat—“ There may be such restriction ; but how is

the fact of its having no real basis proved ?
”

The answer is supplied by the following :

—

TEXTS (278-279).

If THE SAID NOTION (OF ‘ I ’) HAD AN ETERNAL THING FOR ITS BASIS,

THEN ALL * I-NOTIONS ’ WOULD COME ABOUT ALL AT ONCE,

AS THEIR EFFICIENT CAUSE WOULD BE ALWAYS PRESENT.

—IF IT HAD A NON-ETERNAL BASIS, THEN ATT. THESE
NOTIONS WOULD BE EQUALLY CLEARLY MANIFEST.

HENOE (IT FOLLOWS THAT) THE OTHER PARTIES

NEEDLESSLY RAISE QUESTIONS REGARDING THE
EXISTENCE OF THE BASIS OF THE SAID

I-Nonos.—(278-279)

COMMENTARY.

The basis (background) of this
4

1-notion ’ could be either eternal or
non-eternal ;—if it is eternal, then all ‘ I-notions ’

—

4 1-consciousness ’—would
come about (appear) simultaneously, os their cause would bo present in

its perfect condition ; nor can the said basis be without cause
;
as such an idea

would lead to absurdities ;—nor can an efficient cause stand in need of auxiliary
causes ;—all this has been discussed more than once.—Nor can it be urged
that “ there is only one /-consciousness ”, because its multiplicity is clearly

proved by its appearing only occasionally. For instance, during the states
of deep sleep, or of intoxication, or of swoon, there is no 4

1-consciousness ’

felt, and yet at other times, it is actually felt ; and tliis non-apprehension of
it at certain times shows that it appears only occasionally ; and because it
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appears only occasionally, therefore it must be regarded as many also. Thus
it is clear that all these * I-notions ’ would come about simultaneously, as
their coming about is dependent upon the prosence of the said cause only.

If then the other view be accepted that the basis of the * I-notion *

is non-eternal, then all I-notions should be all os clearly manifest as the
Visual and other Cognitions ; as they would be directly apprehending the
specific individuality of the thing concerned.

For these reasons, we conclude that * other people ''—other philosophers,
like Kumarila and others—needlessly raise questions regarding the basis of

the I-notion in question,—in such words as (those under Text 232)—“ Of that
notion, what cognitive-moment is assumed to bo the object ? ” and so forth.

—(278-279)

In this connection, it has been asserted by the Buddhist that the 4 1-

notion ' is entirely baseless, and it appears only as an Illusion due to the

beginningless Dispositions of the “ Vision of the Body of Being ”.—As against

this, Kumarila has raised an objection, which is set forth below :

—

TEXTS (280-281).

“ What the Disposition can do is to bring about the Recognition
of the Cogniser

;
it cannot bring about the Cognition of

A THING AS WHAT IT IS NOT ; BECAUSE IT CANNOT BE THE
cause of Illusion (Wrong Cognition).—Thus
THE * I-NOTION ’ CANNOT BE REGARDED AS AN
Illusion ; as there is nothing to annul it

(and hence prove it to be lorong) ”

;

—
[Shlokavdrtika

,
page 720]—IF THIS IS

urged [then the answer is as given

in the following Text].—(280-281)

COMMENTARY.

What the Disposition can do is to bring about the Recognition of the

Cogniser, and not the Cognition of a tiling

—

Cogniser—as what it is not,

—i.e. as not-Cogniser ; the construction is that Disposition cannot bring about

this latter Cognition.—“ why ?
”

—

because it cannot be the cause of Illusion ; in

fact it always brings about the Cognition of a thing exactly as it had been

cognised on the previous occasion, and not a wrong Cognition.—-Thus then,

because this I-notion is produced from Dispositions, and because there is no

valid reason for annulling it, it cannot be regarded as an Illusion.

The term 4
chit ’,

*
if this be urged \ should be construed away from

its place,—after the end of the sentence.—(280-281)

The following Text answers this argument:
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TEXT (281).

What has been urged is not right
;
as the reasoning adduced

ABOVE IS CLEARLY FOUND TO BE SUBVERSIVE OF THE SAID
IDEA.—(281)

COMMENTARY.
‘ Adduced above ’—under Text 278.—(281)

It has been argued that “ Disposition cannot be the cause of Illusion ” •

fcliis reason is
1

Inconclusive ’ ;—this is shown in the following Text :

TEXT (282).

How IS IT THAT, ENTIRELY FROM DISPOSITIONS,—SUCH DIVERSE ILLU-
SIONS COME ABOUT AS THOSE THAT DEVOTEES HAVE IN REGARD

to God and other Beings as being the cause of
THINGS AND SO FORTH ?

COMMENTARY.

If Disposition were not the cause of Illusion, then how could such Illusions
appear, purely out of Dispositions, as ‘ God is the cause of all products,
omniscient, the receptacle of eternal cognition ’ and so forth ? In fact!
Kumdrila himself has denied a creator of the world, like God and other Beings!

In the phrase 4
proceeding entirelyfrom Disposition \ the term * entirely *

is for the purpose of excluding a real background.—(282)

TEXTS (283-284).

Thus then, the baselessness of ‘ I-consciousness ’ having been
ESTABLISHED, THERE CAN BE NO Cogniser WHO COULD BE
APPREHENDED BY THE SAID ‘ NOTION OF I \ HENCE AMONG
ALL VALID FORMS OF COGNITION, THERE IS NOT ONE
WHICH IS FOUND ABLE TO SUPPLY A FIT EXAMPLE

J

and the Reasons also that have been
ADDUCED IN DUE COURSE ARE FOUND TO BE

‘ UNPROVEN ’ REGARDING THEIR
SUBSTRATUM.—(283*284)

COMMENTARY.

Thus 4

I-consciousness * being baseless, there can be no Cogniser who
could be admitted to be the object of that consciousness. Hence the
existence of the 4

soul ’ is not proved.
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The other party has adduced (under Text 238, et seq.) such reasons as
‘ because he lias been apprehended by past I-notions ’ and so forth,—for

proving the eternity of the Soul ; against this it is urged that there can be

no Cogniser, etc.—i.e. neither an eternal nor a non-etemal Cogniser is there who
could serve as the corroborative instance ; hence the corroborative instance

(of the opponent’s inference) is ‘ unproven ’ (non-existent). For instance, the
first and second reasonings (set forth by the opponent) are open to the objec-
tion that the corroborative Instance is beset with the defect of having its

subject unknown ; as there is no such Cogniser known as is the object of the
4 1-notion ’ of to-day and also of yesterday.—As regards the third reasoning,

the Instance cited

—

4

like the single Cognition ’—is devoid of the Probandum
and the Probans ; because the 4 one Cognition ’ intended to be the ' I-notion *

of the cogniser connected with the same chain,—and also to appertain

to a single object,—is
4 not proven ’ (not admitted by all parties). Thus,

on account of the two characters being 4 unproven the Instance itself

lias been declared to be 4 unproven *.

Adduced indue course,—i.e. those Reasons tliat liave been adduced above ;— 4

in due course *—according to the nature of the defect found in each.

—

4 Un-
proven regarding their substratum ’,—for instance, in the first and second

arguments, the Reasons adduced are 4 unproven regarding their substratum ’,

as it is not admitted that there is any such object as * the Coguiser appre-

hended by I-notion ’ ;—in the third argument, though the substratum is not
‘unproven’, inasmuch as the ‘Cognitions’ which form the subject are well-

recognised entities,—yet, what is ‘ not proven ’ in regard to them is the fact

of their being qualified by a ‘ Cogniser connected with a single chain ’,

—because it is well known that Cognitions are baseless (devoid of any basis

in reality). This is the reason why tlie Text lias used the qualifying term,
4

in due course \—(283-284)

End of section 7(6) dealing with the Mhndmsaka's Doctrine of the * Sotd



CHAPTER VII.

SECTION (C).

The Sankhya doctrine of the * Soul * (Spirit).

COMMENTARY.

The Text proceeds now to refute the ‘ Soul ’ as postulated by the

SMJehya :

—

TEXTS (285-286).

Others hold Chaitanya ‘ Sentience ’ to be distinct from the form
of Btuldhi, Intellect (Cognition). They postulate * Sentience ’

as the * Spirit’s * own form
;
he only enjoys the fruits

presented to him by Primordial Matter
; he is not

THE * DOER *
;
THE CHARACTER OF * DOER ’ IS HELD

TO BELONG TO PRIMORDIAL MATTER
ALONE—(285-286)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Others ’—the Sahkhyas. They postulate the Spirit’s own form as consist-

ing of Chaitanya,
1 sentience \—which is something different from Buddhi (of

the Sdnkhyas, which is Cosmic Intellect) ; as their doctrine is that Buddhi is

of the nature of Primordial Matter, while Chaitanya is the form of the Spirit

alone.—This * Spirit ’ is the enjoyer of the fruit of good and bad deeds, pre-

sented by Primordial Matter,—but ho is not the doer of the deeds ; as the

character of the doer is held to belong to Primordial Matter alone, which
contains within itself the evolution of the whole world. In support of this

doctrine they adduce the following proof :—Whatever is of the nature of an
aggregate is found to bo for another’s purpose,—e.g. Beds and such things

the eye and the rest are of the nature of aggregates
; hence this is a reason

based on the nature of things ;—and this ‘ another ’ is, by implication, the

Spirit (or Soul). This is what the other party means.—(285-286)

With the following Text proceeds the refutation of the said doctrine (of

the S&Mchyas )
:

—
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TEXT (287).

AS REGARDS THIS DOCTRINE, IF ‘ SENTIENCE ’ IS HELD TO BE ONE ONLY,
THEN HOW IS IT THAT, IN THE COGNITIONS OF COLOUR, SOUND

AND OTHER OBJECTS, WHAT IS CLEARLY PERCEIVED
IS A FORM BESET WITH DIVERSITY ?

—

(287).

COMMENTARY.

To explain—When the SankJtya says that “ Sentience is the Soul’s own
form ”, what becomes postulated is that sentience is eternal and of one form,

—

inasmuch as it is non-different from the Soul who is eternal and of one form.

—

This however is contrary to facts of perception ; inasmuch as in the Cogni-

tions of Colour, Sound and other things, what is clearly—distinctly—per-

ceived, through their own Cognition itself—is a form beset with diversity,—i.o.

a diverse cliaracter is perceived ;—and this could not be possible if Sentience

were only one.—(287)

The following Text shows tliat the said doctrine is open to the chargo of

being contrary to doctrines of the S&Mchya himself :

—

TEXT (288).

If * Sentience ’ is of one form and continues to exist for all time,

THEN, HOW LS IT POSSIBLE FOR THE SENTIENT SOUL TO BE
THE KNJOYER OF THINGS OF MANY KINDS ?

—

(288)

COMMENTARY.

Tho Soul is of one form, and yet the enjoyer of many lands of things,

—

tliis involves self-contradiction ; specially as it cannot bo distinguislied

from the state in which ono is not the enjoyer.—(288)

It might be argued tliat “ there is no self-contradiction, because of the

presence of the desire to see and other characters

Tho following Text supplies tho answor to tliis :

—

TEXT (289).

The ‘ Desire to see * and the like, which are diverse, do not

come into exlstence as forming the basis of the Spirit’s

experience; for, if they did so, then the Soul

itself would be something produced.—(289)

COMMENTARY.

If, in regard to colour, etc. the * desire to sco *, * desiro to hear * and so

forth,—which are different from one another,—be assumed to be the basis of

13
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the Spirit’s exj>orionce,—then no such can come into existence. If they did

come into oxistonco, then,—i.o. if they camo into existence as distinct from
each other,—the Spirit also would bo something produced, just like the
* desiro to see etc. as it is non-different from these.—

(

289)

This same point is made clearer in the following :

—

TEXT (290).

The * Desire to see ’ and the rest are not anything distinct
from * Sentience ’

; and if this latter were liable to
* appearance and disappearance ', THEN THE RAMW

could not be denied of the Soul.

—

(290)

COMMENTARY.

If they wore something entirely distinct, then there could be no such
connection betwoon them as that * these nro his *

; as there is no benefit
conferred which could be the basis of such connection.

‘ The same ’,—i.o. the attributing of ‘ appearance and disappearance’.
This argument may be formulated as follows When there is no basis

for any restriction regarding the existence of a thing, that tiling should not
be so restricted by any intelligent person,—e.g. Akasha as having a material
shapo ;—in the case of the Spirit there is no basis, in the shape of 4 Desire to

see ’ and the rest for restricting the character of * being the experiencer ’ to it

;

so that no reason is porceived for such restriction.—This Reason cannot be
said to be * unproven *

; as has been explained already.—

(

290)

For the following reason also the character of * experiencer ’ cannot
belong to the Soul, on the ground that it cannot be the * doer ’ :

TEXT (291).

If good and bad deeds are not done by the Soul, then wherefrom
DOES THIS DIVERSITY IN HIS EXPERIENCES PROCEED ?—(291)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, no one enjoys the fruit of the act that he has not
done ; for if he did, then this would involve the incongruity of the ‘ accruing
of what has not been done ’, etc. etc.—

(

291 )

The following Text states a likely answer from the other party
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TEXT (292).

195

If it be held that—“ it is Primordial Matter that bestows tj

FRUITS, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DESIRES OF THE SOUL ;
AND

THIS RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO STANDS LIKE THAT

BETWEEN THE LaME AND THE BLIND PERSONS ”,

—

[then the answer is as given in the

following Text\.—(292)

* m

COMMENTARY.

Though the Soul is not the doer of deeds, yet it is Primordial Matter that

presente to him things, in accordance with his desires, and then he enjoys these

tilings.—So that there is none of the incongruity that lias been urged.

Question :—“ Primordial Matter being insentient, how can it be the

Doer of good and bad deeds, by virtue of which it brings about the fruits of

deeds for tlio Soul according to his desires V*

Answer :—This relationship, etc. ; just as the Blind man acts towards

things, through Id’s connection with the man with eyes,—so do the Cosmic

Intellect and othor ‘ divergent ’ things perform the functions of ' deter-

mining ’ and the rest towards such effects as Merit, etc. , through their contact

with the Soul, which is sentient.—'This lias been thus asserted—" The Soul

serves the purpose of bringing about Perception (of Matter), and Prim-

ordial Matter serves to bring about Liberation (of the Soul) ; the connec-

tion between these two thus is like that between the Lame and the Blind ;

and creation (evolution) proceeds from this connection ” (SdAJckyakarikd,

21).—(292)

The above argument is answered in the following

—

TEXT (293).

If THAT IS SO, THEN HOW IS IT THAT EVEN WHEN THE DESIRE FOR THE

DESIRED THING IS THERE, IT IS NOT FULFILLED ? PRIMORDIAL

Matter cannot stand in need of anything

else.—(293)

COMMENTARY.

If what is meant is that Primordial Matter brings to the Soul tho desired

fruit of even such acts os he lias not done, then how is it that, at all times,

on the desiro appoaring for anything, the desires of all men do not become

fulfilled ?

It might be argued that—" It does not become fulfilled because its cause,

n the form of Merit, is not present
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The answer to that is tJxat Primordial Mailer cannot stand in need of
anything else.—Merit is a product of Primordial Matter, and as such non-
difforent from it ; consequently it must bo ahvays present; and the dasired
fruit must therefore always appear. For instance, all things (for the Sahkh ga)
aro included under the two categories of * Primordial Matter » and 1

Soul \and these aro always close to one another
; so that tlio fruit should be always

there.

Then again, if it is the dasired fruit that Primordial Matter brings to
the Soul, why then does it present to him what is undesirable ? For
certainly no one desires what is undcsiruble.—(293)

Further, if Primordial Matter presents the tiling to the Soul, even
so, it cannot bo right to regard liira as the ‘ enjoyer ’, as he is unmodifiable.
This is what is pointed out in tlio following

—

TEXTS (294-295).

Ip, at the time of hts enjoying a thing, there is no modification
in the Soul,—then he cannot be the enjoyer

; nor can
Primordial Matter be of any service to him.—If

(on the other hand) there is modification in him,
THEN HIS ETERNALITY DISAPPEARS

J AS ‘ MODIFI-
CATION consists in becoming changed into

something else ; and how could any such
CHANGE BE POSSIBLE IF THE SOUL
REMAINED IN THE SAME CONDITION

ALWAYS ?—(294-295)

COMMENTARY

If the Soul is not made to undergo ‘ modification ’ into Joy and Sorrow-
due to Pleasure and Pain and so forth,—then he would be just like Ikdsha, and
honco he cannot be tho Enjoyer ; and Primordial Matter also cannot be of any
service to him,—[such is tho construction of tho Sentence] ;—because no sendee
can be rendered to that which is unmodifiable.—If then, it be admitted that
the Soul is modifiable,—then there is tho undesirable contingency of his losing
liis oternality ; because what we mean by the ‘ Non-etemality ’ of a thing
is that it doos not remain in tho same form always ; and as this would bo
there, if tho Soul were modifiable, how could lie bo eternal ? As what is

meant by ' oternality ’ is that the thing should retain the same form always
—(294-295)

The following text provides another explanation of the Soul being the
* enjoyor ’—from the standpoint of the other party :

—
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TEXTS (296-297).

The following might be urged—“ First of all the Cosmic Intellect
BECOMES EVOLVED IN THE FORM OF THE OBJECT J AND WHEN

THIS OBJECT HAS BEEN * DETERMINED UPON ’ (DEFINED)

by Cosmic Intellect, the Spirit attains it. Thus
his character of being the * Enjoyer * is

through the appearance of the reflection
;

and the Spirit never renounces ms own
NATURE .

”

—

(296-297

)

COMMENTARY

‘The Spirit is not hold to the ‘enjoyer’ in the sense that he becomes
modified ; what is meant is that lie becomes so by way of the nppearanco
therein of the object

4 determined ’ by Cosmic Intellect. That is to

say, the object, first of all, enters as a reflected image in tlio mirror
of Cosmic Intellect,—this reflected image of the object then becomes
transferred into Spirit, which is the second reflecting mirror

;
and this

is what constitutes the Spirit being the 1
enjoyer ’ (of the object) ; and

not his undergoing modification. By the more transference of the reflected

image, the Spirit does not renounce his own nature, because, like the
Mirror he remains just as ho was.—Thus, in tho argument that was
urged above (by the Buddhist against the Sdnkhya) to tho effect that
4 what is non-differentiated from the non-onjoyor cannot be tho enjoyer etc.

etc.’ (under Text, 288)—the Reason is found to bo ‘inconclusive’.—(290-297)

The answer to this is supplied in the following

—

TEXT (298).

Our answer to this is as follows :—If the Reflection appears in

THE SAME FORM (AS THE REFLECTING SUBSTANCE), THEN THE
SAME LIABILITY TO ‘ APPEARANCE AND DISAPPEARANCE ’

REMAINS.—IF, ON THE OTHER HAND, IT IS DIFFERENT,

then the Spirit cannot BE the enjoyer . (298)

COMMENTARY

You hold that the reflection of the object in Cosmic Intellect becomes
transferred to the Spirit, who is like a second mirror ;—now if this reflection

in Spirit is non-differont from the Spirit itself, then the Spirit remains liable to
4 appearance and disappearance ’ as urged above ; for the simple reason that

he is non-different from (identified with) the Reflection, which is liable to

appearance and disappearance.—If, on tho other hand, the view held is that

the Reflection is something different from the Spirit, then ho cannot be the
‘ enjoyer as liis condition would not be different in any way from what it

was when he was not the 4 enjoyer ’.—Nor can it be right to regard the Spirit’s
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character of being the ‘ Enjoyor ’ as being due to his contact with the reflection

of the object ; as there can bo no ‘ contact ’ between two such entitios as

do not benefit each other in any way.—(298)

TEXT (29ft).

Ip Primordial Matter operates towards bringing about the
DIVERSIFIED CREATION, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE (SPIRIT’S)

* DESIRE TO SEE ’ AND THE REST,—THEN HOW CAN IT

be insentient ?—(299)

COMMENTARY

Then again, if Primordial Matter knew of the Spirit’s * desire to sco ’

etc.—then it might be resonable to rognrd its activity to be for the sake of
the Spirit, and to bo in accordance with his * desire to seo * otc. ;—as a matter
of fact, however, the said Matter is itself insentient,—even when in contact
with the Sentient Spirit ;—it cannot then be right to regard its activity as
brought about as by tlio contact of the Lamo and the Blind. Becauso even
though tho Blind man does not see the road, yet he knows of the Lamo man’s
dosire, because he is liimsolf sentient. Primordial Mattor however cannot know
the Spirit’s ‘ desire to see ’ etc., because being insentient by its very nature,
it is unconscious.—Nor is it possible for these two—Spirit and Primordial
Matter—to be related like the Lame and the Blind,—as there can be no
mutual benefit in their case.—(299)

TEXT (300).

Primordial Matter knows how to produce the Soup and other
THINGS, AND YET DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO EAT (ENJOY) THEM,
—WHAT CAN BE MORE INCONGRUOUS THAN THIS ?—(300)

COMMENTARY

If it bo held that Primordial Matter actually knows of the Spirit’s 'desire
to see and the rest of it.—then it must have to be regarded as being the
* Enjoyor ’ also. How can one who knows how to produce a thing not know
how to enjoy it ? Hence what can be more incongruous than that Primordial
Matter knows how to produce things, but does not know how to enjoy them ?

The meaning is that nothing can be more incongruous. The Cook who
prepares the soup and othor things cannot be regarded as not knowing how
to eat (enjoy) them. The particle ‘tit* should be taken os understood
after ‘ vijd dd ’.—(300)

In the following text the Author sets forth the answer likely to be given
by the other party :

—
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TEXTS (301-302).

If it bf. argued that—“ inasmuch as Primordial Matter is equipped
with Cosmic Intellect, all this cannot be incompatible
WITH ITS NATURE ”,—THEN, ON THE GROUND OF ITS BEING
EQUIPPED WITH INTELLECT, IT WOULD HAVE TO BE
POSSESSED OF SENTIENCE ALSO,—LIKE THE SENTIENCE
in Spirits. Because 4 Intellect ’, * Volition ’,

* Consciousness \ * Feeling *, * Knowing *,

—

ail this is expressive of Sentience.—
(301-302)

COMMENTARY

* All this *—i.o. acting in accordance with the Spirit’s * desire to see * and
the rest ;

—

1
its nature ’—its character of Primordial Matter.—What is meant

is tlais
—“ Even though Primordial Matter is not of the nature of Sentience,

yet it is equipped with Cosmic Intellect which is of the nature of ‘ deter-

mination —and thus it can know of the Spirit’s 4
desire to know ’ otc., and act

accordingly ; so that there is no incongruity at all

Tho answer to this is that on the ground of its being equipped with Intellect,

etc. etc. That is to say, if it is admitted tliat Primordial Matter is equipped
with Intellect, then it should have to bo regarded as endowed with Sentience

also, like tho Spirit ; as * Buddhi ’ (Intellect) etc. aro only so many synonyms
of

4

Sentience \ For instance, that which is of the nature of light and has

its form known by itself and shines independently of all else, is
4 Sentience

and this character is present in Buddhi (Intellect) also ; why then should

this latter not be the same as Sentience ? specially as apart from Intellect,

we do not perceive any other form of Sentience, by virtue of which this

distinct nature could bo attributed to Spirit.—(301-302)

In the following Text, the other party proceeds to show that Buddhi

(Intellect) is something different from 4 Sentience *:

—

TEXT (303).

“ Cosmic Intellect must be insentient by its nature,—like Sound
Odour, Taste and other things,—on account of the two

reasons of being produced and being perishable ”,

—

if this be your view

—

[then the answer is as

stated in the following Text].—(303)

COMMENTARY

The opponent’s argument is formulated thus :—“ Whatover is character-

ised by the character of being produced, being perishable, and tho like,—must
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bo insentient, e.g. Taste etc. ;—Cosmic Intellect is so characterised; hence
this must be a reason based upon the nature of things (for regarding it as
insentient). ”—(303)

The following Text answers this argument :

—

TEXT (304).

If the Reasons adduced are meant to be self-sufficient, then
they ARE not admitted by both (parties)

; if the reasons are
MEANT TO BE INDIRECT, THEN THERE IS NOTHING TO ANNUL

THE CONTRARY CONCLUSION.—(304)

COMMENTARY

The reason that has been put forward,—is it meant to prove the conclu-
sion directly or indirectly (per JReduciio ad absurdum) ?—If directly, then the
Reason adduced is ‘not admitted’ by either one or the other of
the two parties; for instance, tlio • producibility ’ of things that the
Buddhist admits is in the form of the production of something that
did not exist before,—similarly, tlio ‘ perishability ’ of things that the
Buddhist admits is of the naturo of complete destruction,—while such is
not the ‘ producibility ’ or ‘ perishability ’ that is admitted by you, the
SdiUchya ; as you regard thorn as being of the nature of ‘ appearance ’ and
disappearance ’ respectively

; and the form in which you admit these is
not the one that is admitted by the Buddhist

; hence tho reason comes to bo
* not admittcd ’ by either one or the other party. The mere admission of tlio
verbal expression does not prove the admission of tho Reason ; the admission
of a fact is proved by a fact, as it is only a fact that can be the cause. This
has been thus declared—‘ In the case of such fallacies as Falsity and the like*
even though the verbal expression may be quite correct, the Reason may
bo regarded as fallacious, as it is only a fact that can prove a fact.’

If it be held that tho Reason adduced is meant to prove the conclusion
indirectly ; even so, inasmuch as no reason has been adduced which would annul
(and make impossible) a conclusion contrary to the one intended, the two
reasons adduced must be regarded as ‘inconclusive’. What is there, for
instance, to obstruct the notion that ‘ producibility * and ‘ perishability ’ belong
to Sentience ?

As for the assumption of the SdrikJiya in the following K&rika—" As the
insentient milk flows out for the growth of the Calf, so does Primordial
Matter act towards the liberation of tho Spirit ” (Sdnkhya-Kdrikd

, 57),—this
is not a sound assumption at all ; because it is not independently by itself
that the Milk flows for the Calf’s growth; what happens is that tho milk
is produced by particular causes functioning occasionally

; and when produced,
the milk becomes the means of the calfs growth ; and it is in this sense that
it is said that ‘ evon the insentient thing acts ’. No such activity however
is possible for Primordial Matter ; because, inasmuch as Primordial
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Matter is eternal, and there can be no other cause except itself,—it cannot

bo right to regard its Potency as only occasionally active, on account of being

dependent upon certain causes operating only occasionally. Nor can it be

right to regard the said Potency of Primordial Matter to be inherent in it

;

for, if that were so, then as the Cause in its perfect form would be always

present, tho entire purpose of all men, in the form ‘ prosperi ty ’ and * highest

good \ would be brought about all at once.—(304)

It might be argued that—“ There may be non-difference between Cosmic

Intellect and Sentience ; even so the fact of its being Spirit remains undenied ”

—

The answer to this is given in tho following

—

TEXTS (305-306).

There is no harm done to us by the mere application of the term

‘ Spirit * to Sentience ;
what we assert is that its etemality

IS DIFFICULT TO PROVE
;
BECAUSE THE EYE AND OTHER

things serve a fruitful purpose. If Sentience

WERE EVERLASTING, THEN ALL SUCH THINGS AS TTTK

Eye AND THE REST WOULD BE USELESS J E.O. THERE

WOULD BE NO USE FOR THE FUEL IF FlRE

WERE EVERLASTING.

—

(305-306)

COMMENTARY

What we deny is not merely the applying of tho same * Spirit * to Sentience ;

what wo do deny is tho property of ‘ eternality ’ that is imposed upon it,—

‘Why ?
’—Because such things as the Eye, tho Light, the Mind and the like servo

a fruitful purpose. Otherwise, if Sentience were everlasting—eternal—then

the Eye and the rest would be entirely useless ; as the only purpose served by

these is the bringing about of Sentience (Cognition) ; and there can be no bring-

ing about of what is eternal.—An example is cited. There would be etc.;

i.e. if firo wore everlasting, then people would not fetch fuel for the lighting

of fire.

From all tliis it follows that Sentience cannot be Eternal. (305-300)

Another argument put forward by the Sdnkhya (in Kiirikd 17) is that

" all composite things are found to be for another’s use”.—Tho author pro-

ceeds to examine who this * another ’ is :

—
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TEXTS (307-310).

The fact of the Eye etc. being fob ‘another’s use ’ is asserted
(by the Sankhya), on the ground of their being ‘composite
THINGS *, LIKE THE BED. SEAT AND SUCH THINGS.—If IT IS

MEANT BY THIS TO PROVE THAT THEY SERVE THE PURPOSE OF
SOMETHING ELSE \VHICn IS CAPABLE OF HAVING ADDITIONAL
PROPERTIES PRODUCED IN IT,—THEN WHAT IS SOUGHT TO RE
PROVED IS ALREADY ADMITTED

;
INASMUCH AS THE SAID FiYE

ETC. ARE ADMITTED BY US TO BE HELPFUL TO COGNITION.
ON THE OTHER HAND, IF IT IS MEANT TO PROVE THAT THEY ARE
HELPFUL TO SOMETHING THAT IS unmodifiable,—THEN THE REASONING
IS OPEN TO TnE FALLACY OF THE CORROBORATTVE INSTANCE
BEING DEVOID OF THE PrOBANDUM

;
AS THE THINGS CITED AS

THE INSTANCE ARE ALSO HELPFUL ONLY TO WHAT IS MOBILE
(perishable).—Lastly, if what is meant to be proved is

MERELY THE VAGUE GENERAL FACT OF THEIR BEING HELPFUL TO
‘ANOTHER’,—EVEN SO, THE REASON WOULD BE SUPERFLUOUS; AS
THEY ARE ALREADY ADMITTED TO BE HELPFUL TO THE MlND
(307-310)

COMMENTARY

The ‘ another ’ that is meant,—(a) is it one capable of having additional
properties produced in it ?—or (6) one incapable of having such additional
properties produced, and hence unmodifiable ?—or (c) what is meant to
be proved is the mere vague fact of 4 being for another’s purpose
which is pleasing enough so long as it is not examined ?—These are the three
alternatives possible.

Under the first alternative (a), the reasoning proves what is already
admitted; as.we also admit that the Eye etc. are helpful to Cognition;
as is clear from tho statement that 4 That Cognition wliich originates from the
Eye and the Colours is Visual Perception, and that Cognition which
originates from the whole body and the toucliable things is Bodily
(Tactile) perception.'

Under the second alternative (b), the Reason is ’ contradictory this
is what is shown in tho text 309. If the Eye, etc. are meant to be proved
as helpful to something that is unmodifiable (eternal), then as the Reason
is found, in the instance cited, to bo concomitant with the contrary of the
Probandum, it becomes * Contradictory ’

; because tho Bed and other things
(cited as instances) are actually found to be helpful to what is mobile, i.e.,

non-eternal
; in as much as it is impossible to add to the properties of what

is unmodifiable.

(c) Lastly if these alternatives are excluded, and what is meant to be
proved is merely the vague general fact of

4

being for another’s purpose

»

even so it would be proving what is already admitted; as the Eye and tho
rest are actually admitted (by us) to be helpful to the Mind. If the Mind
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also is includod in tho Probandum (along with the Eye etc.), as hold by the

NaiySyikas, even so, wliat you desire is not proved; as you do not hold the

Spirit to be other than tho Mind. Nor does the argument prove what is wanted

by the Naiy&yikas ; because it is already admitted that the Eye and tho

rest are ‘for another’s purpose’, in the sense that thoy are helpful to one

another ; specially as the notion of
4 another ’ is purely relative, like the notion

of
4 near and far

Then again, tho 4 composite character ’ that is assumed in the Mind

is actually there, inasmuch as it takes in the help rendered by several causes ;

and to this extent your reason would be 4 unproven ’ also (if the Mind also

is included among 4 tho Eye and tho rest ’).—(307-310)

End of the Examination of the Siinkhya Doctrine of
4 Soul
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SECTION (D).

The Doctrine of * Soul ’ according to the Digambara Jainas.

COMMENTARY

The Author now proceeds to refute the ‘ soul ’ postulated by the Dig-
ambara (Joina) :

—

TEXT (311).

The Jainas, like the Mimdmsakas, assert that the Person (Soul)
IS CHARACTERISED BY * SENTIENCE *

J THAT, IN THE FORM
of ‘ Substance \ it is inclusive, and in the form of

‘ Successive Factors \ it is exclusive.—

(

311 )

COMMENTARY
1 Jainas \ i.e., tho Digambaras.—They assert, as follows :

—“ The Soul
is characterised by Setxtience only ; and in the form of Substance, it remains tho
same under all states, and os such is * inclusive * (comprehensive) in its nature ;

wliile in the form of successive factors, being distinct with each state, it is
‘ exclusive ’ in its nature. This two-fold character of tho Soul is cognised
by direct Perception, and hence docs not stand in need of being proved by
other proofs. Thus tliat * Sentience ’ which is found to continue to exist
t hrough all tho states, even though these states are diverse, in tho forms of
Pleasure and the rest, —is

1

substance *
; wliile tho * successive factors ’ con-

sist of the diverse states which appear one after the other
;
and all these

are distinctly perceived

Such is tlie view of the other party (the Digambara Jainas).—(311)

The refutation of this view proceeds with the following

—

TEXT (312).

Under this view also, if the unmodified Substance is connected
with the Successive Factors, then there is no difference

(change) nr it, and, in that case, it could not be
liable to modification.

—

(312)

COMMENTARY

There are two opinions possible (a) The Substance that exists in the
form of Sentience may bo connected with the * successive factors in its un-
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modified form, i.o., without renouncing its previous character of
1 Sentience

or (6) it is connected with the ‘successive factors’, in its modified form, i.e.,

in a form in which the previous character lias been abandoned. If this

latter view be accepted, then there is disappearance of the ‘ etemality ’

(of the Soul) ; as under this view, there would bo no single entity existing

throughout the series of successive factors. If the former view be accepted

—that it is connected in its unmodified form,—then there is no difference, i.e.,

change, as between tho preceding and succeeding states ; so that the senti-

ence would not fee liable to modification

;

i.o., it lias to bo regarded as unmodi-

fiable ; as * modification is of the nature of * change becoming something

olso. And yet it is held to be modifiable. The argument may be for-

mulated as follows :—-When a tiling cannot be differentiated between its

preceding and succeeding states, it cannot bo regarded as modifiable ; o.g.

the Akdsha ; Sentience is not differentiated at all in any state ;
so that

the wider character being absent (the narrower one must bo denied).—(312)

In the following texts, it is urged from the standpoint of tho Jaina

that the reason just put forward is ‘ unproven ‘ not admitted ’ :

—

TEXTS (313-315).

“ When Sentience is spoken of as ’ one ’, it is with reference to

Space, Time and Nature ; when it is spoken of as ‘ dif-

ferent ’, IT IS WITH REFERENCE TO NUMBER, CHARACTERISTIC,

Name and Function.—When we speak of the ‘ Jar * (Singular)

and its ‘Colour and the rest’ (Plural), there is difference of

‘Number’ and ‘Name’; there is also difference op ‘nature’,

INASMUCH AS ‘ INOLUSlVENESS ’ (COMPREHENSIVENESS) IS THE

nature of the substance Jar, WHILE * EXCLUSIVENESS ’ (DISTRI-

BUTrVENESS) IS THE NATURE OF THE Successive Factors IN THE

form op Colour and the rest
;
and there is difference also of

* FUNCTION ’
J
INASMUCH AS THE PURPOSES SERVED BY THE TWO

ARE DIFFERENT.—SIMILARLY BETWEEN THE ‘ SUBSTANCE ’ AND THE

* Successive Factobs ’.—Thus Substance is not absolutely

undifferentiated, as it does become differentiated in the

form op the Successive Factors.”—(313-315)

COMMENTARY

If the Substance were absolutely different from tho successive factors,

then no differentiation in it would be possible ;
because, on tho ground of

their non-difference regarding place, time and nature, tho two are held to

be one and tho same ; as a matter of fact, however, tho two are different as

regards number and other factors ;
for instance, tho difference regarding
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nutnbcr is fcliat while the substance is one, the successivefactors are many ; that is,

the Substance is cliaracterized by the number 4 one ’, wliile the Successive

Factors—Pleasure and the rest—nre characterized by the number * many ’

;

the tuUtue of the two also is different : inasmuch as the Substance is * com-

prehensive ’ in nature, while the Successive Factors are ‘ distributive ’ (ex-

clusive). The term ‘ sanjna * stands for Name ; and ‘ artha ’ for action,

function. Tliis lias been thus stated:

—

4 Between the qualified and the

qualification, there is non-difference, duo to non-difference in their place,

time and nature, but there is difference due to difference in their number,

name, nature and function, as is found between the Jar and its Colour and

other properties *
;
that is, between the Jar and its Colour, etc., there is non-

difforenco regarding place, etc., while tho Jar is different from Colour etc.,

regarding number, etc. ; e.g. the Jar is one while its properties. Colour and

the rest, are mnay. There is difference in their name also : while the one

is named * Jar ’, tho other is named 4 Colour and the rest ’. There is differ-

ence rogarding their nature also: while the Substance, in the shape of the Jar,

etc., is comprehensive in its nature, tho Successive Factors, Colour

etc., are distributive. There is difference in their function also : the Jar

serves the purpose of containing water, while Colour and tho rest serve the

purpose of lending colour to the cloth and so forth.

What has been said above (rogarding tho Jar and Colour etc. ) -should be

understood to hold respecting the substance
4 Soul ’ which is of the nature

of
4 Sentience * and the Successive Factors,

4

Pleasure, Pain and tho rest \ In

this cose, the difference of
4 function * should be understood as follows

:

The function performed by Sentience is the
4 apprehension of things

while that performed by Pleasure, Pain, etc. is happiness, unhappiness, and

the like. This is what is shown by the Text, in the words 1 R&p&dayah, . . .

sahkhydsahjildvibhlditd ’
; the latter term is to be construed with the term

4 dravyapary&yayoh * appearing later on (under text 315) ; the various terms in

the second line of Text 314 aro to be construed along with their respective

correlates : the construction being 4 Kdryabhlda * 4
difference of purpose ’

constitutes the
4

difference of functions ’, and 4

anuvjiti , . . vydvjiti ’,
4 Compre-

hensiveness and Distributivoness ’ constitute the 4
difference of nature’. One

sentence ends with the word 4 dravyaparydyayoh ’ 4

similarly between the

substance and the successive factors' (in line 1 of text 315) ; and another sen-

tence bogins with the terms 4 Evam naikdntina. '

4 Thus the Substance, etc. \ tins sums up tho fallacy of being 4 unproven ’

in the Reason (put forward by the Buddhist as against the Jaina). What is

meant is tliat, as shown above, the Substance is not absolutely undifferentiated

;

as a matter of fact, it becomes differentiated through the diversity in the

forms of the Successive Factors ; and thus Substance not being absolutely

different from the Successive Factors, the reason put forward (by the

Buddhist, in Text 312) ‘ because there is no difference ’ |is
4 unproven ’,

4

not

true '.—(313-315)

The answer to the above argument of the Jaina is provided in the

following

—
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TEXT (316).

‘ One-nbss ’ (Sameness, Identity) consists in non-difference of nature

WERE THERE IF THIS * ONE-NESS ’ (BETWEEN TWO THINGS),

THEN ‘ DIFFERENCE ’ (BETWEEN THEM) WOULD BE HARD TO
PROVE IN ANY WAY ; AS IN THE CASE OF THE FORMS OF

the Successive Factors themselves.

—

(316)

COMMENTARY.

Even admitting that there is non-difference between the * Substance ’

and the ‘ Successive Factors ’,—such being the case, the ‘ non-difference ’

should be absolute

;

how then could there be ‘ difference * botween them, which
is the contradictory of ‘ non-difforence ’ ? It cannot be right to affirm and deny

a thing,—affirmation and denial beingmutually contradictory. For instance,

when two things are spoken of as ‘ one what is meant is that there is
1

non-

difforonco in their naturo (character)’,—this ‘ non-difference * being inseparable

from ‘ negation of difference ’
; and when there is such * non-difforence of

character’ (between the ‘substance’ and the ‘successive factors’), how
could thoro be, at the samo time, ‘ difforonce \ which is the negation of ' non-

difforence ’ ? This argument may be formulated as follows :—In a case

where there is non-difference between two things, there can be no room for

difference, which is the contradictory of ‘ non-difference ’
; e.g. as is found

in the case of the same * successive factors * and the * substance ’, in rogard

to thospecifio individuality of each, where there non -difference of character ;

and between ‘ substance ’ and ‘ successive factors ’, non-differenco: is clearly

present (hence there is perception of what is contrary to the Probandum,

i.e. difference).—(310)

Thus in reality, there being non-difference between * Substance ’ and the

* Successive Factors there cannot be any difference between them as regards

their * characteristics * also
;
tliis is what is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (317-318).

The * One-ness * thus between ‘ Substance ’ and the * Successive

Factors ’ being not-figurattve (i.e. Real), the * Substance *

also should be distributive (Exclusive), like the forms

of the * Successive Factors ’
; or those ‘ Successive

Factors * themselves should be comprehensive

in their character, like the * Substance *;

BECAUSE THE ONE-NESS OF THESE WITH
* Substance *

is duly established.

-(317-318)

COMMENTARY.

When a tiling is non-different from another thing which is ‘ exclusive ’

in its naturo, the former also must be exclusive

;

as for examplo, the forms
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of the Successive Factors themselves and Substance is non-different from
the Successive Factors, which are exclusive ; so that there is a natural reason
(for the Substance also being exclusive ).—Or (the argument may be stated in
another form)—When a thing is non-differentfrom another which is inclusive in
character, the former also must bo inclusive

;

e.g. the form of the ‘ Substance’;
and the * Successive Factors ’ in the form of Pleasure, etc. are non-different
from the 1

Substance ’ which is inclusive ; hence this is a natural reason (for
regarding these as inclusive). If this were not so, then as the fate befalling
thorn would be different, the two would have to bo regarded as different.

There is also an argument which annuls the contrary of the conclusion,
in the form that " if things possessed of contradictory properties would
Iki regarded as one, there would be an end to all business.”—(317-318)

TEXT (319).

From all this it follows that there is no such lasting ‘ Substance *

as the * Soul ’ and the like
; because they are not different

from the ‘ Successive Factors ’,—like the form
of the ‘ Successive Factors ’ themselves.—(319)

COMMENTARY.

Tiie plirase
4 and the like

'

is meant to include the Jar, Grains and other
tilings.—(319)

Tlie following text sots forth the upshot of the second, ‘indirect’,
proof :

—

TEXT (320).

None of the ‘ Successive Factors ’ also can be beset with ‘ appear-
ance and disappearance because they are non-

different from * Substance —like the permanent
form of the ‘ Substance. ’—(320)

COMMENTARY.

The text lias added the clause • like the permanent form of the Sub-
stance ’ in view of the argument that “ Inasmuch as Substance also is held
to be beset wiUi appearance and disappearance, there can be no absence
of the Probandum in the Roason ”. The compound 4

niyatdtma ’ is to be
taken as a Karmadhdraya, the meaning being 4 the eternal form—nature-
in the shapo of Substance and so forth ’.—(320)

The following Text clinches the argument :

—
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TEXT (321).

For this reason it should be admitted, either that there is

ABSOLUTE DESTRUCTION OF ALL, OR THAT ALL IS PERMANENT
(eternal) ; exclusiveness and inclusiveness could not

EXIST IN ANY SINGLE THING.

—

(321)

COMMENTARY.

Any such comprehensive entity as * substance \ cannot bo accoptod,

not only because it is non-difforent in nature from the ‘ successive factors

but also for the following reason (shown in the next text), it is not perceived

apart from the ' successive factors ’ even when the conditions of its per-

ception are present, and hence it should be treated as ‘ non-existent ’. This

is what is explained in the following

—

TEXT (322).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THERE IS NO PERCEPTION OF * SUBSTANCE *, WHICH

SHOULD BE PERCEPTIBLE, AS SOMETHING PERMEATING THROUGH

(AND COMPREHENSIVE OF) THE * SUCCESSIVE FACTORS

—HENCE IT CANNOT BE REGARDED AS EXISTING,

—LIKE THE ‘ SKY-LOTUS ’. (322)

COMMENTARY.

This shows that the statement that “ Tlio Soul, in the form of Substance,

is permeating through tiro
1 Successive Factors \ is apprehended by perception

itself ” is not true ; because as a matter of fact, no such substance as ‘ Soul ’

is porcoived to appear, in that comprehensive (all-embracing) form, in any

such Cognition as is admitted (by all parties) to bo
4 Sense-perception \—(322)

Question.—“If it is so,—i.e., if there is no such substance as ‘Soul’,

apart from the 4 Successive Factors \ —how do the distinctions of Numbor
etc. come about ?

*’

The Answer is provided in the following

—

TEXT (323).

In fact. Things are capable of diverse fruitful actions ;—they

ARE CAUSES OF THE NOTIONS OF ‘ SIMILARITY ’ AND THE REST

;

—AND THEY ARE AMENABLE TO CONVENTIONAL VERBAL

EXPRESSIONS CONNOTING SUCH THINGS.—(323)

COMMENTARY.

The * fruitful actions —of the ‘ successive factors Colour etc.,—aro

« diverse ’—of various kinds—distinguished as similar and dissimilar ;—the

14
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‘ similar ’ actions are the Holding of water and the like, and the * dissimilar
*

actions are the colouring of cloth, the bringing about of visual perception and
the like ;—of these actions, the * Successive Factors ’ are capable. Thus is

the compound to be analysed. As regards tho ‘ similar action all the
* Successive Factors * aro used simultaneously ; hence in order to indicate

their common causal efficiency,—even though there is no common identical

Substance permeating through them, and even though they are different

from each other, yet—they are spoken of by means of the single term * Jar \
as being one in number

;
and when it is intended to indicate tho dissimilar

spociBc actions of each of tho ‘ Successive Factors ', they are spoken of by
means of words expressive of tho plural number ;— it is in this way that the

diversity in number, as also diversity in action (purpose) is explained.

“ How then is there diversity of characteristics t
”

They are causes of the notions, etc. etc.—The things, Jar o.g., become
* causes of notions of similarity when under all conditions, of baked, un-

baked, etc., they are conceived of as ‘ Jar ’ and * Jar * only,—being apprehen-

ded as objects of indeterminate cognitions ;—as even though they aro destroyed

every moment, they are produced at each succeeding moment as particular

things, but of similar shape. But when they bocome produced in the different

colours of dark, red, and tho like, they become ‘ causes of notions of dis-

similarity Thus oven in the absence of any simple comprehensive entity

permeating through them, tho things become the causes (basis) of notions of

similarity and dissimilarity, and thereby come to be regarded as ‘ comprehen-
sive ’ and ‘ exclusive ’ in character ; and thus the diversity of character

becomes established.

The term * ddi '
in the compound f tulyddi '

is meant to include the
4 ahdya \

4 notions of dissimilarity
44 To what then is the diversity in Name due ?

**

‘ They are amenable etc.'— 1 Such things',—Le. tilings like Colour, which
are capable of diverse fruitful actions and are causes of notions of similarity and
dissimilarity ; such things form the 4 object ’—connotation—of such conven-

tional verbal expressions as 4 Jar ’ and 4

Colour ’ etc. ; and the said things

are amenable to such verbal expressions (names).—(323)

Thus what is proved by Perception Is the fact that things are without
‘ Soul \—this is what, by way of recapitulation, is pointed out in the
following

—

TEXT (324).

In faot, it is only the 4
Successive Factors ’ that are cognised

as characterised by 4 appearance and disappearance ’

;

HENCE PURE 4

SOULLESSNESS ’ BECOMES CLEARLY

ESTABLISHED.

COMMENTARY.
4
Successive Factors'—i.e. Colour etc., as also Pain etc. as felt in their

own nature ;

—

4 only '—i.e. without any one 4
substance ’ non-different from
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tliem :—bocause for an eternal entity, any fruitful action, either simultaneous

or consecutivo, is incompatible. In fact, fruitful action in tho case of tilings

is possible only when they are liablo to * appearance and disappearance

Thus, through Inference also, it becomes established that those things which

aro capable of fruitful action aro * without Soul ’, this being indicated by their

more existence.—(324)

Against what the Buddhist lias said under Text 322 abovo, the author an-

ticipates tho following objection from the opponent’s (Jaina's) standpoint :

—

TEXT (325).

It might be urged that—" what exists is the mixed form of the
* Substance * and the ‘ Successive Factors —because it

is held to be dual in form, but imparttte,—like

Narasimha —(325)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Mixed * —joined together ; that is why the form of the
4 Substance ’,

though existent, is not perceived :—The noxt sontonce explains tho reason

for its boing thus * mixed * in character : Because it is field to be etc.,—i.e.

because tho Soul and other things, though dual in form, are held to bo im-

partile,—like Narasimha ; and bocauso the Soul is impartito, therefore it exists

in tho joint dual form, and henco is not perceived separately.—(32C)

That this assertion (of the Jaina) involves self-contradiction is pointed

out in tho following

—

TEXT (326).

The assertion that * a certain thing is of dual form * can be

based on the existence of several things,—because the
term 4 form * connotes nature.—(326)

COMMENTARY.

If the tiling is
4 impartite then, to speak of it as 4

of dual form ’ is a

contradiction in terms ; because such an assertion can be based only upon
the existence of several things

; because when a tiling is spoken of os 4

dvi-

rupa 4
of dual form ’, what ismeant is tliat

4

it has two forms—two natures ’
;

and one and tho somo tiling cannot havo 4 two natures ’
; as that would

doprivo it of its one -ness. What you have proved is only tliat there aro

two forms or characters, and not that there is a single entity with two forms ;

and that for tho simple reason tliat the characters of being one and being

many are mutually contradictory and preclusive.—(326)

As regards Narasimha, he is one only and is not regarded as of
4 dual

form ’,—this is pointed out in tho following

—
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TEXT (327).

Narasimha also cannot be one and also of ‘ dual nature ’
; as

He is perceived as such because He is an aggregate of

MANY ATOMS.—(327)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant by * also * is that it is not only the tiling under dispute

that cannot be ‘ of dual form 4 He *—i.e. Narasinha—‘ as such \ through
the diverse character of tho parts of his body, and also through His occupying

larger space ; otherwise He would not appear as Ho docs. If even a small

part—of the size of the fly’s leg—of His body were concoolod, He would be

hidden to that extent.

This same argument also sets aside the fact of His being of tho Colour of

the Emerald.

All this we are going to explain in detail under the cliapter on 4 The
Refutation of the Composite Wholo ’.

End of Chapter on the Jaina 4

Doctrine of the Soul



CHAPTER VII.

SECTION (E).

The * Advaita * Doctrine of the Soul.

COMMENTARY.

Others, upholding the Advaila (Monistic) system of Philosophy, who are

followers of the Upanifads, postulate the * Soul ’ to be Eternal, One and
of the nature of Consciousness, which appears in the form of tlie illusory modi-

fications of Earth etc.—This is the view set forth in the following Texts.

—

TEXT (328).

Others assert that—“The Earth, Fire, Water etc. are the

ILLUSORY MODIFICATIONS OF ETERNAL CONSCIOUSNESS, AND
THIS IS WHAT CONSTITUTES THE ‘ SOUL \”

—

(328)

COMMENTARY.

This is what constitutes the Soul—That is, the Soxil is of the nature of

one Eternal Consciousness of which Earth etc. are illusory modifications.—
* Others

'—i.e. the followers of the Upanifads.—(328)

Question :
—

‘ What is the proof of this ?
’—The answer is given in the

following

—

TEXT (329).

“There is nothing in this world which is endowed with the

character of apj)rehensibility ; and all this ls held to be

THE ILLUSORY MODIFICATION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.”

—

(329)

COMMENTARY.

Apart from Consciousness (Cognition), Earth etc. aro not found

to fulfil the conditions of * apprehensibility —whereby they could appear

(bo perceived) as composites ;—and Atoms do not exist (for the Vedantin)

;

hence, by implication, it is concluded tliat Earth etc. are merely so many

reflections in Consciousness.

‘ This *—i.e. Earth and the rest.—(329)

The above view of the Vedantin is controverted in the following

—
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TEXTS (330-331)

The error in the view of these philosophers is a slight one,

—

DUE ONLY TO THE ASSERTION OF ETERNALITY (OF COGNITION)
;

AS DIVERSITY IS CLEARLY PERCEIVED IN THE COGNITIONS OF

Coidur, Sound and other things.—If all these

COGNITIONS WERE ONE, THEN, COLOUR, SOUND, TaSTE

AND OTHER THINGS WOULD BE COGNISABLE ALL AT

ONCE
J
AS IN AN ETERNAL ENTITY THERE CAN

BE NO DIFFERENT STATES.—(330-331)

COMMENTARY.

* The error is a slight one —as tlioy postulate only Cognition (Conscious-

ness, as the only entity), which is quite reasonable.

“If that is so, then what is even the * slight error ’ in their view ?
”

It is due to the assertion of
4
eternality \

** But why should not the acceptance of
4
otornality ’ bo reasonable ?

”

Answer—Diversity is clearly perceived etc. etc.;—4 Etemality ’ connotes

remaining in the same state always, and 4 non-eternality ’ connotes not remain-

ing in the same state always ; and as a matter of fact, the Cognition that mani-

fests (apprehends) Colour, Sound and other things is not found to bo in one

and the same state always ;—actually it appears at one time as manifesting

Colour and at another time, as manifesting Sound and other things, in a certain

order of sequence. Under the circumstances, if all these things, Sound and

the rest, were manifested by a single Eternal Cognition, then all of thorn

would appear (be Cognised) simultaneously, like tho bedspread of variegated

colours ; as tho Cognition manifesting them would (ex hypothesi) be always

there.

It may be held that 44 the Cognition of Sound and other tilings are

different 4
states ’ of it appearing one after the other,—so that tho apprehen-

sion of Sound etc. could not be simultaneous ”.

Tho answer to this is

—

4 In an Eternal Entity there can be no different

slates V—because tho 4
states * are not different from the Entity to wliich

they belong
;
so that tho Entity to which the states bolong would be liable

to
4

production and destruction ’,—appearance and disappearance,—in tho

same way as tho States are liable ; or, conversely, tho states also would bo

eternal

,

like tho Entity to wliich they l>elong.—If, on the other linnd, the states

are different from tho entity to which they belong, then there can bo no

idea of tho states belonging to this entity ; as there is no benefit conferred by
the one on the other ; and this alternative (of the states boing different from

tho Cognitions) would also be contrary to the doctrine that tho oternnl Cogni-

tion is tho only one Entity.—(330-331)

Further, if the Eternal Cognition existed, it could be known either

through Perception or tlirough Inference ;
that it cannot be known through

Perception is shown in tho following

—
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TEXT (332).

Cognition or Consciousness is never apprehended as anything
DISTINCT FROM THE COGNITIONS OF COLOUR AND OTHER THINGS J

AND INASMUCH AS THESE LATTER UNDERGO VARIATIONS

EVERY MOMENT, WHAT REMAINS THERE THAT COULD

BE LASTING (PERMANENT, ETERNAL) ?

—

(332)

COMMENTARY.

As ft matter of fact, apart from tho Cognitions of Coloxir etc., which appear

one after the other, wo do not apprehend any lasting Consciousness, otornal

and one,—whereby it could bo held to bo known through Perception.

—

Then, inasmuch as it is well known that the Cognitions of Colour and other

tilings aro apprehended one after the other, and are destroyed every moment
—it has to bo explained what remains there that is non-differont from those

Cognitions ? Thus, inasmuch as there is no approliension of any such

Cognition, which would be apprehended if it wore there,—it cannot but

be regarded as * non-existent *. This is what the Text moans.

Nor can it be held that the said Eternal Cognition is known through

Inference. Because such an Inference would bo based either upon the nature

of the Cognition itself, or upon that of its effects. It cannot be the formor,

as there is noticing which can prove that such is the nature of tho said Eternal

Cognition ; on the contrary, there is Perception itself which precludes any such

notion.

Thus the doctrine that ‘ the world is the illusory modification of the

Eternal Consciousness ’ is not right.—(332)

Then again, under this doctrine, the notions of * Bondage ’ and
' Liberation * are not possible.—This is wliat is shown in the following

—

TEXT (333).

There can be no distinction in Cognition as ‘ wrong * and * right ’

—if the ‘ Soul ’ consists of a single (eternal) Cognition ;

HOW THEN CAN THERE BE ANY * BONDAGE ’ AND
* LIBERATION ’ ?—(333)

COMMENTARY.

For one who holds the view that—Cognition is in perpetual flux, different

with different persons, undergoing variations in a series,—tlie notion of

‘ Bondage and Liberation * is quito reasonable, as being duo to the coming

about of a series of cognitions, wrong and right
;
and through tho practice

of yoga, gradually purer and purer Cognitions coming about, the series of

impure cognitions ccaso and the final Aim (of Liberation) is attained ;
and

thus tho attempt at Liberation becomes fruitful.—-For you, on tho other hand,
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the ‘ Soul ’ is of the nature of one Eternal Cognition ; how then can there be
any ‘ Bondage ’ and * Liberation ’ for such a Soul ? Because if the one Cogni-
tion is eternally wrong, then, as there could be no other state for it, thero
could be no possibility of * Liberation on the other hand, if the one Cognition
were eternally right, then as it would be always pure, there could be no
‘ Bondago —As regards our doctrine, the Cognition is held to be defective
(wrong) or pure (right), in accordance with the varying character of the
Serios (in which it appears), and hence the notion of * Bondage and Liberation ’

is entirely reasonable. This has been thus declared— ‘ Cognition is defective
and free from defects, beset with impurities and freo from impurities

; if it

were never impure, then all embodied beings would be always liberated ; if it

wore never pure, then the attempt to secure Liberation would bo fruitless—(333)

If it be held that * Bondage and Liberation are only assumed, not real —
then it becomes necessary to explain the basis of this assumption. What
this basis is under the doctrine of ‘ Cognitions boing non-eternal ’ has been
shown above. Thus the Effort—in the form of the contemplation of Truth,
—that you put forth for the attaining of the ‘ Ultimate Aim ’ and for passing
beyond the cycle of Birth and Death, can only lead to futilo fatigue.—Tliis
is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (334-335).

What could the Mystic set aside or accomplish by the practice
or Yoga 1 What too is there that could be rejected ?

As Wrong Cognition also is of the nature of the same
(eternal Cognition).—The Knowledge of Truth also
cannot be something to be brought about

; AS,

BEING OF THE NATURE OF COGNITION, IT IS ALWAYS
there.

—

So that the entire Practice of Yoga
ALSO IS ENTIRELY FRUITLESS.—(334-335)

COMMENTARY

If, by tho contemplation of Truth, the Mystic could set aside, or bring

about, anything, then his Effort would be fruitful. As it is however, he can
never set aside Wrong Cognition, because it is of die nature of the same,—i.e.

of the nature of Eternal Cognition.—For die same reason it cannot be rejected ;

because what is eternal cannot be destructible and hence its rejection is

impossible.—How can the Yogin accomplish—bring about—the Knowledge

of Truth ? Being of the nature of Eternal Cognition, the Knowledge of Truth
would be always tliere.—Thus the doctrine in question cannot be right.

(334-335)



CHAPTER VII.

SECTION (F).

The Doctrine of ' Soul * according to Vdtslputriyas.

COMMENTARY.

The Author proceeds to refute the doctrine of * Pudgala '
(Soul) set up

by the Vdtsiputnyas.

TEXT (336).

Some people who reoard themselves as ‘ Bauddhas ’ describe the

Soul by the name of ‘ Pudgala and declare it to be

NEITHER THE SAME AS, NOR DIFFERENT FROM—(THE

Slcandhas, Thought-phases).—(336)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Somo people the Vdtsipulnyas.—Though these people regard

thomselves as * Saugalas \—sons of Sugata, Buddha,—yet, under tho

pretended namo of * Pudgala they postulate tho ‘ Soul \ which cannot be

said to be either the ‘ samo as or ‘ different from tho * thought-phases ’.

The question arising as to how persons, who admit their being ‘ Sons ’ of tho

Blessed Buddha who has taught tho doctirno of ‘ No-Soul \ have wedded

themselves to a falso view of * Soul —the Author answers it in a joking

spirit, by the term ‘ who regard themselves as Bauddhas

The character of the ‘ Soul ’ is held to be as follows :—(a) He who is tho

door of the diverse good and bad deeds, (6) the enjoyer of the agreeable and

disagreeable fruits of his deeds, and (e) who moves from tho point of the

abandonment of the preceding Thought-phase to tho point of the assuming

of another Thought-phase, and is also the Exporiencer,—is tho Sard.—All

this is held to be true (by tho Vatsipulrlyas) of their ‘ Pudgala ’ also ; the

only difference is in regard to the name.—(336)

Question .-—What is tho reason for regarding tho Pudgala as ‘ incapable

of being spoken of ’ (either as the same as, or as different from, tho Thought-

phases) ?

The answer is given in the following

—
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TEXT (337).

The 4

Pudgala ’ cannot be spoken of as ‘ different * from the Thought

-

•phases,—AS IN that cash this doctrine would be the same
as those of the * Tairthika Philosophers ’ ;—nor can it be

SPOKEN OF AS THE * SAME * (NON-DIFFERENT)
; AS, IN

THAT CASE, IT WOULD HAVE TO BE REGARDED AS
‘ MORE THAN ONE * (MANY) AND SO FORTH ;

—

HENCE IT IS BEST TO REGARD IT AS * INCAP-

ABLE OF BEING SPOKEN OF* (AS

EITHER THE ONE OR THE
OTHER).—(337)

COMMENTARY

If the Pudgala woro hold to bo different from the Thought-phases,—than it

would come to bo the view of the 4 Soul ’ propounded by tho Tairthika Philoso-
phers,—which would mean the acceptance of the doctrine of the Eternal
1 Soul and it is not possible (as shown above) for the Eternal Soul to be the
doer and the enjoyer, because it is always undifferentiated, like Akasha ; and
the Blessed Lord also has denied the Eternal Soul; whoso words— 4

all
entities are devoid of the Soul ’—would thus become contradicted.

44 In that case, the Pudgala may be regarded as non-different from the
Thought-phases

Nor can it be spoken oj as 4

non-dijferent ’ from the Thought-phases
If tho Thought-phases, Colour and the rest, were tho Pudgala, then, as it would
bo non-different from many Thought-phases, tho Pudgala itself would have
to be regarded as many,—like the various forms of tlie Thought-phases

;

and
tho Pudgala is hold to he one ; as lias been asserted in the sentence

—

4 Tho
Pudgala is one, and is born in tho world as one

; and so also the Tathugata
Tho plirase 4 and so forth

'

is meant to include 4

noa-entemality ’ and such
other characters.—Under tho circumstances, the Pudgala would be something
liable to destruction, like the Thought-phases ; which would mean tliat there
is

4

destruction of what lias been done ’ [i.o. there would be no accruing of
tho fruit of one’s deeds to the man, who would be disappearing every moment)

;

and the Blessed Lord has rejected the doctrine of tlie absolute destruction
of tilings.—From all this it follows that the Pudgala is

4

incapable of being
spoken of ’ (either as tho same as, or as different from, the Thought -

phases).—(337)

Tlie following Text proceeds to show tliat like other things, the Pudgala
also cannot be regarded as existing, becauso it is incapable of being spoken

/“this conclusion being deducible from your own words :
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TEXT (338).

These people should be told that (according to what they have

said), the Pudgala cannot be regarded as existing in

REALITY ;—BECAUSE IT IS INCAPABLE OF BEING SPOKEN

OF EITHER AS THE SAME OR AS DIFFERENT (FROM

Thought-phases) ;—just like the * Sky-lotus
'

AND SUCH NON-ENTITIES.—(338)

COMMENTARY

The argument may be formulatod as follows :—That winch is incapable

of being spoken of either as the same as, or as different from, a thing cannot

b© an entity,—as the sky-lotus ;—and the Pudtjala is {ex hypothesi) incapable

of being so spoken of ;—hence the wider character being absent (the narrower

character must bo absent) ; the corroborativo instance per dissimilarity

is supplied by Feelings etc.—(338)

Question—‘How is tho invariable concomitance (Premiss) urgod hore

arrived at ?
*

Tho answer is providod by the following

—

TEXT (339).

A THING CANNOT ESCAPE BEING EITHER ‘ SAME AS ’ OR ‘ DIFFERENT

FROM *, ANOTHER THING ; IN FACT, IT IS ONLY WHAT IS ENTIRELY

FORMLESS THAT CAN BE REGARDED AS * INCAPABLE OF

BEING SO SPOKEN OF*.

—

(339)

commentary

A thing cannot escape from being cither the same a3, or different from

another thing,—as there is no other third alternative possible. If that

were not so, then Colour and the rest also would be ‘ incapable of being spoken

of ’ (either as tire same as or different from one anothor).—It is for this

reason that it is only what, by its very nature, is formless that is regarded as

• incapable of being spoken of ’ —not so any Entity.—(339)

“ How is that ” ?

The answer is given in tho following

—
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TEXTS (340-342).

It is only an entity that can be liable to the alternatives of

BEING ‘ DIFFERENT ' OR ‘ NON-DIFFERENT *
;
HENCE IT IS ONLY IN REGARD

to things that are formless (i.e. non-entities) that it can be correct
NOT TO SPEAK OF THEM EITHER AS

4 DIFFERENT * OR 4 NON-DIFFERENT
’

(FROM ONE ANOTHER) ;—NOT SO IN REGARD TO AN entity ;—BECAUSE

IN THE CASE OF THE DENIAL * this IS NOT WHAT that IS,—LIKE A DIFFERENT

thing —IT is difference that is clearly spoken of ;—similarly

WHEN THERE IS DENIAL ‘ this IS NOT WHAT that IS NOT WHAT IS CLEARLY

spoken of is non-difference (between the two) ; thus it is that an
entity can never escape from being either different or non-different

FROM ANOTHER ENTITY.

—

(340-342)

COMMENTARY
As a matter of fact, an Entity alone can be the substratum of difference

and non-difference ; —never a nan-entity

;

hence the non-mention of both

difference and non-difference is possible only in regard to things that are

formless,—i.e. liave no character of their own ; such non-mention is not

right in regard to an Entity ;—such is the construction of the sentence ; and
the reason for this lies in the fact that no third alternative is possible.

“ Why is no third alternative possible ?
”

Answer:—Because in the case of the denial etc. etc.;—that is, when there

is the denial, * The Pudgala is not of the nature of Colour and other things

what is mentioned is the difference of the Pudgala from Colour and other things;

because the denial of the fact of ono thing being the same as another is invari-

ably concomitant with tho affirmation of a different character for the former.

This argument may bo formulated as follows :—When one thing is devoid of

tho character of another thing, it is different from it,—e.g. Colour is different

from Feeling ;—the entity named * Pudgala ’ is devoid of tho character

of Colour and the rest ; hence this is a reason (for its being rogardod as different

from them) based upon the nature of things.

—

Similarly where there is denial
4
this is not what that is',—i.e. tho denial of its not being of tho same

character as the other tiling,—what is meant is its non-difference from that

thing ; becauso tho denial of a real Entity being different from another

tiling is invariably concomitant with tho affirmation of its boing the same as

that tiling; if it were not so,—and no character is affirmed regarding that thing,

—thon all clioracter being denied of it, it would become a non-entity ; because

a non-entity is characterised by the denial of all cliaractcr in regard to it. This

argument may be formulated as follows:—When one thing is denied the

character of boing something other than another thing, it must bo tho same as

this lattor,—just as Colour is denied the character of being somctliing different

from itself ;—the Pudgala (according to the opposite party) is denied the

character of being something other than Colour and the rest ; hence tliis

is a reason (for its being regarded as non-different from the latter) based

upon tho nature of things.—Thus we conclude that an Entity cannot escape

from the alternatives of being different or non-different from another thing ;
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so that the Premiss of our main reason (against the doctrine of the VatsI-

putnyas) is fully established.—(340-342)

It has thus boon proved that, under the theory of its being * incapable

of being spoken of ’, the Pudgala can have an existence only in imagination.

The author now proceeds to clinch the argument by showing that if the Pudgala

is regarded as an entity, it cannot be right to regard it as * incapable of being

spoken of otherwise the conclusion would be contrary to your own asser-

tion

—

TEXT (343).

Your words that “ the Pudgala is not different from the Thought-

phases 5 ARE A CLEAR assertion of ITS non-difference ;
WHILE

the words ‘ the Thought-phase is not the Pudgala *

clearly asserts its difference.—(343)

COMMENTARY

Further, when you assert that ‘ the Pudgala is incapable of being spoken

of Y you loudly proclaim quite clearly that the Pudgala is different from

the Thought-phases. This is what is pointed out in the following

—

TEXT (344).

The PRESENCE OF CONTRARY PROPERTIES IS SPOKEN OF AS CONSTITUTING

* DIFFERENCE ’ AMONG ENTITIES
;
IS THERE NO SUCH ‘ DIFFERENCE *

between the Pudgala and the Thought-phases ?—(344)

COMMENTARY

This argument may be formulated as follows :—Where two tilings aro

possessed of properties that are mutually exclusive, they must be different

from one another,—e.g. between Colour and Feeling, tlio former being

endowed with material shape and the latter being devoid of material shape ;

—

Pudgala and Thought-phase are (according to you) possessed by such mutually

exclusive properties as ‘ capablo of being spoken of ’ and ‘ incapable of

being spoken of hence this is a natural reason (for regarding the two as

different).—(344)

The following Text proceeds to show that tho reason here put forward

is not ‘ unproven ’ :

—

TEXT (345).

For instance, the Pudgala is said to be ‘ incapable of being spoken

OF ’ AS DIFFERENT OR NON-DIFFERENT FROM FEELING AND THE

REST, WHILE COLOUR, NAME AND OTHER THINGS ARE

SAID TO BE ‘ capable OF BEING SPOKEN OF * AS

DIFFERENT FROM THEM.—(345)

COMMENTARY

That is to say, the Pudgala is said to be * incapable of being spoken of
’

as different or non-different from Feeling, Name and the rest ; while Colour,
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Name, and the rest are spoken of as quite * capable of being spoken of
*

as different from each other ; so tliat our Reason is not ‘ unproven ’.—(345)

The following Text shows another reason why the prcsenco of contra-

dictory properties in the two (Pudgala and Colour, etc.) must bo admitted :

—

TEXT (346).

The * Colour-phase ’ and the rest are held to be * capable of

BEING SPOKEN OF ’ AS ‘ NON-ETERNAL *
;
WHILE THE Pudgala IS

NOT SO
;
SO THAT THERE IS A CLEAR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

THE TWO.—(346)

COMMENTARY

The assertion that * all impressions are non-eternal ’ shows that Colour

and the rest are quite ‘ capable of being spoken of ’ as * non-eternal whilo

the Pudgala is not hold to bo so ‘ capable of being spoken of ’ as ‘ non-eternal ’;

on the ground that it is entirely ‘ incapable of being spokon of ’ (as anything

at all).

Nor is our Reason * inconclusive ’; because all idea of ‘ difference ’ is

based upon tho said fact (of the presence of contradictory properties) ; if

it were not so, then the whole Universe would be a single Entity; which

would mean the possibility of all things being produced and destroyed

simultaneously.—(346)

The Pudgala is a non-entity, not only on account of its being * incapable

of being spoken of as different or non-difforont from Colour etc.’, as explained

above,—but it is a non-entity for the following reason also, on account of its

being ‘ incapable of being spoken of as non-eternal ’;—this is what is explained

in the following

—

TEXT (347).

Capacity for effective action is the differentia of the Existence

(of a thing) ; and such Capacity is restricted to

MOMENTARY ENTITIES ONLY ]
HENCE IF ANYTHING IS

‘ incapable of being spoken of (as momentary) \ IT

cannot BE an existent entity.—(347)

COMMENTARY

What characterises * Existence ’, the nature of an ‘ Entity,’ is Capacity

for effective action ;—as a matter of fact, a non-entity is characterised by the

absence of all Capacity

;

which implies that Capacity for effective action
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is the only cliaracteristic of on Entity, This Capacity is restricted to momentary
Entities only ;—that is, it is invariably concomitant with momentariness

;

specially as any effective action would be impossible for an Eternal Entity,
whose activities could not be either successive or simultaneous. So that, if

the Pudgala is ‘ incapable of being spoken of as momentary —then it

cannot have the nature of an ‘ Entity as the more extensive cliaracter

of * inomentariness ’ is absent in it ;—just as the absence of the cliaracter of
‘ Tree ’ means the absence of the cliaracter of the ‘ Shimsliapd ’ (a particular

tree). This is what has been thus declared :
—

‘ That which is incapable of

being spokon of as non-eternal cannot be the cause of anything.’

The following might bo urged :
—“ If tho Pudgala were eternal, then

Effective Activity would be incompatible as, being neither succcssivo nor
simultaneous ;—but as a matter of fact, it is as ‘ incapable of being spoken
of ’ as non-eternal as it is of being spoken of as eternal ; so that effective action

cannot be incompatible with it.”

This is not right
; there can be no entity with a specific individuality

which is devoid of both thoso characters (of eternality and non-eternality)

;

asl * eternal ’ and * non-eternal ’ are mutually exclusive (and contradictory)

terms ; so that in any entity, the absence or presence of one of these must
mean the presence or absence (respectively) of the other.

We are not objecting to the application of the term ‘ incapable of being

spoken of ’, to the Pudgala ; because the applying of names to tilings dopends

entirely upon the wish of tho speaker, and as such, cannot be objected to by
anyone. What wo are doing however is to examine the nature of

the * Entity —is this nature always present in the tiling called ‘ Pudgala

or not ? If it is present, tlion the tiling must bo eternal

,

because
' eternality ’ consists in nothing else except that cliaracter which is always

present and is never destroyed ;—and it is only a thing having this

character that is called ‘ Eternal as lias been declared in the words—* The
learned call that thing Eternal which, in its own form, is never destroyed \

—

If, on the other hand, tlie other view be held, that tho said nature is not

always present in tho Pudgala,—then tho Pudgala must bo non-eternal ;

as tho only characteristic of the non-eternal thing is that it sliould not bo

lasting (permanent).—-Thus then there being no other alternative apart

from being ‘ momontary ’
(non-eternal ) or ‘ non-momentary ’ (eternal),—

and effective activity—either successive or simultaneous—being incompatible

for the non-momentary (Eternal) Entity, tho Existence of a thing must bo

invariably concomitant with ‘ momentariness so that if ‘ momontarmess ’

is absent in the Pudgala, * Existence ’ also must bo absent,—and it becomes

established that it is non-existent.—(347)

Says the Jaina :
—“ If it is so, and if the rudgala does not exist at all,

—

then how is it tliat the Blessed Lord (
Buddha

) when asked—as to whether

the Living Entity is this and the Body is that,—the Living Entity boing differ-

ent from tho Body ,—said ‘ this has not been explained ’ ?—Why did ho not

say straight away that there is no suclb thing as the Living Entity (Soul) ?
”

This is answered in the following

—
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TEXT (348)

Great mbk have successfully explained all those cases where

THERE IS CONFLICT BETWEEN * SCRIPTURE * AND THE REAL STATE

OF THINGS. IN FACT THE DIVERSE TEACHINGS OF THE

Merciful One are for the purpose of rebutting

‘ Unbelief *
(
Ndstikya ).—(348)

COMMENTARY

If there were such an object as the ‘ Pudgala \ then alone could it have

deserved an explanation as to whether it is different or non-different (like

other tilings) ; as a matter of fact, however, the object itsolf lias not been

proved ; how thon could its character bo explained ? An absolute non-entity,

as the ‘ Haro’s horn * can have no sharpness or other properties, which could bo

explained. Hence while propounding the notion that the Pudgala has only

an ideal (imaginary) existence, tho Blessed Lord said * it has not been ex-

plained

He did not declare straight away that 4
it docs not exist ’, because

tho question hod not been asked about the nature of the object itsolf [the

question having been only about its difference or non-difference from

the Body].

Or it may bo tluit, oven though tho tiling had a merely 4

ideal ’ existence.

Ho wished to avoid tho extreme view that 4
it does not exist —in considera-

tion of tho welfare of such disciples as were uot yet fit for receving the extreme

Doctrine of the 4 Void ’ (Nihilism), He did not say tliat * the Soul or Pudgala

does not exist.’—It has been thus declared :

—

4 Noting tho difference between

the Tusker and the Tusk, and the destruction of Actions, the Jinas propound

the Dharma,—on tlio analogy of tho Tigress’ Cub (?).’—In this way have

Vasubandhu and other teachers succeeded in disclosing the real import

of tho toacliings in such works as the Koshajtaramdrthasaptati and the rest

;

hence it should be learnt from those works. In the present context the

details are not written down for fear of becoming too prolix.

“ If that is so ”—says the opponent—“ how do you construe the assertion

that 4 there is existence which proves it * ?
”

The answor is

—

4 For the purpose oj rebutting unbelief etc. etc '—There are

divine teachings of the Merciful One which speak of
4
sattva ’ and 4

astilva *

(Existence),

—

which are not incompatible (with the Buddhist doctrine);

—

tliis has to be taken as understood. The 4 mental series ’ in which the 4

idea

of existence ’ appears,—it is with reference to the non-cessation (continuity)

of that series, tliat the Blessed Lord has said
4 there is existence If he had

not dono so, then there would bo on idea that even those 4 Impressions ’

do not exist in tho causo-effect-chain of whoso 4 moments ’ there has been no

break,—which would mean that things of the ‘ othor world ’ do not exist,

—

and this would demolish the whole idea of the 4 othor world ’, and the disciples

would become inclined to
4 unbelief [The form 4 Ndstikya ' here is used

in the old sense of the idea that there is no such thing as tho 4 Soul ’ or the
4 other world.’]

—

(348)
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Tho following argument has been urged by the opponent

:

—“ It has been
declared by the Blessed Lord as follows

—

1 O Bhikkhus, I am describing to
you the Burden, the Taking up of the Burden, tlie Throwing up of the Burden
and the Bearer of the Burden

; the term ‘ burden * stands for the five consti-
tuent thought-phases, the ‘talcing up of the Burden ' for satisfaction (pleasure),

the ‘ throwing up of the Burden * for Liberation, and the ‘ Bearer of tlie

Burden ’ for tho Pudgalas ’.—Now, how do you explain this ? Certainly
tho ‘ Bearer of the Burden ’ cannot be the same as the ‘ Burden ’ itself.”

The answer to this is supplied by tho following

—

TEXT (349)

The mention of the * Bearer of the Burden ’ and so forth
is made with the Aggregates, etc. in BUND

;

AS REGARDS THE PARTICULAR DENIAL,—THAT
IS OF USE AGAINST THOSE WHO HOLD

THOSE VIEWS. (349)

CO 4ENTARY.

The Thought-phases that appear at the same time, when meant to bo
spoken of collectively, come to be called

4 aggregates ’
; when these appear

at the same time, in tho form of Cause and Effect, they como to be called a
* series ’ or * Chain ’

; and when they are usod as the basis of conception as a
single concept, they como to be called by such names as 4 members of tho

Series ’ and 4 Components of tho'aggregate ’ ;—and it was with those 4

aggre-

gates ’ in mind that the Teacher spoke of the 4 Bearer of the Burden *
; and

there is thus no incongruity in this.

The terra
4
etc.' in the expression 4

aggregates , etc.' includos the Series

and tho term 4 and so forth ’ in the phrase 4 Bearer of the Burden and so forth '

stands for the Burden and the rest.

Thus then, those same Thought-phases which are spoken of as
4

aggregate,’
4 series ' and tho like, are spoken of as

4 the Pttdgala, the Bearer of the Burden ’,

as in common parlance it is this to which the namo 4 Pudgala ’ is applied.

It is for this reason that the Blessed Lord has described tho Pttdgala in the

following words :

—

4 What is Pudgala, the Bearer of the Burden ’ ?—having

asked thus. He goes on

—

4 It is that which, O Long-lived one, bears such and
such a name, belongs to such and such a caste, to such and such a clan, takes

such and such food, feels such and such pleasures and pains, and lives so

long Thus being of the nature of the 4

aggregate of thought-phases the

Pudgala should bo understood to be only ideally existent, and not as an Eternal

Substance, as postulated by others ;—it was with a view to show this that the

Lord used the above words. It has to be accepted as true ; otherwise, as the
4 Burden ’, etc. also have been spoken of as something different from the

Thought-phases, (in the passage under reference), these also, like tho Pttdgala,

would have to be regarded as not included among the Thought-phases. Thus

it is clear that those preceding Thought-phases themselves which operate

15
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towards tho bringing about of another succeeding Thought-phase have boon

spokon of as * Burden —those tliat are going to appear as the result have

boon spokon of as the * Bearer of the Burden \ So tliat the passage quoted

doos not warrant tho conclusion desired by the Opponent.

Uddyotakara has argued os follows :—[This is a clear reference to Nyaya-

vdrlika 3-1. 1, page 341, but the passage found extends only up to tho words

* naitia tvamasi in line 26, of the present text]— “ One who does not admit

the ‘ Soul ’ cannot make sense out of the words of the Biuldho. who has declared

—
‘ 0 Bhadanla, I am not Colour, I am not Feeling, Name, Impres-

sion or Cognition, O Bhadanla ; similarly O Bhikfu, you are not Colour,

or Feeling, Name, Impression, or Cognition, you are not, O Bhadanla ’

—here Colour and tho other Thought-phases have been denied to be tho

object of ' I-consciousness this denial is particular, not Universal ; while

one who denies the ' Soul ’ should assert the denial in the Universal form

* I am not—you are not A particular dental always implies a corresponding

particular affirmation ; e.g. when it is said * I do not see with my left eye

it is clearly implied that ‘I do see with my right Eye
’

;

if the man did not

see with the right Eye also, then the mention of the qualification

' left * in the former assertion would be useless ; the assertion should

have been in the general form ‘ I do not see Similarly in tlie case in question

when it is said ‘ Colour is not the Soul, Cognition is not the Soul it becomes

implied that tho Soul is and it is something different from these (Colour,

Cognition, and the rest). It may be * incapable of being spoken of ’ or any-

thing else, but in any case the Sold is there.”

It is in answer to this that the Text odds—* As regards the particular

denial, etc '.—That is to say, the mountain of the doctrine of the extant Soul

propounded by ovil-minded persons has risen up with twenty peaks,—such

as * Colour is Soul, Cognition is Soul, the Soul has Colour, the Soul has Cogni-

tion, Colour subsists in the Soul, Cognition subsists in the Soul’ and so forth.

—It is as against the first five of these views that the denial has its use

as against persons who hold those views. The term * Taddrstin ’ means thoso

who hold the view that * Colour is Soul ’ and so forth. What is denied

in the assertion (made by our Teacher) is exactly those points where the

foolish-minded persons might have their doubts ; and it is not intended to

affirm anything. Otherwise, by saying what could not benefit His hearers,

the Expounder would prove himself to be lacking in intelligence.—(349)

End of the section on the Vutsxputnyas' doctrine of * Soul \



CHAPTER VIII

Examination of the. Doctrine of the Permanence of Things.

COMMENTARY.

The Author lias spoken of his doctrine (in tlie opening lines of liis Intro-

duction) as * mobile ‘ impermanent *. The following Texts proceed

with the proof in support of this :

—

TEXT (350-351)

Ob, all this Effort (to refute the various doctrines regarding

THE ORIGIN OF THE WORLD) IS MADE NEEDLESSLY ; AS ALL SUCH

Doctrines are really set aside by the well-established

DOCTRINE OF THE * PERPETUAL FLUX ’ OF THINGS.

Hence it is this ‘ Perpetual Flux ’ that is

GOING TO BE CLEARLY ESTABLISHED FOR THE

REFUTATION OF ALL THAT HAS BEEN

REFERRED TO ABOVE AND ALL SUCH

THINGS AS THE * UNIVERSAL ’ AND

THE LIKE WHICH ARE GOING TO

BE MENTIONED LATER ON,

—

A REFUTATION THAT IS

APPLIED EQUALLY TO ALL

THOSE DOCTRINES.

—

(350-351)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, by establishing the Perpetual Flux of tilings, all the

various entities postulated by others,—such as those of ' Primordial Matter
*

* God ’ and the like—become discarded at a single stroke ; under the circum-

stances, all the effort that we have put forth in the above extensive portions

of our work, towards tlie setting forth in detail of the sevoral doctrines and

refuting them, is practically useless ; that is to say, all these are refuted by

tlie much simpler method (of establishing the Perpetual Flux). That is to

say, * Primordial Matter ’ and the rest are not lield by others to be undergoing

destruction immediately on appearance, or to be liable to absolute destruction
;

hence by the establishing of the doctrine of * Perpetual Flux ’ which includes

all things, all those postulated entities become set aside ; holding this opinion

as we do, we proceed to establish this * Perpetual Flux ' with special care,

—

for the purpose of discarding (a) all those doctrines that have been discussed

so far,—beginning with ‘ Primordial Matter 1 and ending with * Pudgala \

—

and (6) all those that are going to be discussed later on,—such as the * Univer-

sal ’,
4

Quality *,
4 Substance etc., Words and their denotation, the Means
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aud tho Objects of Right Cognition, the Thing of Variegated Character coloured

with tho various tints of the Emerald, etc., an Entity continuing

during all these points of time, the four Elemental Substances postulated by
the Chdrvdka and the Materialists, and the Mass of Words (Veda) posited by
tho followers of Jaimini.

‘ Clearly *,—because for the proof set forth, there is a Reason that satisfios

all tho three conditions of the valid Probans.

What is meant by this is that in reality, tho whole purpose of our philo-

sophy reaches its culminating point in this examination of the * Permanent
Character ’ of things.—(350-351) -

Tho Author proceeds to show how this Perpetual Flux is established :

—

TEXT (352)

Some people hold that there are two classes op things

—

Created and Uncreated
;
others have held that

THE TWO CLASSES OF THINGS ARE

Momentary and Non-momen-

tary.—(352)

COMMENTARY.

In this connection, tlie followers of Nyaya and others do not regard any-

thing as * momentary \ and they hold that there are two classes of things in the

shape of ‘ Created ’ and ‘ Uncreated among tilings some are ‘ created \—as

the jar and the rest, while some are 4

uncreated ’—as tlic Atom, Akdsha, etc.

Others however,—like Vdtsiputriyas—hold that there is a further classi-

fication of things imder tho two heads of 4momentary ’ and 4 non-momentary ’

;

that is, according to thoso people, such tilings as Cognition, Sound, Light-rays,

are ‘momentary’, while such things as Earth and Akdsha are ‘non-
momentary —(352)

Such being the diversity among the various views, the Author first of

all proceeds to set forth reasonings in support of the 4 Perpetual Flux ’ of thoso

tilings that are held to be 4

Created ’,—which thus form tho
4

Subject ’ of

the Reasoning set forth :

—

TEXT (353)

Among these, all those things that are * Created * are in
‘ PERPETUAL FLUX —BECAUSE, AS REGARDS THEIR

DESTRUCTION, ALL OP THEM ARE ENTIRELY

INDEPENDENT.

—

(353)

COMMENTARY.

As regards their destruction, things are independent of othor Causes.

—

This briefly indicates the Reason which fulfills all the three conditions of the
Valid Probana.—(353)

This reason is more clearly stated in the following— •
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TEXTS (354-355)

When a certain thing does not need any other cause for the

BRINGING ABOUT OF A CERTAIN CONDITION, THAT CONDITION SHOULD

BE REGARDED AS ATTACHING TO IT PERMANENTLY,— BECAUSE, OUT

OF ITS OWN CAUSES, THAT THING APPEARS IN THAT CONDITION ;

—

JUST AS THE CAUSAL CONDITIONS ARE INDEPENDENTLY, BY THEM-

SELVES, CAPABLE OF PRODUCING THEIR EFFECT ;—AND ALL

THE THINGS THAT ARE PRODUCED ARE INDEPENDENT OF ALL

ELSE IN THE MATTER OF THEIR DESTRUCTION.

—

(354-355)

COMMENTARY.

The argument is to be formulated as follows :—When certain tilings are

independent in regard to a certain condition, they should be rogarded as per-

manently attached to tlmt condition :— as for example, the causal conditions

that produce their effect immediately, are permanently restricted to those

effects ;

—

all things that are -produced,—i.e. all created tilings—ore independent

in regard to their destruction ; hence this is a natural reason (for concluding

that they are permanently attached to this destruction).
—

* Any other Cause \

—i.e. any cause other than that which has produced the thing itself.—The

reason for this statement is added

—

because out of its own causes, it appears

in that form

;

—i.e. because it is produced in a form so permanently

attached to the said condition.—When certain things are not permanently

attached to a certain condition, they are not independent in regard to that

condition ; as for instance, the unbaked jar in reference to the Baking. Tliis

forms the corroborativo instance per dissimilarity.—(364-355)

Says the Opponent :—“ The Reason put forward is Inconclusive : Even

though things are independent regarding their destruction, yet it is quite

possible that the destruction of a tiling may como about at some other time

and at some other place
;
so that it cannot provo the immediate destruction

of the tiling, which is what is desired by the upholder of tl»o ‘ Perpetual

Flux ’, the doctrine of all things being * momentary

The answer to tliis is provided in the following

—

TEXT (350)

Even though independent, if the destruction were to

COME AT ANOTHER PLACE AND TIME,—THEN, ON ACCOUNT

OF ITS BEING DEPENDENT UPON THOSE,

the Thing could not be

REGARDED AS * INDEPEN-

DENT \

—

(356)

COMMENTARY.

* £$a *—i.e. the Destruction.

• On account of its being dependent upon those ’—i.e. dependent upon tlie

other time and place.
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If a cortain tiling being independent in regard to a certain condition,

wore to bo in this condition only at a cortain time and place,—then, as depen-

dent upon that time and place, it would not be * independent ’ at all. How
then is there any * inconclusivoness ’ in our Reason ? For instance, if a certain

condition were to be present only at a certain time and place,—and never

apart from these,—then, how could it be regarded as ‘ independent ’ ? As
such oxistence itself would constitute its ‘ dependence ’; wliicli term cannot

stand for * desire ’, for the simple reason that the thing is devoid of all ‘ inten-

tion ’.—(356)

44
If then what is meant to bo the reason is the fact of its being entirely

independent,—then such a Reason is * not proven * not admitted *
; for

instance, some things aro dependent, for their destruction, upon such

causes as the stroke of a Bludgeon—os in the case of things like the Jar.

Even those things which,—like Cognition, Words, and the like,—aro known to

be ‘independent’,—though they do not depend, for their destruction, on

any such cause as tho stroke of a Bludgeon, yet they do depend upon the

peculiarities of time and place. Thus the Reason, as put forward by the

Buddhist, is entirely ‘ unproven

Tho answer to this is provided in the following

—

TEXT (357)

All produced things are always and everywhere

INDEPENDENT IN REGARD TO THEIR DESTRUCTION J

AS IN THIS MATTER, ALL CAUSES OF DESTRUC-

TION ARE ENTIRELY INEFFICACIOUS.

—

(357)

COMMENTARY.
4 Always and everywhere ’,—i.e. at all times and places,—the produced

tilings are independent of tho cause of their destruction ;
because those

that aro not accepted as the cause of the destruction are inefficacious,—i.e.

of no uso ; and there can bo no 4 dependence ’ upon what is of no use,

—

it renders no help ;—as if there wore, then itwould lead to an absurdity.—(357

)

The following Text shows why they are inefficacious :

—

TEXT (358)

For instance, the * destructive cause ’ cannot be

RIGHTLY REGARDED AS THE BRINGER ABOUT OF A
4 DESTRUCTION ’ WHICH IS NOT-DIFFERENT FROM

niE Thing itself ; as the positive Thing is

PRODUCED FROM ITS OWN CAUSE.

—

(358)

COMMENTARY.

When the destruction is brought about—is it an entity or a non-entity f

—

if it is an entity, then it must be brought about by the
4 Cause of Destruction ’:

—
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now, would the destruction, as an entity, be brought about os something

not-differenl from tho thing tliat was the ' cause of the destruction ’ ? or as

something different from that thing ? In regard to any existing entity,

there can be only theso two alternatives ; and only one of those two can bo

right ; both cannot be right ; nor can both bo wrong ; as tho denial of one cha-

racter of a thing must always imply the affirmation of the contrary of that

character, and tho affirmation of the former must imply tho denial of the

latter ; and one and the same character cannot bo both denied and affirmed,

as has boon explained above.

Of the two alternatives shown above, it cannot bo right to hold that

* tho Destruction, as an entity, is brought about as something not-different from

the cause of that destruction ’
; because tliat which is of tho naturo of a positive

thing is always produced—born—from its own causo ; as that also, like

tho thing itself, Is produced out of what is not-different from it ; and what

has beon alroady brought about cannot have another Causo ; as if it did have

one, then there would bo no end to the series of such causes.—(358)

The following might be urged :
—“ When tho thing is born out of its

cause, it is not in its complete form ; hence wliat it obtains from another

cause is another character in the shape of ' Destruction

This is answered in tho following

—

TEXT (359)

When a certain thing that comes out of its Cause is

WITHOUT PARTS,—THE ‘ DESTRUCTION * THAT WOULD BE

IMPOSED UPON IT BY OTHER CAUSES MUST BE OF

THE SAME NATURE.—(359)

COMMENTARY.

A single thing cannot liavo two natures, by virtue of which it could

bo produced in parts ; on the contrary, the thing is without parts ; and when

a tiling is produced from its Cause, it must be produced in its entire form

;

how then can another nature be imposed upon it, later on, by other Causes ?

In fact, what is not produced at the timo tliat a thing is produced, cannot

form the nature of that thing ; because * non-difference ’, ‘ sameness ’, implies

complete identity of condition. Hence that which comes about at a later

time, in tlio form of ‘ Destruction must be a difforont * nature
1 (character)

;

and how can tliis, whioh is thus different, bolong to the thing itself ? Hence

there is nothing in this theory.—(359)

If tho other alternative be accepted that ‘the Destruction produced

is something different from the thing *, even so, the causo of the destruction

of tho thing would be useless. This is what is shown in the following—
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TEXTS (360-361)

If the destruction that is brought about is something
DIFFERENT FROM THE THING, THEN THERE IS NOTHING
PRODUCED IN THE THING ITSELF BY THOSE OTHER CAUSES
(OF THE SAID DESTRUCTION)

; SO THAT THE EFFECTS, LIKE
THE APPREHENSION OF THE THING AND OTHER PHENO-
MENA, SHOULD CONTINUE AS BEFORE. AND AS THE
Thing continues to remain in the same condi-

tion, IT IS NOT POSSIBLE THAT THERE SHOULD
be any ‘ Concealment ’ etc. of it.

-(360-361)

COMMENTARY.

The bringing about of one tiling cannot confer any benefit on another
tiling ; if it did, then this would lead to an absurdity. Nor can it bo right

to assort tliat ‘the bringing about of the Destruction related to a thing
helps the tiling itself ’

; because no rotation is known to subsist between them.
For instance, inasmuch an the two aro, ex hypothesi, different, the relation

between the two cannot bo one of * identity ’
; nor can the relation bo that

of * being produced from it ’, as the destruction is produced only from the
‘ Cause of destruction ’

; and there can be no other real relation between
the two. Even if there were some relation between the two, as the Thing is

(ex hypothesi) an established positive entity, the apprehension and other

effects produced by it must also be positive entities (and Destruction is not
positive) :—In the compound ‘ Upalambhakdryddi ’, the * Upalatnbha
‘ Approlionsion itself is meant to bo the 1 K&rya \

4
offcct ’

; and the term
‘ ddi * and the oUier phenomena ’, is meant to include the containing of water

(of the Jar), the breaking of the thighs, and so forth.

It might be argued that—"when the tiling becomes concealed—or

obstructed—by the destruction, which is something different from it, it ceases

to produce such effects as its own apprehension and the like.”

In answer to this it is added— ‘ As the Oiing continues to remain in the

same condition, etc. etc.'—Nothing is possible as a ‘ concealer’ or ‘ obstructor ’

of a thing unless it removes its properties or does not produce them ; if

it were, it would load to absurdities. Hence it follows that, on account of

its previous nature being unabandoned, unconcealed, and unobstructed, there

can be no ‘ concealment ’ or 4
obstruction ’ of the thing.—(360-361)

The following argument might be urged :
—" It is not possible for the

thing (whoso destruction has boon brought about) to bring about its appre-
hension and other phenomena ; because the destruction of the thing—being
different from it,—has destroyed it.”

This is answered in the following

—
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TEXT (362)

It IS NOT TRUE TO ASSERT THAT “ THE THING IS DESTROYED BY
ANOTHER THING NAMED * DESTRUCTION * ”,—BECAUSE THE
ARGUMENTS BASED UPON THE ALTERNATIVES OF ITS BEING

‘ DIFFERENT * OR * NON-DIFFBRENT * AND SO FORTH ARE
APPLICABLE, BY IMPLICATION, TO SUCH AN ASSER-

TION ALSO.

—

(362)

COMMENTARY.

When the Destruction destroys the thing,—is the thing destroyed different

or not-differcnt (from tho Destruction)? Or again, if it be asserted tliat * it

brings about that destruction of the tiling which consists of its annihilation,

like the Bludgeon and other things % the same alternatives may bo put

forward. And tho objections urged above would all become applicable;

as is going to be explained later on. This is what is meant by the sentence

* the arguments based, etc. etc' ; i.e. even against the assertion that what is

called ‘ destruction ’ brings about another destruction. * Are applicable by

implication \ i.e. the alternatives of being different or non-different and so

forth aro applicable to this also.

Thus it is established that the Destruction of a thing cannot be an entity,

[the first alternative put forward above, under Text 358].—(362)

Tho following Text proceeds to show that tho ‘ Destruction ’ of a tiling

cannot be of the nature of a non-entity :—

TEXTS (363-364) •

If it be held that—** the ‘ Destruction ’ (‘ Nasha ’) brought

ABOUT IS OF THE NATURE OF THE * NEGATION OF ENTITY \ OTHER-

WISE called ‘ Disruption (Pradhvamsa '),—THEfcE

CAN BE NO REASONABLE CAUSE FOR THAT ALSO.

—

If Negation were an Effect, then it would
be an Entity, like the sprout and other

Effects ; because while there is

POSSIBILITY OF ITS BEING REGARDED AS

SOMETHING * not-produced ’, IT IS

FOUND TO COME ABOUT THROUGH THE

POTENCY OF A CAUSE.

—

(363-364)

COMMENTARY.

What is brought about, producod, is always an entity, not a non-entity,

because of the latter, which is of tho nature of the absence of positive clva-

ractor that could be predicated of it, there is no form that could be produced.
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Honce what is of the nature of the negation of entity, i.e. what consists of the
denial of existence,—cannot bo brought about by anything,—simply because
it is a non-entity,—like the ‘ Haro’s Horns \ Otherwise (if it wore something
produced) then it. would be an ‘ effect ’, and as such an entity,—like the sprout
and other effects. This argument may bo formulated as follows :—What
is an effect must bo an entity, as the sprout and othor things,—and Destruction
is an effect (ex hypothesi), honce this is a natural reason (for regarding it as
on effect).

The author states the * invariable concomitance ’ (Premiss) of this

reasoning

—

Because it is found to come about through the potency of a Cause.

As a matter of fact, that alone is said to be an * effect ’ which acquires an
accretion to its nature through tlio potency of a Cause ; and it is only an
entity that can acquire such accretion to its nature.

Tins point Is not disputed even by the Naiydyika and others : As
these people also doclaro the cliaracter of the ‘ offoct ’ to be either ‘ inhoronce
in Being ’ or ‘ inherence in a Oauso *

; and Destruction cannot inhere either

in Being or in its Cause ; for, if it did, then, like Substanco and other tilings,

it would havo to be regarded as a substratum of * existence * (i.e. on entity).—
(363-304)

Says the opponent—

*

1

If tliat is so, lot the Destruction bo an entity,

what is tho harm in that ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (365)

The view that * Negation * is brought by an ‘ affirmation *

HAS BEEN SOUGHT TO BE SUPPORTED BY HAVING RECOURSE
to ‘ Preclusion * (as the form of the negation so
BROUGHT ABOUT) ;—BUT THE ARGUMENT BASED UPON
THE ALTERNATIVES POSSIBLE REGARDING DIFFERENCE OR
NON-DIFFERENCE, ALT, BECOME APPLICABLE TO THIS

VIEW. (365)

COMMENTARY.

‘ How is Negation brought about by Affirmation ? ’ In answer to this

question tho other party lias recourse to ' Preclusion \ i.e. the assertion

that it is Negation in the form of
4

Preclusion ’ that is so brought about

;

that is to say, through the speaker’s choice sometimes even on entity is spoken
of as a differentform (negation) of some other entity. With this explanation
also tho view is open to all those arguments that have been urged above
as based upon the alternatives of * difference ’ or * non-difference ’ etc.—(365)

If, for fear of this criticism, it be held that—“ what is brought about
by the Causes of * Destruction ’ is Negation,—not in the form of * Preclu-
sion’,—but in the form of the absolute negation.”—But here also, the
inofficacy of the cause of * Destruction * would be still clearer.

This is what is shown in tho following

—
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TEXT (366)

If it be held that “ what is meant by ‘ Destruction ’ is the

NEGATION OF EFFECTIVE ACTION, AND THIS DOES NOT BRING

ABOUT A POSITIVE ENTITY ”,—EVEN SO, IT BECOMES ESTABLISHED

THAT WHAT BRINGS ABOUT THE DESTRUCTION CANNOT

be its ‘ Cause ’,—because it is devoid of the

CHARACTER OF ‘ CAUSE ’.—(366)

COMMENTARY.

For instance, if ‘Destruction* means the ‘negation absolute’—as in

the expression ‘ brings about Destruction, i.e. Negation ’—the negative

term would be related to the term denoting action, and the meaning would be

that it does not bring about an entity (in the form of Action); and as this

would be the donial or negation of Action, what it would imply is the fact

of the * Cause of Destruction ’ not being a ‘ Cause ’
;
for how can a thing

devoid of action be a * cause ’ ? So that nothing can bo the Cause of

Destruction.—(360)

In this connection, the Author proceeds to sot forth those arguments in

proof of Destruction having a Cause which have boon propounded by

AviddhaJcarna :

—

TEXTS (367-368)

“ This Destruction of the Thing is not present at the time

that the Thing is in existence ; nor is it present before

(the Thing has come into existence) ; nor very long

after (the Thing has come into existence), in pact,

it comes immediately after (the thing has come

into existence); thus, inasmuch as it comes into

existence only at a particular time, it

must have a Cause. If it were inde-

pendent (of all Causes), then this

occasional character would
BE IMPOSSIBLE, AS SHOWN

before ”.-(367-368)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, the Destruction of a tiling cannot be present at the time

that the thing is in existence, as if it did, then the momentarily existent
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thing could never exist. Nor can.it be present before the thing has been
produced, as what has not been born cannot bo destroyed ; o.g. the * son of
the Barren Woman ’ and such non-entities are not destroyed while unborn.
—Even when coining a/Ur the thing has come into existence, it cannot como
very long after it ; because all tilings (ex hypothesi) being destroyed at the
third moment (of existence), thore cannot be another destruction very long
afterwards, as is found in the case of Fire that has become reduced to ashes.
The destruction of the thing, therefore, must come immediately after it has
come into existence, i.e. at the second moment. Thus it is established that,
as it lias the time of its coming definitely fixed, the Destruction must liavo

a Cause, justas the sprout has— ‘ as it has the time, etc. etc. ; i.e. because it appears
only occasionally. The invariable concomitance of this reason is next
shown- 1

If it were independent etc. etc.* ;—if it were independent of all Cause,
then its occasional character could not be possible ; as in that case its existence
would be tliero at all times. Hence, from its occasional character, it is deduced
that it must have a Cause.—(367-368)

Another roosou for the same conclusion is set forth in the following

—

TEXT (369)

‘‘AS IT COMES IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE THING, THE DESTRUCTION

MUST HAVE A CAUSE ; ALSO BECAUSE, NOT HAVING BEEN

IN EXISTENCE, IT COMES INTO EXISTENCE,—JUST twp
THE FOLLOWING MOMENT.”

—

(369)

COMMENTARY.

Thus three reasons liave been stated : Destruction must have a Cause,
(a) because it is occasional, (6) because it comes immediately after the thing,
as admitted by the Bauddhas, and (c) because not having been in existence,
it cornea into existence, like the following Moment. The ‘ Hare’s Horn ’

and such other non -entities serve as Corroborative Instances per dissimilarity
—(369)

*'

The author next states the reasons adduced by XJddyotakara [in Nya-
yav&rtika on 3.2.14, page 415, Bib. Indica, from where large portions of the
Commentary on this Text aro bodily quoted]

—
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TEXTS (370-372)

44 Then again, if Destruction had no Cause, it would be either a
NON-ENTITY, LIKE ‘ THE SON OF THE BARREN WOMEN * AND
OTHER NON-ENTITIES, OR AN ETERNAL ENTITY, LIKE Akasha

\

AS NO OTHER ALTERNATIVE IS POSSIBLE.—If DESTRUCTION WERE
A NON-ENTITY, THEN ALL THINGS WOULD BE ETERNAL, AS

THERE WOULD BE NO DESTRUCTION (OF ANYTHING); AND
THE IDEA OF THE DestrUCtibility (FLEETING CHARACTER)

of all Properties would be baseless.

—

If Destruc-
tion WERE ETERNAL (EXISTING AT ALL TIMES),

THEN IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE FOR THE THING TO

EXIST ALONG WITH ITS OWN DESTRUCTION J AS

THERE COULD BE NO INCOMPATIBILITY IN THIS

CASE ; AND THE ASSERTION OF THE ‘ DES-

TRUCTION * OF WHAT HAS NOT BEEN
PRODUCED WOULD NOT BE IN KEEPING

with Reason.”

—

(
370-372)

COMMENTARY.

Uddyotakara has argued as follows :

—

“ One who declares that ‘ there is no Cause for Destruction’ should

be questioned as follows : Does this mean that there being no Cause for Des-
truction, Destruction does not exist (come into existence) at all, like the
4
sky-lotus’ ? or that having no Cause, it is eternal (ever-lasting), like Akasha

and other tilings ? According to your view what is causeless is found to

be of two kinds

—

eternal and non-existent, there is no other alternative to these

two

—

existence and non-existence :—Now, if being without a Cause, Destruction

is non-existent, then all things must be eternal ; as there is no Destruction

at all. And the idea that * all properties becomo destroyed ’ becomes, in

this ease, baseless ; because when there is no movement, the idea of anytiling
4 moving * is impossible. If, on the other hand, liaving no Cause, Destruc-

tion is eternal,—then it becomes possible for it to co-exist with the Tiling

(destroyed), as the Destruction would be always there. And this would
be highly improper, as the Presence and Absence of a Thing are mutually

negatory. If then the said co-existence is not admitted, then there can be no

producing of any effect, as its contrary, the Destruction of the effect would

bo there always :—and when a thing is not producod at all, thero can be no

Destruction of it ; for instance, such unproduced things as the 4 Hare’s Horns ’

are not known among people to be destroyed ; hence any such assertion as

that 4 there is destruction of what has not been produced ’ cannot bo in

keeping with Reason.”—(370-372)

The Author answers all these criticisms in the following Texts :

—
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TEXTS (373-374)

What sort of * Destruction ' is it (the causelessness of)

WHICH THE OTHER PEOPLE OBJECT TO ? (rt) IS IT THE
‘ MOMENTARY EXISTENCE ’ OF THINGS, AS EXPLAINED BY

us ? Or the ‘ Cessation of the form of the Entity *,

called ‘ Disruption * (Dhvamsa, Annihilation) ?

—If it is the former, then there is no quarrel.

—

(373-374)

COMMENTARY.

Destruction is of two sorts

—

positive and negative. For instance when, on

account of the thing being mobilo and 1laving only a momentary existence, it

becomes * destroyed this is called ‘ Destruction * (of the Positive kind)

;

and there is the other kind of Destruction which consists in the thing losing

its positive character and becoming what is called * disruption * anni-

hilation \ If it is in reference to the former kind of * Destruction ’ to whose
* causelessness * objection has been taken (by other people) on the ground

of the reasons adduced above,—then it is entirely futile (as what is objected

to is denied by us also).—(373*374)

Tho futility of the arguments is further explained :

—

TEXT (375)

That thing which, having a momentary existence, is called
‘ Destruction —This Destruction we also admit as

having a cause

;

it is only the other kind of Destruc-

tion which we regard as without cause, on the

ground of there being nothing else (which

COULD BE ITS CAUSE).—(375)

COMMENTARY.

Question.—“If that is so (and you admit what we have argued), then

why have you held Destruction to be * without cause * ?
”

The Answer is
—

‘ It is only the other kind etc. etc.'

;

i.e. there being nothing

else,—apart from the Cause that brought the tiling into existence,—coming

later on, in the shape of the Bludgeon and such things,—that we regard the

Destruction to be without cause.—(375)

The Subject (of the inference) in the form of ‘ Destruction ’ being as

explained, the two Reasons,—* because it is occasional ’ and * because not

having been in existence, it comes into existence’,—are duly admitted

(by us also). As regards the character of * coming immediately after tho

thing if that is intended to be true only in a general way, then that too is
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duly admitted (by us), because its existence immediately after that thing

which is the Cause is admitted by us.—If, however, what the other party

means by ‘ tho Destruction coming immediately after the thing ’ is that it

comes immediately after that thing which forms its own self (essence),

—

then such a Reason is not admitted.—This is wliat is shown in the following

—

TEXT (376)

The character of ‘ coming immediately after the thing ’

DOES NOT SUBSIST IN THE DESTRUCTION AS DESCRIBED
;

because the Destruction in the form of the

MOBILE (MOMENTARY) THING APPEARS ALONG WITH
the Thing itself.

—

(376)

COMMENTARY.
4 In the Destruction as described ’, i.e. in the form not different from the

nature of the mobile thing itself. There can be no 4 parts ’ of a thing which

is devoid of parts, by virtue of which such Destruction could come imme-

diately after such a thing : bocause, like the nature of the Thing itself, its

Destruction also comes about on the coming about of the thing itself ; other-

wise its forming the very nature of the thing would not be true ; as already

explained.—{ 376)

It has been argued abovo that 4 There is no basis for tho notion that

all Properties are destructible * (under Text 371) ;—this also becomes rejected

by wliat has been just said.—This is what is shown in tho following

—

TEXT (377)

Thus then, the Destruction being there. Things cannot

BE ETERNAL ; AND THE NOTION THAT 4 THINGS ARE DESTRUC-

TIBLE ’ CANNOT BE BASELESS.

—

(377)

COMMENTARY.

Simply because all things have tho character of existing for a moment ,

and those very things that are regarded as so destructible form the basis

of tho notion of
4 destructibility of things ’.—this notion therefore, cannot be

baseless.—(377)

If then the
4 Destruction ’ intended to be tho Subject of the arguments

adduced by the other party is that in tho form of
4 Disruption ’ (Annihila-

tion),—then all tho tlireo Reasons adduced are
4 unproven ’,

4 not admitted *

(by us).—This is what is shown in the following

—
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TEXT (378)

AS REGARDS ‘ ANNIHILATION ’, AS IT CAN HAVE NO ESSENCE (CHARAC-
TER), IT CANNOT ‘ COME INTO EXISTENCE IMMEDIATELY AFTER

the Thing * ;—and as regards the presence of the
CHARACTER OF ‘ COMING INTO EXISTENCE AFTER
• HAVING NOT EXISTED BEFORE THIS IS PRE-

CISELY like the ‘ Sky-lotus ’ and
OTHER THINGS.—(378)

COMMENTARY.

Such characters as * coming into existence immediately after the thing, ’

and the like can exist in things only, never in a non entity, like the * Haro’s
Horns ’

; and ‘ Annihilation ’ has no * essence \ no character ;—how then
can it have any such character as * coming immediately after the thing ’

and the like ?

As regards the presence of the cltaracter of ‘ coming into existence, having
been not in existence before *

;

the particle ‘ cha ’ includes the character of being
occasional.—(378)

“ If that is so, if Annihilation has not the character of coming into

existence immediately after the thing, then what can bo the meaning of the
assertion that ‘ there is Annihilation of the thing * ? When somotliing does
not belong to a tiling, it can never be attributed to it.”

The answer to this is provided in the following

—

TEXT (379)

When it is said that ‘ there is Annihilation of the Thing ’,

WHAT IS MEANT IS THAT ‘ THE THING IS NOT THERE \

And it is not meant to convey the affirmation
(PREDICATION) OF ANY THING. (379)

COMMENTARY.

Even though the assertion * there is Annihilation of tho thing ’ appears

to be affirmative of Annihilation, yet what is really meant is only the nega-

tion of tho Thing itsolf, and not the affirmation of any positive entity.—(379)

“ In such expressions as ‘ It is Ohaitra’s Son it is the existence of the
son that is affirmed ; so in the expression ‘ There is Annihilation of the thing’,

it must be the presence of the Annihilation that is affirmed.”

This is answered in the following

—
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TEXT (380).

The MERE NAMING OF A PERSON AS ‘ DONKEY * DOES NOT
LEAD TO THE ATTRIBUTION OF THE WHOLE CHARACTER

OF THE ASS TO THAT PERSON.

—

(380)

COMMENTARY.
The existence and non -existence of things aro not dependent upon the

use of mere words, as the using of words depends upon the whim of the
speaker ; if it were not so, then if, through a whim, the name ‘ Donkey 1

were given to a man, the entire character of the Ass would have to be attri-

buted to that man.
The term ‘ bSttya ’ (in the Text) is a synonym for ‘ r&sabha ’ (Ass).—

(380)

The following Text asserts that it must be understood that when
‘ annilulation * is spoken of in regard to a thing, it is only the negation of the
nature of the thing itself, and there is no affirmation of anything

—

TEXT (381).

IF THE CATEGORY NAMED ‘ ANNIHILATION ’ WERE AFFIRMED
IN REFERENCE TO A THING, THERE BEING NOTHING

ACTUALLY PRODUCED IN THE THING,—HOW
IS IT THAT THE THING CEASES

(TO EXIST) ? (381)

COMMENTARY.

If it were not as declared by us, and if the category of * annihilation ’

were regarded as affirmed in reference to the tiling,—then, as there is nothing

actually produced in the thing concerned,—why should that tiling cease

to exist ?—(381)

As regards the argument put forward above (under Text 371)
—

‘If

Destruction were non-existent, all things would be eternal —it is answered

in the following—
TEXT (382).

Thus it is that the Existence of any * Destruction of

Things ’ of the nature of ‘ Annihilation * is not

admitted
;
because the * Destruction of a

Thing * consists in the Dissociation

of a particular form, and not in the

negation of its existence.—(382)

COMMENTARY.

Thus :—because it is really of the nature of the dissociation of a parti-

cular form of the Thing,—and it is not of the nature of the negation of the

Thing due to the cessation of the existence of the nature of the Thing itself,

16

i

I
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Why then should our doctrine involve the absurdity of all tilings being

eternal ? If the ' Destruction of things \ in the form of the negation of

tlieir cliaracter, were non-existent, then alone the tilings would be eternal

;

as a matter of fact, however, the Destruction in the shape of the negation

of character, though itself negative in character, is actually there how then

could the things be eternal ?

As for the notion of all properties being destructible,—the basis for this

has been already explained.—(382)

It h«-« been argued by the Opponent (under Text 372, above) that ‘ If

the Destruction of the thing be eternal, then it would be co-existent with the

Thing itself \ This Is answered in the following—

TEXTS (383-3S4).

When it is asserted that * Destruction is of the nature of

Cessation it does not mean the affirmation of its

positive character
;
it only denies the continuity

OF THE PARTICULAR FORM OF THE THING BEYOND

ONE MOMENT. THUS NO LASTING FORM IS

AFFIRMED IN REGARD TO THE ‘ ANNIHI-

LATION AND THERE IS NO ROOM

FOR THE ALTERNATIVE THAT

it is eternal.—(383-384)

COMMENTARY.

When it is said that ' there is cessation ’, it does not mean the affirmation

of the positive form of ‘ cessation * in regard to ‘ Anniliilation ’,—for the

simple reason that it has no positive form ; it means only the denial of the conti-

nuity of the particular form of the Thing beyond one moment. Thus there is

no room for the alternative that it is something absolutely eternal ; because,

on account of its having no character at all, it is impossible for it to have

a permanent form. Specially because the properties of eternality or non-

oternality are invariably concomitant with the nature of things.

It has been argued by ZJddyotakara (under Text 371, above) to the effect

that—“ Under your view, what is without Cause may be either eternal or

non-existent, etc.”—But this assertion is based upon his ignorance of the

doctrine of his opponent. As a matter of fact, for Bauddhas who are fully

conversant with Logic, what is without cause must be non-existent ; this

has been thus declared by the Blessed Lord— ‘ The Wise Ono seeking for the

common property among similar things does not perceive any such property

in the slightest form ’.—As for the Vaibhdsikas (a particular sect among

Buddhists), who posit such existent things as Akdsha and the rest, they are

converts to your view, and they cannot be regarded as Followers of the Buddha ;

hence the putting forward of their view cannot be relevant.

Thus all causes of Destruction being inefficacious, our Reason (put

forward under Texts 353-366) cannot be said to bo ‘ Unproven \
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For fcho following reason also the Causes of Destruction should bo

declared to be inefficacious :—When a Thing is produced from its Cause,

is it produced sometimes as evanescent by its very nature,—and sometimes

as not-evanescent (eternal) ? If it is produced as evanescent, then it cannot

bo the cause of Destruction, because it is destroyed through its own nature.

Whon a certain nature (or character) bolongs to a Tiling, this tiling, when
produced, is produced with that same nature ; and it does not depend upon
any other cause (for producing that nature). For instance, the things that are

bright or fluid or solid and tho like—when produced—are produced along with

these properties,—and they do not depend upon another cause for the bring-

ing about of these properties. It might bo arguod that—“ In the case of tho

soed and such things, it is found that though the seed has the nature of produc-

ing the sprout, yet by itself it cannot produce it, it needs the help of other causes

in the shape of water and such tilings,—and in the same way, though tho

Thing may have the evanescent nature, yet for its destruction it would

requiro other Causes.” This cannot be right ; because what is regarded

as the ‘ cause ’ of a thing is what brings it about in its final complete form

;

nothing olso is regarded as its ‘ Cause ’. So when a tiling has a certain nature,

it must produco it by itself, and it does not need another Cause. If the seed

in the granary does not produce the sprout, it is because such productivitj'

does not constitute its * nature *
; it may be called ‘ tho cause of the Cause *

(of the Sprout), not the direct Cause
;
so that this does not vitiate our position.

If the alternative view be accepted,—that when the Thing is produced

it is produced in the non-evanescent (permanent) form, then, for that also,

any Cause of its destruction would bo entiroly inefficacious ; because any

change in the nature of such a thing would bo impossible. Because if the

nature of a thing were not destroyed immediately after its production, then,

later on also, as the same character of permanent standing would bo there,

what is there that would be done by the ‘ cause of destruction \ by virtue

of which the thing could be destroyed ?—The following might be urged—” In

the case of Copper and other things it is found tliat, though they are solid,

yet, on the contact of fire, their condition becomes changed ; similarly oven

though the tiling may be naturally indestructible, the Cause of its destruction

may change its condition ; and by reason of this, it may become destroyed on

its coming into contact with tliat Cause of Destruction ”.—This cannot be

right ; as a matter of fact, it is not the same thing that becomes changed ;

because ‘ Change * consists in the production of another nature or character ;

now this
1 change ' that you speak of—is it something different from the

Tiling itself ? or is it the Thing itself ? It cannot be the Thing itself ; as that

has been already produced by its own Cause [and hence could not be produced

again by the Cause of the change]. If it is something different from the

Tiling, then the Thing itself romains as before, retaining its permanence ; so

that it has not cJianged. As regards the example of Copper and other things,

that is not admissible. Because what happens in their case (according to

us) is that the preceding ‘solid-moment’ of the Copper being inherently

perishable (destructible) becomes destroyed by itself,—thenunder the influence

of such auxiliary causes as Fire and tho like, there is produced, out of its

own constituents and under other circumstances, a different character in the
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shape of fluidity ; again this character of fluidity, being inherently perish'

able, becomes destroyed, and there is produced, out of the auxiliary causes

and out of the same constituents, another character in the shape of solidity.

So that there is no change of one and the same thing.

Thus the ‘ Cause of Destruction * is in every way infructuous ; and our

Reason is not 4 unproven ’.

Nor is our Reason 4 Contradictory ’
; as what is put forward does actually

happen according to our view.

Nor is the reason 4
inconclusive ’

; as it has been already established

before.

The following might be urged

—

44 The Akasha does not need a cause for

becoming corporeal (with a shape), and yet it is not permanently liable to

corporeality ; in the same manner, though the Things may be products, yet

there may be some thing which is not permanently liable to destruction.”

This is not right. There is no Product which is not regarded as non-

eternal (evanescent) ; as all caused things are held to be evanescent ;
and

those same Products are made the 4 subject ’ of the inferential argument

;

how then can the Reason be
4

inconclusive ’ ? Those things which, though

Products, aro yet expected to be eternal, on account of their indestructibility,

—these are really included under the category of
4

uncreated things ’, and

as such should be regarded as discarded by the discarding of that category

itself. So tliat there is no defect in our Reason. Nor is it admitted that

Akasha and Such other things are independent in the matter of their corporea-

lity ; because as a matter of fact, when a Property does not belong to a thing,

that thing is certainly
4 dependent upon something else ’ in regard to that

property ; things are never regarded as * dependent on something else ’ for

the purpose of those properties that aro already present in them ; in fact,

they are so dependent, only in regard to Properties that are not there already.

So the Corroborative Instance cited by the other party is one that cannot

be admitted.—(384)

The Author proceeds to say something regarding the category of 4 un-
created things ’ :

—

TEXTS (385-386).

The AJcdsha and other things which have been held to be * un-
created ARE REALLY NON-EXISTENT, IN THE FORM OF ‘

ENTITIES *

;

AS THEY ARE DEVOID OF ALL POTENTIALITY
; HENCE THERE CAN BE

NO ROOM FOR ATTRIBUTING TO THEM ANY SUCH ALTERNATIVE
CHARACTERS AS THAT OF 4

MOMENTARINESS ’ OR ‘ NON-
MOMBNTARINESS *

; WHEREBY THEY COULD BE RE-

GARDED EVEN AS AN * ENTITY ’—BE IT EITHER
MOMENTARY OR OTHERWISE.—(385-386)

COMMENTARY.
If things like Akasha were such as have their existence established,

then alone could there arise any discussion as to their being momentary, etc.

;
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because Properties have no existence by themselves ;—if they did, then they

would cease to bo Properties. Nor are Akdsha , etc. uncreated tilings,—be-

cause, being devoid of all potentiality, they are to be spoken of as ‘ non-

existent —like the ‘ son of the Barren Woman ’. This argument may be

formulated, as follows :—A thing that is devoid of all potentiality must
be non-existent,—like the ‘son of the Barren Woman’;

—

Akdsha, etc.

are devoid of all potentiality
;
so that this is a natural reason (for regarding

them as non-existent) ; or in reality, there is absence of the more extensive

cliaracter (which implies the absence of the less extensive character).

—

Nor can tho Reason adduced be said to be * inconclusive ’, as this alone is

Enough to justify the notion of ‘ non-existence Nor can the Reason be

said to be * unproven ’
; as we shall explain later on. Nor, lastly, can it be

said to be * contradictory as it is found to be present in all cases where the

Probandum is known to be present.—(385-386)

Question

:

—“ Why cannot the question of ?nomeniariness or non-

momentariness arise in regard to a non-entity ?
”

The answer is provided in the following

—

TEXT (387).

That Thing is said to be * momentary ’ whose form persists

FOR A MOMENT J
WHILE THAT THING IS SAID TO BE ‘ NoN-

MOMENTARY * WHICH IS ENDOWED WITH A LASTING

(PERMANENT) FORM.

—

(387)

COMMENTARY.

The meaning of this is clear.—(387)

Uddyotakara has put forward the following argument :
—“ The term

* Kfanika ’ (‘momentary’) contains the Possessive Affix (‘fJtari ’, by Patuni

5-2-115); how does this affix come in ? If, in accordance with the Nir-

ukla, * ksana ’ stands for tyaya, Destruction, and tho term ‘ fyanika ’ means

that which has destruction,—this cannot be right
;
because of the difference in

time ;
that is, at the time that there is Destruction, the tiling to wliich it

belongs is not there (having ceased to'exist ) ; and the Possessive affix is never

found to be used in connection with tilings that exist at different times. If

(with a view to escaping from that difficulty) it be held that the positive

entity itself, as qualified by its impending destruction, is what is spoken

of as ‘ kfat}ika \ (‘momentary’),—even so, it is not possible for the tiling

qualified by the destruction to be spoken of as possessing that Destruction ;

and thus also the use of the Possessive affix would be injustifiable. If what

is meant by tilings being ' kfanika ’ * momentary ’, is that the time of their

existence is only one moment; and that having posited the ' ksana \
1 Moment

as the lowest conceivable measure of time, we call those things ‘ mo-

mentary ’ which continue to exist only during that point of time ;—then
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this also cannot be right ; because the Bauddha admits of Time only ns a

mere name (a hypothetical entity, without reality) ; and it is not right for

what is a mere name to be regarded as the qualification of an entity.” (Xyd-

yav&rtika on 3-2-14, page 418, lines 8-16, Bib. Indica Edition.)

Tliis is answered in the following

—

TEXT (388).

That form of the thing which does not persist after its

PRODUCTION IS WHAT IS CALLED * K^aifO, \ ‘ MOMENT *

;

AND THAT WHICH HAS THIS FORM IS HELD TO BE
* K#aniica ‘ momentary *.—(388)

COMMENTARY.

What is called * moment * is the character of the thing which is

destroyed immediately after it has been produced ; and that which has

tliis character is called ‘ momentary This has been thus declared

—

4 Moment is that which is destroyed immediately after the tiling has come
into existence, and that which has this is called motnentary —(388)

“ Even so, as the
4 nature ’ of a thing is nofc-different from the Tiling

itself, there can be no such idea as that ‘ this belongs to that ’,—which idea

is based upon the difference of the two factors concerned.”

The answer to this is provided in the following

—

TEXT (389).

Even when there is no difference between two things,

THERE IS NOTHING TO PREVENT THE NOTION OF ‘ THIS

BELONGING TO THAT AS EVERY EXPRESSIVE

WORD IS APPLIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
AN ARBITRARY WHIM.

—

(389)

COMMENTARY.

In such expressions as * one’s own nature 4 the body of the stone-
image *, and so forth,—even though there is no actual difference between
the two things spoken of, the Possessive ending implying difference is used
on the basis of an assumed difference ; so would it be in the case in question
also. Verbal expressions are used, not always in accordance with the real

state of tilings, but in accordance with the whim of the speaker.—(389)

Further, when a man utters a verbal sound, that sound denotes, in
that form alone, only that much of a thing as to which it is applied , such
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denotation being duo to convention ; and in reality there is no * basic term *

or an * affix ’
; the term (verbal sound) ‘ kfanika '

is applied by the learned

to only such a tiling as does not continue to exist after its coming into exist-

ence ; and such a thing being meant to be denoted by the term * momen-
tary *—it may be used along with an affix or without an affix,—we have no

regard for any such use, which is used on the basis of conventions tliat are

purely arbitrary.—This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (390).

What is meant to be spoken of (by the term ‘ Ksanika
* MOMENTARY ’) IS THE THING THAT DOES NOT CONTINUE

TO EXIST AFTER ITS COMING INTO EXISTENCE ; AND THAT

TERM MAY BE USED EITHER WITH THE AFFIX OR

without the affix (to which Uddyotahara

HAS TAKEN OBJECTION).

COMMENTARY.

* Evam ’—i.e. by the term 4 k?anika \
4 momentary.*

4 With the affix'—i.e., with the Possessive affix (Tharl).—(390)

Thus it lias been shown that if Akdsha and the rest are regarded as

uncreated, they must be regarded as being non-existent ; and it is now going

to be shown that if they are regarded as existent, they must be momentary :

—

TEXT (391).

If Akasha, Time and such things are existent
,
then,

BEING SO, THEY CANNOT ESCAPE FROM BEING

momentary,—just like the created

THINGS.

—

(391)

COMMENTARY.

4 Krtah *—stands for
4 krtakQh ’,

4 created tilings ’.

This indicates 4 being \ * existence as tho Reason (for regarding things

as momentary).—(391)

This Reason is stated more explicitly :

—
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TEXTS (392-394).

For instance, whatever things are existent are all in a state
OF PERPETUAL flux,—just as all created things have
JUST BEEN SHOWN TO BE J—THESE THINGS, AJcashd,

Time, God, and the rest are held by you to be
existent ;—these could never have an existence

if they were DEVOID of motneniariness
;

—BECAUSE PERMANENT THINGS CANNOT
HAVE ANY FRUITFUL ACTIVITY,

EITHER SUCCESSIVELY OR
SIMULTANEOUSLY,—THERE -

FORE THEY ARE HELD
to be non-existent.

-(392-394)

COMMENTARY.

The reasoning may be thus formulated What is existent must be
momentary,—like the things just shown to be momentary -,—lkdsha and
other (uncreated) things are Ueld by you to bo existent

; this is therefore a
natural reason (for regarding them as momentary).

* have been shown to be ’ ;—i.e. as momentary.
This shows that the Corroborative Instance is not dovoid of the Proban-

dum, as its presence lias been already established.
‘ He!d by y°u ' >

—

thi* » meant to indicate that the reasoning hero put
forward is an indirect one, in the form of a Reduclio ad absurdum. Otherwise
the Reason cited would be one that is not admitted by one or the other of
the two parties.

Question—“ In what way is the invariable concomitance of the Reason
(with the Probandum) established ?

”

Answer :
* lj they were devoid of momentariness, etc.’ ; the ‘existence’

that is meant to be the Reason here is that which consists in ‘ capacity for
fruitful action ’

; and this ‘ existence ’ must be absent, if
1

momentariness *

is absent; because when things perform a fruitful act, they do it either
successively and simultaneously,—there is no other way of acting except
successively and simultaneously; as these two are mutually exclusive,
as is clearly perceived

; for instance, the Jar is not perceived, at'one and the
same time, to perform the successive functions of containing wine, water
and other liquids as apart from one another,—and also the simultaneous func-
tions of bringing about its own cognition and also containing water, at one
and the same time ;—now those various acts that the Jar is seen to perform
successively,—or the Potter is seen to make the Jar, the plates and other
objects,—all those it or he is not able to do or make simultaneously. When
too the Jar is found to produce its own cognition and other things at one
and the same time, it is not, at that same time, found to produce those same
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successively also. All this is clearly established by direct Perception. Thus
succession being excluded by simultaneity, and vice versa, the cognition that

precludes both these functions (the successive as well as the simultaneous)

naturally precludes the object also to which those functions belong,—and
it also indicates that there can be no third kind of functioning ; thus then
there is mutual exclusion— ‘ contradiction ’—between these two

—

succession

and simultaneity—of that particular kind in which the presence of one
implies the absence of the other. Thus no third kind of activity being

possible, all fruitful activity of tilings must be either successive or simulta-

neous ; and when such activity is precluded in Permanent things by the

absence of the more extensive character, it precludes its characteristic in

the shape of * existence ’ also. In this way the necessary invariable

concomitance becomes secured.

It cannot bo argued, in answer to this that—“ The succession and simul-

taneity of the things themselves have not yet been proved, inasmuch as

Time is not postulated by us as a distinct entity.”—It will not be right to

argue thus, because we do not say that the ‘ succession ’ and ' simultaneity *

of tilings are due to a distinct category in the shape of Time ; what we mean
is that it is due to thoir coming into existence in those ways. For instance,

when it so liappons that when one comes into oxistence, the others also

como into existence similarly, then they form the basis of the notion

of ‘ non-succession ’ or ‘ simultaneity *
;
as is found in the case of several

sprouts coming out from similar causal conditions ;—when, on the other hand,

things appear in a different manner, they are spoken of as * successive ’

;

e.g., such tilings as the sprout, the stem, the leaves, and so forth.—All these

are clearly recognised by direct perception, and aro spoken of as such by

people. The functioning of Causes also towards the bringing about of such

things is similarly spoken of as ‘successive’ or ‘simultaneous’. Thus the

objection that has been urged cannot be rightly urged against us.

Says the opponent :
—“ In case the Thing were proved to be permanent,

the preclusion of succession and simultaneity might not imply the pre-

clusion of fruitful activity ; e.g. when the existence of the
1 Tree ’ becomes

precluded in regard to a certain place, it precludes the particular tree

‘ shimshapd *
; otherwise, if the place itself were unknown where could the

absence of the shimshapd be cognised ? As a matter of fact, the permanent

thing itself does not exist (for you, the Buddhist), as this is what you wish

to dony. If, however, you do admit that such a permanent thing does exist,

then it cannot be right to deny it ; since you admit its existence as the sub-

stratum (of the two kinds of activity). Thus your reason

—

1 because it has

existence *,—becomes ‘ inconclusive ’, as it is found to be present also in

the contrary of your Probandum (‘Momentary’).”

It is not so, we reply. When we urge the non-perception of the more

extensive character as proving our negative conclusion, we do not urge it

as an independent valid cognition ;
we put it forward only in the form of a

Rcductio ad absurdum against the opponent ; the sense being

—

if you accept

the permanence of the thing, then, you cannot admit its fruitful activity,

—

as ‘succession’ and ‘simultaneity’,—which are of larger extension, and with

which the said * succession ’ and ‘ simultaneity ’ are invariably concomitant.
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—cannot be present in it ; because when the wider thing is not there, the
narrower thing cannot be there ; otherwise the two could not be related as
being of larger and ‘ narrower ’ extension. Henco on the preclusion of
the capacity for fruitful activity, the presence of existence also cannot be accept-
ed ; as the said capacity constitutes the characteristic of * existence.’

By this method, the non-existence of things becomes established.

Nor is it necessary that the Corroborative Instance per Dissimilarity
must always be a real entity ; as all that is meant to be shown by such in-
stance is that the absence of the Probandum means the alienee of the Pro-
bans. And this is proved by the mere assertion,—without admitting the
real existence of any object,—that wlien the wider thing is absent the nar-
rower thing also must bo absent,—after it has been recognised in a general
way that between the two things there lies the relation that one lias a wider
extension than the other and as such there is invariable concomitance
between them

; e.g., the assertion 4 when the Tree is absent, the Shimshajid
cannot be there ’.—This has been thus declared :

—

4 In tlie case of the Corro-
borative Instance per dissimilarity, it is not necessary that the existence
of the objective substratum should be admitted

; as what is intended follows
from the more assertion that on the absence of one, the other also cannot be
there ’.—(393-394)

The following Text shows that the Permanent Thing cannot have any
successive fruitful activity :

—

TEXT (395).

Effects are delayed on account of the non-proximity of

the Cause. If the efficient Cause were there,

to what would that delay be due ?—(395)

COMMENTARY.

It is not by their own wish that the effects come into existence or not
come into existence

; in fact, their being and not being depend upon the
presence or absence of the Cause. Under the circumstancos, if the Thing
in its permanent form wore always there, as the cause of all things,—then
how is it that all effects are not produced at once,—being dependent as
they are upon the mere presonce of the said Cause T and why should they
appear successively—one after the other ?—‘ Ksepa ’ is Delay.—So that
even the subsequent effect should come into existence beforehand,—because
its Cause would be there in its untrammelled form,—just like the effect that
the Opponent has in view.—(395)

In the following Text, the Opponent offers an explanation :—
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TEXT (396).

“ Even of the eternal thing, there are certain auxil-
iaries,—ON ACCOUNT OF WHOSE HELP, THE FORMER

BRINGS ABOUT THE LARGE NUMBER OF ITS

EFFECTS, IN SUCCESSION ”.—(396)

COMMENTARY.
** Even though the Permanent Entity is always there, yet its auxiliaries

come up to it only in succession
; lienee on account of these latter, the Per-

manent Entity will naturally produce its effects only in succession ”.—(396)

The following Text answers this argument :

—

TEXTS (397-399).

This is all very well ; but when those other things become its

* AUXILIARIES ’, IS IT BECAUSE THEY ARE THE CAUSE OF THE CAUSAL

EFFICIENCY (OF THE PERMANENT THINGj ? OR BECAUSE THEY
ALSO SERVE THE SAME PURPOSE ?—If THEY ARE THE CAUSE OF

THE CAUSAL EFFICIENCY (OF THE PERMANENT THING),

—

then this Thing itself would be produced by them ;

AND YET THIS IS INCAPABLE OF BEING PRODUCED, AS IT IS

ALWAYS THERE (BEING PERMANENT). OR, IF THE VERY
FORM OF THE PERMANENT THING WERE HELD TO BE

PRODUCED (BY THE AUXILIARIES), THEN ITS ETERNA-

LITY (PERMANENCE) DISAPPEARS. IF THE
‘ PECULIARITY ’ (PRODUCED IN THE PERMA-
NENT Thing) be regarded as something

DISTINCT FROM THE THING ITSELF, THEN,

—

how can this (Thing) be regarded
as the * Cause * ?—(397-399)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact,'it is not possible for the Permanent Tiling to have

any auxiliary. Because (a) would that be an * auxiliary ’ by virtue of creating

peculiar conditions in the thing—as the Earth, Water and other things

become auxiliaries of the seed through producing in it such conditions as

swelling and the like ? Or (b

)

would it by virtue of their serving the same

purpose as the tiling—as Colour etc. become auxiliaries to the Eye in pro-

ducing the visual perception of Colour, by mere appearance ?—The former

view cannot be maintained ; because the ‘ peculiar condition ’ that is produced

in the Thing, by the auxiliary—would that condition be non-different or

different from the form of the thing itself ?—or would it be neither different

nor non-different ? Or would it be both different and non-different ?—as
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held by the Afivakas. These are the four alternatives. The first of these
alternatives is not tenable

; as in this case, the condition, being non-different
from the thing, would be, like it, always there, and what is always there
cannot be produced,—or if it be produced, the tiling itself also might be
produced in the same way ; and that would deprive it of its permanence.—If the second alternative be accepted, in that case, the effect being
produced by the condition in question, the Thing itself would coaso to be
the Cause.

The term 4

asau ’ (in the fourth line of the Text) stands for the
Permanent Thing.—(397-399)

The same argument is further clarified in the following

—

TEXT (400).

The effects would in that case be produced only when the
said

1
Condition * is there,—and they would not be

produced when the 4

Condition * is not there ;

—

AND THUS IT WOULD BE THIS ‘ CONDITION * THAT
WOULD HA\2E TO BE REGARDED AS THEIR

Cause .

—

(400)

COMMENTARY.
When * it ’—i.e., the said condition—is there.

—

4 Thus i.o., from the
positive and negative concomitance just pointed out.—(400)

The following Text states an answer from the standpoint of the Opponent
(and then refutes it]

—

TEXTS (401-402).

It might be argued that—“ On account of its (the Condition’s)
RELATION TO THE THING, THE CAUSAL CHARACTER DOES BELONG TO
that (Thing) also ”.—What ‘ relation ’ can be held to subsist
BETWEEN THESE TWO ?—IT CANNOT BE identity

\ AS THE TWO
ARE RECOGNISED AS DISTINCT. NOR CAN THE RELATION
BE HELD TO CONSIST IN THE FACT THAT IT IS PRODUCED
FROM IT ; AS IN THAT CASE, THERE SHOULD BE SIMUL-
TANEITY

; AND THEN THE APPEARANCE OF THE EFFECTS
ALSO WOULD BE SIMULTANEOUS.

—

(401-402)

COMMENTARY.
'Its'—i.e., of the condition.—4 That ’—the permanent thing.
With the words ‘ what relation.

, etc. ’ tho Author replies to the answer
of the Opponent. The meaning is that no relation is jjossible between the
two. There are only two kinds of relation possible: Identity and Being
Produced out of it .-—the relation between the thing and tho condition cannot
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be that of Identity

;

as the two have been admitted to be different. Nor
can the relation bo that of being produced out of it ; because, in fact, the
effects are produced out of the auxiliaries themselves. If then, it be accepted
that the conditions are produced out of tho tiling, then, as the appearance
of the conditions would be contingent upon the thing itself, all the conditions
would be produced simultaneously, and this would imply the simultaneous
appearance of all the effects also ; as the Cause (in the shape of the Per-
manent Thing) along with the conditions would be always present.—(401-402)

TEXT (403).

If it be held that there is need for a further AUXILIARY,

—THEN THERE WOULD BE AN INFINITE REGRESS. FROM
THIS IT FOLLOWS THAT, ON ACCOUNT OF THE ABSENCE

OF RELATION, THE EFFECT CANNOT BE PRODUCED
EVEN ONCE.—(403)

COMMENTARY.

If it be held that “ for tho producing of tho said ' conditions ’ also

there is need for other auxiliaries ; so that the conditions appear successively

and hence there can bo no simultaneous appearance of t he effects ”,—this

cannot be right ; as in this way, there would be an Infinite Regress. For in-

stance, for these auxiliaries also, there would have to be postulated further

auxiliaries for the bringing about of other conditions

;

of that condition again,

which would be different, there would bo no relationship,—and if it were

to be produced out of tho same, then all effects would be produced simul-

taneously ; and if a further auxiliary were necdod for that,—tho same

difficulties would again present themselves.—Thus there being this infinite

regress, no relationship between tho Thing and the Condition could be estab-

lished ; and when tins cannot be established, then the effect would be pro-

duced not from the Permanent Thing, but from the Condition itself.—(403)

TEXTS (404-405).

If the relation between the two (the Permanent thing and
the Conditions) were held to be that of * Inherence ’ (subsist-

ence), THEN ALSO THE FOLLOWING HAS GOT TO BE CONSIDERED :

—

Is the ‘Inherent’ thino so regarded because it is helpful ?

Or not so ? If the former alternative is accepted, then

IT COMES TO BE THE SAME AS THE RELATION OF

‘BEING PRODUCED FROM IT*, AND THIS HAS

JUST BEEN REJECTED.—(404-405)

COMMENTARY.

It might be argued that—“ tho relation between the condition and the

Permanent Entity is not that of being produced from it, but that of inhering
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in it, tho condition being inherent (subsisting) in the Permanent Tiling —
This cannot be right ; this is shown in the Text with the words — * Then also,

etc'— 1 Or not so’;—the construction being—‘it is held to be inherent
without being helpful ’.—Under the first alternative, the help rendered
being non-different from the Tiling helped, it would come to bo the same
relation which lias been spoken of above as that of being produced from
it ; and this lias been just rejected.—(404-405)

%

If the second alternative is accepted, then there being no distinction,

everything would be 4

inherent ’ in everytliing. This is what is explained
in the following

—

TEXT (406).

In case THE ‘ INHERENT ’ BE not something helpful to that
WHEREIN IT INHERES, THEN ALL THINGS WOULD BE EQUALLY

INHERENT, AS THERE COULD BE NOTHING TO DIFFEREN-

TIATE ONE FROM THE OTHER.

—

(406)

COMMENTARY.

'Equally ',—because, in tlie matter of being not helpful, it could not lie

differentiated from tlio tiling tliat is meant by the opponent (to be inherent).

—(406)

The Author next takes up the views that both (the Permanent Thing
and the Conditions) are both different and non-different

TEXT (407).

Each of the two alternatives—that the two are Different

and non-different—having thus been severally rejected,
THE IDEA THAT THE CONDITION IS BOTH (DIFFERENT
AND NON-DIFFERENT) ALSO BECOMES DLSCARD-

ED.—(407)

COMMENTARY.

Tlio rejection of each of the two alternatives naturally implies tho
rejection of both alternatives

; as the two alternatives together do not differ
from the two alternatives treated severally.—Further (between two con-
tradictories), the acceptance or rejection of one must imply the rejection or
acceptance, respectively, of the other ; honce it cannot be right to regard the
existing thing as being both different and non-different (from the Conditions)

;

as the same thing cannot be both affirmed and denied at the same time

;

otherwise it would coase to be one.—(407)

The following Text shows that this has already bcon explained before,
in course of the examination of the doctrine of the

4 Pudgala ’ (section F,
chapter VII) and tlie rest.
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TEXT (408).

In course of the examination of the * Pudgala etc.

IT HAS BEEN EXPLAINED THAT BOTH ALTERNATIVES

CANNOT BE ACCEPTED. HENCE THE ' CONDITION ’

CANNOT BE BOTH ‘ DIFFERENT ’ AND * NON-DIFFER-

ENT *
; NOR CAN IT BE NEITHER * DIFFERENT ’

NOR * NON-DIFFERENT \

—

(408)

COMMENTARY.
The other party now puts forward the view that tho ‘ Auxiliaries ’ of

the Permanent Tiling becomo ko by reason of their serving tho same purpose

as the latter (tho socond alternative suggested under Text 397]. To this

effect, some peoplo argue as follow's :
“ The Permanent Thing does not

require the Auxiliaries,—and yet apart from the Auxiliaries, it cannot bring

about its offect ; the fact of the matter is that its very nature is such that it

produces its effect only when all its auxiliaries are close to it,—and never

by itself, like the Final Causo. Hence oven though the tiling bo always

present, there is no possibility of all its effects being produced simultaneous-

ly.”

This is the view' sot forth in the following

—

TEXTS (409-410).

“ Even though the Permanent Thing may not actually need the
AUXILIARY AGENCIES, YET, APART FROM THESE LATTER, IT CANNOT

PRODUCE ITS EFFECT, LIKE THE FINAL CAUSE
;
ITS OWN NATURE

IS SUCH THAT IT BECOMES AN EFFICIENT CAUSE ONLY
WHEN IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO THE AUXILIA-

RIES
;
HENCE IT IS THAT EVEN THOUGH THE

Permanent Thing is always present,

ITS EFFECT DOES NOT COME ABOUT
ALWAYS.”

—

(409-410)

COMMENTARY.

The ‘ na’ (at tlie end of the second line) goes with * kdrakah ’.

* Like the Final Cause —this is meant to be tho Corroborative Instance

per dissimilarity ; or it may be taken as the Corroborative Instance per simi-

larity in support of the proposition stated in the last lino ‘ it becomes an
efficient cause, etc.'

The term ‘ hituvat ’ is to bo analysed as ‘ hetoh ’ (with the genitive

ending) * iva \
* Even though the Permanent thing, etc.'—i.e., even though the Permanent

Thing is always there.—(409-410)

The above view is answered in tho following

—
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TEXT (411).

This may be so
;
but if the character of the Permanent

Thing in its complete form (along with its auxiliaries)

BE HELD TO BE THE SAME AS THAT OF IT IN ITS

INCOMPLETE form (without the auxiliaries),

THEN THE AUXILIARIES ALSO SHOULD BE
PERMANENT (ETERNAL).—(411)

COMMENTARY.

The above theory may bo all right ; but what has to be examined here
is this—Tho character that belongs to the Permanent Thing in its complete
form as fully equipped with its auxiliaries,—is this character the same as
that of the same thing in its incomplete form (without the Auxiliaries) ?

Or is it different from this latter ?—If it is the same, then the auxiliaries

should bo regarded as permanent.—(411)

The following Text shows how that is so

—

TEXTS (412-413).

Because they must exist while that thing exists whose
CHARACTER IS CONNECTED WITH THEM.—If, ON THE OTHER
HAND, THE INCOMPLETE FORM BE HELD TO BE DIFFERENT
(FROM THE COMPLETE FORM), THEN THE UNITY OF THE
THING BECOMES LOST.—THUS THE SUCCESSIVE
APPEARANCE OF EFFECTS IS NOT POSSIBLE,
EVEN WHEN THE CAUSE IS DEPENDENT

(UPON AUXILIARIES).—(412-413)

COMMENTARY.

The term ‘ tataambaddha, etc.' is to be expounded as ‘ that whose character
is connected with them,’—i.e. the Auxiliaries.

‘ Th*y must exist ’—i.e. the Auxiliaries must exist.—Just as when a man
tied to a chain is dragged, the chain also becomes dragged,—the auxiliaries
must follow the Permanent thing with which they are connected. Thus
alone does the Thing become saved from renouncing its previous character.
If it does not renounce its character which is connected with the auxiliaries,
then on account of the non-relinquishment of the character connected with
the auxiliaries, the implication is that it does not relinquish the auxiliaries
also ; because the ‘ connection ’ is always dependent upon the connected
factor. Otherwise the character of the thing would not bo the same as the
previous one.
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If it be lield that the incomplete form of the thing (i.o. without the
auxiliaries) is different from that of the complete form (along with the
auxiliaries), then the answer is as follows : If the form of the thing as without
the auxiliaries be lield to be different from its form as with the auxiliaries,

then it loses its permanence
; as the form is nothing different from the thing

itself.

Thus, even if the action of the cause be dependent upon auxiliaries,

it is not possible for the Permanent Thing to liave any successive fruitful

activity.—(412-413)

Tho following Text shows that oven simultaneous action is not possible :

—

TEXT (413).

As for simultaneity, that is not favoured (by the other party

at all)
;
as the effects are actually found to

APPEAR IN SUCCESSION.

—

(413)

COMMENTARY.

Even the other party do not favour tho idea of the effects of the

Permanent Thing being simultaneous. For instance, the following are

described as the effects of Permanent Tilings
:
(a) Ploasure, Pain and tho

Rest,—of tlie Soul ; (6) Sound—of Akdsha ; (c) the successive cognitions—of

tho Mind ; (d) tho gross substances, from tho Diad onwards,—of the Atoms ;

(e) all products—of Time, Spaco, God and so forth. And in the case of

all these effects it is clearly perceived that they appear in succession.—(413)

What is mount is tliat the theory of simultaneity is contrary to perceived

facts, and also contrary to the opponent’s own doctrines.

The author now proceeds to show tliat it is contrary to Inference also:

—

TEXT (414).

If the Thing possessed of the causal potency disappears,

AFTER HAVING BROUGHT ABOUT ALL ITS EFFECTS SIMUL-

TANEOUSLY,—then its momentariness becomes

ESTABLISHED.—(414)

COMMENTARY.

That is, does tho nature of the thing consisting in its capacity for effective

action disappear, after having brought about all tho effects simultaneously ?

17
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Or does it continue to exist ?—These are the only two alternatives possible.

—

If it is held that it disappears, then that establishes its momentary charac-

ter ; as at each moment fresh natures would bo appearing, ono after the
other, each preceding nature becoming destroyed by itself.—(414)

TEXTS (415-416).

If, on the other hand, the form of the efficient Cause con-

tinues (after having brought about the effects), then it

should produce the effect over again
;
because, how

could any efficiency be attributed to what is not

EFFECTIVE IN BRINGING ABOUT DUE EFFECTS ? THUS

ALL THINGS WOULD BE NON-EXISTENT AND MOMEN-

TARY,—LIKE THE ‘ SKY-LOTUS ’,—ON ACCOUNT OF

THEIR BEING DEVOID OF ALL efficiency, BE-

CAUSE—it is efficiency (for effective action)

THAT CONSTITUTES THE CHARACTERISTIC OF

(existing) * Things ’.—(415-416)

COMMENTARY.

If the second alternative is accepted, then, as the form of the thing,
in the shape of its causal efficiency, would continue,—it should produce its

effect over again ; because it will not have abandoned its provious form,
just like its previous condition

; and thus there would come about the same
succession of effects. This shows that the doctrine of simultaneity is contrary
to Inferential Reasoning.

It might bo argued that—“ It may be that the effective action of the
Permanent Thing is neither successive or simultaneous ; and yet its efficiency

may be thore all the same.”

In answor to this, it is said

—

4 How could any efficiency, etc. etc.'—When
tho efficiency of tilings is determined, it is only on the basis of their bringing
about their effects ; so that when a thing does not bring about any effoct, how
could it be efficient ? Otherwise, why could not efficiency be attributed to

the ‘ sky-lotus ’ and other such things also ?

Says the Opponent—“ Even though the efficiency of tho Thing has disap-

peared, the existence of the Thing is still there (it still exists)

;

and as it would
bo in existence, your Reason becomes Inconclusive."

Answer :—4 Thus all things could be non-existent, etc. etc.'—The only
characteristic of an existing thing is that it should have the capacity for
effective action ; if this capacity has disappeared, how could existence, tho
characteristic feature of the entity, remain there ?
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Thus it is established that Akasha and other things which are held to

be no7i-momentary (permanent) can only be regarded as ' non-existent ’,

—like
4

the son of the Barren Woman ’,—because they are devoid of the capa-

city for effective action, functioning either successively or simultaneously.

-(415-416)

TEXT (417).

If, THEN, CAPACITY (FOR FRUITFUL ACTION) BE NOT ADMITTED TO

BE THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE OF THE * ENTITY —THEN, UNDER
THE CIRCUMSTANCES, IT BEHOVES THE OTHER PARTY TO

POINT OUT SOME OTHER CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE OF
* Entities \—(417)

COMMENTARY.

It might bo argued that— If capacity for effective action were tho

characteristic feature of entities, then alone all 'this would be very well ”.—In
that case it should bo explained what their characteristic feature is. As a
matter of fact, when it is said that the ‘ Haro’s Horn ’ and such thing are

4 non-

entities this idea is based entirely upon the absence in them of the capacity

for effective action. Then, inasmuch as ‘ entity ’ and 4

non-entity * are

mutually exclusive, it follows, by implication, that the characteristic feature

of
4 entity as distinguished from * non-entity consists in its capacity

for effective actioru—(417)

The following Text anticipates the opponent’s answer to the above :

—

TEXT (418).

IF THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE OF 4

ENTITIES * BE HELD TO
consist in being related to existence (Being),—that cannot
BE RIGHT; BECAUSE NO SUCH RELATION AS THAT OF

‘ Inherence ’ and the like is known to subsist

BETWEEN THEM. HOW TOO COULD THEY BE
THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE OF ONE

ANOTHER ? (418)

COMMENTARY.

[Says the Opponent]

—

44
Capacity for effective action is not tho character-

istic feature of entities ; it is
4 being related to existence i.e., the 4 Inherence

of existence (Being) that is their characteristic feature.”

The answer to this is

—

That cannot be right

;

i.e. that cannot be the right

characteristic feature of entities ;

—

because no such relation as that of
4

Inker-
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cnee' and the like is known to subsist between them
;
the phase * and the like ’ is

meant to include * existence ’. If any such relation as Inherence and the like

were known to subsist between them, then ‘ Inherence’ might be the character-
istic feature of * entities as a matter of fact however, it is exactly those
relations whose existence the opponent has set out to prove ; and also be-
cause there are valid proofs to the contrary. Or even the proofs already
adduced before may bo regarded as setting aside * existence ’ (Being) as
well as 4

Inherence The reason for this lies in the fact that
4 Existence 4

or 4 Being ’ con Iiavo no relation with anything, as it cannot bo helped by
anything ; and there can be no relation between things that are not helpful

to one another ; if there were such relation, it would lead to an absurdity.
—Further, it behoves you to explain what is the characteristic feature of
4 Being ’ (Existence),

4

Inherence ’ and of the 4
ultimate specific Individua-

lities wliich feature marks them out as 4

entities As a matter of fact

‘Existence* (or ‘Being’) does not inhere (subsist) in either ‘Inherence’
or in

4 the ultimate specific Individualities *; nor does it subsist in
4 Being ’

or
4 Existence ’ itself. In fact, the theory (of the opponent) is that what

the presence of existence (or Being) marks out ns 4

entities ’ are only the tluee
categories of Substance, Quality and Action.—Thus tho cliaracteristic feature
proposed is found to be too narrow (not applicable to all tho things in question).

Even granting that such onti ties as 4 Existence * and the rest do
exist ;—the 4 inlvoronce of existence * cannot bo the cliaracteristic feature of

entities ; bocauso it is an entirely different tiling
; when one thing is entirely

different from another, it cannot constitute the form of the latter ; and
thereby serve as its characteristic feature. Thus, when a person is

found whose mind is bewildered by his ignorance of the real character of
4
entities ’, if a definition .of their characteristic feature is provided, what

should be pointed out as the required feature is some character in the tiling

in question itself which serves to differentiate it from something else;

so that through that character, the nature of the thing could be determined ;

e.g. the Earth is distinguished as characterised by roughness of surface.

Ono thing cannot constitute the form of another thing ; for if it did, then
it would not be another thing at all ; how then could it form its characteristic

feature ? Specially because the term 4

characteristic feature ’ in the present
context stands for the nature or character of things.—(418)

Some people arguo as follows “ That entity which in its ultimate
form does not bring about any cognition even for the Omniscient Person,
what would be the proof tliat would establish the non-existence of such
an entity,-—by virtue of which such a universal proposition could bo asserted
that 4 whatever exists is momentary * ? Nor would the non-cognition of
such an entity vitiate the omniscient character of that Person, as His omnis-
cienco applies to only such things as are cognisable

; it is only when a man
does not know what is knowable, tliat ho is regarded as not omniscient

;

while
the said entity is not knowable ; because, even though its cognition could be
produced, it would remain incapable of being cognised.”

Against those people, the author directs the following remarks :
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TEXTS (419-421).

All OPERATIONS BEARING UPON THE CONSIDERATION OF THINGS ARE

TO BE CARRIED ON BY ONE WHO HAS AN UNDISTURBED INTELLECT

AND SEEKS TO ACCOMPLISH A USEFUL PURPOSE,—NOT BY ONE WHO

IS DEMENTED. HENCE IT WOULD BE RIGHT TO DETERMINE THE

EXISTENCE OF ONLY SUCH A THING AS WOULD BE OF USE TO

SOME PEOPLE, AT SOME PLACE, AT SOME TIME AND IN

SOME WAY. IT IS IN REFERENCE TO SUCH A THING

that we are proving the momentariness ;
and it

IS ONLY WITH REFERENCE TO SUCH THINGS

THAT THE UNIVERSAL PREMISS HAS

BEEN ASSERTED. (419-421)

COMMENTARY.

Whenever there is any consideration as to anything being existent or

non-existent, it is done by ono who seeks to accomplish some useful purpose,

—and not because he is addicted to the habit of considering things ; as

otherwise ho would be regarded as a demented person. Henco an intelligent

person can seek to determine the existence of only such tilings as could bo

of use to persons seeking to accomplish a useful purposo, in some way, directly

or indirectly, at somo place, and at some time ; and not anything else ; as

there would be no basis for such consideration, and no useful purposo would

be served by it.

The term ‘ ddi ’ is meant to include the consideration of such particular

tilings as Fire, Water and the like.

Thus wliat we are trying to prove is the momentary character of only those

tilings which am capable of accomplishing somo useful purposo of intelligent

men, and which alone are known as ‘ entity * tliiug \ and which have the

said character of being capable of accomplishing a useful purpose. And

as what we have cited as tlio Reason is the ‘ capacity for fruitful action

there is no fallibility in such a Reason, and it is only such a Reason which

is found to be actually invariably concomitant, in the universal form,

with the Probandiun (Momentariness). That Premiss is said to bo ‘ universal
’

which asserts the universal concomitance of the Reason, without any distinc-

tion between what"is actually known to contain the Probandum and what

is not so known.—(410-421)

The following texts aaswer the question why the character of ‘ entity

4 thing,’ cannot be attributed to what is devoid of the capacity for effective

action :

—
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TEXTS (422-424).

That which is devoid of all capacity, and is like ‘ the
son of the Barren Woman never becomes a cause (basis)

EVEN FOR THE MIND OF THE OMNISCIENT PERSON. AND AS IN

SUCH A THING, INTELLIGENT MEN DO NOT PERCEIVE AN
EFFECT OR CHARACTER AND SO FORTH, THEY DO NOT SEEK TO
establish ns existence

; as any such attempt would
BE ABSOLUTELY BASELESS. THERE CAN BE NO USEFUL
PURPOSE SERVED by provino the momentariness of
SUCH A THING. So THAT ANY OBJECTION TAKEN TO

THIS IS ALSO ABSOLUTELY FUTILE.

—

(422-424)

COMMENTARY.
* Even for the mind, etc. *

;

—the term * even ’ is moant to indicate that
it is so, not only in rogard to the ‘ momonta * of the same ‘ series ’ as the
said kind, but also in rogard to such other purposes as tho holding of water
and tho rest (in tho ease of the Jar).

‘ Do not perceive the effect or character and so forth ’ ;—the term 4 kdrya
' effect \ stands for the fruit, result

;

—tho term ‘ rupa ’ for nature, character,
and 4

so forth ’ includes tho particular time, place and condition ;—what is

meant is tliat such a thing does not differ in any way from absolute non-
entities like the

4

Haro’s Horns ’.

Nor is there any useful purpose to be served for the person seeking to
accomplish a purpose, by proving the 4 momentarinoss * of such a thing

;

because the perception or non-perception of such a character in it would
not help in accomplishing any good, nor in avoiding an evil. This has been
thus declared 4

For one seeking to accomplish a useful purpose, what would
be the use in discussing a thing which is incapable of accomplishing a useful
purpose ? What need has the young woman of discussing whether tho
nian wanting in virility is handsome or ugly T

*

For these reasons, when the disputant raises such questions as “ How
is it known that it is momentary ? jit is ontirely futile j because his opponent
does not wish to prove the momentariness of such things.—(422-424)

The opponent now proceeds to show that 4

capacity for fruitful activity ’

also cannot bo the right differentia of
4

entity \—as it would be too wide :

TEXT (425).

“Such things as the Shy-lotus are found to be •capable of fruitful
activity, in so far as they serve as the cause of their own

cognition
; and yet these are not existent."—

(

425 )

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, things like the
4

sky-lotus * are found to be capable of
such fruitful action as the bringing about of such cognitions as

4

the sky-
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lotus ’, * tho sky-lotus ’ ;—and yet they do not really exist ; hence the defi-

nition that * Efficiency is the characteristic feature of the entity * (as put

forward by tho Buddhist under Text 416) is found to be ‘too wide’.—(425)

The following Text supplies the answer to this :

—

TEXT (426).

The character in question as attributed to the ‘ sky-lotus * is

ENTIRELY BASELESS
;
ITS IDEA IS THERE ONLY AS THE RESULT

OF ONE’S EAGERNESS FOR WRANGLING.

—

(426)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the capacity for fruitful activity is not admitted in

the * sky-lotus ’ and such things. Tho idea of it is merely an outcome of

tho opponent’s imagination and is utterly baseless.—(426)

Question :
—“ What is the Proof that annuls the idea of the said notion

actually arising out of tho * sky-lotus ’ and such things ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (427).

IF THE SAID IDEA HAD A NON-ENTITY FOR ITS CAUSE, THEN IT WOULD BE

PRODUCED CONSTANTLY
;
AS THE NON-ENTITY CANNOT NEED

ANYTHING ELSE, BEING ALWAYS DEVOID OF

DISTINCTIONS.—(427)

COMMENTARY.

The compound 4 abh&vak&ranatve ’ is to bo expounded as 4 the cliaracter

of having a non-entity,—like the sky-lotus,—for its cause ’. If the idea

had such a non-entity for its cause then the idea of the sky-lotus and such

tilings would be produced constantly ; because its cause would be always

present in its perfect form. Nor can it be said to bo dependont upon the

help of other things, as by its very nature it is incapable of being helped by

anything else
;
hence its activity towards producing its effect could not
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be held to be occasional on account of the occasional absence of such
aids.—(427) •

In the following Texts, the author sets forth the view of Bhadanta-
1 ogasina (a Buddhist writer) :

—

TEXTS (428-434).

“ Even if things are momentary,—how can there be any effective

action ? The initial Auxiliaries could not be productive of
peculiarities in one another; because if they have come into
existence, they must be there already in their complete form ;

if they have not come into existence, as the entities would
NOT BE THERE, AS THIS ABSENCE WOULD BE WITHOUT DIFFERENTIATION,
WHEREFORE COULD NOT THE EFFECT ITSELF BE PRODUCED THEREFROM
(FOR THE BRINGING ABOUT OF WHICH THE AUXILIARIES ARE POSITED) ?

Specially as they could not be differentiated from anything
ELSE, BEING EQUALLY OPEN TO QUESTION. THUS TOO THERE WOULD
BE AN INFINITE REGRESS OF AUXILIARIES FOR YOU.—THEN AGAIN, AS
THEY COULD NOT HAVE AN EFFECTIVE ACTION EITHER SUCCESSIVELY
OR SIMULTANEOUSLY, IT IS USELESS TO REGARD THEM AS * MOMENTARY *

;

SPECIALLY WHEN NO PECULIARITY CAN BE BROUGHT ABOUT BY ANY
AUXILIARIES, THE ENTIRE SERIES IS RIGHTLY HELD TO BE WHOLLY
UNDIFFERENTIATED (UNIFORM). If THEN THE DESTRUCTION WERE
WITHOUT CAUSE, IT SHOULD COME ABOUT AT THE VERY BEGINNING

J
AND

IF THERE BE NO POSSIBILITY OF IT AT THE BEGINNING, HOW COULD IT
COME AT THE END ALSO ?

—

If AGAIN, NO CAUSE IS ADMITTED EXCEPT
THE CAUSE OF THE ENTITIES THEMSELVES,—THEN WHY SHOULD

THERE BE ANY INCONGRUITY IN THEIR DESTRUCTION
COMING ABOUT IN CERTAIN CASES ONLY (NOT

ALWAYS) ? ”—(428-434)

COMMENTARY.

Yogasena lias argued as follows

"

Evon if things were momen-
tary, any activity of theirs, either successive or simultaneous, would be
incompatible.—Because, by themselves, they could be either capable, or
incapable, of such action. If they are capable, then they cannot need auxil-
iaries

; as what is itself capable does not need anything else.—If the things are
themselves incapable, thou any need for auxiliaries is all the more baseless.
For mstance, the tilings that fall witliin the scopo of the first series cannot
acquire any peculiarities from one another ; because things that are produced
and not produced being existent and non-existent, cannot stand in the relation
of Helper and the Helped. Hence at the initial stage, they being all un-
differentiated, they could not produce any particular ‘ moment ’

; for, if
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such a ‘ moment * could be produced from the undifferentiated tilings,

wherefore could the effect in question also not bo produced ? Nor con it

be right to say that they are produced out of what is different from the initial

* sories ’
; as it is entirely on this ground that there is no differentiation

among the components of the ‘ series ’ themselves. If these also were

ultimately to bring about particular entities, then tliore would bo an infinite

regress.—Thus, there being no differentiation, how could any effect bo

produced from an undifferentiated * sories ’ of Causes ? Tf there were to bo

production out of the undifferentiated Cause, then all things would be pro-

duced from all things.

“ Thus then, even when there is an incongruity in affective action, coming

either successively or simultaneously,—tilings do liave effective activity,

and in the same manner, even though they are permanent, they coidd have

the necessary effective activity. Hence it is needless to have recourso to

the theory that things are momentary.

"Thus the Reason put forward (by tho Buddhist)— ‘ because things exist

(therefore they must bo momentary) ’—is found to be Inconclusive.

“ Nor can it be said that—' the production of the effect is due to the

" series ” in a particular condition, and not always ’ ;—because in accordance

with the reasoning explained above, there being no peculiar condition brought

about by Auxiliaries, the series would remain always undifferentiated. Nor

can it be right to assent that
—

* tho series itself is only a peculiar feature con-

nected with its own constituent cause ’ ;—as this would bo contrary to a

perceived fact. For instance, tho effect is actually found to appear and

disappear at the appearance and disappearance (respectively) of the Auxi-

liaries. If then, the peculiar condition were connected only with its own

constituent cause, then the productivity would belong to tho thing inde-

pendently of auxiliaries.

“ Further, in accordance with tho reasonings adduced above, the senes

remaining always undifferentiated, such particular products as tho Potsherd

and tho rost could not bo produced out of tho Jar.

“ Then again, if tho Destruction of a thing, consisting of the cessation

of the series of its homogeneous moments, were without Cause, then, as

indepondont of all else, it should come about at the very outset ; and if

it doos not come about at the initial stage, it could not come at a later stage

either ;
becauso it would, even then bo ns undifferentiated as bofore. If

then, for tlie destruction of things, no such Cause is admitted as another

‘ series
1

distinct from the Cause of the things themselves,—then why should

Fire l>e the destroyer of Cold ? because what is ineffective cannot be n des-

troyer,—simply because it is incapable of doing anything ;
and oven so

if it were regarded as an effective destroyer, it would be an absurdity ;
and

everything would bo the destroyor of everything. Thus it would bo impos-

sible to explain such phenomena as tiro use of tho term ‘ non-apprehension

and the ‘ destroying of life
’—as being due to opposition (or destruction).”

(428-434)

The above arguments are answered in the following

—
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TEXTS (435-436).

OlTR ANSWER TO THE ABOVE IS AS FOLLOWS :—THERE CAN BE NO MUTUAL

HELP IN THE CASE OF THINGS APPEARING AT THE ‘ INITIAL STAGE ’
;

THEY BECOME AUXILIARIES ONLY BY VIRTUE OF HAVING THE

SAME EFFECTIVE ACTION. EVEN WHEN THERE IS NO nELP

RENDERED TO ONE ANOTHER, THESE ARE NOT ENTIRELY

undifferentiated ;
BECAUSE when they are

THEMSELVES PRODUCED OUT OF THEIR OWN-

CONSTITUENT CAUSE, THEY BECOME

PRODUCTIVE OF THEIR OWN SEVERAL

DISTINCT ‘ SERIES \

—

(435-436)

COMMENTARY.

The effect is produced only from a cause tliat is efficient ; and yet

auxiliaries are not entirely useless. Becnuso the Auxiliary is of two kinds

—

(1) that which serves the same purpose, and (2) that which renders

mutual holp ;—in the case of the effect appearing immediately, the auxiliary

can bo of tl>o former kind only, not of the latter kind ; because at one and
the same moment one could not produce any peculiarity in the other, as it

remains impartite (undifferentiated) ;—in the case of the remoter effect,

however, the auxiliary is of that kind wliero there is mutual help

;

as the qualified succeeding moment is produced mutually out of both, and
the remote effect is producod by mutual help in reference to its own ' series \
Tims then, as regards those that appeared at the initial stage, there can bo
no differentiation from ono another ; and yet there can be no tiling incongruous
in their rendering mutual help ; inasmuch os thoy servo tlie same purpose.

But they are not undifferentiated in regard to tho producing of the imme-
diately following particular ‘ moment *

; as the entire series of tho succeeding
effects is produced out of its own preceding ‘ causal ideas ’, and each member
of this series is equally efficient in producing the said effects. These ‘ Causal
Idoas * are produced from their own * Causal Ideas * ,—these again from other
Causal Ideas * of their own ; and thus there is an endless series of causes.

Even if there is an Infinite Regress, that is nothing undesirable. Even
though each member of tlie series is efficient, yet the others are not useless ;

as they also liave been produced as so efficient, through the potency of their

own causes. Nor is it possible for them to have a separate existence, as
there is no cause for it. Nor can it come lator on, as all tilings are

momentary.
* They become productive of their own severed distinct series * ;—that is,

they are capable of producing tlie set appearing at the second moment.

—

lhe term 1
their own constituent cause * should bo understood to have been

added for the purpose of precluding the usefulness of an auxiliary that
appears at the initial stage. And it is not possible for any effect to be pro-
duced ontirely from its own constituent cause, as everything becomes possible
with the holp of attending circumstances. This has been thus declared

—
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4 Nothing can com© out of any singlo tiling, all is possible out of the attendant

circumstances \—(435*436)

TEXT (437).

Thenceforward the particular entities that come into existence

ARE BROUGHT ABOUT BY THAT
;
ON ACCOUNT OF THE FACT

THAT THOSE THAT HELP TOWARDS THEM ARE OF

THAT NATURE.— (437)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Thenceforward * ;—i.e. sine© the momont following the second

4 moment ’.

4 Are brought about by that

'

;—that is, produced by tho particular causes

brought about by the auxiliaries.

“ How so ?
”

4 On account of, etc. etc. * ;—i.e. because their nature is of that character,

—i.e. produced by particular causes brought about by particular auxiliaries.

4 Those that help towards them * tliis should be construed with the proceding

phrase 4 because their nature is of that form ’
; and the particle cha lias to

bo understood as before tho phrase 4 Those that help towards them . Tho

meaning thus is as follows Towards the effect that comes into existence

at tho tliird moment, the particulars that have appeared during the socond

moment are helpful, as its cause ; and those that aro so helpful have the

character of having a nature which is capable of producing tho effects pro-

ducible by tho particulars brought about by the auxiliaries ; so that the

particulars appearing at the third momont are all brought about by these.

(437)

Question—“ How dots tliis restriction becomo applicable to these ?
”

Answer.

—

TEXT (438).

Every moment, entities go on coming into existence, with definite

UNDEFINABLE POTENTIALITIES, AND NO OBJECTION CAN BE TAKEN

TO THEM,—JUST AS TO THE FIRE’S CAPACITY TO BURN.

—

(438)

COMMENTARY.

The nature of tilings cannot be criticised (or objected to) ;
because

all diversity of the nature of things comes out of a series of ‘ ideas
’

bringing the things into existence ; like the ' burning capacity ’ of fire ;
as a

matter of fact, they como into existence every moment, as endowed with

diverse potentialities, through the functioning of the series of ideas coming

one after the other. Hence, even though, for some reason, they are cognised

as being similar in form, through the presence of some similarity,—yet, in
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reality, their nature is entirely different. That is the roason why only ono

entity becomes the cause of only one other entity, and not overytliing of

everything. Hence there is no force in the objection urged.

* Bhavanti * go on coming into existence *,—i.o. are produced.—(438)

It has been argued by tho opponent (under Text 433, above) that “ if

the Destruction were without cause, it should come about at the very

bogiiming ” ;—this is answered in the following :

—

TEXTS (439-440).

IT IS * DESTRUCTION * IN THE SHAPE OF THE ‘ BREAKING UP OF THE SERIES *

WHICH IS WITHOUT CAUSE
;
AND THIS DOES NOT COME ABOUT EVEN AT

THE END ;—WHAT IS DENIED IS ITS COMING INTO EXISTENCE IN

THAT FORM. As FOR THE COMING INTO EXISTENCE OF SUCH

DISSIMILAR THINGS (SERIES) AS THE Potsherd AND THE

LIKE,—THIS CERTAINLY HAS A CAUSE ; BUT THIS

ALSO IS NOT PRODUCED AT THE BEGINNING,

BECAUSE AT THAT TIME ITS CAUSE IS

NOT THERE.

—

(439-440)

COMMENTARY.

‘Destruction ’ is of two kinds—(1) in the form of the * Breaking up of

the series ’, and (2) in the form of the coming into existence of a ‘ dissimilar

series ’.—If then what has been urged refers to * Destruction ’ in the form

of the * Breaking up of the series ’,—then that cannot be right ; as such

‘ Destruction * does not oomo about even at the end ; for tho simple reason

that it has no form ; then what do you mean whon you ask
1 How does it come

about at the end ?

'

Thus then, inasmuch os we do not admit of its coming

into existence at any time, tho argument based upon its presence or absonco

at tho boginning or at the end is entirely irrelevant. All that is done by us

is that its coming into existence in that form is denied ;
— 'in that form \—i.e.

by the appearance of another similar scries. When it is said that ‘ there is

destruction of the Jar what is meant is that * another similar series does

not come into existence *
; and there is no affirmation of anything.

If tlie ‘ Destruction ’ meant by the opponent is tliat in the form of

* the coming into existence of a dissimilar series ’,—then the fact of its being

without cause is one that is not admitted (by anyone) ; because it is not

admitted by any one that tho stroke of tho Bludgeon produces anything of

the nature of a positive entity. That Is the reason why it cannot come into

existence even at the beginning ; as at that time its cause, in tho shape of tho

Bludgeon, is not there.—(439-440)

The following Text proceeds to explain the idea of ‘ antagonism * (relation

of Destroyer and Destroyed) among things :

—
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TEXTS (441-443).

There are two kinds of * momentary things *—some are causes

OF DECADENCE,—E.G. FlRE IS THE CAUSE OF THE DECADENCE

(DIMINUTION) OF COLD
;
AND OTHERS ARE NOT SO.—PEOPLE, NOT

PERCEIVING THE TRUTH, THINK THAT THERE IS ANTAGONISM

OF VARIOUS KINDS AMONG THINOS, EVEN WHEN THE

RELATION OF CAUSE AND EFFECT IS THERE. AS A

MATTER OF FACT HOWEVER THERE IS NO REAL
* ANTAGONISM ’ AMONG THINGS, IN THE

SHAPE OF THE RELATION OF THE

DESTROYER AND DESTROYED. It

IS IN THIS SENSE THAT THE

EXPRESSION ‘ NOTION
OF ANTAGONISM’

HAS BEEN USED.

-(441-443)

COMMENTARY.

There are certain things which become causes of the * decadence * of

certain othor things,—the
4 decadence ’ consisting in the production of

* moments ’ of gradually decreasing degrees of intensity ; for instanco fire.

is the cause of such a 4 decadence * of Cold ;—while there are other things

twhich are not so,—i.e. not causes of the decadence of things ; o.g. Fire is not

the cause of the
4 decadence ’ of smoke.—Among the former—i.e. among the

causes of decadence,—even though there is the relation of cause and effect,

—

yet peoplo, having their powers of vision bedimmed by ignorance, think

that there is
4 antagonism ’ (between tho said cause and the thing whose

decadence lias boon brought about),—of various kinds,—e.g. Fire is anta-

gonistic to Cold, Air is antagonistic to the Lamp, Light is antagonistic to

Darkness and so forth.—In reality, however, there is no such antagonism

among tilings as that between the destroyer and the destroyed ; bocauso when

an entity comes into existence, it does so in its complete form,—and it is

impossible to bring about any change in the nature of a tiling ; there can bo

no cause for any such change,—whether it be different or non-different

from the thing. As regards the non-entity, nothing can be done to it, simply

because it is non-existent.—So that in both ways, tho ‘antagonist’ can

do nothing. It is for this reason that the Teacher has declared that 4 When

your cause is there in its perfect form, and yet there is non-existence (of its

effect) while something else is existent, it is spoken of as antagonism

'

;

—

it is only a notion of antagonism ; i.e. there is no real antagonism.

Tho particle ‘ api * stands for
4 cha and should be construed after

4 Eva ’.—(441-443)

In the following Texts, the author sets forth arguments against the

doctrine of the 4 Perpetual Flux \ from the standpoint of the followers of

Jaimini and others :

—
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TEXTS (444-445).

“ As A MATTER OF FACT, THERE IS ALWAYS THE Recognition OF A THING

IN THE FORM ‘ THLS IS THAT SAME \ WHEN THE SENSE-ORGAN

CONCERNED 13 RIGHTLY FUNCTIONING ; AND THIS RECOGNITION IS

QUITE FIRM AND UNDENIABLE.—TlIIS THEREFORE IS AN
IRREPRESSIBLE FACT OF PERCEPTION, WHICH ANNULS
ALL THE REASONS THAT HAVE BEEN ADDUCED
FOR PROVING THE ‘ PERPETUAL FLUX * OF

THINGS.”—(444-445)

COMMENTARY.

“ For instance, in regard to Mountains, the Body, the Diamond and such

things,—after the proper functioning of the sense-organ concerned, there

appears the valid sense-perception called ‘ Recognition \—in the form of

‘ this is that same —which rejects the idea of tlungs being * momentary ’.

Even though it is true that such Recognition is found to appear also in regard

to newly grown nails, liairs, grasses, and such tilings,—yet tlio Recognition

regarding the Diamond and such things cannot bo invalid,—os it is nevor

annulled. This is what is meant by the epithets
1

firm atui undeniable \

What is meant is that the mere fact that the Recognition in the case of Hair

—

brought about by the Eyes affected by darkness,—is invalid camiot lead

men with unclouded minds to regard as invalid the direct visual perception of

the real Hair, brought about by undimmed Eyes.—The epithet ‘firm ’ implies

the fact of its not being of doubtful character,—there being no such doubt

as to whether this is really the same or somothing else. The epithet * un-

deniable ’ implies the fact of its not being wrong."—(444-445)

The Author answers these arguments in the following

—

TEXTS (446-447).

In fact, Recognition can never be of the nature of Direct Sense-

perception
;
because the form of the thing itself is inexpress-

ible, and the Recognition, is expressed in words.

—

Recognition

must be wrong, and Sense-perception is entirely
different from it. That Recognition is wrong

is clear from the fact that it appears
in the form of the notion of *no»-

difference’ where, in reality, there
is difference.—(446-447)

COMMENTARY.

The very fact of the said Recognition being of the nature of Perception
is not admitted. Because the real character of a ‘Thing’ is inexpressible in
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word?, because of tho absence of contiguity ; hence its real cognition can only

bo in tho form of a mental apprehension ; specially because when the Thing lias

not boon apprehended as related to any words, it cannot be possible to

apprehend it along with a verbal expression. Hence a Real Perception, per-

taining as it does to the specific individuality of things, must be beyond all

imposition, indeterminate. And as such Perception would be entirely valid,

it cannot bo wrong. This is tho reason why wise men havo declared the

definition of Perception to be that
4
it is free from all determination, and not

mistaken ’, which is perfectly logical.

—

Recognition, on the other hand, is not

‘free from determination as it is always conceived in the verbal form ‘ this

is tliat same ’
; nor is it unmistaken, because it apprehends, as non-different,

tilings tliat are really different.—(446-447)

Question :

—

44 How is it so ?
”

Answer—
TEXT (448).

If the recognition did apprehend the form of the thing as

PREVIOUSLY COGNISED, THEN IT WOULD HAVE APPEARED AT THAT

SAME TIME, AS ITS OBJECT WOULD BE THE SAME,—LIKE THE

PREVIOUS COGNITION.

—

(448)

COMMENTARY.

If tho Recognition had the same objoet that lias been cognised before,

then it would have appeared at that same time,—because as having the

same object, its cause would be there in its porfect form ; like the previous

cognition ;

—

4 as Us object would be the same '

;—i.e. tlie object of tho Recogni-

tion would bo that same object which lias been cognised before.—(448)

Tho following Text puts forward reasonings in the indirect form of a

red net io ad absurdum :—

-

TEXTS (449-450).

AS A MATTER OF FACT, HOWEVER IT IS NOT SO J
THEN THE RECOGNITION

HAS NOT BEEN REGARDED AS APPREHENDING THE SAME OBJECT ;

BECAUSE IT IS PRODUCED AT ITS OWN TIME,—LIKE THE COGNITION

OF ANOTHER THING ;
AND INASMUCH AS IT APPREHENDS AS

non-different what IS really different, IT must be

MISTAKEN,—LIKE THE NOTION OF THE ILLUSORY

BALL.

—

(449-450)

COMMENTARY.

Tho arguments may be thus formulated :—(a) When a cognition does

not appoar even wlion the thing is there in its perfect form, that Cognition

cannot havo that thing for its object o.g. oven when Colour is there in
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its perfectly perceptible form, the auditory perception is not there ;—even

when tho Diamond and other things were there in the perfectly perceptible

form at the time of their previous perception, their Recognition does not appear

at tlrnt time; hence the wider condition not being prosont (tho less wide

condition cannot be there).—(6) Thus if tlxc Diamond and othor tilings wore

permanent, the Recognition of those tilings should appear on the previous

occasion, when its causes would be present in its perfect form ;—and yet as a

matter of fact, it does not appear at that time ;—hence it ljocomes established

that those things cannot bo permanent. Thus tlion, it remains undisputed

that since it apprehonds as rum-different what is different, the Recognition

must be mistaken, like the cognition of the illusory Ball. Thus it has been

shown that Recognition is not one that has its object not denied ;—[hence

it is invalid] ; because its object is actually annulled by the aforesaid reasoning

which has proved it to be wrong.—(449-450)

For the following reason also,—that it apprehends what is already

appreliended,—Recognition cannot be valid,—being just like Remembrance.

—

This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (451).

It cannot be right to regard Recognition as valid,—because it

OPERATES TOWARDS AN OBJECT WHOSE PURPOSE HAS BEEN ALREADY
ACCOMPLISHED,—LIKE REMEMBRANCE AND SUCH OTHER COGNI-

TIONS J—AND HENCE IT LS DEVOID OF THE CHARACTER OF

the valid Means (of Cognition).—(451)

COMMENTARY.

That active agent alone is called tho * Moans of Right Cognition ’ which

is the best implement and the most effective instrument in the bringing about

of tho action of valid Cognition. If then, Recognition lias for its object some-

thing that has been already appreliended by a previous Cognition, then, in-

asmuch as it woxild bo operating towards a Cognition that has been already

brought about, it could not be * tho most effective instrument ’,—and under

the circumstances, how could it have the character of the * Moans of Right
Cognition ’ ? If it did, then Remembrance also would bo a means of Right
Cognition (which no one admits). And when it has not acquired tho character

of a * valid means of Right Cognition it cannot be effective in annulling any
notion. If it did so, it would lead to an absurdity.

“ Recognition may not bo a separate Means of Right Cognition ; and

3
7et the mere fact of its having for its object something that existed at the
previous time does annul tho notion of tho ‘ Perpetual Flux ’ of things.”

This is not right ; because in reality, its objoct is not tho same as tho

previous thing ; in fact it is a figment of the imagination, and even though
purely imaginary, it apprehends, through illusion, tho previously perceived

thing ; and by reason of this illusory apprehension, it is said to have the

previously perceived tiling for its object. Under the circumstances, how can
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the doctrine of ‘ Perpetual Flux ’ lie discarded on the strength of tlie said

* Recognition 1 winch is illusory in its very source ?—(451)

The following Texts urge—from Rumania's standpoint [vide Shlokavartika

—Perception, Shlo. 234]—the argument that “ Recognition does not appre-

hend what lias been already apprehended ” :

—

• TEXTiS (452-453).

“ As a matter of fact, the existence of the thing at the present time (OF

Recognition) has not been included under the previous

Cognition; this is a peculiar feature in Recognition,

WHICH IS NOT PRESENT IN REMEMBRANCE. REMEMBRANCE
IS IN THE FORM OF ‘ THAT ’ AND APPERTAINS ONLY TO

THAT WHICH HAS BEEN ALREADY COGNISED BEFORE J

Recognition however is in the form ‘ This

IS THAT SAME WHICH IS SOMETHING

TOTALLY DIFFERENT (FROM THE PRE-

VIOUS Cognition).”-(452-453)

COMMENTARY.

Kumdrila has argued as follows :
—“ The previous Cognition has not

apprehended /Ae existence of tits Thing at the present lime (of Recognition)

;

as it could not appoar in tho form 4
tliis is the same as that ’

;
lienc© there is

a difference between Recognition and Remembrance.

—

44 How ?
”—Remem-

brance always appears in the form of 4 That ’ which takes in only that much

of the Tiling as has been cognised before ; while Recognition takes in the

idea of ‘This’ also (being in the form 'This is the same as tlxat ’), which is

an additional featuro of the thing concerned. To this extent. Recognition is

something different from Beynembrance. Thus Recognition acquires the

character of a real
4 Means of Right Cognition after having shaken off

the Doubt and Mistake in regard to it.”—(452-453)

Ho proceeds to show in what way it shakes off the Doubt and Mistake :

—

TEXT (454).

“ Inasmuch as there ls no Doubt or Mistake in regard to what

IS COGNISED (BY RECOGNITION),—RECOGNITION ACQUIRES THE

CHARACTER OF THE ‘ MEANS OF RIGHT COGNITION ’ AFTER

HAVING SET ASIDE BOTH.”

—

(454)

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as Doubt and Mistake do not exist at all in regard to the

thing recognised,—liaving been dispelled, like cold in a place surrounded

by a large mass of flaming fire.—(454)

18
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The following argument has been urged ngninst Kum&rila’s position :

—

In tlie cnee of an object cognised through Inference,—such as the inference

of the dark complexion of the child (from the fact of its being bom of a

dark woman),—it is sometimes found that it is subsequently set aside by
direct Perception (when the child is actually seen to bo fair-complexioncd)

;

—in the same manner, in the case in question, even though the permanence
of Tilings might be cognised through Recognition, yet itmay be that- at some
later time, the successive (fluctuating) diameter of tilings may be proved

through Inference based upon the fact of the effects of the tiling being suc-

cessive ; and the said permanence vouched for by Recognition may thus be
set asido by this subsequent Inference. Under the circumstances, how can

the doctrine of * Perpetual Flux ’ be hold to be discarded (by Recognition) ?

Tlvis is answered (from Kumarila’s point of view) in tho following

—

TEXT (455).

“ A THING, THOUGH COGNISED BY OTHER MEANS OF COGNITION, COULD

BE ACCEPTED AS OTHERWISE, IF SO APPREHENDED BY SENSE-

PERCEPTION J WEN HOWEVER A THING IS ALREADY TAKEN UP

by Sense-perception, there can be no appearance

of any other Means of Cognition (to the

CONTRARY) .
”

—

(455)

COMMENTARY.
' Other means of Cognition ’—i.e. Inference and the rest ; such* as * The

child must be dark-complexioned because he is tho son of so and so ' and so

forth.

* Could be accepted as otherwise —through the instrumentality of Sense-

perception ;
—

* otherwise *,—i.e. of a form other than that apprehended through

Inference, etc.

* Already taken up \—i.e. apprehended.
* There can be no appearance, etc.’ ;—Means of Cognition other than Sense -

porcoption,—i.o. Inforonco and the rest—cannot set aside Sense-perception.

—

(455)

Why so ?

Ansuer :

—

TEXT (450).

"When a thing has been duly apprehended through the firmly

ESTABLISHED HIGHEST MEANS OF COGNITION,—HOW COULD ONE

EVER HAVE A COGNITION TO THE CONTRARY, ON THE STRENGTH

OF THE OTHER WEAKER MEANS OF COGNITION ?
”

—

(456)

COMMENTARY.

It is only right that what has been ascertained through Inference should

be concluded to be otherwise, on the strength of Sense-perception ; because
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this latter is the highest among the Means of Cognition ; but Inference and

the rest can never alter the nature of a tiling as cognised through Sense-

perception ; as they are weaker.

* Firmly established —i.e. free from Doubt and Mistake.

* To the contrary \—i.e. otherwise than that cognised through Sense-

perception.—(450)

With the following Text, the Author answers the above arguments of

Kumdrila :

—

TEXT (457).

If existence at the present time is held by you to be distinct from

THE PREVIOUS EXISTENCE, THEN DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM

BECOMES PROVED BY YOURSELF. (457)

COMMENTARY.

It has been asserted that the object of Recognition is existence at the

present time ;—is tliis present existence different from the existence apprehended

by tho previous Perception ? Or, is it the same ? If it is different, then

difference being proved by your own assertion, there is contradiction of

your own doctrine ; while for us, it is what is desired by us.—(457)

TEXT (458).

If the present existence is not-differeni (from the previous existence),

—

THEN HOW IS IT THAT IT IS ' NOT INCLUDED IN THE PREVIOUS

Cognition * ? In fact, if it were not included therein;

THEN IT WOULD COME TO THIS THAT THE THING

ITSELF WAS NOT APPREHENDED AT ALL.

—

(458)

COMMENTARY.

If the ‘ present existence ’ is somotliing different from the ‘ previous

existence \ then, how could it liavebeen not-included in the previous Cogni-

tion,—on account of wlvieh you liave assorted (under Text 452) that ‘ it is

not included in the previous Cognition ’ ?

Tho following might be urged
—“ The momentary character of Sound and

other tilings, though not anything different from these things, is said to

be not -apprehended wlien the things are apprehended ; the same may be true

in the ease in question also.”

This is not right. It is not true that while the object, Sound, is appre-

hended, its momentary character, though not-difforent from it, is held to
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not apprehended ; wlmt is hold is that, though the momentary character

is apprehended, yet its apprehension is not definitely certain, on account

of the ground for certainty not being there ; because mere apprehension does

not bring about certain Cognition ; the certainty is dependent upon the needs

of the opprehender and the soundness of the repetition of the apprehension.

—

Tliis explanation is not available for you ; because for you, even the previous

perception is determinate (certain) in character; and when the form of tho

tiling has been definitely cognised with certainty, through that previous

Perception, then its present existence also, which is non-difforent from the

previous form, must also have been definitely ascertained with certainty

by that same Perception ; if tliis latter were not definitely certain, the form
of the thing also,—os non-different from tliis present existence,—would
have to be regarded as not definitely ascertained.

Some people have held that—“The validity of the Recognition is

based upon the definite ascertainment of the Tiling that lias bcon in doubt.”

—This also becomes rejected by our above reasoning. Nor, in the present

case, is there any ascertainment of a Thing in doubt ;—because in tlie case

of Hairs, oven though different liairs come out one after the other, there is

Recognition
; so that the doubt would remain (even after Recognition, which

has been found to bo fallible in the case of Hairs).—(458)

It has been argued (under Text 455) that—“ what has boon cognised

by other Moans of Cognition could be accepted as otherwise, if so appre-

hended by Sense-perception ”,—This is answered in tlie following

—

TEXT (459).

Ip what has been cognised through Inference and the other
Means of Cognition were annulled by Sense-perception, then

Inference and the rest could not be regarded as
Means of Rioht Cognition,—because they are

ANNULLED,—LIKE COGNITIONS THROUGH
defective vision.—(459)

COMMENTARY.

If the subject-matter of an Inference,—such as * because it is your
child [it must bo dark-complexioned] could be annulled by Sense-percep-

tion,—then that Inference cannot be a Moans of Right Cognition at all;

because on account of its subject-matter being annulled, there can
be no agreement with the real state of tilings, and hence it would be like the

perception obtained through defective vision.—Hence tho assertion that

—

“ What lias been cognised through other Means of Cognition could bo accepted

as otherwise, on the strength of Sense-perception ”—is irrelevant, being

entirely impossible.—(459)
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It has been argued (under Text 456) that
—“ Sense-perception is the

highest among the Sloans of Right Cognition ” ;—that also is not true.

—

This is shown in the following

—

TEXT (460).

The character of ‘ being in accordance with the real state of

THINGS * BEING EQUALLY PRESENT IN ALL FORMS OF VALID COGNITION,

—WHY SHOULD THERE BE A PREJUDICE AT ALL ?—In CASE THE

SAID CHARACTER BE NOT PRESENT IN Inference AND THE

REST, THEN THESE LATTER WOULD NOT BE VALID MEANS
of Right Cognition at all.

—

(460)

COMMENTARY.

The ‘ validity
1

of the Means of Right Cognition consists only in their

having the capacity to bring about tho right notion of things ; and if this is

admitted as belonging to all the Means of Right Cognition,—then, why should

Perception be regarded as the ‘ highest ’ among them ?•—It might bo said

that “ it is Perception alone that is in strict accordance with tlie roal state

of tilings ”,—then, this character of being in strict accordance with the real state

of things being absent in Inference and the rest, those latter would not bo

* Means of Right Cognition ’ at all ; because tho very idea of being a
1 Moans

of Right Cognition ’ is based upon accordance with the real state of things ;

and this (ex hypothesi) would be absent in Inference and tho rest.—(400)

The following Text introduces the arguments advanced by Dhdvivikta

(against the doctrine of Perpetual Flux) :

—

TEXT (461).

“ THE ALL-COMPREHENSIVE INVARIABLE CONCOMITANCE (PREMISS)

THAT HAS BEEN ASSERTED IN ALL THE REASONINGS (PROPOUNDED

BY THE BUDDHLST) BECOMES ANNULLED BY THE FOLLOWING

Inference ; or else, the Proposition (asserting the

Doctrine in question) itself becomes

REJECTED .

”

—

(461)

COMMENTARY.

Question :
—“ What is that Inference ?

”

Answer :

—
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TEXTS (462-403).

“Thk subsequent cognition of the Sun and other things must

APPERTAIN TO THE SAME SUN AND OTHER THINGS THAT EXIST AT

THK TIME OF THE COGNITION THAT APPEARS IN CONNECTION

with the Sun and Moon, etc.,—because while it is

NOT A COGNITION OF ANYTHING RELATED TO THE

Earth and other things, rr ls spoken of as

the Cognition of those things (Sun, etc.).

—

JUST LIKE THE PREVIOUS COGNITION OF

the Sun at that time.”

—

(462-463)

COMMENTARY.

“ The Cognitions—in dispute—of the Sun, the Moon, the Planets, the Stars

and such objects must appertain to the Sun, the Moon, the Planets, the Stars

and the rest as associated with the time at wliich appeared the cognition of these

Sun and the rest in DSvadatta and other persons,—because while not

apprehended ns related to the Earth, they are spoken of by moans of the

term * the Cognition oj the Sun, the Moon, the Planets, the Stars and the rest —
liko Devadattn’s Cognition of these tilings on the first occasion.”

‘ Must appertain to, etc.'—i.e. to luminous substances.

' While not apprehended as related to tie Earth ’ ;—this qualification has

been added in order to avoid the invalidity that might apply to it on

the basis of the Cognition of the Sun, etc. as painted in pictures.

'Subsequent',—i.e. a Cognition other than Devadatta’s ; i.e. appearing

at a different time.—(462-403)

The following is an argument put forward by Bhdvivikla :
—“ The sub-

strata of Universals like ‘ Colour ’, the substrata of those substrata, and the

particular Cognitions of all these,—in the form of Perception, Inference,

Analogical Cognition, Verbal Cognition, Remembrance, Recognition, Mystic

Vision, Doubt, Wrong Cognition, Representative Cognition, Dream, and
Dream-end,—all these cannot be liable to destruction immediately on

coining into existence,—because they are spoken of by such verbal expressions

as
—

‘ knowable’, ‘rightly cognisable ‘ expressible ’, ‘either existing or non-

existing \ * not cliaracterised by cognitions whose object is something different

from Being and Non-being * not apprehensible by cognitions whose objects

are non-apprehorisible * not expressible by words which are inexpressive \
* expressible by such words as ore the products of sounds produced by the

conjunction and disjunction of homogeneous and heterogeneous substances ’,

—like ‘ Previous Negation ’ and such things.”

* Substrata of Universals like Colour etc. are the Colour, etc. them-

selves.

—

1 Tie substrata of these substrata \—What are these ?—Such things

as the Jar, (which are the substrata of Colour, etc.).
—

‘ Mystic vision \

—

perception by mystics.—The others have been explained before.
—

* Either

existence or nonexistence ’—i.e. Being or Non-being.—Inasmuch os there
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is nothing that is ‘ neither Being nor Non-being *, there can be no cognition

of which that could be the object ; and its ‘ non-eliaracterisation ’ follows

from its very non-existence.—Similarly, the apprehension of an inappre-

hensible object being impossible, inapprehensibility by such apprehension

follows as a matter of course.—Similarly inexpresaibility by voorda which

are inexpressible also follows from the fact that such words are meaningless.

—

1 Homogeneous things ’ are substances, like the lips, teeth and so forth,

all those having the common character of being products ;
‘ heterogeneous

tilings * are Akasha and the rest ; tlie mutual conjunction and disjunction of

these homogeneous and heterogeneous substances produce the first Sound,

and tliis first Soimd brings about, in due succession, its product in the shape

of the Soimd that reaches the Ear ; and it is by this Sound that things are

expressed.—The process of sound-production, according to these peoplo,

is as follows :—The initial sound arises from Conjunction and Disjunction

;

thence proceed other soimd waves, in the manner of the filaments of tlie

Kadamba flowor ;
tliat Soimd which roadies the Akdsha in the Ear, that alone

is heard, not any other.”

Tliis entire set of reasonings is set forth in the following :

—

TEXTS (464-465).

“ All those things that are the substrata of Colour, etc.,—and

THE SUBSTRATA OF THESE THINGS,—AS ALSO THE COGNITIONS THAT

APPEAR IN REGARD TO THESE,—ALL THESE ARE NOT, LIKE

the Sky-lotus, liable to destruction immediately

ON COMING INTO EXISTENCE,—BECAUSE THEY ARE

COGNISABLE AND EXPRESSIBLE.”

—

(464-465)

COMMENTARY.

The two reasons ‘ cognisability ’ and ‘ expressibility ' have been men-

tioned by way of illustration ; the otlier reasons also are meant to be

applicable.

—

‘ Khdrabinda ’—is the ‘ arabinda \ Lotus, in ‘ kha the Sky,—i.e.

the ‘ Sky-lotus ’.-(404-405)

Uddyotakara [in Nyayavdrtika on 3. 2. 14, page 421, Bib. Ind. Edn.)

lias stated tho argument (against Perpetual Flux) as follows :
—“ The Cogni-

tions under dispute, appearing at diverse times, must appertain to tlie same

thing,—because while being rightly co-extensive with tho cognition of that

tiling, it is expressible by the same terms,—like the present cognition of a

thing as appearing in various persons”.—Here the term ‘ avyulthdyi ’

stands for what is not ‘ vyulthay* ’, wrong,—i.e. what is right ;—the ‘ co-

extensiveness ’ is that of tho cognitions of the Jar and such things ;—and tho

epithet ‘ right ’ is meant to qualify tliis
4 co-extensiveness ’

; wliat is meant

is tliat tho said co -extendvoness is never sublatod or annulled. Tliis qualifica-

tion has boon added in order to avoid the falsity tliat might attach to it on
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the basin of the example of the Lamp-light and such tilings.

—

'Expressible
by the same terms ’—such as ‘ Chaitra’s Cognition ‘ Chaitra’s Cognition ’

and so forth.

Tin's argument of Uddyotakara's is sot forth in the following

—

TEXTS (4G6-467).

“Our proclamation is that the Cognitions under dispute which
APPEAR IN SUCCESSION,—ALL APPERTAIN TO ONE AND THE SAME

THING,—BECAUSE THE FACT OF THEIR BEING BASED UPON
ONE THING IS NEVER ANNULLED, AND THEY ARE ALL
SPOKEN OF BY THE SAME TERMS ;—JUST LIKE THE

COGNITIONS OF SEVERAL MEN APPEARING AT
THE PRESENT SINGLE MOMENT.”

—

(466-467)

COMMENTARY.

' Proclamation ’—our conclusion, declaration.
* Co-extensiveness ’,

—

the cluiractcr of subsisting in the same thing ;—this

is not annulled.—Such is the analysis of tlie compound.—(466-467)

The above argument is answered in the following

—

TEXT (468).

In THE FIRST REASONING, THE CORROBORATIVE INSTANCE IS DEVOID
OF THE PrOBANDUM, AS IT IS ALL INCLUDED UNDER THE
Probans

; and all objects of Cognition are not always
SYNCHRONOUS WITH THEIR COGNITION.—(468)

COMMENTARY.

‘ In the first reasoning ’,—wliere tho Reason (Probans) is stated in the
form ‘ because it is spoken of as tho Cognition of that * (under Texts 402-463).
As a matter of fact, tho first Cognition of the Moon, etc. also does not

appertain to tho Moon, etc. as existing at the time of the Cognition ;—because
what forms the object of the cognition is what is included under tho Probans
itself. Further, it is not possible for any causal relation to subsist between
synchronous tilings. It has been thus asserted :

—
‘ What does not exist

could have no previous potentiality, and it could have no use later on ; all

causes must exist before (these effects) ; lienee tho object cannot exist along
with its own cognition ’.—(468)

Tlie following Text proceeds to show that the Reason is ‘ inconclusive ’,

even with tho qualification * though not apprehended as related to the Earth *

(under Text 463) :

—
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TEXT (469).

When terms like * Sun ’ and the rest, whose use depends upon

THE SPEAKER’S WHIM, ARE APPLIED TO THE Lamp AND SUCH THINGS,

—THE COGNITION OF THE SUN THAT APPEARS PROVES THE

FALSITY OF THE REASON IN QUESTION.

—

(469)

COMMENTARY.

In the second set of arguments also (set forth in the Introduction to

Texts 464-465),—for the simple reason that tilings like the ‘ Universal
’

do not exist at all,—no one holds them to be ‘ momentary ’ ;—if the Opponent

proceeds to prove the absence of such momentariness in those things (like

the ‘Universal’, etc.),—then his effort is entirely futile.—This is what is

explained in the following

—

TEXT (470).

Things like the ‘ Universal ’ have no character at all (being

NON-EXISTENT),—HENCE THE ‘ MOMENTARINESS * OF SUCH THINGS

CANNOT BE POSTULATED BY ANYONE ; SO THAT ANY REASONS

ADDUCED FOR THE PROVING OF THE ABSENCE OF ' MOMEN-

TARINESS ’ IN THE SAID THINGS IS ENTIRELY

FUTILE.—(470)

COMMENTARY.

The term 'like', in the Expression * Things like tho Universal’ is

meant to include tho substrata of the Universal, in tho shape of Colour,

Jar and the like, and also tho Cognitions of these.—These also, even as

qualified by the said qualification, do not exist at all ; hence the reason that

lias been adduced for tlio purpose of proving the 4 momentariness ’ of such

things is entirely futile ; that is to say, there can be no dispute on that point

at all.

Tho Author has not gone into tho minute details of the reasoning in

question. If we go into the minute details, wo come across a large number

of defects. For instance, the reason that has been adduced in the form

that 4
it is either existent or non-existent is found to be absent in the

Probandum and also in tho Corroborative Instance ; os the term 4 eithor—or ’

signifies option, and option is possible only when there aro more things than

one, and not when there is only one thing ; and it is not possible for both

existence and non-existence to be present in the object that forms the

Probandum ; because it being of the nature of ‘ entity ’, it is only existence

that can belong to it. Nor are both possible in the Corroborative Instance ;

because, os it is a * non-entity it is non-existence alone that can belong to it.

—Tho Reason also as stated lias been loaded with a useless qualification :

For instance, the expression 4 because it is expressible by words ’, even by

itself, is highly improper, as tho term 4 expressible ’ itself implies the
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qualification * by words —Similarly, tho qualification put forward by the
words ‘ homogeneous, etc.’ is too childislu Similarly tho other qualifications

of tho Henson should l>o rogarded useless.

Further, nil tho Reasons put forward aro ‘ inconclusive —because no
evidence lias boon adduced in denial of a conclusion contrary to tho desired
conclusion.—Tliis is going to bo explained later on.—(470)

As regards tho argument sot forth under Texts 4GG-4G7,—the answer is

provided in the following

—

TEXT (471).

A.S REGARDS THE CHARACTER OF ‘ BEING EXPRESSED BY THE SAME TERM *

—THIS IS PRESENT IN THE COGNITIONS OF THINGS LIKE THE
Lamp also. Hence this Reason becomes

‘ inconclusive ’.—(471)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of tho Cognitions of the Lamp, wo find that the same expression
Cognition of Lamp ’ is applied to the cognitions which have different things

(in the sliajie of tho flickering flames) for their object; henoo tho character
of being expressed by the same term ’, which has been adduced as the
Reason for sameness, is found to be ‘ fallible ’ in tho case of the ‘ Cognitions
of the Lamp’.

Or the Text may be read with a taunting intonation, the sense being

—

* tho said character subsisting in tlie Cognitions of the Lamp is, on that
very account, a very Sound reason, and for you, indeed, it is infallible ; but
in reality, it is not so —(47 1

)

In the following Text the Author anticipates the view of tho other
party :

—

TEXT (472).

If it be held that “ in the case of the Cognitions of the Lamp,
THE * CO-EXTENSIVENESS ’ IS SUBSEQUENTLY ANNULLED ”,—THEN

HOW IS IT THAT YOU DO NOT PERCEIVE THE CLEAR
ANNULMENT OF THE SAME IN YOUR PROPOSED

CONCLUSION ALSO ?

—

(472)

COMMENTARY.

“ I*1 fact, the qualification—‘ while being rightly co-extensive with the
Cognition of that tiling ’—lias been added (by Uddyotalcara), solely for the
purpose of excluding such cases as that of the * Cognitions of tho Lamp ’,

as tho one-ness of the object of these latter Cognitions is annulled ; because
the Lamp is at one moment with a high flame, and the next moment with a
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low flame, it is at one moment very bright and at the next moment, less

bright. How then can our Reason be false ?
”

Such is the sense of what tho Opponent says.

In answer to this, the Author adds— ‘ How is it, etc.
1—That is, the quali-

fication also is one that is not admitted. As a matter of fact, even in regard

to tho character of tho Opponent’s intended Probandum, there is annulment

;

—why is that also not perceived ? For instance, in regard to Chaitra and

other persons, the Cognition of thorn that is produced is in such diverse

forms as ‘infant’, ‘boy’, ‘youth’ and so forth,—in regard to the

mountain and such things, the notions are diverse in the shape of ‘ cold *,

4 hot *, etc. So that, as in tho case of the Lamp, so in tho caso of these things

also, the diversity of the cognised tiling is clearly perceived. If it were not

so, then, if the same mountain that was cold subsequently became hot,

—

then under both conditions both cold and heat would bo poreeptiblo there

,

because tlio said qualified conditions being related to tho tiling, the qualities

would liavo to be regarded as present there ; for instance, when a man tied

to a chain is pullod, the chain also becomes pulled. This has been nearly

all explained beforo.—Thus even with tho said qualification, the Reason is

4 unproven ’,
4 not admitted ’.—(472)

The annulment of the Opponent’s argument by Inference also is next

shown :

—

TEXTS (473-474).

The Cognitions under dispute cannot pertain to one and the

SAME THING, BECAUSE THEIf APPEAR IN SUCCESSION,—LIKE THE

Cognitions pertaining to Lightning, Lamp and such

things.—In all Cognitions pertaining to one and

THE SAME THING, THE PRESENCE OF SUCCESSION IS

INCOMPATIBLE. AND WHEN THE EFFECT IS THE

SAME, EVEN THE DEPENDENCE OF OTHER

THINGS WOULD BE INCONGRUOUS.
—(473-474)

COMMENTARY.

The argument may be formulated thus :—What appears in succession

can never have its complete cause always in close proximity to it,—as the

cognitions of Lightning, Lamp and such tilings ;—the Cognitions under

dispute all appear in succession ;—hence there is found something which is

contrary to that with which the desired character is invariably concomitant.—

This Reason cannot be said to be 4 inconclusive ’
;
because succession is not

possible in the Cognition of any single object, tlie complete cause of which

Cognition is present.—Nor can the cause be said to be dependent on other

causes (which could account for tho succession) ;
because what is permanent

cannot be helped by such aids ; and no dependence can rightly be bold to

lie on what is not helpful ; as this would lead to absurdities. If there were
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help actually rendered, then the tiling would lose its permanence. This 1mskeen explained hundreds of times.—(473-474)

The following Text shows that all our arguments are free from the
defect of ‘ Inoonclusiveneas as there is no proof in support of a conclusion
contrary to ours :

—

TEXT (475).

All these Reasons are free from doubt and denial ; as
NO PROOFS HAVE BEEN ADDUCED IN ANNULMENT

OF THESE.—(475)

COMMENTARY.

This is easily intelligible.—(475)

End of the Chapter on the Permanence of Things.



CHAPTER IX.

Examination of the Relation between Actions and their Results

:

Action and Reaction.

COMMENTARY.

The Author now proceeds to examine the doctrine of Relation between

Actions and their Results, the Law of Action and Reaction, mentioned in

the Introductory verses ; and starts off with an objection from the stand-

point of that doctrine, against the Doctrine of ‘ Perpetual Flux * :

—

TEXT (476).

u If at.t. things are obsessed by non-permanence, in the form of
* MOMENTARINESS THEN HOW CAN THERE BE ANY RELATION

between Action and its result (Reaction), or

BETWEEN THE CAUSE AND ITS EFFECT AND

SO FORTH ?
”—(476)

COMMENTARY.

The Text speaks of * non-permanence in the form of momentariness

with a view to exclude that * non-permanence ’ which does not consist in

momentariness
;
the meaning being—* if things are held by you to be obsessed

by that non-permanence which belongs to momentary things ’—then, how
could there be any such relations as the one subsisting between Actions

and their Results and so forth, which are recognised among men and in the

scriptures ?—The expression 1 and so forth ’ is meant to include the means
of cognising the cause and its effect, the Recognition following after Appre-

hension, the longing for one thing aroused by the seeing of another tiling,

the notion of Bondage and Liberation, Remembrance, Decision following

after Doubt, seeking for something kept by oneself, tho cessation of curiosity

for tilings already seen and such other hosts of grounds for objection raised

by the evil-minded.—What is meant is that if a doctrine is contrary to

notions current among peoplo and recognised by the scriptures, it can never

secure acceptance ;
hence the Doctrine of

1 Perpetual Flux ’ is open to tho

objection that it is annulled by universally accopted notions.—For instance,
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it is well known among pooplo that tl»c result of the good or bad action is
experienced by Hint same man who did the act ; wlion a good or bad act has
lx?cn done by Deradalta, tho result of that act—agreeable or disagreeable,—
is not experienced by YajnndaUn. Nor is such an idea countenanced in tho
scriptures, whore wo mid— ‘ When the action has boon dono by this person,
wbo olso wiH experience its results ? ’—Such a notion is contrary to the
doctrmo of the 4

Perpetual Flux * of things
; as undor tlrnt doctrine thcro

cannot be any ono entity who woukl do the act and experience its result;
so that tho said doctrine is clearly open to the criticism tliat it involves the
anomaly of ‘ tho disappearance of tho action done by tho Person liimself
and the Ixifalling upon him of tho effect of what was notdonc by lum *.—(4761

Tho following Text explains how the doctrine is open to this criticism

:

TEXTS (477-479).

“ In the case op active people, that ‘ Moment * (Momentary Thtno)
WHICH IS BELIEVED TO BE THE (her OF THE ACT, DOES NOT CONTINUE
TO EXIST AT THE TIME OF THE APPEARANCE OF THE RESULT OF THAT
ACT AND THE ACT WAS NOT DONE BY THAT ‘ MOMENT ’ WHICH IS
SPOKEN OF AS the experiencer of the result at the time of its
APPEARANCE

; AS IT DID NOT EXIST AT THAT TIME.—THUS, INASMUCH
AS NO SINGLE ENTITY IS ADMITTED AS BEING THE doer OF THE ACT
AND THE experiencer of its results the position thus clearly
is that the act is lost for the man who did it and its
RESULTS BEFALL ONE WHO DID NOT DO IT,—-WHICH IS EXTREMELY
ANOMALOUS. ’ * (477-479)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Docs not continue to exist ’ as it is destroyed immediately on its
coming into existonco.

4 Inasmuch as no single entity, etc.*;—Le. since tho Act and its Result
have not l>een taken up by one and tho same ontity. There is ‘ loss of the
Act ’ for tho doer of the act, as he does not come by tho result ; and there is
‘ befalling of what ho did not do ’ on the man who did not do the act.

4

Extremely anomalous '

i.e. no such situation is found either among
people or mentioned in tho scriptures.—(477-479)

The anomaly of
4

the loss of what is done and the befalling of what is

not done ’ lias been pointed out, on the acceptance of the view that * activity *

is possible ; the Opponent next proceeds to show—from Kumarila’s stand-
point,—that activity itself is not possible (under the Doctrine of ‘ Perpetual
Flux’) :

—
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TEXTS (480-481).

“ As A MATTER OF FACT, UNDER THE DOCTRINE OF ‘ NO-SOUL \ THE dter

OF AN ACT WOULD KNOW, BEFOREHAND, THAT, ‘ AS I AM GOING
TO PERISH IMMEDIATELY, THERE WOULD BE NO RESULT FROM

THIS ACT, OR IT WOULD COME TO SOME ONE OTHER
THAN MYSELF ’

J AND KNOWING THIS, THE IN-

TELLIGENT MAN WOULD NOT UNDERTAKE THE
PERFORMANCE OF ANY ACT, GOOD OR BAD,

FOR THE PURPOSE OF SECURING ITS

RESULT
;
AS FOR THE RESULT, IT

WOULD BE STILL FURTHER
REMOVED.”—(480-481)

COMMENTARY.

Under tiio Doctrine of
1 Perpetual Flux \ it would be held that all tilings

are devoid of
1 Soul *

; as all tilings being dependent upon tlieir causa (in

the
1

Causal Chain ’), nothing can be independent (self-sufficient). Under

the circumstances, the intelligent agent must know,—bo conscious of the

fact,
—“ what ?

”—that * after my destruction, the result could not accrue

to me, as I would not bo there at the time that the Result comes about

;

even if the Rosult comes about, it would com© to a Moment other than

myself \ Knowing this, the intelligent person would not undertake the

act at all ;
liow thon could there bo any rosult which can follow only from

an act preceded by the activity (of an active agent) ? Such Result would

bo ‘still further removed’, as absolutely impossible.—(480-481)

It has thus been proved that thero can be no relation between Action

and Us Result ; the Author next proceeds to show,—again from Rumania's

standpoint,—that the Relation of Cause ani Effect is not possible under the

doctrine of * Perpetual Flux ’ :

—

TEXT (482).

“Neither the Future nor the Past Entity can be capable of

PRODUCING THE EFFECT
;
AS FOR THE PRESENT ONE, THAT ALSO

DOES NOT CONTINUE TO EXIST TILL THAT TIME.”

—

(482)

COMMENTARY.

« Till that time ’ ;—i.e. during the time that it would come into existence

and produco the effect, it does not continue to exist,—being momentary—
(482)

The following Text adduces arguments in support of each of the asser-

tions made in the preceding Text regarding the Future , etc. :

—
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TEXTS (483-484).

“ An entity that has itself not secured its existence can never
KE THE CAUSE OF SOMETHING ELSE

] NOR CAN THE DESTROYED
ENTITY (BE A CAUSE)

; NOR CAN THE PRESENCE (OF THE
Present entity) be capable of producing the

effect.—Further, if the destruction of the
previous ‘ Moment ’ be held to be aJ>solule,

then there could be no production

of any subsequent ‘ Moment
as its cause would not be

THERE.”

—

(483-484)

COMMENTARY.
That tiling is called ' future * which has not yet secured its existence

;

—what has not secured its existence must be « non-existent ’
; what is non-

existent must be devoid of ail potentiality what is devoid of all potentiality
cannot serve as the cause of anything else,—i.o. cannot serve as the cause
of bringing about any other tiling; because it is agreed on all sides that
it is only a potential thing that can serve as a cause.

Similarly wliat lias perished cannot servo os the cause of anytliing else,
as it is devoid of all potentiality.

As for the Present tiling, that has no continued existence, by virtue of
which it could bo capable of producing any effect.

Then again, if it is held that the preceding 4 Moment ’ perishes absolutely,
then there could be no producing of the subsequent 4 Moment \ as there
would be no cause for such production.—(483-484)

The following argument might be urged (by the Buddhist) Just as
the rising and falling of the weigliing scalos come about simultaneously,
so also would bo the destruction of the Present Moment and the appearand
of its effect ; so that what is meant is that the subsequent Moment is brought
about by the preceding Moment before the latter lias been destroyed ; and
that the appearance of the later moment would not fail to have its cause.

The following Text supplies tho answer to this argument

TEXT (485).

Even if the Destruction and Production were simultaneous,
THERE WOULD NOT BE MUTUAL DEPENDENCE

J SO THAT THERE
COULD NOT BE THE RELATION OF ‘ CAUSE AND

Effect 1

, as there would be no help
RENDERED BY IT.”—(485)

COMMENTARY.
Even if the Destruction (of the first Moment) and tho Production (of tho

second Moment) be assumed to be simultaneous, there would not be the
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relation of ‘ Cause and Effect
1 between the said Destruction and Production,

or between the Moments undergoing the said Destruction and Production ;

—

beoause the two would bo independent of one another.—“ How would they

be independent of one another ?
”—Because there would be no help rendered

by it ; that i3, the Destruction, being featureless, would have no action ;

and as for the entity that is regarded as the Cause, it is not present at the

time that the Effect comes into existence ; so that it could not have any

action bearing upon the latter.—(485)

The following might be urged (by the Buddhist)—Even without any

operation, the relation of * Cause and effect * would be there on the basis

of mere proximity.

The answer to this is supplied by the following

—

TEXT (486).

“ The Odour and other qualities that appear after the destruction

OF THE Colour OF THE JAR ARE NOT HELD TO BE THE EFFECT OF

THIS LATTER
;

IN THE SAME WAY THE SUBSEQUENT

CoU)Ur8 ALSO (COULD NOT BE REGARDED

AS THE EFFECT OF THE PREVIOUS

COLOUR).”—(486)

COMMENTARY.

If the idea is that when one thing comes into existence after another,

it must be the effect of this latter, then just as, after the * Colour-Moment *

subsisting in the Jar has ceased, the homogeneous Colour-moments that

appear in it are regarded as the effects of the preceding Colour-moment,

—

so also the Odour and other properties that ore produced in the same Jar

would have to be regarded as tho Effects of that same preceding Colour-

moment. And, yet, even though this immediate sequence is there, tho

Odour-moment is not held to be the effect of the preceding Colour-moment ;

because between material properties, there cannot be the same causal relation

that there is between material substances themselves, because they appear

in different * chains * (or series). This is tho opinion that our opponent

himself holds.
4 In the same way the subsequent Colours also

*
;—that is to say, the

homogeneous Colour-moments cannot be regarded as the effects of the

previous Colour-momont, entirely on the ground of immediate sequence ;

as othorwiso there would be an absurdity.—(486)

Having thus shown that mere immediate sequence cannot be the basis

of the causal relation, the Opponent sums up his own view by way of

recapitulation :

—

19
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TEXT (487).

“ Thus tilvt alone can be regarded as the cause op an effect

WHOSE ACTION IS FOUND TO BE TIIERE BEFORE THE PRODUCTION
OF THAT EFFECT; AND NOT MERE IMMEDIATE

SEQUENCE.”—(487
)

COMMENTARY.
* Not mere immediate sequence ’,

—
‘ can bo tho basis of tho notion

of Cause-effect ’—this has to be regarded as understood.—(487)

What has been already explained above is now briefly summed up :

—

TEXTS (488-489).

“ The upshot briefly is thus :—If the Effect were produced from
a Cause that has perished, then such an Effect would be

without cause,—AS what has perished can have no
CHARACTER (OR POTENTIALITY).—If THE EFFECT BE
HELD TO BE PRODUCED FROM A CAUSE THAT
has not perished,

—

then, as the Cause in

THAT CASE WOULD CONTINUE TO EXIST

DURING SEVERAL MOMENTS,—WHERE-
FORE COULD THE ‘MOMENTARY

CHARACTER ’ OF THINGS NOT
BECOME DISCARDED (ON

THAT ACCOUNT) ?
”

-(488-489)

COMMENTARY.

Only two views are possible in this connection:—(1) Tho Effect is

produced out of the Cause which is itself dostroyed, and (2) that it is pro-

duced out of the Cause which is not destroyed ; things cannot be other than
either destroyed or not destroyed. Tho first view cannot bo right ; because

what has been destroyed is non-existent, and if production from that
were admitted, tho offect would havo to be regarded as without Cause

;

which would mean that it is eternally existent.—Nor can the second view
be right ; as, in that case, things would continue to exist during several

moments, which would deprive them of the character of momentariness.—
* Wherefore could it not be discarded i

’—i.e. it would certainly become dis-

carded. For instance, it would mean that

—

(a) the Thing comes into

existence, then (6) it acts, then (c) it produces the Effect, then (d) it perishes ;

so that it is there during all these sevoral moments
; which rejects the idea

of its being ‘ momentary ’.—(488-489)

Having thus shown the impossibility of the relation of ‘Cause and
Effect \ the Opponent proceeds to show the impossibility of any Means of

Cognising such relation :

—
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TEXTS (490-491).

“ If the Jar and such things existed only for one moment, then
THEY COULD NOT BE PERCEIVED BY THE EVE ; AS THINGS THAT

HAVE BEEN DESTROYED ARE NEVER COGNISED,—AS IS

FOUND IN THE CASE OF THINGS LONG PAST.—THE
RELATION OF ‘ CAUSE AND EFFECT ’ CANNOT BE
APPREHENDED BY MEANS OF * PERCEPTION

AND NON-APPREHENSION BECAUSE THE

NATURE OF THINGS IS NOT APPRE-

HENDED AT ALL ”.

—

(490-491)

COMMENTARY.

The Relation of Cause and Effect is sought to bo proved through Percep-

tion (of Effect only when the Cause is present) and Non-approhonsion (of tho

Effoct when the Cause is absent). Under the circumstance®, if Things were

momentary, as they could not be in existence at tho moment of their

cognition, they could not be perceptible : as tho relation of Cause and Effect

is not possible between things existing at the same momont. Thus

there is no possibility of Perception or Non-apprehension (in support of the

momentariness of things) ; spocially because ‘ Non-apprehension ’ also is

only a form of ‘ Perception \ being, as it is, of the nature of the approhension

of a Thing as not related to anything else ; and hence there being no use for

it when there is no apprehension, of any thing. Such being the case, how

could tho relation of Cause and Effect be provod through Perception and

Non-approhonsion ?—(490-491)

Even though there bo an apprehension of the Tiling,—as there can bo

no one entity who would comprohond tho preceding and succeeding Momenta,

—there can be no relation between these two.—This is what is shown in the

following

—

TEXT (492).

“ What permanent Doer (Agent) is there who would correlate

THE COGNITIONS APPEARING IN SUCCESSION ? If ANY SUCH WERE

SEF.N, THEN ALONE WHAT IS DESIRED COULD BE ADMITTED
J

AND IF ANY SUCH IS NOT SEEN, THEN THIS LATTER CANNOT

BE UNDERSTOOD.”

—

(492)

COMMENTARY.

Tho term ‘

gali * stands for apprehension.—‘ Kramavadgatim ’,—the * gati ’,

apprehension, which is
1 kramavati ’, successive.

—
* Who would correlate ’

—

have a comprehensive notion of.—That is, no one.—If there were any one who
would conceive of such a comprehensive notion as

—
‘ The smoke lias become

cognised through tho cognition of the Firo, and without the cognition of tho

latter the former is not cognised ’—which appears in succession,—as appre-

hended by a single Perceiver, then it might be possible to establish the

relation of * Cause and Effoct \—There can however bo no such correlator.
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under your Wow —hence the relation of Cause and Effoct cannot be estab-
lished.—(492)

The following Text proceeds to show the impossibility of
‘ Recognition’

—

TEXT (493).

“Ip things are in ‘perpetual flux’, then Recognition also is
IMPOSSIBLE

; BECAUSE WHAT HAS BEEN SEEN BY ONE PERSON
CANNOT BE ‘ RECOGNISED ’ BY OTHERS.”—(493)

COMMENTARY.
‘ Recognition ’ consists of the notion that—' that same object which

was seen by me previously is seen by me now ’—which includes within
itself the two perceptions as pertaining to the same object and the same
perceiver and such * Recognition ’ cannot be possible if all things were in a
4 perpotual flux ’ « as under tliat view, neither one 4

perceivor ’ nor one ‘ object ’

would bo there (to be related to both perceptions)
; for instance, Vipxumtira

does not 1

recognise ’ what lias been seen by Divadatta.
Tiie mention of

4 one person ’ is only by way of illustration ; it is also to
be understood that the object also which has been seen by one person cannot
be ‘ recognised ’ by another person.—(493)

The Buddhist may argue that—As in the case of the hair and nails
that have been cut and have grown again, though there is difference (between
what has been cut and what has grown again), yet there is

4
recognition *

on account of similarity,-so would it be in all cases of Recognition.—Thin is
answered in the following

—

TEXTS (494-495).

IN THE CASE OP THE HAIRS AND OTHER THINGS, WHERE THERE IS
DIFFERENCE, RECOGNITION MAY BE DUE TO SIMILARITY 1

, BECAUSE
THE PERCEIVER IS ONE AND THE SAME. WHEN HOWEVER

THERE IS DIFFERENCE OF BOTH, THERE WOULD BE NO
basis for Recognition. If there is no single
ENTITY WHO COULD HAVE THE COMPREHENSIVE
NOTION, THEN HOW IS IT THAT, ON SEEING

Odour, THERE APPEARS A LONGING
FOR THE taste AND OTHER

QUALITIES (OF THE THING
SEEN) ? ”—(494-495)

COMMENTARY.

If there were a single cogniser, then there could be Recognition based
upon similarity, oven when there is difference between the two things con-
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cemed, such Recognition being due to the common Cogniser. When
however there is difference of both,—i.e. when the cognisera as well as
the cognised things in the two cases aro different, there would bo no basis
for the Recognition.—Then again, if thero were no single cogniser correlating
the two cognations,—then how could thero be such phenomenon as that
whon one sees the colour of the citron-fruit, he remombers the taste con-
comitant with that colour and evinces a desiro for experiencing that taste
and undertakes activity towards securing it ? Certainly no one could have
a longing, etc. for what has been seen by anothor person.—(494-495)

The following Text proceeds to show tliat ‘ Bondage ’ and ‘ Liberation ’

also would not be possible (under the doctrine of Perpetual Flux) :

TEXT (49G).

W hat is bound up with chains of Attachment, etc. in the Prison-
house of THE World is one * Moment \ while the ‘ Moment *

that is liberated is another, who has not been in
BONDAGE

;—THIS IS INCOMPREHENSIBLE.”-—(490)

COMMENTARY.

One ‘ Moment » is bound up with Attachment while another is liberated;—this is incomprehensible ; Le. impossible.
1 Bhava' is world, Cycle of Birth and Rebirth,—which is the *

prison-
house the place where persons are kept in bondage.—(490)

The following Text proceeds to show that any attempt at Liberation
would bo useless,—as no Liberation can bo possible :

tt

TEXT (497).

For THE BOUND (IMPRISONED
) PERSON, LIBERATION CAN NEVER BE

POSSIBLE
; BECAUSE {exhypothesi), HE IS ABSOLUTELY DESTROYED.

Hence all the effort put forth by persons
SEEKING FOR LIBERATION IS FUTILE.”—(497)

COMMENTARY.

It might bo argued that—there would bo Liberation for one who has
not been in bondago ;—where is the incongruity in that ?

The answer to this is provided in the following

—
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TEXT (498).

“ The person securing Liberation has always been found to be

ONE WHO HAS BEEN BOUND UP IN CHAINS, ETC. ; ANY SUCH

ASSERTION THEREFORE AS THAT * THE UNBOUND

PERSON BECOMES LIBERATED * IS CONTRARY

TO A WELL-PERCEIVED FACT.” (498)

COMMENTARY.

That the person who is liberated is the same that liad boon in bondage
is a fact well recognised and seon in the world. The assertion therefore of

the Liberation of the Person who lias not been in Bondage is one that is

annulled by popular notion and also by a perceptible fact.—(498)

The following Text points out that the said idea is annulled by
Inference also

—

TEXT (499).

“
* Bondage * and ‘ Liberation * must belong to the same person,

—

BECAUSE THEY ARE OF THAT NATURE,—LIKE BONDAGE AND

Liberation in the ordinary world.—-Thus every-

thing BECOMES THOROUGHLY WELL-ESTAB-

USHED.”

—

(499)

COMMENTARY.

The argument may be thus formulated :

—

Bondage and Liberation must
subsist in one and the same person,—like the Bondage and Liberation

in the world,—the * Bondage * and * Liberation ’ under dispute are Bondage
and Liberation in the form of Attachment and Dissociation therefrom ;

—

this is a reason based upon the nature of things.
‘ Because they are of that nature * ;—i.e. because they are in the form of

Bondage and Liberation, i.e. because they have the character of Bondage
and Liberation.

‘ Tau * these two ’—i.e. Bondage and Liberation.

Thus tlie single substratum in the shape of the ‘ Soul * being established,

all the doctrinos relating to the Relation between Actions and their Results
and so forth become thoroughly established ;—i.e. are beautifully proved ;

there being no room for the criticisms directed against them.—(499)
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TEXT (500).

“In this same manner it may be shown that, ip all things are

in ‘ perpetual flux Remembrance and such other

phenomena would be impossible,—as there would

BE NO SINGLE SUBSTRATUM (UNDER THAT

THEORY).’' (500)

COMMENTARY.

Aa any single Agent would be impossible, it should be understood that

thero would be no possibility of any such phenomena as the following :

—

Remembrance, well-ascertained cognition, seeking for a tiling kiddon by one-

self and so fortlu Because in all these, the substratum being different,

there would bo incongruities ; e.g. when Chaitra is the original apprehender,

doubter, hider and seeker,—Maiira could not be the rememberer, the ascer-

tainer, seeker, and so forth.—(500)

With the following Text, the Author proceeds to answer the above
criticisms (lovolled against tho Doctrine of Perpetual Flux )

:

—

TEXT (501).

We proceed to answer the above criticisms as follows :—Things

BEING WITHOUT * SOUL IN REFERENCE TO THESE ALSO, THE

Relation of Cause and Effect being there, all

THE SAID NOTIONS BECOME ESTABLISHED

WITHOUT any difficulty.

—

(501)

COMMENTARY.

Even when things aro regarded as being ‘ without Soul \ all such notions

as those relating to * the Relation between Acts and their Results ’ and so

forth, aro based upon the relation of
1 Cause and Effect *

; so that when

tho relation of Cause and Effect is thero, all those notions become established

and there is no incongruity at any point.—(50 1

)

Says tlie Opponent—“This definite Law of Cause and Effect itself i3

not possible without a ‘ Soul V*

The answer is provided in tho following

—
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TEXT (502).

Just as the potency of the seed is restricted to the Sprout even
IN THB ABSENCE OF A PERMANENT * SOUL —SO WOULD IT

ALSO BE IN THE CASE OF PSYCHICAL CONCEPTS.—(502)

COMMENTARY.

Just as the potency of the Seed and such things is restricted to tho
Sprout and such things,—oven without a controller in the form of tho ‘ Soul \—so would it also be in the case of every psychical concept. Such things

as the Seed and the rest are not controlled by the * Soul in the way that
the Body, as the receptacle of experience, is held to be controlled. Otherwise,
there would bo no sense in the (NaiyayOca's) argument that “ the living body
cannot be without soul, as, if it were, then there could be no breathing and
other functions ”

; in the case of the Jar and such things, if the absence of
* Breathing, etc. ’ were found to follow from the absence of the * Soul ’, then
alone could the negative concomitance involved in the argument bo
admissible ;—if the Jar, etc. also were with Soul, then how could the
Reason adduced have the requisite negative concomitance ?

' Even in the absence of a permanent Soul —i.o. even when there is no
character which is common to them all.—(502)

Question—“ How does the Causal relation become established ?
’*

Answer :

—

TEXT (503).

Either indirectly or directly, it is only a certain thing,—and in

ONLY CERTAIN CASES—THAT HAS THE POTENTIALITY IN REGARD
TO ANOTHER THING

; THUS ALONE ARE SUCH RELATIONS

AS THAT BETWEEN ACTIONS AND THEIR

Results possible—(503)

COMMENTARY.

Just as, in regard to external things, tho law of Action aud Reaction is

restricted, so is it in regard to tho group of Psychical Concepts also ;

as the causal potency is everywhere restricted ; it is only from certain good
and bad acts that particular results, agreeable or disagreeable, follow,

through a chain of * moments *
; e.g. from tho apprehension of Colour follows

its Remembrance,—from cognition follows definite conclusion,—from the act

of depositing follows the subsequent seeking for it,—from the longing for a
thing follows the actual sight of it,—thonce the cessation of the eagerness

for it. In no case do the Buddhists admit of all these Reactions of

Remembrance and the rest as connected with any one single entity; for

them, it is mere Conception, a mere Idea. This has boon thus declared

—

* The Action is there, the Result is there, but the Maker (Agent) is not
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perceived, one who abandons these thought-phases and takes up others

;

nothing apart from the Law of Things ; tliis Law of Things being
that where such and such a thing appears when such and such another thing
is present—die former is said to be producedfrom the production of the latter.'

Such relations as between Actions and their Reactions ’ this is meant
to includo Remembrance and the rest the * relation * meant is that of
* ®auso and Effect ’ (‘ Producer and Product ’).—(603)

Objection “ If that is so, then how is it that among people and in the
scriptures it is said in reference to the Soul—‘ When the action has been
done by him, who else will experience its Roaction ?

* **

Answer :

—

TEXT (504).

The Notion of the ‘ Doer * and the rest is in reference to the
UNITY OF THE ‘ CHAIN ’

; AND THAT TOO IS HELD TO BE ONLY A
FIGMENT OF THE IMAGINATION

; IT IS NOT A PART OF
THE REAL STATE OF THINGS.—(504)

COMMENTARY.

People have tho light of thoir wisdom bedimmed by a mass of deep
ignorance ; hence they ignore all considerations regarding thoir being this
or that, being existent or non-existent, and so forth,—and come to regard
tho chain of impressions in tho shape of particular causes and effects as
‘ one and thus come to make uso of such expressions as ‘ The same I am
doing this act and proceed to make attempts to bring about thoir Libera-
tion.—It is in view of this (popular) egotism that tho Blessed Enlightened
Ones, desirous of saving their disciples from tho pitfalls of Nihilism, pro-
pound tho tlioory of the * Unity of tho Chain * and thereby explain the notions
of the * Doer ’ and the like.

Says the Opponent—“ The said Explanation is enough to establish the
reality of the matter under dispute ”.

Answer :
—“ It is not a part of the real state of things ' ;—as a matter of

fact, the real state of things cannot be determined on the basis of the notions
ontertained by childish persons enmeshed in illusion and averso to the
investigation of truth; specially as the said notion is negatived by the

evidences of ‘ Soullessness ’ and * Perpetual Flux * of Things.—(604)

The Author anticipates the Opponent’s objection to the effect that “ the

absence of the continuous Soul in tho caso of Seed and such things not being

admitted (by all parties), the Corroborative Instance (cited by tho Buddhist,

under Text 502) is one that is not admitted (and hence inadmissible as

Corroborative Instance) ” :

—
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TEXTS (505-506).

In the absence of continuity, the relation of * Cause and Effect *

WOULD BE OF THE PARTICULAR KIND JUST POINTED OUT,—THIS

ALONE IS POSSIBLE AMONG THINGS APPEARING UNDER
DIFFERENT * CHAINS \—In THE CASE OF THE SEED,

Sprout and such things, the relation of

Cause and Effect is found to be defi-

nitely CERTAIN, AND YET THERE IS NOT

THE SLIGHTEST TRACE OF CON-

TINUITY.

—

(505-506)

CO DENTARY.

The term ‘ anvaya * stands for anugama \ continuity,—i.e. of any
particular cliaractor.—(505-506)

The following might bo urged by the Opponent :—“ Continuity is cer.

tainly present in the case of the Seed and such things ; aa has been declared

by Uddyotakara :—What happens in the case of the Seed and Sprout is

that the components of the Seed relinquish their previous formation and
become arranged in a different formation,—when they have taken this forma-
tion, the Earth-element in it becoming mingled with the water-element, and
heated by the Fire-element, produces a substance in tho sliape of the Sap

;

and this Sap, along with tho previous components assumes tho form of tho
Sprout. Such being the case, how can it bo true that there is not the slightest

trace of continuity ?
”

The answer to this is provided in the following

—

TEXTS (507-508).

If the elements of Earth and the rest in the Seed—Sprout

—

Creeper and so forth are not different,—then there can

be no difference among THEM
; AS, IN that case, all of*

them would be of the same nature. Hence it must

BE ADMITTED THAT THERE IS NO CONTINUITY

IN THIS CASE.
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For these reasons, for the purpose of establishing the existence

of * Action and Re-action *, the superior philosophers

SHOULD PUT FORTH AN EFFORT TO PROVE THE RELATION

of ‘ Cause and Effect ’ ;—and for the purpose

of establishing the non-existence of ‘ Action

and Reaction the other philosophers

should put forth an effort to

disprove the relation of ‘ Cause

and Effect —(507-508)

COMMENTARY.

Tho sense of this is as follows :—If the Earth and other elements pre-

sent in tho later formation continue without stirrendering their previous

forms,—then there can be no surrendering of tho previous formation and
the assuming of the later formation ; because both the formations would

be exactly of the same nature as before ; so that there would bo no

difference among the Seed, the Sprout, and the Creoper,—all being of the

same nature.—In case you admit of difference among tho Seed, otc., then, as

there would always be tho abandoning of tho preceding form, it must
be admitted that the Earth and other elements also abandon their own
respective formations and assume other formations. Otherwise, there would

be no difference at all ; as already explained. Thus there being an appear-

ance of several forms, one after tho other, where would there be any
* continuity ’ ?

Inasmuch as on the proving of the true character of the causal relation,

all such notions as the relation between Action and its Result become

explicable,—and on the disproving of it, the said notions become dispelled,

—

for the purpose of determining the existence of Actions and their Results,

etc.,—efforts should be put forth for tho proving of tho Causal Relation,

—

by

the superior philosophers,—i.o. by the Buddhists, who are ‘ Superior philoso-

phers ’ on account of their being followers of the best doctrines. And for

tho purpose of disproving the same notions, effort should bo put forth bjr

other philosophers,—i.e. the followers of other philosophical doctrines.

The term ' Karyakuranatdsiddhau ” has been construed twice over,

—

the last term in one case being * asiddhau \

[The latter assertion would appear to be in the nature of a taunt].

—

(507-508)

As for the two alternatives

—

1 destroyed or not destroyed ’—set forth

by the Opponent (under Texts 488-489),—the author proceeds to dispel

them,—tliereby establishing the Causal Relation as the very root of all

laws :

—
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TEXTS (509-510).

Our explanation is as follows :—The Effect comes into existence
AT THE SECOND MOMENT THE CAUSE HAD COME INTO EXIST-
ENCE AT THE FIRST MOMENT

J AND DURING THAT MOMENT
it is not destroyed. But being momentary

,

IT DOES
NOT EXIST AT THE MOMENT AT WHICH THE EFFECT

IS THERE J EVEN IF IT WERE THERE, IT

WOULD BE USELESS, AS THE EFFECT
WILL HAVE ALREADY COME INTO

EXISTENCE. (509-510)

COMMENTARY.

Our view is that the effect comes out of the Cause while this latter is

still undostroyed
; and thero is no possibility of the two being simultaneous ;

because what happens is that the Effect comes into existence at the second
moment, through its dependence upon the Cause which has como into
existence at tho first moment and has not yot become destroyed ; so that
when the Effect comes into existence it does so from the Cause while it is
still undestroyed

; as it has not been destroyed at tlxe first moment. And
yet the Cause does not continue to exist at the moment that the Effect is in
existence, as, boing momentary, it cannot so continue to exist. Even if it were
to continue, it would not have the nature of the Cause ; because wlxen the
Effect has already come about, it would be absolutely useless.—(509-510)

The following Text shows this same uselessness :

—

TEXT (511).

What has already oome into existence cannot be produced by
IT OVER AGAIN

;
BECAUSE WHAT IS MEANT BY A THING * COMING

INTO EXISTENCE ’ IS THAT THERE SHOULD COME ABOUT
SOMETHING THAT DID NOT EXIST BEFORE. If IT

WERE NOT SO, THEN THERE WOULD BE
NO RESTING AT ALL.

—

(511)

COMMENTARY.

If it were not so, then there would be no resting

'

;—i.e. if it were not as
stated, then there would be no resting—i.e. thorn would bo no limit ; i.e. there
would be an infinite regress. If what has come into existence were to be
produced again, then thero would bo an equal possibility of its being produced
over again ; and in this way there would be an infinite regress of productions,
—there would be no cessation in the activity of the Cans©,—and the Causes
themselves would be liable to be produced

; as there would be nothing to
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distinguish them and the result would bo that there could be no such
distinction as * this is the Cause and tliat the Effect \—(511)

In the following Text the author sums up his position and shows that
there is no flaw in tho view that the Effect is produced from the Cause
while the latter is still in existence :

—

TEXTS (512-514).

Thus we conclude that it is at the second moment that the Effect
COMES INTO EXISTENCE OUT OF AN EFFICIENT CAUSE WHICH CAME INTO
EXISTENCE AT THE FIRST MOMENT AND HAS NOT YET BEEN DESTROYED.
If it had been held that the Effect comes into existence
at THE THIRD MOMENT, THEN IT WOULD COME OUT OF THE destroyed
Cause

; as the cause of the development will have been
DESTROYED, LIKE THE EFFECT ITSELF,—AS IS GOING TO BE EXPLAINED
later on.—There would be simultaneity only if the Effect
HAD COME AT THE FIRST MOMENT. BUT THIS CANNOT BE RIGHT,—
BEING JUST LIKE THE DOCTRINE OF THE EFFECTS COMING INTO
EXISTENCE ALONG WITH THE CAUSE.—(512-514)

COMMENTARY.
As regards the alternative of the Effect coming out of the destroyed

Cause, that is improper, as it is not held by us. As that alternative would
mean that the Effoct comes at tho third and subsequent moments,—as lias been
held by the Vaibhdffikas, in such assertions as—‘ the one presents (the effect)

whon it is past ’
; if this view wore lield, then it would mean the admission

of the view that tho Effect comes from the destroyed Cause ;—but such is

not the view held by us ; because it is devoid of reason.

—

There might have been some chance of tho anomaly of the Cause and
Effect being simultaneous if the view were that the Effoct comes at tho first
moment ; as these same Vaibhafikas regard the Cause as ‘ bom along with
the Effect This is entirely unreasonable.—(512-514)

•

Why this is unreasonable is shown in the following

—

TEXT (515).

What did not exist could have no potency
; —if the Potency

were there, the Effect would surely be produced
;

HENCE SIMULTANEITY BETWEEN CAUSE AND EFFECT
IS CLEARLY INCONGRUOUS.—(515)

COMMENTARY.
When the co-bom Cause (i.e. the Cause that comes into existence along

with its Effect) produces its Effect, it can do so either while it is itself unborn,
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or when it. is itself born ;—the former alternative cannot be right ; as the Cause

does not exist prior to the production of the Effect,—and as such, is devoid of

all potentiality.—If it be said that—“ It produces the effect when it is

born, and then, being endowed with potentialities, it produces the Effect ”>

—the answer is
—

‘ if the Potency xvere there, etc.
7

; i.e. if the Causo lias its

potency while it is in the state of having been born, then, like the character of

the Cause, the Effect also would bo already born ; and under the circum-

stances, on what would the potency of the Causo operate ?—Thus the doctrine

that Causo and Effect are simultaneous is clearly contrary to the authority

of Inference.—(515)

Says the Opponent :
—“ The relation of Cause and Effect is the same

as the relation of ‘ Agent and Object ’
; and as such it would be highly incon-

gruous if the two factors appeared at different times. For instance, between

the Potter and the Jar, tlie relation of ' Agont and Object ’ is perceived only

when the two are thoro at the same timo

The answer to this is provided in the following

—

TEXTS (516-517).

As A MATTER OP FACT, WHEN THE CAUSE PRODUOES ITS EfFF.CT, IT DOES

NOT DO SO BY HOLDING THE EFFECT IN THE MANNER OF THE PAIR

of Tongs,—by reason op which there would be simul-

taneity BETWEEN THE TWO. NOR DOES THE EFFECT

COME INTO EXISTENCE, BY FIRMLY EMBRACING

its Cause, in the manner op the Lover

EMBRACING THE BELOVED,—BY REASON

OF WHICH THE TWO COULD BE

REGARDED AS COMING INTO

EXISTENCE AT ONE AND
THE SAME TIME.

—

(516-517)

COMMENTARY.

If, in the producing of the Effect, the Cause operated in tho manner of

the Pair of Tongs,—or if tho Effect, in the process of coming into existence

were to do so by embracing its Cause in tho manner in which a woman is

embraced,—then there might bo simultaneity and co-oxistence of tho two

always. As a matter of fact, however, the whole of this universe is entirely

devoid of activity, there is, in reality, no * active agent ’ or ‘ objective ’ at

all,—apart from ‘ Convention ’.—Such is the sense of the whole answer.
* Prakrti ’—is cause.—(516-517)

Opponent—“ If that is so, and everything, the Cause as well as the

Effect, is inactive, how is it that people are found to make use of suoh verbal
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expressions as ' the Firo produces Smoke ', * the smoke comes into existence

on the basis of Fire,’ and so forth ?
”

The answer to tliis is provided in tlie following

—

TEXTS (518-519).

Though the Thing is really inactive, yet on account op the
RESTRICTION IMPOSED BY THE NATURE OF ITS CAUSE WHICH CAME
INTO EXISTENCE AT THE FIRST MOMENT, THERE APPEARS,

IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS, SOMETHING COMING INTO

CONTACT WITH THE SECOND MOMENT ; IT IS UNDER
THESE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT THE FORMER IS

SAID TO PRODUCE THE LATTER ;—SUCH ASSER-

TION BEING IN ACCORDANCE WITH A
CONVENTION WHICH IS PURELY

ARBITRARY, BASED UPON THE

WHIM OF THE SPEAKER.

-(518-519)

COMMENTARY.

On account of the restriction imposed upon the potency of the Cause,

arising from the Idea that gave rise to that Cause,—a particular Effect is

produced from the Cause which has appeared at the first moment,—this

Effect being in contact with,—i.e. appealing at—the second moment ; it is

then that the said ‘ Cause ' is said to produce the said ‘ Effect ’. Tho
mention of ‘ producing ’ is only by way of illustration ; it should be under-

stood to mean also that the Effect comes into existenco on tlie basis of tho

Cause.
“ Who are the people who speak of it as such ?

”

* Such assertion, etc. etc .’—that is, thus say thoso persons who act in

accordance with conventions basod ontirely upon tlie speaker’s wish,

irrespectively of external realities.—(518-519)

Question—“ If a thing, on coming into existence, did not become

operative, how could it become the Cause in tho bringing about of a particular

effect ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (520).

What would be the good of any activity at any time other than

THAT OF ITS OWN BIRTH ? MERE existence IS THE ONLY OPERA-

TION, AS IT IS WHEN THIS IS THERE THAT THE EFFECT

APPEARS.—(520)

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as the Effect is produced immediately after the Cause has come

into existence, any operation of that Cause on this Effect, after the latter
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has como about, would bo absolutely useless. Because, what is it that is

called the ‘ operation * of the Cause ? It is that immediately after which tlie

Effect secures its appearance ; and as a matter of fact, the Effect appears

immediately after the existence of the Cause ; hence it is this existence itself

which may bo called the 4 operation What is tho need of assuming any
' operation *

otlier than tliis
4
birth ’ (coming into existence) of the Cause ?

—(520)

“ If this is so, then, how is it that people spoak of 4 the Effect has noed -

of the Cause 4
tlie Cause operates on the Effect ’ ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (521).

It is the necessary condition of ‘ IMMEDIATE sequence * THAT IS

CALLED ‘ NEED ’
; AND IN THE APPEARANCE OF THE EFFECT,

THE ONLY OPERATION OF THE CAUSE IN ALL OASES

IS ITS * EXISTENCE ’.—(521)

COMMENTARY.

The 4 need that the Effect has of the Cause consists only in tho fact of
its coming into existenco immediately after the latter; and of the- Cause
also, the only 4

operation ’ towards the bringing about of the Effect is that it

is always in existence at the time of the appearance of the Effect.—(521)

Further, you have to admit that the ‘ causal character ’ of an 4 operation ’

—or of a Thing with that operation,—towards a particular Effect consists
entirely in the fact of tho latter coming into existence only when the former
is in existence

; in fact, for the determining of tho causal relation between
a Cause and its Effect thore is no ground except positive and negative con-
comitance. Such being the case, why is not the causal character attributed
to the Thing itsolf (and not to its action or operation) ?—specially as it cannot
be said that the positive and negative concomitance of the Effect with the
Thing ttself is not well known. Hence it is far better to regard the Thing
itself as the Cause, with which the positive and negative concomitance of the
Effect is well recognised.—This is what is explained in the following—

TEXT (522).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THE Operation ALSO IS ASSUMED TO BE THE CAUSE
ONLY ON THE BASIS OF THE FACT THAT THE EFFECT APPEARS

when the Operation is there
; it is far better,

THEN, THAT THE ThTNO ITSELF TO WHICH THAT
OPERATION BELONGS SHOULD BE REGARDED

as the Cause.—(522)

COMMENTARY.
Assumed

, i.e. the 4

operation which has boon assumed by you
to be of the nature of neither the Cause nor the Effect, nor both.
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Thai to which the operation belongs —‘ becomes the Cause, by reason
of the fact of the Effect appearing only when it is there ’—such is the con-
struction of the sentence.

The Thing itself i.e. the Thing by itself, without any poculiar form
of activity or operation, may b© regarded as the ‘ Cause —(522)

Question— 11 What is the peculiarity in this latter view that it is said
to be * far better ’ ?

”

Ansuvr :

—

TEXT (523).

As A MATTER OF FACT, IT IS ON THE existence OF THE SEED ITSELF THAT
the Sprout is seen to appear ; on the other hand, nothing

IS SEEN AS COMING INTO EXISTENCE ON THE EXISTENCE
of an * Operation \

—

(523)

COMMENTARY.
‘ On the existence —i.e. on mere existence

; i.e. on the existence of the
Thing the seed—-itself, devoid of any other operation (or activity).—This
establishes tho fact of the Effect being positively and negatively concomitant
with the Thing itself,—and not with the Operation.—(523)

Says tho Opponent :
—“ Evon though the concomitance of the Effect

with an Operation is not admitted,—yet tlio Operation can have tho causal
character ”.

Answer :

—

TEXT (524).

If you assume the * causal character * of the Operation when its

potency (towards the Effect) has not been perceived,—
THEN WHY DO YOU NOT ASSUME THE SAME OF SOME-

THING ELSE ALSO ? OR, WHAT DISTINGUISHING

FEATURE DO YOU FIND IN THE * OPERATION *

WHICH IS NOT FOUND IN THAT OTHER
THING ?

—

(524)

COMMENTARY.

Having assumed the Operation to be the Cause, you will have to assume
some other tiling also as the Cause

;
because this latter would not bo different

from the * Operation \ as both would be equally such as having their potency
not perceived ;—and so on there would be an infinite regress (of assumed
Causes).—If no other Cause (than tho Operation) is assumed, on the ground
of there being no basis for it, then, the assumption of the ‘ Operation ’ also

may not be there ; as tho 4 baselessness ’ would be equal in both cases.

20
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Then again, tliis * Operation ’ that Is said to produce tho Effect,—does

it produce it through tho medium of another Operation ? Or by its mere

existence ? It could not Ijo tho fonner, as, in that case, tho causal cliaracter

should lxilong to that other Operation, not to the previous Operation ; and

for tliis later Operation also, there would bo the need for anothor Operation,

etc.—all which would bo open to tho same objection. And if that other

Operation also would need a further Operation, then thoro would bo an infinite

regress.—(524)

If then, it bo hold that the Operation produces the Effect by its mere

existence,—then, like tliis Operation, tlie Thing itself might produce the

Effect by its mere existence ; and the assuming of tho ' Operation ’ would bo

entirely futile.—This is what is explained in tho following—

TEXT (525).

Just as the 4 Operation \ without any other (Operation), is held

to be the Cause of the Effect,—in the same way, why
CANNOT OTHERS, LIKE IT, BE Causes ?—(525)

COMMENTARY.

Just as the Operation, without further Operation, is regarded as the

Cause of the Effect, in the shape of tho Sprout,—in tho same manner, why
cannot other tilings also, without any particular Operations, be regarded ns

‘ Causes * ?—(525)

It might be argued that
—

“ the Operation does not directly help tho

Effect,—it helps only the Thing to wliich it belongs ”.

Tho answer to this is provided in

TEXT (526),

[wliich is missing in tlio printed Text ; the commentary upon it however is

available, as follows] :

—

The phrase 'held to be die Cause ’ (of Text 525) is to be construed here

also.
—
"What is meant is that for you also, when the causal character would

bolong to the Thing as equipped with the Operation, it would be so without tlie

intervention of a further Operation
;
so that there would be no Corroborative

Instance available for you.—(526)

Then again, apart from its existence, there can be no other ' Operation *

of the Thing, for the simple reason that if it wore there, it would be perceived,

and yet it. s not perceived.—This is explained in the following

—
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TEXT (527).

Though it has been regarded as perceptible, yet we do not per-

ceive it
;
HOW then can we accept the connection op that

AS THE BASIS (OF THE CAUSAL CHARACTER) ?

—

(527)

COMMENTARY.

‘Operation’ has been held by you to be something perceptible; as asserted

by Kumdrila {Shlokav&rlikn : ShaManityatA—433)— ‘ When tho Operation

of a Thing is perceived before tho Effect, that tiling is regarded as tlio Cause

of that Effect, etc. etc.’—And further, that particular entity which is of tho

nature of tho ‘ Operation ’—is it something different from the Tiling to which

it belongs ? Or is it non -different from it ?—In the caso of all entities,

no third alternative is possible ; and no such alternatives are possible as
* it is both different and non-different or tliat

4
it is neither different nor

non-different

If then, it is something different, then tho Thing itself cannot be
the 4 Cause ’, as the 4 causal cilaracter ’ belongs to the Operation which is

something different from tho Tiling.—It might be argued that 44 by virtue
of its connection with the Operation, the Thing also would have the causal
character *\—That however is not possible ; because there can bo no
connection between tilings which do not help one another.—It might
be answered that “ the Operation is liolped by the Thing ”.—That also is

not right ; os a matter of fact, the Thing lias no other Operation by which
it could help tho previous Operation ; if it were otherwise, then there would
be an infinite regress (of Operations), whereby the successive Operations
themselves would accomplish each other, and there would bo no connection
between the Operation and the Tiling.—If it bo assumed that the Tiling

helps the Operation, without any further Operation,—then, why should
not the Thing by its mere existence, without any Operation, holp the Effect

(to come into existence),—for which purpose a difforent tiling in tho shape of

tho Operation is assumed ? In fact, there is nothing to prevent its usefulness

towards the Effect, by its more existence. From all this it follows that it

is not right to assume a distinct tiling in tho sliapo of the 4 Operation ’.

If then the other alternative be accepted—that the 4 Operation * is

non-different from the 4 Thing ’ (to which it belongs),—fchon it becomes
admitted that 4 existence ’ is the only Operation ; because tho term 4

existence '

connotes only the nature of the tiling concerned.

Thus the view tliat the 4 Operation ’ (of the Cause) is something different

from its own corning into existence—cannot be accepted.—(527)

Further, in the case of Cognition, it is found tliat as soon as it appears

in tho form of the apprehension of its object,—it operates by its mere
existence

;
and hence in tho case of all Things, the causal cJuiracier must belong

to themselves, without any subsequent operation.—This is what is explained

in the following

—
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TEXT (528).

In the case of Cognition, its coming into existence itself has

BEEN DESCRIBED AS CONSTITUTING ITS CHARACTER OF ‘ MEANS

of Right Cognition ’
; why then should not the

CAUSAL CHARACTER IN THE CASE OF ALL THINGS

BE HELD TO BE THE SAME ?—(528)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of Cognition there is no other operation apart from its being

born, coming into existence ; for instance under Mbndmsu-sutra 1. 1.4, defining

• Sense-perception \—while explaining the purpose served by the term

* janma * birth in the Sutra, Kutn&rila has declared as follows •
—“ What

the term 1
birth of Cognition * connotes is the fact of the Cognition being a

Means of Right Cognition as soon as it is born ; in the case of other agencies,

a certain Operation is found, wliich is somotliing distinct from their birth ;

in order to preclude the sumo in the case of the Means of Right Cognition,

it is necessary to use the term ‘birth’.”

—

[Shlokavdrtika • Sutra 1. 1. 4,

63-54).

* The causal character, etc.'

;

—i.o. why cannot all tilings bo regarded ns

produced by the * birth ,
‘ coming into existence of the Cause ?—(528)

“ In the caso of Cognition, it is quite right that mere existence is the

Operation, as the Cognition does not continue to exist at any lator time,

being momentary ; [but the same cannot be true in the case of other things,

wliich are not momentary].”

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (529).

Just as Cognition is momentary, so are all Things that are born,

AS THEY HAVE BEEN PROVED TO BE. HENCE THE WHOLE
Universe must be devoid of * operation —(529)

COMMENTARY.

Under the chapter on the * Permanence of Tilings ’ it lias been proved
that all things are in ‘ perpetual flux *.

* So are, etc.'—i.e. like Cognition.

* Hence *,—i.e. because of their momentary character.

The argument may be formulated as follows :—Tilings that are

momentary can have no action (or operation),—like the Cognition,—Seed
and other tilings liave already been proved to be momentary ;—this therefore

is a roason based on the nature of things (for regarding them os devoid of

action). As a matter of fact, things have no subsequent existence, and there

could be no action without a substratum ;—this supplies the argument
annulling the possibility of action or operation in things.
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From all this it follows that the only basis for the relation of Cause

and Effect consists in immediate sequence, and not in any action (or operation,

on the part of the Cause).—(529)

It 1ms been argued above by the Opponent (under Text 486) that
—“ the

Odour and other qualities that appear when the colour of the Jar lias been

destroyed, etc. otc.* ;—but this is not incompatible with the Buddhist’s

argument ;—this is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (530).

AS REGARDS ODOUR AND OTHER QUALITIES (APPEARING IN THE Jar),

THE FACT OF THEIR BEING CAUSES OF EACH OTHER, AS FORMING

FACTORS OF THE SAME * CHAIN IS ACTUALLY AD-

MITTED (BY US)
;
AND THIS IDEA IS NOT ANNULLED

BY THE ALLEGED ANOMALY OF THEIR BEING

SUCH CAUSES.

—

(530)

COMMENTARY.

As regards Colour, Taste and other qualities, it is already admitted

by us that as forming part of the samo ‘ chain * they aro auxiliary causes of

each other ; as lias been thus declared—‘ Without the action of Potency,

there is no Cause of Taste ; tliis is the only explanation of all past qualities

that have oxistod at the samo time, which is derived from the indications of

their Effects \—(530)

Says the Opponent :
—“ Just as Smoke appears in immediate sequence

to Fire, so sometimes it may appear in immediate soquenee to such things

also as tlie Cow, the Horso and tho like
;
then why cannot moro immediate

sequence be regarded as * inconclusive ’ (in tho proving of the Causal

Relation) ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (531).

Even when one thing appears in immediate sequence to another,

—

IT IS ONLY IN SOME CASES (NOT ALWAYS) THAT THE LATTER IS THE

Cause of the former, where the sequence is invari-

able
;
THIS IS what is accepted, IN VIEW OF SUCH being

the real state of things the same is THE

case under the view that Things are

permanent.

—

(
531 )

COMMENTARY.

i

We do not say that mere immediate sequence is tho basis of ‘ Causal

Relation ’)
;
what we do assert is that one thing is to be regarded as tho Cause
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of another when the latter is aliixtys found to appear in immediate sequence to

the former ; tliat is, ono thing is regarded as tho Cause of another when the

latter is found to appear only in immediate sequence to the former. Smoko is

not found ahoays to appear in sequence to the Cow, tho Horse and so

forth ; becauso it actually appears oven in the absence of tliese animals.

—

. Then again, to you also, who hold Things to !>o permanent, the said

criticism would be applicable—why tlio smoko, appearing after tho Cow,

etc. is not regarded as the Effect of tlicso ?—(531)

Tho Opponent urges an objection (in tho first half, which is answered in

the second half)

—

TEXT (532).

“ If a thing that is active towards the producing of an Effect

is not to be regarded as the Cause of this latter, [what
THEN ?]

”—THEN LET THAT BE ACCEPTED AS THE ‘ CAUSE * OF

A THING WHOSE PRESENCE IS ALWAYS ESSENTIAL FOR

THE APPEARANCE OP THIS LATTER.

—

(532)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Then lei, etc.'—This sentence supplies tho Buddhist’s answer to the

other’s objection.—(532)

Thu3 it has boon 9hown that even under tho doctrine of things being

momentary, the Relation of Cause and Effect is quite possible. The Author
next proceeds to show the possibility of the Means of the Cognition ’ of

the said Relation :

—

TEXTS (533-535).

As a matter of fact, the existence, and non-exislencc (of Things) are
ALWAYS KNOWN THROUGH PERCEPTION AND NON-APPREHENSION
(RESPECTIVELY),—IF THE VIEW HELD IS THAT THE THINGS ARE
APPREHENDED BY COGNITIONS WITH FORMS.

—

If, ON THE OTHER
HAND, YOU HOLD THAT THE THING IS APPREHENDED BY A
Cognition which is formless,—then the same is found
TO BE THE CASE UNDER THE DOCTRINE OF THINGS BEING

MOMENTARY. BECAUSE WHENEVER COGNITION IS PRO-

DUCED BY ITS ANTECEDENT CAUSES, IT IS ALWAYS IN

THE FORM OF AN APPREHENSION HAVING THE SAME
Colour, etc. that happen to appear at the

time.—(533-535)

COMMENTARY.

Just as the apprehension of tlie Permanent Thing would come about
for you, so also would that of tlie Momentary also come about.
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For instance, when the apprehension of a Tiling appears, it comes about
either tltrough a Cognition with a form, or through a formless Cognition.

If it comos through the Cognition with a form, then the apprehension of

the form of the Cognition would b© the same as the apprelionsion of the

Thing concerned ;—and this would be equally possible undor both views

—

of things being permanent or motncnlary. If on the other hand, it is through
formless Cognition, tliat also makes no difference in the two views. Because,

as a matter of fact, the Cognition is produced in such a form by antecedent

Causes that what it approliends is the same Colour, etc. tliat happen to be

present at the same time,—and no other Colour, etc. ; because it is produced

in tho form of the apprehension of those same.—Thus then, it being admitted

that Cognition is of tho nature of the apprehension of the Colour, etc. appearing

at the same timo,—there is no difference in the character of the Tiling itself

ns concorned under the two view3 of Permanence and Momentariness. You
will have to admit tho presence of the character of ‘ Cognition ’ in the

apprehension of each particular Colour, etc. appearing at the same timo

;

by virtue of which, oven though the cliaracter of appearing at the same
time is equally present in all, yet what distinguishes the Cognition is

tlie Colour, etc., and not the Sons©-organ concerned. And this explanation

holds good under the doctrine of the Momentarinoss of things also. So it is

of no significance at all—(533-535)

The Opponent raises an objection against both (Cognition having a form*

as also being formless) :

—

TEXT (536).

“ Ip Cognition has a form, then Consciousness would be of

VARIEGATED FORM. If, ON THE OTHER HAND, IT IS NOT MARKED

BY ANY FORM, THERE CAN BE NO BASIS IN THE FORM OF

PROXIMITY (FOR SPECIFYING THE COGNITION).”

—

(536)

COMMENTARY.

If tho Cognition lias a form, then in the Cognition of suoh things as the

sheet of variegated Colour, this variegated Colour would be present in the

Consciousness (Cognition) also ; while it is not possiblo for a single Cognition

to have various Colours.

If on the othor hand, the Cognition is formless, there could be no

such differentiation as that * tliis is the Cognition of the Bine Colour, not

of the Yellow Colour ’
; as in all coses, the more Cognition itself would be of

the nature of Consciousness, and hence tliero boing no distinction, there would
bo no basis for the said differentiation (in tho Cognition).—(53G)

The following Text supplies the answer to this cirticism :

—
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TEXT (537).

YOU ALSO HAVE TO SUPPLY SOME EXPLANATION IN ANSWER TO THE
ABOVE ; AND WHATEVER ANSWER YOU PUT FORWARD WOULD

ALSO BE OUR ANSWER TO IT.—(537)

COMMENTARY.

The criticism that has been urged applies equally to both pnrties ; as you
also will have to accept one or the other of the two views—of Cognition having
form or being formless otherwise there would be no possibility of the
Cognition apprehending an object.—Nor is tliere any other alternative besides
these two ways in which the Cognition could apprehend the object. When a
criticism is applicable to both parties, it should not be urged by one against
the other. Thus then the answer that you may be able to make to tho
criticism shall be our answer also. For instance, under the view that Cogni-
tion has some form, the answer that you might make would be either that
the forms are unreal, or that they are nothing different from tho Cognition
itself with which it is found to be invariably concomitant, even though tho
two appear to bo different ;—and this same answer shall lie ours also.

—

Under the view that Cognition is formless, the explanation that could bo
given would bo that that diameter of the Coguition whereby it approheuds
only a particular tiling is duo to previous Causos ;—and tliis same answer
shall be available for us Bauddhas also, who hold Cognitions to be formless.
Henco our answer to the Opponent’s criticism is that it cannot be urgod
against us.—(537)

Having thus established the existence of the * Means of Right Cognition *

apprehending tlie Relation of Cause and Effect, the Author now proceeds
to meet the objection that his theory involves tho anomaly of ‘ tho waste of

what is done and the befalling of wliat is not done —

TEXTS (538-539).

There would be * waste of what is done only ip the Cause did

NOT PRODUCE AN EFFECT ;—NO SUCH VIEW HOWEVER IS HELD BY US,

WHEREBY THERM COULD BE NO ‘ CAUSAL CHARACTER \—THE
‘ BEFALLING OF WHAT IS NOT DONE * ALSO WOULD BE THERE

if an Effect were produced without a Cause ;

THIS ALSO IS NOT HELD BY US J AS THE PRODUCTION

of the Effect is always dependent
upon the potency of a particular

Cause.

—

(538-539)

COMMENTARY.

If it had been lield by us that there is really a Doer and ExperUncer, then
the doctrine of the

4

Porpetual Flux ’ might have involved the anomaly of * the
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waste of what is done and the befalling of what is not done ’ ;—as a matter

of fact however, tho view held by us is that the Universe is a more Idea, and

there is nothing that is done or experienced by anyone. How then could

tho said anomaly of * the waste of what is done, etc.’ bo urged against us ?

It is possible that the anomaly of * (a) the Waste of what is done and

(6) the befalling of what is not done * is urged against us on tho ground that

our view involves the production of Results from a Cause (a) which 1ms lost

that capacity to bring about desirable and undesirable results which is con-

current with a pre-existing Intelligence,—and (6) which has acquired that

capacity which is not concurrent with tho preceding act.—But this cannot

be right ; because there is no incompatibility between the doctrine of ‘ No-

Soul * and the presenco of the capacity due to previous acts. For instance,

just like the Seeds soaked in red dye, the particular potentialities duo to

previous acts do actually continue in tho 4 chain *, and it is through these

as subsequently developed that the desirable or undesirable result appears.

Nor do wo hold that the Result proceeds from a * chain ’ not set up by pre-

vious acts ; thus how could our view involve the anomaly of
4 tho befnlliug

of what lias not been done * ?

Uddyotakara lias argued that “ the Mind being a fleeting entity, there is

no possibility of its being affected (impressed) by Actions ”.—This is not

right ; as a matter of fact, there can be no affecting of the permanent tiling

wliich lias not renounced its previous form ; ns for the 4 impermanent (fleeting)

thing, its being 4

affected ’ consists in the very fact of the coming about of a

new character. When tho Scriptures speak of ‘the Permanent Entity as

affected it is with reference to tho permanence of tho 4 Chain ’
;
that

4 Chain * which is liable to be snapped cannot serve as tho ‘ Cause \ as it cannot

bo present at tho timo of the birth of the Result at a long interval ;
lienee

it would bo clearly wrong to regard such a 4 Chain * as tlie substratum of

the
4 impression ’ loading to such a result. This is what is meant.—Thus

what has been urged by Uddyotakara is based upon his ignorance of tho

doctrinos of tho other party and deserves to bo ignored.—(538-539)

Kumdrila has argued as follows :
—“ When we speak of

4 the waste of

what is done and tho befalling of what is not done *, we do not mean that

the said anomaly is duo to tho act done by a certain Doer being destroyed,

—

for tho simplo reason that under your view, there is no Doer
;
what we mean

is that, inasmuch as you hold the destruction of tho Act and the production

of its Result to be absolute,—this is what involves the said anomaly of
4 the

waste of what is done and the befalling of what is not done TSce

Shlokavdrtika, Atmavdda 12 el sc?.]

In answer to this the Author proceeds to show that tho said anomaly

in this last form is what is actually admitted by the Buddhist and hence

it is not right to put that forward to him as an undesirable contingency :

—
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TEXT (540).

WlLAT IS URGED AGAINST US, BY SETTING FORTH THE ALTERNATIVE OF
THINGS BEING DIFFERENT EVERY MOMENT, IS THE FACT OF
EVERYTHING UNDERGOING DESTRUCTION AT EVERY MOMENT
AND SO FORTH. BUT BY URGING ALL THIS THE OTHER
PARTY HAVE NOT PUT FORWARD ANYTHING THAT

IS DISAGREEABLE TO US.

—

(540)

COMMENTARY.

“Tho preceding Action-Moment being absolutely destroyed, there is
waste of what is clone ’ ;—and then an absolutely new Result-Moment
being produced, there is ‘ befalling of what is not done ’ ”,—if such is the
anomaly that is urged against us, tlirough the sotting forth of alternatives
relating to the momentary change in things,—then what is urged against us
is what is quite agreeable to us. In fact, wo are going to show tlrnt there
is no continuity of the slightest trace of any part of anything at all.—(540)

As regards tho argument (put forward by the Opponent, under Texts
40(5-499) that “ the intelligent man would not undertake any activity ”,

tliis is answered in the following

—

TEXTS (541-542).

The assumptions based upon the difference among Moments
DO NOT ARISE IN PERSONS THE POWERS OF WHOSE VISION HAVE
BEEN DAMAGED,—BECAUSE OF THEIR IDEA OF THE UNITY OF
the 4

Chain *. In fact, persons who have fully
REALISED THE TRUTH UNDERSTAND THE LIMITATIONS
of the Causes appearing in a * perpetual
FLUX AND UNDERTAKE THE PERFORMANCE

OF GOOD DEEDS ACCORDINGLY.

—

(541-542)

COMMENTARY.

Those persons whose powers of seeing tilings other than the ordinary
ones have not deteriorated,—for them the assumptions mado relating to
tlio difference among Moments do not nriso at all. Because they are fully
satisfied by their conviction that by realising tlie ‘ Chain ’ to be one they
would be quite liappy, and hence betake themselves to the performance of
actions.—Those persons also who are devoted to tlie welfare of other people,
having realised, through reasoning and scriptures, the 4

mornentarine«s

»

and 4

soul-less-ness ’ of all things, and thus fully realised the Truth,—they
also accept tho * Intervolved Chain of Causation *

; they come to under-
stand tliat when acts of cliarity and the like are done, boing prompted by
sympathy and good will, there come about Impressions tending to the welfare
of oneself and also of others,—these impressions appearing in a mutually
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intervolved * Chain * or * Series ’ ;—and tliat no such impressions ariso from

the performance of such evil acts as Harming others and the like. Having
thus realised the exact limitations of Causes and their Effects, they under-

take the performance of good deeds. This has been thus declared
—

* Until

the loss of love for one’s own self comes about, the man continuos to suffer

pain and docs not fool comfortable ; there should therefore be efforts put

forth for the removing of tlicso false impositions,—even though there be no

such entity as the Experience)- (of the fruits of actions) ’.

How the Relation of Cause and Effect and the Means of Rigid Cognition

thereof are established has already been explained above.—(541-542)

It lias been argued above (under Text 493) that “ if tilings arc momentary,

Recognition cannot bo explained —The answer to this is provided in the

following

—

TEXT (543).

The peculiar character op 4 Cause and Effect ’ is restricted

to some Minds only
;
that is how Remembrance, etc.

COME ABOUT WITHOUT OBSTRUCTION. (543)

COMMENTARY.

Iii the term * k&ryaktiryitfi ’, * lcdryl * is that which has an effect, i.e. a

Cause ; and thus the compound stands for the character of Cause and Effect.—
In reality, there is no one who is the Rememberer or the Appreheruler of tilings ;

for, if there wore, thon it would mean that tho thing is remembered by the

samo entity that had apprehended it. What happens is that Remombrance
and the rost como about only in that ' Chain * (or Series) in which their seed

has been laid by tho successive production of more and more specialised
4 moments ’ by a specially vivid apprehension ;—and not anywhere olso ;

as the scope of the relation of Cause and Effect is restricted. Such in brief

is the sense of the Text.—This lias been thus declared :

—

4 Our theory cannot

be vitiated by tho possibility of Remembrance and Experience of Results

coming to other persons ; because there can be no such remembrance at all

:

Who is tlieman whose mind has ever remembered what had boen apprehended
by another ?

’

As for Recognition and the rest, they are always brought about by
previous Remembrance ; henco there is no incongruity at all.—Nor lias it

anywhere been proved that Recognition and tho rest are all based upon
a single Cogniser

.

by virtue of which it lias been asserted (under Text 494)

that “if there wore difference between the two, the Recognition would be

baseless ”. Because merely on the basis of the relation of Cause and EfEect,

difference has to be admitted in all cases.—(543)

It lias boon argued (under Text 496) that 44 wliat is bound up with tho

chains of Attachment, etc. is one Moment, etc. ©to. ; and henco there can be

no idoa of Bondage and Liberation under tho theory of
4 Torpotual Flux ’ ”.

—

The answer to this is provided in the following

—
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TEXT (544).

Ignorance and the rest, in the form of ‘ Cause and Effect are

HELD TO CONSTITUTE * BONDAGE AND THE CESSATION OF

THESE, AS CONSISTING IN THE PURITY OF THE MlND,

IS HELD TO CONSTITUTE * LIBERATION \ (544)

COMMENTARY.

For us no ' Bondage ’ and * Liberation ’ have been admitted as belonging

to any one entity ;
as no one is held to be either * boimd ’ or ' liberated ’

;

all that is admitted by us is that * Impressions ’ in the form of Ignorance

and the rest ending with decay and death are spoken of as * Bondage * on

the ground of their boing tlie cause of pain. Tins lias been thus declared :

—

* All this is merely an aggregate of the Thought-pliase that causes pain —
When the said Ignorance and the rest cease, by virtue of True Knowledge,

tlioro comes about purity oj the Mind

;

and it is tliis purity that is spoken

of as * Liberation ’
; as thus declared— ‘ When the Mind is beset with the

troubles of Attachment and the rest, it constitutes the Cycle ofBirth and Death,

and whan tho same is freed from them, it is called tlio End of Birth ’.

—

(544)

It has been argued (under Text 499) that “ Bondage and Liberation

appear in the same substratum ”.—Tho next Text proceeds to show that in this

argument the Corroborative Instance cited is
1 devoid of the Probandum ’ :

—

TEXT (545).
m

Even in the ordinary world, these two—‘ Bondage ’ and * Libera-

tion ’—ARE NOT ADMITTED as APPEARING IN THE SAME SUB-

STRATUM
;
as everything is held to be momentary .—(545)

COMMENTARY.

When it has been proved tliat everytliing perishes immediately after it is

bom, then nowhere can Bondage and Liberation be accepted as appearing
in tho same substratum

; hence what has been cited by tho Opponent as the
Corroborative Instance is what is not admitted.—(545)

Having thus established his own doctrino, the Author proceeds to discard

the doctrine of the Opponent :

—
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TEXT (646).

AS THE COMING IN OP ANY PECULIARITY IS ENTIRELY IMPOSSIBLE, ALL

NOTIONS OP THE ‘ DOER AND THE EXPERIENCER ’, ‘ BEING IN

BONDAGE ’ AND SO FORTH,—IN REGARD TO THE SOUL
—MUST BE INCOMPATIBLE ; OR ELSE THE SOUL

IS SOMETHING EVANESCENT. (546)

COMMENTARY.

If the Troubles in the shape of Attachment and the rest had really

brought about the Bondago of the Soul,—or if Contemplation and the rest

had really produced certain peculiarities in the Soul,—then the idea of tlie

Soul’s * Bondage and Liberation ’ might have boon admitted ; as a matter

of fact, however, aa the Soul is etornal {ex hypothesi), no peculiarities can be

produced in it ; for the same reason no ideas of 4 Bondago and Liberation ’>

—which presuppose limitations of the relation of Cause and Effect,—are

possible in regard to the Soul ;—just as in regard to Akdsha.

* Or else \—i.e. if peculiarities wore actually produced in the Soul,—then

as the 4 Peculiarity * would be of the nature of the Soul, the Soul itself also,

being non-different from the Peculiarity, would, like the Peculiarity, be

somothing evanescent.—If the 4 Peculiarity ’ wore something different from

the Soul, then, tho idea of its being produced in the Soul would be wrong,

—

as no connection would be possible (between the Soul and the Peculiarity).

Tliis matter has boon discussed times without number.—(546)

End of ChajAcr IX.



CHAPTER X.

The Examination of the First Category— ‘ Substance

COMMENTARY.

The Introductory verses have spoken of the Doctrino of ‘ Intorvolvecl

Chain of Causation * os * freo from such limiting conditions as those of

Quality, Substance, Action, Universal, Inherence and so forth’. In support

of tin's the Author proceeds to examine the ‘ six categories ’ (of the

Vaish&sikas) ; this examination is what is introduced in the following

—

TEXTS (547-548).

The Followers op Aksapada (Gautama, Naiydyikas) and of Kanada

( Vaiskisikas) HAVE ASSERTED, SOLELY ON THE STRENGTH OF

Verbal Authority, that—“ the theory of the Uni-

versal AND SUCH THINGS BEING FORMLESS, SET

FORTH PREVIOUSLY—CANNOT BE RIGHT ; BECAUSE

THE SIX CATEGORIES OF * SUBSTANCE ’ AND

THE REST DO REALLY EXIST”.—HENCE
THE REFUTATION OF THESE, SUB-

STANCE AND THE REST, IS BRIEF-

LY SET FORTH HERE.

—

(547-548)

COMMENTARY.

“ In one of the earlier chapters, that on the * Permanence of Things ’

(Chapter VIII), it lias been asserted (by the Buddhist) that ‘ the Universal

and such concopts being formless, the momentary character is not attributed

to them’ (IText 740).—This cannot be right; because the six categories of

Substance, Quality, Action, Universal, Ultimate Individuality and Inherence

do really exist” ;—so say the followers of Aksapada and others. Naiydyikas

have been called ‘ Aksapada

'

because they are the disciples, followers, of

Aksapada ; and similarly the followers of Kandda, the Vaishesikas, have been

called * ICdndda ’.

* Solely on the strength of verbal authority ’ ;— i.e. they aro dependent

upon Verbal Authority only, totally devoid of reason.—(547-548)

With a view to refuting tho category of
4 Suhstance \ the Author sets

forth the subdivisions of ‘ Substance * (as postulated by its exponents) :

—

'l

\

F
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TEXT (549).

Substance has been held to be of nine kinds—divided under the
DIFFERENT HEADS OF ‘ EARTH ’ AND THE REST

; OF THESE, THE
FOUR BEGINNING WITH THE ‘ EARTH * ARE OF TWO

kinds

—

eternal and non-eternal.—(549)

COMMENTARY.

The idea underlying this sotting forth of the subdivisions is that when
the subject lias boon thus stated, it is easier to find fault with it.

‘ Nine kinds ',—as stated in tho Sutra (Vaish&fika)—‘Earth, Water,
Fire, Air, Akusha, Time, Space, Soul and Mind From among those,

Substance in tho form of the first four—i.o. Earth, Water, Fire and Air

—

is of two lands, being eternal and non-eternal.—(549)

Thee© two lands are shown in the following

—

TEXT (550).

The ‘ Atoms ’ that have been held to be of the nature of ‘ Earth *

and the rest are eternal
;
while those made up of the

Atom and the rest are evanescent.

—

(550)

COMMENTARY.

Earth, etc. in the form of tho Atom arootornal,—the Atoms being eternal.

Those that are made up of the Atom and the rest are non-eternal

,

according

to the Law that what has a Cause must be non-eternal.
* Atom and the rest —i.e. those among wliich Atoms are tho first.

Akasha and the rest are eternal ;—such is the sense of the Text.—(650)

The Author proceeds to discard ' Substance '
of the said four kinds :

—

TEXT (551).

Among these, the non-existence of the eternal (Permanent)
Atoms has already been proved, by establishing the fact

of all things being en a state of * Perpetual
Flux \—(551)

COMMENTARY.

Among these, what have been described as Earth and the rest in the form

of Permanent Atoms,—the non-existence of tlicso in tho form of anything

permanent has been proved by tho establishing of the * Perpetual Flux *

of things wliich pervades over all things ; the Universal proposition having
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been established in the form—* Whatever exists must be momentary,

—

because what is not-momentary cannot havo any fruitful action either

successive or simultaneous ; hence what is not-momentary cannot exist \

—

(551)

The following Text states a counter-argumont in annulment of the

permanence of Atoms :

—

TEXT (552).

If Atoms were permanent, then all gross substances would be

PRODUCED AT ONCE J
AS THEY ARE EQUALLY INDEPENDENT OF

Conjunction and other conditions.—(552)

COMMENTARY.

If Atoms, which are the causo of all gross tilings, like the Mountain and

so forth, are held to bo permanent,—then thoir Products, in the shape of all

gross things, should lie produced simultaneously, as their causo would be

always there in its perfect condition. This argument may bo formulated

thus :—All those things whose causes are present in tlieir jierfect and unob-

structed form must bo produced at once,—like many Seeds, when their

causes aro present in their perfect and unobstructed forms ;—all gross things

are held to have permanent Atoms for their cause ;—so this must be a natural

reason (for regarding them as liable to bo produced all at once). If tilings

wore not to bo produced even in the presence of their causes in the complete

form,—then they might never be produced at all, there boing nothing to

distinguish one case from the other ; tliis would be a counter-argument

in annulment of the Nydya doctrine.

The following argument might be put forward by the otlier party :

—

“The Cause is held to be of three lands—(1) the Inherent (Constituent)

Cause, (2) the Non -inkeretU Cause, and (3) the Efficient Cause ;—when one

tiling inluree (subsists) in another, it is its Inherent Cause ; that which acts

as the Cause without inhering in a tiling is its Non-inherent Cause
;
e.g. the

conjunction of the component parts is such a Cause of tho composite object

;

—all the other kinds of Cause are included under the third kind, the Efficient

Cause. Such aro the various kinds of Cause that go to produce a thing.

All those necessary causal conditions in tho form of Conjunction and the rest

cannot always be present ; and the presence of tho complete Cause cannot be

admitted at all times. So tliat the Reason put forward in tho above

argument of the Buddhist cannot bo admitted.”

In answer to this, the Author lias added

—

4 They are equally independent

of Conjunction and other conditions ’ ;—if Conjunction and tho other condi-

tions produced a certain peculiarity in the Atoms, then these latter would

be dependent upon thoso conditions ; as it is however, the Atoms, being

permanent, cannot have any peculiarity produced in them by anything

else ; under the circumstances, how could they be dependent upon Conjunc-

tion and other conditions ?
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As a matter of fact however all such gross tilings as the Body, tho House
and tho like do not appear at ono and the same timo ;—in fact, they are

found to be produced one after the other. Hence the conclusion must be
contrary to the one propounded by tho Naiydyiha. Tliis argument may be
formulated as follows :—The causes that produce tilings successively must be
impermanent,—e.g. the Seeds which produce the Sprouts successively ;

—

the Atoms also are productive of Effocts in succession ; lienee tliis is a natural

reason (for regarding Atoms as impermanent).—(552)

Aviddhakarna lias put forward the following proof of the Permanenoe
of Atoms.—“ What is held to be the producer of Atoms cannot be endowed
with the property of existence,—because it is not cognised by any Means of

Right Cognition indicating existence ;—like tho ‘ Haro’s Horns '. The
‘ property of existence ’ means the property that should he present in the existing

thing ; and the denial of tliis in the said Cause is what is meant. It means
simply that 4

there is no Cause productive of the Atom
Tliis is the argument which is anticipated in the following

—

TEXT (553).

If the Producer of Atoms is not held to be endowed with the

property of existence, on the ground that it does not

FORM THE OBJECTIVE OF ANY MEANS OF COGNISING

Existent Things,—

[

then the answer is as

explained in the following Text].—(553)

COMMENTARY.

Tho construction of tho sentence is

—

4

If ihe Producer of Atoms is not

hdd to he endowed with the property of existence ’.

The term * vUlyatndnopdlambha , etc.' means that ‘ it is not the objective

of any such Means of Right Cognition as serves to apprehend the existent

thing \ The rest is easily intelligible.

What is indicated by this is tho argument that the assertion of the

impermanence of Atoms is contrary to, and annulled by. Inference
; because

of the declaration that 4 the existing tiling which has no Cause must be

permanent ’, which proves the permanence of Atoms on the ground of there

being no cause productive of them.—(553)

The following Text expluins that the Reason put forward here is not

admissible :

—
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TEXT (554).

The Reason adduced cannot be right ; because it is inadmis-

sible ; as the Cause of Atoms is actually perceived in

TIIE SHAPE OF THE WEAVER AND THE LIKE ;
INASMUCH

as the Cloth and other things are all

CONSTITUTED OF ATOMS.—(554)

COMMENTARY.

The question being
—

“ The Weaver, otc. are known to be the cause of

such tilings as the Cloth and tho liko, then how can it be said that they are

found to be the cause of Atoms ?
”—the answer is

—
‘ They are constituted of

Atoms ’
; wliat is meant is that this is going to bo shown later on.—(554)

Then again, in the case of things that are far removed in space, time and

character,—even though uo Means of Right Cognition is found to be operative,

yet their being existent is not regarded as incompatible ; so that the Reason

cited [‘ Because it is not tho objective of any Means of Right Cognition *)

is ‘ not-conclusive * (in proving tho non-existence, of tho Cause of Atoms).

—

This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (555).

It may be that the existence of a thing cannot be known in the

ABSENCE OF A MEANS OF THE RIGHT COGNITION OF THE EXISTING

thing. But the mere absence of the Means of

Right Cognition cannot bring about certainty

REGARDING ITS BEING ACTUALLY 71071-

existent.—(555)

COMMENTARY.

* Cannot bring about certainty, etc —os is found in the case of such tilings

as tho Ghost (which is not seen, and yet one cannot be sure that it doos not

exist).—(555)

Having thus donied the Substance in tho form of Cause (Atoms), the

Author next proceeds to deny it in the form of Products (Things composed

of Atoms) :

—

TEXT (556).

The Composite Substance made up of Atoms,—as distinct from

Qualities and Components,—is never apprehended ; hence,

THERE BEING NO EVIDENCE FOR IT, IT CANNOT BE

admitted.

—

(556)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Qualities ’—Colour, etc. ;

—

4 Components ’—Yarns, etc. ;—that which is

something different from these ;—such a Composite, distinct from Qualities
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and Components, is never apprehended. As a matter of fact, any such

composite substance as the ‘ Cloth ’, complete in itself, and entirely different

from qualities like Whiteness, and from components, in the sknpo of the Yarns

(composing it)—nover appears in any visual or other kinds of Cognition.

—

From this non-percoption of the Substance as distinct from Qualities, it also

follows that there is no basis for the idoa that Substance and Quality are

distinct categories ;—and from the non-perception of the Composite as distinct

from the Components, it follows that the idea of Component and Composite

(Part and Whole) is groundless.—This argumontmay bo formulated as follows:

—When a percoptible thing is not perceived, it does not exist,—just us the

Jar, not being porceived at a cortain place, is regardod as non-existent ;

—

and no * Qualified Substance ’, opart from tlie Qualities and Components,

—

which is held to bo perceptible,—is ever perceived as occupying the same

place ;—nor is any ‘ Composite ’ ever perceived apart from the Components ;

—

hence tliis is a natural roason (for regarding such Composite Substance as

non-existent).—The Reason adduced hero cannot be said to be ’ not

admitted ’
; because there is the distinct declaration of Kandda to the effect

that ‘ In a gross substance, there is perception due to its containing several

substances and to qualities ’
( Vaishe/filca-sutra), which clearly shows that the

Quality and the Components are regarded as perceptible.—(650)

In the following Texts, the Author sets forth the arguments put forward

by Uddyotakara, Bhdvivikta and others,—to show that the Reason that

* the Composite Substance is never perceived as distinct from its Qualities

and Components adduced in the above argiunent, is * not admitted

* unproven * :

—

TEXTS (557-558).

“As A MATTER OF FACT, THE ROCK-CRYSTAL IS ACTUALLY PERCEIVE I)

WHEN IN CONTACT WITH ANOTHER THING, EVEN THOUGH ITS

Quality is not perceived ;—slmilarly the Line of

Cranes and such things are also seen ;—when the
MAN IS COVERED BY A LONG CLOAK, EVEN THOUGH HIS

COMPLEXION, ETC. ARE NOT PERCEIVED, THERE IS

PERCEPTION OF HIM AS A ‘ MAN ’ ;—IN THE CASE

OF THE RED CLOTH, THERE IS PERCEPTION

OF IT AS ‘ CLOTH —(557-558)

COMMENTARY.

The said writers argue as follows :
—“ The Substance is really appre-

hended as apart from its Qualities ; in fact, even when its Colour and oilier

Qualities are not perceived, tlie Substance itself is perceived. For instance,

(a) when the Rock-crystal is placed near another thing, even though the

colour of tho white Rock-crystal itself is not porceived, tlie Crystal itself is

perceived.—

(

b ) Similarly things like the Lino of Cranes flying in the sky at

night when the light is dim, are actually perceived, even though their whito
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colour is not perceivod.—(c) Similarly when a man is covered by a long

cloak reaching to liis feet, even though lus dark complexion and other details

are not soon, tlio perception tliat it is a * man * is there nil right.—(d) In the case

of pieces of cloth coloured with saffron, etc., even though the natural colour

of the cloth itself is suppressed, vet the Cognition of the ‘Cloth’ itself is

there.”—(557-558)

It lias been explained above that the distinction between the Substance

and its Quality is vouched for by Perception itself ; in the following Texts,

they proceed to show that it is proved by Inference also :

—

TEXTS (559-560).

“(A) Colour and other Qualities are entirely different from

the Lotus and other things,—because they are distinguished

BY THESE (latter)

—

JUST AS THE HORSE IS DISTINGUISHED

by Ohaitra (the Rider).—(B) Or, the Earth and other

Substances are entirely different from Colour,

Odour and other Qualities because they

ARE DIFFERENTLY SPOKEN OF BY MEANS OF

WORDS IN THE SINGULAR AND PLURAL

NUMBERS (RESPECTIVELY),—JUST AS

the ‘Moon ’(Singular) and
the * Stars ’ (Plural) are

DIFFERENT.” (559-560)

COMMENTARY.

The Quality is different from the Lotus, because they are spoken of as

* the Qualities of the Lotus ’, where the Qualities are distinguished by the

Lotus ; just as in the expression
1
Chaitra’s horse the Horse is distinguished

—i.e. differentiated—from other riders, by Cluiitra, and is therefore different

from him.

Each of the Substances,—Earth, Water, Fire and Air,—are different

from (tho Qualities) Colour, Taste, Odour and Touch,—because they are

spoken of by means of words in the Singular and Plural numbers (respec-

tively),—just as the Moon and the Stars
;
just as ‘ Moon ’ being in the Singular

number and the ‘ Stars ’ in the Plural number form the basis of difference

between them, so also ‘ Earth ’ is in the Singular number, and the compound
* Colour-Taste-Odour-Touch ’ is in the Plural number ; similarly * Water \
* Air ’ and 1

Fire ’ also.

The several ‘ Stars ’ meant are Pu$ya and the rest.—(559-500)

Having thus proved the difference between the Quality and tho Substance

possessing the Quality, the Opponents proceed to prove the difference between

the Composite and its Components :

—
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TEXT (561).

“ Similarly, the Yams and the Cloth must be regarded as differ-

ent,—because they have different makers and different

POTENCIES,—JUST AS THE PlLLAR AND THE JAR ARB
REGARDED AS DIFFERENT BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE

OF CONTRADICTORY PROPERTIES.”

—

(561)

COMMENTARY.

Tliis argument is formulated as follows :—-Things having different

makers, different effects, different times, different sizes must be regarded as

tiifferont,—just like the Pillar, the Jar and such tilings ;—the things under

discussion do have different makers, different effects, different times and
different sizes.—-This Reason cannot bo said to bo

4 unproven * (‘ not
admitted ’), or ‘ inconclusive In fact, the difference among tilings is

always based upon the presence of contradictory properties,—as is found

in tho case of the Pillar, the Jar and so forth ;—such contradictory properties

are found in the Composite and the Component ; for instance, of the Yarn,

the maker is the (spinning) woman, while of tho Cloth, the maker is the

Weaver; the Cloth—and not the Yam,—has the capacity to remove
cold

; tho Yarns are found there before tho Cloth ; hence it is prior in time,

while tho Cloth appears later, after tho operation of the Weaver ; the length

and breadth of the Cloth are different from those of each of tho Yams
;

thus the sizes of the two are different. Thus the Reasons adduced are not
4 inconclusive Such is the sense of the argument.—(561)

Having thus established the difference between the Composite and the

Components, the Opponent proceeds to prove the same on the strength of

Perception also :

—

TEXTS (562-563).

“ If there were no gross substances, then the perception of the
Tree and such things would not be possible

;
because the

Atoms are beyond the reach of the Senses
; nor would

the term 4 Atom ’ (Small) be possible
; because it is

the extremely subtle thing, that is so spoken
OF IN RELATION TO a GROSS SUBSTANCE

; HENCE
IN THE ABSENCE OF THE GROSS SUBSTANCE,

IN RELATION TO WHAT WOULD ITS

* SUBTLETY * BE ?
”—(562-563)

COMMENTARY.

If there wore no Composite Substance, there would bo the anomaly
that there would bo no Perception at all ; as the Atoms themselves are beyond
the reach of the Senses.—In tho absence of tho 4

gross ’ thing again, tho
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name ‘ Atom ’ (Small) itself would not be possible.—Why ?
—

‘ Because it is

the extremely, etc.'—This is easy to understand.—(502-563)

With tlie following Text, the Author proceeds to answer the above

arguments (of the Realists) :

—

TEXT (564).

In the case op the Rock-crystal (cited above), the Rook-orystal

is perceived as red nr Colour ;
and yet, in reality, it

CANNOT BE RED ;—AS THAT WOULD DEMOLISH YOUR

OWN THEORY.

—

(564)

COMMENTARY.

It has been asserted that “ the Rock-crystal and such things are perceived

even when their Qualities are not perceived ”
; but this cannot be admitted

;

because the said perception, being not in accordance with the reality, must

bo wrong, and hence baseless. For instance, when the red Hibiscus flower

is placed adjacent to the Rock-crystal, the latter is perceived ns Red, which

it is not ;—similarly when the Line of Cranes are perceivod as Dark (in the

dark) when the}' are really While. Noither of these two things—Rock-

crystal and the Cranes—are really of the Colour os perceived ;—i.e. of the

Red or the Dark colour.—“ Why ?
”—Because that would demolish your

own theory ;—i.e. if they were really of the Colour that is perceived, then

your theory, just mentioned,—that things are perceived even when their

Colour is not perceived,—would become demolished.—(504)

The Opponent might argue that—“ the Rock-crystal itself is perceived,

apart from the Colour —This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (565).

Apart from the Colour, nothing else is perceived of the nature

OF SOMETHING DIFFERENT ; AND IT CANNOT BE RIGHT,—EVEN

FOR YOU—THAT THINGS SHOULD BE APPREHENDED BY’

the Cognition of something different ; as

THAT WOULD LEAD TO AN ABSURDITY.

—

(565)

COJ IIENTARY.

As a matter of fact, apart from the Red Colour, nothing else of the nature

of something different,—i.e. in the shape of the ‘ Rock-crystal ’—is perceived ;

as all that is actually perceived is the Red Colour.—If it bo urged that “ what

is perceived as Red-coloured is the Rock-crystal itself which is not really

red ",—then our answer is that ‘ it cannot be right, etc. etc.' ;—i.e. when a

Cognition is regarded as appertaining to a particular tiling, it is on the basis
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of the form cognised ; if then, the object of the Cognition had a form other

than that of the Cognition,—then Sound and other things might be the

objoct of the Cognition of Colour,--there being no difference betweon the two

casos.—(565)

Even granting that a Cognition may have for its object sometlung

which lias a form different from that of the Cognition itself,—oven so,

what the other party desire cannot be accomplished.—-This is what is shown

in the following

—

TEXT (566).

It might be possible too in that case, that it is the While Colour

(of the Rock-orystal) itself that is actually cognised ;

but such a Cognition would be clearly wrong,

—

like the Cognition of the Conch being

yellow.—(566)
9

COMMENTARY.

That is, (under the view of the other party) it might be possible that in

the case cited, what actually exists apart from the White Substance (Rock-

crystal) is the White Colour, which is cognised 03 * red ’.—But even so, that

does not prove tho existence of the Substance with the Quality. -The cho

should bo construed as after ‘ shukladayali \

‘ The Cognition would be wrong i.e. not in strict accordance with the

real state of things.—(506)

Another instance cited by the Opponent was that of
4 the man covered

by a cloak ’.—That also cannot be regarded as 4 Perception ’
;
because it is

accompanied by a verbal expression (‘ tliis is a man ’), and also because it is

indistinct. It can at best be regarded only as an 4 Inferential Cognition

as pertaining to the 4 man ’ in the shape of the aggregate of Colour and other

Qualities. So that this also does not serve to prove the existence of tho Com-

posite Substance.—This is what is shown in tho following

—

TEXT (567).

The Cognition that appears in the case of the man covered by the

CLOAK IS INFERENTIAL, AND DOES NOT APPERTAIN TO THE Man

AT ALL
;
BECAUSE WHAT IS REALLY COGNISED IN THIS

CASE IS THE Cloak HAVING THE SHAPE DUE

to the Man.—(567)

COMMENTARY.

The compound 4 taddh&usannivZshasya ’ is to be expounded as
4 the

cloak which has the shape of which the Man,—who is only an aggregate of

I

V

I

f

>
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Colour, etc.—is the Cause ’.—This shows that the inferential Cognition is

brought about- by the particular indicative mark colled tlio
4 Effect \—(507)

Another example cited (by the Opponent) is the notion of the 4

cloth ’

in reference to tho Red Cloth.—The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (568).

As A MATTER OF FACT, SUCH THINGS AS THE RED DYE AND THE SAFFRON
PRODUCE A NEW COLOUR IN THE CLOTH, ON THE DESTRUCTION

OF THE PREVIOUS COLOUR
;
BECAUSE THE CLOTH ITSELF

IS MOMENTARY (AND ITS PREVIOUS COLOUR
HAS PERISHED ALONG WITH IT). (568)

COMMENTARY.

What happens in the case cited is that the Cloth itself being momentary,
its previous White Colour is destroyed, and a new Colour comes into existcnco

through othor causal conditions ; and when this new Colour is perceived,

there appears, on the wake of that Perception, the rofloctive notion pertaining

to tho aggregate—as 4 the Cloth, the Cloth ’—with appropriate distinction ;

and this notion (of the 4 Cloth ’) is purely illusory, without a real object.

Thus the Cognition cited is not of the nature of Perception at all.

Nor is it Inference ; as its object is one that lias been already apprehended
by a previous Perception, and also because it is not a Cognition brought
about by means of an Inferential Indicative.

Thus in the case cited there is no Colour that lias been suppressed.

—(668 )

The following might be urged :
—“ If the original White Colour doos not

lie hidden in the Cloth, then how is it tliat wheu tho Cloth is washed, tho
White Colour reappears ?

”

The answer to tin's is as follows :

—

TEXT (569).

What happens is that out of one Colour (Red) another White
Colour is produced through the intervention of Water

AND SUCH OTHER THINGS ;—JUST LIKE THE BLACK
Colour of Metals.—(569)

COMMENTARY.

Just as, in the case of Metals which have become bright white by the
contact of Fire, tho Dark Colour is again subsequently produced,—so in tho
case in question also, another Whit© Colour is produced in the Cloth. Hence
there is no incongruity at all—(569)
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The following might be urged :
—“ How do you know tliat a fresh White

Colour is produced,—and not that tho previous White Colour itself, which

could not bo perceived by reason of being suppressed, becomes perceptible

later on, by the removal of the suppression 1 ”

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (570).

If the Colour had remained in the same condition, then there

COULD RE NO SUPPRESSION OF IT
J
AS THE PREVIOUS UNSUP-

PRESSED Colour would continue to exist.

—

(570)

COMMENTARY.

This argument may be formulated ns follows :—-That which has not

abandoned its unsuppressed character cannot be suppressed by anything

else,—just as the same in its previous condition ;—and under the suppressed

condition also, tho original Colour has not abandoned its unsuppressed

character ; hence this would be a proposition wliich is contrary to a larger

proposition.

On tho other hand, if it be held that, the Colour has abandoned its

unsuppressed character,—then it becomes established that the Colour sub-

sequently produced is different from the original Colour.—(570)

It has been argued (under Text 550 ) that “ Tho Colour differs entirely

from the Lotus, etc. etc.”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (571).

The diverse ways of verbal expression wherein the Genitive

AND DIFFERENT NUMBERS ARE USED PROCEED ENTIRELY FROM

THE SPEAKER’S WHIM
;
HENCE IT IS NOT RIGHT TO

DETERMINE THE REAL STATE OF THINGS ON THE

BASIS OF SUCH EXPRESSIONS.—(571)

CO i'll*)[ENTARY.

If it wero admitted that the use of the Genitive and other forms of

verbal expression proceed precisely on tho basis of the real state of things,

then the existence of sxich things could be admitted on the basis of those

expressions ; as a matter of fact, however, verbal expressions proceed entirely

from the whim of the speakers,—and they do not depend upon the real state

of things i
how then can they prove tho real existence of anything ?

Tho use of the ‘ Genitive ’ reforred to is in such expressions as * Patasya

riipah ‘ Colour oj the Cloth 9 [wliich, according to the other party proves the

difference of the Cloth from the Colour] and tho use of diverse ‘ numbers ’
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referred to is in such expressions as * Pafah ’,
4 Cloth ’ (in the Singular),

and * rupddayah * 4 Colour and other qualities ’ (in the Plural).—Tlxe plira.se

‘ diverse ways ’ is meant to include the use of the Locative,—as in the

expression * Pa{l rupddayah 4 Colour, otc. in the Cloth —and such use of

Nominal Affixes as in the expression 4 Patasya bhdoah patatvain ’, [where tho

Universal character of
4 Cloth’ is spoken of as different from the jtarlicular

Cloth].—(571)

In tho following Text, the Author further reiterates the
4

inconclusive
’

character of tho Reason adduced by the other party :

—

TEXT (572).

Further, the other party do not regard the 4 existence ’ op the
six Categories as anything different

;
nor is any single

‘ group ’ of them admitted.

—

(572)

COMMENTARY.

There nro such expressions used as 4 fannam padarthdnam astitvam ’,

tho existence of the Six Categories ’,
4 sanndm vargah *,

4 tho group of six ’,

where tho Genitive forms are used, oven though there is no real difference

between the two factors (the Categories and their existence, or the Categories

and their group). \ ou do not admit any such thing as
4

existence ’, apart
from the Six 4

Categories ’ themselves.

This is only by way of illustration. In fact, in such words as
4 ddrdh ’

,

sikatdh and the like, even though the Plural number is used, we do not
perceive a multiplicity of tlie things (wife or sand).

As a matter of fact, tho 4

svatva ’,
4

self-hood \ of a tiling is not regarded
as a distinct category.—(572)

In the following text, the Author anticipates tho answer of the
Opponont :

—

TEXT (573).

If it be said that—“ The existence of the Six Categories is held
TO BE THE PROPERTY SUBSISTING IN WHAT IS AN OBJECT MADE
known by a Means of Right Cognition ”,—then, in that

CASE, THIS WOULD HAVE TO BE DISTINCT FROM THE
Six that you postulate.

—

(573)

COMMENTARY.

W hat is meant is that the 4

existence ’ of the Six Categories is a distinct
property consisting in thoir being cognisable of such Means of Right Cognition
as apprehend existing things ;—so that there is no discrepancy in our
Premiss ’

; this is the sense of the Opponent’s answer.
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The answer to this is
—

* In that case , etc., etc.' ;

—
‘ Distinct ’ i.e. a

distinct Category ; i.o. it becomes a seventh * Category
5

; and this would

militate against the doctrine of the * Six Categories —(573)

Says the other party—“This is what wo readily admit ; hence it

does not vitiate our argument.”

How is it then that you have declared the Categories to be six only ?

The answer to this question is anticipated and answered in the following

—

TEXTS (574-575).

“ The Six that have been postulated are things with Properties,

and the Properties are certainly admitted by us to be distinct

FROM THEM.”—If THIS IS SAID (BY THE OTHER PARTY), THEN (WE

ASK)—WHAT IS THE RELATION THAT IS HELD TO SUBSIST

BETWEEN THE CATEGORIES AND THE PROPERTIES ?

This relation cannot be that of ‘Conjunction \

AS THIS IS RESTRICTED TO SUBSTANCES ALONE

(under the Nyaya-viEv?)

;

nor is the

OTHER RELATION, THAT OF ‘INHERENCE’,

POSSIBLE J
AND NO OTHER RELATION

IS ACCEPTED BY THE OTHER

Party.—(574-575)

COMMENTARY.

“ The ‘ Six Categories * that have been postulated are only those that

have Properties ;
while the ‘ Six Categories ’ in the shape of the Properties

are hold to be quite distinct; tvs is found in tho following words of the

Pad&rthapravSsha ka—‘ This mention has been made of only the things with

properties, without any mention of the Properties

The answer to this explanation of tho other party is provided by the

words
—

‘ Then what is the relation, etc., etc.’ ;

—

Relation—of the Property in

the shape of Existence, etc.—with ‘ those ’—i.e. the Categories what is that

relation by virtue of which Existence becomes the ‘ property’ of the Categories ?

Without some sort of relation the character of ‘ Properly and With

Property ’ would not be possible ;
otherwise it would lead to the absurdity of

everything being the Property of everything. As a matter of fact, there is no

relation between the Property of Existence and the Categories. Because there

are only two kinds of Relation--Conjunction and Inherence. The relation of

Conjvmction is not possible in the case in question, bccauso being of the nature

of Quality

,

Conjunction is restricted to Substances only [and Substance is

only one of the Six Categories ; all thoso latter, therefore, cannot have Con-

junction with the Property of Existence].—Nor can the relation be one of

the naturo of Inherence, because it is held to be one only, like Existence

itself ;
while if the relation of ‘ Inherence ’ subsisted between Inherence and
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the Categories, then the fonner * Inherence * should have to be regarded as

different from the latter [and this would involve self-contradiction].

—

(574-575)

It might lie argued that “ the Property of Existence could belong to

the Categories without any relation —The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (576).

If no Relation is possible, then how could the Property belong

to the Categories ?—If rr were held to belong to them
merely on the ground of its being produced

BY THEM, THEN THERE WOULD BE OTHERS

ALSO LIKE IT.—(576)

COMMENTARY.

So that it would lead to on absurdity.

If it be lield that tho Proporty is said to be relatod to the Six Categories,

on account of its being produced by them,—then, there aro other things

also,—such as Water and the like—which would be ' like it
*—i.e. related

to tilings liko the Tank and such tilings, morcly on tliat ground ‘ of being

produced by them’; and under the circumstances, tho postulating of Relations

in the shape of * Conjunction ’ and * Inherence * would be futile.—(576)

TEXT (577).

Further, as there would be 1 existence * of the Existence also, the
INCOMPATIBLE (GENITIVE) ENDING WOULD BE INCOMPATIBLE

WITH IT; AND IF THERE WERE EXISTENCE OF THAT

Existence also, and so forth, there

WOULD BE NO END TO IT.—(577)

COMMENTARY.

Further, even granting that the Property of ‘ Existence * bolongs to the

Six Categories,—your Reason remains defective (false, inconclusive). For

instance, that Existence itself would have existence, as it is an Entity ; how
then could thero bo the Genitive ending in the expression ‘existence

of Existence which (as you say) is based on difference ?—If it be held that

there is yet another existence of the Existence, then there is an Infinite

Regress.—(577)

Says the Opponent:—“When it is found necessary and desirable,

‘ Infinite Regress ’ cannot be a defect that can justify tho rejection of the

Premiss

Tho answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXT (578).

Thus in all these ‘ Existences the character of * being with

PROPERTY * WOULD BE DUE TO THE PRESENCE THEREIN OF

ANOTHER PROPERTY J AND IN THE CASE OF Substance

AND THE REST ALSO, THE CHARACTER OF * BEING

WITH PROPERTY * HAS BEEN ACCEPTED ON

THE SAME BASIS. (578)

COMMENTARY.

In each one of these Existences (ad infinitum), the character of ‘ being

with property ’ would bo due to the presence therein of the properties coming

one after the other; and under the circumstances, the assertion that ‘these

Six Categories alone are with -property ’ would not be correct ; as there wo\ild

be many other tilings also (in the shape of the Existences), apart from the

Six Categories, which would be with properly. Such is the sense of the

argument.

It might be argued that—“ what are said to be six only are those tilings

that are always with property only [wliilo others are with property and also

are themselves property]
”.

But there is nothing in this explanation. As, under thi9 explanation,

Quality, Action, Universal, Individuality and Inherence could not be men-

tioned therein, as tliese are not always with properly only, they are of the

nature of property also,—as all theso subsist in the Substance.

‘ On the same basis ’ ;—i.o. because of the presence of other properties.

The Opponent says :
—“ The existence of the Six Categories consists in

their Cognisahilily by the Means of Cognising existing things ; and this Cog-

nisability is in the form of the Cognition which has the Six Categories for

its objoct ; os it is only when this Cognition is present that they are regarded

as ‘ existent \ Thus ' cognisability ’ is produced by Cognition and * pre-

dicability * is produced by Predication ; so tliat the use of the Genitive

Ending—based upon difference,—becomes quite possible. Nor is there an

Infinite Regress ; nor the contingency of Categories other than the six

(postulated by us).”

This also is a mero figment of the Opponent’s imagination. If the

things in question are in their essence of the nature of a Category (Thing)

capable of effective action, thon, as being capable of effective action, they

must be Categories (Things) ; this being concedod, if they arc spoken of by

words with case-endings connoting difference,—in such expressions as ‘the

existence of these ’,—only to meet the enquiry as to their being other forms

of Categories,—then what is the dispute between us ? Because though its

character is really not-different., yet having withdrawn that character from

it, if the speaker were to speak of it as if it wero different,—then there would

be no dispute ; because the use of words depends entirely upon the speaker’s

whim,—as is found in the caso of characters created in concocted stories,

where extreme degrees of beauty and other qualities are assumed and

described.—(578)
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It hits been argued by the other party (under Text 561, above) that

“ the Yarns and the Cloth are distinct tilings, becauso thoir makers and

potencies nro different, otc. etc.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (579-580).

IF IT IS THE DIFFERENCE OF THE CLOTH FROM THE VERY FIRST YARNS

THAT IS SOUGHT TO BE PROVED,—THEN THERE IS THE IRRESISTIBLE

DEFECT OF ‘ FUTILITY \ THOSE OTHER YARNS ALSO

THAT APPEAR LATER ON, IN ANOTHER STATE

(FORM), CAPABLE OP A PARTICULAR KIND

OF USEFUL ACTION,—ARE NOT ENTIRELY

DIFFERENT IN CHARACTER FROM THOSE

FIRST YARNS.—(579-580)

COMMENTARY.

If wlmt you nro seeking to establish is the difference of tho Cloth from

those first yarns which have not yet acquired the name of ‘ Cloth ’,—then

you are proving wliat is already admitted. In fact, all things being

momentary, it is admitted by us that the later yarns which subsequently

come to bo called * Cloth ’ arc actually produced from those first yarns,

—

though (as a matter of fact) it is not possible for one thing to be produced

out of another totally different from it.—(579-580)

If, on the other hand, what is sought to be proved is the difference

of the Cloth from those yarns that iiavo come into existence at the same

time as the Cloth,—then, tho Reasons adduced are such as are not admitted,

‘ Unproven ’.—This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (581-583).

The intention being to indicate their use in the accomplishment

OF A SINGLE PURPOSE,—IF EACH YARN WERE SPOKEN OF SEPARATELY,

THEN THERE WOULD BE THE DEFECTS OF (o) PROLIXITY, (6) INCAPACITY,

and (c) Futility;—with a view to avoid these, thinking that

THERE WOULD BE SIMPLICITY OF USAGE IF ALL THE YARNS WERE MEN-

TIONED BY A SINGLE NAME, PEOPLE MAKING USE OF WORDS HAVE
BROUGHT FORTH THE SINGLE TERM AND APPLIED IT TO THE YARNS.

—

But these (yarns) do not serve to prove the Cloth, which is

SYNCHRONOUS WITH THOSE YARNS, AS HAVING A DIFFERENT MAKER
AND DIFFERENT POTENCIES AND DIFFERENT SIZE.—(581-583)

COMMENTARY.

If the Cloth existing at the same time as the yams were at the time

actually known as something different from the yams, then, in comparison
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with the yams, it might be recognised as having the cliaracters of having

a different maker and the rest (which have been put forward by the other

party) ; os it is, however, that Cloth itself is not known as something different

from the yarns ; as it is this very difference that the other party lias pro-

ceeded to establish. The mere presence of the two different names—‘ Oloth ’

and * Yams ’—does not necessarily prove the two things to bo different, as

different names may bo appliod to the some tiling for various other purposes.

For instance, some particular yarns, having reached a certain condition,

become capablo of accomplishing the useful purpose of keeping off cold ;

and there may be other yarns—which, for instanco, liavo just left the hands

of the spinning women,—which aro not so capable. And with a view to

indicate that the former yarns are capable of accomplisliing a single purpose,

the single term * Oloth * is applied to them by people speaking of them,

specially for the purpose of avoiding confusion ;
even though, in reality the

Cloth is not anything different from the yams.

Question :
—“ Why, then, is a single term applied at all ?

”

Answer :—If each of the yarns were spokon of separately,—i.e. if each

yarn were spoken of ono by one,—then, there would be the following dofocts:

—

() Prolixity ; i.e. as many words will liavo to be used as there aro things

capablo of accomplishing the same purpose ; and this would bo too prolix

;

() Incapacity ; it will not bo possiblo to ascertain the specific forms of

each individual ; this is what is meant by incapacity ;—(c) Futility :

speaking of them as having some imaginary common form, it is better to

speak of them by a single word ; and hence thoro is no use in speaking of each

of them separately.—On the other liand, if they aro all spoken of as a whole,

thero is the distinct advantage that usage bocomos simplified. Just as

single comprehensive words are used in speaking of all things by such all-

comprehensive names as * World ‘ Three-Worlds * Universe * and so forth.

Exactly of the samo kind is the name 1 Cloth ’ (as comprehending all the

yarns).

The compound ‘ vibhinna, etc. ’ is to bo oxpounded by making a copula-

tive compound between ‘ Karlr

'

and * Samarthya, etc. \ and then taking tliis

copulative compound as qualified by the term * viWunna —(581-583)

It has boon argued (under Text 462, above) that
—“ if there were no

gross Substance, the perception of the Tree and such things would not be

possible ; etc., etc.”—This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (584).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THOSE ATOMS THAT HAVE COME INTO EXISTENCE

AS MUTUALLY HELPFUL,—ARE NOT BEYOND THE SENSES ; AS

THEY ARE WITHIN REACH OF THE SENSES.—(584)

COMMENTARY.

The fact of Atoms being beyond the reach of the senses is not admitted ;

because such Atoms as have attained a certain condition are actually porcepti-
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ble by the senses.—In fact, it is for people who regard Atoms as eternal,

that the appearance of peculiar features in the Atoms being impossible,

they would bo always beyond the reach of the senses ;—not so for us.

* Anyonydbhisarah ’—
‘ as mutually helpful \—i.e. as helping each other.

—<584)

The following text also shows that Atoms are perceptible by the senses :

—

TEXT (585).

The ‘ Blue ’ and other shapes have been postulated in regard
to the Atoms themselves

;
and the Visual and other

Cognitions also serve to manifest only those

Blue and other shapes.—(585)

COMMENTARY.

Question :
—

“ Atoms are held to exist in a sequential form—one after the

other ;—and certainly they aro not * perceived ’ in that form ; then how can

they be said to be jtcrceptible ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (586).

Though they are not perceived in the sequential porm,—yet

their perceptibility CANNOT be DENIED,—IT belng similar TO

that op Drinks and other things.—(586)

COMMENTARY.

The term * adhyaksatdbddhd

'

may be taken as a genitive Talpurusa

compound, moaning—* non-denial of Perceptibility ’ or it may not bo

treated as a compound but two separate words—* adhyak$ata * and * ab&dhd ’,

—the meaning being ' Perceptibility is undoniable ’
; i.e. there being no

annulment of it, it cannot be denied.

* It being similar, etc. * ;—i.e. its perceptibility remains as undenied as

the perceptibilifcj' of Drinks and othor things. For instanoo, in the case of a
4 Drink ’, the 4 Taptopala ’ (? Heated or Burnt, Stone, a medicinal pre-

paration), the
4 SutaMma ’ [? Quick-silver and gold, another medicinal pre-

paration, the Makaradhvaja ?], and such tilings,—whore the constituent

atoms aro of mixed characters (tastes), they aro actually perceived as such.

In tho case of these tilings, there is no 4

composite substance * (apart from the

constituent Atoms), the things consisting of heterogeneous elements. In

fact, if the Composite were something different from the Atoms, no conjunc-

tion among thorn could be visible ; because the substratum of such conjunction

—i.e. the Atoms—aro unseen (ex hypothesi) ; and if even one of tho factors

of the Conjunction is not visible, the Conjunction cannot be perceived ; e.g.
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the conjunction between the Jar and the Ghost ; and the conjunction between

the Solar Disc and parts of space and of A kasha. Such being the case,

where all the conjuncts—in tho shape of Atoms,—are imperceptible, how
can the Conjunction subsisting in them be perceptible ?—(586)

Question :
—“ Thus then, tho whole matter being uncertain, how can the

perceptibility of Atoms bo accepted as reasonable ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (587).

As A MATTER OF FACT, IN THE MATTER OF THE PERCEPTION OF

ALL THINGS,—WHICH EXIST ONLY IN THE FORM OF mutual

exclusion (negation),—there is the same uncertainty

IN REGARD TO all THEIR CHARACTERS AND
FORMS.—(587)

COMMENTARY.

Under tho view of the other Philosophers also, whenever anything is

apprehendod by Perception, there is no certainty in regard to all tho forms

and characters of tliat tiling ; what happens is that it is regarded as per-

coived to that extent which servos to differentiate it from other things,

—

and not all its forms and characters. Because oven if other factors wore

perceived, there would be no certainty regarding them, and theso would bo

of no practical use, and as such, would be as good as not-perceived.

* The same uncertainly

'

;

—

i.o. os in the case of tho approhended tiling.

—(587)

Says tho Opponent :
—“ Inasmuch as things are impartite,—and

everything is actually perceived in its complete form,—why should there be

no certainty regarding the whole Tiling ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (588).

Even though, the Thing being impartite, its character is appre-

hensible only by Indeterminate Perception, yet there is

definite (certain) COGNITION OF ITS differentia-

tion (from other things) ; AND it is this

DEFINITE COGNITION THAT IS UNDER-

STOOD TO BE THE CAUSE (OF

CERTAINTY) . (588)

COMMENTARY
* Ak$a ’ is that whidi pertains to the senses

; i.e. perceptional cognition ;

—

and this is qualified by tho term * akalpana * indeterminate ’ ;—though
it is apprehensible by indeterminate Sonso-perception, yet etc., etc.

’

22
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* Thera is definite (certain )
cognition of Us differentiation * i.o. certainty

as regards it* being different tho cause of this consists in Repetition,

Close Proximity, vividness of conviction of difference, and so forth- As a

matter of fact, more Apprehension by itself does not bring about certainty,

which is brought about with the help of repetition, etc. also. Hence the

meaning is that there is certainty where all these conditions are present.

All this wo have said on the supi>osition (for the sake of argument)

that Atoms exist and also the external object is actually cognised by Percep-

tion; as a matter of fact however, for the Idealist, there is no external object, in

tho shape of Blue and the like, cognised by Perception ; because in dreams and

other such conditions, there is perception of such things as tho Blue, even

though such things have no existence at the time ; and this fact makes the •

ordinary perception of such things also at least doubtful ; specially as tho

form of the 1 Blue * being devoid of the nature of one or many, its cognition

must be of the naturo of an illusory appearance.—Nor are tho Atoms admitted

as existent ;
because they exist in sequential succession,—and as they vary in

regard to tho point of space occupied by them, they cannot be regarded as

one. Under the circumstances, in view of such an Atom, how can it bo

asserted that Atoms am porcoptiblo as having the Blue Colour, and that tho

sequence lias no significance, being imposed upon it from outsido—through

illusion ?—(588)

Tho Opponent might argue that
—“ if there woro no Composite substance,

how could a man with open eyes have the notion of ' one mountain ’ in

roforonco to what are only so many Atoms ?
”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (589).

Just as in the case of the Lamp it is only a series of similar

FLAMES WHICH BRINGS ABOUT THE ILLUSION (OF ITS BEING One)
]

SO [IN THE CASE OF THE MOUNTAIN ALSO], THERE IS

AN ILLUSION OF UNITY, EVEN THOUGH WHAT ARE

REALLY COGNISED ARE SEVERAL SUBTLE

ENTITIES APPEARING IN CLOSE JUXTA-

POSITION.—(589)

COMMENTARY.

In such things as the Lamp, it is the series of successively appearing

similar flames that give rise to the illusion of there being ‘ one lamp \

—

though in reality there are several flames,—in the same manner, in the case

of the mountain, what aro really cognised are many small and smallor entities

appearing in close juxtaposition, and this gives rise to the illusion of ' ono -

ness So that there is no incongruity at alL—(589)

Question :
—“ If then, the Atoms sure not perceived as distinct from one

another, how do they become perceptible ?
”

Answer :

—
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If the Perceptibility of Atoms is not admitted because of their

BEING NOT-DIFFERENTIATED, THEN HOW IS IT SEEN IN THE

CASE OF THE LAMP AND SUCH THINGS ? Or, IS THE

Composite held to be of that

kind ?

—

(590)

COMMENTARY.

If it is held that what cannot be cognised in differentiated form cannot

be perceptible, then, how is it that perceptibility is found in the Lamp, wherein

also the individual flames appearing in quick succession cannot be

differentiated ?—Or is it that the Composite only is a thing that is {jerceptible.

even though its components are not differentiated ? The reason thus put

forward by the Opponent is inconclusive.—(590)

The following Text advises the other Party as to the way in which he

should level his criticism :

—

TEXTS (591-592).

All that can be urged is
—

“ On the definite Cognition of

these (Atoms), how is it that it is not realised that

WIIAT IS PERCEIVED AS Blue IS THE FORM OF THE Atoms 1
”

—But that also cannot be the cause ; because

the Cognition in question cannot be with-

out an OBJECT ;
AND YET IT CANNOT HAVE FOR

its object a 8ingle gross object
,
AS there

IS INCOMPATIBILITY BETWEEN grOSS-

ness and one-ness.—(591-592)

COMMENTARY.

* These *—i.e. of the Atoms.

‘ Thai also cannot be the Cause etc., etc. — i.e. the fact of the Atoms

being perceived as differentiated from one another cannot be the cause—

of the fact that the Blue colour is not perceived as belonging to the Atoms
;

because the certainty regarding this can be got at from other sources. For

instance, the upliolder of the * External Tiring ’ cannot hold a Cognition to

bo dovoid of an object ; if he did admit it, then liis view would come to bo

the view of pure 4 Idealism

Under the circumstances, the Colour, etc. which form the objects of

the Cognition, and appear therein in the gross form,— is it one or many ? If

one, is it composod of the components, or not so composed ? In either
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of those two forms, it cannot bo one, as that would be incompatible with

Perception.—(59 1-592

)

Question :
—“ What is that * incompatibility (with Perception) ?

”

Answer —

TEXTS (593-594).

If the gross object were of the nature of one only, then on even

TART OF IT BEING COVERED BY THE LITTLE LEG OF A FLEA, ALL

OF IT WOULD BECOME COVERED, WITHOUT ANY DISTINCTION
;

—AND ON ONE TART OF IT BEING REDDENED, ALL

OF IT WOULD BECOME COLOURED RED.—Or, ON

THE CONTRARY, THE PRESENCE OF INCOM-

PATIBLE PROPERTIES WOULD INDICATE

multiplicity.—(593-594)

COMMENTARY.

If the gross object were one, then the covering of one part of it would

moan the covering of all of it, and the colouring of ono part would mean
tlie colouring of all ; as, according to your view, there would be no difforonco

between the covered and uncovered parts, or botwoon the coloured and un-

coloured parts. And yet it is not possible for any single object to be poss-

essed of contradictory properties,—os that would lead to absurdities. Thus

the whole universo would become a single substance ; and this would involve

all the anomalies of simultaneous production oj things and the rest. As a

matter of fact too, the covering of ono part is not seen to lead to the

covering of all. Thus the said view is clearly incompatible with perceived

facts.

It is incompatible with Inference also : For instance, that which is

obsessed by contradictory properties cannot be one,—e.g. the Cow and the

Buffalo ;—the gross object is found to be obsessed by the contradictory

properties of being perceived and not perceived, as being * covered ’ and
‘ not covered * ;—hence there is found in it the contrary of the wider

condition, [which makes one-ness impossible].—The contingency of the whole

universe becoming one would be an Inference that would annul the notion

[of the said one-ness of the gross object].—(593-594)

Uddyotakara has argued as follows
—“ As there can be no diversity in

any one thing, the term * all * cannot be rightly applied to it ; then how can

there be the use of the term * all on tl»e basis whereof ail (sarva ) of it could

be said to be covered ?
'*

This objection is expounded in the following

—
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TEXT (595).

“ Inasmuch as the object is of one uniform character, to what

WOULD THE USE OF THE TERM ‘ SarVO
’

(‘ ALL ’) BE DUE ?

Because that term denotes more than one

individual thing, while the Composite IS

NOT OF THE NATURE OF MANY IN-

DIVIDUALS.”

—

(595)

COMMENTARY.

“ As a matter of fact, the term * all ’ denotes many—more than one

—

things ;
while the Composite is not many ; how then can the term ‘ all ’ bo

used in reference to it—in such an assertion as ‘ all of it would become

covered ’ ? ”—(595)

This argument is answered in tho following

—

TEXTS (596-598).

It is only SUCH things as are well known in the WORLD,—SUCH AS

Cloth, Body, Mountain and so forth,—that have been mentioned

by you as * Composites ’ ;—and as a matter of fact, all men

MAKE USE OF SUCH EXPRESSIONS AS ‘ THE CLOTH IS RED—ALL OF IT

WHOLE OF IT—IN ITS TOTALITY—COMPLETELY —ENTIRELY ON

THE BASIS OF THEIR WHIM.—THUS THE USE OF VERBAL EXPRES-

SIONS BEING DEPENDENT UPON THE WHIM OF THE SPEAKER,

WE ALSO MAKE USE OF THE EXPRESSION ‘ all OF THE

OBJECT WOULD BE REDDENED ’
\

BECAUSE THERE

CAN BE NO CHECK UPON SPEAKERS. (596-598)

COMMENTARY.

It is just the well-known tilings,—liko tho Cloth, tlie Body and so forth,

—that have been put forward by you as 4 composites ’
; and in regard to all

these tilings the use of such terms as 4 one * and ‘ all * is also well known ;

e.g. people are found saying ‘ all of this doth lias been coloured ’ and so

forth.—Such being tho whim of speakers,—when there is a desire to speak

of the colouring of things like the cloth-piece which occupy a larger space,

we also, on the basis of tho ordinary notion, make uso of the said expression,

for tho purpose of bringing out the incongruity involved in your view.

Further, this criticism is applicable to yourself, who regard the gross

object as one,—not to us ;
because we do not regard the gross object to be

one.—(590-598)

The following might be urged
—“Tho said criticism cannot apply to

us either, because (according to us) the application of the name ‘ Clotli ’ to its
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component yarns is only indirect, figurative, based upon their boing its

cause ;
so Mint the use of terms like ‘ all * would lie nil right

The answer to tliis is provided in the following

—

TEXT (599).

If the name be said to be figurative (indirect), then there should

BE DIFFERENCE IN NUMBER. THERE IS ALSO NO DIFFERENCE

IN THE COGNITION, WHICH IS ADMITTED BY BOTH

(THOUGH DIRECTLY AND INDIRECTLY).

—

(599)

COMMENTARY.

If it is as you say, then there should be ‘ difference in number *
; i.o.

in all cases, the Plural number should lie used—‘ all Cloths are coloured ’
;

you do not consider it right to use the Singular number in regard to things

that are many.

It might be argued that—“ when the term ‘ Cloth ’ is used in regard to

the component yarns, it is in accordance with the number of the composite

object, which term ‘Cloth’ therefore does not abandon the gendor and

number of what is denoted by it

But tliis also cannot be right ; this is what is shown in the second line

—

« There is also no difference, etc. etc.' ; if the applying of the name 4 Cloth ’

is figurative (indirect), then the distinction betwoon the cognition of what is

direct and what is indirect would be only a halting one ; bocause as a matter of

fact, thoro is no difference. For instance, whon the expression is used as
4

all

of the cloth is coloured the idea that it produces is not that 4 what is

coloured is not the Cloth, but the yams that are its constituent cause

The porticlo
4 cha ’ in tho Text implies, the following argument :

—

You do not admit that the Cloth, being only one, is denoted by tho term
4
all’

;

how then can the term 4
all without tho term 4 Cloth be applied to tho

components, on the basis of the Number of tho Cloth ?

Or, the second line may be explained as follows :—Tho 4 hhlda \ diversity,

of the Cognition, is not present in what are regarded as
4

direct ’ and
4 indirect ’

; i.e. different colours are not found in the yarns and tho Cloth,

in tho way in which they are found among Colour, Taste, and other things

;

and when the forms of tho two are not found to be different, they cannot

be regarded as direct and indirect.—(599)

Tho following Text introduces the answer given by Shaftkarasv&min :

—

TEXT (600).

" Inasmuch as Conjunction is not all-embracing in its character,

THE COLOURING CANNOT BELONG TO ALL THE CLOTH
;
NOR

IS THE WHOLE FOUND TO BE COVERED.”—(600)

COMMENTARY.

Ho argues as follows :

—

44 The colour spokon of as belonging to tho

Cloth is of the nature Conjunction (contact) with such colouring substances
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as the red dye, saffron and so forth ; and Conjunction is a quality that is not

all-embracing ; hence when one (part) is coloured, the whole docs not become

coloured.—Similarly when one part of the body is covered by the Cloth,- the

whole body does not become covered.—(600)

The following Text shows that tliis explanation is not right

:

TEXTS (601-602).

When 'the Substance has no parts, what form would be there

THAT WOULD NOT BE EMBRACED (BY THE CONJUNCTION) ? If SUCH AN

(UNEMBRACED) FORM OF THE SUBSTANCE REMAINED THERE,

THEN DIVERSITY BECOMES ESTABLISHED.—EXISTENCE IN

SEVERAL PLACES IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR ANY SINGLE

object. Hence it becomes established that

THINGS LIKE THE CLOTH ARE DIFFERENT

IN FORM FROM THE ATOMS (COMPOSING

them).

—

(601-602)

COMMENTARY.

If the Cloth is a single substance, then in such an impartite substance,

what is it that would not bo embraced by the Red Colour, by virtue of which

the contact of the colour would be not-pervasive ? If it is admitted that there

is something left unpervaded by the colour, then that alone suffices to establish

difference botweon the two parte,—as it would bo impossible for the mutually

contradictory pervaded and unpervaded parte to belong to one and the same

thing. Nor would it be possible to explain that one part—the ono covered

by the Colour,—is larger than the other ; because the thing has no parts. Other-

wise, as all such diverse things as Water, Animal, Elephant and the like

would be equally one only, there would be no difference among thorn and

hence there could bo no such differentiation as that between ‘ large ’ and

‘ small \ . .

“ The difference would be duo to the one being mado up of a larger

number of component parte than the other.”

In that case, those parts therasolves, appearing in larger or^ smaller

numbers, may be the basis of the notions of ‘ gross ’ and ‘ subtle what

is the use of postulating a ‘composite’ made up of those components,

specially when these latter have not been found to be effective at all ?

As a matter of fact, oven when there are large and small number of

component parts in things, that cannot constitute a difference among the

composites themselves, as these latter are impartite ; so that there can bo

no basis for differentiation into * gross ’ and 4 subtle \ If the difference

wero held to be based upon the larger and smaller number of components,

that would only imply the admission of the components, as the notion of

4 gross ’ and 4 subtle ’ would be applicable to these alone ;
and that would

mean that the Atom is the only entity
;
nothing apart from the Atom, either

gross or subtle, being perceived at all.
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Then again, wluit is the meaning of the assertion tliat “ Conjunction is not

all-porvasivo ” ?—If it moans that it docs not porvnde over all (whole) of tho

substance,—then it cannot be right ; because it lias been held that the term
4
all ’ cannot apply to the substance.—If it means that “ Conjunction, sub-

sists only in a part of its substratum ",—that also cannot be right ; as tliero

can bo no * part ’ of it.

—

It may be said that what is meant is that 44
it subsists

in a component making up tho substance” ;—if that bo so, then, inasmuch as

what has been coloured aro only tho components (where alone the contact

of the Dye subsists), the colour of tho composite would not bo red at all

;

so that what should be perceived should bo coloured and not-coloured, at one

and the same time.—Further, what is called
4
the component making up the

substance ’,—if that is of the same form as the composite itself,—then tho

Conjunction that would subsist there would also subsist only in a port of that

component (as Conjunction is non-pervasivc, ex hypothec

i

) ; so that the objec-

tion would be equally applicable to tliis also.—If, on tho other hand, the

component be held to be of the form of the Atom, then, inasmuch as Atoms
are boyond tho reach of the senses, the Conjunction subsisting therein would
also bo beyond tho reach of the senses ; so tliat there could be no perception

of the Red colour at all.

The Opponent might argue thus :

—

44 Pervasion is tho name given to that

character whereby the shape of the finger is perceived only on the perception

of tho whole finger
; hence when Conjxmction is 3aid to be nol-pervasive,

what is meant is that in its case it is not that it is perceived only on tho

perception of its substratum **.

This is not right. As a matter of fact, Conjxmction is never perceived

while its substratum is not perceived ; o.g. tho Conjxmction between the Jar

and the Ghost (which is not perceived beeaxise the Ghost is not seen). Thus
then, under this explanation, the colour also would not be perceived

;
it

should be regarded to bo perceptible only when its substratum is perceived ;

and lienee that also w oxild be pervasive in character.

Says tho Opponent :

—

44 Even when tlie substance inliering (subsisting)

in the other un-coloured components is porcoivod, there is no perception of

the coloxir, which consists in Conjxmction
;
hence even when its substratum

(in the form of tho substance) is perceived, the Conjxmction is not perceived

(and tins is what makes it non-pervasive in character]

This is not right. In tliis way, there being only one substance inhering

in components somo of which are coloured and some un-coloured,—even

though a component might be coloured, tlie Colour would be not-perceived

(in the Tiling) through that perception of colour ; because oven though the

substratum would bo perceptible, tho colour would bo imperceptible. Nor is

tliero any other way of perceiving the Conjxmction, except the perception of

its substratum.

From all this it follows tliat there is no 4

object ’ which is of one form.

Even when of various forms,—on the strength of being itself,—tho difforonco

can lie only in tho form of the aggregation of Atoms ; specially as the number

of possible components can never be one.

Thus it is proved that the Jar and such things exist only in the form of
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Atoms
; and lienee the Blue and the rest form the shape of the Atoms ; there

being no other ‘ single object * possible.—(601-602)

It has been argued above (under Text 562) that “ there could be no such

word as Atom *\

The following Text supplies the answer to this :

—

TEXT (603).

It IS ONLY PEOPLE WHO HAVE NOT UNDERSTOOD THE REAL NATURE OF

THINGS THAT CONCEIVE OF * ONE tHOSS ’
; AND IT IS ON THE BASIS

OF THIS ASSUMPTION THAT THE TERM ‘ ATOM ’ IS

USED.—(603)

COMMENTARY.

* It is on the basis, etc., etc.*—i.e. theso people are dependent upon the

slight thread of the said assumption.—(603)

Another answer is supplied in the following

—

TEXT (604).

Or, the name ‘ Atom \ as applied to what has been described,

MAY BE TAKEN AS BASELESS, DEPENDENT UPON MERE CONVEN-

TION ; JUST AS THE NAME ‘ LORD ’ IS APPLIED TO

ONE WHO HAS NO PROPERTY AT ALL.—(604)

COMMENTARY.

' As applied, etc. etc.',—i.e. to what is impartite, and has no resistance.

Just as oven the poor man is praised as 4 the Lord \ whore the name ' lord ’

is applied without any basis, on the strength of mere convention or custom,

—

so also is the use of the name ‘ Atom \ So that there is no incongruity at

all.—(604)

It has thus been established in a general way that there can be no single

ffross substance, either mode up, or not made up, of component parts. The
Author now proceeds to point out the weak points in tho notion of that

of which the composite is held to be made up :

—

TEXTS (605-606).

(A) Such things as the Yarns and the Hand and other Limbs

CANNOT BE PERMEATED BY ANY SINGLE * COMPOSITE \— BECAUSE

THEY ARE MORE THAN ONE,—LIKE SUCH WELL-KNOWN
things as Straw, Hut and Jar.

—
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Or (B)—The substance in question cannot subsist in several

COMPONENTS,—BECAUSE IT IS ONE,—LIKE THE ATOM.—AND (C)

Impossibility of subsistence would be the proof

ANNULLING THE OTHER PARTY’S PROPOSITION.

—(605-606)

COMMENTARY.

The arguments are to bo formulated as follows :

—

(A) That which is diverse cannot be permeated by a single substance,

—

e.g. tho Jar, the Hut and many other things which are many are not per-

meated by any single substance ;—the components in question, such as

the yarns, the Hand and other Limbs of the body and so forth, are diverse ;

—

hence there is found in these a character which is contrary to tho larger term

of the Opponent’s proposition (i.o. to the components being pormcated by
the single composite).

Or, (B) What is one must subsist in a single substance,—like the single

Atom ;—and tho substance called ‘ composite * is one ;—hence there is

found a character incompatible with tho larger predicate of the Opponent’s

proposition.—This is an argument in the form of a reductio ad absurdum.

(C) In support of both the above arguments, the author adduces a

proof annulling tho contrary of the Buddhist’s conclusion—* Impossibility of

subsistence, etc. etc. —i.o. the fact that the subsistence of the composite in

the components cannot be explained on the basiB of any means of Right

Cognition serves to annul the conclusion (of the other party).—(605-600)

Question :
—“ Why should there be this impossibility ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (607-608).

(If the Composite subsisted in the Components] it could subsist

in one Component, either exactly in the form in which it

subsists in another Component, or in some other form.

No third way is possible.—It is not possible for

it TO SUBSIST IN ONE EXACTLY IN THE FORM IN

WHICH IT SUBSISTS IN ANOTHER J BECAUSE IT

IS ALREADY EMBRACED WITHIN ITS FOLD

BY THE LATTER. If IT WERE NOT
SO, THEN IT WOULD NOT BE SUB-

SISTING IN THAT EITHER.

—

(607-608)

COMMENTARY.

When the one Composite wliich is embraced—subsists—in one of its

-components—in one form,—is it in the same form that it subsists in another

of its components ? Or in some other form ?—There are only these two

alternatives possible ; in fact in any case, there can be no other alternative

than the thing being one or the other.—The former alternative cannot be
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accepted ;
ns it is entirely embraced within the folds of the first component,—

how can it have any opportunity of subsisting in the other component a

the same time ? Otherwise, if it subsisted at the same tamo m the other

component also, then it could not have subsisted in the first component in

its entirety. It can have no other form in which it could subsist m the

other component also ;
because in that case, it could not be regarded as

« one *.—(607-608)

The following Text formulates the argument

TEXT (600).

Just as the Baby dobs not occupy the lap of a second nurse,

SO A SUBSTANCE EMBRACED IN ONE COULD NOT SUBSIST IN

ANOTHER (COMPONENT).—(609)

COMMENTARY.

The argument may be formulated as follows :-Whon a tiling is embraced

by one thing, it cannot subsist in another thing at the same tune;—e.g.

when a baby is occupying the lap of one nurse, it cannot occupy the lap

of another nurse the substance (composite) is embraced by one compo-

nent ;—and thus there is perceived a character which is contrary to your

°°“«^ could not euboist in another 1

;
—this states the tot con-

elusion of the argument.—(609)

The Author next states the argument in support of the contrary of the

Opponent’s conclusion, which is thus annulled by it

.

TEXTS (610-611).

If the Composite essentially related to one component subsisted

IN SOME OTHER COMPONENT OCCUPYING A PLACE OTHER THAN THAT

OF THE SAID COMPONENT,—THEN IT WOULD MEAN THAT THE TWO

COMPONENTS OCCUPY THE SAME PLACE AND ARE ESSENTIALLY

ONE AND THE SAME, BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT DIFFERENTIATED.—

IF, ON THE OTHER HAND, THE COMPOSITE SUBSISTED IN THE

OTHER COMPONENT IN ANOTHER FORM,—THEN AS OCCUPYING

TWO PLACES, THE COMPOSITE COULD NOT BE on&\

SPECIALLY AS DIFFERENCE IN FORM (AND CHARACTER)

MUST CONSTITUTE DIFFERENCE IN THE THING

• ITSELF.

—

(610-611)

COMMENTARY.

If the composite substance, which has its form and character connected

with ono Component, subsisted in another Component which occupies another
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point in space,—then the components in question would have to bo regarded
as occupying the sumo point in spaco

; winch would mean that they are
essentially one and the some, being of the same nature.

“ Why so T
”

Because they are not differentidled because they exist without being
differentiated from one another.—Otherwise,—if they existed in then-
differentiated forms,—they could not occupy the same point in space.

If the second alternative is accepted,—i.e. the Composite subsists in the
second component in a different form —then it means that one tiling subsists
in several components,—which would be inadmissible

; because, as a matter
of fact, when one thing differs from another in its nature, it must b«. different
from tins latter ; as difference in things is always of the nature of difference
in their character (and form).—(610-611)

UddyotaJcara has argued as follows All that the assertion *Tho
Composite subsists in the components ’ does is to mention two objocts, ono
of which is the substratum (container) and another the subsisted (the con-
tained), which means that the latter becomes the subsistent,—this ‘subsis-
tence ’ being of the nature of the contact called ‘ Inherence ’

(Nyayavartika, 2. 1. 32, page 217, Line 4, etc.).

The answer to this is provided in the following :—

TEXT (612).

If it be held that the subsistence of the Composite in the Com-
ponents IS OF THE NATURE OF ‘ INHERENCE ’.—THEN THE

same considerations as above follow that idea

ALSO WITH EQUAL FORCE.—(612)

COMMENTARY.

Even in regard to tills form of subsistence, tlie considerations just urged
are applicable,—such ns * does it subsist in anothor component in tho same
form and character as in ono component, or in some othor form ? ’

; they
follow this idea also as if in ferocity. In anger—not tolerating the criticisms
emanating from tlie poor intelligence of tho other party.—(012)

Hitherto the subsistence of the Composite has been discarded without
recourse to tho alternatives of its subsisting in whole or in part.—Now the
author proceeds to show the way of discarding the same by recourse to the
said alternatives, in the manner indicated by actual experience :

—
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TEXT (613).

Or AGAIN, IF IT (THE COMPOSITE) SUBSISTS (IN THE COMPONENT) IN ITS

ENTIRETY,—THEN IT BECOMES LIABLE TO BEING REGARDED AS

many, as for its subsistence in part, that is not
WHAT IS HELD (BY THE OTHER PARTY) J AND
the Composite would (in that case)

not be one
;
and it would not

subsist anywhere at

ALL.

—

(613)

COMMENTARY.
When tho substance (Composite) subsists in its components,—does it

subsist in each ono of them in its entirety ? or in part ?

If in its entirety

,

then tho entire form of the Composite should be as

many as there are components. Unless it had the same form in each com-
ponent, it could not be present in each component in its entirety ; as there

can bo no subsistence except in a form that is fully recognised. Such being
tho case, if the Composite subsisted in each component simultaneously in

its entire form, then it would havo to be regarded as many, several
; just like

the Lotuses blooming in several ponds.

If tho other view be held, that it is in part that the Composite subsists

in each component, then there would be an infinity of such ‘ parts ’ of the
Composite. For instance, those of its parts in which this Composite subsists

in each of its components would themselves bo its
4 parts ’, in which also

the Composite would subsist in part

;

and so on and on ad infinitum.

It might be argued that—“ Those of its parts through which the Com-
posite subsists in tho Components are all its ovm forme, and not different

tilings
; as apart from the Composite itself, there can bo no parts of its own.

Henco there can be no such infinite regress.”

The answer to this is as follows :
—

* The Composite would not he one (in

that case)
*

;—-i.o. if such wero the case, then, the Composite would not be
one only ; as it is only a conglomeration of the components—(and these
latter are many) ; and under the circumstances, the tiling (man) may be
regarded as consisting only of such of liis limbs, Hand and the rest, as
are actually seen ; what use then would there be of assuming any others ?

The Author points out another defect in tho Opponent’s theory :

—

* And it would not subsist anywhere at aU'

;

the term 4

vfttah syat \
4 would

subsist has to be supplied. What is meant is as follows :—If each of the
Composites present in each of the components had occupied the same point
in space, then alone could tho Composite be subsistent in the Component

;

as a matter of fact, however, each of tho Composites does not occupy the
same point in space

; because if they did subsist in eacli of the Components,
then they could not occupy tho same point in space

; specially as there is no
other 4 Composite ’ of the samo form. How then could it be said to be
subsistent in the Components ?—(613)

In the following Texts, tho author sets forth the answer made by
Shahkarasvdmin :

—
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TEXTS (614-618).

“Whenever a reason is adduced,—either directly or in the

form of A Reduciio ad Abstudum ,—it becomes truly applicable only
WHEN IT IS ITSELF APPREHENDED ;—NOT OTHERWISE.—AS A MATTER OF

FACT, SUBSISTENCE EITHER in whole OR in part HAS NEVER BEEN PER-

CEIVED (by you, Buddhists),—on the basis of the impossibility

OF WHICH IN THE SUBSTANCE, THE SUBSTANCE COULD BE HELD TO

BE NON-EXISTENT, OR SOMETHING ELSE.—If, ON THE OTHER HAND,

SUCH SUBSISTENCE HAS BEEN PERCEIVED BY YOU ANYWHERE, THEN IT

CANNOT BE DENIED IN THE CASE OP THE SUBSTANCE AND SUCH THINGS.

—

IP THE SAID SUBSISTENCE HAS NOT BEEN PERCEIVED, THEN THE QUES-

TION DOES NOT ARISE REGARDING THE DISTINCTION ;
ALL THAT COULD

BE ASSERTED WOULD BE THAT ‘ THE SUBSISTENCE IS NOT THERE ’. AND
THIS WOULD NOT BE RIGHT ; AS IT IS SOMETHING DIRECTLY PERCEIVED ;

AS IS CLEAR IN SUCK NOTIONS AS * THIS subsists HERE \—If IT BE HELD

THAT ‘ THE FACT OF THIS BEING DIRECT PERCEPTION IS NOT ADMITTED \

THEN SOME ANNULLING REASONING SHOULD BE PUT FORWARD. OTHER-

WISE, EVEN SUCH COGNITIONS AS THOSE OF COLOUR AND SUCH THINGS MIGHT

CEASE TO BE OF THE NATURE OF * PERCEPTION (61A-61S)

COMMENTARY.

Shankarasvamin argues as follows :
—“ Whenever a Reason is adduced,

—

either directly or in the form of a Reduciio ad absurdum ,—it becomes applic-

able only when it is itself perceived ;
otherwise it would be open to the charge

of being ' unproven ’.—As a matter of fact, you have not anywhere per-

ceivod the subsistence of anything either in its entirety or in part ;—hence

on the basis of the absence of such subsistence, it does not behove you to

regard the (composite) substance as non-existent. Or—if it were possible

—

then Oxers would be something else—Component and Composite.

If such subsistence has been perceived by you anywhere, then it could

be the same in the case of the Substance, etc. also, which, therefore, cannot be

denied.—If, however, the said subsistence has not been perceived, then there

does not arise any question regarding the distinction—as to whether the

subsistence is in entirety or in part

;

because it is only when the object itself

lias been admitted that anything can bo donied in regard to it. When however

the object itself is not admitted, then it is better to deny the object itself,

—

so that tlio assertion should be in the form that * there is no subsistence —
and not the denial of any particular character in regard to it. But such an

assertion—os that
1 there is no subsistence at all ’—would not be proper

;

because the subsistence of the Composite in the components is vouched for

by direct Perception.

Question :—What is that Perception ?

“ Answer :—It is in the form * This subsists here ’ ;—i.e. the Perception

is in the form—* This—Cloth—subsists in the yams \

“ It might bo argued that this notion cannot be regarded as Perception.
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“ In that case, it behoves you to put forward some reasoning in annulment
of the said notion ; whereby its perceptional character could bo rejected. If,

even in tlie absence of such annulling Reason, the notion be not accepted
as * Perception then, your cognition of oven such things ns colour and the
like would not bo Perception ; os there can be no difference between the two
cases.”—(614-618)

The Author answers the above in the following

—

TEXT (619).

That ' the subsistence is not there ’ has already been established
ABOVE, IN A GENERAL WAY. AS FOR THE NOTION THAT

* IT SUBSISTS HEREIN THERE IS NO SUCH COGNITION
AT ALL

; AS THIS EXACT FORM DOES NOT APPEAR
IN ANY COGNITION.—(619)

COMMENTARY.

Under Text 607—the subsistence of ono thing in several things has
already beon rejected above in a gonoral way.

As regards the assertion that “ the notion that this subsists herein is

vouched for by Perception ”,—this also is somotliing out of the common

;

because, as a matter of fact, among people, no such notion as ‘ the Cow
subsists in this Horn ’, or that * the Cloth subsists in the yams over
appears even in men’s imagination ; the notion that appears is that * the
Horn is in the Cow \ ‘ the yarns aro in the Cloth ’.—Nor in any Perception
does tho Cloth ever appear as something different from the yarns ; and unless

the two were distinguished, thoro could be no such notion as that * this

subsists in that \ For instance, until discriminating persons have actually
perceived tho water as something distinct from the Pond, they do not have
any such notion as * thoro is Water in the Pond —(619)

It has been argued (under Text 615 above) that “subsistence either in

entirety or in part lias not boen porcoived by you, etc. etc. ”—This is answered
in the following

—

TEXTS (620-621).

What is meant by (the question containing) the terms * in entirety *

AND * IN PART * IS—DOES THE SUBSTANCE SUBSIST AS AN
IMPARTITE WHOLE,—IN THE WAY IN WHICH THE BlLVA-

FRUTT LIES IN A DISH ? OR DOES IT SUBSIST IN SOME
OTHER WAY—AS A CERTAIN PERSON, ChaUra, DOES
WHEN LYING DOWN ON SEVERAL SEATS ?

—(620-621)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant by the term * in entirety * is—whether tho substance
subsists in all its Components in its impartite form,—as is found in the case
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of the J5itoo-fniit lying in a dish ? or in some other way ?—in the way, for

instance, in which a person like Chaitra lies down upon more than ono couch.

This is what is meant by subsistence ‘ in part \

This is only by the way.

Udtlyotakara has argued as follows [in Nydyavdriika on 2. 1. 32, page 216,

Bib. Ind.):
—“Inasmuch as the terms entire and a part cannot be applied

to ono and the same Composite, the question raised—as to whether it subsists

in its entirety or in part—is an improper one ; as a matter of fact, tlio term
' entire ’ stands for all, excepting nothing, while the term ‘ a part ’ stands for

one among several ; as such, those two terms cannot bo rightly applied to

any one Composite

This argument becomes rejected by what has been said in the Text.

As a matter of fact, in common parlance, the terms whole and in part are

found to be applied to such things as tl»e Foot and the like, in such expressions

os ‘ Does the whole foot lie in the pond, or only in part ?
*—Nor can it bo

right to say that such uso is figurative ; boeause it is novor found to fail

or falter ; as has been pointed out before.—(620-621)

So far tlio four kinds of Substance, ending with Air [i.c. Earth, Water,

Fiie and Air] have beon discarded ;—tlio Substance called * Soul ’ has already

boon discarded in the clinpter on ‘ Soul ’ ;—tho Author next proceeds to

deny the remaining four kinds of Substance—viz. :—Akasha, Time, Space

and Mind ; [and to that end, sets forth the arguments whereby the other

party soeks to establish their existence] :

—

TEXT (622).

" Sounds must subsist in something,—because of their perishability

AND SUCH OTHER CHARACTERS
J LIKE THE JAR, THE LaMP-

FLAME AND SUCH THINGS
J—AND THIS SOMETHING

MUST be AM-sha —(622)

COMMENTARY.

The existence of the substance called ‘ Akdsha ’ is sought to be proved

by tlie other party in tho following manner :

—

“Thom must be a Substance named Akdsha, permanent, ono and
all-pervasive, having sound for its indicative

; sound is its indicative in the

sense that it is its quality.—This argument may bo formulated as follows :

—

Those things that are equipped with qualities like perishability and pro-

ducibiliiy, must subsist in sometliing else ;—and the * substratum ’ of sound
can only be Akdsha, as that alone has the requisite capacity. Because,

tho said sound cannot be the quality of the four substances,—Earth, Water,
Fire and Air,—(a) because, while being perceptible, it is not preceded by
any quality in its Cause,—(6) because it does not last as long as tho Substance

lasts,—and (c) because it is perceived in a placo other than its substratum ;

—

and the qualities of all tangible things liave been found to be otherwise
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than all thus.—The qualification * while being perceptible ’ has been added

with a view to those qualities in the Atom which are produced by Fire*

contact.—Nor can Sound be a quality of the Soul ;—(a) because it is percep-

tible by an external sense-organ,—(6) because it is perceptible by other Souls,

—

(c) because it is perceived as distinct from the * I-notion ’
; while all qualities

of the Soul, such as pleasure and the rest aro otherwise than all this.

—

Sound cannot be a quality of Space, Time and Mind,—because it is appro

-

hendod by the Auditory Organ.—Thus, by elimination, Sound can be the

quality of Ak&sha, of winch, therefore, it becomes the indicative.—This

Akasha, having Sound as its only common Indicative, and having no other

specific indicatives, must be one ;—and as having its qualities perceptible

everywhere, it must be all-pervading ;—and having a quality, and itself

not subsisting in anything else, it mast bo a substance ;—and as it is not created

(by any one), it must be permanent."

Such is the process of reasoning put forward by the other party (in

proof of Ak&sha as a Substance).

The following Texts sets forth his reasonings in support of Time being a

Substance :

—

TEXTS (623-624).
#

“ The notion of Priority
,
Posteriority and so forth must have for

ITS BASIS SOMETHING OTHER THAN MOBILE SUBSTANCES LIKE

THE SUN,—LIKE THE NOTION OF THE JaR AND SUCH THINGS,

—BECAUSE IT IS ENTIRELY DIFFERENT IN CHARACTER

FROM the notion of wrinkles, grey hairs
, emaci-

ation AND SO forth;—AND IT IS THIS

BASIS, CAUSE, WHICH IS HELD TO

be * Time \”—(623-624)

COMMENTARY.

“ The term * mobile substances * should bo taken as standing for
4 wrinkles etc.

“ Such notion as— ‘ Prior applied to the Father ;
—

‘ Posterior *, to the

Son ;
—

‘ simultaneous * for a long time \ * soon ‘ is being done ‘ was
done ’, ‘ will be done \ and so forth—all tliis notion of Priority and Posteriority,

etc. must be based upon (due to) some substance other than the Sun and other

mobile substances ;—because they are different in character from the notion

of ‘ wrinkles * grey hairs ’ and so forth,—like the notion of the Jar and such
tilings :—and that which is the basis of tho said notions must be Time, as that

alone has the requisite capacity. For instance, the said notion of * Priority *

and ‘ Posteriority * cannot be due to Space,—because when tho old man is

standing in space at the back of the younger man, he is said to bo ‘ posterior ’
;

and similarly when the Son is standing in spaco in front of the Father, he

is said to be ‘ prior \—Nor can tho said notion be due to wrinkles, grey
hairs and such causes ; because it is entirely different from the notion of

those.—Nor can it bo due to any Action (Movement),—because it is different

23
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in character from that also.—To this end is the Sutra (of the Vaishigikas)—

•

* Such notions as Prior, Posterior, Simultaneous, for Long Time, and Soon

are the indicatives of Time
“ The character of being permanent, one and so forth has to be under-

stood in regard to Time in the same way as in regard to Akdsha."—(623-624)

The following Texts set forth the arguments (of tho Opponent) in support

of ‘ Space ’ as a Substance :

—

TEXT (625).

“ Similarly Space is inferred from such notions as * fore ’ and
< apt V*—(625)

COMMENTARY.

Taking one corporeal substance as the starting point, there are, in regard

to other corporeal substances, the ten notions as—* this is to the East—to
the South—to the West—to the North—to the South-East—to the South-

West—to tho North-West—to the North-East,—above—below—of tlint ’

;

and that upon which those are based is Space. Says the Sutra :
—

* That to

which the notion that this is from that is duo is the indicative of Space * ;

—

because these are peculiar notions,—and peculiar notions cannot appear in a
haphazard manner ;—nor are they dependent upon the corporeal substances

themselves ; as such mutual interdependence would nullify both ; hence,

there being no otlior cause for them, these tire regarded as indicatives of

Space.—Of this Space, tho qualities of one-ness, all-pervasiveness and other

qualities are to be understood to bo like those of Time.—Though Space is

one only, it comes to be regarded as diverse by reason of the diversity of its

effects.—The argument may be formulated as follows :—Tho notions of
4

fore * and 4

aft ’ and the like must be based upon a Substance other than
the corporeal substances,—because they are different from the notions

arising from these,—like the notions of pleasure, etc.—(625)

The indicative of Mind is next stated :

—

TEXTS (625-626).

“The Mind has been held to be inferred from the successive

APPEARANCE OF COGNITIONS
;
WHICH REQUIRES A CAUSE DIFFERENT

FROM THE EYE AND OTHER SENSE-ORGANS. As A MATTER OF
FACT, THE COGNITIONS OF COLOUR AND SUCH THINGS

APPEAR SUCCESSIVELY,—LIKE THE CHARIOT AND SUCH

THINGS.”—(625-626)

COMMENTARY.

Even when the contact between the object and several sense-organs is

present at the same time, the cognitions are found to appear one after the
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other ; which shows that there is some other cause,—distinct from the object

and the sense-organ,—the presence and absence of which leads to the appear-

ance and non-appearance (respectively) of the cognition. Thus from this

appearance of cognitions, in succession, the inference of Mind is got at.

To this effect we have the Sulra

—

The fact that cognitions do not appear

simultaneously indicates the Mind’. The argument may be formulated

thus :—The Cognition of colour and such tilings is dopondent upon a cause

other than the Eye and tho other organs—because it appears in succession,—

like the Chariot and such things.—(625-626)

With tho following Text proceeds the refutation of the arguments (urged

above, in favour of tho existence of Akasha, Time, Space, and Mind as distinct

Substances) :

—

TEXT (627).

Inasmuch as Sound is already accepted as having its cause in

THE ‘ GREAT ELEMENTS * THAT HAVE BEEN ACKNOWLEDGED (OR

NOT-ACKNOWLBDGED),—IT IS ALREADY ADMITTED THAT

Sounds subsist in those elements. So that

the first Reason put forward (for

the existence of Akasha) cannot

prove (what it is meant to

prove).—(627)

COMMENTARY.

If it is only the fact of Sounds being subsistentin a general way in some-

thing that is sought to be proved,—then the Reason is superfluous (proving

what is already admitted). Because, as a matter of fact. Sounds aro already

admitted as having their cause in tho Great Elements that have been acknow-

ledged (by all parties) and those that have not boon so acknowledged ;—and

Sounds aro certainly subsistent in those elements which are their cause

(source) ;
because effects aro always subsistent in their cause, having their

appearance (production) inseparably connected with the Cause. The

‘ acknowledged ’ elements are tho Chitta (Idea) and the Chaitya (the Ideal),

which are accepted (by Buddhists also).—The term ( adi' includes the

causality of such elements as are not acknowledged (i.e. Earth etc., which

though not-acknowledged by the Buddhist, are accepted by the other party).

• Tl$u ’—i.e. in those elements.
4
Iti ’—i.e. therefore.

‘ The first Reason \—Le. the one put forward under Text 622 ;—it

cannot prove what it is desired to prove ; that is, because it is open to the

objection of being ‘ superfluous *.—(627)

If, on the other hand, what is meant to be proved is that Sounds are

subsistent in a particular manner,—that is, subsistent in a substance which

is one, incorporeal, external and aU-pervading,—then there can bo no corrobora-

tive Instance possessing the character meant to be proved ; and to that

L
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oxtont, tho Reason Incomes ‘ inconclusive *.—This is what is shown in the
following

—

TEXT (628).

The subsistence of Sounds in Akasha,—which is one, MA^pcrvading
and eternal,—cannot be proved (by the reason adduced),—

BECAUSE IT IS DEVOID OF ‘ POSITIVE CONCOMITANCE ’ ;

—

AND ALSO BECAUSE THERE WOULD BE absence of

succession and so forth
; as also

universal contact.—(628)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Na-l$am *—goes with the preceding lino.

That the Opponent’s conclusion is contrary to Xjiferenco is shown in

the Text by the words * and also because, etc. ’
; i.o. wlxat has been said in tho

foregoing sentence to the effect tliat
4

tlie subsistence of sounds is not proved
is so also because of the following reason :—If the Sounds wore subsistent in

tho eternal, one substance, Akasha,—then liko the sovernl Sounds produced at
tho same time, even Sounds produced at other times would be there at the
same time in question,—as tlioir cause would bo presont thero always in its

perfect condition, and also because they would all be subsisting in the samo
substratum ;—and it has already been explained that what is eternal cannot
bo dependent upon anything else ; nor would it be right to regard that as 4

sub-
sisted ’ which is of no use. So that the appearance of all Sounds would
cease to be successive.

Tho phrase 4 and so forth * includes the anomaly of all Sounds being
heard by all persons. Because the Auditory Organ consists of Akdslux, and
Akasha is one only,—all Sounds would reach the organ of all men and hence
bocomo heard

; and on account of tho impartite nature of Akasha, any such
restriction would be impossible as that 4

this is my Own Auditory Organ and
that is of another person

Tire following argument might bo urged :

—

44 When the tympanum of

one has been affected by his Destiny, then that portion of tire Akasha alone

which is circumscribed by that tympanum forms the Auditory Organ
of tlrat person ; that is why Sound is not poreoived tlrrough other openings,

—

such as tho raoutli, the nostrils and the like. And when that sameTympanum
is hurt, there is deafness

This cannot be right ; because Akasha being impartite, any such partition

of it would be impossible. Nor can imaginary component parts bring
about, tlirough mere imagination, any effective action which can be done
only by real positive ontities ; merely imagining Water to be Fire doos not
make the former to burn or flare up.

It might be said that—“ what is meant by Akasha having a part is that

contact with it is not pervasive

This also has boon already answered.

Then again, under the theory in question, the Jar, the Tympanum and all

such things, as being in contact with one and the same Akasha, would come
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to occupy the same point in space ; because when one tiling coinos into

contact with Akdsha in one form, tlie other tiling also comes into contact

with it in the same form ; so tliat other Jars and other tilings also would

appear at the same place ; because these would be in contact with Akdsha

which is in contact with the former thing ;—just like the Jar already existing

tliorc. In this way, all Sounds also would appear at one and the same

place ; and this would be contrary to the generally accepted notion regarding

Sounds appearing far off or closo by.

These are the difficulties that appear against the Opponent’s theory.

—(628 )

As regards the arguments put forward for proving the existence of

Time and Space,—these also are generally open to the charge of being

‘ superfluous ’
; and particularly, the Reason is devoid of the necessary con-

comitance,—and the conclusion is annulled by Inference.—Tliis is what- is

shown in the following—

TEXTS (629-630)

The notions op ‘ Priority and Posteriority ' (and of ‘ fore and

AFT ’) ARE BASED UPON A CONCEPTION ARISING OUT OF PARTI-

CULAR CONVENTIONS J THEY ARE NOT DUE TO ‘ TlME ’, NOR

to ‘Space 5

. Inasmuch as these are impartite,

ONE, 4 PRIORITY ‘ POSTERIORITY * AND THE

LIKE ARE NOT POSSIBLE IN THEM. If THE

NOTIONS BE SAID TO BE BASED UPON THE

THINGS RELATED TO THEM, THEN

THEY THEMSELVES BECOME

useless.

—

(629-630)

COMMENTARY.

‘ ParticuJar Conventions ’,—i.e. the understanding that the epithets
4

prior
5

and 4 posterior ’ are to be applied to things produced before and after, and so

forth ;

—

the conception that arises out of such conventions,—is the basis of

the notions in question. Thus it is tliat there is no mutual interdependence ;

as the notion is based entirely upon a particular convention. Thus then,

if the other party has set out to prove only that the said notions have a cause,

—then it is superfluous (as it is admitted by all parties).

If however he intends to prove that a particular Substance is that cause,

then (1) there is annulment by Inference, (2) absence of concomitance,

as before ; and (3) the Reason is
4 contx-adictory as it proves what is con-

trary to the desired conclusion ;—this is what is meant by the words of the

Text— 4 Inasmuch as these are impartite

‘ Related to them —i.e. to Space and Timo.

As a matter of fact, what is desired to be proved is tliat the notion of

4 Priority and Posteriority ’ and so forth is based upon the impartite and

single substances. Time and Space ;—this is not proved (by the Reason
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adduced). Because a thing becomes the ‘ object ’ (of cognition) when it

produces a cognition exactly of the same form as itsolf ; in the ease of an

impartito substance, there cannot bo any differentiation between fore

and ‘ aft \ to which tlie notion of ‘ fore ’ and ‘ aft ’ could b© due ; thus by

proving the contrary of what is desired to be proved, the Reason becomes

* Contradictory

* If the notions be said to be based, etc. etc.
’ Tliis anticipates the answer

of the Opponent. It might bo argued (by tlie Opponent) that
—“Such

external and internal things as the Lamp and the Body and tho like are related

to Space and Time,—there is ‘ priority and posteriority ’ among these,—and

it is this * priority and posteriority * of their relatives tliat is attributed to

Space and Time,—hence the Reason is not Contradictory

The answer to this is as follows :
—

‘ Then they themselves become useless

Under the said assumption, Spaco and Time themselves would be useless ;

as what is meant to be brought about by them will have been brought about

by the things related to them. For instance. Time is held to bo the cause

of such notions as thoso of the various divisions of priority and posteriority

os arc denoted by the terms ‘ Ksatia \ ‘ Lam * K&tfha \
1 Kald ’,

* Muhilrta ’, ‘ Ahorutra ‘ Ardhamdsa

'

and so forth (tho various divisions

of Time) ;—and Space is hold to be the cause of tho notions of * East. \ ‘ North ’

and so forth ;—and as a matter of fact, all tliis diversity does not belong to

Space and Time ; it is present in the divisions themselves ; so that the

assuming of Timo and Space is entirely useless.—(G29-630)

9

As regards tho argument adduced for proving tho existence of Mind,

—

if the mere fact of certain notions having a cause in general is meant to be

proved, then it is superfluous.—This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (631-632).

Mind AS DISTINCT FROM THE EYE, ETC. IS ADMITTED BY US ALSO J
THAT

Idea being regarded as ‘ Mind * which appears immedi-

ately AFTER THE SIX (COGNITIONS).—If HOWEVER THE

Mind is regarded as permanent
,
then there comes

THE ANOMALY OF COGNITIONS BEING SIMULTANEOUS
J

THUS THE REASON PUT FORWARD BY YOU
BECOMES DESTRUCTIVE OF WHAT IS

DESIRED. (631-632)

COMMENTARY.

If what is meant to be proved is the eternal and one Mind, then the

conclusion is one that is annulled by Inference, and the Reason is ‘Con-

tradictory *. This is what is shown by the words * If however, etc. etc. ’

' Destructive of what is desired ’ ;—because what it proves is only the

dependence (of the notions cited) upon an impermanent (fleeting) cause

which is distinct from the Eye and other organs. Otherwise, if they had
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an eternal Cause, as the Cause would always be present in its porfect form,

the successive appearance of Cognitions would be incongruous.—(631-632)

The following Text jokingly confirms the same ‘ contradictory ’ character

of the opponent’s Reason

—

TEXT (633).

I think that the Sutra (Nyaya-sutra 1.1. 36) has been composed for

THE PURPOSE OF PROVING AND DISPROVING THE MlND AS

POSTULATED BY THE Buddha AND THE OTHER PHILOSO-

PHER (RESPECTIVELY),—AND HENCE IT HAS

BEEN REPEATED WITH AN ADDI- .

tional ‘a’ (‘ not ’).—(633)

COMMENTARY.

I think as follows The Sutra ‘ Yugapajjhannaupapaltirmanaso-

lingam ’ (‘ The fact that cognitions do not appear simultaneously is—and

w not—indicative of the Mind \—Nyaya-sOtra 1. 1. 16) is meant to prove

the ' Mind * as conceived by the Buddha,—.and to disprove the same as

concoived by the other philosopher ; for the latter purpose an additional

‘ a ’ (‘ not ’) being read (before ‘ lingam ’, ‘ indicative ’). Such is the sense

of the Text as a whole.

The moaning of the words is now described :—The compound ‘ Saugata—
siddhayi ’ is to be expounded as ‘for the purpose of the proving and

disproving, respectively, of the Mind, as postulated by the Bauddha and

the other Philosopher

Question : “ How can one and the same Sutra express two mutually

contradictory meanings ?
”

Answer ‘ With an additional a (not) ’ that is to say, as applied to

the view of the other philosopher, the words of the Sutra are to bo construed

as ‘for the disproving—asiddhi—oi tlie Mind postulated by the other

plulosopher with an ‘a’ (before ‘ lingam ’) and it is different when

applied to the view of the Buddhist, in which case it is without the said

‘ a ’ (‘ not ’).

Question “ How can one and the same expression be with, and also

without, the syllable ‘ a ’ (‘ not ’) ? ”
. .

Answer It is ‘ repeated ’ i.o. in such a case, the repetition of the

expression is justified.—(633)

End oj the Chapter on
1 Substance \
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On * Quality ’ as a Category.

COMMENTARY.

The Author now proceeds to discard the categories of ‘ Quality ’ and
the rest :

—

TEXT (634).

By the rejection of ‘ Substance \
«

‘ Quality ‘ Action ’ and the
REST, WHICH ARE HELD TO BE SUBSISTENT IN SUBSTANCE,

ALL BECOME DISCARDED.—(634)

COMMENTARY.

‘Quality’, ‘Action’, ending with 4
Specific Individuality’, becomo

rejected by the rejection of
4

Substance ’
; because they subsist in this latter

;

and when the substratum is not there, the 4
subsistents ’, which are dopondent

upon it, cannot be there.

‘ Held to be, etc. i.e. hold to be subsistent, either directly or indirectly,
in Substance. For instance, Quality and Action are held to be directly
subsistent in Substance

; as declared in the Sutra (Vaishesika)—“ Quality
is subsistent in Substance, devoid of qualities, not the cause of Conjunction or
Disjunction, independent ” ;—which is the definition provided of Quality

;

similarly the definition of Action provided is—“ It subsists in one Substance, is

devoid of Qualities, the independent causo of Conjunctions and Disjunctions
The term ekadravyam ’ in this last Sutra means 4

subsisting in one Substance ’.

—Qualities, on the other hand subsist, some of them, in several Substances

;

o.g. Conjunction, Disjunction and the rest. The Genus and tlie Specific
Individuality subsist, some of them, in Substances only ; e.g. such genuses,
as 4 Earth ’ and the like

; while such genuses as 4 Quality ’,
4
Action ’ and so

forth subsist in Qualities and Actions related to Substances.—The Summum
genus wliich is

4 Being ’—subsists in the three categories beginning with
Substance ’ [i.e. in Substance, Quality and ActionJ.

Thus, when Substance has been rejected. Quality and the rest become
rejected without any effort. What is meant by this is that tho final upshot
of the examination of the other Categories has been achieved under the
examination of Substance itself.—(634)

Opponent

:

44
If that is so, then the Denial of Subsistence should be pro-

ceeded with separately.”

Answer :

—
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TEXT (635).

The ‘ Relative ’ (wherein the Relation could subsist) having

BEEN DISCARDED, WHOSE ‘ SUBSISTENCE’ WOULD IT BE 1

AND WHERE ? STILL A DETAILED DENIAL OF EACH

(category) is going to be set forth.—(635)

COMMENTARY.

* Subsistence ’ is described as * inherence of the five categories ’
; so

that when the Substance and other (four) categories—wherein alone the

said Relation could subsist,—have been rejected, whose 4

subsistence ’ would

it be? and where ? That is, of nothing and nowhere ; for the simple reason that

all that could be the substratum and the subsistent have been rejected.—(635)

The detailed denial of Qualities is now set forth.

In tliis connection, the Sutra ( Vaishlsika

)

is as follows :
—“ The following

are the Qualities

:

—Colour, Taste, Odour, Touch, Number, Dimension,

Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunction, Priority, Posteriority, Cognitions,

Pleasure, Pain, Desire, Hatred and Exertion ”
; the particle ‘ cha ‘ and

including Gravity, Fluidity, Viscidity, Momentum, Merit and Demerit and

Sound .—Colour is what is apprehended by the Eye, and subsists in Earth,

Water, and Fire ;—Taste is apprehended by the Gestatory Organ, and sub-

sists in Earth and Water ;—Odour is apprehended by the Olfactory Organ

and subsists in Earth ;—Touch is apprehendod by the Tactile Organ, and

subsists in Earth, Water, Fire and Air ”.

From among these Qualities, the Text sets forth the donial of the first

four—Colour and the rest :

—

TEXT (636).

IF IN A LARGE SUBSTANCE, THE Blue, colour IS HELD TO BE One, ONLY,

THEN HOW IS IT THAT THERE IS NO MANIFESTATION AND PER-

CEPTION OF IT WHEN IT IS SEEN IN LIGHT COMING

THROUGH AN APERTURE ? (636)

COMMENTARY.

Qualities are perceptible only when they subsist in a large substance

;

that is why the Text has added the epithet * large \

If it is held that the Blue Colour ,—in all its four forms,—that subsists

in a Large Substance is one only and without parts,—then, at the time that

there is manifestation of the Blue Colour as subsisting in a large substance

like the Jar placed in a small room, through lamp -light coming through an

aperture in the split bamboo or some such thing,—the whole of the Blue

Colour subsisting in the whole Jar should be manifested and perceived ;

because it 1ms no parts ; as a single entity cannot have parts, by virtue of

which there would be manifestation of one part only.
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‘ Light coming through an aperture ’ has been montionod only by wav

of illustration.

Similarly when odour in a part of the Earth is manifested by Water,

the odour in othor parts of it also should become manifested and perceived.

Similarly in the case of Flames and the Mango and other fruits,—the

Touching and Tasting of one part should lead to the perception of the Touch

and Taste subsisting in the whole of thoso substances.—(636)

It might be urged (by the Opponent) that “ tlioro do come about the

manifestation and j>orception of the entire Blue Colour ?

The Answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (637).

The Blue Colour is not held to exist in well-defined parts ;

HENCE WHAT IS MANIFESTED THEN BY THAT (LIGHT) MUST, ON

THAT ACCOUNT, VARY WITH EACH ATOM. (637)

COMMENTARY.

' Then ’—at that time.

* By that. ’—by tho light coming through the aperture.

‘ What ’—i.e. tho Blue Colour.

• In case it is admitted that tho Bluo Colour in its entirety varies with

each atom,—then that would imply the presence of tho Atomic Dimension

in the Blue Colour,—just as in a Substance ; which would mean that the

Blue Colour has a quality (Dimension) ; so that it would have the character

of * Substance ’ (which alone can have a quality), and not that of ‘ Quality ’.

If tilings varying like thi3 with each atom, were called 4 Quality then the

dispute (between us) would be only in regard to names.—When the thing is

possessed of the Atomic Dimension, it cannot bo right to regard it as a
* Quality simply on the ground of its subsisting (in a Substanco)

;
because

there can be no ‘ subsistence ’ between two things, one of which exists and

the other does not ; if there were, it would lead to absurdities. That is to say,

in that way, on tho ground that it subsists in the Component substance, tho

Composite Substance would also have to be regarded as a 4 Quality (637)

“ As regards tho Quality of
4 Number ’, it lias been defined as 4 the

basis of the notions of one and so forth’. Number subsists in one substance

and also in several substances ; the Number
4 one ’ subsists in one substance ;

and the numbers beginning with 4 Two * subsist in several substances.—Of

the Number subsisting in one substance, the etemality and the appearances

should be understood to be like those of the Colour and other qualities

subsisting in the atoms of Water, etc. ; while of Number subsisting in several

substances, the appearance is due to the unities associated with the cognition

of several things ; and its destruction (disappearance) follows from the dis-

appearance of the unitary conception ;
and in some cases, the disappearance

is also duo to the destruction of the substratum.

—

Number of both these
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lands is vouched for by Perception. Others have held it to bo

by Inference also, on the ground that all spec.fic cogmt.ons are dependent

upon diverse causes.”

The denial of this Number is set forth in the following

TEXT (638).

- Number which is held to be perceptible, does not appear in

Cognition as anything distinct prom such names as

< the ELEPHANT ETC. WHICH CONNOTE « NEGATION OP

THE contrary *
;
hence it must be non-

EXISTENT.

—

(638)

COMMENTARY.

Such names aa ‘ elephant • are applied to the animal, as being «-!J“^
tion of what is not-alephant.-euch things aa the Abrogate and the like

apart from such names, there is no such thing as ‘Num^r winch » F«

ceptible j
hence it must be non-existent, like the Hare s Horns . And J

it has been hold (by the other party) to be perceptible ;
as declared m the

following Sutra—" Number, Dimension, Separateness, Conjunction, D*9!™

ion, Priority, Posteriority.-as suWting in coloured things.-are perceptible

by the Eye —(638)

The following Texts show that the existence of ' Number ' is not proved

by the Cognition of specific individualities :

TEXTS (639-640).

As in Cognition, so in things like the Jar also, the notion of

* ONE * AND THE REST IS ONE THAT FOLLOWS ONLY FROM AN

IMAGINARY CONVENTION SET UP BY A MERE WHIM.—

There can be no differentiating Number in

these (Cognitions), because they are not

« Substance ’.—Nor can the notion be said

TO BE ‘ FIGURATIVE ’, AS IT IS NOT FOUND

TO BE FALLIBLE.

—

(639-640)

COMMENTARY.

There are sueh notions as ‘ one cognition \ * two cognitions ’and so

forth,-in which the notions of one, two, etc., appear even though them are

no such Numbers actually present (in the Cognitions) !—nithe same manner

in the case of a Jar also when it is not accompanied by anything else, there

the notion of its being one ’
;
and this must have its source m the imaginary

convention that has been set up by people. Consequently the argument

based upon such notions cannot be conclusive.
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That in Cognitions, no Number exists follows from the fact that

Cognitions are not Substance, while Number is a Quality and as such must

subsist in a Substance.

It might be argued that “in the case of Cognition, the said notion

may bo regarded as figurative,—tlie sense being that ‘ Cognition is as if it

were one’,—and the absence of comjsinion may bo taken as the similarity

on which the figurative expression is based “.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

4 Nor can the notion, etc., etc. ;
thnt

is, the notion in question cannot be rightly held to bo figurativo ; as it is not

found to bo fallible. Such figurative expressions as ' the Ploughman is an

ox ’ mean that * the man is as if it were an ox and not that he is an ox

itself ’—os he does not havo the dewlap and other distinguishing features of

the ox ;—tliore is no such failure (negation) in the case in question, the

notion being tliat ‘ the cognition is one not that
1

it is as if it were one ;

as a matter of fact, the notion in regard to the Cognitions is just as infallible

as that in regard to the Jar and such things.—(639-640)

Tho Opponent may urge the following—“ Tlie notion is described as

* figurative ’, not on tlie basis of similarity ’,—but what is meant is that the

notion of * one \ etc. in regard to Quality. Action, Subsistence and so forth is

based on the gromul tlint these subsist, in the same substratum as the ‘ one-

ness ’, otc. subsisting in tho Substance that forms their own substratum ".

This is the explanation anticipated and sot forth in the following :

—

TEXT (641).

“ The notion of one in regard to Coonitions is assumed on the

BASIS OF THE OUC-neSS SUBSISTING IN THAT SAME SUBSTANCE,

ON ACCOUNT OF THEIR SUBSISTING IN THE SAME

THING ”,—IF THIS IS ASSERTED [then the

answer is as in the following Text].—(041)

COMMENTARY.

The answer to the above is provided in the following

—

TEXTS (642-643).

The Number * one * may subsist in the one Cognition ; but on

WHAT BASIS DOES THE NOTION OF ‘ TWO ’ PROCEED, IN

REFERENCE TO COGNITIONS ? Or EVEN IN REGARD TO THE

* Six Categories ’ and the rest ?—The notion

TOO OF ITS ‘ SUBSISTING IN THE SAME THING *

CAN ONLY BE FIGURATIVE, AND HENCE FALLI-

BLE,—LIKE THE NOTION OF * FlRE ’ IN

REGARD TO THE BOY.—(642-643)

COMMENTARY.

If the notion of * one-ness ’ is due to subsistence in the same substance,

—then it may bo so in regard to one Cognition, as also to Pleasure and the
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rest,—in which case the notion of ‘one’ is due to their subsisting in the

same substance * Soul ’ (which is one) but what would the basis of such

notions as ‘ two cognitions \ ‘ three Cognitions ’ and the like . Certainly

dtiality, etc. do not subsist in the Soul (in which the Cognition subsists).

The assertion too that is made,—such as ‘ Six Categories \
1 the two.

Pleasure and Pain \ ‘ the two. Desire and Hatred % ‘ Five kinds of Action ,

‘ Two kinds of Genus, the Higher and the Lowor ’, * One Being \
1 One Su

sistence ’ and so forth,—what would be the basis for such notions ? In these

cases, there is no Number subsisting in the same tiling.—So that tins assump-

tion also is not comprehensive enough ;
hence it cannot be right.

Further, ‘ Subsistence in the same tiling ’ and such other basis, are

asserted : and yet the notion of such subsistence, oven if it appeared, could

be only figurative,—becauso there are no other things ; and hence the notions

would bo fallible ; just like the notion of ‘ Fire ’ in regard to the Boy, where

there is no real ground for applying the word to him. And, yet tlie notion

is not fallible. So that the objection urged above still remains in force.

(642-043)

The following Text anticipates the arguments set forth by Aviddhakarna

for the proving of the existence of Number :

—

TEXT (644).

“ The notion of Number is established on the basis of its being

DIFFERENT FROM THE NOTION OF THE ‘ ELEPHANT ’ AND OTHER

THINGS J
THE SAID NOTION (OF NUMBER) MUST ARISE FROM

THINGS OTHER THAN THOSE,—JUST LIKE THE NOTION

OF THE ‘ Blue Cloth ’ and the like.”—(644)

COMMENTARY.

He argues as follows “ The notion of Number must have a basis other

than such things like the Elephant, Horse, Chariot and the like,—because it

is different from the notions of the Elephant, etc.,—like the notion of the

* Blue Cloth —* Must arise from things , etc., etc. ’,—i.e. it should arise from

a thing other than the said elephant, etc. (G44)

Tho Author answers this argument in the following

—

TEXT (645).

What is desired to be proved could be proved as bking due to

SUCH CAUSES AS AN IMAGINARY CONVENTION ARISING FROM MERE

WHIM AND SO FORTH. THE EXISTENCE OF ‘ NUMBER *

in Cognition and other things also may be due

TO THE SAME CAUSE. (645)

COMMENTARY.

Causes apart from the ‘ Elephant, etc. ’ are already admitted (by us also)

in the shape of imaginary Convention and the like ; so that the argument

adduced is entirely futile (the conclusion being admitted by us).
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Tlie term * and so forth * is meant to includo tho Remembrance of

Convention and such other things.

If however what you intend to prove is the fact of the notions in question

having causes other than tlie said Imaginary Convention and the like, then

tho reason adduced is inconclusive. This is shown by means of a Rcductio

ad Absurdum— 4 The existence of Number in Cognition, etc., etc. ’ ;—
‘ The

same cause ’,—i.e. tho fact of being different from the notions (of Elephant*

etc.).—What is meant is that tho 4 Number ’ involved in such notions as

4 One Cognition \ ‘ Tico Cognitions \ * Five Actions \ would be duo to the

some Cause ; os here too ‘ tlie difference from tlie said notions * is present

:

As a matter of fact the said Number is not due to this circumstance ; henco

tlie Reason is Inconclusive.—(G45)

Further, you have explained that tho number ‘ Two ’ which subsists in

more than one substance is brought about by several * unities ’ associated

with the several Cognitions. But as a matter of fact, thoro can be no basis

for such an assertion.—This is what is shown in tho following

—

TEXT (646).

IF THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE NUMBER BE EXPLAINED AS DEPENDENT

upon Cognitions,—then, why cannot the notion be

ACCEPTED AS DUE TO MERE CONVENTION ?—(646)

COMMENTARY.

Tho term * mere * is mount to exclude such notions ns ‘ one \ ‘ two ’ and

the rest, the genus constituted by tliose, and tho relationship of these.

‘ Why cannot the notion, etc., etc.

'

i.e. the notion of
4 two ’,

4 three \
4 four ’ and so forth, that appear in connection with tho numbered things,

—

why cannot tliis be accepted as brought about by mere Convention ?

—

The advantage in tliis would be that it would not involve the assuming of

tlio causality of anything whose potency is not perceived ; for if such causality

were assumed, then there would be an infinite number of such 4 Causes ’.

It is far more reasonable therefore to postulate the
4 unitary conception

4

itself as tlie requisite cause,—on the strength of posit!vo and negative con-

comitance. Otherwise, it might be assumed that ‘ deities, getting at tho

Ilantaki, bring about the movement of the bowels * [not the Haritald itself].

—

As a matter of fact too,
4 duality ’ and the rest, which have boon held to

be perceptible apart from things excluded from the
4 aggregate ’ and such

entities, are nevor perceived ; nor are they compatible ;
becauso the existence

of
4 one ’ in

4 many ’ has been denied, and 4 genus ’ and 4 subsistence ’ aro

going to be denied.—(646)

The following Text proceeds to deny 4 Dimension ’ :

—
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TEXT (647).

* Dimension * has been classed as
4 Large *,

4 Long * and the like
;

—WHY CANNOT IT BE REGARDED AS DUE TO DIVERSITY OF FORMS

in the Thing itself 1—(647)

COMMENTARY

.

The theory of the other Party is as follows :

—

“ Dimension is the basis of all notions of size ; it is of four kinds—(
1

)

Large, (2) Small, (3) Long, (4) Short.—The ‘ Largo ’ Dimension again is

of two kinds—eternal and non-eternal ;—the eternal, as also the Largest,

Dimension subsists in Akasha, Time, Space and Soul ; the ‘ non-eternal ’

Dimension subsists in tlio Triad and other substances.—Similarly the ‘ Small ’

Dimension also is of two kinds—eternal and non-eiemal ;—the eternal and

also tlio smallest, Dimension, subsists in the Atom and the Mind, in the

shape of the ‘ atomic globule ’
; and the non-eternal Dimension subsists in

the Diad only ; it is also used in connection with such things as the Pearl,

the Amalaka-Fruit, the RiZva -fruit and the like, which are really
4
large \—

but only figuratively, on account of the absence of much 4 largeness ’ in their

* largo dimension *
; e.g. the 4 Largo Dimension * of the Pearl is not of the

same degree as that of the Amalaka ;
and so on in regard to all things.—

Question :

—

4 What is the difference between the Largeness and Length as

subsisting in the Triad and the Smallness and Shortness subsisting in the

Diad ?
’

—

Answer :—As regards Largeness and Length, there is mutual dis-

tinction ; for instance, wo come across such varied expressions as 4 from

among the Large things, bring the Longer one \
4 from among the Long

things, bring the larger one As regards the distinction between 4 small-

ness ’ and 4 shortness \ it is perceptible only to Mystics who alone see

them.”

In this scheme the 4 Largo ’ and the rest are held to be something different

from Colour and the rest,—on the ground that they aro appreliended by

Cognitions other than cognitions of these latter, like Pleasure, etc. In

tins Reasoning, if the Reason adduced is meant to consist in the fact that

“ Largeness, etc. are the objects of Sense-perception different from the Sense-

perception of Colour and such tilings ”,—then, such a Reason is one that is

‘ unproven \ not admitted ; because as a matter of fact any such thing as

the 4 Large and other Dimension ’ is never found to appoar in any Sense-

perception, apart from the Colour and other things as they exist.—If thon,

it be held that the notion of
4 small ’,

4 large ’ and the like is a cognition

that is entirely different from the cognition of Colour, etc.,—then the Reason

becomes ‘fallible’, ‘Inconclusive’; as thero is nothing to invalidate a

contrary conclusion. As a matter of fact there is nothing that really forms

the object of the notion in question ; as what is held to be such is a mere

verbal figment. All that happens is that when the sumo Colour is seen

turning towards the same direction,—and it is desirod to bring out the

difference between that Colour and other Colours —there appears the notion,

based upon preconceived convention, that it is
1
large And this does not
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justify the conviction that it is something altogether different. Conse-

quently t lM*ro is notliing apart from Colour, etc. ’, that could bo regarded as

the object of tlmt notion ; and hence tlio Reason is one that is ‘ unproven

The Proposition (or Conclusion) also is contrary to Perception ; inas-

much as the * large ’ and other dimensions, which are meant to bo perceptible,

are never perceived apart from Colour and otlier things.

Thus then, why cannot the * Dimension ’ of things bo regarded as of

tho same nature as Colour and the rest, but baaed on this difference, turning

towards a direction different from that towards which other things turn ?

In so doing, tho assumption of unseen and unreasonable tilings is avoided.

—

Tliis is what is implied by the particle ‘ eta ’ in tho Text.—Thus when several

Colour, etc. are seen or touched, as turning towards the same direction,

peoplo como to speak of it as ‘ long ’
; and when the Colour, etc- soon or

touched are fewer as compared to the former, they speak of it as * short ’.

The same explanation may be applied to tlie notion of * Large etc. also.

As in the cose of tho denial of Colour and other qualities, so here also,

tho denial of the ‘ Largo ’ and other dimensions may be set forth, on the

l>osis of tho alternatives—is it one or many ?—(047)

Further, inasmuch ns tho Reason adduced is found oven where the

Probandum (character to bo proved) is absent, its * inconclusivencss ’ bocomos

all tho more pronounced. Tliis is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (648-649).

A Line of Mansions is conceived of as ‘ large ’
; and yet no ‘ Dimen-

sion ’ COMMENSURATE WITH THE FORM OF THE LlNE IS ASSUMED.

If IT BE SAID THAT IT IS SPOKEN OF AS SUCH ON THE BASIS OF

THE QUALITY SUBSISTING IN THE SAME OBJECT (MANSION),

—THEN THE ANSWER IS THAT NEITHER * LARGENESS ’

nor ‘ Length ’ is ever meant to belong

to Mansions.

—

(648-649)

COMMENTARY.

Evon whore the * Largeness ’ as conceived by you is not present,

—

in such tilings, for instance, as tlie Line ofMansions—the notion of ‘largeness
’

is found to appear.

It will not be right to assert that—“The largeness subsists in tho same
Houses wherein the quality of ‘ line

1

{being in a line ) is present, and on tho

strength of this inherence in the same tiling, tho Line comes to be spoken of as

Large ” ;—because this would be contrary to tho Opponent’s own doctrine.

This is what is meant by tho words of the Text— * Neither Length, etc., etc. \
* Dhdmasu ’—in tlie Mansions, Palaces ;—the Dimension—oxtending to

a mile and so forth,—is not meant (by the Opponent) to be present in tho

Palaces.—(648-049)

Question :
—

“ Why cannot such Dimension subsist in the Houses ?
”

Answer :

—
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TEXT (650).

The ‘ Palace ’ is held by you to be a ‘ conglomeration ’, which is

a Quality ; which, as such, cannot have Dimension
(which is another Quality)

;
Nor can there be

ANOTHER ‘ LINE * OF IT. NOR CAN RECOURSE

BE HAD TO FIGURATIVE EXPRESSION.

—

(650)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, you regard the ‘ Palace ’ to be of the nature of Conjunction,

Conglomeration , and hence a Quality ; and not a composite substance, as

it is not productive of heterogeneous substances. The said Quality cannot

have Dimension ; because your doctrine is that Qualities cannot reside in

Qualities. For the same reason the Palace, which is one quality, cannot

have a * line ’ (or series), which is another quality ; the expression * line

of Palaces * itself would be an absurdity
; whence then could it be * large

1

or * small * ? To explain further

—

1 Line ’ (series) is held to be of the nature

of ‘ Number ’
; and Number, os a Quality, can subsist only in a Substance,

never in a Quality.—Even if ‘ line * or ‘ series ’ be regarded as of the nature

of a * Composite even so, the substratum of a Substance must be a

Substance, not a Quality ; so that the Line (a Substance) cannot subsist in

the Palace (a Quality).—If
4 Line * be held to be of the nature of Genus,—

oven so, as the Genus subsists in its complete form in every one of its com-

ponent Individuals, even a single Palace could be called a 4 Line \—like the

Tree. This has been thus asserted
—‘Though the House is a Conglomera-

tion (Conjunction), how can there be a line of it ? If it were a genus, then

even a single Palace might bo called a Line \—With regard to the Line

(series) also, the notion of 4 Long 4 Largo * and so forth is equally impossible ;

as in the Palace, of which it is a substratum, the quality of
4 one-ness ’ and

the like is not present ;
and as regards the Wood and other materials (that

go to make up the Palace), the intended Length, etc. are absent in them.

Then again, when there are soveral 4 Lines of Palaces ”, it would not be

possible to have the notion of 4 Line ’ and 4 Line ’ extending over all ; as

one genus cannot have another genus. This has been thus asserted

—

4 Where
there are sevoral Lines, how can that term be applied ? The genus cannot

have another genus \

Nor can it be right to seek shelter under 4

figurative expression ’
; as the

notion of
4 largeness ’ is not found to be fallible in reference to things like

the Line
;
and hence it cannot be regarded asfigurative. What is not different

from the direct connotation cannot be regarded as
4
figurative ’

; otherwise

it would lead to absurdities. This has been thus declared

—

4 The notion of

Largeness in regard to the Line, which has been held to be figurative, cannot

be figurative, as it is the object of a Cognition which is in no way different

from the direct connotation of the term —(650)

“ There is the notion that 4 tlus is separate from that ’
; and on the

strength of this notion even a thing that is in contact with another tiling is

differentiated from it ;—and that which is the cause or basis of this differentia-

24
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tion is called * Separateness * (a distinct Quality—according to the Naiydyikas).

This 1 Separateness * is something different from the Jar and other tilings,

—

because it forms the object of a cognition different from the cognition of

those latter, as in the case dealt with before.”

Such is the view of the other party (the Naiyayika). Hero also, as in

the case of
4 Dimension ’, the Reason is open to the charge of being 4 Un-

proven ’ and 4 Inconclusive ’.—With tliis idea in liis mind, the Author

adds the following

—

TEXT (651).

The notion of ‘ being apart which is assumed as being due to
THE QUALITY OF ‘ SEPARATENESS —WHY HAS IT NOT BEEN

HELD TO REST IN THE VARIOUS THINGS OF DIVERGENT

CHARACTERS ?—(651)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, as a matter of fact, no such tiling as 4 Separateness ’ as

distinct from Colour, etc. ever appears in Perception ; so that the fact of its

being cognised by a cognition different from the cognition of Colour, otc.

cannot be admitted . Hence inasmuch as, while boing perceptible, the
intended quality is not perceived, it must bo taken to bo iwn-exislenl.—
Nor can it bo regurded as proved by the definito cognition 4

tliis is sejxiralc \

Because those same things. Colour and the rest,—existing in their own
character—when couceivod of in relation to otlier things, from which they are

found to be differentiated,—become the basis of the notion of the things

being 4

separate *
; and honce the said notion cannot prove the existence

of any otlier thing (apart from those tilings themselves).—Honce the notion

of
4

being apart which is described as proceeding from the quality of
4

separateness ’,—why cannot that notion bo held to rest in lieterogenoous and
homogeneous characters ? That is, it is best to regard it as resting upon
that. This shows the 4 inconclusiveness ’ of the Reason adduced by the
other party. The compoiuid ‘ vibhinna, etc.' is to be expounded accordingly.

—(651 )

The following Text proceeds to show that the Reason cited is present
in the contrary of the Probandum also :

—

TEXT (652).

Just as Cognition, Pleasure and the rest, being different from
ONE ANOTHER, ARE SPOKEN OF AS

4 SEPARATE \ AND HENCE BECOME
THE BASIS OF THAT NOTION (OF SEPARATENESS), IN-

DEPENDENTLY OF ANYTHING ELSE,—SO

WOULD OTHER THINGS ALSO.—(652)

COMMENTARY.

In Pleasure and otlier Qualities, the Quality of
4

separateness ’ cannot
subsist ; because Qualities are devoid of Qualities (under the Opponent’s
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doctrine) ; and yet they are spoken of as ‘ separate \ in the sense that they

are mutually exclusive ; and as such they become the * basis ’—cause—

of that notion of * being separate \ In the same manner, the Jar and other

things also, wliich liavo been regarded as 4 substance should be devoid

of any such quality as ‘ Separateness distinct from themselves.—Nor can

the said notion be said to be ‘ figurative ’
; as it does not differ in any way

from the * direct ’ notion.—Such is the sense of the Text.

Or, the Text may be taken as showing the notion of
4 being separate ’

to be not based upon anytliing apart from the things concerned, and thereby

points out the annulment of the Opponent’s Conclusion by Inference.

—

This Inference may be formulated as follows :—Things that are mutually

exclusive are not the substrata of any such quality as ‘ separateness ’, apart

from themselves,—like Pleasure, etc.,—Jar and other things are mutually

exclusive ;—hence this is a natural Reason (for believing that the Jar, etc.

cannot bo the substratum of any such quality as 4 Separateness ’ ).

It is impassible for any one tiling to subsist in many things. As for

iSubsistence (which the Naiyayika postulates as subsisting in many tilings),

it is going to bo rejected later on ; and lienee there can be no such relation

ns
4

Subsistence ’. An argument annulling the said notion is also available

in the shape of the possibility of such relation being not present in Pleasure

and the rest.—(652)

The Author next proceeds to criticise the qualities of Conjunction and

Disjunction :

—

TEXT (653).

Conjunction and Disjunction as restricted to substances have
BEEN POSTULATED BY OTHERS AS CAUSES OF THE NOTIONS OF

* BEING JOINED ’ AND THE LIKE ; THESE ARE ENTIRELY

USELESS.

—

(653)

COMMENTARY.

The Opponent's scheme is that—“ Conjunction and Disjunction are tlio

bases, respectively, of the notions of
4

being joined ’ and 4 being disjoined ’
;

they consist in the contact of what has not been in contact, and the ceasing of

contact of what has been in contact

;

—and that they are brought about by the

action of either one or of both, as also by Conjunction and Disjimction ”.

All this is a mere schemo ; and there is no proof for tlie idea that these

are real entities ; hence they have been needlessly postulated by the other

philosophers.

This argument may be formulated as follows :—That in support of

which there is no proof (no means of Cognition) can never be regarded by
intelligent persons as 4 existing ’,—e.g.

4

the Son of the Barren Woman * ;

—

the otlier party liave no proof in support of
4

Conjunction ’ and 4

Disjunc-
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tion ’
; lienee them i* non-perception of the wider condition (which makes

the less extensive conclusion impossible).—(053)
•

The following Texts (654-663) set forth the arguments adduced by

Uddyotakara, which are calculated to show tliat the Author’s own Reasons

are
4 Unproven ’ (Not admitted) :

—

TEXTS (654-657).

“ If there were no Conjunction, then the Soil, the Seed, the Water

AND THE Earth and such things should be always producing

THEIR EFFECTS
J
AS THERE WOULD BE NO GROUND FOR DIFFERENTIATION.

—AS A MATTER OF FACT HOWEVER, THE SOIL, THE SEED, THE WATER

AND SUCH THINGS .ARE ALWAYS FOUND TO REQUIRE SOMETHING ELSE

IN THE PRODUCING OF THEIR EFFECTS ;—LIKE THE STICK, THE WHEEL

AND WATER, ETC. (IN THE MAKING OF Jar). THAT THING WHICH THEY

REQUIRE is Conjunction ;
AND AS IT HAS a PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTIC,

IT IS REGARDED AS DISTINCT (FROM OTHER THINGS). WHEN ONE IS

TOLD TO ‘ BRING TWO CONJOINED THINGS \ HE BRINGS ONLY THOSE TWO

THINGS IN WHICH HE PERCEIVES THE CONJUNCTION, AVOIDING EVERY-

THING ELSE.”—(654-657)

COMMENTARY.

Uddyotakara has argued as follows [in Nyayavdrtika on 2. 1. 33, Pago 221,

Bib. Ind.] :
—“ If Conjunction were not a distinct tiling, then, of such tilings

as the soil, the seed, etc.—each itsolf being always there,—they would always

produce their effects in the form of the sprout, etc. As a matter of fact

however, they do not do so. Hence from the fact of the non-production of

the effects always, it is understood tliat tho soil, etc. require the help of some

other thing, in the producing of the effect in the shape of the sprout
;
just

as in the producing of the Jar, the Clay, the Stick, the Water, tho Tliread,

etc. require the help of the Potter. Hence it is established tliat this some-

thing else tliat they need is Conjunction.
*• Then again, the Conjunction between two substances is perceived as a

qualification of thoso substances, and hence it is directly perceived os some-

thing different from those substances. For instance, when someone is

told by another person to 4 bring two conjoined things \ he brings only those

two things in which he perceives the Conjunction, and not any Substanco

at random. If the Conjunction were not something real and different, he

might bring anything.

“ All these arguments put inversely are to be used in proving the

existence of Disjunction.”—(654-657)
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TEXT (658).

“ If Conjunction and Disjunction were not thebr, then to what

WOULD SUCH DISTINCT NOTIONS HE DUE AS ‘ THIS THING IS

ATTACHED TO IT ’—
‘ THIS IS DETACHED

FROM IT ’ ?
”

—

(C58)

COMMENTARY.

« Further, evon when there is no other difference between two things,

one is said to be ‘ attaclied to it ’, and another to be ‘ detached from it
* —how

could there be such diverse notions, if Conjunction and Disjunction did not

exist, as something distinct, in the two things ? A particular notion m

regard to a thing cannot be possible without the presence of something

peculiar ; otherwise everything would be possible always and everywhere.”

—(058 )

TEXTS (659-080).

“ IT SOMETIMES HAPPENS THAT EVEN WHEN ONE THING IS REALL\

detached from another, it is perceived as attached to it,—and

WHEN THE THING IS REALLY CLOSE TO ANOTHER, IT IS PER-

CEIVED as detached from it ;—there are these two

MISCONCEPTIONS. AND A misconception HAS ALWAYS

SOME PRIMARY FACTOR AS ITS COUNTERPART. THIS

PRIMARY FACTOR HAS TO BE POINTED OUT IN

THE TWO MISCONCEPTIONS CITED. IF SUCH

A PRIMARY FACTOR IS ASSERTED, CONJUNC-

TION and Disjunction become

ESTABLISHED .

* * (659-660

)

COMMENTARY.

“ Further, it so happens sometimes that, even the Dhava and Khadira

trees are really detached from one another, and to a man standing at a

distance, they appear to bo close (attached) together ; and in the case of the

line of Cranes seated on the thin top of a tree, even though they are c ose

together, yot they appear as if detached ;
both those cognitions—apprehending

things as they are not,—are false, misconceptions. And as a matter of fact,

no misconception is ever produced without the apprehension of a primary

factor ;
for instance, unless a man has liad the perception of the Cow, he

cannot have tlie misconception, as 4 Cow \ of the Qavaya ; so that there

must be some primary factor pointed out as the basis of the said two inis-

conceptions. When such a primary factor is pointed out, the existence of

Conjunction and Disjunction would become established. Apart from

these two, there ean be no basis for the said notion.”—(659-660)
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TEXTS (661-063).

“ Them again, on what basis is the notion of * the man with ear-
rings ’ PRODUCED ? It GOULD NOT PROCEED FROM THE MERE PRESENCE
of the Man and the Ear-ring

; for in that case, the said notion
WOULD BE THERE ALWAYS.—FURTHER, IT IS ONLY SOMETHING THAT
HAS BEEN PERCEIVED TO BE PRESENT IN ONE PLACE THAT IS DENIED
IN ANOTHER PLACE. IF CONJUNCTION HAS NOT BEEN PERCEIVED, THEN
HOW DOES IT COME TO BE DENIED IN SUCH EXPRESSIONS AS * CHAITRA
is without Ear-rings ’

? Hence it follows that there is some such
REAL THING IN THE SHAPE OF CONJUNCTION, WHOSE AFFIRMATION AND

DENIAL PROCEED WITH DUE DISTINCTION.”

—

(661-663)

COMMENTARY.

“ Then again, when there appears the notion that 1 Devadatta is wearing
Ear-rings —on what basis does it appoar ? This needs to be explained.

The said notion cannot bo due to the mere presence of the Man and the
Ear-ring ; as Devadatta and the Ear-ring being lasting entities, the notion
should appear constantly (even whon Devadatta would not be wearing the

Ear-ring).

'* Further, it is only when a certain thing has been perceived to be
present in a certain place that the notion of the negation of its presence
is found to appear in reference to another place

; under the circumstances,
if you have never perceived Conjunction to bo present, then how could
you have the distinct notions of Chaitra being * with Ear-rings ’ and ‘ without
Ear-rings ’ ? What is denied by the expression * Chaitra is without Ear-
rings ’ is not the Ear-ring, because it having been assumed to be existent in

anothor place and at another time, it could not be denied entirely. Nor can it

be the denial of Chaitra, the man ; as he stands on the same footing as the
Ear-ring. Hence what is denied must be Cliaitra’s contact (Conjunction)
with the Ear-ring.—Similarly by the affirmative expression ‘ Chaitra with
the Ear-ring ’, what is affirmed is neither the Ear-ring, nor Chaitra,—as both
these are well-established entities ;—henco, by elimination, all that can be
affirmed is the Conjunction between these two, which has not been cognised
by any other means.—From all this it follows that, there is such a real thing
as Conjunction (and Disjunction), by virtue of which there appear such distinct
affirmative and negative notions as * Chaitra with Ear-rings ’ and ‘ Chaitra
without Ear-rings \

“ The term ‘ ddi ’ is meant to include the notion of ' qualification \ as
pointed out before.”—(661-663)

With the following Text, the Author proceeds to answer the above argu
ments of TJddyotakara :

—
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TEXT (664).

The answer to the above is as follows :—The water and the rest

DO NOT REMAIN THE SAME, AS ALL THINGS ARE MOMENTARY.

Even when existent, they stand in need of that

CONDITION IN WHICH THERE IS NOTHING

INTERVENING BETWEEN THEM. (664)

COMMENTARY.

It has been argued under Text 654 above that—“ Seed, etc. would

always bo producing their effects ” ; but the reason that has been urged—

that thev are not differentiated—i.e. they remain the same,—is not true, not

admitted by us ;
because all tilings being in ‘ perpetual flux \ it is only m^a

particularly differentiated condition that they are productive of their effects.

It has been argued under Text G55 above, tliat
—“ The soil, etc. aro

dependent upon something else, etc.”.—If this is meant to prove merely

the general fact tliat they are ‘ dependent \—then the argument is super-

fluous (proving wlmt is already admitted by us) ;
this is what is shown by

the words ‘ Even when existent, etc. etc.' ;
that is, it is held by us also that the

seed, etc.—even when existent,—become capable of producing their effects

in the shape of the sprout only when they are in that condition m which

there is nothing intervening between them and so forth ;
so that on this

point the argument of the Opponent is superfluous.—The term avyava-

dhdna ’ means tliat condition in which there is nothing intervening and

so forth.—The phrase ‘ so forth ’ includes such factors as tlie absence of

obstruction, etc. ;
that is to say, that particular condition in which (a) there

is nothing intervening, (b

)

there is no remoteness among them, (c) there is

no obstruction by a contrary force ;—all these being obstacles to the appear-

ance of the effect. And as the « condition * of a tiling is nothing different

from the thing itself, the argument put forward does not prove the exist-

ence of Conjunction as something distinct.

If then what is intended by you to prove is the fact of tho Seed, etc.

being dependent upon a different thing in the shape of what you call * Con-

junction \—then, as your Reason, not being found to bo concomitant

with any such diameter, becomes ‘ Inconclusive ’
; and the Corroborative

instance also is devoid of the Probandum. This is what is meant by the

Text.—(664)

The following might be urged “ How do you know that the soil and

the rest are dependent upon a particular condition of their own, in becoming

the cause of producing the effect in the shape of the sprout,—and they

are not dependent upon the Conjunction of something different from them-

selves ? and it is on the strength of this that you urp against us the fact of

our argument being superfluous if mere dependence is meant to be proved .

The answer to this is provided in the following

—
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TEXT (065).

If the water, etc. needed the Conjunction only, then they would
APPEAR IMMEDIATELY ON THEIR COMING TOGETHER (CONJUNCTION),

—OR NOT APPEAR AT ALL.—(065)
*

COMMENTARY.

If the Soil, Water and the rest needed only their Conjunction to bring

about their effect in the shape of the sprout* then it should come about as
soon as they come into contact with one another ; because the Cause would
be (here in its perfect form,—exactly as it does later on. If the effect does not
appear immediately on their first contact, then it should not appear at all,

even later on ; as tho Cause would even then be as defective as on the previous

occasion. Nor would it be reasonable to suppose that the soil, etc. are

dependent upon Conjunction which does not help them at all ; as such a
theory would lead to absurdities.—Nor again is it right to regard tho Con-
junction as appearing only occasionally ; as the cause (basis) in tho shape
of the soil, etc. is always tliere.—It might bo held that—“ in the bringing

about of the Conjunction also, tliere is need for such forces as those of
‘ Destiny ’ and the like —But this cannot lie right ; because tho same objec-

tion would be applicable against that view also. For instance, what would
be the answer to the question—‘ Why does not the said Destiny bring about
the effect at once ? *—The answer might be that—“ it does not do so, be-

cause the requisite urge is absent in tho Cause ”.—Then comes the Question
—why should there lie this absence of the requisite urge ?—Such Questions
would be everywhere inevitable under the theory of Causes being permanent
entities.—For one, on the other hand, who holds all tilings to be impermanent
(momentary),—as the cliain of all (momentary) causes is beginningless, there

can be no possibility of the anomaly of all things being produced at one
and the same time ; because the succeeding causes would all be restricted

by the preceding ones (in tho same Chain), and hence the Causes of these

could not be present at the same time by reason of their own causes not
being present in their perfect condition. Thus it is only under your doctrine
that there is possibility of tlie anomaly of the Soil, etc. producing the sprout
nt all times ; lienee it becomes establislied that the Soil, etc. do not require

any such distinct thing as * Conjunction *.—(065)

It has been asserted (under Text 050 above) that—“as Conjunction
has a particular characteristic it is regarded as distinct ”.—This is answered
in the following

—

TEXT (606).

\V HEN A MAN SEES TWO THINGS HAVING COME CLOSE TOGETHER BY THEM-
SELVES, HE BRINGS THOSE THINGS IN THAT CONDITION (WHEN

TOLD TO DO SO).—(666)

COMMENTARY.
As a matter of fact, what falls within the range of the perceiver’s vision

is not any distinct thing in the shape of Conjunction, by noticing which he
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brings up the * Conjoined tilings *
; what happens is that he notices tliat the

two tilings, which were previously in the condition in which there was an

interval of space between thorn, have subsequently come into the condition

in which they have come into juxtaposition,—these tilings come to be

spoken of as ‘ conjoined things ’
; as it has been already proved that the

term ‘Conjunction’ connotes only a particular condition of things. So

that whenever one finds two things in this particular condition in which they

become expressible by the term ‘ conjoined tilings one brings these, and

none others. No intelligent person ever acts on the strength of words, in

regard to what is not expressed by those words.—(666)

It has been argued (under Text 658, above) that—“ To what would such

distinct notions be due as * this tiling is attached to it—this is detached

from it’?”
The answer to tliis is provided in the following

—

TEXT (667).

When a tiling is produced in the detached form, it becomes the

BASIS FOR THE NOTION OF BEING ‘ DETACHED ’
J
ON THE OTHER

HAND, WHEN IT IS PRODUCED IN THE attached FORM, IT

BECOMES THE BASIS OF THE NOTION OF BEING ‘ AT-

TACHED ’ ;—JUST AS IN THE CASE OF THE HoUSt,

the Vindhya mountain and the Himdlaya

mountain.—(667

)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, it is a distinct object that is produced in a particular

form tliat becomes the basis of a distinct notion; bonce the Reason urged by

the Opponent is Inconclusive. This is the upshot of the Text as a whole.

The construction is—‘ the tiling that is produced in the detached form

becomes the basis for the notion of being detached'.—On tiie other hand,

i.e. when it is produced as not-detached.

‘ Just as in the case oj die House, etc. etc.' these form examples of the

said two notions.—Even under the doctrine of the opposite party, when

two Houses have been produced ns attached to one another, and are therefore

of the nature of Conjunction itself,—there is no other Conjunction which

serves as the basis of their being ‘ attached ’ similarly when two Houses

have been produced as detached, there is no other Disjunction which forms the

basis of the notion of their being ‘ detached ’.—In the case of the Himalaya

and Vindhya Mountains also, the notion of their being 4 detached ’ is not duo

to any other thing in the shape of
4 Disjunction ’.—because your own idea

is that
4 Disjunction consists in sejxiralion following after Contact ’ [and

certainly there never lias been any contact between the two mountains].

—(667)
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It has been argued (under Text 650, above) that—“ the notion of being

attached that appears with regard to wlmt is detached, etc. etc.”—The answer
to this is provided in the following

—

TEXTS (668-660).

A MISCONCEPTION DOES NOT APPEAR ALWAYS IN ACCORDANCE WITH
a Primary Conception

; for instance, the notion of ‘ Two
Moons’ appears independently of its similarity to
ANY OTHER (PRIMARY) NOTION, THROUGH SOME INTERNAL

DERANGEMENT, WHILE THE MIND IS TURNED ELSE-

WHERE.

—

OR, THE REQUISITE ‘ PRIMARY ’ IN

THE CASE IN QUESTION MAY BE THAT SAME
THING WHICH HAS BEEN PRODUCED IN

the attached form and the like

(BUT IS MISCONCEIVED AS

being detached or other-

wise).—(668-669)

COMMENTARY.

That all Misconceptions appear only through tlie perception of similarity

(to a primary) cannot be admitted ; because thoro are some misconceptions

which are produced, independently of all similarity, merely through somo
disorder in the sense-organs. For instance, when a man has the fancies of

his Mind turned elsewhere, though what is actually before the eyes is a single

Moon, yet, on account of the sense-organ concerned (the Eyes) being deranged
by disease and darkness, there appears the cognition furnished by the form
of two Moons ; and this is quite clear and free from all taint of being entirely

fanciful.

The phrase ‘ while the Mind is turned elsewhere * shows that the notion of
* two moons ’ is entirely indeterminate in character ; the idea being that in

an indeterminate notion, there can be no perception of similarity
; as tills

latter is always in the form of the cognition of somo sort of unity between the

thing seen now and that seen previously
; and as such, it must be of the

nature of some verbal expression relative to the previously perceived thing.

Or, granting that the previous Misconception is in the wake of a Primary
Cognition,—even so, what the other party desires cannot lie proved.—This

is what is shown by the words—* Or, the requisite Primary, etc. etc.'—The
phrase 1 and the like

'

is meant to include the thing born in the detached form.

What is meant is that the same thing,—produced as attached or detached ,

—

when conceived of as precluding things of the other kind, comes to bo spoken
by a name applied to it in accordance with that (attached or dotachcd)

form which has been perceived first ; and this may be regarded as the Primary
(of the later misconception of the same attached thing as detached, or vice

versa). So that the argument adduced by you does not prove what is desired

by you.—(668-669)
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It has been argued (under Text 661, above) that
—“ The notion of the

man with the Ear-ring, etc. etc."—This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (670).

The notion of ‘ the Man with the Ear-ring ' arises only with

reference to Chaitra (the Man) and the Ear-ring, in

WHOM A PARTICULAR CONDITION HAS COMF. ABOUT J
AND IT

ONLY APPEARS AS IF THE COGNITION WERE OF

‘ Conjunction ' (between the two).

—

(670)

COMMENTARY.

Just ns what is called ‘ Conjunction ’ comes into existence only when

Ohaitra and the Ear-ring appear in a certain state,—and not always;

in the same manner, the notion also of * the man with the Ear-ring ’ is due

to a particular state of things, and as such, why should it appear always ?

The compound ‘ J&tavasthavtihlsayol} ’ is to be explained as ‘ the two,

Chaitra and the Ear-ring, in whom a particular state 1ms been produced .

—(670)

It has been argued (under Text 662, above) tluit
—“ It is only something

that has boon perceived to be present in one place tliat is denied in another

place, etc. etc.”.—The answer to this is provided in the following—

TEXT (671).

It is the one 'peculiar condition seen in one place which is denied

IN ANOTHER PLACE.—As REGARDS THE NOTION ‘ CHAITRA IS

without the Ear-ring \ it is not Conjunction that is

DENIED
;
FOR THE SIMPLE REASON THAT THIS CON-

JUNCTION HAS NEVER BEEN SEEN. (671)

COMMENTARY.

The notion in question has been explained as being based upon a certain

state of things ; and when this state of tilings, which should be perceptible,

is not perceived under another state of things,—then there is its denial (in

regard to this latter state of things) ;—and what is denied is not the Conjunc-

tion that is assumed by you. For the simple reason that the ‘ Conjunction

has never appeared in any Cognition, apart from the tilings to which it is

held to belong.
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Thus our Reason is not open to the charge of being ‘ Unproven —(07 1)

The following might be urged (by the Opponent)—“ If we have not
been able to produce proofs in support of Conjunction,—wliat is your proof
in annulment of it ?

”

Tho answer is provided by the following

—

TEXTS (672-674).

The notion of things being ‘ conjunct ’ cannot be due to the
Conjunction postulated by the other party,—(a) because

it IS THE NOTION OF * BEING CONJUNCT \—LIKE THE
NOTION OF ‘ BEING CONJUNCT * IN CONNECTION WITH
the Mansion and such things ;—or (b) because
IT APPEARS ONLY WHEN THERE IS MORE THAN ONE
THING,—LIKE THE COGNITIONS OF SEVERAL DIF-

ferentiated yarns.

—

The same two argu-
ments may BE URGED mutatis mutandis

,

AGAINST Disjunction also.—And the Rea-
son annulling (both these concep-
tions of Conjunction and Dis-

junction) consists in the fact
THAT IT CANNOT BE RIGHT FOR
ONE THING TO SUBSIST IN

MORE THINGS THAN ONE.

—

(672-674)

COMMENTARY.

The arguments may be formulated as follows The notion of ‘ being
conjunct ’ is based upon the mere Object, which has not lung to do with the
‘ Conjunction ’ postulated by you,—just like the same notion in such expres-
sions as ‘the conjunct houses and the notion of ‘ Chaitra with the Ear-
ring ’ is tho notion of ‘ being conjunct *

; hence this is a natural reason (for
regarding it as due to the nature of the tiling itself).—Or, that which appears
on the coming together of several things follows from the things themselves
entirely devoid of the ‘ Conjunction ’ postulated by you,—as the notion of
several yarns lying apart from one another the notion of ‘ being conjunct r

is a notion of this kind ;—hence this is a natural reason (for regarding it

as due to the nature of the things themselves).

YuktadJuh i.e. the notion of two things being conjunct.
These same two argumentsmay be put forward also for denying ‘ Disjunc-

tion ’ (a) Because it is the notion of * being disjunct \—or (6) because
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its appearance is dependent upon the absence of several things,—tho notion

of * being disjunct in the case of two rams and such tilings, must be due to

the particular things themselves, irrespectively of the ‘Disjunction’ postulated

by the other party,—just like the notion of ‘ being disjunct ’ that appears in

relation to two Rams living far apart, or that which appears in relation to

the Himalaya and the Vindhya Mountains.

Question :
—“ What is the reason that annuls the conclusion contrary to

the Probandum in the above reasonings,—which would preclude the presence

of tho Reason in something where tho Probandum is known to be absent ?
”

Answer :
—

‘ The reason annulling, etc. etc.'—That is, the fact that the

subsistence of one thing in several things cannot be right, has been shown
in detail in the Chapter on the ‘ Composite Whole ’, under Text 607 (above) ;

honce it is not set forth here.—(672-674)

^ The author proceeds to set forth objections against the Qualities of

j

4 Priority * and 4 Posteriority ’ :

—

TEXTS (675-676).

j

The name (and idea) of 4 Priority ’ and ‘ Posteriority ’ have been
ASSUMED AS THE BASIS OF THE NOTIONS OF * FORE ’ AND 4 AFT AS

THESE NOTIONS CANNOT BE DETERMINED IN REFERENCE TO

Space and Time.—But just as toe Blue and other
COLOURS, WHICH COME INTO EXISTENCE IN SUC-

CESSION (ONE AFTER THE OTHER), COME TO BE
SPOKEN OF * FORE ’AND ‘ AFT \ WITHOUT
REFERENCE TO DISTINCTIONS DUE
TO ANY OTHER CONDITIONS,—SO

WOULD THE SAID NOTIONS

BE IN REGARD TO OTHER
THINGS ALSO.

—

(675-676)

COJIMENTARY.
]

[The position of tho Ny5ya-va ishl$ika is as follows]
—

“ That from which
arise the notions 4

this is before ’ and 4
this is after ’ are the Qualities named

4 Priority ’ and 4
Posteriority which are the basis of the said notions of

4
fore ’ and 4 aft ’ respectively.—The term 4 ddi

'

is meant to include the idea

also of
4
fore * and 4

aft The argument may bo formulated as follows :

—

The idea of
1
foro ’ and 4

aft ’ must be based upon something other than the

Jar and other things, because it is different in character from the idea of

these latter,—like the idea of Pleasure, etc.—For instance, when two objects

are standing towards the same direction, there appears the notion 4
tliis is

V

I
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fore and that is aft ’
; this notion cannot be due to Space (Direction) ;—nor

can it be due to Time ; because even when two persons, one old and the
other young, are present at the same time, but in imcertain directions,

there appears the distinct notion of ' fore ’ and 4

aft ’ (Senior and Junior)

;

so that tlus distinction is there oven though there is no difference in Time.
Apart from these two—Space and Time,—there is nothing else which could
bo regarded as the basis of the notions in question. Hence it becomes
established that what form the basis of these notions are the Qualities of
4

Priority ’ and 4
Posteriority ’.

—

4

These notions cannot be determined in
reference to Space and Time * that is to say, it cannot be held to bo in

reference to near and far objects in contact with points in Space and Time.
—The terms 4 Space * and 4 Time ’ are usod liere figuratively, in the sense of

objects in contact with points of Space and Time. So that what is meant is

tliat Priority and Posteriority,—both kinds—have been explained by other

people as being due to Space and Titne. The maimer in which these are

said to be produced by Space is as follows :—When two objects are standing

in tlio same direction,—then, in reference to the point near any one observor,

taken as the standard-point, there appears, in regard to the object

wherein Posteriority subsists, the notion of its being 4
far off ’ ;—and on the

lauds of this idea, from the contact of tlie further point in Space, the Quality
of Posteriority becomes produced ;—and taking a point further removed
from the observor as the standard-point, there arises tlie idea of the object

being 4 near in reference to tlie object wherein Priority subsists ; and from the

contact of this with another point in Space, the Quality of Priority becomes
produced.—The maimer in which these Qualities ore produced in reference

to Time is as follows :—Between an old and a young man standing at the
present time, in varying directions,—with regard to tliat person whose contacts

with sunrise and sunset are deduced to have boon larger in number,—from his

wrinkles, grey hairs, growing beard and so forth,—there arises the idea of

liis being 4
old ’ (Prior) in reference to the standard-point provided by the

other man
;
and on the basis of this idea, from the contact of another point

of Time, the Quality of
4

Priority ’ becomes produced ;—and from tlie

standard-point provided by tlie older man, the idea of the other man having
liad lesser contacts with sunrise and sunset is deduced from the fact of his

being beardless and so forth,—from which arises the idea of
4

nearness *

(proximity) in regard to the younger man ; and through this idea, out of the

contact of another point of Time , the quality of
4

Posteriority ’ becomes
produced.”

The Text procoods to show tliat the above Reasoning in support of

Priority and Posteriority is
4 Inconclusive \ on account of the Reason being

present in the contrary of the Probandum also— 4 Just as the Blue, etc. etc.'—4 Bhiiva ’
is existence, and the 4

vyavasthiti

'

qualified by this is coming into

existence ; when this is
4 kramena \ in succession, [it serves as the reason

for what is going to be said]. Tliat is to say, in the case of Blue, etc., on
account of their coming into existence in succession (one after the other),

the whole phenomenon is regulated by the conditions of Time, not by the

conditions of any Quality,—and hence we have such notions of Priority and
Posteriority as ‘this is the prior or earlier Blue* and 4 that the posterior
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or later Blue —oven in the absence of any such Qualities as Priority and
Posteriority ; because no Quality can subsist in a Quality why cannot
the same be accepted in the case of the Jar and other things also 1

What is meant by this is as follows :—If what is meant by the Opponent
is to prove the more fact of being dependent on something else, then the
Reason adduced is * Inconclusive as it is present in the contrary of the
Probandum also.—If what is meant to be proved is the fact that the notion
in question is based upon the particular Quality brought about by the eternal

substances of Time and Space ,—then there can bo no Corroborative Instance.

—The conclusion is also annulled by Inference ; for instance, it is possible to
set up the following inference—The notion of * Fore ’ and ‘ Aft ’ is based
upon a certain regularity in the successive appearance of things without any
such quality as lias been postulated by the other party,—because it is the
notion of ‘ Foro ’ and * Aft \—like the notion of ‘ Fore * and * Aft ’ in regard
to Colour and such things ;—tho notion in question in regard to Jar, etc. also

is such a notion of ‘ Fore * and ‘ Aft ’ ;—hence it is a natural reason (for

regarding it as being based upon the said regularity, etc.).

It might be argued by the Opponent that—“ In the case of the Blue, etc.,

the notion of Priority of Posteriority is figurative, based upon the notion
subsisting in the same object as the Blue, etc. ; and hence the Reason is not
open to the fallacy of ‘ Inconclusiveness ’

; and inasmuch as, in the case of

the Blue, etc. also, the qualities of Priority, etc. are admitted to form the basis

of the said notion, the Corroborative Instance cited is not devoid of the

Probandum.”

But tliis cannot be so ; it has been already answered by the statement
that as the notion is not found to be fallible, it cannot be regarded as
‘ figurative ’

; and further, as tho two qualities are not perceived even in their

own substratum, it is not right to accept any notion as based upon it ; how
then could it ever be based upon it in the case of Blue and the rest ?—What
too could be assumed to be the basis in the case of such tilings as Pleasure

and the like f As there is no co-subsistence in the same substratum.

Further, as Time and Space have already been rejected abovo, they cannot

be regarded as existent ; the * Priority ’ and ‘ Posteriority ’ based upon these

should also be regarded as non-existent ; how then could the notion bo believed

to be based upon those ? Consequently any such idea cannot save the Reason
from being * Inconclusive ’.—According to you again, Time and Space
have no parts, from contact with which, as associated with * unitary concep-

tion ’, the notion of ‘ Priority ’ and * Posteriority ’ could be produced ; the

reason for tliis lying in their being essentially one and without parts. Nor
can it be right to seek explanation for a state of things in a merely imaginary
‘ part ’ conceived figuratively

; as all sucli assumptions are restricted within

well-defined limits by tho real state of things ; and what is merely ‘ figura-

tive ’ is essentially unreal and false. Hence our Reason is not Inconclusive.

As for the Reason adduced by the Opponent, it may be pointed out

that it is * Unproven ’, ‘ not admissible \—(675-676)

With the following Texts, the Author anticipates and answers the

arguments adduced in favour of such qualities as * Number * and the rest :

—
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TEXTS (677-678).

If it be held that

—

Number, Conjunction and the rest cannot be

NON-DIFFERENT FROM Substance
,
BECAUSE THEY SERVE TO

CHARACTERISE AND DIFFERENTIATE THIS LATTER,—LIKE

THE Stick ”,—THEN [OUR ANSWER IS THAT] THERE IS

PROVING OF WHAT IS ADMITTED BY US, IF WHAT
IS MEANT IS THAT THEY HAVE AN * ILLUSORY

EXISTENCE ’
;
BECAUSE WHAT IS * IMAGIN-

ARY * CANNOT BE DEFINED EITHER

AS ‘ THIS ’ OR ‘ NOT THIS \

—

(677-678)

COMMENTARY.

Says the Nynya- Vai&hesika—“ All the above-mentioned qualities.

Number and the rest, cannot be non-different from Substance,—because

they servo to characterise and difTerontiate Substances;—when one thing

differentiates another, it cannot be non-different from the latter,—just as

the stick, which differentiates Devodatta, cannot bo the same os Dovadatta.”

If what is meant to prove by tliis argument is simply the denial of these

being the same as Substance, then it is open to the charge of being futile.

Because all tilings that have an 1

illusory or imaginary existence ’ are- non-

entities, and as such it cannot be asserted in regard to them as to whether

they are the same as, or different from, anything. And this is what is

admitted by us also.—(677-678)

Tho following Text anticipates the Answer given to the above by

Aviddhakarna :

—

TEXT (679).
’

IF THE FACT OF THE * GROUP * AND SUCH THINGS BEING Undtfinable

IS DENIED (BY THE OPPONENT) ON THE GROUND THAT THEY
HAVE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES,—JUST LIKE COLOUR, SOUND,

Taste and other things,—

[

then our answer is as

given in the next Text].—(679)

COMMENTARY.

He lias argued as follows :
—“ The particular states of the Group and

the Chain are not incapable of being defined as this or not-this,—because they

are endowed with distinctive features,—just like Colour, Taste and such

things.”—(679)
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Thn following Text supplies the answer to this argument (of Aviddha-

lcarna) :

—

TEXTS (680-C81).

In reality, the ‘ Group ’ is absolutely feature-less
;
hence, like

the ‘ Sky-lotus it can have no specific properties ;

they are all figments of imagination.—Even when

STATED IN THIS FORM, THE REASONING ADDUCED WOULD

be * Fallible in view of things ltkb the

‘ Sky-lotus ’. In fact, ‘ non-difference *

AS WELL AS ‘ DIFFERENCE ’ RESTS ALWAYS

IN AN OBJECT.

—

(680-681)

COMMENTARY.

If what is meant to be the Roason is the presenco of real specific pro-

perties. then it cannot be regarded as ‘ adnutted ’ (by both parties) ; because

for the Bauddha, it cannot be admitted that the * Chain ’ and other things

which have merely ‘ illusory existence * are endowed with any real specific

properties.—If however the Reason is meant to bo put forward only in a

vague general sort of way, then such imaginary properties ns * non-existence \
* incorporeality * etc. are present also in the * sky-lotus ’ and such tilings

;

—hence the Reason adduced becomes * fnlliblo * inconclusive

‘ Even when staled in this form \.—i.e. if the assertion is made in a vague

general sort of way, without reference to any woll-dotcrmined specific pro-

perties.

For the following reason also the Reason is * fallible—inconclusive ’ :

—

Because ‘ non-difference ’—sameness—and * difference ’—being something

else,

—

rest always in an object,—not anywhere else. The ‘ Clrnin * and other

tilings have a mere ‘ ideal * existence, and as such are not objects ; how then

could there be any difference or non-difference from those ?

Thus then, it has l>eon shown that, in the first argument (propounded by

Aviddhakarna), if what is meant, to bo provod is merely the denial of the

non-difference of Number, etc. from Substance,—then there is 'futility*.

—

(

080 -081 )

It might be argued that—“it is not mere denial of non-difference that

wo seek to ostablisli, but, in view of the fact that two negatives make one

affirmative, by means of the two negatives wo aro seeking to prove the

difference of Number, etc. from Substnneo

Tliis is the reasoning that is refuted in the following text :

—

25
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TEXT (682).

Thus then, if what is meant to be asserted is that Number and
THE REST ARK OTHER THAN (DIFFERENT FROM) SUBSTANCE,

—

THEN THE REASON BECOMES OPEN TO THE FALLACY OF
* HaYINO NO SUBSTRATUM *,—BECAUSE NUMBER
AND THE REST ARK NOT ADMITTED AT ALL.

—<682)

COMMENTARY.

That is, wliat tho other party seeks to prove is not that they arc not
non -different, but- that they are different.—

{

082)

The following Text shows how Number and *.1k» rest are devoid of sub-
stratum :

—

TEXT (683).

Tf it is Substance itself, as diversified through ‘Group’, etc.,

THAT IS SPOKEN OF AS SUCH,—THEN WHAT THE ARGUMENT
WOULD PROVE WOULD BE THE DIFFERENCE OF SUBSTANCE
FROM ITSELF—THUS INVOLVING SELF-CONTRADICTION.

(683)

COMMENTARY.

* 1* spoken of as such ’ ;—i.e. as * one 4 two * and so forth.

It might be argued that—“ wliat is to lie proved is tho difference of

Number, etc. which are only forms of Substance.”

The answer to this is

—

4 What the argument would prove, etc ;—i.o. no
entity can bo different from its own form ; as it would become devoid of its

own character.

—

4

Self-contradiction \—i.e. contradiction of one another ;

because * Difference ’ and 4

Non-difference ’, being of the nature of exclusion

and inclusion, cannot co-exist in any single object-.

Thus havo all qualities ending with 4

Posteriority ’ been rejected. The
rest of tho qualities (postulated by the Nyuya- VaisJtlxtka)—beginning with
Cognition and ending with effort—liavo been hold t-o sulvnst in the Soul.

They should theroforo bo taken as discarded by tho rejection of the Soul

itself.

As a matter of fact however, the Soul cannot be tho sub-

stratum of these qualities. Because the Soul could be the substratum of

these, either as being tlie cause of their production, or as being the cause of

their subsistence. It cannot be the cause of their production, because,
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tho Cause (Soul) being always there in its perfect form, Pleasure and
other effects would be produced always ; nor can there be any dopondcnce
upon auxiliaries for a Cause in winch no peculiar properties can be produced
by anything else

;
as has been reiterated hundreds of times.—Nor again can

an eternal Substance have tho capacity of producing effects ; as such pro-
duction could only be either successive or simultaneous, and it has been
explained that in tho case of an eternal substance there is incongruity
ls>th in successive and simultaneous activity.—Nor again can tho Soul bo
tho cause of tho subsistence (of tho Qualities in question) ; because * sub-
sistence ’ lias no other form than that of tho 4 Subxistent ’ itself ; so that if

the Soul were said to bo the cause of subsistence, it would mean that it is the
cause of tho subsistent thing itself ; and this idea has just been rejected. Then
again, the subsislenl tiling being a well-established entity, it can have no
cause at all ; as there would be notiling therein that could bo done by the
Cause.—Even if the subsistence were something different from the subsistent

thing, there could be notliing done by the cause in the latter, as it will

have brought about only tho subsistence, wliicli ex-hypothesi is something
different. And thus not producing anything in tho subsistent thing, how
could the Soul he its substratum ?—Nor will it be right to urgo that—“ in-

asmuch as the Soul will liavo produced the subsistence related to tho sub-

sistent thing, it would lie a heljier of the latter ; because the said relationsliip

is not yet proved.—As a matter of fact, the Soul cannot bo regarded ns the

cause of the subsistence ; because an eternal thing can have- no such causal

potency,—as has been explained before.

Further, the entity (in tlio sliape of subsistence) that is established

(by tho Soul)—would it be of permanent nature ? or evanescent ? If

tho latter, thon how can it be established by something else ? It would
lose its character. If, on tho other hand, it is permanent, then also its

estaiAisher (Cause) would be futile ; as by its very nature, tho subsistence

would be there always.

Further, as regards corporeal things, it is possible to assume for them,

a substratum which prevents their falling downwards ; for the things in ques-

tion however, which arc incorporeal, such as Pleasure and the rest,—thoro

can be no falling downward

;

then what would the * substratum ’ do for

them ?

Lastly, for what cannot be spoken of either os existent or as non-existent,

there can be no subsistim/ at all.

In this manner Pleasure and other Qualities may lx> shown mutatis

mutandis to be incapable of being regarded as subsistent

;

from which it

follows tliat there can lie no such tiling as ‘ Quality \

Then again, Buddhi lias boon accepted by the other party as l>eing of

tho nature of Jhdna, Cognition,—as declared in the following Sutra—“ Buddhi,

UpalaMhi, Jhdna, are synonyms ”
(Nyayasutra 1. 1. 15). Even though

Buddhi is of this nature, yet the other party liavo not admitted any such

form of it as is approhonded by itself ; in fact they regard it as apprehended

by another Buddhi. Thus, not having a self-sufficient existence, like Colour

and other things,—it cannot rightly be regarded even as Buddhi. This is

going to bo explained later on.—(083)
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Pleasure, Pain, Desire, Hatred and Effort,—aro Qualities that have

been lield to l>e distinct from Cognition (Buddhi ). Thee© wo aro going to reject

in course of the examination of tho Means of Right Cognition (Chapters 17,

18 and 19).

As regards the Qualities of Gravity, Fluidity and Viscidity,—these aro

to bo rojectod in the samo way ns Colour and tho rest.

In view of this, the Author proceeds next to reject tho Quality of

Momentum (Samskara )
:

—

TEXTS (684-685).

Momentum has been described as being of three kinds—named
*
Vega ’, Velocity,

—

‘ Bhdvand Impression,—and * Sthitastha-

paka * Elasticity —All this however is not

compatible ;—because things being momentary
,

there can be no action in them, of the con-

tinuity of which the Momentum named

‘Velocity* could be the cause.

—

(684-685)

COMMENTARY.

There are three kinds of Momentum : Velocity, Impression and Elasticity.

Of these the Momentum named ‘ Velocity ’ subsists in the five corporeal

substances, Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Mind,—and is produced by an

action duo to Effort and Propulsion. It is tho cause of action proceeding

in a particular direction ; and prevents contact with tangiblo substances.

For instance, in tho Arrow, it is duo to action produced by a particular

effort ; by virtuo of wliicli it falls on the head of a remote object. That is

why it is accepted as having its existence indicated by particular offects.

In such tilings as the branch of a tree, tho samo quality is due to tlio move-

ment produced by the stroke of the stone hurled at it.

The Momontum callod * Impression ’ is a quality of the Soul ;
it has been

said to be produced by Cognition, and also to 1x3 tho Cause of Cognition. It

is accepted as having its oxiHteuco indicated by such particular offects as

Remembranco and Recognition.

As regards tho quality of Elasticity, it lxslougs to corporeal substances
;

it is tho quality that brings its solid and lasting substratum back to its

previous position from which it luid boon tom away by some one’s

effort ;
for instance, whon tlio Palm-leaf which lias been rolled up for a

long time is spread out, and then let off,—it reverts to its former (rolled)

position. The effect of this quality is seen in such tilings as tlio Bow, the

Tree-brunch, tho Horn, tho Teeth and also in Cloth and so fortli, when

tlioy ore bont and straightened.

* All this ’,—i.o. all tho tliroo kinds of Momentum.

Of the Momentum called * Velocity ’, any such effect as connection with

an action is not admitted ; because it lias boon proved that all things are in

perpetual flux (momentary) ; lienco immediately upon things coming into
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existence, they cease to exist ; so that no action is possible in them, of tlio

continuity of which action. Velocity could bo the cause.—If by ‘ continuity

of action ’ is meant tho production of tilings that is perceived to be separate

from its constituent cause,—thou oven so, tho Reason remains * Inconclusive ’

(Fallible). Because what are inferred from the said ‘ continuity of act-ion
’

are tho previous Causal-Ideas of things produced in that way,—and not

any such thing as the said
1 Moment iun ’

; because concomitance with tliis

latter lias nowhere been perceived.—Further, if tho uot-falling of tho arrow

wore duo to the quality of Velocity, then it should never fall at all ; as

the Velocity preventive of such falling would bo always thero. Under tho

circumstances, what could bo tho explanation of tho fact of the arrow falling

while moving in a particular region of Ahdsha ?—It cannot be said tluit-

“ tlio falling is due to tho cessation of Velocity on account of its force having

been destroyed by contact with such solid substances as Air and the like ” ;

—

as, in that case, the falling should come about before it docs ; as the Air

obstructing it is thero all along.—-It might bo argued that—“ Before the

Arrow actually falls, the force of the Velocity is very strong, it pierces

through tho obstacle duo to the Air, and carries the Arrow further to anotlior

place —If that be bo, to what is its subsequent weakness due whereby it

does not carry the Arrow still further ? As a matter of fact, in all cases,

it is foirnd tliat the Arrow falls in the way, wliile moving through Akdsha,

over the whole of which tho contact of Air is equally present. It cannot

be said that tho Velocity becomes altered later on ; as there is no cans© which

could produce this alteration in the Velocity ; as its inherent cause in tho

shape of the Arrow is the same all through.—It cannot he right to say

that what qualifies it subsequently is the cause called ‘ Karma * (‘ Action ’).

Because tliat also would bo open to the same objection. Even if tho sub-

sequent Volocity be different (from the initial ono), as there would be no

cause for the destruction of the former Volocity, it should continue as before

and there should be no falling down of the Arrow.—Tho Contact of Air

cannot bo destructive of the previous Velocity ; os if tliat were so, then the

Arrow should fall down before it does,—as pointed out above ; tho Air

being the same all through, its contact also would bo thero all tlirough.

So there is nothing in tliis explanation.—(684-685)

The following Text states the objections against tho Momentum named
' Impression

TEXT (686).

The Momentum palled ‘ Impression ’ is of the nature of an imtress

on the Mind. It cannot be a quality of the Soul ;
because

THIS HAS BEEN REJECTED.—(686)

COMMENTARY.

If Impression is postulated only in a general way as tho causo of

Remembrance, then the argument proves wliat is already admitted and is

therefore futile. Bocauso it is already admitted (by us) that tlio causo of

Remembrance consists in Impression which is a form of the Mind itself,
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boing a potency produced in it by a previous apprehension ; tliis is known
by the name of ‘ Vdsand ’, * Conception —If wlmt is meant to l>o proved
is Impression as a Quulity of tlie Soul, then, as such an impression will never
have been found to be concomitant with Remoinhrance, the Reason would
bo Inconclusive; and the Conclusion also would bo ono that is annulled by
Inference. And inasmuch as its intended sulstratum, the Soul, lias already
been discarded before, and lienee cannot exist, its quality also would’ lie

non-existent.—Tliis argument may lx* formulated as follows :—When a
number of tilings subsist in another thing, they can Juivb no subsistence if

tho latter tiling is non-existent,—e.g. the picture cannot exist, if the wall is

not there ;—and under tlio Opposite party’s view, the Momentum in question
is Kubaistent in the Soul ;—hence there is found iu it- a diameter that is

contrary to what is concomitant with tho Probandum. Hence what is

desired is not proved. Specially as tlio Soul itself lias boen previously
discarded. Thus the not result of the moans of Right Cognition bearing
upon the matter is that Impression should bo regarded os being of the
nature of an impress upon tho Mind, and not a quality of the Soul. The
sense is Unit whilo tlio former view is supported by proofs, the latter is not
so supported.—(686)

The following Text points out objections against tlio third kind of
Momontiun (i.o. Elasticity) :

—

TEXT (687).

There can be no such quality as * Elasticity \ because things are
IN A ‘ PERPETUAL FLUX ’, AND HENCE NOTHING CAN BE LASTING

(sthita); if there were any such thing, it should
CONTINUE TO EXIST IN THAT SAME I-’ORM.—(687)

[The name of this Quality appears throughout in this work in tho form
• Sthitanthdpaka ’, though the form in which it is known from the Ny&ytt- Vti'uth&tiln
books is ‘ Sthituithdpaku That the former form is not an error of the copyist or
the printer is clear from this Text, whoro tho first term in tho compound is cloarly
stated to be * nth ita ’.]

COMMENTARY.
'Flint is to say, the 1

Sthita \ ‘lasting’, tiling, of which tliis Quality is

said to lx* the ‘ Sthdpaka ’, ‘ ro-establialior ’,—is that thing by itself not-
lasting ? Or is it by itself la&liruj ? Only these two alternatives am possible.

—

If it is nol-lasting, then as in a moment it will liavo ceased to exist, what
would bo there which tlie Quality in question would re-establish. ? On tlio

other hand, if it is, by itself, lasting,—then, if tho thing in quostion would bo
existent, then, as all existing things continue to exist in their own form,

—

i.e. without deviating from it,—tlie thing would continue in tho same form
;

and in tliat case, wliat would be the noed for assuming a * re-establisher ’ of
it, wliich would liave nothing to do ?—(687)

It might be argued that—“ Even though all things are momentary, as
each of them would exist for a moment, and would continue in the con-
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tinuous * Glutin \—it is in regard to this that the Quality in question is

said to function ”,—then, the answer is as follows :

—

TEXT (688).

The momentary existence of a thing consists merely in its being

PRODUCED FROM ITS CAUSE
J
AND THE ‘ CONTINUITY IN THE

CHAIN ’ ALSO (OF EVERY SUCCEEDING THING) IS DUE TO

BEING PRODUCED FROM EACH PRECEDING THING.—(688)

COMMENTARY.

Momentary tilings are admitted to exist only as being produced from

their causes ; and what Is called tlioir ‘ sthili
4 status consists only in

their acquiring their own selves,—and not in their taking up their form sub-

sequently to their liaving acquired their status ; as by themselves all things

are momentary, and hence incapable of staying at any tune subsequent

to their coming into existence.—Or, if the tiling did so exist, it would

never cease to exist, it should bo there as before ; and even subsequently,

it would remain the same ; or else, it would have to renounce its own nature.

—In the * Chain the production of each succeeding Product is due to the

immediately preceding cause. So that even here, there is nothing that

could bo done by the Momentum in question.—(688)

Says the Opponent—“ Well then, tlio Momentiun in quostion would

establish wliat is nol-tnomenlary ”.

Answer :

—

. TEXTS (689-690).

[What is not-mombntary] does not appear in any other form ;—of

WHAT THEN COULD THE MOMENTUM BE THE * ESTABLISHER ’ ?

—

Nor has this Momentum been found to have causal

CHARACTER *, THE CAUSE THEN MAY CONSIST OF THIS

Momentum or something else. Further, the

Momentum in question has been held to be

A QUALITY THAT RE-ESTABLISHES WHAT HAS

BEEN ALREADY PRODUCED,—SUCH FOR

EXAMPLE, AS THE Cloth.—WHAT THERE-

FORE HAS BEEN CALLED A ‘ QUALITY ’

and * Momentum * is not

possible.—(689-690)

COMMENTARY.

It has been already pointed out that the thing that is not-momentary

can never become otherwise than it is, and hence its status is there always,
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so tliat tliore would lx* imilling to bo established by tin* quality in question,

esUtbUshcr of status, Elasticity.

It might bo argued that—4
‘ Tlio Qiuvlity may not bo tlio cstablisher ;

it may l)o tlio producer of tho Moment itnelf ”.

Tho answer to tliis is tliat this Momentum luis not been found to have
causal character

i tho conviction regarding tho reality of tho truth about
tilings is always dependent upon tho Moans of Right Cognition ; and as a
matter of fact tho causal clmractor of Momentum,—as something different

from well-known causes—is not definitely recognised in tilings liko the Cloth*
by Perception and Non-apprehension,—or as something different from tho
ordinary effects, as in the organs like tho oyos

;
hence the notion in question

cannot bo based upon any such cliaracter.

If it be argued that—“ ovon though its causal potency has not been
perceived, yet the fact of its being the Cause might be presumed ”,

If that be so, thou Momentiun, or anything olso, like tho Parrot, tho
Crane, etc., might be the Cause,—he. presumed to bo as such. Tho fact of

its not being perceived does not constitute a positive peculiar feature, by
virtue of which it could bo only by presuming tho Momentum,—and nothing
olso, even though its potency has not been porceivod,—that you should bo
satisfied.

As a matter of fact, tlio Momentum in question has not been held by
you to 1x3 the cause of production

; in fact it is hold to bo a quality in a tiling

—

o.g. tlio Cloth is already produced, which re-establishes its former status ;

and in this it is of no use, as already explained above.—And it is on admitting
(for argument’s sake) the possibility of its being the cause of production,
tliat tho above objection has boon urged

; the idea being that thore may bo
Borne one who may cross beyond tlio limits of oven his own doctrine.

The last sentence—‘ What therefore, etc. etc. ’—sums up all that has
been said above.—(689-690)

Tho Author next points out objoctions against tho Qualities of * Merit
and Demerit ’ :

—

TEXT (691).

Mind, Mind’s Contact and the Soul having been previously dis.

CARDED,—THERE CAN BE NO ‘ UNSEEN FORCE ’ OP THE KINDS
POSTULATED BY THE OTHER PARTY.

—

(691)

CON I IHffTARY.

“ Tho Unseen Force (Dostiny) is what brings tho fruits of an act to its

Door,—it is a Quality of tho Soul,—is produced by tho contact of tlie Soul
and Mind,—and is destroyed by its own offect ; it is of two kinds—the two
kinds being Merit and Demerit ; of these Merit becomes, the causo of tho
Doer’s happiness, welfare and liberation ; and Demerit bocoraes the causo of
his unhappiness, calamities and sin.”
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Such is tlie account of tho Unseen Force provided by the other party.

Inasmuch as tho Soul, the Mind, and tliu contact of these—which Ixavo

been regarded os tho cause of the said Force,—have been already rejected

before,—there can be no Cause for the said Force ; and hence it is concluded

that it cannot bo oxistont.

As regards Sound, tliat lias bcou held to bo tho Quality of Akiisha,—

it lias been alroady rejected above, when it eaino under review, apart from

its proper place. Hence objections against it are not repeated hero.—(691)

End of Chapter XI.



CHAPTER XII.

Examination of the Category of
4 Action 9

.

COMMENTARY.

I lie Author next proceeds to set forth tlio objections against tho
Vaiahigika category of ' Karma ’, Action :

—

TEXT (692).

In things that are in a ‘ perpetual flux \ any Action, in the shape
of ‘ Throwing up ’ and the like, is impossible

; because it

CEASES AT THE VERY PLACE WHERE IT IS BORN, AND
HENCE IT CANNOT GET AT ANY OTHER

PLACE.—(C92)

COMMENTARY.

“ The Sutra oil this point is
—

‘ Going up, going down, contracting,

expanding and moving—are the five Actions —Of tlieso, going up is that
act which is the cause of the Conjunction and Disjunction with upj>er and
lower space (respectively). That is to say, when, by virtue of effort and
such other agencies, there arises,—in some part of the body, or in some such
solid substance as the clod of Earth which is connected with the body,—
an uction which becomes the cause of tlie conjunction of that tiling (Limb
or Clod) with tho upper layers of Alcdsha, and also of its Disjunction with tlio

lower layers of it,—that Action is called * going up ’.—The Action which is

the cause of effects contrary to these is 'going down'.—When a straight

object becomes curved, this Action is called * contracting *
; as has been thus

described :—When of a straight object like the arm, tlio foreparts in the

sha;>o of tho Finger and the rest, become disjoined (separated) from the points

of Abatfia with which they liave been in contact,—while the hind part still

remains in contact with those points,—then the whole object in tho shape
of the Arm becomes curved

;

and tliis action is called ‘ Contracting ’.—When
the Conjunction and Disjunction appear in a manner contrary to the one
thus described, the whole object becomes straightenod again

; this Action is

called * Expanding ’.—That which becomes the causo of Conjunctions and
Disjunctions with several stray objects in diverse places, is the Action called
1 Going ’.—The first four forms of Action are the cause of Conjunctions and
Disjunctions with well-defined parts of Space and Akoutha, while Going brings

about Conjunctions and Disjunctions with sundry points in space in various
directions.—Thus there are only five kinds of Action. Such other actions

as Going Round, Flowing, Evacuating and the like are all included under
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* Going —All these five kinds of Action are established as having their

oxistonce indicated by such offects as Conjunction and Disjunction sub-

sisting in solid objects. Conjunction and Disjunction are the effects common
to all Actions ; this Is what establishes the existence of the effects of Action.

It is proved by direct Perception also ; as has been thus described—‘ Number,

Dimension, Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunction, Priority and Posteriority

mid Action subsist in coloured (solid) objects, and hence are perceptible

to the Eye *
( VaiahltfUca-autra).”

Such in brief is the scheme of the other Party.

As regards this, Conjunction and Disjunction having been already

rojectod, what has been put forward as the ‘ Effect ’ of Action cannot be

admitted. If what Is put forward as the Reason for postulating Action

is its effect in the shape of such Conjunction and Disjunction as consist of

being produced in juxtaposition and so forth,—oven so, the Reason would

be ‘ fallible * (and Inconclusive)
;
because the concomitance of such Conjunc-

tion and Disjunction with Action is in nowise admitted (or proved).

—

On the other hand, the Reason is concomitant with the contrary of the Pro-

bandum ; so that it is also ‘ Contradictory —If merely the existence

of a Cause is meant to be proved, then the Reasoning is superfluous ; because

the fact of Air and such other things being the cause of the said Conjunction

and Disjunction is accepted by us also.—If a particular character (of the

Cause) be meant to be proved, then the Conclusion is annulled by Inference.

For instance, when the Action appears in a Substance, does it appear in a

momentary substance ? Or in a non-momentary (permanent) substance ?

It cannot appear in the momentary substance, because it ceases to exist

—

bocomos destroyed—at the very spot where it comes into existence, and

hence it cannot got at any other spot. This Inference may bo formulated as

follows:—When a tiling ceases to exist at a certain spot, it cannot subsequently

got at any other s]x>t,—e.g. the Lamp and such tilings ;—all the tilings in

question do cease at the very spot where they come into existence ;—lienee

there is an apprehension wliicli is contrary to a character wider tlian the one

desired to be proved (by the opposite party).—(C92)

The following Text shows that the Reason set forth (by the Buddliist,

in the Inference just cited) is not ‘ Fallible ’ (or Inconclusive) :

—

TEXT (693).

The other party also have asserted that the time of Action is

SUBSEQUENT TO THE TIME OF THE BIRTH OF THE OBJECT,—EVEN

. IN SUCH THINGS AS THE LAMP-FLAME, WHICH ARE

ADMITTED (BY HIM ALSO) TO BE FLEETING

IN THEIR CHARACTER.

—

(693)

COMMENTARY.

Some things are admitted to be fleeting in their character ;—e.g. the

Lamp-flame is admitted to be something which ceases very quickly ; and
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ovon in these. Action appears only after they arc born,— i.o. coino into

oxisUmeo ; mul luvvo been held to last only for ‘ six moments and only to

that extent, not- Momentary (lasting).—(693)

The following Text shows how this is so

—

TEXTS (694-695).

(1) (At the must moment) there is contact with the Cause,

—

(2) then the appearance op the generic character,

—

THEN (3) SOME commotion in the parts op the object,

—THEN (4) the disruption of the parts,—THEN

(5) THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CONTACT,—THEN

(6) THE DESTRUCTION OF THE OBJECT J—IN

THIS WAY, EVEN IN THE CASE OF THE

Lamp-flame and such things, what

HAS BEEN HELD IS THAT THEY LAST

for six moments only.

—

(694-695)

COMMENTARY.

For instance: (1) what comes first is the moment of contact with tho

Cause,—(2) then the moment of tho appcaranco of tho generic character of the

Thing produced,—(3) then action among the component parts,—then (4) the

moment of disjunction of the Composite,—then (5) the destruction of tlio Con-

junction that produced the object-,—then (6) the destruction of tho object

itself ;—in this way, in the case of things like the Lamp-flame, what 1ms been

held is that they last for six moments only. Thus, there being no momentary

object (for tho Opponent) which could liave any action, tho 'Action of all

active objects must bo such as appears after tho birth of tho objects.—So

that our Reason is not 4 unproven \ as tlicro can bo nothing else that could

bo momentary (for the othor party).—(094-695)

It might be asked—“ Even if wo admit tho momentary character of

Tilings, why cannot their action appear at the timo of their birth ?
”

The answor to this is provided in the following

—
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TEXTS (696-697).

It IS ONLY WHEN THERE IS SEPARATION FROM THE POSTERIOR SPOT, AND

CONTACT WITH THE FRONTAL SPOT, THAT THE OBJECT MAY BE

ASSUMED TO BE ‘ GOING * (‘ IN MOTION ’), OR TO BE THE SUB-

STRATUM OF ANY OTHER ACTION. WHEN THE MOBILE

PERSON DOES NOT LAST EVEN FOR A MOMENT,—

EVEN THOUGH SUCH A PERSON BE EXTREMELY

SMALL, THERE IS NO POSSIBILITY OF

PASSING OVER TO ANOTHER SPOT

REMOVED BY THE MINUTEST

point.—(696-697)

COMMENTARY.

When it is possible for an object to bocome separated from the place

beluncl it,—and to como into contact with the place before it, then it can bo

said to be * going ’
; or for another thing, to bo the substratum of such actions

as Expanding and the rest ; all this cannot be said in regard to any other things

—such as 1kasha.—The object that lasts only for one moment however

cannot be so long as to admit of its abandoning the place behind it and

then passing over to that before it; because at the moment of its existence itself

it is within the clutches of disappearance (destruction) ; and as such it is

unable to pass over to the other place.—Hence no Action is possible even

at the time of the birth (of tho object). Nor is it possible at either of the

two ends ; bocause at the time in question, this cannot be determined. Thus

then, as regards the object which does not last even for a single moment,

—

tho possibility of its passing over to a remote place may rest awhile ; it is

not possible for it to pass over even the minutest space. Under tho circum-

stances, how can there bo any Action in what is momentary ?—(C9C-G97)

Nor can there be Action in a non-momentary objoct ;—this is what is

shown in tho following

—

TEXT (698).

In case the object is something lasting,
‘ Going ’ and the best

ARE ALL IMPOSSIBLE ;
BECAUSE SUCH AN OBJECT SHOULD REMAIN

THE SAME UNDER ALL CONDITIONS.

—

(698)

COMMENTARY.

That objoct is said to bo ‘ non-momentary ’ which remains in tho same

form always ; it is all the moro impossible for any Action to appear in such

an object ; as, like Akasha, it remains always in tho same condition.—This

argument may bo thus formulatod If an object remains always tho same,

it con have no Action,—as in tho coso of Akiisha the objoct rogardod as

‘ non-momentary ’ is always of tho same condition hence there is appre-
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hension of something contrary to what i* wider (Mum the Conclusion of the

Opponent).—(008)

The following might ho urged :
—

“ Even if the non-momentary object is

always the same, —inasmuch as, by its very nature, it has the form of the
* moving entity \—it could have Action ; hence our Reason is not Incon-
clusive

Tho answer to tlu’s is provided in the following

—

TEXTS (099-700).

Tp the action of Going and the rest constituted ttif, very essence
of the ‘ Moving Entity \—then, this latter could not

STAY IMMOBILE FOR EVEN A SINGLE MOMENT
J
BECAUSE

EVEN WHEN THE Going, ETC. ARE NOT THERE,

THEY SHOULD CERTAINLY BE THERE,—INAS-

MUCH AS THE OBJECT HAS NOT RENOUNCED ITS

PREVIOUS FORM, AND IS EXACTLY AS IT

WAS AT THE TIME OF THE APPEARANCE

op the Going, etc.—(699-700)

COMMENTARY.

If such objects as DevadaUa and tho like, which are hold to bo non-

momentary, wore, by thoir wry nature, connected with the Actions of Going

,

Throwing up and the rest,—then, they should never stand unmoving : as

the Going nature would always be there. Hence in tho ease of these, Deva-
datta, etc., who are endowed with the action of Going,—even when there is

no Going—i.e. even when they are standing immobile,—tho said actions of

Going

,

etc. should be there,—just as at tho time of the appearance of those

acts
;
because the objects will not have abandoned thoir previous form or

nature.-—(699-700)

.
TEXTS (701-702).

If, ON THE OTHER HAND, THE OBJECTS WERE, BY THEIR NATURE, OF THE
nature of the * immobile entity ’,—then absence of going

SHOULD BE THERE ALWAYS, AND THERE WOULD BE NO
MOVEMENT OF ANY KIND EVEN FOB A MOMENT. BECAUSE,

even when going MIGHT be THERE, the object

WOULD STILL BE OF THE NATURE OF THE
* IMMOBILE ENTITY —BECAUSE IT WILL
NOT HAVE RENOUNCED ITS PREVIOUS

NATURE,—JUST AS AT THE TIME WHEN
IT WAS NOT MOVING.--(70I-702)

COMMENTARY.

If, from fear of the above criticism, it be held that the ohjoct, by its

nature, is immobile,—then the absence of going, etc. should be there always
;

because the object is of the same form always,—like Akasha.
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The particlo ‘ ddi ’, ‘ etc.’ ; is meant to include the actions of Throwing
up and the rest.

Under such circumstances, even when there would be actual going, etc.,

tlio object would be immobile

;

because it has not renouncod its immobile
nature,—exactly as in the unmoving condition.

‘ Praspandu ’ is Action.

In the term * nishchaldtmakakulavat ’, the ‘ Vati

'

—affix has been
addod to the compound with the Locative ending—[tlio moaning being
* as at the timo, etc. etc.*]—(701-702)

It might be argued that—“ it is not of the same form ; it is of both
forms, going (mobile) and not-going (immobile) ; hence the criticism urged is

not applicable ; and the Reason too is ‘ unproven
Tho answer to this is provided in the following

—

TEXT (703).

If the object were tnoljile at one time and immobile, at another*
THEN, INASMUCH AS TWO MUTUALLY DIFFERENT CHARACTERS

WOULD BE THERE, IT WOULD BE TWO DIFFERENT

OBJECTS.

—

(703)

COMMENTARY.

The * cha ’ after ‘ Ikadd ' should be construed after
4 punah \

What is meant is that, in tho manner suggested, as the mutually con-

tradictory characters of mobility and immobility would be imposed upon
it, tlio object would cease to be one.—(703)

The following Text shows that for the above reason, it becomes established

that the object is momentary :

—

TEXT (704).

It IS CLEARLY seen that THE TWO ARE ENTIRELY different
;
BECAUSE

OF THE PRESENCE OF CONTRADICTORY PROPERTIES ;—LIKE TWO
THINGS OF WHICH ONE IS MOVING AND ANOTHER NOT

MOVING.

—

(704) -

COMMENTARY.
4 The two ’—i.e. things in the mobile and immobile states.
4 Like two things, etc. etc. \—i.e. such tilings as the Croopor (moving)

and tlio Mountain (not moving).—(704)

Having thus established the annulment of the Opponent’s conclusion

by Inference, the Author proceeds to show that it is annulled by Perception

also :

—
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TEXT (705).

The Action that is regarded as visible is nothing different from

the object. Even such existence of it as would be com-

patible WITH REASON, IS NEVER ACTUALLY

PERCEIVED .

—

(705)

COMMENTARY.

If a perceptible thing is not perceived, it comes to bo regarded by intelli-

gent men as ‘ non-existent * ;—as Cloth not perceived at a certain place ;—and

Action is never perceived as apart from the Colour, etc. (of the object) ;

—

hence this is a reason for regarding it as naturally not-perccived (and lienco

non-existent). As a matter of fact, Action never Incomes manifest in any

Sense-perception, as anything apart from the Colour, etc. of the object as

produced in a different position. As regards such notions associated with

verbal expressions, as ‘ Throwing up ’, ‘ Throwing down 1 and the like,

—

they cannot be Perception

,

for fcho very reason that they are associated

with verbal expression. Nor are they compatible with reason, if taken as

associated with a distinct category in the shape of * Action *
; because what

are really seen are only the Colour, etc. as produced imdor certain conditions
;

and the verbal expressions (names) also aro applied only to these latter, in

accordance with Convention.—-This has just been explained, when it was

pointed out that no movement is possible in things either permanent or

impermanent.

Thus it is not proved, os asserted, that the existence of Action is proved

by Perception itself.—(705)

The above arguments aro summed up in the following

—

TEXT (706).

Thus ‘ Going ’ and the rest are impossible either in permanent

OR IMPERMANENT THINGS ;
BECAUSE IT IS NOT POSSIBLE FOR

THEM EITHER TO BE SEPARATED FROM THEIR FORMER PLACE,

OR TO GET AT ANOTHER PLACE.

—

(706)

COMMENTARY.

* Thus \—i.c. because it law been discarded by Inference and Perception,

as just shown above.

‘ Because it is not possible, etc. etc.' ;—i.o. because separation from tlio

former place is not possible ; and because junction with another place is

not possible. Tho words are to be construed in tho rcspoctivo order.—(706)

Question—“ If this is so, then how is it that people speak of Going ?
”

Answer ;

—
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TEXT (707).

The notion of ‘ Going ’ is an illusion,—as in the Lamp-flame,

—

DUE TO THE APPEARANCE OF DIFFERENT BUT SIMILAR THINGS

BEING FOUND CONSECUTIVELY IN DIVERSE PLACES.—(707)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Different but similar things ’ ;

—

4
different ’ and * similar ’ are

compounded first,—then that compound is compounded with ‘ things \

—

Of these different and similar things,—thero is appearance (birth)—which

is consecutive,—i.e. in a place othor than that of its own Cause,—when

such appearance is seen, thero arises, from it, the notion that it is ‘ going ’

;

—just as in tlie caso of the Lamp-flame, when it is being carried by someone,

there appoars the notion that
4 the Lamp-flame is moving *

; while cortoinly

the same Lamp-flamo does not move from one place to another ; because it

has been held (even by the Vaishe$ika) to last for six moments only. Further,

what is called the ‘ birth ’ (appearance) of a thing consists in mere Being,

entirely devoid of any preceding or succeeding end ; and the apprehension

of such 4 birth ’ or ‘ appearance * is only natural.

Or 4 janmanah * may be construed as Ablative

;

—the sense being

—

4 because things are bom consecutively, therefore different and similar things

are perceived in different places *.—(707)

End of Chapter on 4 Action \

l



CHAPTER Xm.

Examination of ‘ Samanya \ the ‘ Universal

With the following Text tho Author begins tlio criticism of the Cntegory

of ' The Universal ’ :

—

TEXT (708).

‘Substance’ and other Categories having been rejected, the ‘Uni-

VERSALS’ ALSO HAVE BECOME REJECTED; AS THEY HAVE ALL BEEN

ASSUMED TO SUBSIST IN THE THREE CATEGORIES.

—

(708)

COMMENTARY.
* The Universals —i.o. the Genuses. These are held to bo subsistent in

tho threo Categories,—Substance, Quality and Action ; and hence become dis-

carded by the rejection of tlieso Categories themselves ; as without the Sub-

stratum, tho Subsistent cannot exist anywhere ; for if it did, it would not bo

subsistent at all.

Tho mention of tho ‘ Universal ' is only bjf way of an illustration : the

Ultimate Individualities also ore held to be subsistent, as subsisting in Ultimate

Substances ; honce those also become discarded by the rejection of their

substratum.—(708)

Even though the * Universal ’ has been discarded, yet the Author is

desirous of putting forward special objections against it ; and as until the

character of the thing is known, a criticism of it is not possible, he proceeds

to describe the character of the * Universal ’ and the ‘ Particular * :

—

TEXTS (709-711).

The ‘ Universal ’ is postulated by the other party in the following

MANNER :
“ It IS OF TWO KINDS—‘ BEING ’ IS A ‘ UNIVERSAL ’ WHICH

is * Universal ’ only,—as it pervades over all things ;

‘ Substance ’ and the rest, while being ‘ Universals

ABE ALSO SPOKEN OF AS * PARTICULARS ’
; BECAUSE IN

REGARD TO THEIR OWN SUBSTRATA, THEY BECOME THE

CAUSE OP THEIR COMPREHENSIVE NOTION, AND ALSO

SERVE TO DIFFERENTIATE THEIR SUBSTRATA FROM ALL

THINaS BELONGING TO OTHER ‘UNIVERSALS’;
—AND IN THIS WAY THEY ALSO BECOME THE CAUSE

OF THE EXCLUSIVE NOTION OF THOSE

SUBSTRATA .

’ ’

—

(709-71

1

)

COMMENTARY.

The * Universal * is of two kinds—the Higher and the Lower ;
‘ Being * is

the highest ‘ Universal ’
; it is called

4 Universal 4 common because it
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forms tho basis of only a comprehensive notion in regard to all its three sub-

strata—Substance, Quality and Action ;
for this same reason it is not a

* Particular * at all.

Tho Lower kind of ‘ Universal ’ is in the form of ‘ Substance ’, ‘ Action *

and so forth ; this kind is called ‘ Universal ’ (Genus, Class) in so far as it

is the basis of the comprehensive notion of its substrata, in tho shape of Sub-

stances, etc. ;—and though being ' Universal it is also called ‘ Particular

in so far as it serves as the basis of tlie oxclusive notion of its substratum as

distinguished from things belonging to other ‘ Universal^ *. For instance,

in regard to Quality, there arise such exclusive notions as * it is not-Sub-

stance ’, ‘ it has no qualities ’ and so forth ; mid the cause (basis) of these

must consist in such 4 Universals * as * Substance ’ and 4 Quality \—not in

anything else ; because there are no such things as 4 not-Substance ’ and

so forth. There is no incongruity in the samo thing being both 4 universal
*

and * particular *, when it is taken relatively to other things. This is what

tho Text means.—(709-711)

The Author states the definition of
4 Ultimate Individuality \ as provided

by the other party :

—

TEXT (712).

44 Thebe abe some 4 Particulars * which serve as the basis of
4 EXCLUSION ’ ONLY ; THESE HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED AS

4 Ultimate Individualities subsisting in

ETERNAL SUBSTANCES —(712)

COMMENTARY.

There are some 4 Particulars ’ which are hold to be
4

Particulars * only,

not 4 Universals ’
; because they serve as the basis of exclusion—i.e. of

4 exclu-

sive notion *—only.

“ Which are those ?
”

Answer— 4 These have been defined, etc. etc.' ;—it lias been declared

(in the Vaishifika-Sutra) that

—

44 Ultimate Individualities subsisting in

eternal Substances are the ultimate (differentias) ”.

—

4 Subsisting in eternal

Substances \—i.e. subsisting in Atoms, Akdsha, Time, Space, Soul and Mind.

As Atoms are the two ends—beginning and end—of the Universe,—and
liberated Souls and liberated Minds continue to exist till the end of the

Birth-rebirth-Cycle, and hence forming one end,—the Specific Individualities

subsisting in them have been called
4 ultimate ’

; specially as it is only in

these that the said Individualities are more clearly perceived. Thoir Sub-

sistence too is always in the eternal Substance, like the Atom. This is tho

reason why they have been doscribed both as
4

ultimate * and as
4

subsisting

in eternal Substances —-These aro called
4 Vishifa ’,

4

Specific Individualities ’,

because they serve as tho basis of the absolute exclusion of the eternal Sub-

stances from one another, and hence serve to
4

specify ’,
4

distinguish their-

substratum from everything else.—(712)
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The question arising
—

“ How is the existence of these Specific In-

dividualities proved !
**—the following answor is given :

—

TEXT (713).

“ Inasmuch as it is on the strength of these that Mystics have
THE NOTIONS,—IN CONNECTION WITH THE ATOM AND OTHER ETERNAL

SUBSTANCES,—THAT ‘ THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM THAT ’,—THESE
ARE REGARDED AS SUBSISTING IN EACH OP THESE

SUBSTANCES.”—(713)

COMMENTARY.

It is found that poople like ourselves have, in regard to the Ox,—the

notion of the 4 Ox ’ as distinguished from tlio
1 Horse \ through the presence

of n particular shape, qualities, action and constituents,—these notions

• appearing in the form rcsjiectively of
4

the Ox, wliita, fast moving, fat-humped,

with a largo bell ’ ;—in the same manner, in poople different from us, such ns

Mystics, there appears,—in regard to each of tlio oternnl objects, Atoms,

Liberated Souls and Liberated Minds,—the exclusive notion that 4
this is

different from tliat *
; and also when the same object is seen at another

time and place, there is recognition of it as 4
this is the same ’

; of such notions

there being no other basis,—that to which they are due is hold to consist in

tho
4 ultimate Specific Individualities whose existence is inforred from tlio

peculiar experience of the Mystics.—Each of these Individualities subsists

in its own substratum, and their existence is proved by the direct perception

of the Mystics.—(713)

Question—How is tho existence of
4 Universal * (Genuses, Communities)

proved ?

Ansuter :

—

TEXT (714).

“ Such * Universals
1

(Communities, Genuses) as ‘ Being ’, * Cow ’

AND THE LIKE ARE VOUCHED FOR BY DIRECT PERCEPTION
;
AS

THE NOTION OF * BEING ’ AND THE REST ARE FOUND
TO APPEAR ONLY WHEN THE SENSE-ORGANS

ARE FUNCTIONING.”—(714)

COMMENTARY.

It is a well-established principle that when one tiling follows the presence

and absence of another tiling, the former proceeds from the latter ;—in regard

to Substance and the rest, the appearance of the notion of
4 Being ’ (Existence),

etc. follows the presence and absence of the functioning of the Sense-organs
;
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wherefore then could the said notion not bo regarded as produced by the

Sense-organs,—just like any other Cognition through the Sense-organs ? If

it were not so rogarded, then it would lead to an absurdity.—(714)

The following Text seeks to prove the existence of ' Specific Individual-

ities ’ by means of Inference also :

—

TEXT (715).

“ The existence of these is cognised by means of Inference

also : A distinctive notion must be due to a

different cause.”—(715)

COMMENTARY.

* A distinctive notion ’—a notion of a kind different from that of tilings

like Substanco, etc.

‘ Due to a different cause \—whose birth is due to other causes.

The inference may be thus formulated :—When one notion is different

in form from another, it must be due to a cause other than the latter,

—

like the notion of * Colour ’ in regard to the Cloth, the Leather and the

Blanket ;—of this same kind is the notion of ‘ being ’ in regard to Substanco,

etc. ;—hence this is a natural reason [for assuming a different cause for it,

in the form of the ‘Universal’].—Such is the view of the other Party (the

Nyaya • Vaish&sika).

—

(7 15)

The sense of the same argument is shown by setting forth the arguments

propounded by Bhdvivikta :

—

TEXTS (716-720).

(A) “ In regard to the Cow and the Elephant, the peculiarities

of Name—* Cow * and ' Elephant —and Ideas—must be due
to causes other than Convention, Shape, Body, etc.,—because

while appertaining to the Cow and the Elephant, they
are different from the Names and Ideas of these

latter ;—just like the Names and Ideas * with calf ’

AND ‘ WITH THE GOAD ’ (RESPECTIVELY) AS APPLIED TO THE

SAME COW AND ELEPHANT. The QUALIFYING CLAUSE

HAS BEEN ADDED FOR THE PURPOSE OP EXCLUDING THE
* Hare’s Horns * and such other non-entities.

The Name and Idea op the other things

are the Corroborative Instance

per DISSIMILARITY.
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(B) “ The Idea pervading over all Cows proceeds from something

DIFFERENT FROM THE BODY OF THE COW,—BECAUSE IT APPEARS

AS A DIFFERENTIATOR,—LIRE THE IDEA OF THE
‘ Blue * and the like.

(C) “ The ‘ universal ’ Com* is something different from the

* INDIVIDUAL ’ COW ,—BECAUSE IT FORMS THE OBJECT OF A DIFFERENT

IDEA J—LIKE THE IDEA OF THE COLOUR AND OTHER QUALITIES OF

THE SAME COW,—ALSO BECAUSE IT (THE UNIVERSAL) IS SPOKEN OF

AS BELONGING TO THAT (THE INDIVIDUAL),—JUST AS THE HORSE

is spoken of as belonging to Chatira."—(716-720)

COMMENTARY.

Bhdvivikta has argued as follows :
—

“ In regard to such tilings as tho

Cow, Horse, Buffalo, Boar, Elephant, etc., the peculiarities of Name—‘ Cow \

etc.—nnd Idoa must be due to a cause related to the form of each animal,

but different from such causes as Convention, Shape, Body and tho like ;

—

this is the Pronouncement (of tho Conclusion).—[The Reason is tliis]

—

Bocauso while appertaining to tho Cow, etc., they are Namos and Ideas

difforent from the Names and Ideas of the Body, etc. ;—just like such peculiar

Names and Ideas relating to the same animals as
—

* the Cow with tho calf \
4 the Bullock with the load \ ‘ tho Boar with the dart 4 the Elephant with

tho goad ’ and so forth.—The Corroborative Instances per dissimilarity are

the Namos and Ideas of the forms of the Body and other things.—It follows

from this that this * other cause 5 must be the * Universals \ ‘ Cow
‘ Elephant ’ and so forth.”

The term * abhUlhdna ’ stands for Name ;

—
‘
prajndna ’ for Idea, Cogni-

tion ;—the peculiarities in the shape of these two are meant by the compound
* abhidhdnaprajhdnavishisdh

4 Samaya ’ is Convention ;

—

4 Akrli
'—Shape ;

—

4

Pintfa *—Body ;—the

term 4
etc.' includes Colour and such details. Different from these are the

Causes related to and in keeping with the Form of each of the animals in

regard to its Namo and Idea.

Or the compound may moan tliat the Causes of tho names and notions

of
4 Being ’ and the rest are different from Convention and the rest. The

rest being understood as before.
4 Proclamation

'

—Proposition, Conclusion.

In order to avoid the
4

fallibility * dxio to the Reason otherwise applying

to non -entities like the Hare’s Horn (which also has a distinct Name and
Idea relating to it),—the qualification has been added in the form 4

while

appertaining to the Cow, etc.\

The compound setting forth the Reason is to be expounded as— 4 Because

they have Names and Ideas different from the Names and Ideas relating to

the Body, etc.'. The 4 Names and Ideas of tho Body * serve as the Corrobora-

tive Instance per dissimilarity ; as in this instance, tho presence of a cause
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other than the Names and Ideas of the Body is absent ; and hence the Reason

adduced is also absent in them.

Uddyotakara [under Nydyavdrtika on 2. 2. 61, page 319 et seq.] has stated

the argument as follows :
—“ The Idea pervading over all Cows proceeds from

a Cause other than the Body, etc.,—bocauso it appears as a differentiator,

—

liko the Idea of the Blue, etc.—Or again, the * Universal ’ Cow is something

different from the individual Cow,—because it is the object of a different

Idea,—like Colour and Touch, etc.,—also because it is spoken of as belonging

to this latter,—just as the Horse is spoken of as belonging to Chaitra, and as

something different from Chaitra

All these arguments have been set forth in these Texts. They are easily

intolligible.—(716-720)

The Author answers all these arguments in the following

—

TEXTS (721-722).

ALL THIS HAS NO ESSENCE IN IT J IT IS AN ELABORATION OF A MERE

THEORY
J
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE AT ALL IN SUPPORT OF IT. As A

MATTER OF FACT, THE NOTIONS OF * BEING ETC. ARE NOT

FOUND TO PROCEED FROM THE FUNCTIONING OF THE

Sense-organs ;
they arise from a body of

Conventions.—(721-722)

COMMENTARY.

It has been argued (under Text 714, above) that the fact of the notions

of ‘ Being \ etc. being of the nature of Sense-perception is deduced from the

presence of the operation of Sense-organs.—If, by the Reason here adduced,

it is meant that the said notions follow immediately after the operation of

the Senses,—then it cannot bo ‘ admitted *
; because as they are of the nature

of ‘ determinate Cognitions \ the body of Conventions (bearing upon the

verbal expression) must interpose (between the Sense-operation and the

resultant Determinate Cognition).—(721-722)

It might be urged—“without a comprehensive somethinig, how can

mutually distinct entities become the basis, directly or indirectly, of the

notion of identity or unity ?
”

In anticipation of this question, the Author supplies the following

explanation :

—
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TEXTS (723-726).

In the case of the Dhatrx, Haritald, etc., it is found that there is

PRESENT IN THEM, EITHER SINGLY OR COLLECTIVELY, THE POTENCY

TO REMOVE VARIOUS DISEASES ; AND YET THERE IS NO * UNIVERSAL ’

(Community) in them which has that potency ; because the

CURE OF THE DISEASES IS FOUND TO BE QUICK AND DELAYED.

—

Nor can any diverse peculiar properties be produced in the
* UNIVERSAL THROUGH THE DIVERSITIES OF THE SOIL, ETC.

BECAUSE IT REMAINS ALWAYS IN ONE AND THE SAME FORM
;
THE

SAID DIVERSE PROPERTIES, HOWEVER, ARE PRESENT IN THE Dhfitri,

etc.—Thus though, as a rule, things are entirely differ-

ent, YET SOME OF THEM HAVING WELL-DEFINED POTENCIES ARE

conceived of as similar, AND HENCE THESE THINGS BECOME

THE BASIS OF THE CONCEPTION OF similarity, ETC.,—NOT OTHER

things.

—

(723-726)

COMMENTARY.

Dhdtrl nod Romo other fruits, though of entirely different forms, are

yet, severally or jointly, endowed with the capacity to remove various

diseases,—even without any comprehensive ontity embracing them all.

—

It cannot bo right to urge that—“ even in this case it is only a comprehensive

‘Universal' that does the effective act”; for the simple reason that there

is no such common * Universal ’ over them capable of performing the various

fruitful acts. If there wore such a common ‘Universal 1

, there could bo

no possibility of the notion that peoplo have, of the capacity of removing
diseases quickly or slowly that is found in only some Dhdtri, etc. and that

at only certain times ; as the ‘ Universal ' would be of only one uniform

character.—Nor con it be right to assert that—“ the said Universal itself

performs the divorso fruitful acts, when it acquires certain peculiar properties

due to the soil as watered by milk and such things —because the 1
Universal ’

is, ex hypothesi, eternal, and hence incapable of having any peculiar properties

producod by anything else ; and hence no such properties could bo produced

in it by tho diversities of Soil and such things ; because the * Universal ’ is

always of one and the samo form As for the DhcUri, etc. ; on the other

hand, they are evanescent things and hence diverse properties are produced
in them by the diversities of Soil, etc. ; and henco they become endowed with
the diverse potencios of curing diseases.—In the samo manner, other things

also, like the Jar, are producod out of their Causal Ideas in such forms
that by their very nature they como to bo conceivod of as of one and the

same form. Hence there is no difficulty in this case.

The term ' etc.* in the expression ‘ the basis of the conception of similarity,

etc.', is meant to include the capacity to perform such fruitful acta as the

holding of water and the like.—(723-726)

The question being—“ How is it proved that 4

the Body of Conventions ’

comes between (the functioning of the Senses and the appearance of tho

notions of Names, etc.) ?
”—the Answer is provided in the following

—
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TEXTS (727-729).

All that the expression ‘ Being * (Existence) is meant to convey

is only the idea op capacity for action
;
it is in this sense that

the Convention is established, in regard to the things in

QUESTION, OR to ANY OTHER THING, ACCORDING TO THE WHIM (OF

people).—Persons using the term * go ’ (‘ Ox * or * Cow ’)

establish the Convention in regard to the term as

APPLICABLE TO THINGS SERVING SUCH DIVERSE PURPOSES AS

carrying, yielding milk and so forth.—Thus it is that

ALL THESE NOTIONS OF * BEING * AND THE REST ARE

FOUND TO PROCEED FROM THE CONCEPTION OF

these Conventions, and not immediately

AFTER THE FUNCTIONING OF THE SENSE-

ORGANS.

—

(727-729)

COMMENTARY.

The notions of ' Being * and the rest can never appear in persons who are

not cognisant of the Conventions bearing upon those terms ; if they did, then

there would be no use in establishing tho Conventions at all. Thus it is

that the makers of Convention apply the term ‘ existent ’ (Being), on noticing

a certain identity (among things) indicated by the fact of their performing

similar functions ; and it is in regard to such things that the notion of ‘ Being *

appears.

‘ Or to any other thing ’ ;—i.e. of the expression * Entity

Similarly in tho case of the terms 1 go' (‘ Ox * or ‘ Cow ’) and the rest,

the Convention bearing upon thorn is made upon their capacity for such

actions as carrying and tho like. Hence, aftor tho Convention has been

made, when people como to use the term,—even when tho Ox is seen, tho

previous Convention steps in and tho name * Ox * comes to the mind ; and

tho idea that it * exists ’ comes only later in a clear form. In some cases,

through repeated use, the whole process passes through the mind so quickly

that every step in it is not fully realised ; but it is quite clearly distinguished

by persons who have used the term for only a short time.

Tho whole matter is thus summed up :—From all this, it follows that on

account of the intervention of the body of Conventions, the notions in

question cannot bo said to be directly perceptible ; because it is not reasonable

to regard as * perceived * things that are cognised only indirectly ; as such

a process would lead to absurdities.—(727-729)

The following Text procoeds to show that for the following reason

also, the notions of ‘ Being \ etc. are effects of memory, and have to be

treated as so many Remembrances, and cannot be regarded as ‘ Perception
*

/
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TEXT (730).

At first, every Cognition appears in a form free from verbal
EXPRESSION

; THEN COMES IN THE BODY OF CONVENTIONS J

HENCE THE NOTIONS IN QUESTION PARTAKE OF THE
nature of Remembrance,—for that reason

also.

—

(730)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, there is no Convention bearing upon the ‘ Specific

Peculiarity 1

(of Things) ; and it is only after ono has seen the entity,

prior to its determination, only as a point of * Specific Peculiarity free

from all contact with verbal expression,—that there follows its Cognition

based upon the functioning of the Sense-organ ;—then thero comes to the

mind, the body of Conventions Ijcaring upon that same entity ;—thon thero

appear the notions of * Being ’ and the rest,—in accordance with the said

Conventions,—in regard to the tiling that has been seen ; and these notions

embody all the * determination ’ with reference to tho thing, and give verbal

expression to thorn How can these notions escape from boing rogarded
as ' Remembrance ’ ?

‘ For that reason also ’,—i.e. because they arc ‘ determined * as seen.
* The notions in question \—i.e. those of ‘ Being ’ and the rest.—(730)

Question—“ Whence has this sequence in the appoarance of Cognitions
been deduced ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (731).

It is because the process is as described that when a man has
his mind turned somewhere else, there appears only the

VAGUE APPREHENSION OF THE MERE thing APART FROM
ALL specific peculiarities.

—

(731)

COMMENTARY.

It is because tho notions of * Being etc. appear in the above-mentioned
sequence, that when a man lias his mind fixed elsewhere,—i.e. lie is absent-
minded,—if he sees a tiling lying before liimself,—until thero come to liis

mind tho conventions and conceptions bearing upon that thing, tho first

perception tliAt appears is that of the mere thing, entirely devoid of all specific

peculiarities. If it were not so,—if this first Cognition were in the full-fledged

form equipped with the verbal expression and all the rest of it,—then, why
should the absent-minded man apprehend the mere thing devoid of all quali-
fications ? It is not possible for two determinate Cognitions with verbal
expressions to appear at the same time.

Thus it is proved that the assertion that “ the notions of ‘ Being \ etc.

are positively and negatively concomitant with direct Sense-functioning ”

is not true.—(731)
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It lias been argued above (under Text 716) tliat
—“ In regard to the Cow

ond the Elephant, the peculiarities of Name and Idea must be due to causes

other than Convention, etc. etc.”.—Tliis is answered in the following

—

TEXT (732).

AS REGARDS THE FIRST REASON ADDUCED,—IT IS SUPERFLUOUS ; AS THE

FACT OF THE NOTIONS BEING BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE BODY OF

Conventions is already admitted (by us) ; and that

same Relative (Body of Conventions) is what
is positively and negatively concomitant.

—

(732)

COMMENTARY.

If all that is sought to be proved is the general fact that the notions in

question are due to other causos rolated to the cliaracter of the things con-

cerned,—then it is superfluous—proving what is already admitted. Because

the Body of Conventions bearing upon the Cow, etc. is tliat other cause

related to and in keeping with the character of the things ; as the said notions

appoar only when tliis Body of Conventions is there, and they do not appear

when what is there is some heterogeneous Body of Conventions ; which

shows that it is this Body of Conventions, which is positively and negatively

concomitant with thorn, tliat is tho Cause of the notions in question ; os

these are found to follow on the wake of the positive and nogative concomi-

tance of these Conventions. Thus the attempt to adduce Reasons for this is

entirely futile.—(732)

TEXTS (733-734).

If the said
f Body of Convention * is included in the ‘ Subject * (of

the Inference propounded by the Opponent), then the Corro-

borative Instance cited becomes * devoid of the Pro-

BANDUM *
;
AS THE EXTERNAL THINGS MENTIONED,—THE

Calf AND THE Goad, ETC. ARE NOT THE DIRECT

CAUSES OF THE NOTIONS ;
BECAUSE THE NaME

AND SUCH OTHER QUALIFICATIONS HAVE NO

BEARING UPON THE ‘ SPECIFIC PECULIAR-

ITY ’ OF THINGS J AS THE ‘ SPECI-

FIC Peculiarity ’ of things

IS SOMETHING BEYOND THE

kea6h of Verbal Ex-

pression.

—

(733-734)

COMMENTARY.

If the ‘ Conventional Conception * is included in the ‘ Subject ’ (of the

Opponent’s Reasoning), and then it is sought to be proved that all theso
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notions are duo to their connection with an eternal and all-embracing Entity
named ‘ Universal *, which is apart from all those,—then what has been
citod as the Corroborative Instance would be * devoid of the Probandum ’

;

because the concomitance of tho tilings with such a Probandum has nowhere
been perceived. As a matter of fact, the Calf, the Goad and such things

that have been citod as the cause (basis) of tho notion of the Cow being ‘ with
Calf or the Elephant being ‘ with the Goad \ have not been proved to be so.

Specially because when theso things—the Calf and the Goad,—revert to

the position of their ‘ Specific Peculiarity they aro not found to bo the

direct cause of any Names and Ideas,—for the simple reason that all * Specific

Peculiarity ’ is, by its very nature, beyond the reach of verbal expression.

Thus tho Corroborativo Instance cited is * devoid of the Probandum
—If they be regarded as tho indirect cause of the notions, then that would
lead to an absurdity, because indirectly, everything is of use in the producing
of everything.—(733-734)

Question—“ How is it then that people regard such external things
(as tho Calf and the Goad) as the cause of the notions (of tho Cow being
with the Calf, and tho Elephant being with the Goad) ?

”

TEXT (735).

In’ pact, all these notions proceed on the basis of things like
THE Goad, WHICH CONSIST IN MERE * IDEA ’ AND ARE ILLUSORY,

ON WHICH ' EXTERNALITY * LS IMPOSED. (735)

COMMENTARY.

It has boon already pointed out that the * Specific Peculiarity * of Things
which forms tho root-cause of tho Idea of the * Good ’ and such things, is

not touched by an ‘imposition* (or qualification). As regards the
‘ Illusory ’ form of things, it is a mere product of the art of Imagination

;

it consists in mere * Idea and is not an external object. People regard it

as an 1

external thing *, because they are unable to distinguish between what
they see and wliat they imagine, and hence they regard the form cognised
as oxtemal ’

; so tliat tho external existence of the Goad and such tilings

cannot be admitted.
1 Avalambya ’ is to be construed with 1 ahkushadikam
What is meant is that the notions proceed to apply to the Goad, etc.

which aro purely illusory, wliich consist in mere ‘ Idea ’ and on which the
external character is superimposed.

* Antarmdtrd * is Buddhi, Idea, Cognition.—(735)

In the same argument (under 716), the Opponent has introduced the
qualification “while pertaining to the Cow”. This again is not right;
as it cannot exclude anything (and hence is useless as a qualification).—This
is what is shown in the following

—
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TEXTS (736-737).

* The NEGATION OF ACTION, QUALITY AND NAME * IS ALSO DESCRIBED

(BY YOU) AS THE CAUSE OF THE NOTION OF * NON-EXISTENCE *
;

HENCE THE QUALIFICATION SERVES NO USEFUL PURPOSE.

—

The SAID DESCRIPTION (OF THE CAUSE OF THE NOTION

of Non-existence) also is not right ; because

if it is a Cause, then it must be a Positive

Entity, as possessing a definite po-

tency. Lastly, the notion of
‘ Non-existence ' would be ap-

plicable to ‘ Being * and

SUCH ‘ UNIVERSALS * ALSO.

-(736-737)

COMMENTARY.

Of the notion of
4 non-existence * also, tlio ‘ Negation of action, quality

and name ’ has boon described as the Cause.—This cannot be right ;
because

what has been said to constitute the character of the
4 Cause ’ is the potency to

produce the effect ;—this Potency can reside only in a Positive Entity ; as the

Positive Entity alone is characterised by the said Potency. If then, Negation

also had the said Potency imposed upon it, how could it not attain tho

character of the Positive Entity T As the presence of that Potency alone

constitutes tho nature of the Positive Entity. In this way the Negation

would lose its negative character itself. As 4 negation ’ consists only in the

cessation of the character of the 4 Positive Entity

Then again, if
4

the negation of Action, Quality and Name ’ were the

Cause of the notion of Non-existence, then the notion of being 4 non-existent *

would apply to
4 Being ’ and other Universal? also ; os therein also is present

4 the negation of Action, Quality and Name’—just as much as in such non-

entities as the 4
Hare’s Horns —(736-737)

The following Text shows that the Reason cited (by the Opponont under

Text 71G) is
4 unproven ’ (not admitted) :

—

TEXT (738).

The fact of the notions in question being different from the

NOTIONS OF THE BODY, SHAPE, ETC. IS NOT ADMITTED (OR

PROVED) J HENCE THE REASON PUT FORWARD IS

ALSO OPEN TO THE CHARGE OF BEING * UN-

PROVEN \—(738)

COMMENTARY.

As a mattor of fact, the notions of the Cow and such things do not

have for their objective anything other than the Body, etc. (of the

animals) j by virtue of which they could be hold to be distinct from these

latter.—(738)
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The Conclusion also (of the Opponent’s Argument) is annulled by
Inference :

—

TEXT (739).

The comprehensive notion (op all Cows, for instance) manifests

WITHIN ITSELF THE verbal expression AND THE CONSTITUENT. IN-

DIVIDUALS
; while the ' Universal ’ is described as

devoid of all tinge of colour
, shape and verbal

expression .—(739)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant is os follows :—What is meant by you to bo proved is

the fact that tlie basis of comprehensive notions consists of something different

from the Body, etc. ;—this however is not right
; as no such thing enters

into the notions at all ; and also because what doos appear in those notions

is something quite different, in tho shape of Colour, Sliape, etc. That is

to say, you describe tho ‘ Universal ’ Cow to be devoid of all tinge of Colour,

Shape and Verbal Expression ; and yet tho actual Cognition that appears

is always apprehended as accompanied by tho manifestation of Colour, etc.

;

how thon could the basis of such Cognition consist of whAt is devoid of Colour,

etc.? Certainly a Cognition of. one form cannot have its basis in something

of an entirely different form ; if it did, it would lead to absurdities.

The argument may be formulated as follows :—When a Cognition

manifests an object distinct from some other object, it cannot bo regarded

as apprehending tlus latter object ;—e.g. the Cognition of Sound cannot bo

regarded as apprehending Colour;—and as a matter of fact, the compre-

hensive notion manifests within itself Colour and the rest which are something

different from the pure * Universal ’ ;—so that what is actually porceived

is contrary to the premiss (cited by the Opponent).
* Manifests within itself the Verbal Expression, etc. etc.’ ;—

‘ verbal expres-

sion \ i.e. tho name * Cow ’ ;
—

‘ conslilxierd individuals \ in the fonn of colour,

shape and tho rest ;
' avabhasavdn ’, containing the manifestation of these.

* Ak$ara ',
1
Letters \ stands for tho verbal expression * gauh ', which

is made up of tho letters ‘ ga ',
‘ au ’ and the Visarga.—(739)

Shankaraso&min has argued as follows :—“ The * Universal ’ Blue

also is of the form of Blue

;

if it were not so, then there would be no such

comprehensive idea as ‘ Blue ’
; thus the Reason adduced by the Buddhist

being not admitted, there is no annulment of the Naiyayika’s Conclusion by
Inference (as urged in the preceding Text, by the Author).”

This is answered in the following

—
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If the * Universal * also were in the form of * Blue then, what
WOULD BE ITS DIFFERENCE FROM ‘ QUALITY ’ ?

—

As A MATTER OF FACT,

HOWEVER, NO ALL-COMPREHENSIVE * BLUE * IS EVER PERCEIVED.
Even though it may be manifesting itself, it is never per-
ceived IN A DIFFERENTIATED FORM. UNDER THE CIRCUM-
STANCES, how could the Idea and Name apply to the
Individual, on the basis of the said comprehensive
notion ?—Further, the other party holds the
NOTION OF THE ‘ UNIVERSAL * TO BE DEFINITE AND
CERTAIN

;
CONSEQUENTLY, ITS NON-PERCEPTION

CANNOT BE RIGHT, AS THAT WOULD IMPLY THAT
IT IS INCOGNISABLE.

—

(740-742)

COMMENTARY.

Suoh being the case, there can be no difference between the Quality
‘ Blue * and the ‘ Universal * Blue ; as, ex hypothesi, both have the same form.

It might be urged that—“ the Quality ‘ Blue ’ is not somothing com-

prehensive, while the ' Universal ’ Blue embraces all that is blue at all times

and at all places ; and in this sense thoro is a difference between the forms

of the two
The answor to this is that * no all-comprehensive Blue is ever perceived \

That is, as a matter of fact, any such comprehensive ‘ Blue ’ as distinct

from the Quality Blue,—embracing all that is of the form of Blue,—is never

perceived to manifest itself ; as all that appears in Perception is a specific

‘ Blue ’ alone by itself. Even in the ‘ determinate * Cognition, there does

not appear any second Blue ; as that Cognition only ' determines ’ what has

been perceived (by the previous indeterminate Perception).

It might be argued that—“ Just as for the Bauddha, the Momentary

Character of Things, though apparent, is not actually apprehendod in its

differentiated form by people with dull intelligence,—so the * Universal *

also

This cannot bo right ; as even so, the theory propounded by you

—

that “ on tho strength of the perception of the Universal there appear the

single identical Name and Idoa in regard to Individuals tlxat are diverse ”,

—

would become untenable ; because if the qualifying factor is unperceived,

there can be no perception of the qualified, thing

;

e.g. until tlie Stick is

seen, thore can be no such notion as * the man with the slick \ Similarly

in the case in question. Because the idea put forward by you is

that Diversities (Individuals) by themselves are beyond the reach of Verbal

Expression and Cognition ;—and these diversities, which are by themselves

beyond the reach of Cognition and Verbal Expression, would (under your

theory) be cognised only on the strength of the perception of the ‘ Univer-

sal * ;—how, then, can the Cogniser not ‘ perceive * the Universal itself ?
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Further, for the man for whom Perception is always ‘ indeterminate \ it

may be right to say that ‘ oven though apparent, it i« not apprehended
' ;

as
1 Apprehension ’ involves the fiuictioning of the idea of Certitude

;

but

for you, who hold all Perception to bo determinate, it is not right that there

should be no apprehension ; as that would mean that there is no Cognition of

it at all. In hurt, the apprehension of objects by all certain Cognitions consists

in thoir bringing about certitude ; if then, they do not bring about tliis certitude,

it comes to this that they do not cognise or apprehend the object at

all.—(740-742)

Even granting that the existence of something other tliau the * Blue ’

is proved, there can be no proof for what you desire to prove ; as your Con-

clusion itself is barred by Inference, and to that extent, the Premiss also

cannot be admitted.—This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (743).

Even though it may be taken as established that the notions in

QUESTION HAVE A DIFFERENT CAUSE, THE EXISTENCE OF THE
* Universal ’ as comprehensive, and free from

IMPERMANENCE, DOES NOT BECOME ESTABLISHED J

BECAUSE THE NOTIONS IN QUESTION APPEAR

IN SUCCESSION.—(743)

COMMENTARY.

* Free from impermanence \—i.e. free from non-eteroality,—eternal.

“ Why is it not established ?
*’

* Becauee the notions in question appear in succession *
; i.e. the notions

of the ‘ Cow ’ and the rest. If these were due to any such commonality

as the * Universal \ then they would not appear in succession,—as thoir

cause being always present in its perfect form, they should all appear simul-

taneously ; just like several things produced simultaneously. Specially

because a cause that cannot bo helped does not need anything else.—(743)

Now, even admitting the Reason, the Author shows that it is * fallible
’

(‘ not true \ ‘ Inconclusive ’) :

—

TEXT (744).

On WHAT BASIS DOES THE TERM * CATEGORY ’ (‘ Paddrtha ’) REST

when applied to the six ( Vaishefika Categories) ? As

ALSO THE NOTION ‘ IT EXISTS ’ WHICH IS FOUND TO

BE PRESENT IN ‘ BEINO ETC. ?—(744)

COMMENTARY.

There is not (even for the Vatshcfika) any such * Universal ’ as ‘ Paddr•

thatva * (the genus ‘ Category ’) subsisting in all the six Categories,—on the
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basis of which there should be such a comprehensive notion as 4
this is a

Category this is a Category and so forth’ ;—similarly in the ‘Universal ’,

the 4
Specific Individuality ’ and 4 Inherence the 4 Universal ’ Being does

not subsist ; by virtue of which each of these could be conceived of as
4
existing ’

; because (according to the Vaish&fika)
4 Being ’ subsists only in

the tlirce Categories of ' Substance 4
Quality ’ and * Action —As regards

the three Categories of Substance and the rest, the Opponents hold the name
to be based upon the presence of the 4 Universal ’

; hence the fallibility of
the Reason lias not been urged in regard to these.—(744)

The following argument may bo put forward :

—

44 Even in the Categories
named, the property of

4 existence ’ Is present in the form of being the object
of the right Cognition that 4

it exists ’
; so that here also the name is due to

something other than the object itself
; and hence the Reason is not untrue **.

The answer to this is provided in the following

—

TEXTS (745-746).

IF IN REGARD TO THE CATEGORIES MENTIONED, THE NOTION THAT ‘ IT

EXISTS ’ IS DUE TO SOMETHING ELSE,—THEN, IN REGARD TO THIS

‘ SOMETHING * ALSO THE NOTION THAT ‘ IT EXISTS * IS PRESENT
;

AND SO ON AND ON, THERE WOULD BE AN INFINITE REGRESS,

AND THE CHARACTER OF ‘ HAVING THE PROPERTY *

WOULD CEASE. IN MEW OF THESE, THE REASON

WOULD BECOME 4 FALLIBLE * (UNTRUE).

—

Then again the all-embracing con-

comitance of the Reason has

not yet been established.

(745-746)

COMMENTARY.

Even if it be admitted that the notions in question are due to something

else, the defect of ‘ Fallibility * remains ; because even in regard to the

property mentioned by the Opponent, there is the notion that 4
it exists

which is expressed by the words 4 this property of existence is there ’ ;—so

this notion of is-ness will have to be attributed to something other than
4 Existence ’ (or Being) ; and so on and on, there would be an infinite regress

;

as also the anomaly that other things also would be receptacles of the Property,

and hence 4 things possessing that property ’
; and the result thus would be

that there would be no such restriction of number as that 4 there are only six

Categories’ which ran have properties.— -If. in order to avoid the Infinito

27
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Regress, a further property (of is-ness) is not postulated, then, m view of

these notions—as appearing in connection with the Categories, or with the

property of Existence,—the Reason would have to be regarded as ‘ fallible

(untrue). . . _ , ..

It may be that the ‘inconclusiveness ’ of the Reason is not due to its

being Too Wide ;
oven so, how could tlie defect of its negation being open to

4 doubt * lie avoided t—'This is what is pointed out in the words— Theti

again, etc. etc. » wliat is meant by
4 all-embracing concomitance

'

is the

cognition of the fact of the Reason being invariably concomitant with the

whole of the thing in wliich the Probandum is sought to be proved.

The following argument might bo urged “ The required concomitance

is there all right ;
because, if there were no other Cause, how could the

notion in question (of the Universal
4 Cow \ etc.) be different from the

notion of the thing itself ? There can be no difference among notions of

the same object, even when they are many. If there were such difference,

then, tliere could be no diversity even among the notions of different tlungs,

like Colour, Taste and so forth; because diversity among things is always

due to the diversity among Cognitions."
, ,

This is not right ; as a matter of fact, there can be no idea of Universal

in regard to the * Specific Peculiarity * of tilings. Because the
4

Specific

Peculiarity ’ never forms the object of any notion associated with verbal

expression.—But —even in the absence of any ‘ Universal if the view

be held tliat each thing by itself is one only and is excluded, from other

tilings, on some basis,-and it is through this basis tliat there come about

various assumptions and verbal expressions of an all-embracing character,

in accordance with conventions and the experience of people if such were

the view, then there would be no opposition to it. This is the reason why

the Text speaks of the
4 absence of concomitance ’.-(745-746)

It has been argued (above, under Text 719) that—
44 The comprehensive

idea tliat appears in regard to the Cow and other things, etc. etc.”.—This

is answered in the following

—

TEXT (747).

The ARGUMENT IN PROOF OF THE ‘ UNIVERSAL ’ THAT HAS BEEN URGED

AFTER THE ONE JUST DISPOSED OF, ALSO BECOMES REJECTED

BY THIS ;
BECAUSE THE FALLACY OF FUTILITY AND

THE REST ARE EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO THAT

also.—(747)

COMMENTARY.

4 By this Le. by the refutation just explained.—As the same objections

are equally applicable to that also ; for instance, the defect of being
4

futile \
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‘ superfluous ’ (proving what is already admitted) and the rest are applicable

to this argument also.

Tho plirose * and die rest ’ includes the fallacies of the Corroborative
Instance ' being devoid of the Probandum \ the Reason being ‘ unproven
and ‘ fallible ’ (Inconclusive) and so forth.—(747)

The following Text points out the ‘ Fallibility ’ of the Opponent’s Reason
in another manner :

—

TEXTS (748-749).

Without any all-embracing basis, there is—

(

a) a particular

Cognition in regard to the ‘ Cook ’
; (6) similarly there

IS THE NOTION OF * NEGATION * IN REGARD TO NEGATION

ITSELF ; AS ALSO (e) IN REGARD TO PERSONS AND

THINGS CREATED BY IMAGINATION, AND (d

)

IN

REGARD TO DEAD AND UNBORN PERSONS.—In

VIEW OF ALL THESE COGNITIONS, THE

Reason becomes open to the

FALLACY OF ‘ FALLIBILITY \

(748-749)

COMMENTARY.

In tho case of the notion of the ‘ Cook *, the 4 Teacher * and the like, there

are no such all-embracing bases as the character of being Cook, the character

of being die Teacher and so forth, on which comprehensive notions of the
4 Cook * and the 4 Teacher ’ could be based. Similarly in regard to the four

kinds of Negation,—Prior Negation and the like,—how could there be any such
comprehensive notion as 4 Negation ’ ? Certainly there could be no 4 Universal *

in this case,—as this must rest in positive entities.—Similarly in regard to

persons and things created by imagination,—such as tho poetical character

of Chandr&pida (in K&dambari) and White Palaces in tho sky and so forth,

—

and also in regard to persons dead and unborn—such as Mahusammata,
Shafikha and the rest,—how could there be any notion without there being

any comprehensive character ? Surely there is no 4 Universal * in these

cases ; which are all based upon individuals.—(748-749)

The following Texts explain the notions of the 4 Cook ’, etc. :

—
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TEXTS (750-754)

In fact, there is no single basis for the notions of 1 Cook ’ and the

REST.

—

If IT BE SAID THAT “ THE ACT (OF COOKING) IS THE BASIS ”,

—

THEN, THE ANSWER IS THAT THE ACT VARIES WITH EACH INDIVIDUAL

PERSON
J
AND YOU HAVE POSTULATED THE ‘ UNIVERSAL * AS EM-

BRACING all Individuals only, on the ground that unless there

IS AN ALL-EMBRACING ENTITY, THERE CAN BE NO COMPREHENSIVE

NOTION OF THINGS WHICH ARE DIFFERENT.

—

If, EVEN WITHOUT SUCH

ALL-EMBRACING CHARACTER, THE ACT BE REGARDED AS THE BASIS (OF

THE COMPREHENSIVE NOTION) THEN WHY SHOULD NOT THE INDIVI-

DUALS THEMSELVES BE REGARDED AS CAUSES OF IT ?—FURTHER (IF

the Act were the basis, then) the notion of ‘Cook’ could not

APPEAR IN REGARD TO THE MAN AFTER HE HAS DESISTED FROM THE

act (of cooking)
;
surely even the other party do not regard

THE Act AS PRESENT THERE AT ALL TIMES,—LIKE THE * UNIVERSAL \

—If it be held that “ the Notion and Name of the Cook, etc. is

BASED ON PAST AND FUTURE ACTION ”,—THEN SUCH AN ACT CANNOT

BE THE CAUSE AT ALL, FOR THE SIMPLE REASON THAT IT IS NOT

PRESENT AT THE TIME.

—

(750-754)

COMMENTARY.

It cannot be right to sav that the notion in regard to the Cook is due to

the act of cooking ; because this Action also is held to be different with each

person,—just like the individuality.

You postulate the ‘ Universal ’ as embracing all individuals, on tho

ground that, in regard to diverse things, there could not appear any com-

prehensive notion, in the absence of an all-embracing entity. Under the

circumstances, if even without this all-embracing character, the Action were

tho basis of regarding diverse things as one,—then why should there be

an aversion to tho individuals, whereby ignoring these, the * Universal ’

has been postulated as the basis of that notion ?

Then again, if the notion in regard to the Cook were due to tho Action,

then after the man has desisted from the Action, and is not doing any cooking,

the notion of Cook could not appear in regard to him. You do not regard

tho Action to be ever present, like the * Universal \ by virtue of which the

notion could appear even when the Action had ceased. When one thing is

due to another, it cannot appear in the absence of this latter.

Nor can past and future Action be rightly regarded as the basis of the

said notion ; because what is past or yet to come cannot be there, and what

is not there cannot serve as the cause of anything.—(750-764)

Shankara-svdmin argues as follows :
—

“ The comprehensive idea of

the Cook is based upon the presence of that particular Action which is related

to the * Universal ’ (or Genus) * Action *
; hence, even after the actual act of
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cooking lias ceased, the permanent basis of it (in the shape of the Universal)

is always there, and from that there arises the idea of the Cook ”.—Tliis

view is anticipated in the following

—

TEXT (755).

If the idea be said to be due to the presence of the act related

to the ‘ Universal ’ Action,—and this permanent basis is

always indicated by it even when the particular

act has ceased,

—

[then, the answer is as

given in the following Text].—(755)

COMMENTARY.

‘ By it ’,—i.e. by the action.
4 Permanent basis —in the shape of the

4

Universal ’ Action.—(755)

The answer to this is given in the following

—

TEXT (756).

When the particular Act has ceased, the permanent 4 Universal ’,

even though indicated, cannot really exist ; for the

simple reason that its receptacle has ceased to

EXIST.—(756)

COMMENTARY.

4
Its receptacle \—i.e. the receptacle of the Universal ; i.e. the particular

act.

As a matter of fact, the 4 Universal * cannot be perceived,—or even

exist,—by itself, apart from its receptacle ;
otherwise it would have to be

regarded as baseless.—(756)

The following argument might be urged :

—

44 When once the Universal

has been indicated and perceived,—even if its receptacle, in the shape of the

particular act, ceases, the Idea based upon it still continues ”.

The answer to this argument is as follows :

—
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TEXTS (757-760).

In the case op such * Universals * as the * Stick ’, the * Armlet *

AND THE LIKE,—EVEN THOUGH THEY HAVE BEEN INDICATED AND PER-

CEIVED ONCE (IN ONE PERSON),—THE IDEA OF THE ‘ MAN WITH THE
Stick’ (or ‘the man with the Armlet’) does not continue on
THE REMOVAL OF THE STICK OR ARMLET.—If THE * UNIVERSAL ’

Cook WERE SOMETHING ENTIRELY DIFFERENT (FROM THE INDIVIDUAL

PERSONS), THEN (AS A PERMANENT ENTITY) IT SHOULD BE PRESENT IN

THE NEW-BORN CHILD ALSO, WHO ALSO COULD BE CONCEIVED OF
as a 1

Cook ’.—Ip it be hbld that, like the idea of ‘ Being ’

(Existence), it does not subsist in a certain substratum (the

CHILD JUST BORN F.I.),—THEN, LATER ON, ALSO IT COULD NOT SUBSIST

IN IT
;
AS THE CONDITIONS WOULD BE THE SAME.—It MAY BE THAT

AT THE INITIAL STAGE (WHEN THE CHILD IS JUST BORN) THERE IS NO
Inherence between the two (the Universal and the Parti-

cular) BECAUSE OF THE DEFECTIVE CHARACTER OF THEIR RELATION-
SHIP. But if so, then, how could there be that Inherence,
EVEN AFTERWARDS, WHEN THE DEFECT WOULD STILL BE THERE ?

—

(757-760)

COMMENTARY.

There would be many absurdities. For instance, such ‘ Universals ’ as
4

Stick ’ and the liko having been perceived once,—when DlvadaUa lind given

up the Stick, the idea of his being 4 with Stick \ or
4 with the Ear-ring would

be there.

Nor is it right to say that even in the man who has given up cooking

,

the
4

Universal ’ Cook is present
;
because, the * Universal * being eternal, it

would be present in the new-born child also.

The Opponent might argue thus :
—“ The idea of ‘ being existent ’,

though due to the 4 Universal Being ’ (Existence), does not come about
always ; in the same way, the * Universal ’ Cook also, being inheront in a
certain particular substratum, would not appear at all times ; so that it would
not inhere in the new-born child.

—

1 Inhering ’ is mentioned only by way of

illustration
; the ' Universal * would not be manifested ;—this also has to be

understood

But in tliat way, it comes to this that it may not inhere in it at all.

Because tho non-inherence of the 4 Universal ’ in the new-born child, at

tl*e earlier stage, could be due only to some defect in the character of tho

relation between the
4
Universal * and the Particular Object ; and this defect

would be present there at the later stages also ;—how then could the
‘ Universal ’ inhere in it at all ! According to your view, the Object is not

momentary,—by which at the subsequent stages the Object (Child) would
be a different entity.

* That

'

—i.e. inherence.
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4 Their relationship ’—i.e. the relation between the ‘ Universal ’ and the

Particular Object.
4 Tadatmyi —i.e. the previous defective form not having been

abandoned.—(757-760)

Even when the Object is admitted to be evanescent, the objection stated

remains in force ;—this is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (761).

If the Particular Object be not ptrtnarwM , it might acquire

ADDITIONAL CHARACTERS ; BUT EVEN SO, THE DEFECTIVE NATURE

of the ‘ Universal ’ would never cease.

—

(761)

COMMENTARY.

It may be that the Particular Object, being impermanent, will acquire

additional qualities later on ; but the
4 Universal ’, being permanent, will

always retain its character of being averse to Inherence ;
hence how could

it be 4 inherent ’ even at a later stage ?—Nor can it be right to assert that

—

“ the 4 Universal * remains for ever in a state which is not averse to sub-

sequent Inherence ” ;—because in that case, the Particular Object also would

have to be regarded as eternal ; as the
4 Universal ’ related to it would be

eternal ; because in the absence of one relative, the other relative cannot be

said to be devoid of the defect preventing its related nature.—(761)

The following Text puts forward the answer given by Uddyotakara

TEXT (762).

44 The name 4 Cook * is meant to be applied to that which is the

PRINCIPAL CAUSE OF THE ACT OF COOking ;
AND THIS ‘ PRINCI-

PALITY * IS PRESENT IN ANOTHER COOK ALSO.”

—

(762)

COMMENTARY.

Uddyotakara has argued as follows (in Nydyavdrlika, Su. 2. 2. 8, page 320)

“ It is through ignorance of our Reason that our Opponent has urged that

— 4

just as the term Cook is comprehensive in its connotation, and yet there

is no such Universal as Cook,—so also is the comprehensive character of

the connotation of the term Cow ’.—Because what is meant by our Reason

is that
4 Particular Cognition cannot be accidental (without cause) ; and

what this means is that the Idea which is different from the idea of the

Individual object must be due to a different cause ;—and not that all compre-

hensive ideas are based upon 4 Universals ’. Such being the case, that which

is the principal cause of the action of cooking is what is spoken of by the

name 4 Cook ’
; and this principal character is present in other persons also ;

hence the objection urged against us has no force.”
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This argument is answered in the following

—

TEXT (763).

What is it that is called * principal character ’
i—It cannot be a

POTENCY
;
BECAUSE THIS DOES NOT SUBSIST (IN OTHER INDIVIDUALS).

—For the same reason it cannot be said to consist in

THE NATURE of THE SUBSTANCE, QUALITY OR ACTION,

ETC.

—

(763)

COMMENTARY.

What is this ‘ Principal Character ’ ?

If it is a Potency, that cannot be right ; as potency is restricted to each

individual substratum, and must therefore vary with each individual object,

and cannot subsist in another object.

For the same reason, it cannot consist in the ‘ nature ’—essence, self-

sufficiency,—of Substance, etc. ; as this also cannot belong in common to

several objects.

The term ‘ etc. ’ is meant to include any entity tliat may l>e held to l>e

distinct from Substance, Quality and Action.

As regards the explanation offered (by Uddyotaknm) of the assertion

tliat “the appearance of the notions in question Is due to other causes ",

—

this has already been answered by pointing out that if some sort of a Cause
is meant, then the argument is futile,, as we also admit it as being due to

Conventional Conception ;—if on the other hand any particular Cause is

meant, then there is ‘ absence of concomitance * and also * Falsity in view

of such notions as those of the Cook and the like.—(763)

The following Texts sum up the Author's position

—

TEXTS (764-765).

Thus the notion that appears nr regard to the ‘ Cook ’ is dependent
ONLY UPON THE DIVERSITY OF CONVENTION, AND APPREHENDS
ONLY THE FORM THAT PRECLUDES ALL UNLIKE THINGS.

—

From all this it follows that all Names and
Notions proceed diversely in accordance
with .Convention, without there being

ANY ALL-EMBRACING ENTITY.

—

(764-765)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Thus ’,—because no other cause is found, on examination, for the

notions of the Cook and the rest, therefore,—even in connection with diverse
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objects like the Cook, etc., the comprehensive notion—idea—which ultimately

apprehends only something distinguished from all things unlike itself—pro-

ceeds in accordance with Convention ; as this exclusion of the unlike is always

present.

Because this is so, therefore it follows that in the case of the * Cow

etc. also, notions partaking of a uniform character, as also Names, should

proceed on the basis of Convention,—even without any entity like the

‘ Universal \—So that the Reason put forward by the other party remains
4 Inconclusive \ (Fallible, Untrue).—(764-765)

The following Text further supports the argument (urged under Text 748,

above) based upon the notion of
4 Negation ’ with regard to Negation

—

TEXT (7G6)

Thus the notion of Negation with regard to Negation rs not incom-

patible
;
NOR IS THE COMPREHENSIVE NAME (INCOMPATIBLE) ;

BECAUSE THEY PROCEED FROM CONVENTION, WHICH DOES NOT

INVOLVE THE ASSUMPTION OF ANY OTHER ENTITY.

—

(766)

COMMENTARY.

The only basis for a comprehensive notion, that will apply to all cases,

consists in the Body of Convention ;
otherwise, the incongruity of the com-

prehensive notion that we have in regard to all Negations,—as also of the

very term ‘ Negation ’—cannot be denied. Because in the case of Negations,

there can be no ‘Universal’, which subsists only in entities (not in non-entities).

Why it is not incompatible is shown by the words

—

4 Because they proceed

etc., etc. *
; the Convention is called

4 anartha ’ in the sense that it does not

involve the assumption of any other entity in the shape of the 4 Universal *

and so forth ; from such convention, they porceed ;—i.e. the Name and the

Idea follow the presence or absence of the said Convention.—(766)

The following Texts anticipate and answer Sharlkarasvamin’s answer to

the Bauddlia’s criticisms

—
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TEXTS (767-770).

“ Such notions (of Negation) as
4 the previous negation of the Jar

* the Destruction of the Jar ’ and the like, apprehend Negations

WITH POSITIVE ENTITIES AS THEIR ADJUNCTS
;
AND THE COMPREHEN-

SIVE CHARACTER OF THE SAID NOTION OF ‘ NEGATION * IS DUE TO THE
COMPREHENSIVE CHARACTER OF THOSE ADJUNCTS —If THIS IS URGED,

THEN (OUR ANSWER IS THAT) THIS CANNOT BE SO ; («) BECAUSE THERE IS

DISPARITY AND (6) BECAUSE IT CANNOT REST UPON THAT.—(«) THE
COMPREHENSIVE NOTION OF THE ‘ JAR ’ MAY BE RIGHTLY REGARDED AS

BEING DUE TO THAT
;
NOT SO THE COMPREHENSIVE NOTION OF * NEGA-

TION ’
; THE NOTION OF * PRESENCE ’ (AFFIRMATION) IS ENTIRELY DIF-

FERENT FROM THE NOTION OF * ABSENCE * (NEGATION). (6) THE NOTION
OF THE ‘ COW ’ OR THE ’ HORSE ’ IS NOT HELD TO BE DUE TO THE
‘ Universal ’ Being. If it did, then only one 4 Universal ’ would
HAVE TO BE POSTULATED AS ACCOMPLISHING EVERYTHING (AS BEING THE

BASIS OF ALL NOTIONS).

—

(767-770)

COMMENTARY.

Shankarasvamin lias argued thus :
—“ The notions of Negations are

never found to be free from adjuncts [the Negation is always of something]

;

for instance, in all such notions of Negation as
1

the previous negation of the

Jar ‘ the Destruction of the Jar * and so forth,—they are found to rest upon
Negations associated with certain positive entities as adjuncts ;

which shows

that in all cases the notion of Negation 1ms its comprehensive character

dependent upon the ' Universal * permeating the said adjuncts ; so that

there is no ‘ fallibility * in our Premiss
* Tasyah ’—of the said notion (of Negation).

The above argument is answered in the words—1

It cannot be so, etc., etc. ’.

—The compound 4 Vailak$any&tadashrayat ’ may bo construed to mean
either (a)

4 because there is the fact that it cannot rest upon that, along with

the fact that there is disparity ’, or as (6)
4 because there is disparity, and

also because it cannot rest upon that *.

Tim first of these two reasons
—

* because there is disparity ’—is explained

in detail, in the words— ‘ The compretiensive notion of the Jar, etc., etc.';

—

it is not right that notions of diverse forms should be based upon one and

the same adjunct ; as in that case a single * Universal ’ would serve all

purposes, and it would be useless to postulate several
4 Universal Thus

then notions of positive entities like the * Jar ’ etc. may be due to the
* Universal ’ ‘Jar \—how could the notions of ‘ Negations * be based upon
those 4 Universals ’, being, as they are, entirely different from these latter

in character ? For example the notion of the universal
4 Cow * does not

proceed on the basis of the
4 Universal ’ Being.—(767-770)

Bhdvivikta has argued as follows :
—“ It is not held that in every case,

the Notion is exactly in keeping with its Cause (or basis). For instance,
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the number 4 Plurality* subsisting (o) in Elephants and Horses, or (b

)

in the

Dhava and Khadira trees, forms the basis of the notions of (a) the 4 Army ’ and

(6) the ‘ Forest. ’ ;—similarly the mixture of several heterogeneous substances

forms the basis of the notions of ‘drinks’, ‘fermented gruel* and the like.

Otherwise (i.e. if the resultant notion must be exactly in keeping with its

basis) the notions in question should have been of (a)
4 Many ’ and (b)

‘Mixture’”.

This is the argument that is anticipated and answered in the following

—

TEXTS (771-772).

“ In all cases the notion is not in exact accordance with its

BASIS,—INASMUCH AS THE NOTIONS OF ‘ ARMY ‘ FOREST * AND
THE LIKE HAVE NUMBER, ETC. FOR THEIR BASIS ” ;—IF SUCH

BE THE VIEW, THEN, WHY SHOULD NOT THE SAID NOTION

IN REGARD TO THESE DIVERSE THINGS ALSO BE

HELD TO BE BASED UPON THE DIVERSITY OF

the Body of Conventions set up by

one's own whim ?

—

(771-772)

COMMENTARY.
* The said notion ’,—i.e. the Comprehensive notion.

The ‘ diversity’—i.e. Peculiarity of the Conventions.—(771-772)

Question :
—

“ What is the peculiarity on the basis whereof this statement

is made ?
”

Ansuvr :

—

TEXTS (773-774).

When there is cognition of diversity, then there arises the

DESIRE TO SET UP A CONVENTION ;—THEN THE CONVENTION IS SET

UP ;—THEN COMES THE HEARING OF THE NAME IN ACCORD-

ANCE with that Convention ;—then the * body s or
{ form ’ of the Convention ;—then the notion

(IN ACCORDANCE WITH THAT CONVENTION).

That this is the oause (basis) of the

said Notions is thus known defi-

nitely THROUGH AFFIRMATIVE AND
negative Premisses. In regard

to other causes, there

WOULD BE AN INFINITE

REGRESS.—(773-774)

COMMENTARY.

The relation of Cause and Effect is ascertainable only by means of affirma-

tive and negative premisses : and in regard to the comprehensive notion in
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quest ion, the only cause that is so ascertained is the Body o£ Conventions set up
by the desire of man. For instance, first of all, there appears the cognition
of difference among tilings after tliis cognition has come, there comes the
desire to set up a Convention ;—from that desire proceeds the setting up
of the ( oiivention ;—then the hearing of the same at the time of actual
usage of the name from that hearing of the usage, there follows the * body ’

or form of the Convention
; from this Body of the Convention, comes the

using of the name in regard to the diverse things in question and then
finally the notions of ' Jar ’ and the like come into appearance.

Among all people, down to the veriest cowherd, the idea of such being
tlie cause of the notions in question is definitely recognised with certainty.

As for the Universal ’ on the other liand, its capacity has nowhere
been seen ; if then it were regarded as the Cause of the notions, it would lead
to absurdities

; for, after having assiuned that as the Cause, why could you
not assume another cause, of which also the capacity mav not bo known
and so on ?—(773-774)

The following Texts continue the same line of reasoning

—

TEXTS (775-776).

Thk assumption of something else (as the cause of the comprehen-
sive notion) is based upon the idea that the correlative
of a Thing should be of the same nature as that Thing.

But, even so, when the notions are diverse, it is
far better to accept what has been just sug-
gested (by us)

; as in this case, the restric-
tion is due to the capacity of things ;

and it is far better to assume that
which has been found to be true
in regard to things whose
capacity is well known,

—

through affirmative and
NEGATIVE PREMISSES.

(775-776)

COMMENTARY.

W hen you were expounding the reason for your conclusions to consist
in the fact that they should have a basis similar to themselves, you had to
postulate millions of ' Universal ’. If the ‘ Universal ’ also produces notions
of diverse forms, then it is far better to assume this,—that is, that which
lias been actually found to have the capacity (of producing the said notions).
As in so doing, tliere would not have to be an assumption of anything not
actually seen.
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Further, when you are asked the question—How is it that one and the
same • Universal ’ produces diverse notions ?—You will have to say that
such is the restricted capacity of things that even though itsolf one, it is

capable of producing notions of diverse forms If such be the case, then
why should not the assumption be that the determining factors consist in
the diverse things themselves whose capacities are well known and fully
ascertained ? In doing this, nothing would be done which is not in strict
accordance with experience.—(775-776)

The following might be urged—" Of the ‘ Universal ’ also, the capacity
ia well known and fully ascertained ”,

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (777).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THERE CAN BE NO AFFIRMATIVE CONCOMITANCE
(OF THE NOTIONS) WITH THE UNIVERSALS

J AS THEIR NOTION IS

NOT ALWAYS PRESENT
J
AS FOR NEGATIVE CONCOMIT-

ANCE, THAT IS NOT POSSIBLE IN THE CASE OF

WHAT ARE ETERNAL. (777)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact the notions of
4 Being ’ and such other Universal

s

do not appear at all time® ; and hence it can never be right to assert the
affirmative concomitance of these with the Universal s. If the notions were
really concomitant with the presence of the Universal, then, as the Universale
would bo there at all times, why could not the notions appear at all times ?

Specially as the Universal does not need anything else ; because other things
cannot create any peculiar capacities in it. Hence there can be no affirmative
concomitance with these Universals.

Nor is negative concomitance possible. Because at the time that the
notions of Being, etc. do not appear,—it cannot be said that the cause of this
non-appearance lies in the non-existence of the Universal

; because eternal
things must be always present, and hence their non-existence (absence) is

impossible. Consequently there can be no negative concomitance with the
Universals.—(777)

Thus then, there being objections against the view that Comprehensive
notions should liave their cause in something different (from the individual

things),—the following assertion of the other party also becomes discarded :

—

“ When in regard to Quality, there arises the notion that it is not-substance,

it ia not-Action and so forth, the basis for this lies in the particular-Univcrsal
* Quality ’

; while Inherence in the same object is the basis for the compre-
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hoasive notion of the ‘ Universal ’ that appears in regard to the pure Univer-

sals * Being ’ and tlie like **.

Tliis is wlint is explained in the following

—

TEXT (778).

TflE VIEW THAT “ THE UNIVERSAL ‘ QUALITY * IS THE BASIS OF THE

NOTION OF ‘ NOT-SUBSTANCB ’ AND THE LIKE ” IS NOT REASON-

ABLE
J FOR THE SAME REASON THERE CAN BE NO

‘ INHERENCE IN THE SAME OBJECT ’ IN THE

CASE OF THE NOTION OF THE * UNIVER-

SAL ’.—(778)

The following Text shows that the Theory in question involves an

absurdity also

—

TEXT (779).

AS FOR ‘ INHERENCE IN SEVERAL THINGS THIS IS PRESENT IN NUMBER,

ETC. ALSO, JUST AS IN THE * UnIVERSALS *
J HENCE THE NOTION

of ‘Universal’ must be there in regard to

Number, etc. also.—(779)

COMMENTARY.

If ‘ Inherence in several things ’ were the basis of the Comprehensive
notion in regard to ‘Universal*’, then,—as such ‘subsistence in several

substances ’ is found in such tilings also as Number, Conjunction
, Disjunction,

Composite Substances and so forth,—the notion of * Universal ’ should appear
in regard to these also ; because the basis of such notion would be equally
present in tliis case also.

As for the character of ' forming the object of one and the same cognition

this also is restricted to the universals ‘Being’, etc. as appearing in the
forms of the ‘ existing,’ etc. ; and it does not touch any other ‘Universal ’

;

so that, on the strength of that also, the comprehensive notion of ‘Universal

—

Universal ’ cannot appear in regard to the several Universals. Consequently
the following assertion of Kumdrila is entirely irrelevant :

—“ The subsistence
of one in several different things is the basis of the name ‘ Universal ’ ns
applied to Being, etc. ; or it may be due to their being the basis of one and
the same cognition ”. (ShXokavdrtika-Akrtivdda, 24).—(779)
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So far the author has explained the Reason ‘ Because there is disparity r

[put forward by himself under Text 768, against the opponent’s explanation

of the comprehensive notion of * Negation ’ in regard to the several kinds of

Negation]. He next proceeds to explain the other Reason * Because it cannot
rest upon that ’ :

—

TEXTS (780-782).

Univkrsals called ‘ Jar ’ and the rest subsist only in the Jar
;

THEY CANNOT SUBSIST IN NEGATIONS ; HOW THEN DOES THE COMPREHEN-
SIVE notion (of Negation) arise in regard to these latter ?

—

The (comprehensive) notion and Name cannot bf. applied to one
THING ON THE BASIS OF WHAT SUBSISTS IN SOMETHING ELSE; FOR INSTANCE,

THE NOTION AND NAME * CANCER ’ CANNOT BE BASED UPON THE UNIVER-

SAL ‘ Elephant As a matter of fact, even * subsistence in one
AND THE SAME THING ’ IS NOT PRESENT HERE. NOTIONS OF TASTE,

Colour, and Heaviness might arise from their ‘subsistence in

ONE AND THE SAME THING ’
;
IN THE CASE IN QUESTION (OF NEGATION)

HOWEVER, EVEN THIS SUBSISTENCE IS NOT THERE ; FOR THE SIMPLE

REASON THAT NEGATION DOES NOT SUBSIST IN ANYTHING AT ALL.

—

(780-782)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the * Universal ’ subsists only in the Jar and such

entities, never in Negations, because these latter are non-entities. How
then could there appear, in regard to these Negations, any comprehensive

notion associated with the form of a Universal, on the basis of the ‘ Universal ’

Jar which subsists in something other (than the Negations) ? For instance,

the * Elephant ’ does not become the basis of a comprehensive notion regarding

the Cancer.
“ But a notion is actually found to appear in connection with one thing

on the basis of something that subsists elsewhere
; e.g. such notions as ' the

sweet Taste is viscid, cool and heavy ”.

This is answered in the words— ‘ Even subsistence in one and the same

thing, etc., etc. * :—In the example cited, the qualities of ' Coolness * and tlie

rest subsist in that same substance wherein the sweetness subsists
; so that

on the strength of this ‘ subsistence in the same substratum there is co-

existence ; while Negation never subsists in any substance along with

Universals like the ‘ Jar *
; for the simple reason that that which has no

colour and form cannot subsist in anytiling.—(780-782)

%

The following Text anticipates the answer given by Uddyotakam—
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TEXTS (783-784).

If it be argued that—“ is this case there is the relation of

Qualification—and—Qualified ”,—THEN the answer is that

such A relation is assumed only when some other

relation is already there ;
FOR instance, the relation

of Qualification and Qualified is assumed on the

BASIS OK THE CLOSE PROXIMITY (CONTACT) BE-

TWEEN THE TWO FACTORS CONCERNED ,
IN

THE ABSENCE OF SUCH CONTACT, THE

RELATION IN QUESTION CANNOT BE

POSSIBLE, AS THERE WOULD BE

NO BASIS FOR IT.

—

(783-784)

COMMENTARY

.

Uddyotakara has argued ah follows The relation between the

Universal ‘ Jar* with the particular Jar is of the nature of Inherence, while

the relation of Negations is of the nature of Qualification and Qualified ;

so in both cases the * relation of the same thing * is the basis for the common

name ’\

The answer to this is that ‘ Such a relation, etc., etc. ; that is, the relation

of Qualification and Qualified among Entities is always brought about by

some other relation ; e.g. the relation of Qualification and Qualified between

Devadaita and his stick is due to conjunction (contact) between them, and

the same between the King and his officer is due to the relation of Master

and Servant. In the case of Negations however, there is no such other

Relation which could form the basis of the relation of Qualification and

Qualified ;
how then could any such relation be possible ? If it wore possible,

then there would be an absurdity ;
everything could be the qualification of

everything —(783-784)

The question then arising as to
—“how, in the absence of any other

relation, such notions are current among people as ‘ the Prior Negation of

the Jar * ? ’’—the following Texts supply the answer—

TEXTS (785-786).

As REGARDS SUCH EXPRESSIONS AS ‘ THE PRIOR NEGATION OF THE JAB \

IT IS A CREATION OF MERE FANCY J
JUST LIKE THE DESCRIPTION

OF ‘ BRAVERY ’ IN REGARD TO AN IMAGINARY PERSON. IN

CASES where THE relation OF Qualification and

Qualified is based upon a real entity, there

IS BOUND TO BE SOME OTHER RELATION

(REGARDED AS ITS basis).

—

(785-786)

COMMENTARY.

When it is found that a thing which was not there has come into

existence,—and there is a desire to speak of it—there appears an imaginary
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notion which indicates ‘ Prior Negation * as something different from the

tiling concerned, and related to it by the relation of Qualification

and Qualified ; it is on tliis imaginary basis that the relation of Qualification

and Qualified is mentioned, and there is no such relation in reality ;—just as

in the case of the picture drawn by an artist, the qualities of ‘ bravery * and
the like are assumed. In cases where you postulate the said relation of

Qualification and Qualified,—some other relation (as its basis) lias surely to

be looked for ; otherwise there would be no regularity or restriction.

—

(785-780)

The following Text proceeds to show that the answer given by Shankara -

svdmin is not relevant to the objection urged by us

—

TEXT (787).

The objection urged by us was in regard to such notions as * THIS

Negation ‘ that Negation \ As regards the ‘ univer-

sal ’ subsisting in the adjunct, that subsists

ONLY IN ITS OWN SUBSTRATUM.

—

(787)

COMMENTARY.

What we had urged was as follows :—In the case of the legation of the

Jar, the Negation of the Cloth, the Negation of the Hare’s Horn and so forth,

—

we find the comprehensive notion of 4 Negation ’ apjiearing, even when
there is no such ‘ Universal ’ as ‘ Negation \—hence in other cases also the

assumption of the ' Universal ’ is useless
;
and we did not raise the objection

against the
4 Prior Negation ’ and other Negations that are conceivod of

in connection with a large number of tilings of tho same kind.
44
If that is so, what then ?

”

As regards the
4 Universal ’ subsisting in the adjunct, etc., etc.—That is,

tho Universal * Jar ’ subsisting in the adjunct, the particular Jar, subsists only

in its own substratum,—i.e. only in the Jar, not in tlie Cloth and other tilings.

How then could there arise, from that, the notion regarding the 1 Prior * and
other Negations of such heterogeneous things as the Cloth and the rest ?

This is what is meant.—(787)

It might be argued that

—

44 there is one all-embracing Universal every-

where ” ;—the answer to that is as follows

—

28
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TEXT (788).

Nor is it held that the single all-embracing universal
1 Being *

SUBSISTS IN THEM ALL. BECAUSE NOTIONS OP * NEGATION
’

DO NOT APPEAR AP.ART FROM THE SIX CATEGORIES.

—

(788)

COMMENTARY.

There is no one Universal embracing several such heterogeneous things

as the Cloth and the like,—upon which the notion in question could he

based.—It might be arguedthaW there is the Great Universal (the Summum
Genus) called ‘ Being ’, and the notion of Negation would arise on the basis

of that
1That however cannot be right ; as it is not true ; that is to say,

you have such notions of Negation as are involved—(a) in the denial of

such tilings as ‘ Dissociation from Impurities ’ [‘ Pratisankhydnirodha ’, a

technicality postulated by the Bauddha, but denied by his opponents] as

apart from the six Categories,—and (6) in the true denial of such imaginary

characters in stories like Kapifijala to wliich adjunct would such notions of

‘ Negation ’ be due, which could be regarded as their basis ? Surely

according to your view there is no real * Being ’ (existence) in the case of

such things as the said ' Dissociation from Impurities ’ and the like.

This same argument answers also the following assertion of Kwndrild s :

“ If it be urged that
1

in the case of Prior Negation, etc. there is no Universal

posited the answer is that Being itself is the Universal in these, as qualified

by non-appearance ” [Shlokavdrtika-Apohavdda

,

11]; where the last qualifica-

tion means that the ‘ Being ’ that subsists in the Negations is qualified by

the character of being not-produced.

The objection that we have urged above applies to this view also.

Because there can be no ‘ Being’ (Existence, Reality) in the things postulated

under other systems, or in character and things created in imaginary tales,

etc.,—on which basis the notion of ‘ Negation ’ could arise in regard to them.

*' What is conceived in the case of these things is the imaginary 4 Being

which lias no counter-part reality in the external world.”

If that is so, then why is not the denotation of all terms admitted to

consist in mere fancy, entirely devoid of any single permanent Universal

in the shape of ‘ Being ’ ? Otherwise, if a Universal in the shape of the

one eternal ‘ Being ’ be postulated,—inasmuch as all such terms as ‘ Being ’,

‘ Man ’ and the like would equally connote only the
4 exclusion of other

things why should there be divergent notions regarding these ?—There

can be no answer to this objection.

—

(788)

It has been urged by the author above (under Text 749) that

—

4
in regard

to persons created by imagination, and in regard to dead and unborn persons,

—the notions of Negation appear without any all-embracing basis ’. This

argument is further elaborated in the following

—
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TEXTS (789-795).

In the case of things created by imagination, there can be no
0

Universal subsisting in them
; because there is no possibility

of the existence of the Individuals (that would make up the
UNIVERSALS). HENCE THE ‘ FALLIBILITY ’ OF THE OPPONENT’S
Reasons remains as before.—Similarly with regard to past and
FUTURE THINGS,—IF THERE IS A COGNITION OF AN ETERNAL UNIVERSAL,

THEN NO SUCH PURE * UNIVERSAL ’ (WITHOUT THE CONSTITUENT INDI-

VIDUALS) CAN EVER BE APPREHENDED. Or, IF SUCH A PURE
Universal by itself were apprehended, then it could not be
THE ‘ UNIVERSAL ’ OF ANY PARTICULARS. SUCH A UNIVERSAL COULD
NOT BE MANIFESTABLE BY PARTICULARS

;
JUST AS THE Him&laya, IS

NOT MANIFESTABLE BY THE Vindhya .—NOR CAN THE UNIVERSAL BE
TIED DOWN TO THE PARTICULARS THROUGH ITS BIRTH BEING DEPENDENT
UPON THESE.—NOR LASTLY CAN THE UNIVERSAL BE DEPENDENT UPON
the Particulars for its cognition, because it is eternal and
BECAUSE IT IS APPREHENDED PURELY BY ITSELF.—THERE IS ALSO NO
POSSIBILITY OF ITS BEING DEPENDENT UPON ANY SUCH THING AS THE
CONTACT OF ITS OWN SUBSTRATUM WITH THE SENSE-ORGAN CONCERNED.
Consequently this Universal could either be apprehended at
ALL TIMES, OR NOT APPREHENDED AT ANY TIME AT ALL.—As REGARDS
ITS CAPACITY TO BRING ABOUT ITS OWN COGNITION BY ITSELF, IT MAY
OR MAY NOT HAVE THIS CAPACITY

; WHICHSOEVER WAY IT IS, IT WOULD
ALWAYS REMAIN SO. ITS NATURAL FORM,—WITH OR WITHOUT THE SAID

CAPACITY,—WOULD BE UNSHAKEABLE, BECAUSE IT IS ITSELF PERMANENT.

.

WHO THEN, COULD EVER SHAKE WHAT IS UNSHAKEABLE ?—(789-795)

coy [ENTARY.

The compound ‘ xchchh&rachita
,

etc. ’ is to be expounded as * that of
which the form is created by imagination ’

: The term * adi ’ includes dead
and unborn things.—There is no Universal subsisting in such imaginary
things, on wliich the said notion could be based.

“ There may bo no Universal in regard to imaginary things ; in regard
to the past and future things, the notion could be due to the Universal ”.

This is not true ; the nature of things subsisting in other things is not
such that they exist by themselves, without their substratum ; if they did
not exist, then they would cease to be subsistent.
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Even if the subsistent tilings existed by themselves,—even so, the

difficulty remains ; because the other party also doe>s not admit the appre-

hension of the Universal by itself. This lias been thus declared by them

—

“ The Universal depends for its cognition upon tbo contact of its substratum

with the sense-organ **.

Further, if the Universal could be apprehended by iteelf, the cognition

of the Particular Individuals could not be held to follow from the cognition

of the Universal ; because the Particular does not exist at the time that the

Universal is apprehended by itself.

Nor would there be any connection between the Particulars and the

Universal,—such as is involved in the notion that * this is the Universal of

those Particulars *
; as there would be no basis for such a connection.

For instance, if there were a basis for such connection, it could consist

either, (a) in the fact of its being manifested by them, or (6) in its boing

produced by them, or (c) in its cognition being dependent upon their

cognition.—(a) The Universal cannot bo regarded as connected with these

Particulars on account of its being manifested by them ; because being

permanent, it can have no peculiarity produced in it by anything else, hence

it could not bo manifested by anything else ; when ono thing does not confer

any benefit upon another tiling, it cannot serve as its manifester ; for instance,

the Himalaya is not the manifester of tho Vindhya, The Particulars in the

same way cannot be the raanifestor of the Universal. Hence the notion

involved in the proposition is contrary to a wider proposition. If a thing

that confers no benefit were to be regarded as the manifester, then there

would bo the absurdity that everything would be the manifester of every-

thing else.—(6) For the same reason, because the Universal is held to be

eternal, therefore it cannot be right to regard it as dependent upon the

Particulars for its production.—(c) Inasmuch as there is apprehension of

th© pure Universal by itself, it could not be lield to be dependent upon the

Particulars for its cognition.—-Thus all tho throe alternatives are impos-

sible.

Hence tho assertion that—“ tho Universal has its apprehension depen-

dent upon the contact of its substratum with the sense-organ ”—is not

right ;
because there can be no ‘ substratum ’ for tho Universal ; how then

could the Universal be dependent for its cognition upon the contact of tho

sense-organ with any such * substratum ’ ?

The particle
4
adi * includes such conditions as the contact of the Mind

and Soul, and the like (postulated by the Voish&fika).

Then again, as the Universal is eternal, and hence can have no peculiar

features introduced into it by other things,—it cannot be dependent upon

anything else. Consequently, if it is capable of bringing about its own

cognition, then it should bring it about at all times ; if it is incapable of

bringing it about, then it could not bring it about at any time at all. What-

ever its nature be—capable or incapable,—it could not alter it ; or else it

would lose its permanence ; this has been thus declared
—

‘ Its capacity

or incapacity, which rests in its very nature,—who can destroy ? As it

is eternal and hence not amenable to treatment ’.—(78 £>-79 5)
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It has been argued (by Bhdvivikta, under Text 720) that—“ the Universal

Cow is something different from the Cow, etc., etc. ”—The following Text

shows that the Reason adduced there is found to be false, in view of the

case of such notions as those of the ‘ Cook * and tho like—

TEXTS (79G-797).

“ The Universal * Cow * is something distinct from the individual

COW, BECAUSE IT FORMS THE OBJECT OF A DIFFERENT IDEA,

—

like Colour, Touch and the like ;—also because it is

SPOKEN OF AS BELONGING TO THAT, JUST AS THE HORSE

IS SPOKEN OF AS BELONGING TO CHAITRA —THIS

ARGUMENT MAY BE SHOWN TO BE * FALLIBLE ’

(UNTRUE) IN VIEW OF THE NOTION OF THE
* Cook ’ and so forth.—In this

SAME MANNER, OTHER WRONG

ARGUMENTS ALSO ARE TO

BE DISCREDITED.

—

(796-797)

COMMENTARY.

For instance, even though the Universal ' Cook * is not hold to bo any-
thing different from the individual Cook, yot it does become the object of

diverse cognitions,—such as 4
this is a cook—tliat is a cook ’ and so forth

;

there are also such verbal expressions as ‘ Devadatta's Cook-ship *, whore
the two tilings are expressed by words with different case-terminations.

Thus the Reason adduced by the other party is found to be 4 Inconclusive *

because * too wide \
* Other wrong arguments '

;—such as those put forward by Kwndrila
and others.

The following are the 4 wrong arguments ’ set forth by Kumdrila :

—

41

(1) In regard to the diverse particular cows there appears the notion of
4 cow ’,—this must bo due to a single entity in the shape of the Universal
‘ Cow —bocause it manifests the cow and is of one form ;—just like the notion
in regard to a single individual cow.—Or again (2) The notion of

4 Cow *

cannot be due to a particular Cow, the Black one for instanco, or it must be
due to something different from this particular Cow ;—because it appears
even when this particular Cow is not present ;—just like the notion of

4 being

made of Clay ’ in regard to the Jar.—If it is asked how this Universal is said
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to subsist in all particular individuals,—our explanation is as follows :—This

notion of ‘ Cow ’ (the Universal) has for its object something that subsists in

everyone of the individuals ;—because each individual is found to contain

the whole form of the thing,—like the notion in regard to each individual.

—

The one-ness also of the Universal is fully established. Because even though

tho Universal subsists in its entire form in every individual, yet it is one

only,—because it is apprehended by a cognition of one and the same form
;

just as the exclusion oj the Bruhmana by such negative terms as * non-

brahmana —It cannot be urged against this that— 1

this notion of identical

form in regard to things that are different must be wrong, and hence it is not

right to determine tlie nature of tilings on the strength of that notion’.

—

Because there is no defect in the source of this notion; nor is there any subse-

quent cognition that annuls this notion. Hence there being none of the

causes of mistake, the assertion that it is wrong cannot be right ”.

All these arguments have been thus formulated (by Rumania, in

Shlokavdrtika— Vanavdda 44-49):—“The Idea of Cow in regard to the

different individual cows is based upon tlio one Universal 4 Cow ’,—because

it manifests the cow and because it is of one form,—just like the notion

of the individual Cow.—The Idea of the ‘ Cow ’ cannot be based upon the

individual Black Cow,—or it must be bavsed upon something other than this

individual,—because it is present even when the individual is not present,

—

just as the notion of
4 being made of clay ’ in regard to the Jar.—The Idea of

the 4 Cow * has for its object everyone of the individuals in which it subsists,

because it subsists in everyone of them in its complete form,—just like the

notion in regard to each individual.—Even though the Universal subsists

in each individual, yet it is only one,—bocause it is cognized as one—just

like the exclusion of the Brdhmana in the case of the negative term (like

* non-brdhmana ’).—The notion of
4 one-ness ’ in regard to the Universal Cow

cannot be regarded as wrong ;—because there is no defect in its source, nor

any subsequent cognition annulling it

In the first of these arguments, the Corroborative Instance is
4 devoid of

tho Probandum ’
;
because a single Universal

4 Cow ’ is not admitted
;
hence

the fact of the notion of the one individual cow being based upon that

cannot also be admitted.—If what is proved is the general fact of its having a

single basis, then it is superfluous ; bocause it is admitted by us also that

the notion is due to the exclusion of the non-cow, which is one only, which

serves to distinguish the Cow from all heterogeneous things.

In the argument that the notion of
1 Cow ’ cannot be based upon any

particular Black Cow,—if what is denied is tho fact of its being produced

directly from it, then it is superfluous ; because the producing is interposed

by the apprehension of the 4
specific peculiarity ’ and the 4 conception of the

Convention ’. If what is denied is the fact of even indirect production,

of the notion from the individual, then the Proposition is annulled by direct

experience and the Corroborative Instance is devoid of the Probandum.

Even when what is meant to be proved is that the notion is based upon

something other than the individual,—if the fact of the notion being due to

something else be sought to be proved even when the Black Cow is close by,

—

then this also is contrary to direct experience. Because as a matter of fact.
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it proceeds from the cognition of the Cow close by. The Corroborative

Instance also is devoid of the Probandura.—If, on the other hand, what is

sought to be proved is that when the Black Cow is not there, the notion of

Cow that appears in the presence of the Cow of variegated colour is duo to

sometliing different from the Black Cow,—then the argument is superfluous.

—

If then what is meant to be proved is the fact of its being due directly to the
entity itsolf,—then the Reason is ‘inconclusive *

; as it lias been explained
that there is no real entity (like the Universal * Cow ’) which could form
the basis of the said notion.

As for the argument that has been adduced to provo that tlie Universal
subsists in its entire form in every individual,—there also if the fact is meant
to be proved in a vague general way, then it is superfluous. Because in

regard to every individual thing, its notion is based upon the notion of the
thing as excluded from every other tiling.

If what is meant to be proved is the fact tliat the notion has for its

object a real entity called
4 Universal ’ which subsists in its entire form in

ever}' individual,—then the Corroborative ' Instance is devoid of the
Probandum and the Reason is ‘ inconclusive ’. As tho concomitance of such
a character is not known of anywhere. If a single thing subsisted in its

entire form in several things, then all the diverse individuals would be of
one and the same form ; because every one of them would be associated

with the same entity,
4

Universal ’, subsisting in every single individual.

Or tho Universal itself would have to be regarded as being of diverse forms,

—

because at one and the same time, it subsists in its entire form in several
tilings

; just like the Bilva and other fruits placed in several vessels kept
at varying distances. So that the argument is annulled by this Inference
also.

For this same reason, tlie assertion tliat
44 there is no annulling cognition

to the contrary ” is not true. As tlie annulling cognition has been pointed
out above and is also going to be pointed out later on.

As regards the argument in proof of the one-noss of the Universal,—there
also, as it is not admitted that the Universal subsists in each individual,

the fact of its being apprehended by a single cognition cannot be admitted
;

henco the Reason is ono whose very basis is not admitted.—As regards the
Exclusion of the Brdhmana, it is not really one,—because it is a non-entity

;

hence the Corroborative Instance is devoid of the Probandum.—If tlie
4 one-ness ’ be meant to be imaginary, then the reasoning is superfluous ;

because if it is imaginary, then it is already admitted by us in the form of
4 Apoha * (Exclusion of the Contrary).

As regards the statement that 44 there is no defect in the source of the
notion ”,—that also cannot be admitted,—because the defect of tlie source
is always there, in the shape of the beginningless influence of Ignorance.

In this same way all wrong arguments aro to be disposed of.—(796-797)

Having thus pointed out the defects in the arguments adduced by the
other party, for the proving of the Universal, the Author proceeds to advance
arguments against the very Conception of the Universal :

—
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TEXTS (79S—HOI).

It is averred that the ‘ Universal subsists in several things \
What is this ‘ subsistence * meant to be {—Is it staying ? or
being manifested ? As for * staying which stands for not deviating

from its own form,—thls belongs to the Universal by its very
NATURE ;—ANY RECEPTACLE OF IT COULD NOT PRODUCE THIS IN IT, BY
VIRTUE OF WHICH THAT SUBSTRATUM COULD BE REGARDED AS ‘ THAT
which makes it stay As for preventing its movement (which is

ANOTHER FORM OF ‘ SUBSISTENCE ’), IT CANNOT BELONG TO THE
Universal, as it does to the Jujube fruit (contained in the Cup)

;

BECAUSE THE UNIVERSAL IS, BY ITS NATURE, IMMOBILE
;
HENCE IT

CANNOT HAVE A RECEPTACLE.—If IT BE HELD THAT * STAYING * IS

inherence,—that cannot be accepted
; as it is the exact nature of

this * Inherence * that is being examined. In the form of the
relation of the suslainer and sustained which subsists among things

never found apart from each other, such * Inherence * is

admitted by us also.—(79S-S01)

COMMENTARY.

It is essential that the subsistence of the Universal in the diverse

Individuals should be admitted ; if it were not, then how could there l>e. on the

basis of that Universal, any comprehensive notion of one and the same form

specifically in connection with those tilings ?—Now this * subsistence * of the

Universal, when it is thero, could be either in the form of staying or in that

of being manifested. Staying also is of two kinds

—

not deviating from its own
form and having its downward movement checked.—The former is not possible

in the case in question ; because, being eternal, the Universal would, by its

own nature, never deviate from its own form. Nor can it be the latter
;

liecause the Universal is incorporeal and all -pervading, and hence it. can

have no movement
; so that downward movement would not be possible

;

hence it cannot, be right to assiune the checking of any movement.
The answer that what, is meant by the * subsistence ’ of the Universal in

the diverse things is its inherence in these,—would be uo answer at all ; os

it is just this
4 Inherence ’ the exact nature of which is being considered.

—

For instance,
4 Inherence * lias been defined os the relation of sustainer and

sustained that subsists in tilings never found apart from each other. Now
what is being considered is whether this character of being sustained is of

tho nature of its staying being restricted, or of being manifested. In the

case of entiroly distinct things, it cannot be right to postulate any such

distinct thing as 4 Inherence ’ wliich can serve no useful purpose
;
as such

postulating would lead to absurdities,—as in tliat case everything would
4
inhere * in every other thing. Because 4 Inherence ’ has been postulated as

that wliich combines things which are distinguished from one another ;

but even when there is such a distinct thing as
4

Inherence tilings wliich
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are essentially different do not assume one another’s form ; for, if they did,

they would lose their own form.—In giving the name of ‘ Inherence ’ to

that other thing, there can be no dispute.—From all this it follows that the
‘ staying * (of the Universal in the diverse things) cannot bo anything different.

-(798-801)

The following Texts proceed to show that it is absolutely incongruous
to assume a ‘ receptacle ’ for the ‘ Universal ’

—

TEXTS (802-804).

In the case of Water and such things, there may be a ‘ Receptacle *

WHICH PREVENTS THEIR DOWNWARD MOVEMENT
J IN THE CASE OF

Universals however, which are immobile, what would be the
use of Receptacles ?—In the case of what is capable of bringing
about its own cognition, what would be the use of any causes
of manifestation ?—And also in the case of what is incapable
of bringing about its own cognition, what would be the use of
ANY CAUSES OF MANIFESTATION ? If WHAT WAS incapable YESTERDAY
were made capable (to-day), then the thing would be imperma-
nent,—JUST LIKE THE JaR MANIFESTED BY- THE LAMP. (802-804)

COMMENTARY.
* Agatlndm * Immobile ’—which are devoid of movement. The absence

of movement in the Universal is implied by its incorporeality and all-

pervading character.

Nor can the
4

subsistence ’ of the Universal in the Individuals be of the

nature of being manifested. Because the ‘ manifestation ’ of tho Universal

could only consist in bringing about its Cognition, not in any strengthening of

its character, because the character of an oternal thing cannot be changed.

Under the circumstances, if the Universal lias tho capacity of bringing about
its own Coguition, then why should it need any other cause for its ‘ manifesta-

tion ’ ?—If, on the other hand, it does not possess the capacity of bringing

about its own Cognition, then it would not lie reasonable to assert its

dependence on something else, as by its very nature, the Universal is such
that nothing can be introduced into it by other things.—If it bo hold that
other things do introduce peculiar features into the Universal, then, like

the Individual, it would become specific, and cease to be Universal.

The thing
, etc. etc.—The entire category 4 Universal ’ is lield to be based

upon the name and notion of
4

existence \ [hence 4 bhdva ’ here stands
for the thing Universal, in that sense].

Tlie argument may be formulated as follows :—When there is no basis

for one thing subsisting in another, then it cannot subsist in this latter,—e.g.

the Himalaya in the Vindhya ;—thoro is no basis for the subsistence of

the Universal in the Individuals ;—hence there is non-apprehension of the
wider 4 term ’ (which implies the negation of the narrower term).—(802-804)

Tho following Text sets forth another objection

—
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TEXT (805).

The various Universals, ‘ Jar ’ and the rest, could subsist either

IN THEIR OWN RESPECTIVE RECEPTACLES OR IN ALL PLACES,

like the * Highest Universal’ (Summum Genus).—(805)

COMMENTARY.
1

Ghafadi, etc.'—i.e. such diverse
4 Universals ’ as the

4 Jar ’ and the

rest.

The Universals 4 Jar \
4 Clayey ’ and the like have been described as

all-pervasive, and yet would they be described as pervading only over their

own substratum—or as pervading over all space, even where there are no

individuals at all ?—There are only these two views possible.

4 Like the Highest Universal ' 4 Being ’ is called the ‘ highest ’ Universal

because it comprises the largest number of tilings. It is this widest

Universal as comprising the largest number of tilings that has been cited as

the instance, and not any such Universal as pervades over only such space

as happens to lie between two individuals ; as the said character is not per-

coived in this latter.—(805)

Out of tlie two alternatives set forth above, the Author set9 forth the

objection against the first alternative :

—

TEXT (806).

When the thing comes into existence in another place, it is not

understood how the Universal is perceived there, or

how it gains subsistence therein.—(806)

COMMENTARY.

When in a place entirely devoid of the Jar, a Jar comes into existence

(on being made),—liow tlie particular Universal
4 Jar ’ comes to be per-

ceived in that Jar,—or how it subsists in it,—-it is not understood. (806)

Tlie following Text explains why it is not understood

—

TEXT (807).

The Universals cannot be said to have come into existence along

WITH THE NEW JAB,—BECAUSE THEY ARE ETERNAL J
NOR CAN THEY

BE SAID TO HAVE BEEN THERE ALREADY, BECAUSE (ex hy-

pOthesi) THEY ARE NOT ALL-PERVADING J NOR CAN

THEY BE SAID TO HAVE COME FROM ELSEWHERE,

BECAUSE THEY ARE IMMOBILE.—(807)

COMMENTARY.

In the said case the Universal
4 Jar ’ could either come into existence

along with the different individual Jars,—or it would be there already,—or
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it would come in from another place ;—only under these three conditions

could the Universal be perceived, or subsist, in the Jar newly come into

existence. As a matter of fact however, the Universal could not be produced

along with the new Jar,—as it is eternal (and hence cannot be produced).

Nor could it have been there already, because it is not all-pervading in

character. Nor lastly could it come in from elsewhere, because it is immobile.

How then could the Universal subsist, or bo perceived, in this case ?

The argument may be formulated as follows :•—When in any place a
thing is not produced, nor has it been already there, nor lias it come from

elsewhere, then it cannot be perceived, nor can it subsist,—just like the

Horn on the Hare’s head ;—whero the Jar is produced in a place which

had been devoid of it, the Universal is neither produced, nor has it been

there already, nor has it come from elsewhere ;—hence the wider character

is not perceived (which implies the absence of the narrower character).

—

This Reason is not Inconclusive, because there is no other way (apart from

the three mentioned) in which the Universal could subsist or bo perceived.

—(807)

The following Text sets forth the objection against the second alternative

view (mentioned in Text 805, that the Universal * Jar ’ and the like are

all-pervading, subsisting in all tilings) :

—

TEXT (808).

When the contact of its substratum with the Sense-organ and
SUOH OTHER CONDITIONS WOULD BE PRESENT AND BRING ABOUT

the Cognition of the Universal,—that Universal

WOULD BECOME PERCEIVED EVERYWHERE J

BECAUSE THERE CAN BE NO DIVISION

IN ITS FORM.—(808)

COMMENTARY.
/

‘ The contact, etc. etc.’—i.e. the causes of Perception.
4 Such other conditions ’ ;—this is meant to includo the contact of the

Mind and Soul and so forth.

What is meant is that the Universal being perceived in one particular

individual, it should be perceived in other and heterogeneous individuals

also, as also in the interval between two individuals ; because it is of one

uniform character which cannot differ from the one that is actually per-

ceived.—(808)

This same argument is further elucidated in the following Text—
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TEXT (800).

(
a

)
If the Universal (in the new Individual) be not-different

FROM THAT WHICH HAS BEEN ALREADY PERCEIVED,—THEN

THERE SHOULD BE PERCEPTION OF THAT UNIVERSAL ALSO
J

—OR (6) LIKE IT, THE OTHER ALSO SHOULD NOT BE

PERCEIVED
;
—OR (c) THERE SHOULD BE

DIFFERENCE.—(809)

COMMENTARY.

(a) That is to say, if the form of tlie Universal subsisting in other

heterogenous individuals and in the intervals were not-different from the

form of the Universal subsisting in the Individual that is seen,—then, the

former also should be seen, as it would bo not-difforont from what is seen,

like the form of this latter.—(6) If however there is no perception of the

said Universal, then there should bo no perception of that Universal as

subsisting in the perceived individual which is non-diflerent from what is

not perceived.—(c) Lastly, if the Universal in question bo held to be of both

kinds,—then tliat would involve a diversity of nature ; two mutually contra-

dictory characters being present ; and for any clear-minded person, it cannot

lie right to regard as one what is found to be obsessed by tin* two mutually

contradictory cliaracters of perceptibility and itnperceplibility ;
ns such an

idea would lead to absurdities ; as in that case the whole Universe would

be a single substauco, which would imply the anomaly of the whole being

produced and destroyed at one and the same time. If it were not so, then

they would be * one ’ only in name ; and there can be no difference of opinion

regarding mere names.—(809)

Thus having discredited the whole conception of the 4 Universal ’, the

Author proceeds to formulate the argumonts against it :

—

TEXTS (810-811).

The notions of ‘ Tree ’ and such things cannot be based upon

THE * UNIVERSALS ’ POSTULATED BY THE OTHER PARTY ;

—

BECAUSE THINGS APPEAR IN SUCCESSION, AND BECAUSE THEY ARK

COMPREHENSIVE,—LIKE THE NOTIONS OP THE ‘ COOK ’ AND

SUCH THINGS.—THE FACT THAT WHAT IS ETERNAL

CANNOT BE PRODUCTIVE (OF EFFECTS) ALSO SERVES

TO ANNUL THE OPPONENT’S PROPOSITION.

—

All the objections that were urged

against ‘Conjunction * also serve

to annul the Opponent’s con-

clusion.

—

(810-811)

COmiENTARY.

Notions that are endowed with the properties—of appearing in succession,

being comprehensive, being entities, being produced, and so forth—cannot
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proceed from tho eternal, one all-pervading ‘ Universal as conceived by
the other party ;—liko tlie notions of the 1 Cook ’ ;—the notions of the
4 Tree etc. are of the said character ; honce there is perception of a cliaracter

concomitant with the contrary of the Opponent’s conclusion. As being in
succession and the rest are all concomitant with non-elemalily, which is con-

trary to eternality (postulated by the Opponent). What is eternal cannot
have any effective action, either successive or simultaneous,—as both are

incompatible ; hence the Reason adduced by us cannot bo regarded as
4

Inconclusive As regards the fallacy of our Corroborative Instance being
* devoid of the Probandum that lias boen already disposed of by us in detail

;

hence the Instance also cannot be said to bo * unproven ’.

The Author states another argument in annulment of the Opponent’s
conclusion

—

All the objections, etc. etc. ;—those objections were set forth

under Text 674, above, where it has beon shown that one tiling cannot subsist

in sevoral things ; similarly in the section dealing with the Composite, under
Text 607.—(810-811)

The following Text suras up the section

—

TEXT (812).
+

Thus has been rejected the 4 Universal ’ as an entirely distinct

ENTITY. AS REGARDS THE 4 UNIVERSAL ’ POSTULATED BY THE
followers of Jaimini, THAT is going to be rejected

UNDER THE CHAPTER ON ‘ SYiDViDA ’

(Chapter XX).—(812)

COMMENTARY.

Tho 4 Universal ’ has been postulated by the Vaishlfika and his followers

as something entirely distinct from the Individuals ; and we have stated

the objections against this doctrine. Tho Jainas and the followers of

Jaimini have postulated tho * Universal ’ as non-different from the Individual,

and also of both kinds
;
and this will be examined, in due course, under

the Chapter on 4 Syddvada ’
;
on the present occasion, we had set out to

criticise tho doctrine of tho Ny&ya-vaishfyika ; hence we do not take up the

other doctrine, which would be somewhat irrelevant to the Context.—(812)

End of the Examination of the
4 Universal ’.



CHAPTER XIV.

Examination of the. Vishesa :
* VItimate 1ndividuality *

.

COMMENTARY.

The Author sets forth the objection against the Category of
4

Ultimate

Individuality ’ :

—

TEXT (813).

Then again*, the * Ultimate Individualities ’ that have been

POSTULATED AS EXISTING IN ULTIMATE ENTITIES, HAVE BEEN

ALREADY PROVED TO BE IMPOSSIBLE, BY THE REJEC-

TION OF THE ‘ ETERNAL SUBSTANCE *
J THEY

ARE MERE * MOMENTS —(813)

COMMENTARY.

The ‘ Ultimate Individualities ’ have been defined as ' subsisting in

eternal substances and as existing in ultimate substances ’. This cannot be

a definition at all ;
as it is open to the charge of being impossible ; there is no

substance that is eternal ; it has been already rejected under the Chapter on

the Examination of Substance ; under the circumstances, how could these

Individualities be admitted as subsisting in eternal substances ?—(813)

The existence of these ‘ Ultimate Individualities * lias been sought to be

proved on the basis of the peculiar experience of Mystics ; but the Reason in

that case is
1 inconclusive \ This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (814-816).

Among Atoms, Akasha, Space and such things (in which the Ulti-

mate Individualities are held to subsist),—if their forms are

DISTINCT FROM EACH OTHER,—THEN THE APPREHENSION OF DISTINC-

TION AMONG THEM NEED NOT BE DUE TO ANYTHING ELSE IN THE

SHAPE OF THIS ULTIMATE INDIVIDUALITY.—If, ON THE OTHER

HAND, THEY HAVE THEIR FORMS MIXED UP WITH EACH OTHER,

THEN, EVEN THOUGH THERE MAY BE DIFFERENCE, THE

APPREHENSION OF ABSOLUTE DISTINCTION COULD NOT

BUT BE WRONG.—HOW TOO IS THE DISTINCTION

among * Ultimate Individualities * appre-

hended ? If by themselves,—then why
IS NOT THE SAME HELD TO BE THE CASE

with Atoms and other things

also ?—(814-816)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, the form of Atoms, etc. may be either distinct from each

other, each having its own specific character, or, mixed up.—If it is the former,
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then, as the tilings would themselves be always apprehended in their

unmixed—distinct—forms, the assumption of any further ‘ Individualities ’

for the purpose of the Mystics’ approhending their distinct forms would be
useless.—If the second alternative is accepted, then, even in the presence

of the distinct Category of the * Ultimate Individualities how could the

Mystics’ cognition of tho Atoms, etc. as distinct,—when their forms are [ex

hypothesi
) not entirely distinct—be free from error ? It would be clearly

wrong, being the cognition of tilings as what they are not ; and the Mystics,

in that case, would not be true Mystics, on account of entertaining a wrong
notion of things.

Then again, if the distinct cognition of things were not possible without

a distinct category in the sliape of ' Ultimate Individualities \—then, how
could there be distinct cognitions regarding these Individualities them-
selves ? As there are no further ‘ Ultimate Individualities ’ in them

;
if they

were there, then there would be an infinite regress ; it would also be con-

trary to tlie Opponent’s doctrine that these Individualities are ultimate

and subsist in eternal substances ; as these other Individualities would be
subsisting in the Ultimate Individualities also (which are not Substances).

If, for these reasons, it be admitted that the Ultimate Individualities them-
selves become the basis of the distinct cognitions of themselves,—then, in

the case of Atoms, etc. also, they themselves may be regarded as the basis

of their distinct cognitions ; why should there be this aversion against them
that, even though they have their individual forms mutually exclusive, their

capacity to bring about distinct cognitions of themselves is not admitted,

—

while such capacity is admitted in the 4 Ultimate Individualities ’ ? We
find no reason for this aversion, except stupidity.—(814-816)

The following Texts anticipate the answer to the above given by
Prashastamati—

TEXTS (817-818).

“ Just as the unclean character belongs to the Dog’s flesh by
ITSELF, AND TO OTHER THINGS BY CONTACT WITH IT,—SO IN THE
CASE IN QUESTION ALSO

J
—AND JUST AS BETWEEN THE JAR

and the Lamp, the Lamp, by itself, is always the
ILLUMINATOR OF THE JAR, BECAUSE IT IS OF THE

NATURE OF LlGHT,—SO ALSO IN THE CASE IN

QUESTION.”—(817-818)

COMMENTARY.

Prashastamati has argued as follows :
—“ The Dog’s flesh is unclean

by its very nature, and other tilings become unclean by coming into contact

with it ; in the same manner, the 4 Ultimate Individualities ’ by themselves

are the basis of exclusive notion—on account of their being of the nature

of exclusion,—while Atoms and other things bocome such basis only through

the presence in these of the said Individuality.—Then again, even if a thing
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may not be of a certain nature, yet its notion may come about through

the presence of something else ; e.g. the cognition of the Jar is brought

about by the Lamp ; while the cognition of the Lamp is not brought about

by the Jar.
—

‘ Ayam * stands for the Jar.

—

1 So also in tin case in question ’ ;

—

tliat is, the apprehension of distinction among Atoms, etc. is due to the pre-

sence of the Ultimate Individualities ; while that of the Individualities them-

selves is due to their very nature.”

Tliis is answered in the following

—

TEXTS (819-822).

AS A MATTER OF FACT, THIS ‘ UNCLEAN CHARACTER * IS SOMETHING PURELY

illusory, not real ; how then could it be there either ‘ by
ITSELF ’ OR ‘ THROUGH SOMETHING ELSE ’ ?—OR, EVEN IF THE UNCLEAN
Character be something real, it may be that other things

BECOME * UNCLEAN * THROUGH CONTACT WITH THE DOG'S FLESH ;

NOTHING LIKE THIS IS POSSIBLE IN THE CASE OF ETERNAL SUB-

STANCES, BECAUSE THEBE CAN BE NO * BECOMING * (BEING BORN) FOR

them.—Through the influence of the Lamp, momentary
OBJECTS,—LIKE THE JAR, THE ORNAMENT AND SO FORTH,—BECOME

THE CAUSE OF THE PRODUCTION OF COGNITIONS J BUT THE APPRE-

HENSION OF DISTINCTION CANNOT COME ABOUT THROUGH THE

INFLUENCE OF THE ‘ ULTIMATE INDIVIDUALITIES * IN QUESTION,

—

BECAUSE IT COMES ABOUT IN SUCCESSION,—LIKE PLEASURE AND
THE REST.

—

(819-822)

C03DIENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the
1 Unclean Clmracter ’ of things is purely illusory,

hypothetical, and not real
;
because it does not remain fixed ; for instance,

one and the same substance may appear to be ‘ unclean ’ for a Vedic scholar,

but quite clean to the Hunter ; and it cannot be possible for one and the

same tiling to combine within itself two mutually contradictory characters ;

as it would, in tliat case, cease to be one and the same.
•

Or, the ‘ Unclean diameter ' of tilings may be something real. Even so,

it cannot serve as a Corroborative Instanco ; bocauso what happens in the

case of such things as food-grains and the like is tliat when they come into

contact with an unclean thing, like the Dog’s flesh, they abandon their

previous clean character and become born again as endowed with the unclean

character
;
hence it is right that in their case the unclean character is adventi-

tious, due to something else. There is however no such basis in the case

of Atoms and other eternal substances
; by virtue of which any such adventi-

tious distinctive feature could come into them
; because they are eternal

and hence they cannot be bom with the new character.

Similarly, in the case of the Lamp also, the character of being the cause •

of cognitions, as found in the Jar, may be held to be adventitious, duo to

something else (in the shape of the Lamp).
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Uie last text sets fortli the argument against any such explanation in
the case of Ultimate Individualities. The exact form of this Inference and
the Premiss upon which it is based may be stated in the manner indicated
above.—

(

810-822 )

End of Chapter AVI'.

29



CHAPTER XV.

Examination of ‘ Samavaya' (.Inherence ,
Subsistence).

COMMENTARY.

The following Texts proceed to set forth objections to the Category of

* Inherence ’ :

—

TEXT (823).

“ Inherence (Subsistence) is apprehended on the basis of the

NOTION OF ‘ THIS SUBSISTS IN THAT —SUCH AS IS FOUND IN THE

EXPRESSIONS ‘THE CLOTH CONSISTS OF (SUBSISTS

IN) THESE Yarns \ ‘ the Mat consists of

(SUBSISTS IN) THE REEDS —(823)

COMMENTARY.

“ In regard to things that are inseparable, and among things where one

is the container and the other the contained there is the notion of ‘ this

subsisting in that *
;
and the relation upon which tliis notion is based Is

‘ Inherence (Subsistence) *. This is apprehended as something different from

Substance and the other categories, on the basis of the particular notions of

« subsistence ’ present in such conceptions as ‘ the Cloth subsists in these

yarn3
». In the case of such Universal as ‘ Being ‘ Substance ’ and the rest.

it is found that they bring about cognitions like their own, of their substra-

ta^ and on this basis they are regarded as different from one another and

also from their substratum the same is found to be the case with ‘ Inherence
’

also ; in regard to all the other five categories, there are such notions as— ‘ The

Universal Substance subsists in this substance \ ‘ the Universal Quality sub-

sists in tliis quality \ ‘ the Universal Action subsists in this action ‘ the

Ultimate Individualities subsist in these substances ’ and so forth ; and on

the basis of these notions, it is concluded tliat Inherence is something distinct

from these five (Substance and the rest) —This argument may be formulated

thus When a notion is found to appear in regard to a thing in a form

different from tliat of that thing, that notion must be based upon something

different from that thing,—for example, the notion of ‘ the man with the

stick • in regard to Devadatta ;—of this same kind is the notion of ‘ this

subsists in that ’ tliat appears in regard to the five Categories ;—and this is

regarded os justifying the conclusion (that the notion is due to a distinct

category in the shape of Inherence)."—(823)

The Author proceeds to explain the character of this Inherence :

—
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TEXTS (824-826).

“ If there were no such thing (as Inherence), what would be the

BASIS OF THE SAID NOTION ? No PARTICULAR NOTION IS FOUND

TO APPEAR WITHOUT A PARTICULAR CAUSE.—INASMUCH AS THE

SAME NOTION OF * SUBSISTING HEREIN ’ IS EQUALLY PRESENT

IN ALL CASES, INHERENCE DOES NOT VARY, LIKE CONJUNCTION.

IN FACT IT IS PERCEIVED IN ALL THINGS AS ONE AND THE

SAME, JUST LIKE * EXISTENCE \—INASMUCH AS ITS

CAUSE IS NEVER APPREHENDED, IT IS ETERNAL,—LIKE

‘ Existence \ By no means of valid cognition

IS ITS CAUSE APPREHENDED.”—(824-826)

COMMENTARY.

“ Unless thore is some basis for the notion, the notion of ‘ existence

etc. would always be there ;—this is the Inferential argument subversive

of your doctrine,

“ Thus under the theory of the Vaishefika,
4 Inherence ’ is inferred from

the presence of the notion of
4 subsisting in this ’

; while according to the

Naiydyika, it is directly perceived in the notion of * subsisting in this *•

That is to say, whon the sense-organ is functioning, there appears the percep-

tion that 1 the Cloth subsists in these yarns ’, and on the basis of this, they

declare this notion to be 4 Perception \
44 Tins Inherence (which is a form of Relation) does not vary with the

various correlatives,—os Conjunction does ; in fact, like
4 Existenco

4 Being ’—it is one and the some everywhere ; for the simple reason that its

indicative feature,—the notion of
4 subsisting in tliis —is everywhere the

same.
44 4 Like Conjunction *—is an Instance per dissimilarity.

“ Having no cause ,—Inherence is eternal,—again like
4 existence ’.

The fact of its having no cause is proved by the fact of no Cause of it being

cognised by any means of Cognition.”—(821-826)

With the following Text, the Author proceeds to set forth the objections

against
4 Inherence * :

—

TEXT (827).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THE IDEA OF 4

SUBSISTING IN THIS * EXISTS FOR

our Opponents only ; and it is due entirely to their

INFATUATION WITH THEIR OWN DOCTRINE
;

IT IS

NEVER MET WITH IN COMMON EXPERIENCE.

-(827)

COMMENTARY.

This points out that the Opponent’s Reason is open to the fallacy of its

substratum being 4 unknown \ Such ideas as
4 the cloth subsists in these
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yarns ’ are only assumed through one’s infatuation with liis doctrines ; in

ordinary experience, no such ideas are ever found to appear; lienee the

very basis of the Probandum turns out to be ono that does not exist at all.

—(827)

The following texts lend further support to the same objection :

—

TEXTS (828-829).

If the ‘ Container ’ and the ‘ Contained ’ were perceived as distinct

FROM ONE ANOTHER, THEN ALONE WOULD THERF. BE ANY SUCH

NOTION AS * THIS SUBSISTS IN THAT —AS IS FOUND IN THE

CASE OF THE FRUITS AND THE PlT (WHERE THE FRUITS

lie) ;—the Cloth and the Yarns however are

NEVER PERCEIVED AS DISTINCT FROM ONF.

ANOTHER,—BY VIRTUE OF WHICH THERE

COULD APPEAR ANY SUCH NOTIONS AS

* THIS SUBSISTS IN THOSE \—(828-829)

COMMENTARY.

It is only when two tilings have been found to be distinct from one

another, when ono is found to be contained in the other, that there appears the

notion that ‘ this subsists in that ’
; such is our ordinary experience ; as is

found in the case of the notion * these Bel fruits are contained in this pit ’.

In the case of the Cloth and the Yarns however no such difference has been

percoived ; in fact, no such difference exists ; how tlion could there be any

such notion as ‘ the Cloth subsists in the Yams \—(828-829)

The following might be urged :
—

“ It may be that the said notion has

been assumed by us on the strength of our own doctrine
;
but even so, it

behoves you to explain the basis of such a notion.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (830).

In THE CASE OF THIS NOTION IMAGINED BY MERE WHIM,—AS IN THE
CASE OF MERELY ASSUMED THINGS,—IT CANNOT BE RIGHT TO

QUESTION THE OTHER PARTY REGARDING ITS BASIS.—(830)

COMMENTARY.

When one does not wish to find a cause, how could he bo questioned

regarding such cause for an effect which you have yourself assumed ? In
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fact, you have to question yourself, who have assumed the effect, under

your own whim ; whims do not always follow the real state of things
;
they

are essentially free from all restraint
; hence nothing can bo proved on their

basis ; as it would lead to an infinite regress. For instance, for what is

assumed by you, another person might assume something entirely different.

—(830)

Then again, it is not that notions like ‘ this subsists in that ’ do not

appoar at all ; in fact, the notions that do appear are to the contrary. This is

what is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (831-834).

The NOTION THAT does appear in ordinary experience is in the
form ‘ the Branches in the Tree ’, ‘ the stones in the Hill *

;

AND THIS NOTION PROCEEDS FROM THE PACT THAT THE TWO (THE

Branch and the Stones) are perceived to be in close contact
WITH THE OTHER PORTIONS OF THE TWO * IMMOVABLES * (TREE AND
Hill). The notion that ‘ those two (Tree and Mountain)
subsist in these (Branches and the Stones) ’ however that is

put forward (by the Opponent) is one that is beyond all
ordinary experience.—What such notions as * This Colour or
that Action in this Jar’ apprehend is identity

; the general
terms 'Colour* (‘Action’), 'Jar’ connote these things

GENERALLY, IN ALL STATES AND CONDITIONS ; HENCE FOR THE
PURPOSE OF MENTIONING THEIR PARTICULAR FORMS, THEY ARE
SPOKEN OF IN THE MANNER EXPRESSED IN THE SAID NOTIONS ; AND
IT IS ON THE BASIS OF THOSE PARTICULAR FORMS THAT THE NOTION
APPEARS IN THAT FORM,—NOT ON THE BASIS OF ‘ INHERENCE ’

;

BECAUSE THE DISTINCTION AMONG ALL THESE IS NOT PERCEIVED.

—(831-834)

COMMENTARY.

In ordinary life such notions are met with as ‘ The Brandies in the Tree \
‘ The Stones in the Hill ’,—and not such as ‘ The Tree in the Brandies ’,

* the Hill in the Stones ’. That notion also of ‘ the Brandies in the Tree ’

is not due to * Inherence ’
; it is due to the fact that the two (Branches and

Stones) are perceived in dose contact with portions of ‘ the two immovables ’,

other than the Tree and Stones spoken of,—those other portions being the

Trunk of the Tree, and the Base of the Hill.—The term ‘ immovables '

*s meant to stand for both, the Tree and the Hill, in view of the fact that-

both are equally immovable.
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* Those, two * ;—the Hill and the Tree.

‘ In these ' ;—in the Stones and in the Branches.

Question—“ There are many such well-known notions among people as

‘ The Colour, Taste, Odour, Touch, and Action in the Jar' i what could be

the basis of such a notion, except Inherence ?
”

Answer :
—

* What such notions, etc. etc. *
—

' Identity
'

, i.o. Being of the

nature of the Jar ; this is what is apprehended by the said notion,—or by

men. When 4 Colour * is spoken of as ‘ in the Jar ’, what is meant is that the

Colour is of the nature of the Jar, not that it is the same as the Jar. When

there is a desire to speak of certain common potencies like those of Colour

and the rest, and yet to distinguish those present in tilings othor than the

Jar, one introduces the term 4 Jar ’ (and uses the expression
4 the Colour in

the Jar ’). Each of the terms 4 Colour ’ and the rest, by itself, is used for the

purpose of connoting the specific capacity of each of those factors to bring

about the visual and other cognitions specifically ; thus it is that the term

4 Jar ’ just indicates those diverse factors ;
thus there being no co-ordination

between the two, the satneness of form is explained on the basis of different

substratum.

“ Why then arc both the terms used ?
”

Answer 4 The general terms, etc. etc. ’ The term 4 Colour * connotes

Colour in general, in all sorts of conditions ; for instance, just as the Colour in

the Jar is spoken of as
4

Colour so also is the colour in the Cloth ; hence the

word 4 Colour ’ by itself does not connote anything in particular,—as to which

particular Colour is meant. When, however, the expression used is
4 the

Colour in the Jar \ the Colour connoted is that particular one which is in

the form of the Jar, as distinguished from that in the Cloth and other things.

Similarly, the term
4

Jar ’ also connotes the Jar under all conditions,—white,

yellow, moving, not moving and so forth ; hence the word by itself does

not connote anything particular ; but when the expression 4 the white colour in

the Jar’ is used, the notion that appears is that of the white Jar as distin-

guished from other jars. Thus it is that when one wishes to speak of this

particular Jar, the words are used in the form 4

Colour in the Jar

It is on the basis of such expressions that there appears the notion of

the Colour in the Jar, in reference to the Jar. It is not on the basis of any

such thing as
4 Inherence The reason for this is next stated

—

4

Because

the Distinction, etc. etc. ’ there is no difference apprehended among
4 Inherence

4 Jar ’ and
4 Colour ’,—on the basis of which the said notion

could be said to be based upon 4 Inherence \

What is meant by tins is that the Reason adduced by the Opponent

is * inconclusive ’ and his Conclusion is annulled by Inference and other means

of cognition.—(831-834)

It has been argued by the Opponent (under Text 825, above) tliat

—

44 Inasmuch as one and the same notion of
4
this subsisting in that ’ is

equally present in all cases, Inherence does not vary like Conjunction ”.

—

This is answered in the following

—
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TEXTS (835-839).

If there were one and the same Inherence in all things, then

THE NOTION OF ‘ CLOTH ’ SHOULD APPEAR IN THE POTSHERD ALSO ;

IT WOULD ALSO FOLLOW THAT THE UNIVERSAL ‘ COW ’ SUBSISTS

in the Elephant also ; so that the elephant also should

have the form OF the Cow, just like the Variegated Cow.’—The

NOTION THAT ‘ THE CLOTH SUBSISTS IN THE YARNS* IS BASED UPON

Inherence
;

this same Inherence being present in the

Potsherds also, why is it that there is no such notion as that

‘ the Cloth subsists in the Potsherds 5
?

—

If it be urged that

this is so for the simple reason that the Cloth does not subsist

in the Potsherds,—then the answer is that in the yarns also,

it subsists only by Inherence ; is this Inherence then not

PRESENT IN THE POTSHERDS ? In FACT THE INHERENCE OF THE

Cloth in the Yarns must be the same as the Inherence of

the Cloth [read ‘ patasya
*
acc. to comm.] in the Potsherds;

and hence there could be no restriction in the notion at

all.—(835-839)

COMMENTARY.

If there were only one ‘ Inherence * in all the Threo Worlds, then, such

notions also should appear as ‘ the Cloth in the Potsherds \ and also that

the Universal ‘ Cow * subsists in the House ; and hence just as the notion of

* Cow * appears in regard to the variegated Cow, so should it appear also in

regard to the Elephant.

Then again, tho notion that * the Cloth subsists in the Yarns’ has been

explained as being due to the influence of Inherence ; this Inherence of the

Cloth is present in the Potsherds also ; why then should there not be a similar

notion
—

* The Cloth in tho Potsherds ’—in regard to the Potsherds also ?

It might be argued that
—“ inasmuch as the Cloth does not subsist in the

Potsherds, the said notion does not appear.”

This cannot be true. Because the notion that the Cloth subsists in the

yams is also said to be so only on the strength of Inherence ; is not this same

Inherence present in tho Potsherds also—on account of which there could

be no such notion as ‘ the Cloth subsists in the Potsherds’ also, just as in the

Yarns ?—As a matter of fact, that Inherence of the Cloth which is

said to be present in the yarns should be the same as that of the Cloth in the

Potsherds. Under the circumstances, wherefore should not there be an

admixture of the notions of things (and the consequent confusion) ? For

these reasons, there could be no restriction in the notion at all ; and as a result

of this, the relation of Substance, Quality and Action with their respective

qualifications—in the shape of the Universals
1 Substance ’, ' Quality ’ and
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* Action —being ouo and the same, any division among the said Categories

would be impossible.—(835-839)

The following Text propounds the possibility of the notion of Cow’
in regard to the Elephant :

—

TEXT (840).

Similarly, the Inherence of the Universal ‘ Elephant ’ in the
Elephant should be one and the same as the Inherence of

THE VARIOUS UnIYERSALS ‘ Cow ’ AND THE REST IN

THEIR RESPECTIVE SUBSTRATA.—(840)

COMMENTARY.

In the following Texts (841-845), the author sots forth the answer given
by Prashastamali :

—

TEXT (841).

“ Even though Inherence is one, the restriction of container and
contained is always there ; by virtue of which the Universal

* SUBSTANCE ’ IS PRESENT IN SUBSTANCES ONLY, AND
the Universal ‘ Action * is present in

* Actions only.”

—

(841)

COMMENTARY.

Prashastamali has argued as follows :
—“ Though Inherence is one, yet

there is no likelihood of an admixture among the five Categories
; because

there is always a restriction as to what is contained in what
; that is to say,

the Universal ‘ Substance ’ is contained in Substances only, the Universal
* Quality ’ is contained in Qualities only, the Universal ‘ Action ’ is contained
in Actions only ; and so on, the notion of the Universals * Substance ’ and
the rest appear as restricted to a particular substratum only.”—(841)

In anticipation of the objection that— ‘ in that case, Inherence would
vary with each object ’,

—

Prashastapati offers the following explanation
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TEXTS (842-843).

“ From the perception of the fact that the notion of ‘ subsisting

in this which arises out of ‘ Inherence *, is present in

ALL CASES, IT IS CONCLUDED THAT ‘ INHERENCE ’ IS ONE
ONLY

;
AT THE SAME TIME, FROM THE PERCEPTION OF

THE FACT THAT SUCH BASES AS THE UnIVERSALS
* Substance ’ and the rest are absent in

CERTAIN CASES, IT IS CONCLUDED THAT
THE NOTIONS OF THESE UNIVERSALS

* Substance * and the rest are
RESTRICTED IN THEIR

SCOPE.”—(842-843)

COMMENTARY.

“ The notion of * subsistence in this which is based upon Inherence,

is found to appear in all cases in one and the same form, from which it follows

that Inherence is one only. However, even though Inherence is one, the
notions based upon the Universal** ‘ Substance \ etc. are found to appear in

distinct forms as resting in distinct substrata ; and thus they are found to be
absent,—not present—in all cases; from this it is concluded that these

Universals are distinct and diverse
; so that there can bo no admixture of

the five Categories.”—(842-843)

In answer to the question—How is it that there is this restriction of the

Container and Contained, when the relation (of Inherence) is one and the

same t—the following answer is provided (by Prashastamati) :

—

TEXTS (844-845).

“ Even though ‘ Conjunction ’ is one only, yet the relation of

Container and Contained is restricted to the Pit and the Curd
(PLACED THEREIN) \ SIMILARLY THERE WOULD BE RESTRIC-

TION IN THE CASE IN QUESTION ALSO. So THAT, EVEN
though Inherence is one only, yet as there
WOULD BE DIVERSITY IN THE CHARACTER OF

being the manifester and manifested,

THERE WOULD BE NO INCONGRUITY

IN IT AT ALL.”

—

(844-845)

COMMENTARY.

“ Even though Conjunction is one only, yet in the case of the Curd and

the Pit, the relation of Container and Contained is restricted ;—similarly, in

the case of the Universals ‘Substance’, etc., even though Inherence is one

only, yet, by reason of the diversity in the capacity of manifester and
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manifested
,
there would bo restriction regarding the relation of Container

and Contained.
“ 4 In it

’—i.e. in the restriction of the relation of Container and
Conlainetl."—{844-845)

Tho answer to the above arguments (of Prashasta)nal

i

) is given in the
following

—

TEXTS (840-847).

If Inherence is one only, then any restriction regarding the
Container and Contained is impossible. The Universal ‘ Sub-
stance ’ IS HELD TO SUBSIST IN SUBSTANCE ONLY ;

—

HOW
COULD THAT BE DUE TO INHERENCE ? THIS SAME
Inherence op the substance is present in

Quality, etc. also ; as these latter are
RELATED TO THE UNIVERSALS * QUALITY
etc. ;—and Inherence is the same

in BOTH.—(846-847)

COMMENTARY.
m

According to us, there is no such relation or Container and Contained

as is held to subsist between the Universal ‘ Colour * and the particular

Colour ; it is admitted by you only ; and this is impossible for you who
regard Inherence to be one only. These and other incongruities in the

Opponent’s standpoint ore now pointed out.

For instance, the Opponent accepts the restriction that the Universal

‘Substance’ subsists in Substances alone; and he does so on the basis of
* Inherence ’ ;—now the

4

Inherence ’ of the Universal as 4 Substance * is

present in Qualities also ; because those are related to the Universal
‘ Quality ’.

Question :
—

“ Even though the Relation is there, how is it concluded
that that Relation is that of Inherence ?

”

Answer

:

— 4

Inherence is the same in both \

—

4

Both ’—i.e. tho two
Universals 4 Substance ’ and 4

Qualitjr \ Thus the notions having the same
basis in both cases, admixture and confusion are inevitable.—(846-847)

TEXT (848).

If it were not so, then this (Inherence) would be different

in the various Universals like ‘ Quality etc.,—just as

Conjunction varies with each conjunct factor.

-(848)

COMMENTARY.

‘1/ it were not so ’,—i.e. if the Inherence of the Universal
4

Quality’

in particular Qualities were not the same as the Inherence of the Universal
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* Substance ’ in particular Substances,—then Inherence should vary with

each substratum
;
just as Conjunction does.—(848)

It has been argued (by Prashaslamati, under Text 843, above) that

—

“ From seeing the absence of such basis as the Universal of * Substance ’,

etc. it is concluded that the scope of those Universal is restricted.”—This

is answered in the following

—

TEXT (849).

It IS NOT POSSIBLE THAT THERE SHOULD BE ABSENCE OF NOTIONS BASED

upon the Universal ‘ Substance \—when the basis is
•

there. For the same reason there cannot be

restriction of it.—(849)

COMMENTARY.

So long as the cause is there in its perfect condition, there cannot be

absence of the effect

;

if it were there, then, it would not be the effect of tliafc

cause. Thus then the absence of the said notion being impossible, the

restriction regarding the relation of container and contained also cannot be

right.—(849)

“ The restriction could be based upon such common expressions as

‘The Universal Substance is contained—subsists—in Substances only

Answer :

—

TEXT (850).

The expressions of ‘ being contained * and ‘ subsisting ’ and the

LIKE ALSO ARE BASED UPON THE SAME ‘ INHERENCE *
J
HENCE

THESE ALSO CANNOT BE THE BASIS OF RESTRICTION.

—

(850)

COMMENTARY.

The use of expressions like ‘ being contained ’, * subsisting * and so forth

also are explained by you as based upon the same * Inherence *
; and os this

is the same everywhere, how could it serve to restrict anything ? Hence

these notions of
4 contained in \ etc. cannot serve as the basis of restricting

the relation of Container and Contained. Because the notions in question

stand upon the same footing as this latter relation.—(850)

“ In that case the Restriction may be duo to the limitations relating to

the capacity to manifest and be manifested

Answer :

—
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TEXT (851).

The difference in the capacity to manifest and to be manifested
ALSO IS BASED UPON INHERENCE ITSELF

;
IT CANNOT BE DUE TO

ANYTHING ELSE
; BECAUSE THERE CAN BE NO * PRO-

DUCING * OF THINGS THAT ARE ETERNAL.—(851)

COMMENTARY.

Substances have been held to be the manifester of the Universal
Substance , and this on the strength of Inherence itself ; because it is

on account of the fact that the Universal 1

Substance ’ inheres in a particular
substance that it is said to be manifested by it.

' & cannot be clue to anything else
'

;—i.e. to any such circumstance os
the production of the character capable of bringing about an idea, which has been
postulated by the Buddhist. Because Inherence has been held to exist

even in eternal things like ‘ Being ’ and the like.—and it is not right that
Micro should be any ‘ production ’ of what are eternal.—(851)

The same line of argument is further sup|sated in the following :

—

TEXT (852).

By the mere presence of the Lamp, the Lamp does not become
CATABLE OF PRODUCING ANY NOTIONS

; SO ALSO THE UnIVERSALS
like ‘ Jar ’ (cannot become CAPABLE OF PRODUCING

NOTIONS).—(852)

COMMENTARY.

The case of the ‘ Pit and the Curd ’ has been put forward as an example
(under Text 844, by Prashastamali). The following Text shows that this is

not admitted by us :

—

TEXT (853).

That the Conjunction in the case of the Curd and the Pit is

ONE ONLY HAS BEEN ALREADY REJECTED BY US BEFORE
;
ANY

RESTRICTION ON THAT BASIS IS NOT POSSIBLE
; AS THAT

WOULD LEAD TO ABSURDITIES.—(583)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Before'—i.e. in the Chapter on the Refutation of the Quality of

Conjunction.

Conjunction may be one only, yet the objection remains—this is what is

shown in the text—* Any restriction, etc.'.

' On that basis \—i.e. on the basis of Conjunction.
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Tht* * absurdity ’ referred to lies in the possibility of such notions as
the Pit in the Curd '

; ns the only ground for it—in the shape of Conjunction,
—would be equally available in this also.—(853)

It has been argued above (under Text 82G) that “ Inherence must be
eternal, because no Cause of it is perceived ”.—This is answered in the
following

—

TEXT (854).

By the eternality of Inherence all things become eternal
;

BECAUSE ALL THESE ARE EVER PRESENT, BY INHERENCE IN

THEIR OWN SUBSTRATUM.—(854)

COMMENTARY.
If Inherence is eternal, then the Jar and other things also will have to he

regarded as eternal ; as they exist for ever in their own substratum. In
fact, it is on the ground of Inherence that these things are held to subsist

in their substratum,—and this Inherence is eternal ;—why then should not
the things persist for over ?—(854)

In tho following Texts
,
the Author anticipates and answers the Opponent’s

reply :

—

TEXTS (855-856).

“ Things become destroyed either through the disruption of their
COMPONENTS, OR THROUGH THE DESTRUCTION OF THESE,—JUST
like Action,—on account of Conjunction and such
OTHER CAUSES ” ;—IF THIS IS URGED, THEN, THAT CAN-

NOT BE SO ; BECAUSE THE INHERENCE OF THESE
COMPONENTS ALSO IN THEIR SUBSTRATUM IS

HELD TO BE ETERNAL. IF THESE CAME
TO DESTRUCTION, THEN INHERENCE

ALSO WOULD BECOME DESTRUC-

TIBLE.”—(855-856)

COMMENTARY.

The following might be urged by tho Opponent :
—

“ The Jar and other

tilings become destroyed either through the disruption of their component

parts or through the destruction of the parts ; just as, while the Jar is in

the state of being whirled or baked, its action (motion) becomes destroyed

by the contact of a solid substance. This has been thus declared

—

1 By the

contact of solid substances, the action becomes destroyed, as also the action

unfavourable to the production of tho effect ’. Similarly one Cognition

becomes destroyed through another Cognition ; one Sound liecomes destroyed

through another Sound.”

Such is t he Opponent’s scheme. What he means is tliat, oven though
the Inherence may be there as the basis of the object’s continued existence,
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if other auxiliary causes are absent, and contrary circumstances become

operative, the Jar cannot remain for ever.

This is answered in the words—* That cannot be so ’.—What has been

urged cannot be right ; because of the said components also there are com-

ponents wherein their Inherence lies for ever ; how then could there be any

destruction or disruption ?

This is so not only in regard to the substances composed of those com-

ponents ; it is so in regard to Action, etc. also ; this is what is indicated by

the particle ‘ api

If it be admitted that there is destruction of the components of the

object, then the Inherence also would have to be regarded as liable to

destruction.—(855-856)

“ Why so ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (857-858).

When the Relative has ceased to exist, it is impossible for the

Relation to exist. When the conjunct object has been

destroyed, the Conjunction can no longer be there.

And just as the conjuncts are there while the

Conjunction is there,—so also the Inherents

should exist while the Inherence is

there.

—

(857-858)

COMMENTARY.

He supports the same idea, in tho words—‘ When the Conjunct object,

etc. etc.'

What is meant is tliat, on account of the Relative having censed to exist,

the Inherence comes to be non-eternal, just like the Conjunction which ceases

on the destruction of the Conjunct, Or tire other alternative is that the rela-

tives continue to exist, because of tho Relation not having ceased ; these

relatives being like the two substances, the Conjunction between whom Iras

not ceased.—If it were not so, then, in both cases, the Relation in question

would lose its character.—(857-858)

The Opponent urges the following argument :

—

TEXT (859).

“ Even on the destruction of one Relative, the Inherence con-

tinues to exist, because the other Relative is' still

there.—Nor would the same be the case with

Conjunction ;
because there is difference.”

—(859)

COMMENTARY.

What the Opponent means is as follows :
—

“ In the first Reason (adduced

by the Buddhist), if what is meant is the destruction of all Relatives,—then
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it is partly ‘ unproven * not admitted ’
; because the destruction of all

Relatives is not possible ; as even at Universal Dissolution, the Atoms remuin.

—If then the Reason is put forward with a view to some sort of Relatives

having ceased to exist, then it is Inconclusive ; because even when a certain

Relative may have ceased to exist, other Relatives would still bo there.

—

It might be urged against the Opponent that, ' by the same reasoning process,

Conjunction also should have to be regarded as eternal ’.— Anticipating

this, the Opponent says—It cannot be so, because there is difference

;

that Is to say. Conjunction varies with each conjunct object ; hence it

is only right to regard it- as evanescent ; Inherence, on the other hand,
is only one in the whole world, because its basis, in the shape of the

notion of
4 subsistence herein \ remains always the same

; hence it cannot
be right to regard Inherence as evanescent

; as it is always perceptible in

another Relative (even on the cessation of one Relative).”—(859)

The above argument is answered in the following

—

TEXTS (800-864).

IF IT IS AS EXPLAINED, THEN WHEN CERTAIN inherent OBJECTS LIKE
THE Jar have ceased to exist,—WHAT is it that continues to
exist ? (A) Is it that Inherence which has been assumed to
constitute the existence of those objects, which Inherence
continues to exist in the other Relatives ? Or (

B

) is it

something else, as in the case of Conjunction, Plurality and
so forth ?—(^4) It cannot be the former

; if the Inherence of
that kind continues to exist, then the said objects—Jar,

etc.—also should be there. If they were not there, then
the Inherence that constitutes their existence could not
REMAIN THERE

;
OR IT MIGHT BE THERE IN MERE NAME.—FROM ALL

THIS IT FOLLOWS THAT EVEN BEFORE, AS AFTER, THE OBJECTS COULD
NOT BE SUBSISTING IN THEIR SUBSTRATUM, THROUGH ANY' SUCH THING
as * Inherence \ Thus this * subsistence ’ of theirs cannot be

real.—-(860-964)

COMMENTARY.

When the Jar, and other things that arc hold to ‘ inhere ’ in their cause,

cease to exist

—

what is it that continues to exist ?—

(

A

)

Is it the ‘ Inherence ’

that has been assumed as constituting their existence in their cause,

—

this Inherence continuing to exist in Relatives other than the Jar, etc. ?

—(j?) Or is it something else,—like Conjunction and Plurality, which vary

with each Conjunct ?—-The term 4

ddi * is meant to include Disjunction.

If the former alternative ‘is accepted, then the Jar, etc. should still

continue to exist, because there would be no falling off of the nature of their

existence, which (in the shape of Inherence) would be just as it was before
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their destruction. Or. if the Jar, etc. did not continue to exist, ns their

existence would not he there, the Inherence also could not lie there
;
or other-

wise the Inherence could not constitute the existence of those things. If

the more existence of Inherence wore |»>stulnte<l as something independent

of nil things and not benefiting anything,—then it would be something
only in nnino ; and there would bo no corresponding reality ; and under the

circumstances to assert that ‘ Inherence constitutes the existence of things *

would be mere verbiage.

This is what is made clear in the words—‘ From all this it jolloxcs, etc.

etc.’
—

* They '—the Jar, etc.—could not be subsisting in their substratum, on
the strength of any such thing as ‘ Inherence — ‘ As after \—i.e. after the

destruction of their constituent cause, when they have really no existence

at all.

* Thus this, etc.'—explains the real sense of the Reason adduced.

—

(8(50-804)

TEXTS (865-860). -

'

(£) If, on the other hand, the ‘ Inherence ’ that continues to
EXIST, WHILE THE OTHER RELATIVE IS THERE, IS SOMETHING
DIFFERENT,—AS IN THE CASE OF CONJUNCTION, DISJUNC-

TION, Plurality and so forth,—then, in that case,
THERE WOULD BE PLURALITY OF INHERENCE ALSO,

JUST AS THERE IS OF CONJUNCTION, ETC.—THUS,
if * Inherence ’ is postulated to exist,

THEN THERE WOULD BE THIS AND
MANY OTHER INCONGRUITIES.

—

(865-866)

COMMENTARY.

(/?) If the second alternative,—that what continues to exist is something
else,—is accepted, then, there should be plurality of * Inherence \ just as

there is of Conjunction, etc. ; and this would involve the surrendering of

the doctrine that tliere is no diversity in Inherence.
' This and many other incongruities ’ ;—this is meant to include such

incongruities as—(a)
4 the Futility of the Cause ’, (b)

4

tho contradiction of

several aphorisms ’, (c) incompatibility with facts of Perception, etc., (d)
4 the simultaneous birth of all things \

(o) For instance, the * birth ’ of a tiling is described as * inherence

in the cause ’ or
4

inherence in Being 1

; and Inherence is eternal ; hence
causes coxild not have any capacity to bring about the birth of the effect

;

hence causes would be futile.

(6) There would be contradiction of such
( Vaishifika) aprorisms as

“ Conjunction is brought about by the action of either of the two factors,

by the action of both, and by Conjunction ”, 44
Cognition is produced by the

contact of the Sense-organ and the object, etc. etc.”
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(c) The doctrine in question goes against the idea of the Eye, etc. being
the cause of Perceptional and other cognitions.

(d) Birth, in the shape of ‘ Inherence’, being oternal, there can be no
sequence in the birth of things,—which will have to be regarded as simul-
taneous

; this would be an incongruity
; and it would also go against the

Opponent s own doctrine that “ the non-simultaneity of Cognitions is indica-
tive of the Mind.”

Lastly, tho Birth of tilings being eternal,—the entire world would
consist of things winch could not benefit, or be benefited by, others ; and
hence the propounding of the Philosophy would bo futilo ; and so on and
so forth, there would be many incongruities, which would cut off and smash
the entire fabric of the Opponent’s Philosophy.—

(

805 -866 )

End of Chapter XV.



CHAPTER XVI.

Examination of the Import of Words.

COMMENTARY.

The Author proceeds to set forth the Introduction to the arguments in

support of the view (set forth in Text 2) that tho Truth is ‘ amenable to

Words and Cognitions only in an assumed (superimposed) form * :

—

TEXTS (867-868).

“ If Adjuncts do not exist in reality, then on what basis would
THERE BE SUCH COGNITIONS AND VERBAL EXPRESSIONS AS

‘ the Man with the stick \ * the while ’, * move ’, * exists ’,

‘ COW ‘ HERE * AND SO FORTH ?—THEY CANNOT BE

HELD TO BE BASELESS. NOR CAN THEY APPLY

PROMISCUOUSLY TO ALL THINGS.”

—(867-868)

COMMENTARY.

“ What is apprehended by Word and Cognition is a Real Entity

;

hence what words express by means of affirmation and denial is only the

real state of things ” ;—such is the view of the Realists.—The view of the

Negationists (Apohiata), on the other hand, is as follows :
—“ There is nothing

reed that is expressed by words ; all verbal cognition is wrong, because

it proceeds by imposing non-difference upon things that are really different

;

in a case where there is indirect connection with an entity, there is some

sort of agreement with the object, even though the Cognition is really wrong ",

Such is the view of these people. The one uniform, non-different, form that

is imposed upon things proceeds on the strength of the apprehension of

tilings in the form of the * exclusion of other things *
; and it being itself of

tho nature of the * exclusion or negation of other things it is mistaken by

peoplo under the spell of illusion to be one with that which is excluded by

it,—and it ultimately brings about the apprehension of the thing ‘ excluded ’

from others ;—for these reasons it comes to be known as * excluded from

other things \ On this ground it has been held that what is expressed by

words is Apoha, the * negation of others *.

The Realists urge the following objections (against the Apohist,

Negationist, Bauddha) :
—“ If,—according to you,—for Verbal Cognition,

there is no real basis as the adjuncts—qualifying factors—in the shape of

Substance, Quality, Action, Universal, Ultimate Individuality and Inherence ,

—

then how is it that among people, there are such verbal expressions and
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cognitions as * the man with the stick which are all based upon adjuncts
in the shape of substance, otc. ? For instance, such expressions and notions
as the man with the stick ‘ the animal with horns ’ are known to be
based upon adjuncts in the shape of substances

; such expressions and notions
as white \ * black ’ are based upon adjuncts in the shape of qualities ;

such expressions and notions as * moves \ ‘ wanders ’ are based upon adjuncts
in the shape of Action

; such expressions and notions as ‘ is \ ‘ exists ’ are
based upon adjuncts in the shape of * Being ’

; such expressions and notions
as Cow 1 Horse ’,

4 Elephant ’ are based upon adjuncts in the shape of
Universals and Particulars

; and the expression and notion 4 The Cloth in
those yarns ’ are based upon Inherence.—If then, there did not exist any of
these Substance and the rest, the expressions and notions of the 4 Man with
the stick > and other things would become baseless.—The term 4

ddi ’ goes
with every member of the compound. So that every one of such similar
expressions und notions become included, as ‘the umbrella-holder 4 the
horned animal ’ and so forth.—As for the Ultimate Individualities, they
are cognizable by mystics only ; hence these are not meant to be included
here.

And yet it is not right that these expressions and notions should be
regarded as entirely baseless. If they wore so, they would be equally liable
to appear everywhere.

Nor arc they found to apply promiscuously to all things, without
distinction.

From all tliis it follows that Substance and the rest do really exist.

.The argument may be formulated as follows :—Expressions and notions
that appear in mutually distinct forms must have a real basis,—like the
Auditory and other notions ;—the expressions and notions of the 4

stick-
holdor , etc. do appear in distinct forms ;—hence this is a natural reason
(for regarding them as having a real basis).—If thoy had no such basis, things
would appear in all places without distinction ;—this is the argument setting
aside a contrary conclusion.*’—(8B7-868)

The Author proceeds to refute the above Reasoning (of the Realist) in
the following

—

TEXT (869).

The answer to the above is as follows :—As a matter of fact,
THERE IS NO REAL BASIS FOR THESE EXPRESSIONS AND NOTIONS

;

THE ONLY BASIS FOR THEM CONSISTS IN THE SEED
LOCATED IN THE PURELY SUBJECTIVE CONSCIOUS-

NESS—(869)

COMMENTARY.

If what the Realist desires to prove is the fact that the notions and
expressions in question have a real basis in tlie external world, then the
Reason adduced is Inconclusive ; as there is nothing to annul the contrary
conclusion. If what is meant to bo proved is only that they liave some sort
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of basis, thon tlie argument is futile ; because we also hold that they havo
their basis in the awakening of the Tendencies and Impressions embedded
in the inner consciousness ; though not in the external object

; because the

first cognition being always verbal, is wrong, and it cannot have any real basis.

* Located, etc. *,—i.e. embedded in consciousness
; i.e. in the form of

Tendencios and Impressions.—(809)

This same lino of thought is further supported by reference to the

scriptures :

—

TEXT (870).

Whatever is said to be the object of a verbal expression
IS NEVER REALLY COGNISED

;
SUCH IS THE VERY ESSENCE

OF ENTITIES.

—

(870).

COMMENTARY.
* Whatever \—i.e. ‘ Specific Individuality \ Universal ’ and the like.

* Such is die very essence of things ’ ;—this character, of being beyond the
reach of words, forms the very essence of things. This has been thus declared—

‘ By whatever name a thing is spoken of, that thing is not really cognised
thero

; such is tlio very essence of things

Question :
—“ What is the proof for Verbal Cognition being wrong and

baseless ?
”

Answer :—The proof has already been asserted by us to the effect that,

inasmuch as Verbal Cognitions impose non-difference upon things that are

different, they are all wrong. For instance, when one thing is cognised as
what it is not, that cognition is wrong ; e.g. the cognition of Water in the
Mirage ;—Verbal Cognition consists in the imposing of non-difference on
what is different ;—hence this is a natural reason (for regarding it as wrong).

Thero is no real entity in the shape of the ‘ Universal ’ which could bo the
object of Verbal Cognition—by virtue of which the Reason might be regarded
as ‘Unproven’. Because the ‘Universal’ has been already discarded in

great detail.—Even granting that there is such a thing as the ‘ Universal ’ ;

—

even so, if that Universal is held to be something different from the particular

things, the cognition would still be one of non-difference where there is

difference
;
and hence wrong. Because a set of things cannot be the samo

as others when they are lield to contain these. If, on the other hand, the
Universal be held to be non-dijfercnt from the particular things,—tho entire

Universe would really form the single object of the ‘ Universal ’
; and hence

tho cognition of it as * Universal ’ must be wrong, because the notion of the
4 Universal ’ does not appertain to a single thing ; as the cognition of the
1

Universal ’ is always preceded by the perception of diversity.

When Verbal Cognition is thus proved to be wrong, it must also be
objectless, baseless; because the object productive of the cognition having
surrendered its form, there can be nothing left which could be the basis of

the cognition.

Or, we may prove the objectlessness of Verbal Cognitions in another
manner : That alone con form the import of words whereto they have been
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applied by Convention ; nothing else can form their import ; as if it did then

that would lead to absurdities. And there is no object wherein the applica-

tion of any words has been fixed by Convention. Hence all Verbal Cognitions

and Expressions must be entirely baseless.

The argument may be formulated as follows :—When words have not

been fixed by Convention at their very inception, upon certain things, they

do not really denote these tilings ;—e.g. the word 4 Horse ’ which has not been

applied by convention to animals with the Dewlap (i.o. tho Cow) does not

denote the cow ;—all words have not been applied by Convention, at the

very inception to any things ; hence tho wider conception is never appre-

hended
;
that is, Dcnotalimncsa is invariably concomitant with being fixed by

Convention, and this latter is absent in the caso of words.—(870)

The following Text proceeds to show that the Reason adducod is not
* unproven ’

—

TEXT (871).

4 Specific Individuality 4 Universal \
4 Relation to Universal ’,

4 Somethinq endowed with the Universal 4 Form of the

Cognition of the object ’,—none of these really

FIND A PLACE IN THE 4 IMPORT OF WORDS \

-(871)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, when tho 4 Import of words * is held to consist in an

object in regard to which a Convention has been duly apprehended,

—

such import would consist, either (1) in ‘Specific Individuality’, or (2)

in
4 Universal or (3) in

4 Relation to the Universal \—the pronoun ‘ tat ’

in the compound 4
tadyogah ' standing for the Universal,—or (4) in ‘some-

thing endowed with the Universal or (5) in
4 the form of the Cognition of

the object Theso are the only alternatives possible.—In the case of

everyone of these, no Convention is possible ; and hence it cannot form tho
4 Import of Words \

4

Really * ;—this has been added in order to indicate that the author

does not deny the illusory
4 import of words *

; and hence thoro is no self-

contradiction in terms ;
otherwise there would be a self-contradiction involved

in his Proposition ; inasmuch as it could not be possible to assert that

4 Specific Individuality and the rest do not constitute the Import of words ’,

without speaking of them by means of these words ; so that by speaking of

these by their names, for the purpose of proving his proposition, he would

be admitting the fact that these are capable of being expressed by words ;

—

and yet this fact is denied in the Proposition ; so that there would be self-

contradiction.

This explanation answers Uddyotakara's assertion to the effect that

44
if words are inexpressive, then t^ere is contradiction between the Proposition

and tho Premiss ”.—Because we do not entirely deny the fact of words

having their
4 import ’

;
for the simple reason that this is well-known even
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to tho meanest cowherd. What wo do deny, however, is the character of
Reality which the other party impose upon the Import,—not the Import
itself.—(871)

The following Text proceeds to show that ‘Specific Individuality

’

cannot form the * Import (or Denotation) of Words * because there can bo
no Convention in regard to it :

—

TEXT (872).

Of these, ‘ Specific Individuality ’ cannot be denoted by
WORDS

;
BECAUSE IT CAN HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH

THE TIME OF CONVENTION AND USAGE.

—

(872)

COMMENTARY.
1 Cannot be denoted by word* ’ that is, because there can lje no Conven-

tion in rogard to it.

Question :
—

“ Why can there bo no Convention in regard to it ?
”

Answer :—Because there is
4 viyoga *, absence,—of connection with tho

timo related to Convention and Usago,—* there can be no Convention in
regard to the Specific Individuality

'

[this has to be supplied].
What is meant is that Convention is made for the purposes of usage

;

and not through mere love for it ; hence people can rightly make Conven-
tions only with regard to things present at the time related to that Convention
and Usage ;—not with regard to anything else. As regards 4

Specific In-
dividuality ’, it cannot be present at the time of the Convention and Usage

;

hence there can be no Convention in regard to it.—(872)

Question '

“ Why is it not possible for the Specific Individuality to be
prosent at the time of Convention and Usage ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (873-874).

Things of the nature of Individuals cannot become inter-related
AMONG THEMSELVES,—BECAUSE THERE ARE DIFFERENCES (AMONG

THEM) OF PLACE, TIME, ACTION, POTENCY, MANIFESTATION
AND THE REST.—FOR THIS REASON, THE THING CON-
CEIVED by Convention is never met with in
ACTUAL USAGE

; AND THAT IN REGARD TO WHICH
no Convention has been apprehended
CAN NEVER BE COMPREHENDED
through Words,—like any
OTHER THING.

—

(873-874)

COMMENTARY.
The variegated Cow, etc. are so many distinct Individuals,—and as such

have their individual forms excluded from each other, through differences of
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place, etc. ; and as such, they never become inter-related among themselves.

Consequently, when a man has set up a Convention in regard to one of these

individuals, he could not carry on usage, on that basis, in regard to other

individuals.—In the phrase * manifestation and the rest ’, the term ‘ the

rest ’ is meant to include Colour, Shape, Condition and other peculiarities.

1 la never met with in actual usage *
;—what is meant is that, in this way,

there being no Convention in regard to it, the Reason adduced by tho Author

cannot be said to be * unproven \

That the Reason is not ‘ Inconclusive ’ is shown by the words— ' That

in regard to which no Convention has been comprehended, etc. etc.'

1 Like any other thing ’,—i.e. like things of other kinds.

* Dhvanlh ’,—Through Words.

What is meant is as follow's :—If the Word denoted a tiling in regard

to which no Convention has been apprehonded, then tho term ‘ Cow ’ also

should donoto the Horse ; and in that case, the making of Conventions would

bo useless. Hence the possibility of this anomaly annuls the contrary con-

clusion ; and thereby the Author’s Premiss becomes established.

This same Reason, * Because no Convention can lie made has been

indicated by the Teacher Dihndga in the declaration
—‘The Word denoting

a Universal cannot be denotative of Individuals, because of endlessness ’
;

what is meant by ‘ endlessness ’ is the impossibility of Convention.

This also sets aside the following argument of Uddyotakara (Nydyavdrtika

2. 2. 63, p. 327) :
—“ If you make * Words ’ the subject of your argument,

then, as endlessness is a property of things (denoted by words), it would be

a Reason that subsists elsewhere than tho Subject. If, on the other hand,

the diverse tilings themselves are tho Subject, then neither affirmative nor

negativo corroborative Instances would be available. So that ‘ endlessness

cannot serve as a valid Reason

The same writer has also urged as follows (in Nydyavarlika 2. 2. 63,

page 326) :
—“ The objection urged is applicable to those (Buddhists) who

hold that what are denoted by words are things without any qualifications ;

as for ourselves, what are denoted by words arc Substances, Qualities and

Actions as qualified by Being, etc.

;

so tliat wherever one porceives the Universal

‘Being*, etc., one uses the word ‘existent’ and so forth. The Universal

‘ Being ’ is one only ; hence in regard to things characterised by that

Universal, it Is quite possible to set up Conventions. So that endlessness

cannot serve as a valid reason for you.”

This is not right. It has boon already proved that there are no such real

entities as Universals like * Being * and the rest which are either different

or n on-different from individual things.—But even granting that there is

such a thing as the Universal ;—even so, as it is possible for several Universals

to subsist in one Individual, there could be no use of such words as
1 Being ’

and the like, free from confusion. Further, until it has been explained

by means of words that * Being ’ is so and so ’, the person malting the

Convention could not indicate the things denoted by those words by means

of ‘ Being * and other Universals ;—and until the Convention has been made,

words like ‘ Being \ etc. cannot be used. So that there would be the incon-

gruity of mutual interdependence.
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The following argument might bo urged “ The person concerned
himself comes by the usage and then, through affirmative and negative conco-
mitance, comes to establish the connection between the word and its denota-
tion and therefrom becomes cognisant of tho relevant Convention.”

This cannot be right. No one person can ever come by tho entire usago
bearing upon any subsequent tiling.

What liappens is that having once found that the term ‘ existing ’ is

frequently applied to things endowed with existence, lie concludes tliat the
same word is applicable to even unseen things of the same kind.”

That cannot be true ; as such is not found to be the case. In fact no
Convention can apply to unseen tilings which are endless and .which differ

widely regarding their being past and future. If Convention were applicable
to such things, it would lead to an absurdity.

“ One really does comprehend such Convention in regard to the tilings

when he speaks of them as conceived of by Determinate (conceptual)
Cognition (which involves verbal expression also).”

If that is so, then it comes to this that the application of words appertains
to only such things as are purely fanciful—and not to real things. So
that tho past and futuro not being before the man at the time, if there
did appear a ‘ determinate cognition ’ of those, it could only bo objectless,
and honce what is made known by it must be a non entity.—How then could
the Convention relating to such things be anything real ? We desist from
further augmentation on this point.

Lastly, as our Reason is present in all cases where the Probandum is

present, it cannot be said to bo Contradictory.

Thus it becomes established that words cannot have 4

Specific
Individualities * for their

4
import ’ (denotation).—(873-874)

The following might be urgod 44 There are certain tilings, like the
Himalaya Mountain, which remain permanently in one and tho same form,—
so that there can be no diversity in them due to Place, Time and Distinction

;

—consequently, as they would be present at the time of Convention aud
Usage,—your Reason becomes partially

4

inadmissible \”
The answer to this argument is as follows :—

TEXT (875).

Even in the Himalaya and such things which do not differ with
Time and Place,—there are Atoms which are diverse

and momentary, as proved above.—(875)

COMMENTARY.

And such things ’—is meant to include other mountains like the Malaya.
All these are aggregates of many Atoms

; hence there can be no Conven-
tion relating to all their component parts ; also because it has been proved
that all these things are destroyed immediately after their appearance. Thus,
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in the case of these things also, there can ho no presence, at the time of usage,

of the character that was present at the time of the making of the Conven-

tion. Hence our Reason is not ‘ unproven —(875)

It lias thus been established that there can be no Convention bearing upon
* Specific Individuality,—because Usage being impossible in connection

with it, the Convention would be useless. It is now going to be shown that

no Convention is possible in regard to it because no Action is possible :

—

TEXTS (876-877).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THERE CAN BE NO ASSUMPTION OF CONVENTION

IN REGARD EITHER TO THE bom OR TO THE Wlbom THING.

There can be no real Convention relating to the

unborn,—as there can be none relating to the

Horse's Horn ;— nor one in regard to

the Born thing ; because Convention is made

ONLY ON THE RECALLING TO MIND OF THINGS

APPREHENDED BEFOREHAND |—HOW COULD

THIS BE DONE IN REGARD TO WHAT HAS

PASSED AWAY LONG AGO ?

-(876-877)

COMMENTARY.

It lias boon already proved that all things bocomo destroyed immediately

after appearance (birth)
;
if then Convention were mado regarding them, it

could be made either beforo they were bom, or after they were bom ;

—

it is not possible for any real Convention to bo made relating to what is

still unborn ;
because what doos not exist can have no character at all and

banco cannot bo tho substratum of anything.—Tho Text has used tho term

* real ’ in order to exclude the illusory. Hence the assertion does not become

vitiated by the well-known caso of the Convention whereby the name of

an unborn son is fixed upon beforehand ; because such convention is purely

illusory, bearing, as it does, upon an object which is tho creation of fancy.

« As in the Horse's Horn ’ ;—the affix ‘ vati
*
is added to the word onding

with the Locative.

Nor can the Convention be made relating to the thing after it is bom ;

because a Convention regarding anything can be made only when the

thing lias been apprehended, and this apprehension has been followed by

tho remembrance of its name and distinguishing features ; it could not be

made otherwise than this ; as it would lead to incongruities. Thus tlion,

at the time of the remembrance of the name and the distinguishing features,

the ‘ Specific Individuality * of the tiling—being momentary—will have long

disappeared ; so that, as in regard to the unborn, so in regard to tho bom

tiling also, there can bo no real Convention ; as at the time of the making of

the Convention, both would be equally absent. In fact, even at the time at

which thing is actually apprehended, the * Specific Individuality ’ that forms
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the basis of tliat apprehension, being momentary, is not in existence
;

how much less possible is it at a later time, when there is romembrance of

the uniformity of tilings appearing long after tliat apprehension ?—(876-877)

It might be argued that—“ the Convention could l>e made in regard to

tliat momentary entity in the series of momentary entities bom through the

potency of the entity apprehended which appears at the moment that the

Convention is made —The answer to tliis is as follows :

—

TEXT (878).

AS FOR THE OTHER THING OF THE SAME KIND WHICH APPEARS THROUGH

THE POTENCY OF THE THING APPREHENDED AT FIRST, THE BODY
of Convention is not possible in regard to that

also. As for similarity, that also is

ONLY IMAGINARY.

—

(878)

COMMENTARY.

Though at tlie timo of tho making of the Convention, another ‘ momentary
ontity * is present, yet, as the Convention could not bear upon it, no Conven-

tion is possible
;
when a maker of Conventions apprehends a Horse, and then

remembers its name and makes up tho Convention, he does not make the

Convention bear upon the Cow that may be present at the time, but which

has not formod tho subject of that Convention.

It might be argued that
—“ There is a similarity among all Specific

Individualities, and on this basis they might be regarded as one and the

Convention made regarding them —Tho answer to this is
—

‘ Asfor similarity,

etc. etc.' ; that is, similarity is imposed upon tilings by * determinate '

(conceptual) cognitions ; so that if these are what are denoted by words, then

it would mean that the Specific Individuality is not denotod at all.

Thus there can be no Convention in regard to the Specific Individuality

(of Things). Nor can it bo in regard to the Specific Individuality of the •

Word. Becauso all that the maker of Convention does is to apply to

a particular thing a particular Name which has been recalled to Memory

;

while Memory cannot recall the name that lias been really apprehended

previously, because that ceased to oxiRt long ago ; and the- name that ho

actually pronounces is not the one that he has known previously ; so that

there could be no real Remombrunce of it ; and wliat has not been appre-

hended by the Memory cannot bo recalled by it. Hence it follows tliat

what is recalled by Memory and remembered is only a creation of fancy,

and not the Specific Individuality (of the word). Thus there can be no
Convention relating to any Specific Individuality. Hence it becomes
established that Specific Individuality is sometliing that cannot be named
at all.—(878)

The Author next states another proof in support of tho view that Specific

Individuality cannot be denoted by words :

—
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TEXT (879).

The idea of ‘ Heat ’ that follows on the utterance of the name
(‘ Hot ’) is not so clear and distinct as the perception of

THE (hot) THING BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE
sense-organ.—(879)

COMMENTARY.

Tho cognition of the Hot thing brought about by the Souses is clear and
distinct,—not so the cognition that is brought about by tho word * hot *

;

people whose Visual, Gustatory and Olfaotory organs have been impaired

do not cognise the Colour and Taste, etc. of things on tho hearing of the mere
name— ‘ mdtuliiiga ’ (Citron), for instance ; while people whose eyes are intact

have a clear perception of those through that senso-organ. This lias been
thus declared—* The man who has been burnt by fire has the idea of having

been burnt, on the contact of fire,—which idea is entirely different from tho

idea of burning arising on the utterance of the word bum
The perception of the thing, etc. etc.—is an Instanco per dissimilarity.

—

(879)

“ Even if the idea is not so clear and distinct, why cannot Specific

Individuality form tho denotation of the word ?
”

TEXT (880).

It is not right that there should be any connection between
the Specific Individuality and the Word

;
nor does the

Thing appear in the cognition brought about by the

Word ; just as Taste does not appear in

the cognition of Colour.—(880)

COJIMENTARY.

The argument may be thus formulated.—When a thing does not appear

in the cognition brought about by a certain other thing, it cannot form the

denotation of that ;—for instanco, Taste in the cognition brought about by

Colour ;—Specific Individuality does not appear in tho cognition brought

about by Words ;—hence there is non-apprehension of the wider term (which

implies tho ab9onco of the narrower term).—The Proof annulling the con-

clusion of the other party consists in the anomaly pointed out here. For

instance, when a Word is said to be denotative of a certain thing, all that

is meant is that it brings about the cognition of that thing,—notliing else ;

and a cognition cannot be said to be of that thing whose form does not appear

in it at all ; if it did, it would lead to an absurdity. Nor can one and the

same thing have two forms—one distinct and tho other indistinct,—by
virtue of which the indistinct form could bo the one denoted by Words ;
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because one is incompatible with two

;

and it has been shown that things

existing at different times are mutually incompatible.—(880)

The Naiydyikas declare as follow's :
—“ The Individual, the Configuration

aiul the Universal,—all these constitute the Denotation of the Word—[Nydyasutra,

2. 2. 63).—The term * paddrtha ’ here stands for the * artha ’, denotative,

' padasya of the Word.—The term ‘Individual’ stands for Substances,

Qualities, Actions and Ultimate Differentia ; this has been defined in the

Sutra—The Individual consists of particular Qualities, Actions and Sub-

stances (Ny&yasutra, 2. 2. 64). The meaning of the Sutra, according to the

author of the Vdrtika (Uddyotakara), is as follows :

—

4
Differentia ’ is that

which is differentiated ;

4 gunavishtya ’ is that which is differentiated from
Qualities, i.e. Action. This same term 4

yunavishe§a ’ taken a second time is

meant to be an Ekashe^a Compound ,—standing for Quality ; the term
4

vishZ$a * 4

particular ’, in this case is meant to exclude the Configuration,

which is essentially a form of Conjunction, and Conjunction is included under

the category of ‘Quality’; hence if the qualifying epithet ‘particular’

were not there, Configuration also would become included
;
and yet this is

not meant to bo included under the
4 Individual ’, as it has been mentioned

by a separate word.—Tho term 4 dshraya \
4

Receptacle in the Sutra stands

for Substance ; Substance being tho receptacle or substratum of the said

particular Qualities and Actions. This Substance has been indicated by
tho Sutra whorofrom the term 4

tat ’ has been eliminated^ The compound
4 Qunavishijdshrayah * therefore has to be expounded a3

—

4

Ounavishl§dh

(Particular Qualities)

—

Gunavishesdh (Actions)

—

Taddshrayaly (Substances) ’.

This is a collective copulative Compound, and yet the Neuter ending lias

not been used as the use of the particular gender depends upon the whim
of people. Thus the sense of the Sutra comes to be this :

4 That which is

gunavishlfashraya is the Individual, also called Murti, Composite ’
. When

the name 4 murti ’ 4 composite ’ is applied to substance, it is to be taken

locaiively—as
4 that wherein component parts adhere ’

; when it is applied to

Colour, etc., it is to be taken nominatively, in the sense of
4

those that adhere

—

inhere—in substances ’
; as for the term 4

vyakli ’, it is applied to Substances

accusatively and to Colour, etc. instrumentally.—According to the author of

tho Bh&sya ( Vdlsyayana) however, the Sutra is to be taken exactly as it stands
— 4 That which is the recoptaclo of distinctive qualities is the Individual,

and that also is the material Body \ Tims it has been said that—That
Substance which is the receptacle of tho particular qualities,—Colour, Taste,

Odour and Touch,—and also of Gravity, Fluidity, Solidity, Faculty, and also

of the non-pervasive Dimension,—is called
4 murti ’,

4

composite body ’, on
account of its being made up of component parts.—The term * dlcjrti ’,

4

Configuration ’, denotes the contact of the limbs of living beings, in the

shape of Hands, etc. along with their components, Fingers, etc. Say's the

Sutra (Nydya

,

2. 2. 65)—4

Configuration is that which indicates tho universal

and its characteristics ’
; on this the Bhdsya says

—

4 That should be known as

Configuration whioh serves to indicate tho Universal and the characteristic

features of the Universal. This Configuration is nothing apart from the
definite arrangement of the parts of an object and the components of those
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parts \—The terra
4 arrangement ’ stands for a particular form of contact

;

and the term ‘ dofinite ’ serves to exclude artificial contacts.—The 4 charac-

teristic features of the Universal ’ consist of the limbs of living beings,

—

the Head, the Hand and so forth,—as it is by these that the Universal (or

genus) 4 Cow ’ and tho like is indicated. In some cases, the genus is manifested

directly by the Configuration; e.g. when the genus ‘Cow’ becomes mani-

fested on the perception of the exact shape of the Head, Legs, etc. ; in some

cases it is manifested by the characteristics of the genus ; e.g. when the

genus 4 Cow ’ is manifested by the Horns and other such limbs which are

perceived severally. Thus it is that the Configuration becomes the indicative

of the genus and of the characteristics of the genus.—The term 4 Jdli'

4 Genus denotes that entity which is called * Sdmdnya Universal, which

is the basis of the comprehensive names and notions of things. Hence

the next Sutra. (Ny&ya, 2. 2. 66)—' Jdii, Universal, is the basis of com-

prehensive cognitions *
;
that is to say, tho Universal is tho source from which

comprehensive notions arise.*’

Of these three—-Individual, Configuration and Universal,—the idea of

the Individual and the Configuration, being denoted by words, should be

taken as rejected by the foregoing rejection of the idea of tho Specific In-

dividuality forming the denotation of words.—This is what is shown in the

following

—

TEXT (881).

In this same manner the Individual and the Configuration also

MAY BE REJECTED ;
INASMUCH AS OTHERS REGARD BOTH

THESE ALSO AS BEING OF THE NATURE OF ‘ SPECIFIC

Individuality \—(881)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, the rejection of tho Universal will come later.

« Rejection '—as forming the 4 import ’ of words.
44 Why ?

”

Inasmuch as * both these *—Individual and Configuration,—ore held

by others to be of the nature of
4 Specific Individuality ’

; so that just as

* Specific Individuality * cannot be denoted by Words, because there can be

no Convention bearing upon it,—so also, in regard to these two also, there

can be no Convention ;
hence the Reason cannot be said to be either 4 Un-

proven *, or 4 Inconclusive ’.—(881)

Further, the
4 Individual \ in the shape of Substance, Quality and

Particular Qualities,

—

4 Configuration *, in the shape of Contact,—and all

these, Substance and the rest,—have been already rejected. For this reason

also it cannot be right to regard these as being denoted by Words.—This is

shown in the following

—
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TEXT (882).

Inasmuch as the refutation of Substance, etc. and of Contact,
HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY SET FORTH,—IT CANNOT BE RIGHT TO

REGARD THESE AS FORMING THE REAL ‘ IMPORT ’ OF

WORDS.—(882)

COMMENTARY.

Having thus explained the impossibility of Convention regarding Specific

Individualities, the Author proceeds to explain its impossibility regarding

the other throe—Universal, Connection of the Universal and That Which
is Endowed with the Universal (as mentioned under 87

1 ) :

—

TEXT (883).

The Universal and the Connection having been already rejected
IN DETAIL,—THE OTHER THREE KINDS OF ‘ IMPORT OF WORDS ’

NO LONGER REMAIN POSSIBLE.—(883)

COMMENTARY.
1

The other',—i.e. barring ‘Specific Individuality’, the three—(1) the

Universal, (2) the Contact of the Universal, and (3) the One Endowed with the

Universal.—As regards the Universal and its Connection, these simply do
not exist ; and hence in regard to what is endowed with the Universal, also

no Convention can be possible ;
as all naming is done only in reference to

Universal ; and that which is so endowed can only exist in the form of

Specific Individuality ; so that the objections urged against this last ore

equally applicable to the other also.

The Universal forms the denotation of words—says Kutydyana. Substance

forms the denotation of words,—says Vyagi.—Both (Universal and Substance)

form the denotation of words,—says Pdnini.—All these views bocomo
discarded by what has been said above

; because the 1

Universal * can have no
connection,—‘Substance’ is of the nature of ‘ Specific Individuality ’

; and
hence the objections urged against tliis latter remain applicable to it.—(883)

The Author sums up his position in the following

—

TEXT (884).

FOR THESE REASONS THE ASSERTION THAT * THE INDIVIDUAL, THE
Configuration and the Universal are denoted by words *

is impossible
; because all these are

formless.—(884)

COMMENTARY.
‘ Tat ’—For these reasons.

‘ Formless ’—Featureless ; devoid of character.—(884)
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TEXT (885).

AS REGARDS THE ‘ FORM OF COGNITION \ IT RESTS IN THE COGNITION

ITSELF, AND DOES NOT FOLLOW EITHER THE OBJECT OR ANOTHER
Cognition

; hence that also cannot serve the purpose

(of the other party)
;
as that also cannot really

.

BE DENOTED (BY WORDS).

—

(885)

COMMENTARY.

As regards the ‘ Form of Cognition it is of the samo essence as the

Cognition itself, and as such rests therein ; as such, like the Cognition itself,

it docs not follow either the Object cognised or another Cognition ; conse-

quently, as it cannot be present at the time of the Convention and Usage,

no Convention can be made relating to it, just as there can be none relating

to Specific Individuality. Even if it were present at the time of the Usage,

it is not possiblo that users should make any Convention in regard to it.

As a matter of fact, when a man desires to do something on the basis of

certain words, ho has got to know the words likely to be useful for that

purpose, and then make use of them ; and it is under this impression that

poopio make use of expressive words ; and not through a mere whim. The
form of the Cognition, which is rooted in Fancy, caimot be able to accom-

plish any such desired purpose as the alleviation of cold and the like ; because,

in actual experience, it is found that more apprehension docs not accomplish

any such purpose. Thus then, as there can be no Convention bearing upon
this also, our Reason

—

1 because no Convention can bo made regarding it
’

—

cannot be stigmatised as ‘ Unproven ’.—(885)

The following might be urged—“ There are other * imports of words

in the shapo of what is denoted by the verb ‘ to bo ’ and the like ; and as the

Convention could bo made regarding these, the said Reason remains
‘ Unproven ’ to that extent.”

The answer to this is supplied by the following

—

TEXT (886).

These same arguments serve to set aside such * import of words *

AS HAS BEEN HELD TO CONSIST IN THE DENOTATION OF THE

VERB ‘TO BE ’ AND THE LIKE. STILL WE ARE GOING

TO SAY SOMETHING REGARDING THESE.—(886)

COMMENTARY.

* The same arguments \—i.e. thoso urged against Specific Individuality,

etc. forming the Import of Words.—[These serve to set aside those]—because

this also is included under the said ‘ Specific Individuality, etc.’.—(88G)
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The following Text proceeds to show what are the denotations of tlio

verb 4 to be ’ and so forth :

—

TEXT (887).

They say that what is denoted by the verb ‘to be ’ constitutes
the 4

Import ' of all words,—in connection with the Cow
AND SUCH THINGS

; IT IS JUST AS IN THE CASE OF WORDS LIKE
Apurva (Unseen Force), Devoid (Deity) and

Svarga (Heaven).—(887)

COMMENTARY.

The particle ‘ iti ’ is misplaced ; it should be construed with ‘ oslyarlhah *.

What is meant is as follows :—What is cognised as denoted by the verb
* to bo ’ forms the ‘ Import ’ of all words ; i.e. it represents the denotation of all

words ; i.e. it forms the ‘ Import of words Hence, in the case of the Cow
and such objects, what forms the import of the words * Cow ’ etc. is similar

to the Import of such words as * Unseen Force 4 Deity ’ and ‘ Heaven \

—

This is wliat these people say. That is to say, the word 4 Unseen Force *

does not introduce into the Cognition the form of any object,—and all that
is understood from it is that such a thing doos exist to which the term
‘ Unseen Force ’ is applied ;—so also is the case with words the tilings

expressed by which are visible,—such as the word 4 Cow ’ for instance.

Because from these words also what is understood is that thore is a tiling

which is spoken of by the word 4 Cow ’, or which is related to tho 4

Universal *

Cow. As regards the particular form of this Cognition, which enters into the
consciousness of some peoplo,—that is due to the influence of their own
doctrines.—(887)

Text 886 has spoken of
4

denotation of the verb to be and the like ’
;

the term 4 and tho like ’ is a reference to certain other theories that have
been propounded regarding the 4 Import of Words ’. These theories are now
set forth (under Texts 888 to 892) :

—

TEXT (888).

Some people assert that what is denoted by words is (a) an
aggregate free from distributive and collective deter-

mination
; or (b) an unreal relationship.—(888)

COMMENTARY.

(a) Some people assert that what the word—4

briihmana * for instance
denotes is the aggregate of austerity, caste, learning, etc. without any
conceptual determination either collective or distributive

; just as the word
4
forest ’ denotes the Dhava and other trees. That is to say, when the word
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* forest ’ is uttered, the notion that appears is not a determinate or well-defined,

one,—either of the Dhava or the Khadira or the Palusha or any particular tree

(distributively),—or of the Dhava and the Khadira and the Palasha and
other trees (collectively) ;—it is only a vague indefinite conception of the

Dhava and other trees in general ;—similarly when the word ‘ brdhmana ’ is

tittered, the notion that appears is not a well-defined one—either of Austerity

or Caste or Learning, (distributively), or Austerity and Caste and Learning

(collectively) ; what are cognised are Austerity and the rest conceived of

as one aggregated whole as differentiated from other correlatives.—The term
* vikalpa ’ (in the Text) stands for the distinct conception of any one individual

from among a group consisting of an indefinite number of individuals ; and

‘Samuchhaya ’ stands for the distinct conception of a definite number of

individuals related together ;—and the notion brought about by words is

free from both these conceptions.

(6) Others however have held that what is denoted by the word is

the relation of a thing—substance, f.i.—to an undefined * Universal ’

—

' Substance ’, f.i. ;—and this is said to be * unreal ’ because the individual

correlatives are not really denoted by the word.—Or, it may be that, like the

dark complexion and other properties. Austerity, Caste, etc. also appear in

the notion as a single unity,—and hence it is the relationship of these that

is called ‘ unreal ’. Because those are not really apprehended together in

their own forms ; what is apprehended is only the aggregate of these per-

ceived like the whirling fire-brand, without reference to the individuals

making up the aggregate.—(888)

TEXT (889).

(c) Or the Real with Unreal adjuncts is the * Import op

Words ’.

—

(<2) Or ‘ Import of Words ’ may consist in the
„

Word itself in the state of * abhijalpa ’

(Coalescence).—(889)

COMMENTARY.

Others have declared that the Real with Unreal adjuncts is what is

denoted by words. For instance, the adjuncts, in the shape of such details

as bracelets, rings and such things, are ‘ unreal * so far as the denotation of

the word is concerned ; and yet these adjuncts belong to something that is

* real ’—in the shape of the Cold which has a generic form and permeates

through a number of particular things. This ‘ Real with Unreal adjuncts *

forms the Import of Words,—i.e. is what forms the denotation of the word.

Others again declare that it is the word itself in the state of ‘ Coalescence ’

that constitutes the Import of Words.—(889)

The following Text explains what is meant by this ‘ Coalescence ’ :

—

31
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TEXT (890).

When the form of the word becomes identified with the object

THROUGH THE CONCEPTION THAT ‘ THIS IS THAT —THAT WORD

THEY REGARD AS IN THE ‘ STATE OF COALESCENCE ’.—(890)

COMMENTARY.

When the character of the object is imposed upon the Word—by such

expressions as ‘ Word is the Object ’
; on the basis of this imposition, when

the form of the Word becomes identified with the Object,—the Word in the

state of this unification with the object is said to be * in the state of

coalescence \—(890)

(e) Others have held the following view :
—

“ When the form of an

external object is impinged upon the Idea, and is apprehended as an external

object, it becomes manifested in the form of the Idea ; and it is this Idea

that is denoted by Words ”. This is the view set forth in the following

—

TEXT (891).

When an object forms the content of the Idea, on the basis of

AN EXTERNAL OBJECT,—AND IT COMES TO BE COGNISED AS

* AN EXTERNAL OBJECT ’
; THIS (MIXTURE OF IDEA

—

• OBJECT) HAS BEEN REGARDED BY SOME

PEOPLE AS FORMING THE ‘ IMPORT OF

Words —(891)

COMMENTARY.

* Contend of the Idea —i.e. revolving in the Idea, subsisting in the Idea.
* On the basis of an external object ’ ;—i.e. that for the manifesting of

whose form recourse is had to the real-unreal external thing,—in the shape
of the letter-symbols.

* It comes to be cognised as an external object ’ ;—i.e. manifested in the

form of the Idea, but apprehended as something external. That is to say,

so long as the form of the Idea is not impinged upon the objects and is cognised,

on due consideration, as Idea itself,—it is not recognised as forming the

import of words ; because what is purely subjective can have no connection

with any form of activity ; for instance, actions spoken of in such words as
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* Bring the Cow ’, ‘ Eat the Curd ’, are not possible for the mere Idea ; and

what words denote is a thing capable of action ; hence what is apprehended

as an Idea cannot be denoted by words. When, however, the form of the

Idea becomes impinged upon the external object, the observer becomes

influenced by its external character and comes to regard it as capable of action,

and thus it becomes denoted by words.

Question :
—“ What is the difference between this theory and tho theory

of ‘ Apoha ’ ? The upholder of ‘ Apoha ’ also asserts that what is denoted

by the word is the form of the Idea apprehended as something external

;

as lias been declared in the following passage :
—

* There is nothing incon-

gruous in the statement that that object forms the Import of words which

follows from the impinging of the form of the Idea and the cognisance of

the exclusion of other things

This is not right. The upholder of the Theory of the Idea-form being

impinged upon things holds that what is denoted by the word is what has a

real existence in the form of the Idea, and is impinged upon Substance and

other things, which also are real,—and which therefore along with its object

is not false or wrong ; and ho does not admit that the said idea is without real

basis, and rests entirely on the imposition of non-difference upon things

that are different, and is, on that account, false (wrong), and dependent

entirely upon mutual exclusion among things [as held by the upholders

of Apoha].—If the upholder of the Theory under review really held the view

held by us and expressed in the following declaration
—

‘ all this apprehension

of things as one is a false notion,—its basis lies in mutual exclusion, which is

what is expressed by the name’,—then his argument would be entirely

superfluous [as what he would be seeking to prove would be what is already

admitted by us]. This is what is going to be asserted later on in the passage

—

* If the basis of this lies in mutual exclusion, then that is exactly our view

—As for the Apohist, on the other hand, he does not hold anything denoted by

words, or the form of tho Idea, to be real. Because what he holds is that that

alone forms the Import of the word which appears to be apprehended by

the verbal cognition ; and (under the Theory under review) what is appre-

hended by the verbal cognition is not the form of the Idea, but the external

object which is capable of effective action.—And yet tho external object is

not really apprehended by it,—because the apprehension is not in strict

accordance with the real state of things ; on the contrary the thing is accepted

in accordance with the apprehension ; so that the Import of words is some-

thing that is superimposed ; and what is superimposed is nothing ; so in

reality, nothing is denoted by words.—As for what has been said by the

Apohist (in the passage quoted by the other party in line 21 on the preceding

page of the Text) regarding
1 that being the denotation of words ’,—that has

been said with a view to the superimposed object. The upholder of the

Theory however, regards the form of the Idea to be really denoted by words.

Thus there is a great difference between the two theories.—(891)

(j

)

Others have held that—“ By repeated usage Word comes to produce

an intuition, and it does not actually denote any external object ”.—This

view is set forth in the following

—
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TEXT (892).

In short, all words are productive op Intuition, through

REPEATED USAGE ; AS IS FOUND IN THE CASE OF MAKING THINGS

KNOWN TO CHILDREN AND ANIMALS.—(892).

COMMENTARY.

‘ Repeated usage —finding the word applied to a certain object again

and again.

‘ Intuition \—is a mental capacity which tends to bring about the notion

of a certain activity as due to a certain causo ; this capacity is produced by

the word as associated with frequent usage ; it varies with each sentence and

with each person
;
as its diversity is illimitable, on account of the usage of

words being endless, it cannot be described ; hence all that is said is that it

is like making things known to children and animals ;—the stroke of the

driving Hook, used for making things known to the elephant, comes to

produce an Intuition in the animal ; in the same manner all expressive

words,—such as ‘ tree \ etc. etc.—through repeated usage, come ultimately

to produce only an Intuition and they do not actually denote anything

directly. Otherwise, how could there be mutually contradictory interpreta-

tions of Texts ? How too could there be any imaginary stories and other

compositions which speak of things created by the imagination of the writer ?

—(892)

The Author now proceeds to refuto the various theories (regarding the

Import of Words, that have been set forth in Texts 887-892) :

—

TEXTS (893-894).

Whal is expressed by the Verb
1
to be

*
is said to be denoted by

words ;—is it meant to be the * Specific Individuality ’

of Things ? Or the * Universal '
? Or the Contact ?

Or something else which reflects the Cognition ?

—The objections to everyone of these
alternatives have been already set forth
above. Further, as for what is expressed

by the Verb * to be’
,
which has been

HELD TO FORM THE IMPORT OF

WORDS,—THERE CAN BE NO
DIVERSE USAGE BASED UPON

THAT.—(893-894)

COMMENTARY.

If * what is expressed by the Verb to be ’ is held to be of the nature of

what has been expounded before,—then it is open to the same objections that
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have been previously set forth.—Further, as no definite form can be conceived

of in regard to * what iB expressed by the verb to be \—if that alone were

denoted by Words, there could be no such divergent usage of words as

« Cow \ gavaya \ ‘ Elephant ’ and so forth ; as these animals would not be

denoted by the words at all.—(893-894)

The following text anticipates tho answer of the other party

—

TEXT (895).

“ It (Usage) would be based upon the mere ‘ Being * of things as

QUALIFIED BY THE UNIVERSAL ‘ COW ’ AND THE WORD (‘ COW ’)
;

AND THE OPINION THAT HAS BEEN HELD IS DUE TO THE

FACT THAT THERE ARE SUCH DIVERSITIES OF FORM AS THE

PRESENCE OF HORNS, THE PARTICULAR SHAPE, THE

PARTICULAR COLOUR ‘ BLUE ’ AND SO

FORTH."—(895)

COMMENTARY.

The following may be the answer of tho other party :
—" The diverse

usage would proceed on the basis of the cognition of the mere ' Being ’ of

the Thing concerned (which is what is expressed by tho verb ' to be *
), as

qualified by the Universal Cow and the word (‘ Cow ’), but devoid of such

distinctions as being of variegated colour and so forth.—If that is so, then

why is the denotation of the word said to consist in only what is expressed

by the Verb
4
to be ’,—when such particulars as the 4 Cow etc. are also said

to be denoted ?—The answer to this given by the other party is—‘ The

opinion, etc. etc.' ;—that is, as a matter of fact, the idea of the Horn and

other particulars does not proceed from the word ; it is for this reason that

the opinion lias been held that
4 what is denoted is what is expressed by the

verb to be,—and not the Universal Cow, etc.’ ; the reason for which opinion

lies in the fact that the qualifying factors—the Universal Cow and the word

(name) 4 Cow *—are not cognised through the word.—Hence there is no incon-

gruity in our opinion.”—(895)

The above is refuted in the following

—

TEXT (896).

If THIS BE SO, THEN THERE SHOULD BE DENOTATION OF THE THING AS

EQUIPPED WITH THOSE, AS ALSO OF THE DIVERSE PARTICULARS.

And IN THAT CASE, THE SAME OBJECTIONS WOULD BE

applicable. Apart from these, there is found

NOTHING ‘ EXPRESSED BY THE VERB to be \

—

(896)

COMMENTARY.

If the view is that the object alone as qualified by the Universal
4 Cow \

etc. is denoted by the word,—then it becomes admitted that there is denot a-
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tion of the object as possessing that ‘ Universal ’. In that case, as the

‘ Universal ’ and also its * Inherence ’ have been already rejected, there would

be no possibility of there being any object equipped with these ; so that the

same objections would be applicable.

Further, as the object equipped by those particxilars would be of the

nature of the 4
Specific Individuality there could be no Convention bearing

upon it, and there could be no usage of words ; the notions obtained too would

be hazy,—as already pointed out before.

If it be said that What is expressed by the verb 'to be* is something different

from 1

Specific Individuality ’ and other things,—then the answer to that is

that, apart from these, etc.—i.e. apart from 4
Specific Individuality ’ and other

things, there is nothing 4 expressed by the verb to be ’ which is within the

range of our cognition.—(896) . ....

The following text sets forth the objections against the theory of the

* Aggregate ’ being denoted by Words (as expounded under Text 888) :

—

TEXT (897).

Under the view that what is denoted is the
4 Aggregate \ there is

CLEAR CONCEPTION OF * UNIVERSALS ’ AND 4 PARTICULARS \ AS

WHAT ARE DENOTED ARE AUSTERITY, CASTE, CONDUCT

AND THE REST COLLECTIVELY.—(897)

COMMENTARY.

Even under the view that what is denoted is the
4
Aggregate.’,

a much clearer conception of
4 Universala * and 4

Particulars —in the

shape of Austerity and the rest,—is admitted ; hence all the objections that

have been urged against the denotation of each of these singly, are all

applicable to the view in question.—(897)

The author next states the objections against the two views set forth

(under Texts 888 and 889) regarding
4

the Unreal Contact, etc.’ :

—

TEXT (898).

Any SORT OF RELATION among SUBSTANCE AND THE REST, WHOSE NATURE

HAS BEEN DULY ASCERTAINED, AS ALSO ANY REAL * UNIVERSAL ',

—HAS BEEN ALREADY DISCARDED.

—

(898)

COMMENTARY.

In course of the examination of the Six Categories, any such relation as

Conjunction and Inherence has been rejected ;—under the examination of

the S&nkhya doctrines, we have rejected the idea that the 4 Universal * is real

and consists of the three Attributes, and is not-different (from the Particular
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Products) ;—and the ‘ Universal 5 as something different from the Particulars

lias been rejected in course of the examination of the Six Categories

;

hence the Import of Words cannot consist either of * the conjunction of the

Unreal or of ' the Real Universal with Unreal Adjuncts —(898)

The following Text points out objections against the view that what is

denoted is * Coalescence * :

—

TEXTS (899-901).

Inasmuch as the Import of Words cannot consist of Particulars or

Universals, there can be no form of the Word as coalesced

(identified) with its denotation. Then again, this ‘coales-

cence ’ also must reside in the Cognition itself, inasmuch

AS IT IS DIFFERENT FROM EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIP. UNDER

THE CIRCUMSTANCES, WHAT WOULD BE THE DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN THIS VIEW AND THE VIEW THAT THE COGNITION

or Idea itself constitutes the Import of Words ?

—

As regards the view that the form of the Idea (or

Cognition) is what is denoted by words —that

HAS BEEN ALREADY REJECTED, ON THE GROUND

THAT IT WOULD BE NOTHING DIFFERENT FROM

the Idea and as such could not

BE PERVASIVE.

—

(899-901)

COMMENTARY.

If there were such a thing as the * denotation ’ of the word, then

it might become coalesced with it ; but in so far as it has been proved that

no * denotation ’ of the Word is possible, in the form of
1 Specific Individuality

1

and the rest,—how could there be any 4 coalescing ’ with it ?

Then again, the said * Coalescence ’ also must reside in the Cognition

only. Because the external Word and the external Object (denoted) must

be distinct by reason of their being perceived by different sense-organs and

so forth; hence any real coalescence or identification of these cannot be

right. The 4 Coalescence ’, therefore, that is proper is only of such Word

and Object as reside in the Cognition. So that when the Word, having taken

up the form of the denoted Object, has its verbal character obscured, and

appears in the Cognition,—it introduces the objective element into ita

subjective form ; and it is then that it comes to be described as
4 abhijalpa \

4 Ooaloscence \ This must be a form within the Cognition itself, and nothing

exterior to it ;
because what is exterior must be of an entirely distinct character.

Under the circumstances, what would be the difference between tliis

view and the other one by which the Cognition or Idea itself is regarded

as the Import of Words ?—None at all. In both cases the denotation would

be purely subjective ; the only difference being that the word and the

denotation had coalesced and become one.
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Both these views would be open to the same objection. How could

that which is non-different from Cognition be something different ? Tliis is

what is shown in the words—‘ As regards the view that theform of die Cognition,

etc. etc. (899-901)

The Author points out the objections against the view that it is ‘ Intui-

tion ' that is brought about by words (set forth in Text 892) :

—

TEXTS (902-905).

AS REGARDS * INTUITION WHICH HAS BEEN REGARDED AS THE * IMPORT
or Words —ip it appertains to the external object, then, in-

asmuch AS the external object has one particular character,

how could there be various * Intuitions ’ ?—If the * Intui-

tions ’ BE HELD TO BE OBJECTLESS, AND EXISTING ONLY IN THE

form of Faculties,

—

then Howr could there be either

comprehension or activity regarding external things ?

—If it be held that these two (Cognition and
Activity) abandon the external form and rest

WITHIN THEMSELVES,—THEN THE IMPORT OF WORDS
BECOMES UNREAL, FALSE—AS PROCEEDING
THROUGH ILLUSION.—NOR CAN INTUITION BE
HELD TO BE BASELESS

;
AS IN THAT CASE,

IT SHOULD APPEAR EVERYWHERE.—If THE
BASIS OF IT BE HELD TO CONSIST IN

THE * MUTUAL EXCLUSION ’ AMONG
THINGS,—THEN THAT IS EXACTLY

OUR VIEW.—(902-905)

COMMENTARY.

If ' Intuition ’ is really baaed upon the external object, then it cannot be
possible for various Intuitions to appear in persons living at mutually incom-
patible times, relating to any single thing like Sound ; because what is one
cannot have several natures.

If Intuitions are devoid of objects, then Activity and Comprehension
in connection with objects should not be possible ; as the word would have
no connection with objects.

If it be held that—“ the Comprehension and Activity come about under
illusion, the object being imposed upon what is objectless then the Import
of Words becomes illusory, mistaken

; and of this Illusion, some cause lias

to be found; otherwise, if there were no cause of the Illusion, it should
appear everywhere and at all times.—If the mutual exclusion among things
be held to be the cause of the illusion, then you support our own view, and
as such your argument becomes superfluous.—(902-905)
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The following Text sets forth the objection that applies to all the various

theories on the subject :

—

TEXT (906).

Again, is all this momentary or not ? If it is momentary, then

THERE CAN BE NO CO-ORDINATION. If OTHERWISE, THERE

SHOULD BE NO SUCCESSIVE COGNITION.

—

(906)

COMMENTARY.

All this— 1
Specific Individuality \

4 Universal ' and so forth (which has

been held to be denoted by words)—is it momentary or not-momentary ?

—In the former case, as there could be no co-ordination between what existed

at the time of the Convention and what exists at the time of Usage,—no

Convention could apply to the case at all.—If, on the other hand, it be

held that it is all not-momentary, then,—inasmuch as what is successive

cannot proceed from what is not-successive, there would be no cognition

relating to Words and their Import,—as such cognition can only be successive.

1 Otherwise ’—i.e. if it is not-momentary.—(906)

Other people have asserted as follows :

—“ The Word brings about the

Inference of the desire to speak (of a certain thing), as declared in the state-

ment that
4 There is no other means save the Word of inferring the desire to

speak —This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (907).

This same argument serves to set aside the ' desire to speak ’

as (held to be) cognised through words. When, as shown

ABOVE, THERE CAN BE NO * DENOTATION OF WORDS \

.
HOW COULD THERE BE ANY * DESIRE TO SPEAK ’ ?

OR EVEN THE WORD ITSELF ?

—

(907)

COMMENTARY.

If the
4

desire to speak ’ is really held to be appurtenant to the real

4 Import of Words —then it is
4 unproven *

; because there can be no 4 Import

of Words ’ in the shape of any such thing as
4
Specific Individuality

1 and the

rest. Hence there can be no real
4

desire to speak ’ of any object ; as there is

nothing to which the word may be related.

Nor can there be a word denotative of the object ;
this is what is stated

in the words

—

4 or even, the word itself ’.

—

4 Shruti ’ stands for the Word.

If the
4
desire to speak is what is expressed by the Word., then the Word

cannot be applied to any external object ; as it would not be expressed, like

any other thing.—(907)

The idea may be that

—

44 there is some sort of similarity between what

appears in the 4 desire to speak ’ and the external object,—and on the basis
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of this similarity, the word may be applied to the external object, even
though it may not be directly expressed ; as happens in the case of twins ”.

—

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (908).

How CAN THE Word be applied,—MERELY through SIMILARITY,—TO

WHAT IS NOT EXPRESSED BY IT ? AND THE VIEW THAT IT IS

THROUGH SIMILARITY, AS IN THE CASE OF THE NAMES
OF TWINS, IS ALSO DISCARDED BY THIS SAME

ARGUMENT.

—

(908)

COMMENTARY.

Such being the case, the application of words to external objects can
never be possible ; in fact it might be possible to apply the word to an object

not figuring in the * desire to speak * at all
; as in the case of twins.

The Vaibhafika postulates, as mark of the object called ‘ Name ’ and
* Basis ’, a distinct facility.—This theory also becomes discarded by this

same argument. Because if the said * Name ’ is momentary, then there can
be no co-ordination ; if it is not-momentary, then there can be no succession ;

and there is the anomaly of the word being applied to an external object

;

and it could not always be on the basis of similarity.—All these objections

descend upon this theory in a body.

Or the phrase ‘ by this same argument * may be taken to refer to the
objections urged against ‘ Specific Individuality ’ and the rest. That is to

say, in the present connection also, it may be said that—‘ The nature of

the Name, etc., which contains nothing else, is such that there can be no
Convention in regard to them ; similarly what does not exist cannot be
denoted by words —(908)

It has been asserted above by the Author that if words denote things
that figure in the ‘ desire to speak ’, then they cannot apply to external

objects. The following Text anticipates the Opponent’s answer to this :

—

TEXT (909).

“ When two persons think of the form figuring in the * Desire
TO SPEAK * AND IN THE * INFERENCE * AS SOMETHING EXTERNAL,

THEN THE WORD BECOMES APPLIED TO IT ” ;—IF THIS

VIEW BE HELD, THEN THAT AGAIN IS EXACTLY
OUR OPINION.

—

(909)

COMMENTARY.

“ The 4 Desire to speak * is present in the 1 Chain ’ of the Speaker, and the
Inference ’ based upon that Desire is present in the

4
chain ’ of the Hearer

;
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the form that is connected with these two,—i.e. which figures in these

;

when the two persons—the Speaker and the Hearer—think of the object as

so figuring,—then the Word comes to be applied to that external object.

That is to say, though in reality what the speaker is cognisant of is what is

figuring in his own consciousness, yet he thinks that he is speaking to the

other man of an external object ; and the Hearer also has the impression

that * this man is speaking to me of an external object ’
; hence, just as two

men suffering from defective vision see two moons, so also is all this use of

words.”

If this is so, then, you have fallen on our side ; and all your argumentation

is futile.

1 Again ’,—i.e. once you had come to our side when you postulated the

‘ Intuition ’ as the 4 Import of words ’.

It is thus established that the Reason (put forward by the Author)—

‘ because no Convention can be made ’,—cannot be regarded as
4 unproven .

The idea that it may be 4 Inconclusive * or ‘ Contradictory ’ has been already

rejected before.—From all this it follow's that all that is brought about by

words is the 4 Apoha * Exclusion of others ’.—(909)

On hearing the town 4 Apoha ’, the other party, having his mind

perturbed, and not knowing the exact nature of this Apoha, proceeds to

urge against that doctrine the fact of its being contrary to experience :

TEXTS (910-911).

“ Why do you say that the Word brings about the ‘ exclusion

OF OTHERS * ? AS A MATTER OF FACT MERE NEGATION IS NOT

APPREHENDED IN THE IDEA BROUGHT ABOUT BY THE WORD
;

ON THE CONTRARY, IN THE CASE OF ALL SUCH WORDS

as ‘ Cow * Gavaya *,
‘ Elephant ‘ Tree ’ and

SO FORTH,—THE VERBAL COGNITION THAT

RESULTS IS ALWAYS IN THE POSITIVE

FORM.”

COMMENTARY.

The particle
4
iti

*
is to bo taken as understood after

4 anydpohctkrt ’.

The meaning is

—

44 Why do you say that what is brought about by the word

is the exclusion of others ?
”

Why should not this be asserted ?

“ Because, as a matter of fact, mere negation, etc. etc.

;

that is,
4 the

exclusion of others ’ is intended to be a mere negation ; and mere negation

does not figure in Verbal Cognition ; on the contrary. Verbal Cognition is

always found to apprehend the positive form of tilings ; and what does not

figure in Verbal Cognition cannot be rightly regarded as the ‘ import of

words ’
; as such an idea would lead to absurdities. Thus the Proposition

(of the Apohist) is contrary to experience.”—(910*911)
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The next three Texts state the fact of the Buddhist’s Proposition being

contrary to experience,—in accordance with the opinion of Bhdmaha :

—

TEXT (912).

“ If the whole purpose op the word ‘ Cow * is served by the
‘ EXCLUSION OF OTHERS ’,—THEN, PLEASE FIND SOME OTHER

WORD WHICH BRINGS ABOUT THE NOTION OF ‘ COW ’ IN

REGARD TO THE COW ITSELF.”

—

(912)

COMMENTARY.
“ If the word ‘ Cow ’ only serves the purpose of denoting the ‘ exclusion

of others ’, then,—as it would be taken up in tliat,—that term ' Cow ’ could

not bring about the idea of the animal with the dewlap ; hence it would be

necessary to seek for some other word which could bring about the notion

of * Cow ’ in regard to the said animal with the dewlap —(912)

It might be said (by tho other party) that—“ one and the same word
‘ Oow ’ would bring about both tho notions, and hence the second word need

not be sought after ”—To this, Bhdmaha makes the following reply :

—

TEXT (913).

“ In FACT, COGNITION IS THE FRUIT OF WORDS ; AND NO SINGLE WORD
CAN HAVE TWO fbuits. How too could both Affirmation and

Negation be the fruit of any one word ?
”

—

(913)

COMMENTARY.

“Words have for their fruit the cognition of affirmation and of

negation.
—

‘ What then ?

—

No single word can have two fruits

;

of any one
word,—be it affirmative or negative,—there cannot be two fruits appearing

at one and the same time ; that is, no such is ever found.—Nor again is

it possible for mutually contradictory cognitions of affirmation and negation

to be the fruit of a single word.”—(913)

In the following Text, Bhdmaha puts forward his comprehensive argu-

ment (against Apoha)
:

—

TEXT (914).

“ When one hears the word * Cow * uttered, he should, first of
ALL HAVE THE IDEA OF THE nOTl-COV),—AS THE WORD * COW ’

WOULD HAVE BEEN UTTERED FOR THE PURPOSE OF
NEGATIVING THE * NON-COW *.”—(914)

COMMENTARY.
“ If it is the negation of the non-cow that is mainly expressed by the

word ‘ Cow ’, then, on hearing the word * Cow ’, the first idea in the mind of
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the hearer would be that of the 4 non-cow 1

; because that is hold to be the
4 import ’ of the word the notion regarding which appears directly and

immediately after the word ; the notion of the 4 negation of the non-cow

does not appear directly and immediately after the word 4 Cow —Thus, on

account of the incongruity of there being no notion of the Cow, and on

account of the incongruity of the first appearance of the notion of the non-

cow, 4 Apoha ’ (Negation of others) cannot form the Import of Words.”

—(914)

The Author next proceeds to set forth objections against Apoha, from

tho point of view of KumarUa :

—

TEXT (915).

44 Those who have admitted the Universal 4 negation of the

NON-COW * AS THE IMPORT OF THE WORD HAVE, BY THE

EXPRESSION, ADMITTED THE UNIVERSAL 4 COW ’ AS

an entity.”

—

[Sklokavartika—Apoha 1]—(915)

COMMENTARY.

Kumurila has argued as follows :

—

44 When the Universal 4 Negation of

the Contrary ’ is asserted to be the Import of words, it could bo either in

the form of
4 Preclusion ’ or

4 the negation of what is possible ’ ;—If it be

the former, then the Proposition is open to the charge of being 4
futile \

—

inasmuch as we also hold that what is denoted by the word 4 Cow ’ is the

Universal named 4 Cow ’
; and this is oxactly what you also assert in other

words when you declare that
4 what is denoted by the word Cow is the Uni-

versal in the shape of tho negation of the non-cow ’
; so that the dispute is

only in regard to the name (of the Universal).”—(915)

Question :—How is it the same tiling asserted in different words ?

Answer—
TEXT (916).

44 Inasmuch as all 4 Inexistence ’ has been held to be of the

NATURE OF SOME OTHER ‘ EXISTENCE ’,—PLEASE SAY WHAT

that 4 Inexistence ’ is which is of the nature of

the ‘Negation of the Horse (and otehh

non-cows) ’ ? ''—[Ibid. 2]—(916)

COMMENTARY.

44 Since all * Inexistence \ in the four forms of
4 Previous Inexistence ’

and the rest, has been found to be of the nature of existence
'

;—as declared

in the following words

—

4 while the Curd is not present in the Milk, it is called

previous Inexistence ;
when the Milk is not present in the Curd, it is called
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Inexistence per Destruction; the absence of the House, etc. in the Cow is

called mutual Inexistence ; when portions of the head of the Hare aro fiat

and devoid of a hard protuberance, it is said to be absolute Inexistence, in

the shape of the Hare’s Horn . . . These thus are not so many kinds of

non-entity. Hence Inexistence must bo an entity ’ (Shlokavartika : Abhdva,

2-4 and 8).—What is meant is that it is Milk itself which, while not present

in the form of the Curd, comes to be known as the ‘ Previous Inexistence
’

(of the Curd) ; and similarly with other forms of Inexistence.—Thus Inexistence

being only a form of Existence, what is that Inexistence wliich is meant by

you to be the ‘ Negation of the Horse, etc. ’
;
please tell us this.”—(916)

The Bauddha might say—What is to be said ? What we mean is none

other than the ‘ Specific Individuality ’ of the Cow.

“ The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (917-918).

“ You DO NOT ADMIT OF ANY INDIVIDUALITY IN THE NATURE OF SOME-

THING uncommon (unique), because it is devoid of con-

ceptual CONTENT ;
SO ALSO (YOU DO NOT ADMIT) THE

* VARIEGATED ANIMAL ’ AND THE LIKE ; AS IN THAT

case the Import would not be universal

(common).—Hence the idea of the f Cow *

MUST BE BASED UPON THAT FORM WHICH

subsists nr common in every single

individual (Cow)
;
[and in this

there can be no dispute

between us].”

—

[Ibid.

3 & 10]—(917-918)

COMMENTARY.

That which is the unique (uncommon) Individuality is not held by you

to constitute the
1 negation of Horse and other non-cows ’ ;—why ?

—

because

it is devoid of conceptual content (or determination) ; that is, all determination

ceases in it ; it is only the Common Universal that is held to form the object

of determination (conceptual thought) ; while that entity which is uncommon,

unique is beyond all determination ; as declared in the following words

—

‘ What is perceptible by the senses is the self-cognisable, inexplicable form

The ground for regarding anything as an Individual consists in its uncommon
(unique) character ; hence what is meant by the words of the Text is * that

which is an Individuality by reason of its uncommon character ’.

Hitherto the Text has made only a general statement. It reasserts

same thing in reference to a particular instance—* So also, etc. tic' :—that is,

just as you do not admit of the Import of the word ‘ Cow ’ to consist in toy
unique individual in the shape of the * negation of the Horse and other non-

cows’, so also you do not admit of any positive entity in the form of the
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4 negation of the Horse, etc.’ as forming the Import of such words as the

* variegated cow ’ and the like.—Why not ?

—

Because in that case the Import

would not he universal ;—that is, if it were so admitted, then, the Universal
%

could never form the Import of the word ; as it would have no connection

with the word. Because it is so, therefore there can be no common entity

in the shape of the
4 negation of the Horse, etc.’ ;

consequently the con-

clusion must be that the idea of
4 Cow ’ is based upon that character which

resides completely in each one of the members of the same class—the

variegated and other cows ; and this can be only the Universal * Cow ’.—If

you speak of this same as the 4 negation of the non-cow then the difference

is only in name and your proposition thus is open to the charge of being
‘ superfluous —(917-918)

The following Text takes up the second alternative (mentioned under

Text 915)—that the * Apoha ’ is of the nature of the ‘ negation of what is

possible ’ :

—

TEXT (919).

“ If the Import of words be assumed to be of the nature of mere

Negation, then it would only be another kind of ‘ Void ’

SPOKEN OF BY MEANS OF THE NEGATIVE WORD.”

—(919)

COMMENTARY.
4 Spoken of by means of the negative word '

;—the 4 Negative Word 1

is

the word expressive of the negation in the form of the 4 negation of the non-

cow ’
;
and what would be denoted by tins word would only be the 4 Void \

the absence of the external world

;

since the form of the 4 entity ’ would be

denied.

* Another kind '

;

this
4 Void ’ you (Buddhist) had postulated, and we had

rejected under the chapter on Idealism {Vijflanavada of the Shiokavartika)
;

and on the present occasion of examining the nature of the Import of Words,

the same 4 Void ’ is again put forward under the garb of
4 Apoha ’

; which

denies the object whose existence is vouched for by experience.—(919)

“ Where is the liarm if that is so ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (920).

“ that 4 Void ’ there would be an apprehension of the character

of the cognitions themselves of the Horse and other

THINGS
;
AND IN THAT CASE IT WOULD BE USELESS TO

posit the 4 Apoha (Negation) of others ' as the

Import of words.”

—

[Ibid . 37]—(920)

COMMENTARY.

If the
4 Void ’ is what is denoted, then it comes to this that in all Verbal

Cognitions what is comprehended is only the factor of
4 Cognition ’ itself ;
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As ex hypothetic there can be no apprehension of the form of any tiling external.

Even so, what is the harm ? In that case, it would be futile to assert

that the Apoha is denoted by words ; as what would becomo the Import of

Words would be the form of the Cognition which would be a positive entity

independent of all tinge of anything external. What is meant is that m
this way there would be a contradiction of your own doctrine by this

Proposition of yours.—(920)

The same idea is further explained :

—

TEXT (921).

“ lx that case, the * form of the Cognition \ which is posited as

the ‘Import of Words’, would be the Universal.”

—

[Ibid. 38]—(921)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, the ‘ form of the Cognition ’ itself, in the form of the

positive entity, ‘ Universal ’.—would be the Import of Words.—(921)

The following might be urged— 1 Even without a substratum (in the

external world), the cognition in question would appear in the form of the

« exclusion of the heterogeneous Cow, etc.’ ; hence the postulation of the

-* Apoha *
is quite right.’

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (922).

“ AS A MATTER OF FACT, WHENEVER THE SAID COGNITION APPEARS IN

CONNECTION WITH THE IMPORT OF WORDS, IT IS ALWAYS IN

THE FORM OF A POSITIVE ENTITY J
HENCE IN SUCH CASES,

the Import could be assumed to consist of

THE POSITIVE ENTITY ONLY,—A COGNI-

TION not OF THE NATURE OF
* Apoha —[Ibid. 39}—(922)

COMMENTARY.

• Vaslurupd * ;—in the form of a positive entity.

The said cognition ',—Le. the cognition the Horse, without a real

substratum in the external world.

‘ In connection with the Import of Words \—as relating to the Horse and

other things conceived of.

‘ To consist of a positive entity —in the shape of the Idea embracing

the notion of the Horse and other non-cows.
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The effect of the emphasis is explained

—

a cognition not of the nature of
Apoha ; i.e. that Import of Words, in the shape of Idea, wherein the Apoha
does not enter at all ; the compound ‘ buddhyanapohakam ’ being expounded
as ‘ the non-exclusion of the Idea ’,—i.e. without any exclusion of other

Ideas.—Or the compound ‘ buddhyanapohakam ’ may be explained as follows

—

' opoJiaka ’ is that which excludes,
—

‘ anapohaka ’ is that which does not exclude ;—the compound thus standing for * that which does not exclude the Idea
—What is meant is as follows :—Though one Cognition is always different

from another Cognition, yet when it appears, it does not tend to the exclusion
of the other cognition ; it always tends to the positive cognition of such
entities as the Horse and the like. Consequently the most reasonable thing
is to accept the view that what is denoted is a positive entity, not Apoha ;

because one Cognition cannot exclude (be of the nature of the Apoha, negation.
of) another.—(922)

Then again, this Apoha that you have postulated as the Import of

Words,—has been held to be denoted by the word as taken out of a Sentence ;

but what is expressed by the Sentence must be of the nature of Intuition ;

as has been declared in the following—“ Hitherto has been discussed the

denotation of the Word as taken out of a Sentence ; but what is brought
about first of all is what is expressed by the Sentence, which has been called

Intuition ”.—In this connection wo have the following Text :

—

TEXT (923).

“ Even in the absence of the corresponding external object
there is Intuition EXPRESSED by the sentence

;
SIMILAR may

BE THE CASE WITH WHAT IS EXPRESSED BY THE WORD
ALSO

;
WHY SHOULD THE Apoha BE POSTULATED

AT ALL ?
j

[Ibid. 43]—(923)

COMMENTARY.

Just as, even in the absence of an external object denoted by the Word,

—

you describe the meaning of the Sentence to be of the nature of Intuition,

not of the nature of ‘ Apoha \—even so, the meaning of the word,—like

the meaning of the Sentence,—also may be of the nature of Intuition.

Under the circumstances, why is any such thing as 4 Apoha * postulated

at all ? Tlxat is to say, the Import of both Sentence and Word may be of

the positive character.—(923)

The following might be urged :—In the case of Intuitions also, there is

always exclusion of one Intuition by another ; hence Apoha is postulated.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

32
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TEXT (924).

“ In the case of a Cognition, no * exclusion of another Cognition '

IS APPREHENDED
;
IN fact, apart from the coming about

of its own form, the Cognition carries with it

no other factor.”

—

[Ibid. 41]—(924)

COMMENTARY.

It might be said that—“ even though it is not apprehended, it may
be there all the same ”

; hence it is added— ‘ In fact, etc. etc. * ;—oven though

there may be exclusion of one Cognition from another, yet the Word has got

nothing to do with it. Because as a matter of fact, when the Cognition is

brought about by the Word, it does not bear within itself any factor expressed

by the word, apart from its own appearance, in the shape of the exclusion

of other Cognitions ; on the contrary, it is always found to appear in the

positive form. And the factor of an entity which is not expressed by the

word cannot form the Import of that word ; otherwise we would be landed

in an absurdity.

The sense of all this is that the Proposition (of the Buddhist regarding

Apoha) is annulled by actual experience.—(924)

Kumdrila again shows, by means of an Incongruity, that the doctrine

of Apoha is contrary to experience :

—

TEXT (925).

“ If Apoha formed the Import of Words, then all words would
be synonymous,—those that denote diverse Universals, as

WELL AS THOSE THAT DENOTE PARTICULARS.”

—

[Ibid. 42]—(925)

COMMENTARY.

The words denotative of diverse Universals,—like ‘ Cow 1 Horse etc.

—

as well as those denotative of Particulars,—the ‘ Variegated Cow etc.

—

would all become synonymous for you ; as there would be no difference in

their meanings,—just like the words ‘ vrkqa ’ and * pddapa * (both of which
denote the tree and are hence synonyms).—(925)

Question

Answer

:

Why is there no difference in the meaning ?

TEXT (926)

“There can be no difference among Apohcts, because they are
NON-ENTITIES, AND DEVOID OF ALL SUCH CONCEPTIONS AS

* RELATED *, ‘ ONE * AND ’ MANY '.—[Ibid. 45]—(926)

COMMENTARY.

Such conceptions as ‘ related * one ’ and ‘ many * are possible only

in regard to an entity, not to a non-entity ; and as Apohas are non-entities.
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there can be no such conceptions in regard to them as being * mutually rolated *

and so forth ; how then can there be any difference among them ?—(920)

“ If difference is admitted among Apohas, then surely they become
entities —This is shown in the following :

—

TEXT (927).

“ If the Apohas are different, then they must be entities, because

OF THAT DIFFERENCE,—JUST LIKE THE SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALITY

OF THINGS. IF THEY ARE NON-ENTITIES, THEN THEY
CANNOT BE MANY, AND HENCE THEY CANNOT ESCAPE

FROM BEING SYNONYMOUS.”

—

[Ibid. 46]—(927)

COMMENTARY.

* Vasin *—states the Probandum.

The argument may be formulated as follows :—Those tliat differ among
themselves must be entities,—like the Specific Individualities ;

—

Apohas

differ among themselves ;—hence this is a natural Reason (for regarding

them as entities)

;

and if they are entities, then it becomes established that the

Import of Words is positive.

This means that the Proposition of the Apohist is annulled by Inferential

Reasoning.

On the other hand, if ApoJias be held to be non-entities, then, there

can be no plurality among them ; and under the circumstances, it is certain

that they are synonymous.—(927)

The following text anticipates the Banddlia's answer to the above

TEXT (928).

There would certainly be difference among Apohas, based upon

THE DIFFERENCE AMONG THE HORSE AND OTHER

things.

—

[Ibid. 47]—(928)

COMMENTARY.

This argument has been thus stated :
—

‘ They are diverse, through the

diversity of the things excluded ; but they are absolutely inert in the matter

of difference among tliemselves ’. So that, even though there is no difference

among the Apohas themselves, yet, as there is difference in the Horse and

other things excluded (by the Apoha denoted by the word ‘Cow’),—there

would be difference among the Apohas also, which are of the form of the
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exclusion of non-cotvs (and non-cotvs are many and diverse) ; thus they could

not all be synonymous.—(928)

This answer is rejected in the following

—

TEXT (928).

“ Ik fact, there can be no distinction among Apohaa—either

BY THEMSELVES, OR THROUGH OTHERS.”— [Ibid. 47]—(928)

COMMENTARY.

There can be no diversity or plurality in the Apoha itself,—because it is

of the essence of mere negation. If it were diverse through others,—then

this could be only imaginary, not real. Because it is not right that a nature

that does not belong to a thing by itself should come to it through others.

—(928)

Why should not this be right ?

Ansuxr :

—

TEXT (929).

“ When even the substrata to which they are related do not
MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE IN THE FORM OF THE Apoha*, THAT THEY

WOULD BE DIFFERENTIATED BY THE CXClluUd things,

WHICH ABE EXTERIOR TO THEM, WOULD BE AN
ASSUMPTION THAT IS TOO FAR-FETCHED.”

[im 52]—(929)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, when the things to which they are related, the variegated

and other Cows—which are their substrata—enter into their very constitu-

tion,—are unable to produce any difference in the essence of the Apohas,

—inasmuch as even among the several cows, variegated and the rest,

the Apoha, in the shape of the * Exclusion of the non-cow is held to be one

only,—then how could this Apoha be rendered diverse by the objects excluded
—such as the Horse, etc.—which aro exterior to it ? A thing that cannot be
diversified by that which enters into its very constitution cannot certainly

be diversified by what is exterior to it ; as in that case the latter would cease

to be exterior.

For this reason, what has been suggested is too much of an assumption.

—

This has been said in a joking spirit.—(929)

It might be argued that—in.that case the inner correlates in the shape
of the substrata themselves may be taken as serving the purposes of the
differentiation.

The answer to this is provided in the following

—

1 /k X #r • •
~

«. L.
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TEXTS (930-931).

“ In the same manner, its diversity cannot be due to the diversity

OF ITS SUBSTRATUM ;—DIVERSITY IN THE RELATIVE OF A THING

DOES NOT JUSTIFY THE ASSUMPTION OF DIVERSITY IN THE

THING ALSO. HOW MUCH LESS THERE IS EXCLUSION

POSSIBLE FOR THAT WHICH IS A NON-ENTITY, UN-

RELATED, UNDIFFERENTIATED, UNSPECIFIED,

VAGUE AND UNDETERMINED ?
”

—

[Ibid. 48-49]—(930-931)

COMMENTARY.
* Its ’—of Apoha.

Why is it not possible ?

Answer— ‘ Diversity in the relative, etc. etc. '

;

—the idea that the non-

entity cannot be diversified by the diversity of its relative—because it lias

no character at all,—may rest for a while ; as regards entities also, no

diversity is ever found to be due to the diversity in relatives ; for instance,

when Devadatta, who is a single entity, occupies, either simultaneously or

successively, different seats, he continues to be perceived as the same without

having become diverse. How much more so is this then in the case of the

‘ exclusion of others which is a pure non -entity ? Because it is a non-

entity, therefore it is * unrelated ’—not connected with anything,—* undif-

ferentiated ’—not distinguished from anything heterogeneous,—simply because

it is a non-entity ; for the same reason, it is also * unspecified * ;—how can such

a non-entity acquire diversity merely through diversity in its relatives ?

—

(930-931)

“ Further, it may be granted that diversity is due to diversity in relatives

;

even so, as you do not admit of the * Universal ’ as an entity, it is not possible

for your Apoha to have the relative, in the shape of its substratum ; the

diversity of which could account for the diversity in the Apoha M
.—This is

what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (932).

“ As A MATTER OF FACT, NO ONE CAN CONCEIVE OF THE COW AND

OTHER THINGS—ANY SIMILARITY OF FORM AMONG WHOM
IS NOT ADMITTED,—TO BE THE SUBSTRATUM

OF Apoha."—(932)

COMMENTARY.

If a real similarity among Cows were admittod, then they could be

accepted as the substratum of the Apoha, of Horse and other tilings, on the

basis of that common similarity ;—not otherwise ;
hence one who desires
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to have these Cows as the substratum of Apoha, must admit of the similarity ;

and in that case, that similarity as the * Universal ’ would form the Import

of the Word, and there would be no use for the assuming of Apoha.

The term ‘ VL$aya

'

in this Text, stands for substratum or receptacle ;
just

as in such expressions as * Jalavisaya matsy&h ’.—{932)

For those people also who assume the diversity of Apolia to be based

upon what is excluded (by it),—even that diversity is not possible without an

entity in the shape of the * Universal ’.—This is shown in the following

—

TEXT (933).

“ In the absence of a common property, it is not possible to

DETERMINE THE THINGS EXCLUDED (BY Apoha). FOR THIS REASON

also there can be NO Apoha.”—[Ibid. 72]—(933)

COMMENTARY.

If there were some property common to the Horse and all other non-

Cows, then they could all be
4

excluded ’ by the word ‘ Cow- *
; not otherwise ;

as no other ground for distinction is perceptible. If such a common pro-

perty is admitted, then the postulating of the Apoha becomes useless. Thus,

for this reason, there can be no Apoha.—(933)

“ Further, it is held by you that the Apoha is indicated by the Word
and by the Inferential Indicative ; now both these, Word and Indicative, can-

not be operative in the absence of a positive ‘ Universal *
; hence (for you)

how is the Apoha indicated ?
”

This argument is set forth in the following

—

TEXT (934).

“ Of the Word and the Indicative, no operation is possible with-

out concomitance ;—and without these (Word and the
Indicative), there can be no Apoha ;—and there oan

BE NO CONCOMITANCE FOR WHAT IS * UNCOMMON *

(UNIQUE, specific).”—[Ibid. 73]—(934)

COMMENTARY.

* Anvayavinirmukid ’—i.e. without co-ordination.
4 These *—i.e. the Word and the Indicative.—Without these, the Apoha

4 cannot be apprehended —this has to be taken as understood.

It might be said that—“ the Word and the Indicative may operate

on the basis of concomitance with the Specific Individuality ".

The answer to this is that ‘ there can be, etc. etc. \ That is, the Specific

Individuality is something uncommon, not partaking of anything else ; how
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can there be any concomitance with it ?—Thus Word and Indicative can

have no bearing on the assumption of * Apoha \—(934)

“ Even if there be operation of Word and Indicative,—the authority or

validity attached to these (by the Apohist) becomes shaken.”

This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (935).

“ While the Apoha itself has not become accomplished,—where
COULD THE CONCOMITANCE BE ASSERTED (WHICH IS NECESSARY

FOR THE PROPER FUNCTIONING OF ALL INDICATIVES) ? AND
IF THE CONCOMITANCE IS NOT PERCEIVED,—THERE

WOULD BE NO VALIDITY IN THESE (WORD
and Indicative).”

—

[Ibid. 74]—(935)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact. Word and Indicative can be valid only when there is

no absence of concomitance of what is to be affirmed ;—in the case in question,

Apoha is what is meant to be affirmed ;—now, as it is of the form of mere

Negation, and hence devoid of any (positive) character, it cannot be an accom-

plished entity ;
under the circumstances, wherein could the ‘concomitance’,

or ‘ absence of non-concomitance ' of the Word and Indicative be asserted ?

What would be the use of asserting the concomitance ?

Answer :—If the concomitance is not perceived , etc. etc.

* In these ’—in Word and Indicative. Because validity consists in

absence of non-concomitance.—(935)

It might be argued tliat—even without their concomitance being

apprehended, the Word and the Indicative would indicate their object

merely through the * non -perception of the heterogeneous \

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (936).

“ They could not signify anything by mere non-perception
;

BECAUSE NON-PERCEPTION BEING COMMON IN ALL CASES, THERE

could be no distinotion.

—

[Ibid. 75]—(936)

COMMENTARY.

* Mere ’ ;—this serves to exclude the perception of concomitance.

Question :—Why could not they signify it ?

Answer :

—

4 Because non-perception, etc. etc.
1—

‘ In all cases ’—i.e. in

regard to heterogeneous things, to homogeneous tilings, and also to the

particular thing concerned.—Hence there could be no such distinctive cogni-
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tions as
—

‘ this is the thing itself \ and * that is sometlung else *
; in fact,

the word could not indicate its own objective ; as the concomitance would

bo not-apprehonded there also, just as in any other thing.

In some places the reading is ‘pratyayyo ’ (in place of ' pratyayo ’) ; in

which caso the meaning is that there could be no distinction in the thing

indicated ; —i.e. it could not differ.

In this way, there being a possibility of the lass of validity of the operation

of Words and Indicatives, it cannot be right to regard the Apoha os the

Import of Words.—(936)

It has been argued (under 932, above) that—“ no one can conceive of

any similarity of Cow, etc. etc. **.—The following Text anticipates the

Buddhist’s answer to that argument :

—

TEXT (937).

“ It might be argued that—EVEN in the absence of similarity of
FORM, THERE COULD BE ASSUMPTION OF Apoha ;—THEN WHY

is the Apoka of the
1

non-cow * not assumed in the case

of the Cow and the Horse ?
”

—

[Ibid. 76]—(937)

COMMENTARY.

If, even in the absence of similarity, the apoha of the non-Cow be assumed
in the case of the Variegated and other Cows,—then why can it not be
assumed in the case of the Cow and the Horse also ? The absence of similarity

would be common to both cases.

The Author has used the form ' gav&shvayoh evidently forgetting the

rule embodied in the Sutra ‘ Gavdshvaprabhrtxni cha sanjft&y&m ’.—(937)

The said presence of common conditions in the two cases is further

explained :

—

TEXT (938).

“ Difference from the Spotted Cow is the same in the Black Cow and-

IN THE Horse. So that if no other ‘ COMMONALTY * IS AD-
MITTED, whereto would the Apoha of the non-Cow

apply ? [Ibid. 77]—(938)

CO ilENTARY.

* Whereto, etc. etc. ’—Just as the ‘ Apoha of the non-Cow ’ is not applied
to the Horse, on the basis of its difference from the Spotted Cow,—so, inas-

much as the Black Cow also is different from the Spotted Cow, the said ‘ Apoha
of the non-Cow ’ should not apply to the Black Cow also. So also to the
spotted, and other Cows ;

‘ difference ’ being equally present in all cases.

[And the Buddhist does not accept any such commonalty as that subsisting
among all Cows, but not in any other animal.]—(938)
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“ Further, just as it is not right to regard the Specific Individuality and

other things as denoted by words,—on the ground of the absence of

Convention,—so also it cannot be right in the case of Apoha also . -This

is shown in the following

—

TEXT (939).

« As A MATTER OF FACT, THE Apoha of the non-Cow HAS NEVER BEEN

PREVIOUSLY PERCEIVED BY THE SENSE-ORGANS ;—AND THE

OPERATION OF WORDS DOES NOT LIE ANYWHERE ELSE.

ON THE PERCEPTION OF WHAT THEN WOULD THE

Word be used ?
”

—

[Ibid. 78]—(939)

CO AM[ENTARY.

The Convention-maker sets up the Convention on the basis of lxis firm

conviction regarding the denotation of the word ; the Apoha however is

never perceived by the Sense-organs;

—

1 previously
'—i.e. prior to the using

of the word, at the time of fixing up the relation between the name and the

named.—It cannot be perceived, because it is a non-entity, and Sense-organs

operate only upon entities.

It might be argued that the Word could be used on the apprehension of

the Specific Individuality as differentiated from other things.

The answer to that is that * the operation of words, etc. etc. ’ ;

—

1 any-

where else ’,—i.e. in anything other than * the Apoha of others in the shape

of the Specific Individuality.—(939)

It might be argued that—" the Apoha may not be apprehended by the

Sense-organs ; it could be apprehended by means of Inference ”. This is

answered in the following

—

TEXT (940).

«« Ry what has gone before, there can be no Inference either, in

THIS CASE
;
AND FOR THE SAME REASON THEBE CAN BE NO CON-

CEPTION OF ANY CONNECTION OF THIS.”

—

[Ibid. 79]—(940)

COMMENTARY.

‘ What has gone before ’,—under Text 934, above.

‘ There can be no, etc. etc. ’ ;—connection of this—i.e. with the W ord.

The particle ‘ api ’ is meant to imply that the said absence of diversit y

is not the only reason.

‘ Tina '—for the same reason.

Thus it has been shown that the Reason adduced by the Bauddha (against

the denotation of Words)—4 because no Convention can be made ’—is ‘ incon-
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elusive *
; inasmuch as the application of words to the Apoha is admitted,

even though no Convention can be made in regard to it.—(940)

The following text again proceeds to show that there can be no Convention

in regard to the Apoha :

—

TEXT (941).

“ HOW COULD ONE APPREHEND THE FACT OF SOMETHING NOT BEING

DENOTED BY THE WORD 4 COW * ?

—

4

It COULD BE LEARNT FROM

THE FACT THAT THE WORD Cow WAS NOT FOUND TO BE

APPLIED TO IT AT THE MOMENT OF THE APPREHENSION OF

THE CONNECTION OF THAT WORD \ [THIS IS WHAT
the Bauddha may say.]”

—

[Ibid. 81]—(941)

COMMENTARY.

It behoves you to explain this :—How do you know that the Horse

and. other non-Cows are denoted by the word 1 non-Cow ’ —i.e. they are not

denoted by the word ‘ Cow * ?

The Bauddha answers— ' It could be learnt, etc. etc. *—‘ at the moment,
etc. etc. ’,

—

i.e. at the time of the comprehension of the Convention.—(941)

The Opponent (Kumdrila ) rejects this explanation (provided by the

Bauddha )
:

—

TEXT (942).

“ In THAT CASE, ALL THINGS, WITH THE SOLE EXCEPTION OF THE SINGLE
INDIVIDUAL COW, WOULD BECOME EXCLUDED BY THE Apoha \

AND IN THAT CASE IT WOULD NOT BE PROVED THAT
any commonalty constitutes the Import

of Words.”

—

[Ibid. 82]—(942)

COMMENTARY.

If it is your opinion that tho word 4 Cow ’ cannot apply to anytliing

except the one that was perceived at the time of the apprehension of the
Convention,—then, with the exception of the one Spotted Cow which has
been the object of the Convention, every thing else,—even the Black and
other Cows,—would have to be excluded by the word 4 Cow *

; and in that

case, it could not be established that any Commonalty is denoted by the
Word.—(942)

The following text shows that no Convention could be made regarding
the Apoha, os it would involve mutual interdependence :

—

/ '
,
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TEXTS (943-944).

" JT IS ONLY A WELL-ESTABLISHED ENTITY IN THE SHAPE OF THE non-

COW THAT COULD BE EXCLUDED BY THE Apoha (DENOTED BY THE

WORD 1 COW ’) J
—AND THE non-Cow IS OF THE NATURE

OP the negation of the. Cow ;—hence it has to be

EXPLAINED WHAT THIS COW IS WHICH IS NEGATIVED

(in the non-Cow).—If this Cow is of the

nature of the negation of the non-Cow, then

THERE IS MUTUAL INTERDEPENDENCE.

—

If the Cow is admitted as an entity

for the sake of the Apoha, THEN

the postulating of the Apoha

BECOMES FUTILE.”

—

[Ibid.

83-84]—(943-944)

COMMENTARY.

The Cow is apprehended through the ‘ exclusion of the non-Cow ’
;

the ‘ non-Cow ’ is of the nature of the negation of the Cow hence the second

term in the word * non-Cow ’ has got to be explained, which is negatived by

the negative particle in the word ‘ non-Cow ’
; there can be no negation of

anything, the exact nature of which is not known.

It might bo argued that^- 4 what Is it that has to be explained ? It is

already known that the Cow is of the nature of the negation of the non-Cow.'

The answer to that is—4

// this Cow, etc. etc.'
4
this ’ stands for the

Cow. Thus thon, the Cow being of the nature of the negation of the non-

Cow, it could be apprehended only through the apprehension of the non-

Cow and the non-Cow being of the nature of the negation of the Cow, it

could be apprehended only through the apprehension of the Cow thus

this would be a clear case of mutual interdependence.

It might be argued that- 4 The Cow that is negatived by the word

non-cow is a well-established positive entity, for the sake of Apoha,—i.e.

for the fulfilment of the Apoha in the shape of the exclusion of the non-cow,

—so that there would be no interdependence.
j

The answer to this is— 4

If the cow is an established entity, etc. etc. ;—

That is, if that be so, then it is useless to assume that Apoha forms the

denotation of all words ; inasmuch as you admit tho Import of words to

consist of a positive entity. Consequently (to be consistent) you should

not admit of any positive entity to be denoted by a word ; and if you do

not admit it, then the objectionable
4 interdependence ’ becomes inevitable.—

(943 -944 )

The following Text sums up the same mutual Interdependence:

—
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TEXT (945).

“ Unless the Cow is established, there can be no non-Coic
; and

ip there is no non-Cow, how can the Cow be there ? Between
TWO NEGATIONS, THERE CAN BE NO SUCH RELATION AS

that of the Container and the Contained and
the like.”—[Ibid. Apoha 85]—(945)

COMMENTARY.

For the purpose of proving the relation of qualification and qualified

(between the two), the Teacher Dihndga has declared as follows :
—

‘ Such
terms as Blue Lotus and the like signify things qualified by tlie negatioyx of

other things ’.

The Opponent shows the impropriety of this view, in the words

—

* Bctioeen two negations, etc. etc. ’—When between two tilings, a real rela-

tionship is known to exist, then it may bo correct to say that one is qualified

by the other ; in the case of the Blue-Lotus however, inasmuch as the two
are of the nature of the negation of Blue and negation of Lotus, which are

mere negations, and hence devoid of any form,—there cannot be any such
relation between them as that of Container and Contained and the like.

The term
1

and the rest \ includes such relations as those of Conjunction,

Inherence, Inherence in a common substratum and so forth.

In the absence of any real relation, it is not right that there should be
a notion of one being qualified by the other. If it were so, then there would
be an incongruity.—(945)

The following might be urged (by the Bauddha) :
—

‘ It is not meant by
us that in the case of the expression Blue Lotus, the negation of the non-
lotus is qualified by the negation of the non-blue ; hence the said objection

cannot apply to us. What we mean is that there is an entity which is

excluded from the non-blue and the non-lotus

;

and what is denoted by the

word is that entity as qualified by the exclusion of other things .*

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (946).

“As A MATTER OP FACT, ANY THING UNCOMMON (UNIQUE, SPECIFIC) IS

NEVER COGNISED AS QUALIFIED BY THE Apoha. HOW TOO COULD
ANY RELATIONSHIP BE ASSUMED BETWEEN AN ENTITY AND

a NON-ENTITY ? "—[Ibid. Apoha 86]—(946)

COMMlENTARY.

That is, because the Specific Individuality cannot be expressed by
words, and also because all the objections urged against that view are applic-
able in the present case also.
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Even if the uncommon entity be apprehended—even so, it cannot be

qualified by the exclusion of other things ; this is what is shown by the words

—

‘ How too, etc. etc. ’ ;—the
4
non-entity * is the Apoha, the

4 Entity * is the

uncommon thing ; and there can be no connection between the entity and

the non-entity ; because connection always rests upon two entities.-—(946)

“ Further, the connection may bo there; even so, the Apoha cannot be

regarded as the qualifying factor " ;—this is shown in the following

—

TEXT (947).

“ fact, nothing can serve as a qualification , by its mere existence ;

IT IS ONLY WHEN IT COLOURS THE qualified WITH ITS OWN COG-

NITION that it becomes its qualification.”

—

[Ibid.

Apoha 87]—(947) .

COMMENTARY.

The Blue does not lieeome a qualification of the Lotus by its mere

existence what then ?—When one thing, on being cognised, colours the

qualified thing with the cognition tinged with its own form, then alone it

is said to be the qualification of that thing.—(947)

This process of qualification is not possible in the case of Apoha

;

this

is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (948).

“ The terms 4 Horse ’ and the rest do not bring about the cognition

of THE Apoha ;
and the idea of the qualified that is held in

.

this connection cannot be one in which the

qualification is not cognised.”—[Ibid.

.
Apoha 88]—(948)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the cognition of the Horse and other non-cows does

not apprehend the Apoha ;
it apprehends a positive entity ; and thus there

being no possibility of the Apoha being cognised, it cannot colour the Horse,

etc. with its own cognition.

It might be urged that

—

44 Even without being itself cognised, the

Apoha could be the qualification ”.

The answer to this is that
4
the Idea of the qualified, etc. etc. ’ ;—there can

never be a cognition of the qualified tiling of which the qualification is not

apprehended.—(948)
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“ Granting that there is cognition of the Apoha ,—even so, inasmuch

as there can be no cognition of that form in regard to any tiling, it

could not rightly serve as its qualification —-This is what is shown in the

following

—

TEXT (940).

“The qualification cannot bring about a cognition which is

LIKE SOMETHING TOTALLY DIFFERENT ; FOR HOW CAN THAT BE

SAID TO BE THE QUALIFICATION IN A COGNITION WHICH

IS LIKE SOMETHING DIFFERENT * ”

—

[Ibid.

Apoha 89]—(949)

COMMENTARY.

Every qualification is found to bring about in regard to the qualified

thing a cognition in keeping with its own form ; and one kind of qualification

does not bring about a cognition like something else ; e.g. the Blue does not

produce in regard to the Lotus the cognition of Red ; nor does the slick bring

about in regard to the Stick-holder, the idea of his wearing ear-rings.—In

the case in question also, the verbal cognition that appears in connection with

the Horse, etc. is not coloured by negative character ; on the other hand, it

partakes of the positive character.

It might be argued that
—

“ Even when bringing about a cognition

unlike itself, a qualification can be so called."

The answer to that is
—

*How can, etc. etc.'
—

‘ Like something different \

—

i.e. unlike the qualification itself.—(948)

Question :—•“ What would be the harm if it did ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (950).

“ If a Qualification be regarded as such even in regard to

the Qualified thing which is totally different, then,

EVERYTHING CAN SERVE AS THE QUALIFICATION (OF

everything).”—[Ibid. Apoha 90}—(950)

COMMENTARY.

Ef, for you, there were an assumption of something being a qualification,

even in regard to a Qualified thing, which is unlike, and not like,—in accord-

ance with the form of,—that Qualification,—then everything,

—

Blue and the

rest,—could be the Qualification of everything ; and there would be no re-

striction at all.—(950)

It might be argued that—‘ the Apoha does colour the Qualified Entity

with its own Cognition (Idea) \

The answer to that is as follows :

—
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•
. TEXT (951).

‘ If the Qualified thing is cognisable in the form of negation,
THEN IT CANNOT BE AN ENTITY

; CONSEQUENTLY FOR YOC,

THERE CAN BE NO ENTITY THAT COULD BE DENOTED BY
words as qualified by Apoha ”

—

[Ibid.

Apoha 91]—(951)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Negation *—i.e. the Apoha ;
—

* cognisable in the form *—i.o. cognised as

being of the same form as ;—if the Qualified thing has its character such
that it is cognisable in the form of negation ;—i.e. if the tiling is cognised

in the form of Negation,—then it ceases to be a positive Entity ; as the
‘ negative ’ and ‘ positive ’ are contradictory terms.

The argument is summed up in the words— 1 Consequently
, for you,

etc. etc. ’.—(961)

The following might be urged—‘ As a matter of fact. Words and Inferen-

tial Indicatives are found to operate only in regard to things as excluded

from others, and not as devoid of such exclusion {Apoha)

;

and it is on that

ground that it is asserted that the Apoha is established by Words and Indi-

cations ; and it is not on the basis of the pointing out of what is excluded ;

so that all that has been urged regarding the theory being contrary to

experience is not relevant at all ’.

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (952).

“ Even though the Word and the Indicative may not operate

UPON ANYTHING DEVOID OF Apoha,—YET THE COGNITION RESTS

upon the Entity which is what it apprehends.”

—

[Ibid.

Apoha 92]—(952)

COMMENTARY.

Even though the thing may be * excluded from others —yet when

Cognition arises in regard to it, through Words and Indicatives, it dees not

rest upon that 4 Exclusion of others ’ which may be there, but upon tho

element of ‘ Entity ’
;
as it is to this latter that it is attached. That factor

of the thing which is apprehended by the Verbal or Inferential Cognition is

really the object of that Cognition, and not anything else which, even though

present, is not apprehended. For instance, even though the smell and other

properties of the flower are there, yet these are not held to be denoted by

the word 4 Malati ’.—(952)
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Nor is it right to assert that

—

4 the Word and the Indicative operate

upon the thing aa
4 excluded from others —This is wliat is shown in the

following

—

TEXT (953).

“ As a matter of fact, the Uncommon Thing never figures in the

Cognition
;
nob again can it be rightly regarded as

Cognisable, because it is * indeterminate —
[Ibid. Apoha 93]—(953)

COi MlENTARY.

When a thing is
4 excluded from others it can, under your doctrine,

be only the Uncommon Specific Individuality,—and yet it is your view that

this latter does not figure in Cognition brought about by Words and Indi-

catives—on the ground that it is apprehensible only by ‘indeterminate,

nan-conceptual cognition \ while Cognition born of Words and Indicatives

appertains to commonalty.

If it be held that this latter Cognition does apprehend the Specific

Individuality,—then this cannot be in accordance with Reason ; this is what

is shown in the words

—

4 Nor again can it be rightly, etc. etc.'—that is to say,

the Uncommon (Specific) Entity cannot be apprehended by Cognition born

of Words and Indicatives ; because all conceptual ideas are absent in that

Entity ; as Conceptual Thought operates only through the contact of the
4 Universal ’ and such other qualifications and never through the pure Thing r

in-itself.—(953)

• It might bo argued that

—

4 Even though the Uncommon Entity may not

be apprehended by Words, it can be said to be qualified by Exclusion \

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (954).

u The statement that 4 what is not apprehended by the word is

YET QUALIFIED ’ IS TOO BOLD. FOR ALL THESE REASONS THE
Commonalty should be regarded as the object of

Words and Indicatives.”

—

[Ibid.

Apoha 94]—(954)

COMMENTARY.

The author proceeds to prove, in another way, the fact of Commonalty
(Universal) being a real entity :

—
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• TEXT (955).
#

“ When Individualities could not be what is * excluded by Apolxa '

BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT DENOTED BY WORDS,—THEN THE

Commonalty (Universal) alone is what could be
‘ EXCLUDED 1

;
AND BECAUSE OF ITS * EXCLUSION \

IT MUST BE AN ENTITY.”

—

[Shlo.-Va.

Apoha 95]—(955)

COMMENTARY.

4
Individualities'

.

—That is, the Uncommon (Specific) Entities—cannot be

expressed by words ; hence they cannot be regarded as
4 excluded ’

; because

what is not spoken of cannot be denied (or excluded).

The Commonalty alone is what could be excluded,—that is, because that

alone is what is expressed by words.—(955)

It might be asked

—

4
if the Commonalty (or Universal) were excluded,

—

even so, how could that establish it as an entity ? \ •

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (956).

4
‘ Mere Negations cannot be objects of 4 exclusion ’,—for, if they

WERE, THEY WOULD LOSE THEIR NEGATIVE CHARACTER.

Consequently, it is clear that when there is an
4 exclusion *

(Apoha ) of another 4 exclusion *

(Apoha), it can be only of a positive

Entity in the shape of the Common-,

alty (or Universal).”

—

[Shlo.-

Va. Apoha 96]—(956)

COMMENTARY.

4 Negations ’—i.e. Apohas, Exclusions.

If there were exclusions of these Exclusions, they would be positive

entities.

The reason for this is set forth

—

4 For if they were, etc. etc.’—That is, the

negative character would be abandoned by those exclusions. What is meant

is os follows :—If Exclusions were excluded, then their negative character

would be denied ; and when there is this denial, the Negations would abandon

their negativo character ; and thence the Negations in the shape of the

Exclusions having abandoned their negative character, they would become

positive entities.—This is the explanation given by some people.

Others explain the words of the text 4 abhdvdbkdvavarjan&t * to mean
4 because there can be no negation of negations ’

; i.e. it is not right that

‘ Exclusions * (Apohas) which are negative should be 4 excluded ’
;
becauso

all
4 exclusion ’ (denial) is of the positive entity.

33
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From all this it is clear that when there is (exclusion) of one Apoha,

the Cow, in another Apoha, the Horse,—it could be an exclusion of the

• Universal ’ only. It is established therefore that the Universal, being the

object of * Exclusion \ must be a positive entity.—(956)

Then again, the Apohas could be either different or non-different among

themselves. If they are held to be different, then there are objections to

that view.—This is shown in the following

—

TEXT (957).

“ If the Negation of a Negation is different from it,—then it

must be a Positive Entity. If not, then the Cow will

BE THE SAME AS THE Non-Cow FOR YOU.”—[Shlo.-VS.

Apoha 97]—(957)

COMMENTARY.

U, * Of the negation ’—Le. of that negation which is denoted by the word
* non-cow ’,

—
‘ the negation ’—i.e. that which is denoted by the word * cow *,

—-were different from the former Negation,—i.e. something other than it,

—then it would be a Positive Entity ; because the positive character consists

only in the absence of negation.

If it is not different from it, then, for you, the Cow also should be Non-
Cow

;

because what is not-different must be understood to be the same.—
(957)

The following might be urged—' What are excluded by the words Cow
and Horse are only the Specific Individualities as excluded from one another ;

and it is not Negations that are excluded
;
hence the contingency of their

becoming positive entities cannot be unacceptable to us \

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (958).

“ Though in the case of other words, a positive entity may be
WHAT IS * EXCLUDED \—YET IN THE CASE OF THE

word ' sat ’ (‘ Being ’), nothing apart from
‘ Negation * is regarded as * excluded \

—

[Shlo.-Va. Apoha 98]—(958)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of words other than ‘ Being ’—e.g. such words as ‘ Cow *

and the rest,—it may be that what is excluded is an entity, in the form of

the HiU and other things ; but in the case of the word 1 Being ’ itself, there

is nothing that could be held to be excluded except that which is called

‘Negation *
; that is. Negation alone can be excluded ; because the word
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* Being ’ is used only in the sense of excluding what is non-being, (Non-

existent).—(958)

Question :
—

* What is the harm if that is so ?
’

Ansiver :

—

. TEXT (959).

** In that case, even the Non-existent (Non-being) would have a
POSITIVE CHARACTER J

WHICH WOULD BE A GREAT CALAMITY.

—

And when there is no Negation, there would be

no Existence. (Positive) at all ; and (as a con-

sequence) Non-existence also would be

impossible.”—[Shlo.-Vfi,. ApoJui

99]—(959)

COMMENTARY.

As shown before (under 956, above) ‘Negations would abandon their

negative character —hence if there were exclusion of the non-existent,

it would be a positive entity ; and as this would involve the idea of the non-

existent also being a positive entity, which would be contrary to the

Apohist’s doctrine,—this would be a great calamity for him.

It might be said—* The Negation may be an entity, what then ?
*

The answer is
—

‘ When there is no Negation, etc. etc .’—When there

would be no Negation, there would be no ‘ existence 5

of anytliing at all ;

because, according to your view, existence is only the exclusion or negation of

non-existence

;

so that, when Negation is ‘ excluded it becomes an Entity,

and loses its character
;
hence there can be no non-existence either ; as that

also is only the exclusion or negation of existence, and existence does not

exist, as shown above.—(959)

It lias been asserted before—(a) that * they would be differentiated by

the excluded things * (Text, 929), and (5) that * there can be no difference

among Apohas because they are non-entities ' (Text, 926).—These arguments

have been thus answered by certain Bauddhas :
—

‘ The difference among
Apohas is due, not to the difference of substrata, nor to the difference among

the excluded things ;
what happens is that on diverse external objects there

are superimposed Apohas which are themselves featureless, and consist only

in the form of those objects, and hence appearing as diverse ; they are so

superimposed by cognitions, which, though rather objectless, rest upon

diverse unreal objects, and are related to variegated conceptual Impressions

extending over all time without beginning ;—and being thus superimposed,

these Apohas appear as diverse and as existing ; so that the diversity and

positive character of Apohas would be due to the diversity of the said

Impressions \

This is answered in the following

—
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TEXT (960).

** Either diversity or the positive character or Apohas cannot be

ASSUMED TO BE DUE TO THE DIVERSITY OF IMPRESSIONS
J BECAUSE

Impression cannot be held to exist when there is

no Entity.”—[Shlo.-Va. Apoha 100]—(960)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, no one holds the view that Impressions or Tendencies

belong to the non-entity.—That there is no objectless Cognition has also been

thoroughly discussed and proved in course of our examination of Idealism.

Hence there can be no conceptions based upon unreal objects ; how then can

there be any Impression resting upon such conception ?

‘ Avastuni',—i.e. when there is no Entity which could be its substratum .

and when there can be no Cognition without objects,—os there could bo no

cognition that could produce the Impression—how could there be any
Impression ? And when there is no Impression, how could the diversity

among Apohas or their positive character, be due to Impressions f—(900)

Having thus discarded ‘ Apoha * ns the 1 denoted ’, the Opponent of the

Buddliist proceeds to discard it also as held to be the * denotative * :

—

TEXTS (961-963).

“ YOU CANNOT BASE THE DIVERSITY AMONG Words ALSO UPON THE
SAID CONDITIONS. THERE CAN BE NO ‘ UNCOMMON * DENOTATIVE
Word, as no such could have been perceived before. Under
THE CIRCUMSTANCES, IF A ‘ COMMONALTY ’ WERE ASSUMED IN THE
SHAPE OF THE ‘ Apoha (EXCLUSION) OF OTHER WORDS \—AS IT COULD
ONLY BE A NON-ENTITY, AS SHOWN ABOVE, THERE COULD BE NO
DIVERSITY AMONG WORDS.—JUST AS AMONG DENOTATIVE WORDS,
SO BETWEEN THE ‘ DENOTED ’ AND ‘ DENOTATIVE * ALSO THERE
COULD BE NO DIFFERENCE. THAT THERE CAN BE NO ‘ DIFFERENCE *

BASED UPON THE DIFFERENCE IN THE ‘ EXCLUDED THINGS ’ HAS
ALREADY BEEN EXPLAINED.”—[Shlo.-Va. Apoha 102, 104, 105]—

’

(961-963)
COMMENTARY.

The term 4 Shabdabhidah

'

stands for the mutual difference among words
denotative ot diverse Universal and these denotative of Particulars.

* Upon the said conditions —i.e. based upon the diversity of Impres-

sions or on the diversity of the * Excluded Apohas \

Objection :

—

4 Among words, diversity is clearly perceived, as based upon
their source and upon the imposition on them of mutually contradictory

characters

Answer :

—

4 There can be no uncommon word, etc. etc.'—What is said

here is with reference to the denotative word ; and what is meant is that
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the uncommon tvord, which is apprehended in auditory Perception, as of the

nature of a * Speoific Individuality \ cannot be denotative.—Why ?

—

Because no such could haw been perceived before ; that is, the Word that is

there at the time of usage will not liave been perceived before that usage,

—

i.e. at the time of the making of the Convention relating to it ; and the word
that was perceived at that time will have long ceased to exist, so that there

could be no usage of that word ; nor is it right that thore should be any usage

baaed upon the word that was not porceived at the time of the Convention ;

as that would lead to incongruities.—From all this it follows that the Specific

Individuality cannot be denotative.

In fact, among you yourselves, there is a difference on this point ; as it

has been stated (by one of yourselves) that

—

1 no particular thing can be

denoted, and no particular word can be denotative, because it has not been

perceived before ; it is the Commonalty (Universal) that will be so, as is going

to be explained ’.—-Hence no objection can be taken to what we have said

regarding the denotative word.

Such being the case, ii it be held that what is denotative is the * Exclusion

of other words,’ in the form of the * Word—Universal —in the same way
as the * Exclusion of other things ’ is of the form of the ‘ Thing—Universal \

—

then, as shoum above, under Text 926,—as there can be no diversity among
the denoted Apohas, sc there can be no diversity among the denotative Apohas

also ; because these latter are featureless.

And just as there can be no difference among the denotative Apohas,

so also there can be no difference between the denotative and tho denoted

Apohas ; because these also are featureless.

It might bo argued that there may be difference among these, due to the

differences among the Excluded things.—The answer to that is
—

‘ That there

can be no difference, etc. etc.' ;—that is, how there can be no difference due to

difference among the excluded things has been already explained above,

under Text 928.—(961-963)

So far it has been shown that the Proposition (of the Bauddha ) is con-

trary to experience and to his own doctrines. Kumdrila now proceeds to

prove that it is open to tho charge of involving the incongruity of the relation

of
4 denoted and denotative ’ being impossible, and also to that of being

contrary to the Opponent’s own doctrines :

—

TEXT (964).

“ There could be no relation of denoted and denotative between

THE two Apohas, BECAUSE THEY ARE NON-ENTITIES, UNDER YOUR

VIEW
;

JUST AS THE ‘ SKY-FLOWER ’ AND THE f HaRE’S

Horn ’ are, according to ordinary people.”

—

[Shlo.-Va. Apohar 108]—(964)

COMMENTARY.

The relation of denoted and denotative cannot lie between what are

non-entities ; e.g. there can be no such relation between the * Sky-flower
’
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and the
1

Hare's Horn ’ ;—and the denoted and denotative Apohas are both
non -entities ;—hence there is perception of a character contrary to the
character of wider extension.—(904)

Objection against the above :
—

‘ There is cognition of the absence of
Bain from the absence of clouds (where both are non-entities) ; lienee the
Reason put forward is not conclusive

Answer :

—

TEXT (965).

“ If some one, perceiving the said relation between the non-
existent Rain and the non-existent Clotjd, were to urge

* Inconclusiveness * against our Reason,—then,
according to our view, there is an entity

IN THE CASE CITED ALSO ; BUT HOW COULD
IT BE UNDER YOUR VIEW ? [Shlo.-

V5. Apoha 109]—(965)

COMMENTARY.

On seeing that between the Rain and the Cloud both of which are
non-existent, i.e. mere negations

—

asat

'

in the compound standing for the
abstract noun ‘ asattva \ non-existence],—the relation of denotative and denoted
(indicator and indicated) is present,—if the Bauddha were to argue that our
Reason, * because they are non-entities is ‘ Inconclusive \—then that
cannot be right ; because according to our view, in this case of the Cloud
and Rain also there is an entity present, in the shape of the dean sky

; because
according to us Negation is an entity. For you, Bauddha, on the other hand,
how could it be ? That is, how could there be the relation of Indicator and
Indicated in the case cited t It could not be possible at alL

The particle
4

opt ’,
4

also ', is misplaced
; it should have come after

4 adah ’
; so that the meaning is as follows It is not only in the case of

the two Apohas that it is not possible for you to have the relation of Denoted
and Denotative (Indicator and Indicated), it is not possible also in the case
of the Rain and the Cloud.—(965)

“ Then again, you hold the opinion that the Word and the Inferential
Indicative,—in both of which affirmation forms the subordinate, and negation
the predominant factor,—are expressive of their objects ; and you have also
made the following statement—4 When the denotation of another word has
not been perceived, the relationship of the Word is easily deduced from the
perception of even a part of what is denoted by it ; and there can be no
fallibility in this —All this is not right, under the theory of Apoha. ” This
is what iB shown in the following

—
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TEXT (966).

“ When one does not admit the denotation of the word to be
POSITIVE (AFFIRMATIVE) IN CHARACTER, THERE CAN BE NO

NEGATION ALSO FOR HIM J AS THIS IS ALWAYS
PRECEDED BY THAT.”

—

[Shlo.-V5.

Apoha 110]—(966)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Preceded by that —L.e. preceded by affirmation ; that is Negation is

only the denial of what has been affirmed.

Further, under the Apoha-theory, there is no possibility of the relation of

qualification and qualified between Blue and Lotus, and the co-ordination

between them,—which is perceived in actual experience.—(966)

“ With a view to explaining these,—the relation of qualification and

qualified and the co-ordination,—the Bauddha has made the following state-

ment :
—

‘ Words denote diverse things on account of the diversity of the

things ' excluded they are ineffective in the matter of their own diversity.

They become the qualification and the qualified when bringing about the

same effect
; and the difference being based upon that fact alone, it is not

abandoned by their own Commonalty ; and yet the said difference lias not

been asserted, as there is doubt regarding it ; and when the two are equal and

similar, then they serve the same purpose

The following Text proceeds to show that all this cannot be right :

—

TEXTS (967-969).

“ It IS HELD THAT WHAT IS DENOTED IS Apoha ONLY )
UNDER THIS THEORY,

THERE CAN BE NO POSSIBILITY OF THE RELATION OF qualification

and qualified or of co-ordination, in the case of such verbal

EXPRESSIONS AS ‘ BLUE-LOTUS WHICH HAVE A MIXED CONNOTA-

TION
;
BECAUSE THE * EXCLUSION OF THE non-blue

* DOES NOT

INVOLVE THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF THE non-lotu# \

—

NOR DOES THE

LATTER INVOLVE THE FORMER. HENCE THE RELATION OF qualifica-

tion and qualified is not possible (between the Blue colour

and the Lotus).—Nor would the said relation be possible

BETWEEN THE WORDS APART FROM WHAT THEY DENOTE.”

—

[Shlo.-Va.

Apoha 115-117]—(967-969)

COMMENTARY.

What was rejected before was the possibility of the relation of qualifica-

tion and qualified between the tilings denoted ; what is rejected now is the

same relation between words ; hence there is no repetition.

The relation of qualification and qualified consists in each of the two

serving to differentiate the other ; and this is held to be present only in
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a number cf words connected together,—such as * Blue lotus It appears
also in the case of expressions where the terms are not co-ordinated ; e.g.
in tlie expression ‘ King’s officer *. It is said to be a case of ‘ co-ordina-
tion

5 when two words, having different connotations, are applied to tho
same object; such ‘co-ordination’ is held to be present only in com-
pounds like ‘ Blue-lotus \

Now in regard to such verbal 'expression as ‘ Blue-lotus,’ and the like,

—

whose connotation is mixed,—there is ‘ co-ordination \—and this would
not be possible under the Apoha-theory.

Mixed connotation ’—i.e. a connotation of mixed character. As
declared in the statement

—

4 The Blue-lotus is neither Blue only nor the
Lotus only, because what is denoted is tho combination of both

Question :—Why is this not possible under the Apoha-theory ?

Answer :
1
Because, etc. etc. ’. Because on the 4 exclusion of the non-

blue ’, there is no ‘ exclusion of the non-lotus Nor does the latter—i.e.
4 Ex-

clusion of die non-Lotus ’—involve the former—i.e. the 4
exclusion of tho

non-blue ’.—[In some texts, the reading is
4 Hard ’ for

4

itarah ’
; where the

Feminine form may bo taken as with reference to tho term 4

Chyutih ’ ;*

,<anJ ’ thus Ending for the 4

Chyuti \ exclusion, of the Non-Bluoj.—What
IS meant is that these two do not stand in tho relation of container and con-
tained, because both are featureless. And when there is no relation, there
can be no relation of qualification and qualified ; if there were, we would be
landed in absurdities.

What is meant by this is that under your theory there can be no mixed
connotation, as all words denote mere negation; and hence the relation of
qualification and qualified is not possible.

It might be argued that— ‘ there may bo no relation of qualification
and qualified between what are denoted by the words,—why should it not
subsist between the words themselves ?

*

The answer to this is—Nor would, etc. etc.', that is, it is only through
their denotations that the relation of qualification and qualified becomes
attributed to the words ; hence when the said relation is not possible between
what are denoted, how can there be any attributing of it to the denotative
words ?—(967-969)

Kum&r ila now proceeds to deny 4

co-ordination ’

TEXT (970).

“ Co-ordination is not possible, as the Apohas are different.—
If it be held to subsist on the basis of what is denoted,

THEN WHAT SORT of 4

SUBSISTENCE ’ WOULD THERE
BE BETWEEN THE TWO ? [Shlo.-Va.

Apoha 118]—(970)

COMMENTARY.
It is only when two words are applied to the same object that there is

* co-ordination ’ between them
; and (under tho Apoha-theory) it is not possible
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for the words * blue ’ and ‘ lotus * to apply to the same object ;
because

what are denoted by them are, respectively, ‘ the exclusion of the non-blue '

and ‘ the exclusion of the non-lotus *,— and these two are distinct. For

instance, it has been asserted by yourself that * words have diverse denota-

tions because the things excluded by them are diverse \ The argument

may be formulated as follows :—Words like * Blue Lotus ’ cannot form the

object of co-ordination, because they pertain to different things, like the

words ‘ jar \ ‘ cloth ’ and so forth.

It might be argued that ‘the exclusion of non-blue also stands where

there is exclusion of non-lotus ; and thus the Apohas denoted by the two

words may bo applied to the same thing
;
and hence, through these denota-

tions, co-ordination may be said to lie between the words also \ ‘ Tal *

stands for co-ordination.

The answer to this is

—

4 What sort of subsistence, etc. etc.’—
' Tayoh ’

—

* between the two',—i.e. between the 4 Exclusion of the non-blue

’

and the

* Exclusion of the non-lotus That is to say, there can be no real subsistence

in these ; as what is formless cannot subsist anywhere, like the 4 son of the

Barren Woman —(970)

Then again, there may be some sort of subsistence in the case of things

like the Blue and the Lotus ; but oven though present, it could not be expressed

by words.—This is shown in the following

—

TEXT (971).

“ As A MATTER OF FACT, NOTHING * UNCOMMON * IS EVER APPREHENDED J

AND ANYTHING ELSE DOES NOT EXIST FOR YOU. WHERE THEN

WOULD BE THE USE OF THE CO-ORDINATION OF WORDS,

WHICH IS NOT APPREHENDED AT ALL ?
”

[Shlo.-Va. Apoha 119J-(971)

COMMENTARY.

No 4 uncommon ’ thing in the shape of the Blue Lotus and the like is

ever apprehended through words, because all conceptions are absont therein,

—

as has been declared (by the Apohist).—Under the circumstances when the

thing which is the substratum is not known, how can the subsistence of the

Apohas subsisting therein be cognised ? That is, the cognition of the property

is concomitant with that wherein the property subsists.

It might be argued that

—

4

as there is a substratum of these Apohas

which is entirely different from the Uncommon Entity, tho said objection is

not relevant

The answer to this is

—

4 Anything else does not exist—for you

It might be urged that

—

4 oven if the co-ordination is not actually

cognised, yet it is there all the same, in the actual state of things

The answer to this is

—

4 Where would be, etc. etc.’

—

4 Aikdrthyam ’ is co-

ordination.
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‘ Where would be the use ’—i.e. nowhere at all.—Because even if a thing

exists, if it is not cognised (known), it cannot form part of the usage of people.

—(971)

The following might be urged :
—

* If it were mere exelusion that is

denoted by the word, then there would be room for the said objection ; as a

matter of fact, however, what is denoted is the entity along with the exclusion ;

consequently the two words having the two exclusions as their adjuncts

could very well apply to a single entity alone with the Apoha ; so that

the co-ordination would be there all right \

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (972).

“ If it be said that what is denoted is the Entity along with the

Apoha ,—there also, concomitance with the word would
BE UNATTAINABLE, AS IT WOULD BE DEPENDENT UPON

something else.”—[Shlo.-Va. Apoha 120]—(972)

COMMENTARY.

‘ There also —i.e. in the Entity along with the Apoha being rogarded as

denoted by the word,—the ‘ concomitance ’—i.e. indication—of the various

variations of the non-blue Lotus with the word * Blue *

—

would be unattain-

able ;—why ?—because the word—‘ Blue ’

—

would be dependent upon some-

thing else

;

inasmuch as it denotes the object only as subordinate to the

Exclusion,—and not directly ; and as there is no direct denotation, there

could be no indication of its variations ;
just as the word ‘ sweet ’ does not

indicate the white colour ; though as things stand, the white colour is a variety

of the iwn-sweet, yet, the potency of the word lies in the indication of the

varieties of only that which it denotes directly, and not in that of the variety of

what is denoted through the intervention of something else. Consequently,

as there would be no indication, by the word ‘ blue of the varieties of the

Lotus, this latter could not be its variety
;
and when it could not be its variety,

no co-ordination would be possible.

Thus, then, the objection that you have yourself urged against the

denotation of the Individual as endowed with the Universal,—by the statement

that * the word cannot denote that which possesses the Universal, because it

is not independent \—is applicable also to the view that what is denoted is

the entity along with the exclusion. This is what has been made clear by the

Text. That is to say, if the denotation of the word consisted of the Entity

along with the * Universal ’, then tho word ‘ Sat ’, * Being ’, ‘ Existence \ would

express the substance with the form of the * Universal ’ as its subordinate

factor, and not directly
;
because it does not indicate the varieties in the shape

of the Jar and other things ; and in the event of the varieties not being

indicated, there can be no co-ordination, as already pointed out. This same

incongruity is equally applicable to the view that what is denoted is the

entity along with the Exclusion ; as in this case also the word ‘ sat ’ would
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express the substance with the Exclusion as its subordinate factor, and not

directly ;
and the non-indication of varieties would be present here also. Via

then would be the difference between the ‘ Universal ’ and tho ‘ Exclusion
^

or between ‘ that having the Universal » and‘ that having the Exclusion ?

— (972)

The following Text points out another objection :

TEXT (973).

•“ There can be no connection between the Apoha and Gender,

Number, etc. As the Individual is inexpressible,

there can be no connection through that

either.”—[Shlo.-Va. Apoha 135] (973)

COMMENTARY.

• Q6nder ’—Masculine, Feminine and Neuter.
‘

‘ Number ’—Singular, Dual, Plural.
rTi . __

,

’ Etcetera ’—Stands for the connection of Action (Verb), Time (Tense)

aild

There^can bo no connection between those and Apoha , as this latter is a

nan-entity ; while the factors mentioned are all properties of BrUUM. Nor

can the word ever denote anything devoid of the said Gender, etc. What is

meant is that in this way the Proposition (of the Apobist) is contrary to

experiences

^ or , that_< Tho Particular (Individual) whioh forms tho

substratum of Exclusion is an entity, and it can therefore bavethe nectary

eonnection with Gender, etc. and through that, these can be attributed to the

^ThfTiiswer to this is-1 As ths Individual, etc. etc.' ;-that is to say

the said Individual, being ‘ indeterminate • (hence inexpresstblc ) cannot be

spoken of as connected with Gender, Number, etc. ;
how then could those be

attributed to the Apoha, through the Individual ?—(973)

The following Text proceeds to show that what has been held regarding

Apoha being the denoted and denotative is not all-embracing (not applicable to

all words).

TEXT (974). •

:
•

In the case of Verbs, the ‘ exclusion of others ’ is never

cognised ;
because nr their case there is nothing to be

denied which could form the object of EX'

GLUSION.”—rShlo.-Va. Apoha 139]—(974)

COMMENTARY.

case of Verbs—words with conjugation^ endings, like ‘ pachat^

gachchhati' (‘goes’) and the like, wherein action forms tl
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predominant factor, no ‘ exclusion of others ’ is apprehended ;—why ?

—

because
1

in their ease, etc. etc. ’
; in the case of nouns—terms like ‘ ghata *

(Jar), otc.—with declensional endings,—there are certain well-established

entities in the shape of the non-jar, etc. which are negatived and can figure

in the ‘ exclusion ’ (expressed by the word * Jar ’)
; not so in the case o*

verbs, like
1

pachati', etc. where no well-established counter-entities are ever
• apprehended.—(974)

The following might be urged—‘ There may be nothing to be negatived

actually figuring in the exclusion, even so, there may be a probable counter-

entity (na-pachati ) of which there could be negation in the form na-na-pachati.'

[So that the denotation of the verb pachati would be na-na-pachati ]

:

This is answered in the following

—

TEXTS (975-976).

“ Even when na-na would be uttered, there would be negation
of negation only

; SO that the pachati (action of cooking)

WOULD REMAIN THERE IN- ITS OWN (POSITIVE) FORM.

—

Similarly in the case of verbs there is the idea
OF being in course of accomplishment ,

as also that
OF THE past , ETC. ; AND as Apoha IS SOMETHING
well-established, these ideas WOULD

BE BASELESS (IF Apoha WERE AT-T -

THAT IS DENOTED BY WORDS).”

—

[Shlo.-Va. Apoha 140-141]

—

(975-976)

COMMENTARY.

Even when the expression ‘ na-na-pachati

'

is uttered, what is expressed
is only the negation of a probable negation.

* What is the harm in that ?
’

Answer : So that the ‘ pachati ’, etc. etc. ; that is to say, two negatives
always denote an affirmation ; so that on the use of the said expression, the
action of ‘ pachati

'

remains there in its positive form ; hence the denotation
of the word would be positive (not negative, in the shape of Apoha).

Then again, the verb 1

pachati ’ signifies an act in the course of being
accomplished

;

and that action is regarded as in the course of being accomplished
of which some portions have been accomplished while some are still unaccom -

plished, and of which therefore the portions happen to be in a certain order of

sequence.—Similarly in the case of such verbs as ‘ abhul 5 (Past Tense) and
bhavi$yati ’ (Future Tense), there are ideas of past and future points of time.
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—In regard to the Apoha however, no such ideas of being in course of accom-

plishment, etc. is possible ; because it ia a fully accomplished thing con-

sisting entirely of Negation. Consequently, under the view that Apoha

is denoted by words, fclie idea of being in course of accomplishment and also the

idea of ‘ past ' future ’ and the like can have no basis at all ; hence it ia

contrary to experience.

‘ Bhutadirupariam ’,—the conception, idea, of the Past, etc.—(975-1)76)

The following texts proceed to show that the theory cannot cover all

cases and as such it is contrary to experience :

—

TEXTS (977-979).

“ In the case of the whole mass of denotations like Injunction

AND THE LIKE,—THERE IS NO IDEA OF THE * EXCLUSION OF OTHERS \

How could there be any Apoha even when the negative is

COUPLED WITH NEGATION ?—PARTICLES LIKE ‘ Cha * AND THE REST

CAN HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH THE NEGATIVE ; HENCE HERE ALSO

NO Apoha IS POSSIBLE.—In THE CASE OF WHAT IS EXPRESSED BY

A SENTENCE, THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF OTHERS ’ CANNOT EVEN BE IN-

DICATED.

—

In THE case OF SUCH expressions as ‘ ananydpoha ’

(‘ Non-exclusion of others’), no denotation is apprehended

AT ALL (APART FROM THE POSITIVE).—WHEREFORE TOO COULD

THERE BE ANYTHING ‘ EXCLUDED * IN THE CASE OF SUCH WORDS

as * Prameya ’ and * Jiieya * (which embrace all conceivable

things) ?
”

—

[Shlo.-Vli. Apoha 142-144]—(977-979)

COMMENTARY.

4 And the like ’—is meant to include Invitation, Addressing and the like.

There is ‘ no idea ’—apprehension—of the * exclusion ’—denial—of

other tilings ; and the reason for this lies in the fact that * there is nothing

to be denied that could figure in the denial \ as pointed out above (under

Text 974).

In such expressions as * na na-pachati devadattah ’
(‘ Devadatta is not

non-cooking ’), where one negative is coupled with another negative,—what

sort of Apoha could be possible ? None at all ; since two negatives always

imply the affirmative.

Further, in the case of particles like * cha ’,—i.e. of all nipata adverbs,

prefixes, prepositions, and so forth,—all which have boon regarded as words ;
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and yet those can have no connection with the negative, as such a combina-

tion would not be expressive of anything at all. That is to say, in the case

of the word * Jar when it is connected with the negative in the expression
1 non-jar one has the notion of something else, in tho shape of the Cloth ;

and hence the denotation of the word * Jar ' without the negative is held to

consist in the * negation (exclusion) of that other thing (Cloth) ’

;

in the

case of the particles * cha * and the like, there is no connection with the

negative, in such expressions as * na cha *
; and what is not connected with the

negative cannot be negatived (or excluded). Hence in this case no Apoha
is possible ; i.e. there must be absence of Apoha.

Further, in the case of sentences, what is expressed by them is held

to be of one mixed form, like tho variegated colour

;

consequently the ‘ exclusion

of others ’ cannot be indicated in their case ; because there is no counter-

entity known to exist in any accomplished form. It has been asserted that
* in the case of such sentences as ChaUra, bring the cow, the * exclusion of

others * is assumed to be in parts—such as that of * non-chaitra ’ and the rest.

But this would be a case of denotation of words, not of the Sentence. As it is

one impartite whole, and does not admit of such dissection. Thus then

your theory of the denotation of words does not cover all cases.

Then again, in the case of such expressions as ‘ Na any&pohah Ananya-
pohah there is nothing apprehended as denoted, except something positive,—
Because what is understood to be denoted is not merely the form of the

Apoha ; as the double negative always expresses the positive.

The particle ‘ Mi * (in the compound 4 ananydpoha&hahdddau') stands

for such synonyms as
1 ananyavydvrUi ‘ ananyavyavachchhtda ’ and so forth.

Objection:—* What is said here has already been said (under 977) in the

words * Nahashchdpi naha, etc. ; so that there is needless repetition \

True. But the reiteration is made with a view to showing that the

words of the Apoliist himself—that ‘ the denotation of words consists in the

Exclusion of Others *—show that he regards the denotation to be positive.

Because what the term ‘ anydpoha \ ‘ Exclusion of Others excludes (or

denies) is what is denoted by the term ‘ ananydpoha ‘Non-exclusion of

Others ’
; and this latter is clearly understood to be positive.

Then there are such words as ‘ cognisable * knowable * predicable ’

and so forth ; and there is nothing that is excluded by these ; as all things

are ‘ cognisable etc. by their very nature. If anything were assumed to

be exoludod by these words, it would be entirely cognised in the form of
* exclusion ’

; and as such would remain * cognisable *
; because what is not

cognised cannot be excluded. Then, as there is nothing that could be
excluded in this case, the theory of the Apohist cannot be universally true.—

-

(977-979)

Objection :
—

‘ In the Hltumukha (a work of that name) it has been
declared that tl^ere is Inference of the Cognisable as consisting of the
Exclusion of the Non-cognisable which is assumed for the purpose. So that
how can our ApoAo-theory fail to apply to the case of these words ?

’

Answer :

—
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TEXTS (980-981).

“ Rather than assume the thing to be excluded, it is far better
TO ASSUME THE ENTITY ITSELF.—As THE IDEA OF THINGS BEING

OF THE FORM OF COGNITIONS HAS BEEN REJECTED, WHAT
IS DENOTED CANNOT BE ANYTHING INTERNAL (SUBJECT-

IVE)
;
NOR IS IT POSSIBLE FOR ANY SUBJECTIVE

THING TO BE ‘ EXCLUDED \ THUS THERE CAN

BE NO Apoka IN THE CASE OF THE WORDS IN

question.—Lastly, in the case of

SUCH WORDS as ‘ cm NOTHING IS

FOUND TO BE ‘ EXCLUDED \

—

[Shlo.-Vft. Apoha 145-146]

—(980-981)

COMMENTARY.

If all that is cognisable is assumed to bo excluded as 4 cognisable —
then it is far better to admit the positive entity itself to be denoted by the

word ; which is what is accepted by all men. That is to say, in so doing

thore would be no assumption of tho Unseen, nor the denial of the Seen.

That is why it is spoken of as
4

far better ’.

Some (Buddhists) have held the view that

—

4 what is denoted by all

words is only the reflection of conceptual thought, and it is this that is

excluded, differentiated and expressed

The answer to this is

—

As the idea of things, etc. etc. That is, we have

already rejected the idea that things are of the nature of cognitions ; and we

have done so on the ground that Cognition is formless, while the tiling has a

form and is cloarly perceived as existing in the external world ; consequently

there being no internal (subjective) form resting in Cognition, it cannot be

right to regard any such thing as denoted by words.

Nor is it possible for any such subjective thing to be rejected,—for

the samo reason that no such thing exists.

In the case of the words in question—i.e. words like 'Cognisable

Then again, thore are such words as
4 Ivam' (‘ thus’), 4 ittham ’

(‘in this

way ’) and so forth ; in the case of these, nothing is found that can be 4
ex-

cluded ’
; as there is no counter-entity in this case, in the form of what could

be excluded.

It might be argued that

—

4
in such expressions as

4 na evam ’
(* not thus ’)

there is something probable that could be regarded as
4 excluded

This also is not possible in this case, as already pointed out. Because

here also, in the expression
4 na naivam \ there is negation of negation ; and

the
4 Ivam' remains in its own unnegatived—positive—form. So the same

reason that we had urged before becomes applicable here also.—(980-981)

All the above has been set forth as put forward by Kumdriia. With the

following Texts, the Author proceeds to set forth objections put forward

by Uddyotakara against Apoha [In Nydyavdrtika on 2. 2. 63, pp. 332-333] :

—
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TEXTS (982-988).

“ In the case of the word * all ’ (‘ sarva ’) what is it that is assume0

TO BE THE * EXCLUDED * ? THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS THE non-dll,

WHICH COULD BE EXCLUDED.—If IT BE URGED THAT * One AND THE

REST ’ ARE THE tum-ail, THEN IT COMES TO BE THE EXCLUSION OF

THE DENOTATION ITSELF ; AS THE part-8 WOULD BE EXCLUDED, AND

NO Whole IS ADMITTED.—SIMILARLY, IN REGARD TO THE DENOTA-

TION OF THE WORD * GROUP * (‘ Samuhd ’), THE CONSTITUENTS

WOULD BE EXCLUDED ) AND NOTHING APART FROM THIS IS

ADMITTED ; HENCE ALL SUCH WORDS BECOME DEPRIVED OF THEIR

MEANING.—AS REGARDS THE WORDS ‘ TWO ’ AND THE REST, WHICH

ALSO ARE APPLIED TO groups, AS THE * ONE * AND OTHER CONSTITU-

ENTS WOULD BE EXCLUDED, THEY COULD NO LONGER BE SO APPLIC-

ABLE.—Then again, the denotation of the word ‘ Cow ’ is

said to be the * Non-non-cow ’

;

—now is this positive or negative ?

If it is positive, is it the Cow or the Non-cow ?

—

If it is the

Cow
,
THEN THERE IS NO DISPUTE; AS THE DENOTATION TURNS OUT TO

BE OF THE POSITIVE CHARACTER. On THE OTHER HAND, IF IT IS

the non-Cow that is denoted by the word ‘Cow’,—that would
EXHIBIT A WONDERFUL INSIGHT INTO THE MEANINGS OF WORDS

indeed !

—

Nob can it be negative ; as, in that case Injunction

AND THE REST WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE.—NOR DOES ANY ONE EVER

comprehend a negation from the word ‘ Cow —(982-988)

COMMENTARY.

Uddyotakara has argued as follows :
—

“ It cannot be right to say that

words denote the Apoha of other things ; because this explanation cannot

apply to all words ; that Is to say, in the case of words where there are two

mutually exclusive contradictions, it may be that when one is affirmed the

other is denied
;
as for instance, it may be true tliat when the word ‘ Cow ’

is heard, the Cow is affirmed and the non-Cow is denied. But this is not

possible in the case of the word * Sarva *
(‘ all ’), as there is no such tiling as

non-all, which could be denied by the word ‘ all \—‘ But in this case also,

there is denial or preclusion of one and the rest ; so tliat our explanation takes

in this case also \—You mean that one and the rest are the contradictories of

ail, the non-all which are excluded by the word ‘all ’.—But this is not right;

as it involves the incongruity of words abandoning their own meaning. If

the word ‘ all ’ excludes one and the rest,—inasmuch as these latter are what

go to mako up the All, and (for the Buddhist) the whole has no existence

apart from its constituents, the exclusion of one and the rest would mean the

exclusion of everything that goes to make up the All, and there would be
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nothing left for the word ‘ all * to denote : and this word would thus become
meaningless.—[The word 4 ahga * stands for part].—Similarly all collective

words, like ‘ group ’ and the rest, would become meaningless, if they

were used for the exclusion of their own constituents ; as it is held that

the group has no existence apart from the members that make up that group.

—As for the words ‘ two ’ and the rest, they also pertain to groups (of Two,

Three, etc.) ; so that, if they denoted the exclusion of one and the rest,—as

these, being precluded, would not be there to make up the said groups, the

words would become meaningless."

This is the argument that is indicated by the words— * They would not

be so applicable ’ (Text 985). What is meant is that the words in question

are accepted as applicable to groups ; but they would cease to be so appli-

cable.

“ Further, when it is asserted that what the word * Cow ’ denotes is the
4 Apoha of other things \—i.e. something that is

4 not non-Cow *,—is this

something (A) Positive or (B) Negative ?-—(A) If it is Positive, is it the

Cow or the non-Cow ?—If it is the Cow, then there is no quarrel between us.

—

If it is the non-Cow that is held to bo denoted by the word 4 Cow ’,—this

shows a wonderful insight into the meanings of words !—(B) Nor can it be

something Negative ; as nothing negative can form the subject of any injunc.

tion or comprehension thereof ; as a matter of fact, when one hears the word
* Cow neither the Injunction nor its comprehension pertains to anything

merely negative.”

This is the argument that is indicated in the words 1Nor can it be negative,

etc., etc.’

—

4 Prai$a * stands for Praifana, Injunction ; that is, the urging of

the hearer by the Speaker to something ; this belongs to the Speaker ; while
4 Comprehension * belongs to the hearer.—The term 4 and the rest ’ is meant

to include such nouns as ‘ carrier \
4 milker ’ and the like.

Lastly, it is by actual experience that the meaning of words is com-

prehended ; and as a matter of fact, no one ever comprehends negation from

the word 4 Cow —(982-988)

“ Further, Apoha, Exclusion, being an Action, it behoves you to point

out its object (i.e. the object excluded). That is to say, you explain 4 Apoha *

as ‘not being the non-Cow’; now is this object of the Apoha, the Cow or

the non-Cow ?—If it pertains to the Cow, how can there be negation of the

Cow in the Cow itself ?—If, on the other hand, it pertains to the non-Cow,

how can the Apoha or Exclusion of one thing (non-Cow) lead to the com-

prehension of another thing (the Cow) ? Certainly, when the Khadira

tree is cut, the cutting does not fall upon the Pal&sha tree.—Further, if the

phrase 4 the Cow is not the non-Cow ’ is explained as the nogation, in the

Cow, of the non-Cow,—then you should explain who lias ever conceived

of the Cow as the non-Cow,—which conception would be negatived by the

said Apoha ?
”

The Arguer regards the first two alternatives as irrelevant, hence he

sets forth the third alternative [that there is preclusion, in the Cow, of the

non-Cow] :

—

34
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TEXTS (989-994).

“ Why is the denotation of the word (‘ Cow ’) held to be the

Apoka—in the form ‘ the Cow is not rum-Cow *
? Who has ever

ATTRIBUTED THE CHARACTER OF THE non-Cow TO THE COW—THAT

IT IS DENIED HERE ?—It IS HELD THAT IT IS THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF

the non-Cow ’ m the Cow, which forms the denotation of the

WORD ;—IS this held to be something different from the

Cow ? Or non-different ?—If it is different, does it abide

—

OR not ABIDE—ANYWHERE ? If IT DOES ABIDE, THEN IT BECOMES

a Quality, and the word cannot be denotative of the Substance.
;

—AND THUS AS THE WORD * COW ’ WOULD DENOTE ONLY A Quality,.

THERE WOULD BE NO CO-ORDINATION IN SUCH EXPRESSIONS AS ‘ THE

COW MOVES \ ‘ THE COW STANDS \—If IT DOES NOT ABIDE IN ANY

THING, THEN WHAT WOULD BE THE SENSE IN WHICH IT COULD BE

MENTIONED, FOR THE PURPOSE OF exclusion, BY THE TERM ‘ Agoli \
* OF THE NON-COW ’ ?—If, LASTLY, THE * Apohd \

* EXCLUSION

of others * is held by YOU to be non-different (FROM THE Cow),—
THEN IT COMES TO BE THE SAME AS Cow

J
WHAT MORE WOULD, IN

THAT CASE, BE EXPRESSED (BY THE TERM * Apoha ’) ?
”—(989-994)

COMMENTARY.

The particle * cha * (in Text, 989) has the collective sense
;
what is meant

by the sentence is—why do you assert the denotation of the word 4 Cow *

to be the Apoha in the form of ‘Not non-Cow ’ ?

4 Why should it not be so asserted ’
? (asks the Buddhist).

The answer is

—

4 Who has, etc. etc.
’

“ For the following reason also Apoha cannot be accepted :—Because

none of the alternatives possible under that theory is admissible : The

Apoha, or Exclusion, of the non-Cow in the Cow,—is this (A) Different, or

(B) Non-different—(from the Cow) ?—(A) If it is different
;

(a) does it

abide (in the Cow) I Or (b

)

does it not abide in it ?—(a) If it does abide

in it, then, inasmuch as it abides in it, it becomes a Quality ; that is, the

word- 4 Cow ’ denotes a Quality, and not tho Substance, the animal. Cow ;

and under the circumstances, there can be no such Co-ordination as that

expressed in the words 4
the Cow is standing ’,

4 the Cow is moving \—(6) If,

on the other hand, it does not abide in it, then what is the significance of

the Genitive ending in the phrase 4 agoh apohah * (‘ the Apoha of the non-

Cow') T—(B) If, lastly, the Apoha is non-different from the Cow, then it is

the same as the Cow, and the postulating of it is entirely futile.”—(989

—

994)
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TEXTS (995-996).

“ Is THIS Apoha ONE AND THE SAME IN CONNECTION WITH AT.T. THINGS ?

Or IS IT SEVERAL ?—If ONE, THEN, BEING RELATED TO SEVERAL
cows, it would be the same as the Universal—

‘ Cow ’.

—

If it is several, then it would he
ENDLESS,—LIKE SO MANY INDIVIDUAL OB-

JECTS. ‘ Consequently, just like the
diverse Individuals, this also
COULD NOT BE * DENOTED ’.

—

(995-996)

COMMENTARY.

[Uddyotakara continues]—“You should explain whether this Apoha is

one and the same in regard to all things ? Or is it different with each
individual thing ? If it is one and the same, and is related to several cows,
then it is the same as the Universal ‘ Cow \ If on the other hand, it is

many (differing with each individual cow), then it is as endless as the individual

objects themselves ; so that no conception of it would be possible ; which
means that it cannot be denoted .”—(995-996)

TEXTS (997-1000).

“ This Apoha, * Exclusion of other Things *—-is it itself denoted

or not-denoted ? Even if it is denoted, is it denoted as some-
thing positive ? Or only as the ‘ negation of other things * ?

—If it is denoted as something positive, then you should
ABANDON YOUR EXTREMIST VIEW, WHEREBY IT HAS BEEN ASSERTED
that * in every case IT IS the exclusion of other things that is deno-
ted BY WORDS.’

—

If, ON THE OTHER HAND, THE SAID ‘EXCLUSION ’

(Apoha) IS DENOTED IN THE FORM OF THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF OTHER
THINGS ’,—THEN SUCH A VIEW WOULD INVOLVE AN INFINITE REGRESS.

—IF THEN IT BE HELD BY YOU THAT THE SAID Apoha (EXCLUSION
OF OTHER THINGS) IS not denoted, THEN YOUR ASSERTION, THAT
‘ THE WORD ALWAYS BRINGS ABOUT THE EXCLUSION OF OTHER THINGS*,

WOULD BECOME ANNULLED.”—(997-1000)

COM ENTARY.

“ You have to be questioned—is this Apoha denoted or not denoted ?

If it is denoted, is it denoted as something positive ? Or as the ‘ exclusion

of other things * ?—If it is denoted as something positive, then the assertion

that 4 The denotation of words consists in the exclusion of other things *
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is not universally true.—If it is denoted as the ‘ exclusion of other things

then that * exclusion of others ’ would itself have to be denoted as another
* exclusion of other things ’

; and so on and on, there would be no end to it.

—If then the Apoha is held to be not-denoted, then that would contradict the

statement that 4 the word brings about the exclusion of what is donoted by
other words (997-1000)

All this has been set forth by Uddyotakara. In answer to this, the

revered DintuSga has declared as follows :

—

1

In all cases, the substratum

being the same, there is no disruption, and all that is desired is duly accom-

plished ; hence in due course, all characteristics of the
4

Universal —such

as cme-ness, etenuxliiy, complete subsistence in every component—subsist in

the Apoha itself. Consequently, on account of the superiority of its excellence,

the only theory that is right is that 4 the denotation of words consists in

the exclusion of other things *.

In reference to this, Kumdrila argues as follows, thereby summing up
the arguments against the doctrine of Apoha :

—

TEXTS (1001-1002).

“ Further, one-ness, eiemalily and subsistence in every individual,

—

ONE WHO WOULD ATTRIBUTE THESE TO Apohas WHICH ARE
FEATURELESS, WOULD BE MAKING CLOTH WITHOUT YARNS.

—

From all this it follows that the element of
4 EXCLUSION OF OTHERS * COULD BE PRESENT

ONLY IN THE DENOTATION OF THOSE WORDS
WHEREIN THE NEGATIVE TERM IS PRESENT \

IN ALL OTHER CASES THE THING ITSELF

IS WHAT IS DENOTED.” [Shlohl-

Vartika-Apoha—163-164.]

-< 1001 -1002)

COMMENTARY.

4 In those words alone where the negative term is present ’,—e.g. in such

expressions as ‘ abhakfyo gramosukarah 4 the tame hog is not-to-be-eaten ’.

* The thing itself ’—in the positive form.

* In all other cases'—where tho negative term is not present.—(1001-

1002 )

Having thus set forth the opinions of others, in order of importance,

the Author seta forth the answer to these :

—
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TEXTS (1003-1004).

All these are wrong views based upon ignorance of what is

MEANT BY THE * Apoha, NEGATION, OF OTHER THINGS \

—

People who are themselves damned damn others

ALSO.—As A MATTER OF FACT, Apoha IS OF TWO KINDS

DUE TO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN—(1) Paryuddsa

(Relative Negation, Contradistinction,

Exclusion) and (2) Nisedha (Absolute

Negation, Denial, Prohibition).

Paryuddsa again is of two kinds
—

(

a) Due to difference of

Conception (Idea), and (5)

Due to difference of

Concept (object)
*

(1003-1004)

COMMENTARY.
* Due to difference, etc. etc. ’ ;—i.e. because thero is Relative Negation and

Absolute Negation, there ore two kinds of Apoha, Negation.
* Due to difference in Conception, etc. etc. ’—i.e. duo to difference of the

nature of the Conception, and due to difference of the nature of the

Concept. Of these ‘ tfte nature oj Conception ’ consists in the appearance

of cognition of several things in one comprehensive form ;—and ‘ the nature

of Concept ’—consists in the nature of the object, as contradistinguished from

unlike objects,—i.e. in the form of ‘ Specific Individuality *
; and the two

kinds of Paryuddsa are based upon difference of these two ;—such is the

senso of the compound.—(1003-1004)

The following Text points out the form of Negation (
Paryuddsa, Exclu-

sion) in the form of Conception—

TEXTS (1005-1006).

It has been explained on a previous occasion (Text 723) that

things like the HaritaH and other things, though distinct from

ONE ANOTHER, BECOME THE BASIS OF UNITARY CONCEPTION. On

THE BASIS OF SUCH THINGS. THERE APPEARS A reflection IN THE

DETERMINATE COGNITION,—WHICH REFLECTION IS DEFINITELY

APPREHENDED (CONCEIVED OF) AS * OBJECTS ', EVEN THOUGH

THE OBJECTIVE CHARACTER IS ABSENT IN IT. [AND IT

IS THIS CONCEPTION OF THE REFLECTED IMAGE THAT

is called ‘ Apoha ’].—(1005-1006)

COMMENTARY.
* On a previous occasion ’—i.e. in the chapter on the examination of the

TJniversal \ under Text 723 el seq. It has been explained there that,

—
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many such tilings as the Haritala and the rest, without any commonalty
among them, perforin the same function of allaying fever and other diseases,

—and exactly in the same manner the Slack and other Cow's, even though
different among themselves, become, by their very nature, the basis of the

unitary conception, even without any such entity as the Commonalty or

the Universal.

* AbhayildisamAh —j.e. like the Haritalci, etc.—the similarity consisting

in fulfilling the same purpose.
4 Oh the basis of such things, etc. etc.' ;—on the basis of consisting in objects

like the Haritaki and the rest,—’brought about by the apprehension of the

action of such causes,—is the determinate Cognition ;—in this cognition there

is the reflection,—reflected image—of the objects,—i.e. thero appears a
reflection which is apprehended as the same as the objects ;—and it is to this

apprehension that the name * Apoha ’ lias been applied.
‘ Determinate \— this is an adjective qualifying ‘ cognition \
4 A rthdtmaiabhdvi * even though the character of the 4

external

object ’ is wanting.
4

Nishchitam *—definitely apprehended.—(1005-1006)

Question :
—“ Why has the name 4 A-poha ’ been given to it ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1007-1009$).

(1) Because it appears as 4 excluded ’ (distinguished) from other
4 APPEARANCES —(2) BECAUSE IT IS THE BASIS (CAUSE) OF THE

COGNITION OF A THING AS ‘ EXCLUDED ’ FROM OTHERS,—(3)

BECAUSE IT IS COGNISED THROUGH AN ENTITY * EXCLUDED ’

(FROM OTHERS),—AND (4) BECAUSE IT IS APPREHEND-

ED IN THE FORM OF THE 4

SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALITY ’

CONSISTING IN THE 4 EXCLUSION * OF UNLIKE

THINGS, BY PERSONS CONFOUNDED BY ITS

SAMENESS—THE NAME 4

Apoha, EX-

CLUSION, OF OTHERS ’ HAS BEEN
GIVEN TO IT, ON THE SAID

basis.

—

(1007—1009$)

COMMENTARY.

Tile name 4 Apoha ’ has been applied to it on four grounds :—(1)

Firstly and chiefly, because it itself appears as ‘ excluded ’ (distinguished)

from the appearances imposed by other conceptions,—the name 4 Apoha

of others ’ has been applied, in the sense of what is excluded—4

apohyatl ’

—

from others—‘ anyasmdt —On the other three grounds the name rests only

indirectly (figuratively). (2) For instance, through imposing the character

of the Effect upon the Cause ; as when the name i# applied because it is the

cause of the cognition of a thing as * excluded ’ from others ;—(3) it is applied
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through imposing the character of the Cause upon the Effect

;

as when the

name is applied ‘ oshliftavastu-dvtim '

;

i.e.
1 through *•—by means of

—

an
4
entity ’ which is

4
ashli$(a ’—i.e.

4 excluded from others '

;

i.e. it proceeds

' from the apprehension of the said conception ;—(4) the fourth ground lies

in the fact that it is apprehended by persons confounded by its sameness

with the 4 exclusion of unlike things \
1

Its sameness *
;—i.e. the sameness of the reflection of the objeot in the

conceptual thought.
4 On the said basis ’ ;—i.e. on the basis of the four facts, in the shape of

its appearing as excluded from other appearances and so forth.—(1007-1008)

The following text shows the form of the Apoha in the form of the object :

TEXT (1009).

SO ALSO, IN REGARD TO THE * SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALITY ' WHICH IS THE

BASIS OF THE SAID
4 EXCLUSION ’

J
ON THE GROUND THAT THEBE

IS IN IT THE ‘ EXCLUSION * OF OTHERS.

—

(1009)

COMMENTARY.

The words of the preceding text

—

1 the name Exclusion of others has been

given to it on the said basis —have to be construed along with this text also.

The basis (for this Apoha) is pointed out

—

4 On the ground, etc. etc, ;

—that is, on the ground of the presence therein of the differentiation

exclusion

—

-from other—i.e. tinlike, heterogeneous,—things ;
i.e. because tho

exclusion of unliJce things is there. What is meant by this is that to the

4

Specific Individuality \ the name * Apoha, Exclusion, of others ’ is applicable

in its primary sense.—(1009)

The following Text points out tho form of Apoha in the form of
4 Negation

Absolute ’ :

—

TEXT (1010).

* Negation Absolute * we have in such instances as
4 the Cow

is not non-Cow *
;
in this the ‘ negation of the other ’ is

VERY CLEARLY APPREHENDED.

—

(1010)

COMMENTARY.

Having thus set forth the nature of the three kinds of
4 Apoha \ the

Author proceeds to connect it with the subject-matter under discussion, the

Denotation of Words :

—
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TEXT (1011).

It is the first of these Apohas that is expressed by words
; because

THE COGNITION BROUGHT ABOUT BY WORDS APPREHENDS THE
EXTERNAL OBJECT.—(101 1)

COMMENTARY.

First

'

i.e. that which consists in the Reflection of the object, as
described above (in Text, 1006).

The reason for this is explained—* Because the cognition, etc. etc.'

;

that alone should be regarded as the ‘ denotation of words ’ which actually
appears in the Verbal Cognition and as a matter of fact, in Verbal Cognition,
there is no apprehension of Negation Absolute, nor that of the ‘Specific
Individuality as there is in Sense-cognition ; what actually appears in it is
that Verbal Cognition only which apprehends the external object. Hence
it is only the reflection of the External Object, which appears directly in
Verbal Cognition as identical with it, that can be rightly held to be the
denotation of the word.—(1011)

As regards the well-known relation of the denotative and denoted which
subsists between the word and its denotation,—it is none other than the
relation of Cause and Effect ; in fact it is of the nature of the relation of Cause
and Effect itself.—-This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1012).

When the cognition of the Reflection in that form has resulted
FROM THE Word, there has come about the relation of

Denoted and Denotative, in the shape of Cause
and Effect.—(1012)

COMMENTARY.

The Reflection in that form ’—is that reflection which is of the nature
of the apprehended external object when the birth—appearance—of
the cognition of. that—has been brought about—produced,—the relation
that has resulted is, on reflection, found to be that of Cause and Effect. For
instance, the Word, as bringing about the Reflection, is called ‘ denotative » rand the Reflection, brought about by the Word, is the ‘ denoted ’.

Thus the assertion made by the Opponent—that ‘ mere negation does
not figure m Verbal Cognition’ (Text, 910)—is irrelevant; because mere
negation is not regarded a3 the denotation of words.—(1012)

It has been shown that Apoha, in the form of ‘ Reflection *, being brought
about directly by words, forms the primary denotation of words. The
Author now proceeds to show that there would be nothing incongruous in
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describing the other two kinds of Apoha (described under 1007-1008) as

forming the secondary (indirect) * denotation of words ’ :

—

TEXTS (1013-1015).

The direct form (of Apoha) having been explained as above.

Absolute Negation also is apprehended by implication,—in the

form that the nature of this thing is not the nature
OF THE OTHER THING.—WHEN THERE IS CONNECTION (OF

THE WORD) WITH CERTAIN THINGS, THERE COMES

ABOUT, BY IMPLICATION, THE APPREHENSION OF
‘ EXCLUDED ’ THINGS ALSO.—HENCE THIS

ALSO IS FIGURATIVELY SPOKEN OF AS

THE * DENOTATION ’ OF THE WORD.
—These two kinds of Verbal
Apoha are not directly

SPOKEN OF AS SUCH.

-(1013-1015)

COMMENTARY.

* As above \—as something brought about.

Question :
—

“ How is Absolute Negation apprehended by implication ?
”

Answer :—That the nature, etc. etc.—That is, on the basis of the fact that

the nature of this thing—the reflection of the Cow—is not the nature of

the other thing—the reflection of the Horse and other things.

Having thus shown that the notion of the Apoha in the shape of Absolute

Negation forms, on the ground of invariable concomitance, the secondary

denotation of words, the Author proceeds to assert the same in regard to

‘ Specific Individuality * also :
—

* When there is connection, etc. etc' ;—the

* connection * of the Word with the object meant hero is tho indirect one of

invariable concomitance in the shape of that of Cause and Effect ; in the follow-

ing way :—First of all there is tho apprehension of the object as it stands »

then the speaker’s desire to speak of it ; then the movement of his palate

and other organs of speech
;
then the utterance of the word ; in this way

when there is this indirect connection between the word and the objects

spoken of—such os Fire and the like,—then there follows the cognition,

through Presumption, of the object as ‘ excluded from unlike things ’.

Thus both these kinds of Apoha,—Absolute Negation and that in the

form excludedfrom others,—are figuratively spoken of as denoted, by the word.

* This also '

;

—i.e. the Specific Individuality ;
‘ also ’ refers to the Absolute

Negation.—(1013-1015)

As against the Revered Dihndga, Uddyotakara lias urged the following

(in Nyayavdrtika, 2. 2. 63, pages 333-334) :
—“ If the Apoha is not denoted

by the word (‘ Apoha ’), then you have to explain what the word can signify

apart from what is denotable by it ? If that same (Apoha itself) forms
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the denotation of the word, then, this would be incompatible with
yoxir declaration that ‘ a word is said to denote something when it is found
tliAt it brings about, in its denotation, the exclusion of what is denoted by
other words ’

; as the only meaning that this declaration could have (under
the theory that Apoha is not denoted) would be that the non-denotative word
denotes something—(which is absurd) ”.

The following Text proceeds to explain that this assertion has been made
through ignorance of the meaning of the words (of the Teacher), and to show
that there is no incongruity in those words :

—

TEXT (1016).

When the Word brings about the exclusion of other things, it
IS SAID TO ‘

denote, its own meaning *
; and there is no

incongruity in this.—(1016)

COMMENTARY.

The Specific Individuality also is the word’s ‘ own meaning by implica-
tion as explained before and when in its ‘ own meaning ’ in the shape
o the Specific Individuality, the Word brings about-produces-the • ex-
elusion of other things -i.e. the Apoha in the form of Reflection, as excluded
(distinguished) from other Reflections,—then it is said to * denote ’ it. And
there is nothing incongruous in the words of our Teacher.—

(

1016 )

The following Texts explain this same declaration of Dihndga's :

TEXTS (1017-1018).

The Word ls said to ‘ denote because it produces a Reflection
of the conception of the external thing; it does not
TOUCH THE EXCLUSIVE FACTOR IN THE SHAPE OF THE SPECIFIC
Individuality

; apart from the said production of
the Reflection, there is no other denotative

FUNCTION OF THE WORD.—(1017-1018)

COMMENTARY.

What the revered Teacher means is as follows Of the word, there is
no function of denoting external things, other than the producing of the
Reflection of the Conception apprehending those things; because all
entitle® are devoid of activity. Hence when the word produces the Reflec-
tion of the conception tending to the apprehension of the external thing,
it is said that ‘it denotes its meaning’. It does not touch the exclusive
joctor, in the shape of Specific Individuality as excluded (distinguished) from
uke and unlike things

; as this would serve no useful purpose.
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‘ Apart from, etc. etc ;—i.o. apart from the producing of the said

Reflection, there is no other denotative function of the word.—(1017-1018)

Having thus explained the nature of Apoha, the Author now proceeds

to meet and set aside the objections urged by others.

It has been urged (by BhAmaha, under Text 912) that
—

“if the word
‘ Cow ’ serves the only purpose of excluding other tilings, then please point

out some other word which would produce the notion of Cow in the Cow.”

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1019).

It is only when the Reflection has been cognised that there

FOLLOWS THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF OTHER THINGS BY IMPLICA-

TION ; BECAUSE THE IDEA OF ' OTHERS * DOBS NOT

FORM PART OF THE REFLECTION AT

ALL.

—

(1019)

COMMENTARY.

It is the idea of the Cow itself which is produced by the word
;
as regards

the ‘ exclusion of others that is understood only by implication,—and

from the word itself ; because the Reflection of the Cow is free from the

touch of any other appearance (or reflection). Tl it were not so, then, it

would never bo apprehended in its specific form. That is why, for the

bringing about of the idea of the Cow, another word is not sought after

;

because the said idea of the Cow is produced by the word ‘ Cow ’ itself.

—

(1019)

It has been urged (under 913 above) that
—“words have their fruits

in Cognitions, and any one word cannot have two fruits, etc. etc.”

The answor to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1020).

As IN THE CASE OF THE SENTENCE SPEAKING OF * NOT EATING AT NIGHT

THE WORD IN QUESTION HAS TWO FRUITS (RESULTANTS), ONE

DIRECT AND THE OTHER BY IMPLICATION J AND IT IS SO

BECAUSE THERE IS NO AFFIRMATION ENTIRELY

WITHOUT NEGATION.

—

(1020)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of the sentence ‘Fat Devadatta does not eat during the

day ’, the direct meaning consists of the denial of ‘ eating during the day

and the implied meaning consists of the affirmation of ‘ eating during the

night ’
; in the some manner, in the case of the word ' Cow ’, which is affirma-
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tive (positive) in character, the idea of affirmation is the direct resultant,
and the idea of negation is the indirect resultant duo to implication.

The reason for this is stated—‘ And it is because, etc. etc.' ;—because
there is no affirmation without negation ; in fact, affirmation is always con-
comitant with tho negation of the unlike ; as there caD be nothing which is

not excluded (differentiated) from things unliko itself.

Thus there is nothing incongruous in a single word having two
resultants.—(1020)

Question :—“ Why is it so ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1021).

JBecause the Word does not directly bring about both these,

—

(1) THE IDEA OF ITS OWN DENOTATION, AND (2) THE EXCLUSION
OF ANOTHER THING.

—

(1021)

COMMENTARY.

There would be incongruity if it were held that both the resultants—
affirmation as well as negation—are brought about by the word at the same
time

; when however, the view is that.—as in the case of * not eating during
the day \—only one is brought about directly, while the other is got at only
by implication,—then there is no incongruity.

As for the argument (urged in 914) thab-“ on hearing the word cow
uttered, the first idea that one should obtain would be that of the non-
Cow ”, this also is rejected by what has been just said

; because no such
view as indicated has been held by us ; that is to say, we have never held
tho view that the negation (exclusion ) of the non-cow is done by the word
directly ; in fact, it has been already explained that this is obtained only by
implication.—

(

1021 )

It has been argued (by Kumdrila, under Text 915, above) that—“ Those
who have accepted the commonalty in the shape of the negation of the non -

cow as denoted by the word, have admitted the positive entity, the Universal
‘ Cow ’ to be so denoted ”,

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1022).

The Universal ‘ Cow ’ also is held to be an appearance of the same
KIND

; INASMUCH IT IS APPREHENDED AS COMMON TO ALL
cows—the Variegated and the rest.—(1022)

COMMENTARY.

‘Of the same kind that is, superimposed upon, reflected in, the
Cognition, as something external.
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Tiie reason for this view is next stated

—

4 Inasmuch as, etc. etc.
y

;

all cows, variegated and the rest, are apprehended as 4 Cow 4 Cow \ as
of common form

; and it is on this account that this is called
c Commonalty *

or
4

Universal f
.—(1022)

As regards its externality, that also is spoken of as such only by persons
under illusion ; it is not real.—This is what is shown in the following

—

I
*

|

TEXT (1023):

Because it is cognised as a positive ‘ entity *, therefore it is

CALLED A * POSITIVE ENTITY * ;—THIS MISTAKEN COGNITION IS

PRODUCED QUICKLY FROM ITS SEED. (1023)

i COMMENTARY.

Objection :
—“ If in any case, there were a positive entity in the shape of

the Commonalty based upon an external object actually apprehended, then
it might be possible to have an illusion of the Commonalty based upon
similarity ; when however, there is no real primary ‘ Commonalty ’ (according
to the Buddhist), the said illusion of commonalty is not possible for you.’*

Answer :
—

‘ This mistaken cognition, etc. etc. ’

—

4
Quality * ;—i.e. the

cognition in question appears, independently of the perception of any real

Commonalty,—through some internal aberration,—like the conception of
* two moons ’

; all illusions do not really proceed from the perception of

similarity ; they appear through mental aberration also. Hence there is no
incongruity in our view.—(1023)

The following Text proceeds to show that our view is not open to the
chargo of

4

futility ’—of having a Probandum that is already proved :

—

TEXT (1024).

That same 4 form of the cognition ’ called the 4 Apoha ’, is the
4 DENOTATION OF THE WORD —ALSO (REGARDED as) a 4

POSITIVE

ENTITY \ IN THE FORM OF THE * COMMONALTY ’
;
ON

ACCOUNT OF ITS BEING APPREHENDED AS SUCH,

THROUGH MISTAKE. (1024)

COMMENTARY.

The 4 form of the Cognition ’ described above, os imposed upon it as

something external, is called
4 Apoha ’,—which is the * denotation of the

word *
; and it is spoken of as an external thing, in the shape of the

Commonalty (or Universal).

The reason for this is stated

—

4 On account, etc. etc. ’ ;—i.e. because it is

apprehended in the form of the Commonalty, and in the form of a positive

entity.

i
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The reason for its being called * the denotation of the word ’ and the
‘ Apoha ’ has already been explained above, under Text* 1017 and 1007.

—

(1024)

Question—“ Wherefore is not that a real Commonalty (Universal) ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1025).

It is not right to regard its character of Universal entity, as real
;

BEING NON-DIFFERENT FROM THE COGNITION, HOW COULD IT

APPERTAIN TO ANOTHER THING ?—(1025)

COMMENTARY.

In reality, the Apoha is not anything entirely different from the
Cognition ; how then could it appertain to another thing,—by virtue of which
appertenence, it could be the ‘ commonalty ’ of sevoral things ? It has been
declared above— ' How can what is non-different from the Cognition appertain
to anothor thing ?

’

For this same reason, our reasoning is not open to the charge of being
‘ redundant ’ (seeking to prove what is already admitted) ; because you do
not admit the Universal named ‘ Cow * to be of the form of Cognition and
not of the form of an entity

; on the other hand, you postulate the Universal
* C°w ’ ^ a real entity embracing all cows—variegated and the rest. Hence
our reasoning is not * redundant \

It has been urged (under 919) that—“ If mere negation be assumed to
be the denotation of words, this would be only the void expressed
differently ”. As no such assumption is made by us, it does not affect our
position.—(1025)

It has been urged (under 920, by Rumania) that—“There would bo
apprehension therein of part of the cognition of the Horse itself, etc. etc

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1026).

Though this form of ‘ Apoha *
is not different from the form of

the cognition, yet its external character is apprehended
ONLY BY DELUDED PERSONS.—(1026)

COMMENTARY.

This is easily xinderstood.—(1026)

It has been argued (under 921, by Kumdrila) that—“ii the denotation
of words is independent of things, then the assumption of Apoha is useless

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1027).

IT IS NOT ENTIRELY INDEPENDENT OF THE OBJECT, INASMUCH AS THE
NOTION OF THAT COMES IN INDIRECTLY

;
AND YET IN THAT

FORM, THE CHARACTER OF POSITIVE ENTITY

DOES NOT BELONG TO IT, AS EXPLAINED
BEFORE,—(1027)

COMMENTARY.

There is an indirect concomitanco with the object ; hence, even though
the conception is primarily mistaken and illusory,—yet it is not entirely in-

dependent of the oxternal object
;
just as the idea of * jewel ’ in the bright-

ness of the jewel (though wrong, is not independent of the jewel). Hence
* independence of the external object * is something not admitted by"us.

As regards tho argument (urged in Text 922, by Kumdrila) that—“ the

cognition that is produced in regard to the denotation of words is in the

form of the positive entity ”,—the answer is given in the words— ‘ and yet

in that form, etc. etc. \—that is, even though the cognition is in the form of

the positive entity, yet, the positive character that belongs to it is not in

the form of something external, nor in the form of another cognition
;
as has

boen explained under Text 1014.—This also sets aside the view that * the

Apoha of other Cognitions ' is not apprehended by a Cognition ; because it

is actually apprehended indirectly, by implication.—(1027)

It has been urged (undor 923, by Kumdrila) that—“ Even in the absence

of the external thing, just as there is Intuition denoted by the Sentence so

would it be in the case of the word also ”.

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1028).

That Apoha which is in the form of Reflection, and which also

is called ‘ Intuition \ is produced by the word also
;

and we readily regard this as the

denotation of words.—

(

1028)

COMMENTARY.

We liave described the meaning of the Sentence as of the form of

Reflection, named ‘Intuition’ ; so also is the meaning of the word described.

Because by the Word also, what is produced is the Apoha in the form of

Reflection ; so that for vis the Apoha in the form of the Reflection is held to

be the denotation of the Word also, not only of the Sentence. This is what is

meant by the term * also ’. Thus there being no difference of opinion between
us, the complaint against us is not right.—(1028)
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It has been argued (under 924, by KumdrOa) that—“ the exclusion of one
Cognition from another is not apprehended

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1029).

Owing to the fact of its not bearing any factor apart from the
APPEARANCE OF ITS OWN FORM, ITS ‘ EXCLUSION FROM ANOTHER

COGNITION * BECOMES DULY APPREHENDED.—(1029)

COMMENTARY.
1

It is because the Cognition does not bear within itself any factor apart
from the manifestation of its own form, that—on account of its being restricted
within its own form,—the exclusion of one cognition from another becomes
apprehended

; otherwise, if the Cognition bore the form of another, how
could it be apprehended as excluded from that another ?

For that reason ’—i.e. because it does not apprehend any form other
than its own.—(1029)

It has been argued (under 925, by Kumarila
) that—” Words that are

denotative of diverse Universals and those that are denotative of Particulars
would all be synonyms

This is answered as follows :

—

TEXT (1030).

In THE CASE OF WHAT DOES NOT EXIST, ANY DIFFERENCE THAT MAY BE
THERE CANNOT BE REAL

J SO ALSO WOULD BE ITS NON-DIF-
FERENCE

; AND HENCE THE WORDS WOULD CERTAINLY
BE SYNONYMOUS.—(1030)

COMMENTARY.

ApoAo^being featureless, has no form
; and hence it is said that there

is no difference among Apohas

;

similarly it is said that there is no
non-difference among them. Thus there being no really non-different thing,
how can the contingency of all words being synonymous be urged against
us ?—(1030)

This same idea is explained more clearly in the following—
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TEXT (1031)

Non-difference ’ consists in being of the same form ; how can
THIS BE THERE IN WHAT ARE formless ? WORDS BECOME

SYNONYMS ONLY WHEN WHAT IS DENOTED BY THEM
IS ONE AND THE SAME.

—

(1031)

COMMENTARY.

Question : “ If there is no one form in formless things, why should
words not be synonymous ?

”

Answer :
—

‘ Words become synonyms, etc. etc '—(1031)

The following might be urged—“ If among formless things, there cannot
be presence of the same form, in reality,—even so it would be there in
imaginary form; and on the basis of that the incongruity of all words
being synonymous can be rightly urged

Answer :

—

TEXT (1032).

JlTST AS, EVEN IN THE ABSENCE OF FORM, THERE IS IMAGINARY UNITY
(uniformity),—in the same manner, difference ALSO COULD

BE IMAGINARY
;
WHENCE THEN COULD THE

WORDS BE SYNONYMOUS ?—(1032)

COMMENTARY.
4 In the absence ofform '—i.e. in the absence of any characteristic features.—(1032)

Question :
—

“ If that is so, then how is there any such notion among
people that these words are synonymous, and those others are not
synonymous ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1033).

In reality, words are neither synonymous nor not-synonymous
;

AS IT HAS BEEN EXPLAINED THAT WHAT IS DENOTED BY THEM
is neither one and the same nor diverse.—(1033)

COMMENTARY.

If what is denoted by words were really different or non-different, then
they could be either synonymous or not-synonymous. As a matter of
fact, however, it has been explained above (under Text, 871) that neither
Spocific Individuality, nor the Universal, nor what is possessed of the
Universal, can be really denoted by words.—(1033)

35
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“ How then is there the restriction regarding words being synonymous

and not-synonyroous ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1034).

But whenever more than one thing is seen to be performing

ONE AND THE SAME FUNCTION, THE PROPERTY OF ‘ ONENESS ’

IS IMPOSED ON THEM AND THE SAME WORD IS

APPLIED TO THEM.—(1034)

COMMENTARY.

Even without there being any Commonalty (or Universal), tliere is restric-

tion regarding the application of a common word to a number of things,—and

the basis of such application lies in the fact of several things performing the

same fruitful function. By their very nature, some things, even though many,

perform the same fruitful function ;
and for the purpose of expressing the

fact of their performing the same fruitful function, people speaking of them,

—

for the sake of brevity—impose upon them a common form, and apply to

them a common name. For instance, when the various things—Colour,

etc.—are found to perform the samo function of containing Honey, Water

and other things,—tho name ‘ Jar ’ is applied to them.—(1034)

Question :
—“ Without a single comprehensive (all-embracing) factor,

how can a single word be rightly applied to several tilings ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1035).

In the case of the Eye and other things, all tending to bring

ABOUT THE SINGLE EFFECT IN THE SHAPE OF THE COGNITION OF

Colour,—if someone were to apply a common name,

EVEN WITHOUT A COMPREHENSIVE (COMMON)

ELEMENT [iN THE SAME MANNER WOULD IT

BE IN OTHER CASES ALSO].

—

(1035)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the application of words to things depends entirely

upon tho whim (of people). For instance, the Eye, Colour, Light and

Mind, all tend to bring about the single effect of Colour-cognition ; if some

one, through sheer whim,—even without there being a common element,

—

were to apply a single word (name) to them,—would there be any one to

prevent him from doing so ? Among all these things, the Eye and the rest,

there is no Common Element, in the form of ‘ being productive of visual

perception ’
; specially because you regard the Universal, the Ultimate

Differentia and Inherence also to be productive of visual perception *

;

and in the things in question, there is no Universal or Inherence either ;
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because the Universal cannot belong to a Universal, and in Inherence also
there cannot be a second Inherence.—(1035)

Says the Opponent :
—“ How can tlie Jar and such things be spoken

of as performing the same function—when, their actions, in the shape of holding
water and the rest,—as also the Cognitions apprehending them,—differ

from one another, on the ground of the difference among their ‘ Specific

Individualities ’ ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1036-1037).

Though the action of the Jar and other things, in the shape of
HOLDING WATER, ETC.,—AND ALSO THE COGNITION OF THOSE

THINGS,—ARE DIFFERENT (DIVERSE),—YET, AS IT FORMS
THE BASIS OF A SINGLE (COMPREHENSIVE) CONCEPTION,

the Cognition is said to be one only
;
and

as this Cognition forms the basis, the

THINGS ALSO ARE SPOKEN OF AS NOT-

DIVERSR (ONE).—(1036-1037)

COMMENTARY.

Even though the effects differ on account of the difference in their
* Specific Individualities \ yet, the effect in the form of Cognition,

—

inasmuch as it serves as the basis of the single comprehensive conception,

—is spoken of as one ; and on account of this one Cognition being the basis,

the things,—in the shape of the Holding of Honey, Water, etc., and in the

shape of the individual Jar, etc.,—also are spoken of as one .—This is what is

meant by the text— ‘ And as this cognition, etc. etc.'.

The previous singular form ‘ uchyati ’ has, in construing, to be changed
into the plural form ‘ uchyantS \

The particle ‘ api * is to be construed after ' arthdh \

In the way shown, it is quite reasonable to regard these as ‘ performing

the same fruitful function \

Objection :
—

“ But in this way there would be infinite regress. The said

Conception also would be diverse on account of the diversity of the Specific

Individualities ; so that tliat also could not be accepted as one

;

hence for

establishing the oneness of that, it would be necessary to postulate a further

comprehensive conception, and so on and on, there would be an infinite

regress. So that there being no single effect or action, it would not be

possible to apply a single name to several things.”

Answer :—It is not so ; the oneness of the comprehensive conception

is not attributed to the performance of a single function ; it is based upon
the fact of its apprehending the same thing. So that there will be no
infinite regress. Because all comprehensive conceptions by their very

nature apprehend one and the same thing. The moaning of this therefore

comes to be this :—Inasmuch as it is the basis of one uniform comprehensive
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conception, the effect in the shape of Cognition is spoken of as one ; and

because of its being the basis again, the things—Jar, etc.—also come to be

spoken of as
4

one \—(1036-1037)

Thus then, even without a positive entity in the shape of the
4 Universal \

the words ‘Jar’, etc. come to be the common denotative of several things.

This is the conclusion asserted in the following

—

TEXT (1038).

Of these, words like * Jar ’ have been said to be common denota-

TIVES, ON THE SINGLE BASIS OF THE REFLECTION DISTINGUISHED

(EXCLUDED) FROM UNLIKE THINGS {1038)

COMMENTARY.

The following text shows that even with regard to one and the same

thing,—even without a positive
4 Universal ’ or 4

Particular \—there is

application of several words independently of one another :

—

TEXT (1039).

Similarly, when performing several fruitful functions, even a

SINGLE THING IS SPOKEN OF AS IF IT WERE MANY,—BY VIRTUE OF

THE MULTIPLICITY OF THE EXCLUSIONS OF THINGS NOT
#

PERFORMING THOSE FUNCTIONS.—(1039)

COMMENTARY.

Sometimes, even while only one, by its nature, a thing comes to perform

several functions, through the intervention of other accessories ; and in such

cases, even without any diverse elements in the shape of positive commonal-

ties and the like, several characters are imposed upon it on account of tho

multiplicity of
4 exclusions ’ of. things not performing those functions ; and

as a consequence of this, several words come to be applied to that

thing.—(1039)

An example of this is cited in the following

—

TEXT (1040).

For INSTANCE, Colour IS SPOKEN OF AS AN * OBSTACLE * AND ALSO AS

* VISIBLE ’ ;—AND Sound IS SPOKEN OF AS * COGNISED AFTER

EFFORT *, AND ALSO AS * AUDITORY ’ OR * AUDIBLE \

—

(1040)

COMMENTARY.

Colour is spoken of as an ‘ obstacle * when it prevents the appearance of

another colour in its own place ; and it is also spoken of as 4

visible —
because it serves to bring about visual perception.

*•
. .it .i a . • 4
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A second example is cited :
—

‘ And Sound, etc. etc .' ;—even though
sound is a single entity, yet, on being the resultant of the cognition following
upon effort (of the speaker), it is spoken of as * Cognised *

; and as the resultant
of auditory perception, it is spoken of as ‘ auditory '

;
* shravana ’ stands for

' shruii ’, audition, i.e. Auditory Perception ; and what appears therein is

‘ auditory Or the term * shravana ’ may be explained as * perceived
by the auditory organ ’.—(1040)

It has thus been shown that several words are applied to a thing which,
as performing a single function, is one only. It is now shown that in some
cases, words are applied even on the basis of the diversity of other causes :

—

TEXT (1041).

In some cases, the word is applied, also on the basis of the
DIVERSITY OF OTHER Causes

;
E.G. SOUND ARISING FROM EFFORT,

and the Honey produced by the large bees.

—

(1041)

COMMENTARY.
* Produced by the large bees ’, as distinguished from that produced by the

smaller bees.—(1041)

Thus it has been shown that diverse words are applied to the same thing,

on the basis of the multiplicity of effects (function) and causes. The following

Text is going to show that diverse words are applied to the same thing, even

without a commonalty, where there is desire to express only the exclusion

of its effect and cause :

—

TEXT (1042).

In some cases, the word is applied on the basis of the exclusion

OF THE EFFECT AND CAUSE OF THE THING
J AS FOR EXAMPLE,

Colour is SPOKEN OF AS ‘ INAUDIBLE ’, or Lightning IS

SPOKEN OF AS * NOT PRODUCED BY EFFORT \—(1042)

COMMENTARY.

The term ‘ Kdryahetu ’ stands for the things of which the previously-

mentioned factors are the Effect and Cause ;—the 1

Vishttfa ’ of these is

their exclusion (denial).

** What are the words like this ?
”

* Inaudible, etc. etc. ’ ;—Colour is spoken of as * inaudible \ when what is

meant is the exclusion of Sound which is the effect of Auditory Perception ;

—

similarly, for the purpose of excluding things produced by effort, the term
‘ not produced by effort ’ is applied to Lightning.—(1042)

Having thus explained that, even in the absence of any positive entity

in the shape of a Commonalty, Words are applied with distinction merely on
the basis of exclusion, the Author proceeds to show that there is no possibility

of the incongruity of all words becoming synonymous :

—
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TEXTS (1043-1044). •

Due to the said and other distinctions, * exclusions ’ are

POSTULATED ON THE BASIS OF DIFFERENTIATED THINGS J
AND SO

ALSO ARE THE WORDS AS APPLIED TO THOSE THINGS. THUS

WORDS, AS DENOTING DISTINCT THINGS DJ ACCORDANCE

with Convention, are applied with due

DIFFERENTIATION ; AND AS SUCH THEY ARE

NOT SYNONYMOUS UNDER OUR VIEW.

—(1043-1044)

COMMENTARY.

The term ‘ other ’—includes words expressive of different ages—such as

* child ’ and the liko,—and also such words as 4 nairdtmya \ (‘ absence of

soul \ or
4
featurolessness ’).

4 On the basis of differentiated things ’ ;—i.e. exclusions, of which the

basis consists in things differentiated from one another.
4 So '—associated with 4 exclusion \
4 Applied to those tilings

'

;—i.e. applied to the 4 excluded * (i.e.

differentiated) things.—Because, indirectly, they are the cause of the appre-

hension of the said denotation of the word.
4 Shrulayah ’—Words.—(1043-1044)

The following might bo urged :

—

44 Tho words may not be synonymous,

—

because a distinction is assumed in the things ; but how can there be the

difference between words denoting Universal.1
? and those denoting Particulars,

unless there are Universal.1
? and Particulars ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1045).

NOR IS THERE ANY INCONGRUITY IN UNIVERSALS AND PARTICULARS BEING

DENOTED BY WORDS, AS APPERTAINING TO LARGER AND SMALLER

NUMBER OF THINGS,—ON THE BASIS OF THE INFERENCE

OF THE RELEVANT CONVENTION.

—

(1045)

COMMENTARY.

For example, the word 4 Tree * brings about tlie
4

Reflection * inferred

in the shape of tlie
4 Exclusion of non-trees ’,—in regard to all trees—the

Dhava, Khadira, Pal&sha and so forth ; hence, as appertaining to a larger

number of things, what is denoted by the word is spoken of as the
4 Universal ’ (Commonalty).—On the other hand, in the case of the word
4 Dhava \ there is

4 exclusion of the Khadira and other trees \ which brings

about the conception of only a few of the trees (tlie Dhava ones only) ; hence

what is denoted by it is said to be a * Particular ’.—(1045)

In regard to what has been asserted (under Text 928, as coming from

the Bauddha), the Author says :

—
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TEXT (1046).

TlIF. SAID ‘ EXCLUSIONS * OF THINGS, CREATED BY MERE ASSUMPTION,

CANNOT REALLY DIFFER, THROUGH DIFFERENCE IN THE
* EXCLUDED THINGS \ OR THROUGH THAT IN THE

SUBSTRATUM.

—

(1046)

COMMENTARY.

If the diversity in the Apoha were hold (by ns) to be real and based upon

the diversity of ‘excluded tilings’, or upon the diversity of the ‘substratum

—then the objection urged would have been applicable. As a matter of

fact, however, the ‘ Exclusions ’ are not real, but assumed on the basis of the

diversity among like and unlike tilings.—(1046)

The following Text shows that the said exclusions appear as distinct

tilings, only on account of the said assumption,—not in reality :

—

TEXT (1047).

The externality that is attributed to these exclusions is only

ASSUMED (IMAGINARY), NOT HEAL. In REALITY, DIFFERENCE

AND NON-DIFFERENCE SUBSIST ONLY IN REAL

THINGS.

—

(1047)

COMMENTARY.

Question :
—“ Why is it not real ?

”

Anstver :
—

‘ In reality, etc. etc. —(1047)

The following Texts proceed to show that in reality it is the assumptions

(assumed conceptions) only that differ among themselves :

—

TEXTS (1048-1049).

What differ among themselves are the conceptual contents

APPREHENDING THE SAID EXCLUSIONS AND THOSE DIFFERENCES

ARE DUE TO THE INFLUENCE OF THEIR ROOT, THE THING AS

DIFFERENTIATED FROM SEVERAL THINGS, AND CON-

VENTION. Things, consisting of ‘specific

Individualities ’ do not become either

UNIFIED OR DIVERSIFIED IN PARTS
;
IT

IS ONLY THE CONCEPTUAL CONTENT

THAT VARIES.

—

(1048-1049)

COMMENTARY.
‘ Their Root \—in the shape of Wind and other Humours, and the

Tendency to conceptual thought ;—the tiling as differentiated from several

things,—and the Convention ;—it is due to the
1

influence ’—force—of theso

that the Conceptual Contents, apprehending tlio thing as excluded from several
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unlike things, become diversified ; it ia not the things that are diversified.

For instance, the Dhava and other trees do not become unified in the form

of the Universal
4 Tree ’

; nor do they become diversified, in parts, in the

form of the momentary individual tree9 ; all that varies is the conceptual

content. This has been thus declared— ‘ Things by themselves do not

become either aggregated or diversified, in reality ; that their form ia one

or many ia due to the fluctuations of the Cognition \—(1048-1049)

It has been argued above (under Text 932) that—“ No one can be able to

conceive, in regard to the Cow, the unknown similarity in the object of

Apoha, etc. etc.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1050).

Even though there is no common property, yet what are excluded

AND WHAT ARE CONTAINED IN THE Exclusion ARE APPREHENDED
AS DIFFERENT, BY REASON OF THEIR APPEARING AS

DIVERSE IN THE SUBSEQUENT DETERMINATE

JUDGMENT.—

(

1050)

COMMENTARY.

The compound * apohydpohagochardh

'

is made up of the * apohya *

' what are excluded ’—i.e. (in the case of the word * Co\y ’) the Horse and
other animals,—and the * apohagochara ‘ what are contained in the ex-

clusion —i.e. the Variegated and other Cows
;
these are so spoken of as

the ‘ exclusion of the non-Cow * pertains to them.

Thus, though there is no concomitance of any commonalty, yet, those

that bring about the determinate judgment of non- different things are

regarded as having their similarity well known,—while those that bring

about the determinate judgment of diverse things.—are regarded as other-

wise (i.e. as having their similarity unknown).—(1050)

Tho following might be urged—“ In the absence of some one Commonaltyy

how can the things that bring about a single determinate judgment become
diverse ?

”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1051).

It would be only a few THINGS which, while being diverse by
THEMSELVES, WOULD BRING ABOUT A SINGLE DETERMINATE

JUDGMENT
;
AS ALREADY EXPLAINED

BY US.

—

(1051)

COMMENTARY.
It has been explained in course of our examination of the * Universal ’

that the Dhdtri (Amalaki and other fruits), without commonalty, come to
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perform a single fruitful action ; in the same way, it would be only a few

things that would bring about the single determinate judgment and yet

bo many and diverse.—(1051)

It has been argued (under Text 934, by Kumdrila) that—“Words and

Inferential Indicatives do not apply to what is devoid of concomitance,

etc. etc.
”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1052).

The ‘ Specific Individuality ’ consists of the Thing-By-itself, as
‘ EXCLUDED FROM WHAT IS NOT ITSELF —AN ASSERTION OF

CONCOMITANCE CAREFULLY MADE IN THIS FORM WOULD
NOT BE INCONGRUOUS.

—

(1052)

COMMENTARY.

Even though there is no entity in the shape of the Commonalty

(Universal), yet, if an assertion of concomitance is made in regard to mere
* Specific Individuality ’ as excluded (differentiated) from unlike things,

—

that would not be incompatible (with our view).—(1052)

Question ;
—“ Why so ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1053-1054).

That wherein subsists the Specific Individuality (Smoke) dif-

ferentiated from Non-smoke,—in that same subsists also the

Specific Individuality (J^tre) differentiated from Non-

fire ; as in the Kitchen ; and herein (in the Hill)

there is the Specific Individuality differentiated

from Non-smoke ;—hence the Specific Indivi-

duality differentiated from Non-fire also

MUST BE THERE.—(1053-1054)

COMMENTARY.

* That ’—i.e. that place.
‘ Herein'—subsists the Specific Individuality distinguished from non-

smoke ; thiB proposition asserts the presence of the Inferential Indicative

(Probans) in the subject of the Inference (Hill).

‘ Hence , etc. etc. ’—asserts the resultant cognition (Conclusion) brought

about by the Premises.

Or, the meaning may be that all the five factors of the Inferential Process

may be shown by indicating the concomitance in connection with Specific

Individualities.—(1053-1054)
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The above is an example of the Inference where the Probans is the

effect of the Probandum. The following texts cite an example of the Probans

in the form of the nature of things :

—

TEXTS (1055-1056).

The Specific Individuality that is differentiated from * Man’s
Horns ’ and other non-existent things is also differen-

tiated from Permanent thtngs,—just as the Cognition,

the Lamp-flame, etc. are ;—the Specific Individuality

of Sound, etc. is not a non-existent thing .—In
this way there can be the assertion of

concomitance through differences as

indicated.

—

(1055-1056)

COMMENTARY.

That Specific Individuality which is differentiated from the non-existent

,

becauso it is not non-existent,—is also differentiated from Permanent Things,

—as we find in the case of Cognition, Lamp-flame and such things.

The necessary concomitance can be asserted in this way,—without
touching upon any particulars

; and there would be nothing incongruous in

this.

The concomitance shown here is in regard to the Probans * because it

exists ’
;
[the inference being in the form—* The Specific Individuality of

Sounds, etc. is differentiated from Permanent Things, because it exists,—like

Cognition, lamp-flame, etc. ’].—(1055-1050)

Question :
—“ If there is concomitance with the Specific Individuality only,

then how is there Inference in regard to things partaking of the nature of

the * Universal ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1057).

The Specific Individuality itself, when its distinction is not
meant to be emphasised, has been described as con-

stituting the * Universal * (or Commonalty) ;

—

nothing else
; as nothing else is

acceptable.—(1057).

COMMENTARY.

That same Specific Individuality,—when its distinctive features are not
meant to be emphasised,—constitutes the * Commonalty ’

; as has been
already explained.
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The term ‘ Samanyalakfana 1 means that which is indicated by the

common character,—not taking into account the distinctive characters.

* Nothing else ’,—in the shape of tlio * Universal ’ as postulated by the

other philosophers. As such * Universal ’ cannot be acceptable to the

Buddhist.

This has been thus declared :
—

‘ As it is apprehended through its own

form as well as through another, its object has been held to be two-fold ’ ;

—

and again
—

‘ Inasmuch as it is based upon the Thing—by—itself as dif-

ferentiated from things not of that form, the Indicative of the absence of

diversity has been declared to appertain to the Commonalty

For this reason, the concomitance also, of the Inferential Indicative

and the Word, is declared to pertain to the Specific Individuality itself.

Thus we conclude that there is no Inferential Indicative in support of

the conclusion contrary to ours,—not merely from the fact that no such

Indicative is actually perceived,—but because there is non-apprehension of

a particular kind.—(1057)

It has been argued above (under Text, 938, by Kumdrila) that
—“ The

difference from the Variegated Cow is equally present in the Black Cow and in

the Horse, etc. etc

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1058).

The difference from the Variegated Cow being equally present in

the Black Cow and the Horse, why is it that the Univer-

sal * Cow *, as differentiated from the Horse ,

SUBSISTS IN THAT ?—(1058)

COMMENTARY.

It behoves you to say—when the Horse is equally different from the

Variegated Cow and the Black Cow,—how it is that the Universal ‘ Cow

as differentiated from the Horse, subsists in the Variegated and other Cows,

and not in the Horse ?—(1058)

The reply to this may be as follows :
—“ What is there to be said here ?

It is clear that it is only the Variegated and other Cows—and not the Horse—
that are capable of manifesting the Universal 4 Cow ’

; hence the said

Universal subsists in the Cows, not in other things. Nor will it be right to

urge the question

—

4 why the Variegated and other Cows alone have the

capacity to manifest the said Universal *. Because such restriction is duo

to the very nature of things ;
and there can be no complaint against the

nature of things ; as all such restrictions are due to the series of causes that

have brought about the things.
”

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1059).

If it be held that ‘ THAT alone has the capacity to manifest it
’

—THEN, EVEN THOUGH THE SUBSEQUENT DETERMINATE JUDG-
MENT IS THE SAME, THAT ALONE HAS THE CAPACITY

TO PRODUCE IT, AND NOT THE Horse. (1059)

• COMMENTARY.
* Manifest it ’•—i.e. the particular Universal ‘ Cow \
* Thai alone \—i.e. the Variegated and other Cows, not the Horse.
If that be so, then, even when there is diversity, and there is no Com-

monalty, the variegated and other Cows alone,—not the Horse—would have
the capacity to bring about the determinate judgment

; even though this
judgment would be the same. This view of ours also would not be
incompatible.—( 1059)

Question :
—“ What is the upshot of all this ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1060).

Thus then, in whatever thing the said determinate judgment is
PRESENT,—TO THAT THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF THE NON-COW * BECOMES

APPLICABLE,—EVEN IN THE ABSENCE OF THE UNIVER-
SAL ‘ COW \—(1060)

COMMENTARY.
In whatever thing—

\

ariegated Cow, etc.—the said determinate judgment
is present—in the form ‘ this is a Cow \ ‘ that is a Cow to that,—even
in the absence of the Universal * Cow as a positive entity,—the ‘ exclusion
of the non-Cow —in the form of the Reflection—becomes applied.—(1060)

It has been argued above (under Text, 939, by Kumdrila) that—“ The
Exclusion of the non-Cow is not apprehended, at first, by the Sense-organs,
etc ete

The following Texts show that this statement is not admissible :

—

TEXTS (1061-1062).

That thing which is ‘ different from the non-cow ’ is certainly
APPREHENDED BY THE SENSE-ORGANS

J THE REFLECTION ALSO
WHICH IS SUPERIMPOSED UPON IT IS APPREHENDED BY ITS

OWN COGNITION. IT IS ON NOTICING THIS THAT
PEOPLE USE THE WORD

; THE RECOGNITION OF ITS

RELATION ALSO BECOMES CLEARLY EXPLAINED

ON THE SAME BASIS—(1061-1062)

COMMENTARY.
The Apoha in the shape of the ‘ Specific Individuality ’ is apprehended

through the sense-organs themselves.
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As for the Apoha in the form of the Reflection of what is denoted by the

Word, it is really of the nature of Cognition itself, and as such vouched for

directly by its own cognition (it being self-cognised).

The particle
1

cJia ’ is meant to include the Apohas not directly mentioned.
So that the Apoha in the form of Absolute Negation also is apprehended by
implication ; as has been shown under the Text 1014, by the words ' the
nature of one is not the nature of the other

Thus it is on noticing the Apoha in the form of * Specific Individuality ’

and the rest, that people come to use words,—not on noticing a positive

entity in the shape of the Universal ; because no such Universal exists and
because no such Universal figures in any cognition. And that through per-

ceiving which poople use the words must also be the basis upon which rests the

relations of those words,—not on any other basis ; if it did, it would lead to

absurdity.—( 1061-1062)

It has been argued above (under Text 941, by ICumdrUa )
—

“ How could
the fact of anything being denoted by the word ‘ non -cow * be cognised ?

”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1063).

When, in regard to anything, there is no such determinate
JUDGMENT, THE FACT OF ITS BEING DENOTED BY THE WORD

* NON-COW * BECOMES CLEARLY PERCEIVED.

—

(1063)

It has been argued above (under Texts, 943-944, by Kumarila) that

—

“ It is only the well-established non-Cow that could be excluded, and it is

of the nature of the negation of the Cow, etc. etc. ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1063-1065).

The Cow and the Non-cow are both well-established,—as there
ARE DISTINCT DETERMINATE JUDGMENTS IN REGARD TO BOTH

; IT IS

ONLY THE WORD THAT IS NOT WELL-ESTABLISHED
; AND HENCE

IT IS APPLIED ACCORDING TO THE SPEAKER’S WHIM.

—

As
A MATTER OF FACT, A DISTINCT THING DOES NOT
NEED FOR ITS APPREHENSION,' THE APPREHENSION
OF ANOTHER THING

J
HENCE THERE IS NO

ROOM HERE FOR THE CHARGE OF * MUTUAL
INTERDEPENDENCE \—(1063-1065)

- COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, things like the Cow, by themselves, bring about
distinct determinate judgments regarding themselves, and as such, are well
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known in their distinct forms. For the purpose of speaking of them, people

make use of words, which are not well known, through their whims. Under
the circumstances, if the form of a distinct tiring required, for its own appre-

hension, the apprehension of another different tiring,—then there might

have been mutual interdependence. As a matter of fact, however, the distinct

thing is apprehended without the apprehension of another tiring ; and when
it is definitely known as something distinct bringing about a distinct deter-

minate judgment,—and then the Convention is made in the form ‘ this

is a Cow', ‘that is a Cow* and so forth,—according to tire man’s wish,

—

how then, can there be any mutual interdependence ?

* ViUau '—stands for ‘ vitlyartham ',for the apprehension.—(1064-1065)

It lias been argued (under Text 945, by Kumarila), that—“ There can

be no relationship of Container and Contained, etc. between two negations ”•

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1066-1067).

As A MATTER OP FACT, VERBAL COGNITION, NOT TAKING COGNIZANCE

OF ANY EXTERNAL OBJECT, APPREHENDS ITS OWN MARK AS

SOMETHING EXTERNAL, ON ACCOUNT OF STRONG ILLUSION.

—This is all that is done by Words
; and Words

do not even touch the object ; nor is

ANY OBJECT DENOTED AS QUALIFIED BY

Apoha .—(1066-1067).

COMMENTARY.

In reality, no object qualified by Apoha is denoted by words. Because

it has already been explained that no object is touched by Words anywhere,

for the simple reason that the necessary conditions are absent. For example.

Verbal Cognition, even though not pertaining to any external object, actually

appears as apprehending its own mark—i.e. form—as something external

;

and it does not really touch the form of the object ; because its apprelrension

is not in accordance with the real state of things.—(1066-1067)

Question :
—“ If that is so, then, why has the Teacher declared that

‘ words like Blue-Lotus express things qualified by the exclusion of other

things ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1068).

AS FOR THE STATEMENT MADE BY THE AUTHOR OF THE Lak§aiW.—THAT
‘ Words express things qualified by the exclusion of other

THINGS *, WHAT IT MEANS IS AS FOLLOWS.

—

(1068)

COMMENTARY.

Question

:

—“ What does it mean ?
”

Answer :

—
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TEXTS (1069-1070).

Those things that are qualified by the Exclusion of other things,—
EITHER AS THEIR CAUSE OR THEIR INSTRUMENTS—ARE DEFINITELY
COGNISED AS NOT MIXED UP WITH THINGS OF OTHER KINDS.
The Word expresses these things. And, because

IT BRINGS ABOUT THE COGNITION APPREHENDING
THOSE THINGS, THERE IS DENIAL OF THE

‘ Universal ’ and such other com-

monalties.—

(

1 069- 1 070)

COMMENTARY.

Things are of two kinds

—

external and imposed upon the Cognition;
in regard to tho external tiling, there is no denotation by words ; and it is

only on account of words bringing about the conceptual content pertaining

to them that it is said, figuratively, that ‘ the word denotes things ’
; and

the purpose served by such figurative expression is the denial of the denota-

tion of tho Universal. Such is the meaning of tho Texts as a whole.

The meaning of the words is explained :
—

‘ By the exclusion of
other things

'
;—i.e. by differentiation from other things ;—this differentiation

being either the Cause or the Instrument,—the Tree and other tilings are

definitely Cognised as qualified ; that is they aro definitely differentiated

from other things. This shows that in the compound 4

arthdntaranivrtti-

vishiftdn ’, the term 4

nivrtti ’ is to be construed as with the Instrumental
Ending.

‘ Dhvdna ’ is Word.—(1069-1070)

As regards the thing imposed upon the Cognition, that is denoted by
words primarily and directly.—This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1071).

Those things however which appear in the cognition—these
INTERNAL (SUBJECTIVE) THINGS THE WORD DENOTES DIRECTLY

;
AND

THE FACT OF THESE THINGS BEING QUALIFIED BY ‘ EXCLUSION *

HAS JUST BEEN EXPLAINED.

—

(1071)

COMMENTARY.

4 Ayam '—stands for the word.

Question :
—“ How can the character of being qualified by the exclusion

of other things be attached to them ?
”

Answer :
—

‘ The fact, etc. etc. *

* Just ’—that is, under Text 1069, it has been explained that things

imposed upon tho Cognition aro excluded (or differentiated) from other

things.—(1071)
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Objection

:

—“ If no objective factor is expressed by the word, then

how is it that the Teacher has declared that it is only a certain part of the

Thing tliat is apprehended by the * exclusion of other things * f
’*

Answer :

—

TEXT (1072).

When it is said that ‘ a certain portion of the thing is apprehended

by the Exclusion of other Things \—it is the said Reflection

that is meant.—(1072)

COMMENTARY.

Objection :
—“ Reflection being a property of the Cognition, how can it

be a ' portion of the object ’ ?
”

Answer ;

—

TEXT (1073).

It is spoken of as a portion of the object, because it proceeds

ON THE BASIS OF THE PERCEPTION OF THE OBJECT AS * EXCLUDED

FROM OTHER THINGS *, AND BECAUSE IT IS SUPER-

IMPOSED UPON THE OBJECT.—(1073)

COMMENTARY.

Because it comes about through the perception of the objoct
1 excluded

from other things \—and became it is superimposed upon it—Le. upon

the Object excluded from other things—by deluded persons,—therefore that

same Reflection is figuratively spoken of as * part of the object \—(1073)

In the following Text the author applies the Instrumental ending in

the compound * arthdntarapardvrttyd
* in the case in question :

—

TEXT (1074).

AS BEFORE, THE INSTRUMENTAL ENDING MAY SIGNIFY EITHER THE
Cause or the Instrument. Or it may signify that it is ‘ in

THAT FORM \—I? THE THING WERE NOT DIFFERENTIATED

PROM UNLIKE THENOS, THEN IT COULD NOT
BE SO.—(1074)

COMMENTARY.

4 As before ’ ;—i.e. just os under Texts 106&-1070,—where it is said

that ‘ the Word expresses things as qualified by the exclusion of other things

—so the same may be applied here also.—Or in all cases, the Instrumental
Ending may be taken as signifying the idea of being 4

in that form ’ ;—this

is what is mentioned by the words 4
tlna vdtmand
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Question :
—

“ The exclusion of other things is A property belonging to the

Object ; as such, how can it be either the Cause or the Instrument of the appre-

hension of the Reflection ?
”

Answer :
—

* If the thing, etc. etc. ’—That is, if the Thing were not excluded

(and differentiated) from unlike things, then, in the form of its Reflection, it

could not be apprehended as something excluded from unlike things. That is

why the exclusion from other things is to bo regarded as the Cause and the

Instrument.—( 1074)

It has boon argued above (under Text, 949, by Kumdrila) that
—

“ one

kind of qualification cannot bring about the cognition of a different kind,

etc. etc. ”.—This is answered in the following

—

TEXTS (1075-1077).

What is meant by (the Cow) being ‘ different *
zs only the

‘ exclusion of the NON-Cow *
;
and this exclusion is of the

NATURE OF THAT SAME DIFFERENCE.—EVEN WHEN THE DIFFERENCE

HAS BEEN ASSERTED, THE THING ITSELF DOES NOT ENTIRELY DIS-

APPEAR. Thus even when it has the nature of the qualifica-

tion, THE COGNITION OF THE THING DOES NOT CEASE. EVEN WHEN
THERE IS NON-DIFFERENCE, THE QUALIFICATION IS THERE AS A
CREATION OF FANCY. THAT CHARACTER, HAVING BEEN WITHDRAWN
THEREFROM, HAS BEEN PLACED THERE AS IF DIFFERENT

;
WHEREBY

IT BECOMES ITS QUALIFICATION, LIKE THE STICK AND OTHER THINGS.

-(1075-1077)

COMMENTARY.

If the * exclusion of other things ’ were meant to be something positive

qualifying the Thing, then all the objections \irged would be applicable.

As a matter of fact, however, the ‘ exclusion of other things ’ which is held

to bo the qualification is in the form of the thing itself

;

so that the notion

of the qualified is naturally in accord with that of the qualification. For

instance, when one speaks of the * exclusion ’ of the Cow 4 from the non-

Cow ’, this
4 exclusion * is only of the nature of the * difference of the Cow

from the Horae and other things \—not anything else.—Hence, even though

tho exclusion, of the Cow, from the non-Cow, is mentioned in the negative

form, when all that is meant is the negation of other things,—yet in reality,

it forms the very essence of the Cow itsolf ,—just like the
4

difference *

;

that is,
4 difference ’ is not anything different from the different thing,

—

it is that same ; otherwise that thing could not figure in the 4
difference

’

at all.

‘ Tat ’—i.e. thus—even when the
4 exclusion of others * is of the nature of the

qualification, the idea of tho 4 Thing ’ itself does appear in regard to what is

qualified by that qualification.

It might be argued as follows :
—“ In ordinary life the qualification is

known to be something different from the qualified, as the stick of the Man
36
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(stick-holder) ; and ‘ Exclusion ’ is (as you say) not different from the

Thing ; how then can this Exclusion be the qualification of the Thing ?
”

The answer is
—

' Even when there is non-difference, etc. etc. \—In reality,

nothing can be qualified by anything ; because what, does not accord any

help cannot be a qualification ;—if the according of help be admitted, then,

in cases where the Cause may not exist at the time of the coming about of

the effect, there could be no relation of qualification and qualified between

the two things not existing at the same time ;—while in the case of both

existing at the same time, as the things would be already there in their accom -

plished forms, there would be no mutual help ; and hence there could be

no relation of qualification and qualified. Consequently, in the case of all

things, what happens is that, though each of them stands separately, on its

own footing, like so many iron-bars,—yet there is a jumbling up of them as a

creation of fancy.

Thus then, though, in reality, there is no difference between the ‘ Exclu-

sion ’ and that wherein the Exclusion subsists, yet, on the basis of an imaginary

difference, there would be the relation of qualification and qualified between

them.—(1075-1077)

It lias been argued above (under Text 955, by Kumarila) that—“ when

Individuals, not being denoted, cannot be * excluded \ then what would be
* excluded ’ would be the Universal

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1078-1079).

Discriminators of Truth declare that what is denoted by the

Word is mere ‘ Reflection \ People, not knowing the

DISTINCTION BETWEEN WHAT IS ‘ PERCEIVED ’ AND WHAT IS

‘ FANCIED * REGARD IT TO BE SOMETHING ‘ EXTERNAL \

—AS THAT IS WHAT IS APPREHENDED (BY WORDS),

Individuals are denoted by Words.—In

REALITY HOWEVER THERE IS NOTHING THAT

IS DENOTED BY WORDS,—AS HAS BEEN

PROVED ALREADY. (1078-1079)

COMMENTARY.

The reason 4 because Individuals are not denoted ’ is not-admitted.

Because the
4
non-denotability ’ of words that we have asserted is only in

view of the real aspect of things, not in regard to the illusory aspect. Under
the illusory aspect, it is only Individuals that are denoted,—as is happily

accepted by people wanting in true insight, and is well known ; so that the

Reason adduced is net-admitted.

What is
1
perceived ’ is the external thing, in the shape of Specific

Individuality;—what is 'fancied',—imaginary—is the ‘Reflection’ that

figures in Determinate Conception.
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If the Reason adduced by you is the real ‘ non-denotability of

Individuals *,—then we also do not admit of any real ‘ exclusion * of In-

dividuals
; so that in that case your argument proves only what is already

admitted by us, and is, as such, superfluous, futile.—This is what is shown
by the sentence—‘ In reality, etc. etc. ’.—(1078-1079)

The following Text reasserts the fact of the Opponent’s Reason being
* not-admitted ’ :

—

TEXT (1080).

Thus, Individuals being denoted by words, they are also capable

OF BEING * EXCLUDED \ As REGARDS THE UNIVERSAL, THERE
CAN BE NO ‘ EXCLUSION \ EVEN IF THERE WERE * EXCLUSION ’

OF IT, IT COULD NOT HAVE THE CHARACTER OF THE
' ENTITY \—(1080)

COMMENTARY.

It has been asserted (under 955) that— in that case what would be
excluded would be the Universal ; and as subject to Exclusion, this Universal

would be an entity ” ;—and the author now shows that tho Reason—‘ Because
Individualities cannot be excluded’ is ‘not admitted’ and it is also * Inconclu-

sive ’—by the words ‘ As regards the Universal, etc. etc. ’—there can be no
exclusion of it ; because it has heen shown that there can be exclusion of

Individuals only.

‘ Even if there were, etc. ’—that is to say, if the said Reason is put forward

in support of the conclusion contrary to the Opponent’s, there would be
nothing to set aside such a conclusion.—(1080)

It has been argued (under Text 956, by Kumdrila) that—“Negation
cannot be subject to exclusion, etc. etc ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1081).

Negation is not ‘ excluded ’ (denied) in the words ‘ Negation
is not Negation *

;
it is however clearly * excluded ’

(denied) in such expressions as ‘ The Entity is not
of the nature of Negation ’.

—

(1081)

COMMENTARY.

Negation is not ‘ excluded ’ in the words ‘Negation is not Negation

—by virtue of which it would abandon its negative character (as urged by
Kumdrila). But, what is an Entity has the positive character, and as such

remains distinct from the Negative

;

hence by implication, tho Negation

becomes subject to ' Exclusion ’
; this is what is meant by us.—(1081)

This same idea is further clarified in the following

—
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TEXT (1082).

When one thing is not op the natcrb of another, it is called

its 'Apoha' (Exclusion, Negation), and the entity is

NOT OF THE NATURE OF NEGATION. BUT EVEN THOUGH
THERE IS ‘ Apoha ’ OF NEGATION, IT DOES NOT

ACQUIRE THE CHARACTER OF THE

POSITIVE ENTITY.—(1082)

COMMENTARY.

Though in this way, there is Apofta of Negation, yet it does not become

a positive entity.—(1082)

The author is going to cite an example which is accepted by both parties,

and through that, is going to make it clear how the Reason of the Opponent
is * Inconclusive * :

—

TEXT (1083).

Even though it is urged that * things are not produced by
Primordial Matter or God and so forth ’—the character

of being produced by Primordial Matter
,
God and so forth does

not become a positive entity.

—

(1083)

COMMENTARY.

You, Mxmumsakas, also do not admit the fact of Things having been

created by Primordial Matter, or God, or Time and other Causes ; but the

negation (denial) of this fact does not make it a positivo entity ;—in the same
manner, even though there is Apoha (negation, denial) of Negation, yet that

does not make the Negation a positive entity. Consequently, the Reason
adduced by you is Inconclusive.—(1083)

It lias beon argued (under Text 959, by Kumdrila) that—“ there would
be a great calamity in that the Non-existent would become a positivo ontity

The following Text shows that this also becomes answered by the above
pointing out of the Inconclusive character of the Opponent’s Reason :

—

TEXT (1084).

Thus then there is no such calamity as that of the Non-existent
BECOMING A POSITIVE ENTITY. In FACT, EVEN ON THE ESTABLISH-

MENT of the Negation, the existence remains there
(in the Entity),—and the non-existence (of the

Negation) becomes established thereby.

—

(1084)

COMMENTARY.

It has been argued (under the same Text 959) that—“ if Non-existence

is not established, there can be no Existence

;

nor can Non-existence

!

!
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be established ”.—The answer to this is that—even on the establishment

of tho Negation, in the above manner, the existence of the Positive Entity

does become established ; as that rests upon its own nature. And the above-

mentioned establishment of Negation also constitutes its non-existence.

Tho answer to this argument has been made out of its turn (along

with that to Kumarxla'

8

argument put forward under 955 et seq.), because

the same answer is applicable to both.—(1084)

The Author now reverts to the order of sequence of the Opponent’s

arguments, and takes up that put forward in Text 957, to the effect that

—

“ If the Negation of the Negation is different in character from the Negation

itself, then it becomes a positive entity ”.

Tho answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1085).

The Cow, which is ‘the negation of the Non-Cow’ is held to be

A positive entity, and of a character different from that

of the Non-cow
;
but by this the Non-cow does

NOT BECOME THE CotO, FOR ME.—(1085)

COMMENTARY.

That it would become a positive entity does not indicate an undesirable

contingency for us ; as it is quite agreoable to us. Because the Cow is actually

held by us to be a positive entity quite different in character from the
4 Non-

cow ’ in the shape of the Horse and othor animals,—it is not held to be of

the nature of Negation. So that it would be a positive entity. And as the

difference of the Cow from the Non-cow is what is admitted by us, there

is no such contingency as that of the Non-cow becoming the Cow.—(1085)

It has been argued (under Text 960, by Kumarila) that—“ Impressions

cannot pertain to the Non-entity ’’.—The following Texts show that this is

both ‘ Not-admitted ’ and 4 Inconclusive ’ :

—

TEXTS (1086-1087).

Even in regard to Non-entities, there can be Impressions, created

ONLY BY THE MlND (COGNITIONS),—JUST AS IN THE CASE OF

THINGS OF VARIOUS KINDS CREATED BY IMAGINATION.

This diversity among Apohas, as also their

POSITIVE CHARACTER, WOULD BE ASSUMED ON THE

BASIS OF THE DIVERSITY AMONG IMPRESSIONS
;

JUST AS IN THE CASE OF CREATIONS OF

IMAGINATION.

—

(1086-1087

)

COMMENTARY.

That the Mind (Cognition) does not operate upon non-entities cannot

be admitted. Because, the Mind (Cognition) does operate through the
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imposing of the form of things created by mere imagination ; and the Mind

(Cognition) thus does create Impressions in the subsequent inind, which tends

to bring about future homogeneous conceptual contents. Because, again,

through the development of the * Chain \ itmay get at an awakening cognition,

which brings about a similar Mind (Cognition). In the same manner, in the

case of Apohas, there would be difference among themselves and also the

positive character, due to the influence of assumptions and imagination.

Thus the Reason adduced by Kumarila is ‘ inconclusive

The meaning of the words of the Text is clear ; lienee we have not

explained them in detail.—(1086-1087)

It has been argued (under 961, by Kum&rila) that—“ you cannot secure

diversity among words also, on the basis of Impressions ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1088).

Just as we have explained the fact of ‘ the exclusion of other

THINGS ’ BEING DENOTED BY WORDS,—EXACTLY IN THE SAME

MANNER SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF

other words ’ ALSO.

—

(1088)

COMMENTARY.

* Just as, etc. etc.'

:

—i.e. ns being in the form of Reflection ; of which the

difference from other Reflections is clearly perceived.

Hence what has been discussed in detail (by the Opponent) is entirely

irrelevant.—Such is the sense of the Text.—(1088)

It has been argued (under Text 964, by Kumarila) that
—

“ There could

be no relation of Denoter and Denoted between two Apohas —The answer
to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1089).

Inasmuch .as the Apohas are apprehended as ‘Things’, they
CANNOT BE REGARDED AS NON-ENTITIES

; THIS IS WELL KNOWN
AND ADMITTED AS PERTAINING TO THE Illusory ASPECT OF

THINGS. AS REGARDS THE Real ASPECT, WHAT THE

OPPONENT SEEKS TO PROVE IS ACCEPTED BY
US ALREADY.—(1089)

COMM NTARY.

If by the reason adduced—“ Because they are non -entities ”—it is meant
to be a goneral statement of fact, then that is not admitted ; because the two
Apohas in question—which are in the form of Reflections—one of which is

the denoter and the other is the denoted.—are actually recognised by deluded
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persons as external tilings
; and hence they are endowed with illusory reality.

—

(1089)

If, on the other hand, the Reason adduced pertains to the Real Character

of ‘ Entity \—then the argument is superfluous. Because in fact, we do
not accept anything as being the denoter or denoted, in reality.—This is

what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1090).

In reality
,
there can be nothing that can be either denoter

or denoted,—as all things being in perpetual

FLUX, NO CONCOMITANCE IS POSSIBLE.—(1090)

COMMENTARY.
1 Because no concomitance is possible ’ ;—that is to say, the Specific

Individuality cannot be concomitant with—present at the time of—the

making of the Convention and that of the using of the word.—(1090)

The following might be urged by the other party :
—“ We are not

denying the real relation of Denoted and Denoter ; what we are denying is

the illusory relation of Denoted and Denoter which is based upon the real

fact of the two Apohas being non-entities ; so that our Reason is not not-

admitted ; nor is our conclusion open to the defect of being superfluous

The following Texts proceed to show that, if both are regarded to be

illusory and real, then the two objections do become applicable :

—

TEXTS (1091-1092).

If it is the illusory Relation of Denoter and Denoted that is

denied, on the basis of the real fact of the two
Exclusions being non-entities,—even so, * falsity *

BECOMES UNAVOIDABLE J IN VIEW OF SUCH WORDS

AND THINGS DENOTED BY THEM AS ARE THE

CREATION OF IMAGINATION.—(1091-1092)

COMMENTARY.

Under the circumstances, the Reason would be Inconclusive ; as in the

caso of such creatures of imagination as Mah&shvetd and the like, and also

words denoting these,—even though they are non-entities in reality, yet the

illusory Relation of Denoter and Denoted is actually present.—(1091-1092)

The following might be urged by the other party :
—

“ In the case of

things like Mahdshvltd, the denoted tiling, in tho shape of the Universal, is
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real,—and also the word denoting them ;
and hence their case does not

falsify our Premiss.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1093).

As A MATTER OP FACT, THERE IS NO ‘ UNIVERSAL * (COMMONALTY) IN THE

CASE OF THE THINGS IN QUESTION, WHICH COULD BE DENOTED
;

NOR IS THERE ANY UNIVERSAL WORD DENOTATIVE OF THAT

Universal
;
Nor dors the denotative character

BELONG TO THE WORD, AS SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALITIES

ARE ALL IN PERPETUAL FLUX.

—

(1093)

COMMENTARY.

In course of our examination of the ‘Universal \ we have rejected, in

great detail, the whole conception of the * Universal *
; hence the assertion

that the
4 Universal ’ is the denoted and denoter in the case in question makes

the Reason ‘false ’ (Inconclusive).

‘ Tasya '—of the Universal.

The term 4 Universal * has to be taken as understood after * denotative *

which connects it with the context.

It might be argued that— 44 Even though there is no real entity denoted

in the case, yet the denotative certainly is there in the shape of the Specific

Individuality of the word 4 MaJidshvita ,’ etc.

The answer to this is

—

4 Nor does die denotative, etc. etc. ’ ;—that is,

it has been shown that the ‘ Perpetual Flux ’ embraces all things ; hence

tho Specific Individuality of words cannot be denotative, because as it is

momentary, it could not form the subject of any Convention
; also because

it could not be concomitant with the time of usage ; as explained before.

—

( 1093 )

The following Text sums up the argument :

—

TEXT (1094).

Hence both of these should be held to consist in the illusory
* Reflection ’ etc.—Thus in view of these, the ‘ falsity ’

REMAINS UNSHAKEN.

—

(1094)

COMMENTARY.

* Both
'—i.e. tlie denoted thing as well as the denotative Word.

4
Reflection, etc. ’—The 4

etcetera * is meant to show that even under the

view that Ideas (Cognitions) are formless, it would be necessary to admit
the existence, within the Idea itself, of another specific Idea in the form of

the conception of
1

object ’ where there is no real object.
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* In view of these ’—i.e. things created by imagination.

• Tat' stands for
1 tanmat ’, ‘therefore’, ‘thus’. Or it may mean

‘ of that ’—i.e. of the Reason,—the ‘falsity ’ remains unshaken.—(1094)

It has been argued (under Text 906, by KumOrila) that “ one for

whom there is notliing positive denoted by words,—for him there can be

no negation either ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1095-1096).

For THE MAN BY WHOM THE DENOTATION OF WORDS IS NOT ADMITTED

TO BE ANYTHING POSITIVE, THE MlND (COGNITION) REFLECTING

the Thing is what is brought about by the Word, and

this Cognition ultimately brings about the

IDEA OF THE THING. WHEN WORDS EXPRESS

THEIR MEANINGS, THERE IS, BY IMPLICATION,

THE EXCLUSION OF OTHER THINGS
;
AND

THROUGH THE PRESENCE OF THIS

there is negation also, as

PRECEDED BY THE APPRE-

HENSION OF THE

positive THING.

—

(1095-1096).

COMMENTARY.

It is not that we absolutely do not admit the fact of words denoting

positive things by virtue of which you have urged the undesirable con-

tingency against us. As a matter of fact, it is admitted by us that the word

produces the ‘ mental condition ’ (Cognition) which ultimately provides the

idea of the Thing ; so that in our opinion also what is denoted by the word

is a positive entity which is illusory in character. In reality however, there

is notliing that is denoted by words ; hence it is only the real positive character

of things that is denied by us so that the illusory positive character of the

thing denoted by words being accepted by us,—whenever there is anything

positive denoted by the word,—the negation of other things becomes appre-

hended by implication ;
and hence it is quite possible to have this negation

as preceded by the apprehension of the positive tiling.—(1095-1096)

The following might be urged by the other party “ If it is admitted

that the Word does denote positive entities, then, how is it that m the
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Hltumukha, the Lak^anakara has spoken of the * impossibility of the

positive ’ 1 ”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1097).

The * IMPOSSIBILITY OF THE POSITIVE * HAS BEEN AVERRED ON THE

GROUND THAT SUCH THINGS AS THE ‘ UNIVERSAL ’ AND THE

LIKE CANNOT FORM THE SUBJECT OF WORDS AND

Determinate Conceptions.—(1097)

COMMENTARY.

Inasmuch as there are no real * denoted things ’ or ‘ denotative words *

in the shape of the * Universal ’ and the like,—there can be no real subject

for Words and Determinate Conceptions,—it lias been asserted by the great

Teacher,

—

in view of the real state of things,—that * there is impossibility of

the Positive ’
; hence there is no contradiction at all.—(1097)

It has been argued (under Texts 967, etc., by Kumarila) that—“ If it is

held that it is mere Apoha that is denoted, etc. etc.”.—The answer to this

is as follows :

—

TEXT (1098).

From the term * Blue-Lotus \ only one thing is cognised,—and
that is the Reflection excluded (differentiated) from

THE ‘ NON-BLUE * AND THE * NON-LOTUS \ (1098)

COMMENTARY.

What the term * Blue-lotus ’ expresses is, not mere negation, but—the
single Reflection of the object—as excluded from the * non-blue ’ and the
‘ non-lotus \—partaking of the nature of both. Consequently, in the case
of words like

1

Blue-lotus there certainly is the denotation of things of
mixed character,—which has to be admitted on the strength of actual
cognitions appearing in that form ; and on the basis of this the necessary co-
ordination becomes quite possible.—(1098)

It has been argued (under Text 972, by Kumarila) that—“ If it be
asserted that what is denoted is the thing endowed with the Apoha, etc.

eto.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXTS (1099-1101).

We DO NOT HOLD THAT WHAT THE WORD DENOTES IS THE THING ENDOWED

WITH THE * EXCLUSION (
Apoha) OF OTHER THINGS ’

J
BECAUSE FOR

US, THERE IS NO * EXCLUSION ’ OTHER THAN THE THING EXCLUDED

FROM SOMETHING ELSE. HENCE THE OBJECTION THAT ‘ IT IS DEPEN-

DENT UPON SOMETHING ELSE ’ IS NOT APPLICABLE TO THE ‘DENOTATION

OF WORDS ’ AS HONESTLY EXPLAINED,—IN THE WAY THAT IT IS TO

THE THEORY OF THE * UNIVERSAL * (BEING DENOTED BY WORDS).

Because there is no difference between the Relation of qualifi-

cation arid qualified and ‘ co-ordination \ Consequently there

IS NO INCONGRUITY IN THE THEORY TH\T IT IS Apoha THAT IS

DENOTED BY WORDS.

—

(1099-1101)

COMMENTARY.

If exclusion were something entirely different from the Thing excluded,

then there would be the possibility of the incongruity that has been urged

against the view that ' what is denoted is the Tlung as endowed with the

Apoha \ As a matter of fact however, for us, exclusion is not something

different from the Thing excluded, from others ;—in fact, it i9 the excluded

thing itself that is spoken of as ‘exclusion’, when what is meant to be stressed

is the mere negation of other things.

—

Consequently, the incongruity that has

been urged against the Denotation of TJniversals,—in the form that, if the

Universal is what is primarily denoted by words, the denotation of the

Thing endowed with that Universal would be dependent upon that (Universal),

and consequently there being no indication of the varieties of the said Thing,

there is no possibility of co-ordination or any other relationship with it,—

does not apply to the theory of Apoha, as there is no denotation (under this

theory) of anything equipped with the ‘Exclusion of other things’, as

something different.

This is what is meant by the words ‘ Hence the objection, etc. etc. .

‘ Tat ’
—

' tasmat ’

—

Hence.

‘ AvadStam, etc. etc.'—i.e. to the ‘ denotation of words ’ as expounded

by the Toaeher Dxhnaga, with the purest conviction.

The grounds for this inapplicability are next stated
—

‘ Because there is no

difference, etc. etc.’.—That is, there the Denotation of words—in the shape

of the ‘ Exclusion of other things ’—is not different from,—not anything

other than

—

that which is excluded from others.

‘ Qualiftcatum and qualified, etc. etc.’.—This is easily understood.—

< 1099-1101 )

The following Texts show how co-ordination, etc. is not incompatible:

—
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TEXTS (1102-1104).

When the word ‘ blue ’ is uttered alone, the particular ‘ Reflec-

tion * THAT APPEARS IS ONE THAT SCINTILLATES THROUGH ALL

BLUE THINGS SUCH AS THE CUCKOO, THE LOTUS, THE BLUE
Bee and the like.—When the word * Lotus ’ is

ADDED TO IT, THEN THE CUCKOO, THE COLLYRIUM

AND OTHER BLUE THINGS BECOME ‘ EXCLUDED

AND THE RESULTANT REFLECTION IS ONE
THAT IS FURTHER PARTICULARLSED AND
BECOMES DEFINITELY APPLIED TO

ONE BLUE THING ONLY.—THUS THE

NECESSARY CO-ORDINATION IS

NOT RENDERED IMPOSSIBLE.

All THIS EXPLANATION IS

ABSOLUTELY IMPOSSIBLE

UNDER THE THEORY OF

THE OTHER PARTY.

(1102-1104)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, when the word * blue * is pronounced, tliere appears the

Conceptual Reflection (the Image) of a doubtful form, inasmuch as it

serves to exclude the * yellow ’ and other colours and things having these

colours, and envisages all blue things, such as the Blue Bee, the Cuckoo,

the Collyrium and so forth.—When the word ‘ lotus * is added (to the word
‘ blue ’), the same Reflection becomes apprehended as differentiated from the

Cuckoo and the rest, and particularly restricted to the thing excludedfrom the

Non-lotus. Thus in relation to the said Conceptual Reflection, there is a
mutual relation of differentiation and differentiated between the two words
‘ blue ’ and * lotus ’

; and hence there is nothing incongruous in their being

related to each other as qualification and qualified.

Or (another explanation possible is that) both the words together express

the tiling in the form of a single Reflected Imago excluded from the ‘ non-

blue 1 and the * non-lotus ’
; so that both pertaining to the same thing,

there is co-ordination between them.

Such is the meaning of the Texts as a whole. The meaning of the

words is as follows :
—

‘ Scintillating \—i.e. not restricted to any particular

thing, doubtful.—The word * pika * here stands for the Cuckoo.—The rest is

easy.

It might be argued (by the Opponent) that
—

“ under our theory also,

the co-ordination would be all right ”.

The answer to tliis is
—

‘ AH this explanation is, etc. etc.' ;—that is, the

above-described explanation of * co-ordination etc.

—

( 1102-1104 )

Question :
—

“ Why should it be impossible under our theory ?
”

Answer :

—
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TEXTS (1105-1106).

By the single word, the Specific Individuality becomes expressed

IN ITS ENTIRETY
;
AND WHEN THAT HAS BEEN DENOTED, WHY

SHOULD THERE BE NON-COGNITION OF OTHER THINGS,

—

FOR THE SAKE OF WHICH ANOTHER WORD WOULD BE

PRONOUNCED,—WHEN, IN REALITY, THE THING

HAS BEEN DENOTED IN ITS ENTIRETY ?—If

not, then it becomes more than one.

-(1105-1106)

COMMENTARY.

Under the theory of those who hold that words denote positive entities

when the single word ‘ blue ’ expresses the Specific Individuality of the Lotus

and other (blue) things,—why should there be any absence of cognition of

such otlier particular things as the Lotus and the Collyrium,—since the Blue

Thing has been denoted in its entirety ? Because the idea that one and the

samo tiling should be both known and unknown to the same person involves

self-contradiction. This is what is pointed out in tho text by the words ‘ Why
should there, etc. etc.'.

—
‘ Non-Cognition

'

stands for bad cognition, i.e. doubtful

and wrong cognition.

Thus there being no doubtful or wrong cognition, there can be no

desire on the part of the speaker to pronounce any othor word, such as ‘ Lotus ’

and the like. This is shown by the words 'for the sake of which, etc. etc.' :

—

• For the sake of which. ',—i.c. for the purpose of removing which non-

cognition.

It might be argued that
—“ when the Blue thing lias been denoted by

the single word * blue \ it lias been denoted only in part, not in its entirety ;

hence for the purpose of speaking of other cliaractoristics of the Blue Thing,

another word is sought after

The answer to this is
—

‘ When in reality, etc. etc.'. There are no parts

in any singlo object, by virtue of which there could be denotation in part

;

because the one (whole) and the many (parts) are mutual contradictories, one

being the negation of the other ; so that what your explanation does is to

establish as many distinct things as there may be parts ; and hence there

would be no such concepts os ‘ one ’ and ‘ many (1105-1106)

The following might be urged by the other party :
—“ The word * blue

’

does not denote a particular substance

;

it denotes either tho quality called

* Bluo ’ or the Universal 4 Blue ’ inhering in tliat quality ; the word 4
lotus

’

also denotes tho Universal
4 Lotus not any particular substance ; hence, as

the two words denote two different tilings, it is only right that there should

be a need for tho word 4
lotus * (after the utterance of the word ‘ blue ’).”

.

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXTS (1107-1108).

If the Universal * Blue or the Quality Blue, is denoted by the

WORD ‘ BLUE THEN THE WORD * LOTUS ’ (PRONOUNCED WITH

THAT WORD) SHOULD DENOTE ANOTHER UNIVERSAL ‘ LOTUS ’
;

—Such being the case, there would be dif-

ference BETWEEN THE TWO WORDS, JUST AS

THERE IS BETWEEN THE WORDS ‘ Baktlla
*

(A KIND OF FLOWER) AND * UtjXtla
*

(Lotus)
;
so that any co-ordina-

tion, ETC. BETWEEN THEM WILL

BE ALL THE MORE IMPOS-

SIBLE.—<1107-1108)

COMMENTARY.

The compound * anySndivarajdti ’ is to be taken as a Kannddharaya,—
* anya ’ qualifying * indivarajatih ’.

1 Vyavasfya ’—La should be denoted.

‘ Utpcdaahrutih *—has the Ablative ending.

Thus under this theory co-ordination would be all the more impossible ;

since, like the words * bakula * and 4
utpala ’, the words ‘ blue ’ and 4

lotus
’

would not be applicable to the same thing. There can be no such expres-

sion as
4 bakulam tUpalatn (1107-1108)

The following might be urged by the other party :
—“ Though the word

4

blue ’ denotes a particular Universal and a particular Quality, yet, through

those, it also denotes the substance related to the Blue Quality and the
4 Blue * Universal ;—similarly tho word 4

lotus through the Universal

‘Lotus’, denotes the substance ;—in this way their application to the some

thing being possible, there would be co-ordination between them ; which

would not be possible in the case of the words 4 bakula ’ and 4 utpala

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1109-1110).

If it is the Substance related to the Quality and the Universal

THAT IS DENOTED BY THE WORD * BLUE \ THEN THE WORD ‘ LOTUS ’

WOULD BE USELESS. As WHAT IS RELATED TO THE SAID

TWO FACTORS (QUALITY AND UNIVERSAL) IS EXACTLY

WHAT IS EQUIPPED WITH THE UNIVERSAL * LOTUS *
;

AND AS THIS WILL HAVE BEEN ALREADY EX-

PRESSED BY THE WORD 4 BLUE THE

WORD ‘ LOTUS * WOULD BE USELESS.

—

(1109-1110)

COMMENTARY.
4 The Quality *—called

4 blue * ;—the 4 Universal ’—as the Universal

* blue 1

; that which ia related to these is
4 Gunatajjatisambaddham \
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1 The word Lotus would be useless *,—as the Rubstance will have been
already expressed by the word * blue This is explained by the words

—

* .4s what is related, etc. etc.’ ;
—

* the two factors * are the Quality and the

Universal.

The following might be urged (by the other party)—“ Even though
the word ' 4 blue ’ denotes the substance possessing that quality and belonging

to that Universal,—yet, inasmuch as the word 4

blue ’ has been found to

be applicable to several substances, the man who hears the word pronounced
does not obtain any definite idea of the Lotus, specifically ;—as the Cuckoo
and other things are also

4
blue *

; hence, the use of the word 4
lotus ’ becomes

useful, in that it serves to dispel the suspicion that other substances might
be meant ”.

This is not right ; as this assertion is made because the person mrfking

it does not know the subject under consideration. The subject under dis-

cussion is that under the theory that words denote positive things, there can

be no co-ordination, etc. If then, the word 4

lotus ’ is used only for the dis-

pelling of the said suspicion,—and not for the denoting of a substance,

—

then, in that case, a positive entity would not form the denotation of the

word ; as all that the word 4
lotus ’ will have done would be the dispelling

of the form wrongly imposed upon it. Then again, it is a self-contradictory

statement that is made, when it is asserted that 44 the word 4

blue * denotes

the substance Lotus ” and yet 44 there is no certainty produced in the mind
of the hearer That cannot form the denotation of a word, in regard to

which no certainty is produced. If it did, that would lead to absurdities.

Nor again is there any room for suspicion in what has been cognised with

certainty ; as
4

Certain Cognition * and 4 Uncertain Cognition ’ are mutually

destructive.

It might bo said that

—

44 Even though the words Blue and Lotus are not

applicable to the same thing, yet what are denoted by them—viz. the Quality

and the Universal—do subsist in the same substance,—and hence through

their denotations, thore would be co-ordination between them.”

This cannot be right ; as it would lead to absurd contingencies. In the

manner stated, there would be co-ordination between the words 4 Colour ’

and 4 Taste ’ also ; as what are denoted by them—i.e. Colour and Taste

—

subsist in the same substance, Earth. Further (under the explanation

offered) there would be no possibility of the expression
4 blue lotus * bringing

about the cognition of a Bingle thing ; as the two words would be separately

denoting the Quality and the Universal subsisting in the single substance

;

and unless the words bring about the cognition of the same thing, there can

be no co-ordination between them.—-Enough of this!—(1109-1110)

The following might be urged :

—

44 The word 4
lotus * does not denote

exactly the same thing that is related to the quality Blue and the Universal

4 Blue *
; it denotes something different. Hence the word 4

lotus ’ cannot

be useless.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1111).

If what belongs to the Universal * Lotus ’ is different from

WHAT IS RELATED TO THE QUALITY AND UNIVERSAL (BLUE),

—

THEN THE WORDS ‘ BLUE * AND ‘ LOTUS ’ CANNOT BE

CO-SUBSTRATE (CO-ORDINATED).

—

(1111)

COMMENTARY.

There is a hiatus after the particle * yadi ’ (* if ’).

1 They cannot be co-substrate * ;—i.o. they cannot be co-ordinated.

—

( 1111 )

%

The following might bo urged :
—“ Though the same Substance is

denoted by the word * blue \ and also by the word 4 Lotus —yet the word
4

blue ’ denotes the Substance, not as something related to the Universal
4 Lotus \ but as related to tho Quality Blue and the Universal 4 Blue ’

;

consequently, the word ‘Lotus’ is used for the purpose of expressing the

fact of the substance being related to the Universal 4 Lotus ’
; and as such it

cannot be useless.”

This argument is raised and answered in the following :

—

TEXTS (1112-1114).

IF THE WORD ‘ BLUB ’ DOES NOT DENOTE THE SUBSTANCE RELATED

to the Quality and the Universal (Blue) as related to

the Universal ‘ Lotus —then the substance as related to

the Universal ‘ Lotus ’ should be something totally

DIFFERENT
;
AS A MATTER OF FACT, WHAT IS RELATED TO THE

Universal * Lotus ’ is that same substance that is related

TO THE OTHER TWO (QUALITY AND UNIVERSAL ‘ Blue ’) ; AND THAT
SUBSTANCE HAS ALREADY BEEN EXPRESSED, IN ITS ENTIRETY

—

NOT IN PART,—BY THE WORD ‘ BLUE —AND HAS ALSO BEEN
APPREHENDED BY THE VERBAL COGNITION BROUGHT ABOUT BY
THAT WORD ;—SO THAT THE WORD ‘ LOTUS ’ WOULD BE ENTIRELY

USELESS.

—

(1 112-1114)

COMMENTARY.

If the word ‘blue’ does not denote the Substance related to the Quality

and tho Universal ‘ Blue \ as related to tho Universal 4 Lotus ’,—then (there

is the following incongruity).

The substance as related to the Universal 4 Lotus ’ is not something entirely

different from the substance as related to the Quality and Universal * Blue —
on the basis whereof on the denotation of the Substance related to tho

Quality and Universal 4 Blue there might bo no denotation of the Substance
as related to the Universal 4 Lotus As a matter of fact, however, there is
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no difference between the correlatives in the two cases ; and hence the two
substances must also be the same ; and hence it cannot be right that on the
denotation of one there should be no denotation of the other.

Further, even admitting what has been said,—the substance related to

the Universal ‘ Lotus * may be different from that related to the Quality and
the Universal * Blue ’

; even so the word * Lotus ’ would be useless. Because
that impartite tiling which is related to the Universal * Lotus ’ is exactly

what is related to the two factors of the Quality and the Universal ‘ Blue —
it is not anything different from it ; and as that thing is impartite, it

must have been denoted in its entirely, by the word * bluo ’
; and it would

also have figured in the Verbal Cognition—brought about by that word ;

—

hence what would be left there undenoted in the denoting of which the

word 1 Lotus ’ would have its use ?—(1112-1114)

TJddyolakara has argued as follows :
—

“ The assumption (made by the

Buddhist) that 4 the object being impartite, whenever it is cognised, it is in

its entirety, not in part ’ is not possiblo ; because the word 4 sarva (‘ entire
4 whole ’), is applied to things not -one (several), while the word 4

Ika ’ is

applicable to the part."

Anticipating this argument, the Author provides tho following answer

to it :

—

TEXTS (1115-1116).

If (it BE SAID THAT), IN REGARD TO a THING DEVOID OF PLURALITY, THE
ASSUMPTION OF THE ALTERNATIVES OF ‘ ENTIRETY * AND

s SEVERALTY * (' PLURALITY ’) IS NOT POSSIBLE,—SUCH AN
ASSERTION COULD ONLY PROCEED FROM IGNORANCE OF

THE MEANING OF THE SENTENCE (USED BY US).

What we made clear was that the first

WORD * BLUE * ITSELF EXPRESSED ALL THAT

HAD TO BE EXPRESSED, AND NO
PART OF ITSELF WAS LEFT (UN-

EXPRESSED). 1 115-1116)

COMMENTARY.

4 Devoid of plurality ’—i.e. the thing without parts.

4 The assumption, etc. etc',—the assumption of the alternatives—viz.

:

whether what figures as the object of the cognition is the thing in its entirety,

or in parts.

Tins assertion proceeds from ignorance of what our statement means.

For instance, what is meant by our statement that 4 by tho very first word
4 blue ’ tho thing lias been expressed in its entirety ’ is as follows :—What has

been expressed is the thing exactly as it stands, and no aspect of it has been

left out, for tho denoting of which the word 4 lotus ’ would be required

;

because the thing lias no parts.—Such being our meaning, the argument urged

37
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by Uddyotakara is in the nature of Verbal Casuistry (attributing a meaning

to our statement nover intended by us).—(1115-1110)

Thus, just as the word * lotus ’ would be useless, so also the use of

such words as * non-eternal ’ would be useless ; or if they were used, they

would be only synonyms,—like the words ‘ tam ’ and 4 pddapa * (both of

which stand for tree).—This is the application of the said reasoning to other

cases indicated in the following

—

TEXT (1117).

In this same way, the uttering of other words also would be

FRUITLESS. In FACT, THE UTTERANCE OF SUCH WORDS WOULD
ONLY MEAN SO MANY SYNONYMS.

—

(1117)

COMMENTARY.
4 Udiranam *—i.e. use, utterance.
4 Uktau ’—i.e. in the uttering.

This idea lias been expressed in the following statement :
—

' A certain

thing having been entirely takenup by a word—or by an idea,—there remains
nothing else that could be expressed by another word or Idea ; hence these

would be synonyms ’.—(1117)

The following might be urged :
—

“ Under the theory of the Buddhist
also, when a certain thing has been expressed by a word, there could be no
doubtful or wrong cognition in regard to other aspects, and hence why
should there not be the incongruity of no other words being used ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1118-1119).

For us, no external thing is expressed by the word
;
nor is any

Idea of external things held to proceed from words,

—

by virtue of which, the thing in its entirety
HAVING BEEN TAKEN UP BY THESE TWO, ANY

SUBSEQUENT WORD WOULD BE A
MERE SYNONYM OF THAT

WORD.

—

(1118-1119)

COMMENTARY.

4 These two '—i.e. the said word and the said Idea.
4 Subsequent —coming later on.—(1118-1119)

Question “ Why is not the objection regarding the absence oj co-

ordination applicable to the view under which the denotation of words is
4
illusory ’ ?

”

Answer :

—
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TEXTS (1120-1121).

What is produced by the word, in due course, is only the Reflection ;

AND IT IS THROUGH DELUSION THAT THIS APPEARS AS One

and as external. The Co-ordination and other
RELATIONS ARE DUE TO THE REFLECTION.

In REALITY, ALL THESE WORDS ARE
HELD TO BE OBJECT-

LESS.—(1120-1121)

COMMENTARY. .

When the word * blue ’ is uttered, what it brings about first of all is the

conceptual Reflection, excluded (differentiated) from all non-blue things, and
scintillating over the Lotus and other (blue) tilings and hence not excluding

these latter, and conceived (objectively) in the external form
;
then when

subsequently, the word ‘ Lotus ’ is uttered, what it brings about is the con-

ceptual Reflection, excluded from all that is non-lotus, and with the form of

only one external thing superimposed upon it ;—in this way, in due course,

there is brought about an illusory (conjunct) conceptual Reflection, excluded

from the ‘ non-blue * and the ‘ non-lotus with the one external form imposed

upon it ;—end it is in consequence of this that an illusory co-ordination

becomes possible.

'* Why is it not so, in reality ?
*’

Answer :—In reality , all these words are held to be objectless.—

(

1120-

1121)

It has been argued (under Text 973, by Kumdrila ) that—“ there can be

no connection between the Apoha and Gender, Number, etc

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1122).

AS FOR THE CONNECTION OF GENDER AND NUMBER, IT IS NOT PRESENT

tn Individuals also ; in fact, such connection is based

ENTIRELY UPON CONVENTIONS SET UP BY THE WHIMS

OF PEOPLE
;
IT IS NOTHING REAL. (1122)

COMMENTARY.

The fact of Gender, Number, etc. belonging to things is not admitted.

In fact it is due entirely to Conventions set up at whim.
* In Individuals also ’—the term 1

also ’ is meant to include the Apoha.

The argument may be formulated thus :—When one tiling does not follow

the presence and absence of another thing, then it cannot belong to it ;

—

e.g. Coolness and Fire ;—Gender and Number do not follow the presence and

absence of individual things,—hence there is non-perception of the wider

term (which implies the non-existence of the narrower).—(1122)
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Tho following Text shows that the Reason just adduced cannot »>e said

to be * not admitted ’ :

—

TEXT (1123).

There are three words (denoting the same thing)
—

* Tatuh ’

(Masculine) * Tatam ’ (Neuter) and ‘ Tati * (Feminine)
;
and

YET ANY ONE THING CANNOT HAVE THREE FORMS ;

FOR IF IT DID, THEN, ALL COGNITIONS

WOULD HAVE TO BE VARIEGATED IN

CHARACTER .—

(

1123)

COMMENTARY.

If Gender really belonged to tilings, then, on account of tho tlireo

words— ‘ tafah \ ‘ tatam ’ and ‘
tafi ’—in three genders, being applicable to

the same tiling (Bank of rivers) ;—the tiling would have tliree forms ; and it

is not possible for one and the same tiling to have the tliroe forms—Masculine,

Neuter and Feminine ; if it did, it would cease to lie one tiling. If, even in

the presence of mutually incompatible projicrties, things were to be one, then

the entire universe would become a single thing ; and in that case it would

all be produood aud destroyed at one and the same time.

Then again, on account of all tilings being expressed, by either one word

or by another, as having the three genders, all cognitions relating to tliem

would have to be variegated in character.—(1123)

The following might be urged :
—“ Even though all tilings may liavo

three genders, yet the cognitions of things would appear exactly os envisaging

that form alone which the speaker may desire to speak of ; hence they could

not be of variegated character.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1124).

If they were dependent upon the speaker’s whim, then the

Cognitions would not envisage the things at all. Under
THAT WHIM, THE COGNITIONS SHOULD BE OF ONE

FORM, AND YET THE THING IS NOT OF

ONE FORM.

—

(1124)

COMMENTARY.

* Tf they, etc —i.e. if the cognitions were dependent upon the whim.
If, through the Speaker’s whim, tho Cognitions be of one form, then

the Cognitions in question could not envisage things of three kinds (as

having three Genders) ; because no single thing has that (mixed) form ; and
it would thus be as objectless as the visual cognition of sound !

4 Tadvash&t —i.e. through the speaker’s whim.—(1124)
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Some people think that “ the three genders in the case of the words
cited may be explained as pertaining to the three states of the thing con-

cerned (River-bank),—the three states being those of destruction, appearance

and continuance

That this also cannot be right is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1125).

If the application of the genders were based upon the states

of continuance, appearance and destruction ,—then, all the
three genders would become applicable

to all things.

—

(1125)

COMMENTARY.

There is a hiatus after ‘ sydt

'

(the conditional clause ending there).

If the ‘ application ’—regulation—of genders were based upon the states

of continuance and the rest, then all the three genders would be applicable

to all things,—like the River-bank, the Chain and so forth. Because, as

in the case of the River-bank, so elsewhere also, all the three states of con-

tinuance and the rest would be there. Otherwise, there should not be three

genders in the case of the three words ‘ tatah ’, * tafi * and ‘ tatam ’ also ;
as

there is no difference between the two cases. Thus the definition proposed

becomes too wide.—(1125)

The definition is ‘ too narrow ’ also, because it is not true in all cases ;

—

this is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1126).

There are three words used (in connection with non-entities)

—

‘ Abhdvah * (Masculine), ‘ Nirupdkkyam * (Neuter) and
‘ Tuchchhata * (Feminine) ; what sort of connection

with the states of continuance, etc. could

be assumed en regard to the non-

entities (spoken of by these

words) ?—(1126)

COMMENTARY.

Even in the case of non-entities,—such as the Hare’s Horn and the

lake,—the states of continuance, etc. are not there ; and yet in regard to them
words of all three genders are applied—in the shape of ‘ abhavah ’ (Masculine*

Non-existent), ‘ Nirupdkhyam ’ (Neuter, Featureloss) and ‘ Tuchchhata

(Feminine, Insignificant). So that the proposed regulation of genders

cannot include such cases ; hence it is too narrow.—(1126)
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TEXTS (1127-1130).

Op things,—‘ appearance ’ is Birth ;
‘ destruction ’ Vi perishing ;

and ‘ continuance ’ is the Thing in its oum farm. Now in

Birth there is NO perishing
;
why then is it spoken of as

‘ Ulpattih * (Feminine) ? Nor is there existence in Us own form
;

WHY THEN is it spoken of as ‘janma ' (Neuter) ? In Destruction

also, the other two states are not there
;
why then is it

spoken of as ‘ tirobhdvah ’ (Masculine), ‘ ndshah ' (Masculine)

and ‘ tirobhavanam ’ (Neuter) ? As regards Continuance also,

ON WHAT GROUND IS IT SPOKEN OF AS ‘ Sthitill ’ (FEMININE) AND
* svabkavah ’ (Masculine) ?—If the form of these is not dif-

ferentiated, THEN THEY SHOULD ALWAYS BE IN ONE AND THE

SAME GENDER.

—

(1127-1130)

COMMENTARY.

For the following reason, the explanation provided is too narrow.

—

Because in connection with the same said states of Continuance and tho rest,

it is found that to each of these, words of all the three genders are applied.

For instance, Appearance is spoken of as
4
utpadal} ’ (Birth, Masculine)

;

Destruction is spoken of as
1 ndshah ’ (Perishing, Masculine) ; Continuance is

spoken of as ‘ dtmasvarupam ’
(its own form. Neuter).—Now as regards

Appearance, there can be no 1 continuance * or 4 destruction * in it ; how
then could such words as

1

uipattih

’

(Feminine) and 4janma* (Neuter)

bo applied to it ? Similarly as regards Destruction, there can be no 4 con-

tinuance * or ‘ appearance 1

in it ; how then could it be spoken of by such

terms as 4
tirobhdvah * (Masculine),

4 vindshah '

(Masculine) and 4
tirobha-

vanam * (Neuter) ?—-The particle
4 apt ’ in tho Text servos to show that

Destruction itself could not be spoken of by that same word.—Similarly,

as regards Continuance, Destruction and Appearance being impossible

therein,—it lias to lie explained on what grounds it is spoken of as 4

sthilih
’

(Feminine) and 4 Svabhdvah

'

(Masculine).

It might be said that

—

44 inasmuch ns these, Continuance and the rest,

are not differentiated among themselves, each of them may be capable of

taking all the three Genders

The answer to this is stated in the words

—

4

If theform of these, etc. etc'
;
—

that is, if the form of these is not differentiated from each other, then there

should, in reality, be only one, not three. Genders.—(1127-1130)

The other party sayB :

—

44 The Feminine, Masculine and Neuter are so

many different Universale, like the Universal * Cow ’ and the like.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1131).

If the Feminine and the rest be held to be so many different
UnIVERSALS,—THEN ALL SUCH SHOULD BE REGARDED AS

DISCARDED BY THE REJECTION OF THE
‘Universal’ itself.—(1131)

COMMENTARY.

On a previous occasion, in course of |he Examination of the ‘ Universal

all particular Universals also have been discarded ; hence there can be no

such particular Universals ns ‘ Feminine ' and the rest. Hence the definition

provided is an ‘ impossible ’ one.—(1131)

Then again, in connection with the particular Universals, we find,—even

without any other Universal, the application of such words as 1
jdtih ’

(Feminine), ‘ bhdvah ’ (Masculine), * sdmdnyam ’ (Neuter) ;—hence the

definition provided turns out to be ‘ too narrow —This is what is shown
in the following :

—

TEXT (1132).

Such words are applied to particular Universals, as ‘jdtih ’

(Feminine), * bhavafr * (Masculine) and * sdmdnyam ’ (Neuter).

Nor is it possible for Universals to subsist in

other Universals themselves.

—

(1132)

COMMENTARY.
1 Nor is it possible, etc. etc *.—Because the doctrino (of tho other party)

is that Universals are devoid of Universals. This has been said on the

basis of the doctrine of the Vaishifiktu.

The Vaiydkaranas, Grammarians, however regard Universals as subsisting

in Universals also ; as declared in the following passage— ‘ Even when the

object and the Universal are denoted, all words are denotative of the

Universal, inasmuch as all things exist in the form of their functions

( Vdkyapadiya, 3. 16).—What these people mean is as follows :—The theories

laid down in regard to Universals by other philosophers need not necessarily

be accepted by Grammarians ; as a matter of fact, Universals are inferred

from the effects of the functions of the connection between the word and

the resultant cognition ; and there can be no limit placed upon such Universals-

Hence the basis of the term 4 Universals ’ consists in that Universal which

has a common substratum as inferred from the perception of the effects

of the said functions. What is meant by the Universal
4
existing in the

form of their functions ’ is that their special character is restricted by the

functions of tho word and the resultant Idea.

Tiiis theory should be taken as rejected by what has been said (under

Text 1131, second line) that 4

all such Universals should be taken as dis-
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carded by the rejection of the Universal itself (in the chapter on Universale ).'

—

(1132)

The following Text states the objection tliat is equally applicable to all :

—

TEXT (1133).

How TOO CAN THERE BE SUCH WORDS AS ‘ Abhdvoll ' (MASCULINE),
4 Nirwpdkhyam ’ (Neuter) and * Tuchchhnia

’
(Feminine) ?

—

From all this it follows that the entire scheme

of three Genders is purely conven-

tional.

—

(1133)

COMMENTARY.

There is no Universal in non-entities like the Hare’s Horns ; because it is

a property of entities ; consequently the application of the words ‘ abhdra *

and the rest to non-entities should be impossible. Consequently the said

rule regarding Genders is ' too narrow

Thus it follow8 that the entire scheme of the tlireo Genders is based
solely upon Conventions made according to the whim of speakers.—(1133)

The following Text shows that Number also (like Gender) cannot follow

the presence and absence of the real state of tilings :

—

TEXT (1134).

Number also is purely conventional, and is assumed through the
whim of the Speaker, even when there is discrimination

BETWEEN DIFFERENCE AND NON-DIFFERENCE
; AS IS FOUND

IN THE CASE OF WORDS LIKE
1 Dora * (WlFE), ETC.

and 4
Vipina ’ (Forest), etc.—(1134)

CON11ENTARY.

Number also is purely conventional, not real. In the case of words
like 4 data ’ (which stands for wife, and is yet treated as Masculine, and always
Plural), though there is no difference (in what is denoted by this word and
that denoted by other words like ‘patni etc.), yet its peculiar gender (and
number) has been determined by mere whim.

Thus the Reason put forward by us cannot be said to be * Unproven *.

For instance, the Plural or the Singular Number of words is not always
based upon the real multiplicity and singularity of things

; e.g. in the case of
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such words as ‘ darah \ ‘ sikatd 1 vargS *, etc.—even though there is no

real multiplicity, yet they are used in the Plural Number. Similarly in the

case of such words as ' Vana ’, * Tribhuvana \
1 Jagat ’, ' tjSannagari ’,

—

even though there is no singularity, yet they are used in the Singular

Number. Hence our Reason cannot be said to bo * Unproven \

Nor is our Reason ‘ Inconclusive ’
; for, if it were so, then everything

would belong to everything.

Lastly, because our Reason subsists in things where the Probandum

is known to be present, therefore it cannot be said to be ‘ Contradictory —

-

(1134)

In the following Texts the Author urges the fallacy of ‘ being unproven ’

against the Buddhist’s Reason—from Kum&rila's point of view :

—

TEXTS (1135-1136).

“ If words like ‘ Darah * are used in reference to the Individual

as well as the Universal, it is so applicable on the basis of

the Number of either Individuals or the Components.

—

The word ‘ Vana ’ denotes either Individuals as

QUALIFIED BY THE NUMBER OF THE UNIVERSAL, OR

the Universal as subsisting in a plurality

of Individuals.” [Shlokav&rtika-Vanavfida

92-94.]—(1135-1136)

COMMENTARY.

Kumarila argues as follows “ The word ' darah ’ is applied sometimes

to the Universal and sometimes to the Individual ; when it is applied to the

Universal, then it is used according to the Number of the Individuals,

—

and these Individuals consist in the many women ;
when however it is applied

to the Individual, then it is used in accordance with the Plurality of the

Components of the Individual, in the form of her hands, feet and other limbs.

In the case of the word ‘ Vana ’, what are denoted are the Individuals,

in the shape of the Mango, Khadira, PalSsha and other particular trees, as

qualified by the Number (Singular) of the Universal * Tree ’ subsisting in all

those individual trees ; and that is why the word is used in the Singular

Number 1 vanam *

;

as what it denotes is the Substance qualified by the

Number of the Universal. Or what is denoted by the word ‘ vana ’ is the

Universal itself as subsisting in the Individual trees, Dhava and the rest ;

lienee it is used in the Singular Number, the said Universal being one only.
”

-(1135-1136)

The answer to the above is as follow's :

—
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TEXT (1137).

In this way all words in the Singular Number become doomed.
Ip it be argued that “ in the case of other words (in the

Singular Number) the Speaker’s wish does not lie

THAT WAY ”,—THEN THAT wish ITSELF MIGHT
BE THE BASIS IN THE CASES IN

QUESTION ALSO.—(1137)

COMMENTARY.

In the way described above,—all words in the Singular Number,—like
vjrkqah become doomed,—discarded ; as the said reasoning would apply

everywhere. As in regard to every word in the Singular Number, it might
be said that “ if the word is used in reference to the Individual, etc.”.
{Kum&rila's words in the preceding Text.)

It might be argued that—“ in the case of other words,—like ‘ vyk^ah *

the Speaker’s wish does not lie towards speaking of the Individuals and the
Universals ”.

In that case, Number (in words) would not bo in accordance with the
number of things,—on the contrary, the presence and absence that would
determine the Number (in words) would be the Speaker’s wish itself. In
that case, in the case of words like

4 dardh ’ also, that same wish may very
well form the determining factor; the idea being that, even when there is
no diversity (multiplicity) in the thing, the Plural Number is used because
there is the Speaker’s wish to speak of it as many.

Thus our Reason is not 1

unproven ’.—(1137)

It 1ms been asserted (by Kum&rila, quoted under Text 1136) that

—

the word 4 vana ’ denotes the Individuals as qualified by the Number of
the Universal ”.

The answer to this is as follows

TEXT (1138).

There can be no Number in the Universal at all.—Even if the
Number were there in the Universal, how could the Indi-
viduals BE QUALIFIED BY THAT NUMBER " [THEY COULD
BE so qualified] through the connection of what is

connected (indirectly), or through direct
CONNECTION ITSELF [If THIS BE HELD

THEN THE ANSWER WOULD BE AS IN
the following Text.]—(1138)

COMMENTARY.

There can be no Number in the Universal
; as it subsist* in substance

only.

<. V.:
• i VI 'V* <
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This has been said in accordance with the doctrine of the Vaish^oikas.

In case that doctrine is not accepted, and it is held that Number does belong

to the Universal,—then, in what way could it be established that the

Individuals, Dhava and other trees, are qualified by that Number (of the

Universal) ?

The following explanation might be offered :
—“ It could be so

established either (indirectly )
through the connection of the connected, or through

direct Connection itself ;
that is, if the Number is something different from the

Universal, then the Universal would be connected with the Singular Number,

and without Universal there would be connection of the Individuals, trees,

Dhava and the rest ;
thus the qualifying of the Dhava and other Individual

Trees would be done indirectly ;—if, on the other hand, the Number is not

something different from the Universal, then that would be directly connected

with the Individual Trees, which would thus become qualified by that

Number. In this way it would be established that the Individuals are

* qualified by the Number of the Universal ’.—(1138)

The following Text supplies the answer to the explanation given (in the

latter part of the preceding Text )
:

—

TEXT (1139).
t

If it be so, then even a single Tree could be spoken of as * Vana ’

(Forest) ;
several trees also are spoken of as such only

through Connection, and that is present in the

single Tree also.

—

(1139)

COMMENTARY.

If the application of the word ‘ vana ’ to Individual Trees, Dhava and

the rest, be due only to tire presence of the connection of the Connected, or

of Connection itself, then even a single tree could be spoken of as * Vana *

;

as the basis of the application would be present there. For instance, even

the several trees

—

Dhava and the rest—are spoken of as ‘ Vana \ only through

the connection of the Number of the Universal —and not through anything

else; and this connection is present in the single Tree also why then

should this also not be spbken of as * vana ’ ?—(1139)

It lias been asserted (in Text 1136, by KumSrila) that “ the word ‘ vana *

may be taken as denoting the Universal subsisting in the many individual

trees)

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1140).

That (Universal) which subsists in the many individual trees

IS THE SAME THAT SUBSISTS IN THE SINGLE INDIVIDUAL (TREE),

—

THE BASIS THEREOF BEING THE SAME IN BOTH OASES ;

CONSEQUENTLY, THE IDEA OF ‘ Vana ' (FOREST)

SHOULD BE THERE IN CONNECTION WITH

THE SINGLE TREE ALSO.

—

(114(0

COMMENTARY.

Under the said view also, a single Tree could be spoken of as ‘ T ana \

Because what the word ‘ vana ' denotes is the Universal as subsisting in the

many Individuals ; and that same Universal subsists in the single Individual

tree, Dhava also ;
thus the basis of the notion of ‘ vana

'

being the same in

all cases, why should the notion of * vana ’ not appear in connection with the

single tree also 1—(1140)

In the following Text, tho Author sums up liis Reasoning :

—

TEXT (1141).

Thus the use of words in the Singular and other numbers should

BE REGARDED THROUGH CONCOMITANCE AND NON-CONCOMITANCE,

AS DEPENDING ENTIRELY UPON THE SPEAKER’S WHIM,

—

NOT UPON THE REAL STATE OF THINGS ; AS IT

IS NOT ALWAYS IN ACCORDANCE WITH

THIS LATTER.

—

(1141)

COMMENTARY.
* As it is, etc. etc ; because the real state of tilings is not exactly as

expressed by the words.—(1141)

It has been argued (under Text 973, by Kumdrila) that
—“ the Apoha

can have no connection with Gender and Number, etc.”; where the * etcetera *

is meant to include the connection of Action, Time and so forth.

This is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1142).

The Connection of Action, Time, etc. has been already rejected

before. Hence all these also are purely conventional,

and do not really subsist in Individuals

also.—(1142)
9

.
COMMENTARY.

‘ Before \—i.e. in course of the rejection of such concepts as Action,

Time and so forth, the connection also of Action, etc. has been discarded

;

hence these also cannot belong to things.

' Conventional ’—created by Convention.—(1142)
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Even granting that these (Gender, Number, Action, etc.) belong to things,

—inasmuch as the Apoha in the form of the ‘ Reflected Image ’ ia appre-

hended by deluded persons as something external,—through this appre-

hension, connection with Gender, Number and the rest would be there through

the Individual.—Hence what has been asserted (by Kumarila, under 973)

to the effect that—“ the Individual being something that cannot bo spoken

of by words, the connection cannot be through that either ”,—is * Incon-

clusive \

It is also ‘ unproven \
4 unadmitted \ under the theory that all this

is purely ‘ illusory ’
; this latter fact is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1143).

In FACT, THE Apoha IS DENOTED as apprehended in the form of THE

Individual ; and the Apoha therefore is connected with

gender, etc. through that Individual.

—

(1143)

COMMENTARY.

* Apoha is denoted ’—by the Word.
4 Tat ’—Therefore.

* Asya ’—of the Apoha.—(1143)

It has been argued (imder 974, by Kum&rUa) that—“ in the case of

Verbs,
1

the exclusion of other things ’ is not npprehendod

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1144).

The Word is used only for the purpose of brinoing about the

COGNITION OF THE THING INTENDED ;
HENCE THE ‘ EXCLUSION

OF WHAT IS NOT-INTENDED * BECOMES APPREHENDED

BY IMPLICATION.

—

(1144)

COMMENTARY.

That “ in the case of Verbs the exclusion of other things is not

apprehended ” cannot be admitted. Because when a person uses a word, it

is not because he is addicted to such use, but for the purpose of bringing

about the cognition,—in the person hearing the word—in regard to a certain

thing that is intended, desired, to be known. Consequently, when the desired

thing is apprehended, the exclusion of the undesired thing also becomes appre-

hended by implication ; as the ‘ desired ’ and the
1

undesired * are mutually

exclusive.—( 1144)

It might bo argued that “ all things are desired ”.—The answer to that

is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1145).

All things cannot be desired,

;

as, en that case, there would be no

RESTRICTION REGARDING ANY DENOTATIONS. HENCE IN THE

CASE OP WORDS LIKE ' COOKS * AND THE LIKE,

THERE IS CLEARLY * SOMETHING EX-

CLUDED ’.—(1145)

COMMENTARY.

If all things were * desired ’ (to be expressed), then there could be no re-

striction regarding the denotation of words ; in that case, it would not be

possible for the hearer to undertake any activity that might be called for

on the hearing of the word ;
consequently it cannot be right that all things

are desired (to be expressed).

From all this it follows that in the caso of words like * cooks ’ (Verbs)

there is
4
exclusion of the undesired \ by implication ; and it is quite clearly

apprehended.—( 1 145)

The following Texts also proceed to show how the said
4 exclusion of the

unintended * is expressed by implication :

—

TEXTS (1146-1147).

When the verb * pachati * (‘ Cooks ’) is uttered, what is understood

is that ‘ he is not doing nothing,—nor is he eating or gambling *

—

WHERE THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF OTHER ACTS ’ IS CLEARLY APPRE-

HENDED. Thus, whatever is intended (to be spoken),

THERE IS ALWAYS SOMETHING * EXCLUDED ’ BY THE
‘ Relative negation \—this something being

‘ DOING NOTHING * AND ALSO OTHER AOTS

(THAN THE ONE MEANT TO BE SPOKEN

OF BY THE VERB

USED).—(1146-1147)

COMMENTARY.

From the above it is clear that the verb * pachati * (cooks) excludes
1

doing nothing and also other acts like Eating, Gambling and the like,

—

which thus are the * excluded ’, through 4

Relative Negation ’. Hence the

assertion that “ there is nothing that is denied in the form of Relative

Negation M (Text 974) is not. true.

In the compound 4

Paryuddsatmakdpohyam ’,

—

4 paryaddsatmakam ’ is

to be taken as qualifying
4 apohyam \

4 Whatever is intended to be spoken of ’,—by that, there is something to bo
‘ excluded ’ through Relative Negation, in the shape of

4

doing nothing ’ and
the rest.—(1146-1147)
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It has been asserted (in Text 975, by Rumania) that—“ the * cooking ’

remains un-negatived in its own form
The following Text shows that this assertion involves self-contradiction

on the part of Kumdrila :

—

TEXTS (1148-1149).

Your assertion that “ the Cooking remains un-negatived in its

OWN FORM ” INVOLVES SELF-CONTRADICTION
J

BECAUSE THE
WORDS ‘ IN ITS OWN FORM ’ CAN ONLY MEAN THAT * THERE

IS NEGATIVING OF THE FORM OF OTHER ACTS *
\

OTHERWISE THE EMPHASISING WOULD BE

MEANINGLESS.

—

(1148-1 149)

COMMENTARY.

Question :
—“ In what way is there self-contradiction ?

”

Answer ;
—

‘ Because what the words, etc. etc. ’.—That is, when it is asserted

that * the Cooking remains nn-negatived in its oumform \ the emphasis laid

upon the last phrase indicates that the Cooking remains itself by negativing

the forms of other acts. If that were not the meaning, then the emphasis

that you have laid upon the phrase ‘ in its own form ’ would be meaningless,

as there would be nothing that would be precluded by that emphasis.—(1148

-1149)

It has been argued (under Text 976, by Rumania) that—“ the idea of

something to be accomplished, as also the idea of the Past, etc. would be

baseless ”.

This is answered in the following

—

TEXTS (1150-1151).

Apoha BEING FEATURELESS, WHAT SORT OF ‘ ACCOMPLISHMENT ’ COULD
THERE BE OF IT ? CERTAINLY THERE IS NO * ACCOMPLISHMENT *

of the * Sky-lotus ’ etc.—If it be urged that u
in-

asmuch as it is apprehended as a thing, it appears

as with features ”,—then (we ask) what if

it is so ?

—

[It may be said that] “ from
THIS IT WOULD FOLLOW THAT IT

HAS THE SAME PROPERTIES AS

ENTITIES.”

—

(1150-1151)

COMMENTARY.

If the Apoha has been apprehended by you as featureless, then how
can you say “ because it is accomplished ” ? Certainly thore is no accom-
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plishmcnt of such things as the ‘ sky-flower ’
; and that because all such aro

featureless.

The following might be urged
—“Even though Apoha is fontureless

in reality, yet by deluded persons it is conceived as something external,

and hence, it comes to appear as with features

The answer to this is—What if it is so ? That is, even if the Apoha

appears 1o bn with features, how does that help you in the present context ?

Tlie other party replies'
—

“ In that case, etc. etc. ;
that is, what follows

from it is that, just os the positive entity is apprehended in accomplished

form, so Apoha also, being cognised as having the same properties a« positive

entities, is apprehended as sometliing accomplished
;
hence the assertion that

‘it is accomplished * is quite right ”.-{1150-1151)

The answer to the above argument of the opponent is that, if it is as

just explained, then you yourself have shown the basis of the notion of

‘ being accomplished * and of tlmt of
4 post * and so forth, and consequently

you should not say that all this becomes baseless.

This is what is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1152).

Thus then, the notion of
£ being accomplished as also the con-

ception of the * Past 5

etc.,—being of the same form as

Positive entities,—comes to be based upon

that same.—(1152)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Based upon that same \—i.e. based upon tho apprehension of the

fact that they are of the same character as Positive entities.—(1152)

It lias been argued (under Text 977, by Kumurila) that—“ In the case of

all such denotations as Injunction and the rest, there is no idea of the

exclusion of other things

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1153).

In the case of all such Denotations as the Injunction and the

LIKE,—WHAT IS * EXCLUDED ’ (NEGATIVED) IS ‘ NON-EXISTENCE

ETC.,—EXACTLY THAT WHICH IS NOT MEANT TO BE SPOKEN

OP
;
BUT THIS IS DONE BY IMPLICATION,

—

NOT DIRECTLY BY THE WORD.—(1153)

COMMENTARY.

All such Denotations as tho Injunction and the like are always

differentiated from * Negation 5 and the rest, and are approhendod as such ;
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so that what is excluded ’ and negatived in their case is * non-existence ’,

which is what is not meant to be spoken of by the word concerned. Thus
there is here also the apprehension of the ‘ exclusion of other things \

—

(1153)

It has been argued (under Text, 077, by Rumania) thatr-“ In the case
of a negative appearing with another negative, what sort of Ajx>ha could be
thore ?

”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1154-1156).

Of similar kind would be the Apoha, when a negative is joined

WITH ANOTHER NEGATIVE ; JUST AS IT IS APPREHENDED WHEN
THERE ARE FOUR NEGATIVES. In SOME CASES, WHEN A NEGATIVE IS

ASSOCIATED WITH ANOTHER NEGATIVE, WHAT IS APPREHENDED FROM
IT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE

;
THE THIRD NEGATIVE EXPRESSES THE

NEGATION (ABSENCE) OF THAT POSITIVE THING ; AND WHEN FOR THE
NEGATIVING OF THAT AGAIN A FOURTH NEGATIVE IS USED, IF

THAT IS MEANT TO BE SPOKEN OF, WHAT IS DENOTED BY IT IS THE
* EXCLUSION OF ANOTHER \—(1154-1156)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Tachchatuqtaya, etc.
'—where there are four negatives.

Question :
—“ In wliat form is it apprehended ?

**

Answer :
—

‘ When a negative, etc. etc. ’.—The word ‘ arthah

'

is to be taken

as co-ordinated with the word * vidhih \

‘ Negation of that ’,—i.e. the negation of the said positive thing.

* For the negativing of that —i.e. for the negativing of what has been
expressed by the third negative (by itself), as apart from the positive factor.

* Turiyah ’—is fourth ;—the form being due to the rule which lays down
the addition of the affix ' yat * in the sense of making up, to the term ‘ chatur

and the elision of the first letter.

‘ If that is meant to be spoken of ',—i.e. on the use of the fourth negative.
‘ By it ’—i.e. by the fourth negative.
4 The exclusion of another is denoted ’ ;—i.e. it expresses the Reflection,

in the positive form, as differentiated from the negation expressed by the

third negative.—(1154-1156)

The Author makes this same idea clear by means of an Example :

—

38
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TEXTS (1157-1158).

When it is said ‘ mmu na pachati ’ (‘ It is not that he does not

COOK ’) WHAT IS UNDERSTOOD IS THAT ‘ HE COOKS *
| IP A THIRD

NEGATIVE IS ADDED, WHAT IS UNDERSTOOD IS EITHER THAT

‘ HE IS DOING NOTHING ’ OR THAT * HE IS DOING SOME-

THING OTHER THAN COOKING * —AND WHEN A

FOURTH NEGATIVE IS ADDED, WHAT IS UNDER-

STOOD IS SOMETHING DIFFERENTIATED

FROM THIS LAST, THAT IS, ‘ HE IS COOK-

ING \ SO THAT HERE THE * EX-

CLUSION OF ANOTHER ’ IS

SIMILAR TO THAT IN THE

case of the affirmative

sentence.—(1157-1158)

COMMENTARY.

* Differentiated , etc. ’—i.e. from the idea of his doing nothing, or of liis

doing something other than cooking.

‘ Exclusion of another is simitar to that in the case, etc. etc. * ;—Just as

in the case of the affirmative sentence ' He is cooking what is expressed

by implication is the negation of his doing nothing or doing something else,—
so also in the case of the second negative, it is seen that it expresses the

negation of the same doing nothing, etc. It is only for the purpose of making

things clearer that the use of four negatives has been cited.—(1157-1158)

It has been argued (under Text 978, by Kwndrila) that
—“ in the case

of the particles cha and the rest, there can be no connection with the

negative

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1159).

OF PARTICLES LIKE ‘ cha ’ THE MEANING INTENDED IS SOMETHING LIKE-

‘ COMBINATION *
J
AND THUS THERE WOULD BE * EXCLUSION BY

THAT, OF THINGS OTHER THAN THAT, IN THE SHAPE OF
‘ Option * and the like.

—

(1159)

COMMENTARY.

The term * ddi ’ is meant to include such terms as ‘ tx5 ’, which denote

option,—the term * api which denotes probability, connection, etc.,—the term
‘

tu * which denotes qualification,—and the term ‘ eva ’ which denotes em-

phasis.

‘ Other than that —i.e. other than Combination, etc.

* By that ’—i.e. by the term 4 cha \—(1159)
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It has been argued (under Text 978, by Kumdrila) that—“ In the case
of the meaning of the Sentence, ‘ exclusion of other tilings * cannot be
indicated

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1160-1161).

‘ The exclusion of others * is clearly understood in the case of
THE MEANING OF A SENTENCE. It IS ONLY THE DENOTATIONS OF
CERTAIN WORDS CONSTRUED TOGETHER THAT IS SPOKEN OF
AS 4 THE MEANING OF THE SENTENCE *

; WHAT WOULD BE * EX-
CLUDED * BY THESE WORDS WOULD CLEARLY BE THE THINGS
DIFFERENT FROM THOSE DENOTED BY THESE WORDS

; SO
THAT THE SAME WOULD BE ‘ EXCLUDED ’ BY THE MEANING
of the Sentence also. Because the meaning of the

Sentence IS nothing apart from the meanings of
THE WORDS (COMPOSING IT). (1160-1161)

COMMENTARY.

* Construed together ’—Related, as cause and effect.

* Things excluded '—by the words.

Objection :
—“ The denotation of words is one thing, and totally different

from that is the meaning of the Sentence
; why then is it said that what are

* excluded ’ by the denotation of the words would also be * excluded ’ by the

meaning of the sentence ?
”

Answer :
—

‘ It is nothing apart from that * ;—the meaning of the sentence

is not anything different from the denotations of the words,—in the shape of

something of a mixed character, like the colour of the Kalmd$a ; because

such a thing, if it existed, would bo perceived, and yet it is not per-

ceived.—(1160-1161)

This same idea is made clearer by means of an Example :

—

TEXT (1162).

When the meaning of the Sentence— * Chaitra, bring the cow —
HAS been comprehended, what is understood, by implica-

tion, IS THE Apoha (exclusion) of other agents,

OTHER OBJECTS AND SO FORTH (THAN

THOSE EXPRESSED by THE WORDS OF

the Sentence).—(1162)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of the said sentence, nothing else comes into the mind
except what is expressed by the words— * Chaitra ’ etc.—composing it ; and
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when Chaiira has been comprehended, the exclusion of non-chaitra also becomes

comprehended through implication. Otherwise,—if the ei'clusion of other

Agents, etc. wore not meant, then the mention of Chaitra, etc. would be mean-

ingless ; and hence no such sentence could be addressed by any person to

any one ; and there would be an end to all usage in the world.—(1162)

It has been argued (under Text 979, by Kumurila) that—“ notliing is

comprehended in the case of such words as
1 Non-exclusion of others *

(‘ ananyapoha ’)

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1103).

In the case of such words as * arutntjdpoha ’ (‘ non-exclusion of

OTHERS ’), WHAT IS COMPREHENDED CANNOT BE SOMETHING

POSITIVE, AS DESIRED BY THE OTHER PARTY ; BECAUSE

* the Universal and such other likely

POSITIVE DENOTATIONS HAVE BEEN

ALREADY DISCARDED. (1163)

COMMENTARY.

It is true that, in reality, nothing positive,—in the shape of the Universal,

etc. is comprehended ; because all these have been rejected in detail in

the Chapters dealing with the Universal, etc.—(1103)

Question :
—

“ What, then, is it that is comprehended ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1164).

In FACT, THE CONCEPTION THAT FOLLOWS FROM THIS WORD ENVISAGES

SOMETHING POSITIVE
;
AND IT IS ONLY LATER ON THAT THERE

APPEARS THE IDEA OF THE NEGATION (EXCLUSION) OF

WHAT IS DENOTED BY THE -WORD * Apoha \—(1164)

COMMENTARY.

Objection :
—

“ If it is held that thero appears the idea of the negation
of what is denoted by the word * Apoha \—then Apoha only should not
be regarded as the denotation of the word ; as that is negatived by it.”

Answer :

—
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TEXT (1165).

Words like this, however, are unconformable, as there is absence
of connection. All verbal cognitions do not always

envisage things as they actually exist.—(1165)

COMMENTARY.
‘ Words like this ’—i.e. Like ‘ ananydpoha
* Unconformable —i.e. not in conformity with any real state of things.

Question :
—“ Why so ?

”

Answer :
—

‘ As there is absence of connection * ;—i.e. there is no connec-
tion with any such tiling as is expressed by the word ; because any positive

entity in the shape of the Universal, etc. as denoted by words lias already

been rejected.

Question

:

—“ If that is so, then how is it that the word 4 Ananydpoha ’

brings about the idea of the
4

negation of what is denoted by the word ‘ Apoha '

(as just declared by you) ?
”

Answer :— 4 All verbal cognitions, etc. etc.'.—That is, there aro some
verbal cognitions, as arising out of impressions due to repeated false con-

ceptions, which envisage things that do not exist ; and either the existence

or non-existenco of things cannot be proved on the basis of such cognitions.

—

(1165)

It has been argued (under Text 979, by Kum&rila) that—“in the case

of such words as cognisable, knowable and the like, there can be nothing that

is ‘ excluded ’ ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1166).

In the case of such words as * cognisable * and * knowable —
which is it in whose case there is nothing ‘ excluded 1

?

Certainly, such a word is never used by in-

telligent MEN, ALONE BY ITSELF AND
SUDDENLY. (1166)

COMMENTARY.

Among the words 4

cognisable ’ and the like, which is it in whoso case

it is said that there is nothing 4 excluded ’ ?—If it is said in regard to the

word 4 knowable ’ alone by itself
, apart from any sentence, and independently

of all connection with other words,—then the argument is superfluous

;

because a word alone by itself is never used, and hence has no meaning at all.

This is what is shown in the text by the words

—

4
Certainly such a

word, etc. etc.' ;

—

4 alone ’,—without any other words.

—

4 Suddenly *—without

any context.

As a matter of fact, it is for the benefit of the listeners that words are

uttered,—not because the speaker lias the habit of using them ;—and a

single word could not confer any benefit on the listener, in the shape of remov-
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ing his doubt or ignorance. For instance, if the word did bring about in the

listener a cognition free from all doubt, after setting aside his doubts and

misconceived notions,—then it would have conferred a benefit on liim
;

no such benefit can be said to be conferred by any word used singly by itself.

-—(1166)

In fact, the use of the word has its use only in helping to remove the

doubt and ignorance of the listener and bring about his well-ascertained

cognition
; and hence it can be usefully used only in a sentence ;—tins is

what is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (1167-1168).

In fact, the Word is used by intelligent persons only for the

PURPOSE OF REMOVING THE DOUBTFUL AND WRONG IDEAS THAT

SOME ONE MAY HAVE IN REGARD TO A CERTAIN THING.

Consequently, it is only when used by such men

AND WHEN BRINGING ABOUT COGNITIONS FREE

FROM DOUBT AND MISTAKE THAT THE WORD
BECOMES USEFUL.—(1167-1168)

COMMENTARY.
* Areka ’ is Doubt.
* Some one ’—i.e. the listener.

* In regard to a certain thing ’—some object.

* For removing it, etc.’—i.e. for removing doubt and wrong notions.
‘ Tena ’—by such words as ‘ knowable ’ and the like.
4 Taih’—by the intelligent persons.—(1167-1168)

If what the opponent has said is with reference to the words in question

as occurring in a sentence,—then what is said cannot bo admitted.—This is

shown in the following

—

TEXTS (1169-1170).

What is regarded by dull-witted persons as open to doubt is

WHAT IS ‘ EXCLUDED ’ BY THE WORD IN QUESTION
J OTHERWISE,

THE UTTERANCE OF THE WORD WOULD BE USELESS.—If HE
DORS NOT REGARD ANYTHING AS OPEN TO DOUBT, THEN
WHY DOES HE ASK (ANOTHER PERSON) ABOUT IT ?

If one utters a word that does not
BRING ABOUT EMBELLISHMENT (ENLIGHTEN-

MENT),—HOW CAN HE BE REGARDED AS A
SANE-MINDED PERSON ?

—

(1169-1170)

COMMENTARY.
What is * excluded ’ by the word * knowable ’ occurring in a sentence

is just that which is regarded by dull-wiUed persons—persons with dull in-
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telligence,—as open to doubt. Hence it cannot be admitted that in the

case of words like ‘ knowable \ there is nothing that can be * excluded \
‘ Otherwise * ;—if it does not 1 exclude ’ what is doxibted by dull-witted

persons.

It might be argued that—“ The listenermay have not doubted anything

The answer to that is
—

‘ If he does not regard, etc. etc. ’.—If the listener

has no doubts regarding anything, then why does he seek for advice from

another person ? It is only for ascertaining things that one questions

another person ; otherwise he would be mad.

It might be argued that—“ Even if the listener lias any doubts regarding

anything, that doubt cannot be removed by the word in question.”

The answer to this is

—

4
If one utters a word, etc. etc.

*
;
—

* Samskara 7

is embellishment, in the form of the removal of the listener's doubt ; the word

that has this embellishment is one that brings about the said removal ; the

affix
4
leap 7

is added according to Panini's Sutra 4 Shifdd vibhaqa ’.

4 Bruvan ’,—the explainer using the word.
‘ How can he, etc. etc. *—That is, he would be insane. Because it is only

for the embellishment (enlightenment) of listeners that words are used.

—

( 1169 - 1170 )

Question :
—“ What, and in whAt sentence, is that which is open to

doubt in the mind of the dull-witted person,—which is
4 excluded ’ by the

word in question ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1171).

When it is asserted that ‘ Colour is cognisable by visual perception ’

—THIS CERTAINLY SERVES to ‘ EXCLUDE ’ (DENY) SOMETHING

SUPPOSED BY SOME PERSON.

—

(1171)

COMMENTARY.

‘ This *—i.e. the sentence
4 Colour is cognisable by Visual Perception \

—( 1171 )

Question :

—

44 What is it that is supposed ?
"

Answer :

—

TEXT (1172).

[The supposition is]

—

44 It is not by the Cognition through the

Eye alone that the Blue and other colours are cognisable,

—

but also by the one eternal Cognition, through

the Ear also.”—(1172)

COMMENTARY.

The dull-witted man might suppose that Colour is cognisable also

by the Eternal Cognition through the Ear ;—and it is this supposition that

is
4 excluded ’ (negatived) by the sentence

4 Colour is cognisable by the
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Cognition through the Eye ’
; the meaning being that— ‘ Colour is cognisable

by Cognition tlirough the Eyo only, not by Cognition through the Ear and other

organs ’.—-(1172)

TEXTS (1173-1174).

The word * cognisable ’ is used when there are such doubts as

—

(a) * are all things cognisable as momentary, or not ?

—

(b) Are all things cognisable by the cognition of an
all-knowing person ? (c) Are Negations, which do

NOT BRING ABOUT ANY COGNITION, COGNISABLE ?

—

(1173-1174)

COMMENTARY.

(a) ‘ Are all things cognisable as momentary, or not ?
’—(6) * Are all

things cognisable by the Cognition of an Omniscient Person ? *—(c) ‘ Are
Negations,—which are of the nature of the absence of all determining features,
and which do not even bring about a cognition—cognisable ? ’—When such
doubts appear, then, it is said— * all things are cognisable as momentary
and they are cognisable by an Omniscient Person ;—and Negations also are
cognisable ’.—And in all these what is ‘ excluded ’ (negatived) is the supposition
that ‘ things are cognisable as non-momentary ’ and so forth.—(1173-1174)

Question :
—

“ Is all this supposition negatived by the mere assertion
(of cogni8ability in a certain form) ?

”

Answer ;

—

TEXT (1175).

That they are cognisable, in the forms asserted follows from the
FACT THAT IT HAS BEEN PROVED THAT ALL THINGS ARE momentary
AND SO FORTH. NEGATION ALSO IS Cognisable AS iUuSOTy, AS

IT HAS BEEN PROVED THAT IT IS IN THAT FORM.—(1175)

COMMENTARY.
‘ In the f01™3 asserted i.e. as * momentary * and the rest ; as all this

has been established by proofs.

Question :
—“ How is Negation cognisable ?

”

Answer ‘ Negation also is cognisable, etc. etc. ’
‘ in thatform i.e. in

the form of Negation.

As a matter of fact, even non-entities are also somehow proved to exist,
hence they are regarded as cognisable ; if they were not so, then there could be
no usage regarding them.—(1175)

Says the Opponent : “ Are Words cognisable as emnescent (non-eternal),
or not ?—When this doubt is raised, and the answer is

—
‘ cognisable ’ ;
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if the man who is ignorant of the context in which the word ‘ cognisable ’

lias been uttered, hears only the word ‘ cognisable \ there does appear in

him some sort of a cognition of a nebulous character.—If then the word
4

cognisable ’ by itself (apart from a sentence) had no denotation, then how is

there the said cognition that is expressed by it ?
’*

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1176-1178).

That words like ‘ knowable ‘ cognisable * serve as the means

OF PRODUCING COGNITIONS (IDEAS) HAVING BEEN PERCEIVED ONLY

WHEN THEY APPEAR IN A SENTENCE,—IF, AT SOME OTHER TIME,

THEY ARE FOUND TO BE USED ALONE BY THEMSELVES, THE IDEA

THAT IS PRODUCED BY THEM, IN REGARD TO THINGS THAT ARE

NEBULOUS, IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH WHAT HAS BEEN FOUND IN

THE CASE OF THEIR USE IN A SENTENCE.—IN FACT’, IN THE CASE

OF WORDS LIKE ‘ JAR * ALSO, IT IS THE SAME
;
SO THAT THE WORDS

‘ KNOWABLE ’ AND THE LIKE ARE JUST LIKE THE WORDS ‘ JAR ’ AND

THE REST. (1176-1178)

COMMENTARY.

What the whole of this means is as follows :—As a matter of fact, there

is no Cognition following 'from the hearing of the word (‘cognisable’) by

itself ;
what happens in such cases is that the man has previously heard the

word used in a sentence as conveying a definite meaning,—so that when

lie subsequently hears it pronounced alone by itself, he lias his mind influenced

by the similarity of the word in the two cases, and he comes to presume

that he has understood its meaning. That this is so is shown by the

fact that under this latter presumption, the nebulous and wavering idea that

the listoner has is of those same things which he cognised on previous occasions,

when the word was used in sentences. This is exactly the same as in the case

of the ordinary words like ‘ Jar ’.—For instance, the question having been

put— ‘ Shall I bring water in a Jar or in the Hands ?—The answer is ‘ In

the Jar ’
; if the man who hears this last word alone is ignorant of the context

in which it has been uttered—the idea that lie has is in accordance with the

meaning of the word 4 Jar ’ that he had understood in those previous sentences

that he had heard with that word in them.

Thus then it follows that words like ‘ cognisable ’ are just as denotative

of particular tilings as other denotative words. This is what is pointed

out in the Text by the words

—

1 So that, etc. etc. ’.—(1176-1178)

It has been argued (under Text 980, by Kumarila) that— 1“ Rather than

assume the Thing 4 excluded \ it is far better to assume the thing itself

This is answered in the following

—
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TEXTS (1179-1180).

The statement that, “ Rather than assume the ‘ excluded * thing

IT IS FAR BETTER TO ASSUME THE THING ITSELF ”, IS SELF-CON-

TRADICTORY : AS IN EVERY CASE THERE IS ‘ EXCLUSION OF

SOME OTHER THING \ THAT THING ALONE IS ASSUMED

WHICH IS MEANT TO BE SPOKEN OF
J
HENCE THERE IS

IMPLICATION OF THAT WHICH IS MEANT TO BE

SPOKEN OF ; BUT ALL THINGS ARE NOT

MEANT TO BE SPOKEN OF.—(1179-1180)

. COMMENTARY.

4 Thing itself, etc. etc. \—It is an Entity,—not not a non-entity—meant to

bo spoken of, which is assumed by us, on the basis of actual cognition, to be
‘ denoted ’ by the word ; hence when that is apprehended, there is, through

Implication, the * Exclusion ’ of what is not meant to be spoken of ; so that

our explanation of the word and its denotation does not fail to apply in any

case.

In fact, it is in reference exactly to those cases where doubts are likely

to arise in the mind of the dull-witted person that our Teacher has made
the following statement :

—

4 Having assumed the non-cognisable, through

the exclusion of that, we have the inference of the cognisable'.—(1179-1180)

It has been argued (under Text 980, by Kumarila) that—“ Inasmuch as

the idealistic form of things has been denied, nothing internal (purely sub-

jective) can be denoted by words ”.

. The answer to that is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1181-1183).

As for the denial of the Idealistic form of things,—such denial is

IMPOSSIBLE BECAUSE THE PACT IS SELF-EVIDENT
J AS ACTUALLY

THERE ARE SEVERAL IMPOSITIONS WITHOUT ANY BASIC REALITY.

—

IT HAS TO BE ADMITTED THAT THERE MUST BE SOMETHING IN THE
Idea (or Cognition) itself which appertains specifically to
EACH OBJECT ENVISAGED BY IT

; AND THAT IS PRECISELY ITS
* NATURE ’ ;—AND THIS SAME ‘ NATURE ’ OF THE IDEA HAS BEEN
SPOKEN OF BY US AS ‘ FORM ‘ REFLECTED IMAGE *,

* APPEARANCE \
' Figuring ’, * Manifestation ’. So that there is only a differ-
ence IN THE NAME, WITHOUT ANY REAL DIFFERENCE.—(1181-1183)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Impossible '—to make.

Question :

—

11
In what way is the fact of the Thing being of the form

of the Idea (cognition) self-evident ?
”
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Answer :
—

‘ A3 actually there are, etc. etc. \—In Dreams and other forms

of cognition, it is found that, even in the absence of a real substratum, there are

imposed cognitions, clearly known to the meanest cowherd,—and this fact is

self-evident to every man in his own experience. It cannot be right to say

that “ in these cases what is cognised is the real thing as existing at other

places and at other times ” ;—because the thing cognised is not cognised in

that form ; and one thing cannot bo cognised in the form of any other thing ;

for if it did, tlien it would load to an absurdity.

Further, you will have to admit that there is some peculiarity in the

Cognition itself due to the cognised object,—by virtue of which, even though

as Cognition, every Cognition is the same, yet every individual cognition

differs from the other, so that in one there is apprehension of the Blue, not

of the Yellow colour ; and on this basis there is a differentiation in Cognition.

—

And when you admit this, then, by implication, it would also become admitted

that the Cognition has Jorm. Because without such form it would be im-

possible to definitely ascertain the particular nature of the Cognition. Hence

what you speak of as the * nature ’ of the Cognition is nothing other than

what we speak of as ‘ Form ’, ‘ Figuring ’ and so forth ; so that the only

dispute between us is one regarding names.—(1181-1183)

It has been argued (under Text 981, by Kum&rila) that
—

“ Nothing

excluded is noticed in the case of such words as * ivatn ’ and the like

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1184).

In the case of the word ‘ evam ’ (Thus), there is ‘ nanam ' (not

THUS) WHICH IS CLEARLY ‘ EXCLUDED *
J
IN THE SENSE OF ‘ IN

ANOTHER MANNER*.

—

(1184)

COMMENTARY.
t

‘ It is thus—and not thus \ in this way there is the idea of
1 another

manner ’ which is what is ‘ excluded ’—differentiated—by the word ‘ Siam \

* Thus ’
; and this is clearly apprehended.—So that our theory of \ erbal

Denotation does not fail to apply to this case also.—(1184)

In this way the criticisms urged by Kumdrila have been answered.

The Author now proceeds to answer those urged by Uddyotakara.

It has been argued (under Text 982, by Uddyotakara )
—“What is it

that is assumed to be excluded in the case of the word ‘ sarva ’, ‘ all ’ ?
”

The answer to that is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1185).

In the case of the WORD ‘ ALL * ALSO, as presented in actual usage,
THERE IS SOMETHING * EXCLUDED ’

J AND WHAT IS REGARDED AS

MEANT TO BE SPOKEN OF HERE ALSO LS THE * EXCLUSION

OF OTHERS ’.—(1185)

COMMENTARY.
Hero also, as in the case of words like ‘ knowable \ the word ‘all * is

never used alone by itself ; it is always used in a sentence ; hence what is
1

excluded ’ by it would be just that in regard to which there may be doubt in

the mind of dull-witted persons.
‘ Abhidhitsitah ’—meant to be spoken of.—(1185)

Question :
—“ What is it that is meant to be spoken of ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1186).

* All THINGS ARE SOULLESS ‘ 00 MEN ARE GONE \—IN SUCH SENTENCES,
WHAT IS APPREHENDED IS entirety

, AND WHAT IS ‘ EXCLUDED ’

IS A CERTAIN FACTOR.—(1186)

COMMENTARY.
Question :

—
“ What is the factor that is excluded ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1187).

There are such misconceptions as—‘ only external things like
the Jar are soulless ‘ ONLY some men can go *

;
AND IT IS

THESE THAT ARE ‘ EXCLUDED (1187)

COMMENTARY.
It has been argued (under Text 983, by Uddyotakara

)

that—“ If it bo
held that one and the rest are excluded by the word ‘all’, etc. etc ”.

The answer to that is as follows :

—

TEXT (1188).

In THE CASE OF THE WORD ‘ ALL THE NEGATION OF ALL PARTS IS NOT
WHAT IS MEANT TO BE SPOKEN OF

; HENCE THE INCONGRUITY OF
THE ‘ EXCLUSION OF ITS OWN MEANING ’ THAT HAS BEEN

URGED HAS BEEN SO UNDER IGNORANCE.

—

(1188)

COMMENTARY.
If it were meant that when the word ‘ all * is used in a sentence in the

course of usage, there is negation of ail pans,—then there might be ‘ exclusion
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of its own meaning —As a matter of fact however, what is held to bo
negatived is only that which is open to doubt by the dull-witted person ;

how then can there be any ' exclusion of its own meaning 5

?

The same reasoning applies to the case of such words as * Qdi * and the

like.—<1188)

It lias been asked (under Text 986)—“ Is it positive or negative ?
”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1189).

It is neither Positive, nor Negative
;
it is neither diverse NOR same

;

it is neither subsistent, nor non-subsistmt
; it is neither

one nor many.—(1189)

COMMENTARY.

Question :
—“ Why is it not positive ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1190).

In reality, it does not exist in the form in which it is apprehended
;

HENCE IT CANNOT BE POSITIVE. NOR IS IT NEGATIVE, AS IT

IS APPREHENDED AS AN ENTITY.

—

(1190)

COMMENTARY.

By deluded people it is apprehended as something external, and yet

it does not exist in that form ; and as having no external form, it is not

Positive.

Question :
—

“ Why cannot it be negative ?
”

Answer :

—

4 Nor is it negative, because it is apprehended as an entity ’

;

and yet, as it presents itself as something external, it cannot bo said to be

entirely negative.—(1190)

Question :
—

“ Why cannot Apoha be of the nature of * diversity ’ or of

‘sameness * ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1191).

• Diversity ’ (Difference) and * Sameness ’ (Non-difference), etc.

ARE RESIDENT IN entities
;

WHILE THE * DENOTATION OF

WORDS ’ IS ENTIRELY FEATURELESS ; HENCE THE SAID

CHARACTERS HAVE NO PLACE HERE.

—

(1191)

COMMENTARY.
4 Diversity and sameness, etc.

*—i.e. Difference and Non-difference, etc.

—

the 4
etc.’ including

4

being subsistent ’ and 4 non-subsistent ’ and so forth.
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All these are properties residing in Entities only ; how could they reside in the

Apoha which has its body created only by the artist of Conceptual Thought ?

It has been argued that—“ Apoha being of the nature of Action, its

objective has to be pointed out

The reason put forward is not admitted ; because the Apoha denoted by
the Word is of the nature of a ‘ Reflected Image *

; and this Reflected Image,

being in the form of the apprehended external object, cannot be a mere
negation.

For the same reason there is no room for the optional alternatives set

forth (by Uddyotakara )—as to whether it has, for its objective, the Cow,

or the Non-Cow ; as it is always apprehended as something positive, appertain-

ing to the Cow [hence the question of its pertaining to the Non-Cow does not

arise].—(1191)

It has been asked (under Text 989)
—“ Who has attributed the character

of the Non-Cow to the Cow, that it has to be 1 negatived ’ (by the Apoha) ?
”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1192-1194).

For us the Word does the * negativing of other things ’ directly
;

and after thk negativing has been done by the word, it

BECOMES APPREHENDED THROUGH ITS OWN FORCE,—IN THE FORM
‘ ITS NATURE IS NOT THE NATURE OF ANYTHING ELSE \—AS HAS

BEEN EXPLAINED IN DETAIL (UNDER Text 1013) J
HENCE WHAT IS

URGED ON THE PRESENT OCCASION—* WHO HAS ATTRIBUTED THE
CHARACTER OF THE Non-Cow TO THE Cow, THAT IT HAS TO BE

NEGATIVED ?
’—IS THROUGH IGNORANCE OF THE VIEW OF THE OTHER

PARTY. AS A MATTER OF FACT, THIS IS NOT WHAT IS HELD TO BE
‘ NEGATIVED ' BY THE WORD DIRECTLY. (1192-1194)

COMMENTARY.

What lias been urged would have been true only if the Word had expressed

« the negation of others * primarily ; as a matter of fact, however, what the

Word produces, first of all, is only the Reflected Image of the Thing (spoken

of) ; and it is only after that has been comprehended that, through the force

of its implication, the said * negation ’ (exclusion) becomes comprehended.

Apparently this doctrine of ours is not known to the other party, and what he
has urged is something insignificant, beneath notice. Such is the upshot
of the Text. The rest is easy.—(1192-1194)

As regards the optional alternatives put forward—regarding Apoha
being different or non-different and so forth,—all that has been already dis-

carded.

It has been asked (under Text 997, et seq., by Uddyotakara)—whether

the Apoha is denoted or not denoted, etc. etc.

—

The answer to that is as follows :

—

4..V » *
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TEXTS (1195-1199).

The * DENOTABILITY * THAT YOU ASK ABOUT—IS * DENOTABILITY ’ BY
WHICH Word ? IS IT * DENOTABILITY ’ BY THE WORD ‘ Apoha ’ ?

Or BY THE WORD 4 JaR ’ AND THE REST ?

—

AS REGARDS THE QUES-

TION—WHETHER THE Apoha THAT IS DENOTED IS ITSELF OF THE
NATURE OF Apoha (NEGATION, EXCLUSION) OR IT IS SOMETHING
POSITIVE,—WHEN WE COME TO THINK OF IT, WHAT IS COGNISED IS

THE Apoha THAT FIGURES IN THE COGNITION.—OUR VIEW IS THAT
WHAT IS DENOTED BY THE WORD DIRECTLY IS THE REFLECTED

Image,—and as regards 4 the negation of other things ’, like

the Universal etc.,—that is comprehended only indirectly,

THROUGH IMPLICATION.—WHAT ALL SUCH WORDS AS 4 JAR \
4 TREE '

AND THE LIKE DENOTE IS THE SAID REFLECTED IMAGE, AS IT IS

THE COGNITION OF THIS THAT THEY PRODUCE DIRECTLY
;
AND ANY-

THING ELSE, THEY IMPLY ONLY INDIRECTLY.—THUS THEN, THERE IS

NO INCONGRUITY REGARDING THE POSITIVE CHARACTER; NOR IS

THERE ANYTHING UNDESIRABLE FOR US.

—

AS REGARDS THE ALTERNA-

TIVE OF Apoha NOT BEING ‘ DENOTABLE ’,—THAT WE DO NOT ACCEPT J

AND HENCE THAT IS NOT OUR VIEW.—(1195—1199)

COMMENTARY.

As regards the alternatives set forth regarding the denotability of
4 the

exclusion of others \—if it is urged in regard to the term 4 exclusion of others
’

—then, inasmuch as it is held by us that what is denoted by this term

is something positive,—that should not liavo been urged against us as an

undesirable contingency.

That is to Bay, when the question is raised,—as to whether what is

denoted by the word is something positive, or the ‘ exclusion or negation of

others ’—and it is said that 4
it is the nekton oj others that is denoted by

the word \—thore appears in the listener the idea envisaging the ‘negation

of others in tho form of a Reflected Image ; and if there is an idea of the

negation of positive entities as forming the denotation of the word, that comes

only by implication.

If what is urgod is with reference to the words 4 Jar ’ and the like, then,

what these words bring about directly is the Apoha in the shape of the

Reflected Image, which is denoted by those words in the positive form, and the

idea of the 4 negation of others ’ is obtained by implication ; so that there

is no undesirable contingency for us.

Nor is our view open to the objection that there would be no resting

ground or finality (in the assumption of Apoha after Apoha) ; because the

• negation of others ’ is held to be comprehended only by implication,

—

and hence to be only an appendage to actual Denotation ;—the view that it is

not expressed is not accepted by us ; and hence there can be no room for those

incongruities that have been urged against that view.—This is what is

indicated by the words

—

4 As regards the alternative, etc. etc. —(1195-1199)
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It has been urged (under Text 1001) that—“Singularity, eteruality, etc.

cannot be attributed to Apoha ",

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1200).

The ideas of ‘ one-ness \
‘ eternality ' and the like are purely

IMAGINARY, NOT REAL. HENCE YOUR LAUGHTER AT US ON

THIS POINT IS INDICATIVE OF A VERY HIGH GRADE OF

LEARNING (ON YOUR PART) !—(1200)

coy lii I5NTARY.

If ‘ one-ness * and the rest had been mentioned by us as real, then then#

might have been some cause for your laughing at us. As a matter of fact,

however, it has been mentioned by our Teacher only as something purely

imaginary (subjective, conceptual),—and he has mentioned it only in view

of common misconceived notions. Under the circumstances, how can a

learned person find any cause for laughter in this ? On tho contrary, you

yourself, by criticising what you have not understood, have become an

object of derisive laughter.—(1200)

It has been asserted (under Text 1002, by Kumfirila) that
—

“ for these

reasons, the element of the negation of others could be there only in the case

of words that are associated with the negative particle, etc. etc.
”

The answer to this iB as follows :

—

TEXT (1201).

Even in cases where the Thing itself is apprehended, the ‘ex-

clusion OF OTHER THINGS ’ LS ALSO APPREHENDED,

—

AS IS

INDICATED BY THE FORCE OF THE EMPHASISING TERM

(USED BY YOU) J IF IT WERE NOT, THEN, THE EM-

PHASISING WOULD BE USELESS.—(1201)

COMMENTARY.

The factor of the
1

exclusion of other tilings * is cognised, not only in

cases where the negative term is present ; also where the negative term

is not present, the same is cognised. Tliis has been made clear by yourself

when you said that * the Thing itself is apprehended where you have em-
phasised tho ‘ itself If this is not what you mean, then that emphasising

word is useless. Thus when it is said that ‘ the thing itself is cognised

it is all the more clearly implied that the * exclusion of others * is also cog-

nised.—(1201)

In the following Text, the other Party proceeds to show that the

Buddhist theory of Apoha cannot apply to all cases.

—
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TEXT (1202).

In THE CASE OF SUCH TERMS AS ‘ SON OF THE BARREN WOMAN \—
WHERE THERE IS NO EXTERNAL OBJECT WHICH WOULD BE THE

‘ CONTRARY ’ (EXCLUDED),—WHEREIN WOULD THE
Apoha SUBSIST WHICH is said to be de-

noted BY IT ?
”

—

(1202)

COMMENTARY.

“In the case of the term 4

son of the Barren Woman —there is no such
tiring ns the external son, which would be the contrary, and hence the object
of the exclusion ; tlien wherein would that Apoha rest which is said to be
denoted by that term ? It is essential that there should be an entity which
is the substratum or object of the Apoha

;
as such substratum would be

non-diffcrent from * what is excluded by another —(1202)

Tlie above is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1203).

AS NON-ENTITIES HAVE NO FORM, WORDS APPERTAINING TO THOSE CANNOT

BE EVEN SUSPECTED OF BEING DENOTATIVE OF THE UNIVERSAL

AND SUCH THINGS. In FACT, IT HAS BEEN FULLY

ESTABLISHED THAT THEY ARE ONLY INDICATORS

of the Reflection.—(1203)

COMMENTARY.

Such non-entities as the * son of the Barren Woman * have no form,

—

no character ;—hence words relating to those cannot even be suspected of

being denotative of the Universal, etc. It is only in the case of words relating

to ontities that there could be any question as to whether what is denoted

by them is some form or only a Reflection. As regards non-entities (or

Negations) they are entirely different from Entities, hence how could words

applied to them be even suspected of pertaining to entities ? From this it

is clear that the words in question have no object (denotation at all) ; all

that they produce is the mere Reflection of tilings
; and this Reflection is

what is actually apprehended. Thus there is no room for the objection that

has been urged.

The same is further explained :

—

39
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TEXT (1204).

What is expressed by words is only the Reflection that appears,

as created solely by Impressions made by objectless

(empty) conceptions.—(1204)

COMMENTARY.

* Words '—like * Son of the Barren Woman -(1204)

Those words however that relate to entities, denote only the Reflection
;

—the formal proof for thiB is stated in the following

—

TEXT (1205).

The Words in question are directly expressive of that

(Reflection) alone,—because they are dependent

upon Convention,—like words expressing

IMAGINARY THINGS.

—

(1205)

COMMENTARY.

[The argumentmay be formulated thus]—Words that are dependent upon

Convention are expressive of only the Reflection of the Conceptual Content

produced by the impressions made by objectless (empty) conceptions,

—

as for instance, words like * the son of the Barren Woman ’ ;—the words in

question—i.e. words like
4

Jar ’ and the like, which form the subject of the

present discussion, are dependent upon Convention ; and this is a natural

reason (for holding that they are expressive only of the Reflection, etc. etc.).

—(1205)

Having established his own position, the Author next proceeds to adduce

arguments for rejecting the views of the other party :

—

TEXT (1206).

These words are not denotative of the 4

Specific Individuality
*’

AND THE REST, THAT HAVE BEEN ASSUMED BY OTHERS. HENCE
THESE SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD TO BE LIKE THOSE

JUST MENTIONED.

—

(1206)

COMMENTARY.

* Bhida * stands for
4

Specific Individuality \
4 And the rest ’—includes the Universal, etc.

4 Hence ’,—i.e. on account of their being dependent on Convention.

* Like those —like words speaking of imaginary things.—(1206)

*.5v-v
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The Author shows that the two Reasons adduced are not • I,icon-
elusive :

—

TEXT (1207).

That there can be no Convention in regard to ‘ Specific In-
dividuality ’ AND THE rest HAS BEEN ALREADY PROVED

before. Hence the Reasons adduced are neither
Doubtful nor ‘

Concomitant with the
CONTRARY OF THE pROBANDUM \

—

(1207)

COMMENTARY.
It has been already proved before-on the ground of the Impossibility

of Conventions (under Text 876 «m. ) and on that of its • not bearing uponanything else
, that Convention is impossible and also useless.

* Tat ’—Hence, therefore.

rvw,r aro not DmbtM °r •« «. com™* o! «.

In the following Texts, the Opponent argues that the first of the twoReasons adduced is ‘ Inconclusive ’ :

TEXTS (1208-1209).

Under the theory of Apoha also, how is Convention possible ?How TOO IS IT FRUITFUL ?—WHEN IT CANNOT BE KNOWN TO BOTH
the Speaker and the Listener

; as the Idea of one
CANNOT. BE KNOWN TO THE OTHER. WHAT TOO WAS SEEN
AT THE TIME OF THE MAKING OF THE CONVENTION

IS NOT SEEN AT THE TIME OF THE USE OF
THE WORD/'—(1208-1209)

COMMENTARY.
“ Just as, in the case of Specific Individuality and the rest, there is

impossibility of Convention and Futility, so it would be also in the case ofApoha
; so that, inasmuch as there would be no Convention made, tho

denotation by words of the Apoha alone cannot be right
; hence the Reason

adduced is Inconclusive.

How too is it fruitful f—That is, how is fruitfulness possible—* Tasya *—stands for the Convention.

Question :—Why is Convention not possible in this case ?
“ Answer :—Because it cannot be known to both.—The term ‘ hi ’ denotes

reason ; the meaning being

—

Because the Apoha in the shape of Reflection
cannot be one and the some, as the object of Convention, for both, the Speakor
and the Listener.

Why ?

* 4 ^wou*6 the Idea °f one> ;—people of limited vision are cognisant
of only their own ideas ; no one with limited vision can be cognisant of the
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idea in another’s mind
;
and in reality the Apoha in the form of Reflection

is nothing different from Idea (Cognition) ; so that as between the Speaker

and the Listener, what would be known as the subject of a Convention could

not be known to the other ; hence wherein could the Convention be made or

comprehended T Unless the Speaker knows the thing, he caunot make any

Convention relating to it ; nor can the Listener comprehend it. If he did,

it would lead to absurdities. For instance, the Reflection of the object,

which is what the Speaker cognises as figuring in his cognition, is not cognised

by the Listener ; and what is cognised by the Listener is not cognised by the

Speaker
;
as every man is cognisant only of what appears to himself.

“ The futility of Convention is next shown

—

4 What too, etc. etc.’

—

Tho Reflection that was apprehended at the time of the making of the

Convention, by the Listener or by the Speaker, is not apprehended at the time

of the use of the word ; as the former, being in a perpetual flux, lias long

ceased to existence
;
and that which is apprehended at the time of tho use

of tho word wa.s not seen at the time of the making of the Convention ; as

what was apprehended at that time was something entirely different. And it

is not right that usage should be based upon a Convention that rests upon some-
thing different ; as such usage would lead to absurdities.”—(1208-1209)

This argument is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1210).

Even though each person is cognisant op what appears to him-

self, YET THERE IS SOMETHING IN THE COGNITION OF EXTERNAL
THINGS WHICH IS COMMON TO BOTH PERSONS.

—

(1210)

COMMENTARY.

As a matter of fact, the form of the cognition also is not accepted by us

to be denoted by words,—in view of which the impossibility of Conventions

relating to that could bo reasonably urged against us. Because, for us.

all verbal usage is purely illusory, being assumed in accordance with the

notions of individual persons,—it is as illusory and false as the idea of two

moon

s

that appears in the man of disordered vision ; all that is produced by-

words is a Conceptual Content relating to the Tiling, through tlie arousing of

the Impressions of objectless conceptions
; and it is the Reflection of this

that is called the ‘ Denotation * of words, because it is produced by words,

—

not because they are denoted (expressed) by them.—So that though, in

reality, the Speaker and the Listener are cognisant of what appears in their

own consciousness,—yet inasmuch as the root of illusion is equally present

in both men,—just as in the case of the man with the disordered vision,

the apprehension that the two men have of the external object is similar ;

and yet the idea in the mind of the Speaker is that ‘ the thing that I
cognise is also cognised by this man 1

; the Listener also has the same idea.

—

It might be asked—How is the fact of both of them apprehending the same
thing known to each of them ?—The answer to that is that in reality it
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is know'll to them
; and yet the source of the Illusion being there, equally

in both, there is as already explained by us—a mistaken usage in accord

-

ance with each mau's own apprehension,—just as in the case of the per-
ception of two moons by the man of disordered vision.—Thus then, both
men having the apprehension of the same thing, the making of Convention
is quite possible.—(1210)

An oxamplo is cited to illustrate the above :

—

TEXT (1211).

Just as the man whose eye has been attacked by a disorder says
TO ANOTHER LIKE HIMSELF THAT * THERE ARE TWO MOONS

—SO ALSO IS ALL VERBAL USAGE ^

—

(1211)

COMMENTARY.

11 ho is like himself ’,—i.e. to the other man, with disordered vision.

—

( 1211 )

Nor is the Convention futile in this case ;—this is shown in the following—

TEXT (1212).

The concomitance of the Convention has been accepted only on
THE BASIS OF THE NOTIONS OF MEN ; IN FACT, ALL COGNITIONS

BROUGHT ABOUT BY WORDS ARE ULTIMATELY FALSE.

—

(1212)

COMMENTARY.

The idea that the Convention is concomitant with the two points of

time,—that of its making and the consequent usage,—is admitted only on
the basis of the apprehension of Reflection of the Thing apprehended by the
Speaker and the Listener; it is not really true; the idea, in fact, is based
upon the fact that at the time of usage both the Speaker and the Listener havo
the (false) notion that the thing seen now and that seen at the time of

the making of the Convention are one and the some.

Question :
—“ Why is this not accepted as being so in reality ?

”

Answer :
—

‘ In fact, all cognitions, etc. etc. ’.—(1212)

End of Chapter X VI.



CHAPTER XVII

Examination of the Definition of “ Sens.e-perception

COMMENTARY.

On the subject of the Means of Bight Cognition, there are four kinds of
difference of opinion bearing upon (1) their Nature. (2) their Resultant.
(3) their Object, and (4) their Number. And by setting aside these diverse
opinions, the clear idea of the Means of Right Cognition can be obtained.
In order to show this and to support the idea that ‘ the Truth is ascertained
by means of Two Means of Right Cognition which aro endowed with the
true characteristics of the Means of Right Cognition ’ (as asserted tinder
Text 3, of the Introduction),—the Author proceeds with the following

—

TEXT (1213).

The Sense-perception and the Inference, which others have put
FORWARD, IN PROOF OF THEIR CONCEPTS,—ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE.

They are of the nature described below.—(1213)

COMMENTARY.
‘ In P7"00/ of their concepts i.e. such concepts as—Quality, Substance,

Action, Universal, Inherence and so forth.
* Others ’—The Vaishlfika and others.
‘ Svam '—as going to bo described.—(1213)

Sense-perception as a Means of Cognition consists of the Eye and
the rest and is (a) conceptual (determinate), or (6) of the nature of
Non-cognition’. Such is the diversity of opinion regarding the nature

of Sense-perception.—By rejecting this, the Author propounds his own
definition of it :

—

TEXT (1214).

Sense-perception is free from conceptual content and not er-
roneous.—* Conceptual Content ’ is idea associated with

VERBAL EXPRESSION
;
IT IS NOT [REGARDED AS] THE

BASLS OF VERBAL EXPRESSION, ETC.

—

(1214)

COMMENTARY.
The character of being * Sense-perception ’ is what is predicated of

that Cognition which has been described as ‘free from conceptual content and
not erroneous ’

; as in every case, it is the defined thing (distinguishing
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feature) that is predicated. [The meaning therefore is—‘ That Cognition
which is free from conceptual content and is not erroneous is Sense-percep-
tion ] ; as is found in the case of such expressions as * That which shakes
is the Ashvatlha —The thing defined here is Sense-perception

; as it is the
definition of this that forms the subject-matter of the present Context. It is

not the definition of
1 freedom from conceptual content and non-erroneous-

ness ’ that is the subject-matter of the Context
; by virtue of which this

latter could be taken as predicated in the sentence.

I ho Cognition ’ has not been mentioned, because it is already implied
in the negation of ‘ Conceptual Content ’

; just as in the case of the sentence
Bring the milch one without the calf ', where the cow is not mentioned,

as it is already implied by the negation of the calf.

Question :
—“ What is it that is meant by the term 4 Conceptual

Content ’ (‘ KalpanS ’), freedom from which serves as the differentia of
Sense-perception ?

”

Answer :

—

1

Conceptual Content is idea associated with verbal expression ’.

Question :

—
“ Is that Kalpand also to be admitted, against which, in

the character of being the basis of verbal expression, Shankarasvamin and
others have urged objections in great detail ?

”

Answer :—No ; it is not the basis of verbal expression ;

—

4 regarded as ’

—

this has to be taken as understood. Hence the objections that have been
urged on that score are not applicable to our view

; because we do not accept
that view.

4

Klrpti ’ is verbal expression (‘ being spoken of \
4 being named ’) ;

and the basis for such expression consists of the Universal, the Name and
so forth ; since them can be no speaking of things without such distinguishing
features as consist of the Universal, etc.

The term * ddi ’ (etcetera )—in the text is meant to include such charac-
teristics as Doubt and Deliberation, as leading to association with words etc.,

and also the assumption of the apprehender and the apprehended and so
forth.

4 Abhildpa *—is expressive icord ; and it is in a generic form
;
that Idea

which appears as associated with that word is called
4

abhildpini ’.—(1214)

Question :
—“ How is it known that there is such an Idea (or Cognition) ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1215).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THE COGNITION THAT IS CAPABLE OF CONNECTING
THE THING AND THE WORD ALWAYS APPEARS AS associated with

verbal expression (words),—even when the words

—

LIKE ‘ TREE * AND THE LIKE—ARE NOT
ACTUALLY USED.—(1215)

COMMENTARY.

The construction may be as

—

4 even when the words like tree, etc. are

not used’,—or as ‘which is capable of connecting the thing and the word,
in the shape of tree, etc.’.
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This indicates the Conceptual Content as something directly perceived ;

the said Idea being recognised by the experience of all living beings.—(1215)

The following Text shows that the said Conceptual Content is well known
as tho soxirce of all activities of persons from infancy onwards :

—

TEXT (1216).

Through the continuance of the impression left by the con-
stant ASSOCIATING OF THE THING AND ITS NAME DURING PAST

LIVES,—EVEN THE NEW-BORN INFANT BECOMES CAPABLE OF
ACTIVITY, BY REASON OP THE SAID CONCEPTUAL

Content—(1216)

COMMENTARY.

* AtiUi-bhava' is past lives during these there ham been ‘ nSmartha-
bhSvana ’, constant associating of things with their names ;—this constant
associating leaves its * Vasana Impressions, orcapacity in the mind;—through
the ' anvaj/a \ continuance of this capacity, even the infant has ideas associated
with words

; and it is through the presence of this Conceptual Content (Idea
associated with words), that the infant becomes capable of activity,—such
as smiling, crying, sucking the breast, becoming pleased and so forth.
From this effect its cause in the shape of the said Conceptual Content is

assumed in the infant. This has been thus declared— 4

All activity in the
world is based upon words, which even the infant has recourse to, through
the impressions left by past lives \

Tliis Conceptual Content, presenting the object, as associated with vague
verbal expressions and existing only in the subjective form,—as if it were
something external,—appears in the mind of Infants also, by virtue of which
in their later life, they become capable of comprehending the relevant
Conventions.—(12 1 6)

The Author shows again how the existence of the Conceptual Content
is vouched for by Perception :

—

TEXT (1217).

That which is clearly cognised at the time of reflection and
IMAGINATION AS IF INTERPENETRATING THEM,—CANNOT BE

SET ASIDE BY MERE WORDS.—(1217)

coyN NNTAKY.

The following Text shows that the existence of Conceptual Content is

proved by Inference from its effect in the shape of Verbal Usage
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TEXT (1218).

The CONNECTION BETWEEN WORDS AND ’THINGS, DUE TO CONCEPTUAL
Content, is illusory

; hence as it cannot be based upon

ANYTHING ELSE,—IF THERE WERE NO CONCEPTUAL

Content, the said connection, even as it

IS, WOULD NOT be possible.

—

(1218)

COMMENTARY.

Any real connection between Words and Things has been negatived by
our predecessors, and it has also been proved that it is all illusory. Under
the circumstances, if this Conceptual Content were not there, then the said

connection,—euen as it is—i.e. even in the illusory form,—would not be
possible

; as that connection is based upon the Conceptual Content ; and as
it has been proved that anything external,—in the form of Specific

Individuality, Universal and the like,—cannot form the denotation of words.

—(1218)

Question :
—“ Other people describe the Conceptual Content not only as

* the idea associated with words but also as that which is capable of being

connected with the Universal, Quality, Action and so forth. Why do not
you accept these ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1219).

Some people have regarded the Conceptual Content to be that

which is capable of being connected with the Universal and

the rest ;—that view cannot be right, as the Universal,

etc. have all been rejected, and they are never

perceived.

—

(1219)

COMMENTARY.

‘ They are never perceived ’—i.e. the Universal, etc. are never actually

perceived.

This answer has been given on the assmnption (for the sake of argument)

that the Universal, etc. do exist.—(1219)

The said * non-perception ’ of the Universal, etc. is further emphasised

in the following

—
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TEXT (1220).

The Universal and the rest being never perceived,—and their

CONNECTION BEING NEVER MANIFESTED,—HOW CAN THEIR

ASSOCIATION WITH THINGS BE POSSIBLE,—AS BETWEEN

Milk and Water, etc. ?—(1220)

COMMENTARY.

* Like Milk and Water, etc. *—When Milk and Water are mixed up, they

do not appear separately,—and hence it is no longer possible to connect the

two ; in the same manner, even if the Universal and the rest do exist, they

never appear as distinguished from their substratum ; and hence it is not

possible to connect them with their substratum.—(1220)

“ If then the Conceptual Content in the form of association with the

Universal is not possible, then, how is it that the propounder of the definition

[Dinnaga in his Nyayamukha) has asserted that
1 Conceptual Content ’

consists in connection with Name, Universal and so forth ’ ?
”

The Answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1221).

Two kinds of Conceptual Content have been mentioned in the
TWO ASSERTIONS, IN ORDER TO SET FORTH THE TWO VIEWS THAT
HAVE BEEN HELD BY PERSONS BELONGING TO OUR OWN
PARTY AND BY THOSE BELONGING TO OTHER PARTIES,—IN

ORDER TO SHOW WHICH IS TO BE ACCEPTED AND
WHICH TO BE REJECTED.—(1221)

COMMENTARY.

What is to be rejected is the Conceptual Content in the form of connec-

tion with the Universal, etc. which is the view accepted by the other party ;

and what is to be accepted is the view of our own party that it consists in

association with name. In order to set forth this distinction, both views
relating to Conceptual Content have been asserted.

Question :
—“ How do you know that it is so ?

”

Answer :
—

* By the two assertions ’ ;—that is the words used by the

Teacher are ‘ natnajdty&diyojand \

—

1
connection or association with Name

and Universal, etc.’, where both the Name and the Universal, etc. have been
mentioned, as representing tho two views. If this were not intended, then
the expression used would have been either ' association with Name, etc.’

or * association with the Universal, etc.’ Nor is the enumeration meant to
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be exhaustive ; as in that case the addition of ‘ etcetera ’ would be meaningless.

—( 1221
)

t

Sava the Opponent

“

Conceptual Content is a property of the Cogni-

tion ;
what forms the subject-matter of the present context is the view that

the said Content is absent (in Sense -perception) ; as it is Sense -perception that,

is being considered ;
and it is not intended to expound the absence of the

Object

;

as regards the ‘association of Name, Universal, etc.’, on the other hand,

it is a property of the Object, not of the Cognition. So that what the pro-

pounder of the Lakfana lias asserted appears to be entirely irrelevant.”

Anticipating this criticism, the Author supplies the following answer :

TEXT (1222).

This ‘ Connection with Name, etc. ’ remains there after having

INDICATED ITS OWN IMMEDIATE CAUSE ;
HENCE THE ASSERTION IS

NOT IRRELEVANT.

—

(1222)

COMMENTARY.

4 AnarUaravi

'

—immediate
—

‘ nimittam ’ cause ;
and that cause is in

the form of the verbally -associated Idea -,-and this is called connection

because it appears in a form envisaging two things and there .a no co -

nesting of one thing by another ;
as properties of things have no Junctions to

nTe indication of this immediate cause is done in two waya ; and why

this ‘ connection ’ comes in has been explained.

'

The compound ‘ namaJiyojan.-, ’ is to be explained aa ‘ that "’hereby * ™

connection of the two things is brought about’ ;
there bomg Bahnvxiht com-

pound even when there is no co-ordination between the factors

Or the compound may be explained on the basis of the

Cause is spoken of as the Effect. The purpose served by tins '"d,re« expres

sion is that it serves to bring out the efficiency of the cause as brmgmg about

an effect different from other causes.
. for the Con .

[So that the expression ‘ nanrfdiyojana’ stands, indirectly, for

eeptual Content itself.]—(1222)

Or, the expression ’ rrtmajatyMyojana ’ may bo .xplained

£
^another

samt »££££
a= “ e*r=a.
propounded by Diiin&ga.

This is what is explained in the following
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TEXT (1223).

Name, Universal and all the rest are connected by the said
Conceptual Content

; hence what is spoken of (by DinnIga’s
definition) is the same Conceptual Content which was

BEEN DESCRIBED AS * THE IDEA ASSOCIATED WITH
VERBAL EXPRESSION \—(1223)

COMMENTARY.

The following Text supplies another answer to the criticism (urged
against Dirinaga’s definition) :

—

TEXT (1224).

OR, WHAT HAS BEEN SPOKEN OF (IN THE DEFINITION IN QUESTION) IS
the same Conceptual Content that wk have ourselves asserted

;—(THIS INTERPRETATION) BEING BASED UPON THE FACT THAT
IN ALL CASES THINGS ARE SPOKEN OF BY THEIR NAME

(THIS BEING THE MEANING OF THE COMPOUND
‘ nanuldiyojana ’).—(1224)

COMMENTARY.

Question :
" If it be as asserted above, then how do you explain the

explanatory words of the Teacher? For instance, he has declared
as follows In the case of Proper names, like Dittha, what is denoted is
an object qualified by a Name

;

in the case of common nouns like
1 Cow *

what is denoted is the object qualified by the Universal ‘ Cow *
; in the case

of adjectives, like
1 white what is expressed is the object qualified by the

Quality of whiteness ’
; in the case of verbal nouns what is denoted is the

object qualified by the Action

;

and in the case of words speaking of sub-
stances,—like ‘ stick-holder \ ‘ homed ’ and the like—what is denoted is the
object qualified by the substance.—By this text the Teacher has made it
qxiite clear that things qualified by the qualifications of the ‘ Universal \
etc. are also separately denoted by words."

The answer to this is that */n all cases
, etc. etc.'—' In all cases ’—i.e.

even in the case of words denoting the Universal, etc.—What is meant is as
follows :—Just as when Proper names are pronounced, what is denoted is
the object qualified by the Name,—so also in the case of words expressive of
the Universal, etc.,—like ‘ Cow —what is denoted is the object qualified by
that Name ;—similarly in all cases [what is denoted is an object qualified by,
connected with, a name].—(1224)

Question :
" In that case, how are we to construe the Instrumental in

the- words ‘ jdtyd ’, ‘ gunina ’ etc. (by the Universal, by the Quality) ?
”

Answer :

—
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TEXT (1226).

It IS THROUGH THESE THAT THE INSTRUMENTAL ENDING BECOMES
USEFUL

;
SO THAT THE MEANING COMES TO BE THAT THE CONCEPTUAL

Content becomes connected with the Name, through
THE INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE UNIVERSAL, ETC.—(1225)

COMMENTARY.

The particular thing spoken as ‘ Cow ' is that which is connected with
that Name through the Instrumentality of the Universal ; similarly, through
t he instrumentality of the Quality, etc. It is in this sense that the Universal,
etc. become the Instrument (of Connection), and thus the Instrumental Ending
becomes useful.

Question :
—

“ If that is so, then how are the words (of Dihnaga)

—

4 ndmajdtyadiyojand *—to be construed ?
”

Answer :

—

4
It is through these, etc. etc. \ That is the words are to be

construed as ’ ndmnah jatyudibhih yojand [‘ connection with the Universal ,

etc., of the Name ’).

‘ Siyam —This stands for the Conceptual Content itself, which is implied
by the force of the compound, which is to be explained as follows :

—

1

Jdtyd-
diyojand' means ‘ jCUyddibhih yojanu ‘connection with the Universal,

etc. *
;

4 ndnuijdlyddiyojand * means ‘ numnah jatyadiyojand \
4
connection

with the Universal, otc., of tlie Name \—(1225)

Objection :
—“ If that is so, then in the case of Proper Names, there

would be nothing to denote the Universal, etc., and hence the said explanation

cannot apply to their case.”

In anticipation of this objection, the Author provides the following

answer :

—

TEXT (1226).

Inasmuch as there is the Universal expressed by the Proper

Name, the explanation should not be regarded as not

applicable to it. It has been mentioned separately

only in view of popular usage.—(1226)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant is as follows :—Such words as 4

Dittha ’ which are known
as Proper Names, also take up a

4 Universal ’ as their denotation, which
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Universal subsists in an entity restricted within a limited period of time;

they denote such a Universal because they are incapable of denoting any

object marked by a momentarily fluctuating character, while each of these

(Proper Names) continues to remain attached to one entity from birth to

death. If the Proper Name did not denote such a Universal, then,

—

having been applied to the individual in his childhood, how could it denote

that same individual in his old age, who would have become a different

individuality ?—Even for those persons who hold the view that the body is

not momentary, but lasts for some time,—it is admitted that in course of

time, the component parts of the body go on deteriorating, by reason of

which deterioration,—or by reason of its connection with such deterioration

of the components,—the body in a later age is different from that in the

earlier age.—Even under the view that it remains the same body undergoing

developments and changes,—the Name that has been associated with a

certain thing at one stage of its development, could not denote the same
thing when it has reached a further stage of development ; e.g. the name ‘ milk *

which has been associated with the Milk in the first stage, is not applicable

to the Curd, which is only a later stage in the development of milk. In tho

same way in the case of the Body also, the name applied to it in childhood

could not be applied to it in youth or old age. For these reasons, the Universal

must be admitted (even in the case of the Denotation of Proper Names).

Or, even if there be no such entity as the Universal (in this case),—even

so, our explanation does not cease to apply to the case of Proper Names.
Because it is only the diverse Individuals that are conceived of as common

—

when their distinct individualities are not meant to be emphasised,—when
they become included under Common names denotative of the 1 Universal

Consequently the Teacher propounding the definition under question has

mentioned the Proper Names separately from Common names. This is

what is explained by the words

—

1

It has been mentioned separately, etc. etc.'.

In common parlance, the word * Cow ’ is known as a Common name (denoting

a Universal) while the word ‘ Chitrdhgada ’ is known as a Proper Name (applied

to a single Individual)
; that is why the two have been mentioned separately.

—(1226)

The Opponent raises the following objection :

—

TEXT (1227).

" Inasmuch as the f Exclusion
[
Apoha

) of others ’ is the only
Denotation of words, all words should be * Common *

only. Or, inasmuch as they are dependent

upon the Speaker’s whim, they should
'

all be ‘Proper’ only.”—(1227)

The answer to this is given in the following

—
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TEXT (1228).

It IS TRUE THAT WHAT THE PROFESSOR OF THE SCIENCE OF REASONING
HAS SAID IS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE POPULAR IDEA OF THINGS

;
AS

IT IS ONLY ON THESE LINES THAT VERBAL USAGE ACTUALLY
PROCEEDS. (1228)

COMMENTARY.

1 Cn these lines

'

;—i.e. under the fivefold division of Proper Name,
Universal, Quality, Action and Substantive.—(1228)

Says the Opponent—“ If what is meant by Dihnaga, is the 4 Kalpand
Conceptxial Content, as understood by the Buddhist* themselves, then how is

it that, having asserted that ‘ others have held that things aro denoted by
words which have no corresponding objects ’, he lias, later on, stated his

own view of ‘ Kalpand ' 1 ”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

•TEXT (1229).

The said * Universal ’ and the rest are nothing differentfrom what is known

by these toords among people
;
—it was with a view to

EMPHASISE THIS FACT, THAT THE STATEMENT * OTHERS

ETC. * HAS BEEN MADE.

—

(1229)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant is as follows :—As a matter of fact, anything in the

shape of the Universal, as apart from the 4 Individuals—' spotted cow ’ and

the like—has no real existence,—it is all purely illusory ;—it is with a view

to emphasise this fact that the Teacher has made the assertion in question,

—

and not with a view to indicate a separate kind of * Kalpand \

‘ Others ’—other Buddhists.

‘ Words which have no corresponding objects \—i.e. words which denote

only Apoha, independently of any such things as 4 Universal ’ and the rest.

Such is the meaning of the passage quoted from the Teacher’s work.

—

(1229)

It is not only we who regard the Conceptual Content as 4 Idea associated

with words ’
; in fact, others also have got to accept it as such ; otherwise

there would be no usage in the world.—This is what is shown in the

following

—
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TEXTS (1230-1233).

Even those who are wedded to the notion that Conceptual

Content consists in ‘ connection with the Universal and the

rest', have to admit that it is ‘Idea associated with

words’.—Otherwise, just as the two connected things are

non-existent, so their Connection also would be non-existent,

all things being conceived severally each by itself ;
AND

there would be no need for postulating the ' Conceptual

Content*. And the result of this would be that there

WOULD BE NO USAGE IN THE WORLD
J

BECAUSE USAGE HAS

BEEN REGARDED AS ASSOCIATED WITH THE UNIVERSAL AND THE

REST,—AND ASSOCIATION WITH THE UNIVERSAL AND THE REST IS

INSEPARABLE FROM ASSOCIATION WITH WORDS. TlIUS ALONE COULD

THE EXPRESSION ‘ SPOKEN OF ’ USED BY THF. TEACHER BE FRUITFUL.

-(1230-1233)
• COMMENTARY.

Even when Conceptual Content is regarded by others as ‘ association

with Universal, Quality, Action and Substance —in reality ‘ association *

with Name alone constitutes the Conceptual Content. Because as a matter

of fact, whenover a thing is apprehended ns distinguished by the Universal, etc.

it is so only through the Name ; if it were not so, then—like the apprehension

of several distinct things, there being connection independently by itself,

—

how could there be any 4 Conceptual Content * ? And fcl»e result of this

would be that the world would become dumb.—It- is for this reason that

even on seeing the man with the stick, one does not connect the various factors

implied in the notion of the ‘stick-holder’, until he recalls the particular Name.

Just because all such connection is invariably concomitant with the

association of words, the words of the Teacher—to the effect that
4
wliafc is

spoken of in the case of words like
4 Cow ’ is the tiling qualified by the

Universal ’—become fruitful (have some sense). Otherwise, without the

Name, how could the (passive) term ‘ is spoken of ’ bo used ?—As the action

of speaking (expressing) belongs to the word.—(1230-1233)

The following Text sums up the arguments in favour of the notion of the

Conceptual Content :

—

TEXT (1234).

Thus ‘ Conceptual Content ’ is something that can be easily

PROVED WITHOUT EFFORT, AS THERE IS NO DISPUTE REGARDING

it among Teachers who take their stand

UPON ALL TRUE DOCTRINES.

—

(1234)

C01V 1MlENTARY.

The following Text explains what Dinndga really means by asserting the

Conceptual Content in two forms.

—
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TEXTS (1235-1236).

It was in view of all this that the assertion of * Name, Universal
AND THE REST ’ WAS MADE

J AND HEREIN THE TEACHER MADE
MENTION OF HIS OWN VIEW AS ALSO THE VIEW OF OTHERS J

WITHOUT INDICATING THE DIFFERENCE BY ACTUALLY
SAYING THAT ‘MY OWN VIEW IS SO AND SO*. It
WAS FOR THIS REASON THAT HE SUBSEQUENTLY

ADDED THE STATEMENT THAT * OTHERS
HAVE HELD, BTC.’. (1235-1236)

COMMENTARY.

As to which of the two views is to be accepted and which rejected has

been already indicated by us when we showed that even * association with
Universal, etc.’ is invariably concomitant with * association with Name ’.

‘ The assertion of Name, etc.'—this is to be construed with * akarot
* mode * (in the second line).

The assertion of his own view as also the view of others has been made
for the purpose of showing which is to be accepted and which to be rejected.

—

(1235-1236)

Question :
—

“ How then arc the words of Difin&g

a

in his Nydyamukha
to be construed t ”

Answer :— "

TEXT (1237).

Thus in this way is the passage from the Nydyamukha to be ex-

plained. By mentioning the ‘ Cognition it is the
‘ Idea associated with words ’ that has

BEEN INDICATED.

—

(1237)

COMMENTARY.

The relevant passage from the Nydyamukha is as follows :
—

‘ That

Cognition of the form of things which, through the imposed identity of the

qualifying and denotative adjuncts, appears as non-determinato, in connec-

tion with each of the sense-organs,—Is Sense-perception ’.—Here the ‘ qualify-

ing adjunct ’ stands for the Universal, etc.—and the ‘ denotative adjunct *

for the Name ; the * imposition of the identity of these two *—with the things

possessing the Universal, etc. and also with the thing bearing the Name.

—

The * imposition of identity ’ is mentioned only by way of illustration ; in

some cases where the adjuncts are apprehended as distinct—e.g. when it is

said * the Universal Cow subsists in this \ * the name of this is so and so —
there also the presence of the Conceptual Content is admitted.

Objection :
—“ It has nowhere been said that the subsequent resultant

Idea constitutes the Conceptual Content ; how then do you get at the idea of

the said Conceptual Content (from the words of the passage cited) ?
”

40
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Answer :
—

* By mentioning the Cognition, etc. etc. ’—That is to say, when

the passage, in contradistinction to the Conceptual Content, mentions the

Cognition as
1

Sense-perception it clearly indicates that the Conceptual

Content is a property of the Cognition. Thus the meaning of the passage

comes to be this :—That Cognition, which, through the imposition of the

identity of Name, etc. appears as non-determinate, is Sense-perception ; that

Cognition, on the other hand, which is determinate is of the nature of the

Conceptual Content, and hence it is not Sense-perception ; and the implication

of this is that Conceptual Content consists in the Idea associated with words

as contradistinguished from Sense-perception .—In this way the passage has

presented the Teacher’s own as also other people’s views.—(1237)

Or, it may be that in the passage under reference, the Teacher lias

stated only his own view.—This is explained in the following

—

TEXT (1238).

Ob, the term ‘ vishl?ana
’

[‘ Qualifying adjunct as occurring in the

passage quoted from the Nyayamukha
, on p. 372, Bottom] may

BE TAKEN AS STANDING FOR ‘ DIFFERENTIATION \
‘ EXCLUSION

—BY VIRTUE OF WHICH WORDS BRING ABOUT THE
‘ Apoha, exclusion, of others [it is called

‘ DIFFERENTIATION ’] BECAUSE IT DOES THE

differentiating (or excluding) of the

Universal, etc.—(1238)

COMMENTARY.

In the compound * vishi^anabhidhdyakabhedopachara * (in the passage

quoted from the Nyayamukha, in the commentary of Text 1237), the term
‘ vishlqana * stands for differentiation, i.e. exclusion ;—and the Word is the

* abhidhdyaJca ’, denoter, of this Exclusion, not of Universal, etc. ; and there

is
4 imposition of the identity ' of this ; in this way is the compound to be

explained.—(1238)

Objection :
—" If Conceptual Content is * Idea associated with words r

,

then it is something having properties, an object ; it is not likely for one

object to belong to another object, in view of which its negation or denial

could be brought about as a property of it ; hence what is asserted is most

incoherent. Thus if Sense-perception is
4
free from conceptual content ’,

then how is it spoken of by the word 4 Sense-perception ’ ?
”

This is the objection that is urged by Bharga, Bh&radvdja and others,

who think that the term ‘ free from Conceptual Content ’ is synonymous with
4 inexpressible by words

The Author says that this objection has been answered already :

—
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TEXTS (1239-1242).

Conceptual Content being held to be as actually understood
AND DESCRIBED ABOVE, IT IS THE DENIAL OF THE SAMENESS OF THIS
with Sense-perception that has been asserted; and this is
NOT INCONSISTENT WITH THE FACT OF ITS BEING SPOKEN OF BY
such words as * Adhyatya,

*
(* Pratyak?a ’) and the like. In

Sense-perception there is absence of Conceptual Content,
but Conceptual Content * is not the same as * expressed
by words . Otherwise, Colour, Odour and the rest would
BECOME DETERMINATE (as THEY ARE ‘ EXPRESSED BY WORDS ’).

Thus there is no room for what the dull-witted persons
have urged.—If the word ‘ Sense-perception ’ actually
denotes Sense-perception, then how can its being said to be
free from Conceptual Content * be held to be improper ?

(1239-1242)

COMMENTARY.
‘ Denial of the sameness ’ when Dinndga says that 1 where there is

no Conceptual Content, that is Sense-perception ’ what he does is to deny
the sameness of the two ; the meaning being [that Sense-perception is] that
Cognition which is not of the nature of the said Conceptual Content

;—it does
not deny what is contained in the ‘ content

This disposes of the first objection.

The second objection also is not proper ; because * freedomfrom Conceptual
Content ’ is not * inexpressibility by words \ it is only ‘ freedom determining
concepts Even though the Cognition is non-determinate, yet it is regarded
as expressed by words, by reason of its being actually found to bo so expressed

;

and yet it does not become * determinate, being, in this respect, like Colour
and other things (which, though expressed by words, do not become deter-

minate on that account). This is only by the way.—( 1239-1242 )

The following might be urged :
—“ Conceptual Content may be as

described. But how does Sense-perception become proved to be ‘ free from
Conceptual Content * ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1243).

That Sense-perception is * free from Conceptual Content ’ is

recognised very clearly
;
SINCE IT is found that even

WHEN ONE HAS HIS MIND ATTRACTED BY SOMETHING

ELSE, HE HAS THE PERCEPTION OF THE BLUE
Colour and other things through

HIS SENSES.—(1243)

COMMENTARY.

This shows that the absence of Conceptual Content is clearly perceived

in one’s own experience.

—

(
1243 )
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It might be urged that—“ It is the Conceptual Content itself attracted

by other things, which perceives the Blue Colour and other things **.

Answer :

—

TEXT (1244).

This same Conceptual Content does not apprehend the said

OBJECT ; BECAUSE IT IT DID, IT WOULD ABANDON THE EXPRESSING

OP THE * PAST ETC. AND THERE WOULD BE THE

INCONGRUITY OF ITS BEING CONNECTED WITH

THE NAME OF THAT OBJECT.—(1244)

COl! STARY.

If that same Conceptual Content apprehended the said object (Blue

Colour, etc.), then it would abandon the signifying of past and other things,

and would contain within itself the name of the ' Blue ’ itself.

The * abandoning of the signifying of the past and other things ’ has

been asserted, because tho Conceptual Content cannot be associated with two

sets of words.

The Compound ' tannama, etc. * is to be explained as
—

‘ There would the

incongruity of the connection of the name of the object before the

perceiver \—(1244)

It might be argued that
—“In that case, there may be some other

Conceptual Content that would apprehend the object ;—why is not this

view accepted f
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1245).

AT THE PARTICULAR TIME, THERE IS NO OTHER CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
WHICH IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAME OF THAT OBJECT J BECAUSE

THERE IS NO RECOGNITION OF ANY SUCH PERCEPTIBLE

Conceptual Content, and the simul-

taneous PRESENCE OF BOTH CANNOT

BE DESIRABLE.—(1245)

COMMENTARY.

There are two answers pointed out in due sequence—(1) the opponent’s

idea being contrary to perceived facts, and (2) its being contrary to his

own doctrines ; inasmuch as it involves the presence of two Conceptual

Contents at the same time.

* Both ’—i.e. the two Conceptual Contents.—(1245)

The following Text sums up the subject :

—
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TEXT (1246).

As A MATTER OF FACT, WHAT MAKES THE COGNITION DETERMINATE
APPEARS ALONG WITH THE COGNITION ITSELF ; HENCE THE COGNITION

brought about BY the Sensbs is clearly non-determinate

(free from Conceptual Content).—(1246)

The Opponent might urge that the fact of the * determining factor
*

appearing along with the Cognition cannot be accepted. This is the argu-
ment put forward in the following

—

TEXT (1247).

IF IT BE HELD THAT “ COGNITIONS APPEAR IN SUCCESSION (NEVER SIMUL-

TANEOUSLY), AND THE IDEA OF SIMULTANEOUS APPEARANCE IS

DUE TO THE QUICKNESS OF THE SUCCESSION ; AS IN

THE CASE OF THE WHIRLING FIRE-BRAND ”

—

[THEN THE ANSWER IS AS STATED IN

THE FOLLOWING Text).—(1247)

COMMENTARY.

The question being raised as to why the Cognitions are perceived as

appearing simultaneously, if, in reality, they appear in succession,—the
answer given is that * the idea of simultaneous, etc. etc. ’

; as in the case of

the whirling fire-brand. That is, in the case of the whirling fire-brand, it is

found that when the whirling is done very quickly, the idea produced is

that of a single flaming circle ; all the several perceptions being mixed up
as one ; in the same manner, cognitions appearing very quickly one after the

other, there is the idea of their appearing together as one.

Or, the term * aldta * may be taken as standing for the perceptions of the

fire-brand,—the cognition being spoken of figuratively as the object

;

the sense

of the affix ‘ vati * remains the same as before, in this interpretation also.

—(1247)

The above argument of the Opponent is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1248).

What has been asserted is that there is no perceptible Conceptual

Content which is associated with the name of the

OBJECT BEFORE THE MAN’S EYES.—(?)—(1248)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant is as follows What is being dealt with is not the fact

of the two appearing together, but the absence of Conceptual Content in the
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Perception ; and this absence is proved by the fact that even when a man has

his mind elsewhere at the time of the apprehension of the object before his

eyes, he does not apprehend the' otherwise apprehensible Conceptual Content

associated with the name of that object. And the Opponent has urged no
criticism against this. Because, even if the two cognitions are actually

apprehended in succession,—the Conceptual Content is not apprehended

;

so that the attack doos not affect our main position.—(1248)

The following Text shows that the idea of the simultaneous appearance
of the two cognitions is entirely mistaken :

—

TEXT (1249).

That the said idea (of the simultaneity of the other Conceptual

Content and the Cognition) [cannot] be wrong has just •

BEEN MADE CLEAR. AND THIS SAME SIMULTANEITY

BETWEEN THE OBJECT AND THE COGNITION IS

ALSO QUITE CLEAR FOR THAT SAME

REASON.

—

(1249)

v

COMMENTARY.

‘ It cannot be wrong *—such is to be the construction along with what
has gone before.

Its idea—i.o. the idea of the two appearing at one and the same time.

As a matter of fact, an idea is regarded as wrong when it is annulled by a
valid cognition to the contrary ; in the present case there is no such cognition

to the contrary, by virtue of which the idea in question could be regarded as
wrong.

“ How do you know that there is no such cognition to the contrary ?
”

Answer :—This has just been made clear ;—-that the cognition of the
object before the man’s eyes appears at the same time as the mind is attracted

by something else—is clearly perceived ; and it is this cognition that is called
' Sense-perception ’ ;—wherefore then is there anvthing wrong in this ?

—

(1249)

It is not only that there is nothing to prove that the idea of the said

simultaneity is wrong,—in fact, there is proof to the contrary (to show that
it is not wrong). This is what is shown in the following

—
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TEXTS (1250-1253).

In the state of things attending UPON THE WATCHING OP THE DANCING
GIRL, THE WHOLE LOT SENSATIONS IS APPREHENDED AT ONE AND THE
SAME TIME, EVEN THOUGH THERE ARE MANY INTERVENING FACTORS.

IF THIS ALSO WERE REGARDED AS A MISTAKE DUB TO THE QUICK

SUCCESSION IN WHICH THE SENSATIONS APPEAR,—THEN (THE ANSWER
IS THAT) THERE IS STILL QUICKER SUCCESSION IN THE CASE OF COGNI-

TIONS PRODUCED BY THE TWO WORDS ‘ laid
* AND f

tdla ’ WHEN
PRONOUNCED TOGETHER; WHY THEN IS THERE NO IDEA OF SIMUL-

TANEITY IN THIS CASE ?—Then in a case where the operations

OF THE Mind alone are concerned, no succession should be

PERCEIVED, BEOAUSE ALL COGNITIONS (MENTAL OPERATIONS) OCCUR

IN QUICK SUCCESSION AND DO NOT STAY FOR ANY LENGTH OF TIME.

SO THAT IN ALL THESE CASES (OF QUICK SUCCESSION), NO SUCCESSION

COULD BE PERCEIVED. THE NOTION OF SIMULTANEOUS COGNITION

HOWEVER WOULD BE THERE, JUST AS IN THE CASE OF PERCEPTION OF

SOUND, ETC. (IN THE CASE OF THE DANCING GIRL). (1250-1253)

COMMENTARY.

Under such conditions as the witnessing of the dancing girl, we find that

each single sensation, even though intervened by five other sensations, appears

to be close to, and unaeparated from, the other ; for instance, at the same

time that one sees the girl dancing, he also hears the song and its accompani-

ments, goes on tasting the camphor and other spices, smells the sweet fragrance

of flowers placed before the nostrils, touches the air proceeding from the fans

and thinks of making presents of clothes and ornaments. [All this goes

on simultaneously.] Thus even when there are so many intervening faotors,

among the several cognitions, there appears the illusion that all these appear

at one and the same time,'—this illusion being due to the quick succession in

which the cognitions appear ;—such being the case even when there are

several intervening factors, it becomes all the more possible that there should

be the notion of the letters being pronounced at one and the same time,

in cases where two words like ‘ lata ’ and * tdla —or ‘ sarah ’ and * rasah ’

are pronounced, where the utterance of the syllables is so much quicker ; so

that in the case of such utterances as * sarah-rasah when the words are

heard, there should be no recognition of the two different words or the two

different things denoted by them.—-Further, in a case where there is Conceptual

Content in the form of pondering over several philosophical and literary

problems,—which ponderings are not interrupted by heterogeneous sensations

through the Eye, etc.,—the appearance of the ideas is extremely quick ; and

hence it would not be possible to form any idea of succession in them. And

as all Cognitions are momentary, and cannot continue for any length of time

they always appear quickly ; so that the cognition of nothing could be successive

at all

‘

just as in the case of the perception of sound, etc. ’ ;—i.e. just as in the
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case of the perception of sound, taste, etc. while seeing the girl dancing.

—

(1250-1253)

A8 regards the instance of the
1

Whirling Fire-brand \ it is
4 devoid

of the Probandum ’ ;—this is shown in the following

—

TEXTS (1254-1256).

In the case of the Whibuno Fire-brand, the illusion of simul-

taneity APPEARS IN THE FORM OF THE CIRCLE
; THIS NOTION OF

the Circle is not due to the connecting of the various per-

ceptions of the Fire-brand as it is whirled round
;
because

THE (CONTINUOUS) CIRCULAR FORM IS CLEARLY PERCEIVED. In

FACT, THE SAID CONNECTING OF THE VARIOUS PERCEPTIONS COULD

BE DONE ONLY BY REMEMBRANCE, NOT BY DIRECT PERCEPTION
J

as no Perception can apprehend what is past and gone.

—

The object also of the Remembrance could not be very
CLEAR, AS IT HAS ALREADY DISAPPEARED

;
FOR THIS SAME REASON,

THE APPEARANCE OF THE CtBCLE ALSO COULD NOT BE VERY CLEAR

(IF IT WERE DUE TO THE REMEMBRANCE OF THE MANY COGNITIONS).

-(1254-1256)

COMMENTARY.

When this mental illusion appears, it does not appear as combining the
several visual perceptions (of the Fire-brand)

; it appears only as the Sense-bom
single perception of the Circular form, through the force of oertain accessory
circumstances ; that this is so is clear from the fact that the perception is

quite clear ; and it would not be so clear if it were accompanied by the
Conceptual Content. Because such combination of perceptions could be
done only by Remembrance, not by Sense-bom Perception

; as the latter

functions only when the object perceived is close by, and hence it could not
apprehend what is past and gone. The object too of such a Remembrance
could not be clear ;—why ?—because it will have already disappeared.
Hence, as the perception of the Whirling Fire-brand, if it were an illusion,

would be indistinct,—it cannot be an illusion ; in fact, it is a sense-bom
regular Perception. Thus the Instance cited by the Opponent is devoid of
the character sought to be proved.—(1254-1256)

Having thus established—by means of Perception itself—the fact of
Sense-perception being 4

free from Conceptual Content \—the Author proceeds-
to Min» it by means of Inference :

—
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TEXTS (1257-1260).

Os AGAIN, WHEN THERE IS NO BASIS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF A THING IN A
CERTAIN FORM,—THAT THING IN THAT FORM IS NOT ADMITTED AS
REAL, BY THE WISE. FOR INSTANCE, THE WHITE HORSE IS NOT
ADMITTED TO BE THE COW BECAUSE THE DEWLAP AND THE OTHER
FEATURES OF THE COW ARE NOT PRESENT EN THE HORSE. In
THE CASE OF SENSE-PERCEPTION THERE IS NO REASON FOR THE
presence of the determinate character (the character of being
ASSOCIATED WITH CONCEPTUAL CONTENT), WHICH COULD BRING ABOUT
THE APPREHENSION OF THE THING ALONG WITH ITS PROPERTIES.

—Spotted and other Cows are instances to the contrary.
If it were not so, it would lead to absurd contingencies.

—

The' Reason adduced cannot be said to be * Unproven * (or

not-admitted)
;

as the Universal and other qualifying
factors have all been rejected. Nor are the properties
COGNISED AS APART FROM THOSE FACTORS. NOR ARE THERE ANY
SUCH PROPERTIES.—(1257-1260)

COMMENTARY.

The argument may be thus formulated :—When the basis of the idea of

a thing in a certain form is absent, that tiling is not accepted by intelligent

persons to be of that form ;—for instance, the White Horse is not accepted as
of the form of the Cow, because the basis of the ‘ cow-idea \ in the shape
of the dewlap and other characteristics of the Cow, is absent in the Horse ;

—

in the case of Sense-perception, which is produced on the basis of the specific

object Blue,—the basis for its being regarded as associated with Conceptual
Content (i.e. Determinate), in the form of the apprehension of the object

along with its properties, is absent ; and thus there being no apprehension

of the Cause [the effect, in the shape of its being associated with Conceptual

Content cannot be there}. The Spotted and Black Cows supply the Corrobora-

tive Instance per contra. Lastly, there is the possibility of the incongruity

that all things might become accepted to be of all forms and that the person

accepting things would como to be regarded as stupid.—Such is the upshot
of the Inference put forward.

‘ Karka ’ is white Horse.

* Universal, etc. ’—i.e. the qualifying factors (postulated by the Realists).

Even if the Universal and the rest are real entities, our Reason is not
* Unproven ’ ;—this is what is meant by the words—‘ Nor is the thing, etc. ’

;

i.e. as apart from Colour and the rest wliich have been held to be qualified

by the Properties (Universal, etc.).

Question :
“ If there is no cognition of Properties as distinct from what is

qualified, then, why should it not be a qualifying factor ?
”

Answer :—4 Nor are there any such Properties ’—i.e. as differentiated

from the thing.
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From all this it follows that there is no apprehension of anything along

with its properties. Hence the Reason adduced by us cannot be said to

be ‘ Unproven \—(1257-1260)

It might be argued that—“ There may be no qualifying Properties

in the shape of the Universal and the rest ; the form of the word itself will

be the distinguishing property.”

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1261-1263).

The Name also, which would be the ‘ Specific Individuality ’ or the

Word, can never be denotative
;
as the idea of the ‘ Specific

Individuality ’ being the Denotes or the Denoted has been
already rejected.—It is for this reason that the idea of

THE DeNOTER AND DENOTED HAS BEEN REGARDED AS SOMETHING

SUPERIMPOSED (UPON THINGS) ;—WHILE WHAT ONE APPREHENDS

by Sense-perception is something which is not superimposed ;

BECAUSE THIS PERCEPTION IS THERE ONLY WHEN THE ‘ SPECIFIC

Individuality ’ is there,—and it is not there when the

Specific Individuality is not there—through the interven-

tion of something else or some such reason.

—

(1261-1263)

CO S'TARY.

There can be no Convention in regard to the ' Specific Individuality —
not even to the ‘ Specific Individuality ’ of the Word

; for the simple reason
that there can be no connection with Convention at the time of usage

; and
apart from its * Specific Individuality there is no other form of the Word ;

nor again can the Word bo connected with anything with regard to which
there has been no Convention ; if it did, it would lead to absurdities ;—nor
can there be any Conceptual Content without connection with words ;

—

from all this it follows that the whole idea of the Denoter and Denoted is some-
thing ' superimposed ’—imaginary—not real.

Itmight be argued that—“ even so, the Perception shall become associated

with Conceptual Content (Determinate) through apprehending the ‘super-
imposed ’ thing.”

The answer is that * what one apprehends, etc. etc. ’

‘ When it is not there \—i.e. through its absence,—the word ‘ vyatirikatdh *

being construed here ; the sense being that * it is through the absence of the
Specific Individuality (that the Perception also is absent)

Question :
—“ "When is there absence of the Specific Individuality ?

”
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Answer :
—

‘ Through the intervention, etc. etc. ’—The term ‘ some such

reason ’ stands for the distance of time, place and so forth.—(1261-1263)

The following Text adduces another proof for the same :

—

TEXT (1264).

The nature of the Blue and other things, being individually

SPECIFIC, IS INCAPABLE OF HAVING ANY CONVENTION IN REGARD

TO IT J
THE PERCEPTION OF THESE THINGS, THEREFORE,

CANNOT BE ASSOCIATED WITH WORDS.—(1264)

NTARY.

The nature—essence

—

of the Blue and other things is such that no

Convention can be made in regard to them.

The question being
—“ why is it so ? ”,—the answer is ‘ being in-

dividually specific *
; that is, it is incapable of being present at the time of

usage ; and Convention is for the purpose of usage alone ; hence there can

be no Convention in regard to it.

Further, there is Convention only when the thing concerned has already

become cognised,—not while it remains uncognised, unknown ; and until

tho Perception ha3 come about, it cannot apprehend the Blue, etc. ; and as

soon as it has come about, it would (according to the Opponent) at once

associate it with words ; but at the time that the Perception actually appears,

.—and also at the time of the apprehension of tho related verbal expression,

—

the perceived thing, being momentary, cannot be present, and henoe the

Perception cannot apprehend it ; by what then, and with what, would the

Word be associated 1 From all this it is clear that the nature of the Blue and

other things is incapable of having any convention in regard to it.

‘ Of these ’—Le. of the Blue and other tilings.

' Cannot be associated, etc. etc.
*—i.e. the verbal expression cannot enter

into it.

The argument may be formulated thus :—When a thing is such that no

Convention is known in regard to it,—there can be no ‘ determinate ’ Percep-

tion of it,—e.g. the Visual Perception of Odour ;—and the Perception of the

Blue, etc. is such that no Convention is known in regard to it,—henoe the

idea of the Perception being * determinate * would involve a notion contrary

to a wider proposition.—(1264)

In the following texts, the Author sets forth the
1 inadmissible character ’

of the Reason put forward by himself (under Texts 1257-1260),—this criticism

being urged from the standpoint of the Digambara (Jaina) philosopher,

Sumati :

—
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TEXTS (1265-1267).

“ Name (Universal) and the rest may not be the distinguishing

PROPERTIES PERCEIVED, IN THE OBJECT (OF SENSE-PERCEPTION) ;

—

EVEN SO, THE REASON PUT FORWARD DOES NOT CEASE TO BE inad-

missible
;
BECAUSE IF THERE IS NO APPREHENSION OF THE THING

AS DISTINGUISHED FROM OTHER THINGS, THEN, THERE WOULD EITHER

BE AN APPREHENSION OF THE THINO BY ITSELF ONLY, OR NO APPRE-

HENSION AT ALL ; AS IN THE CASE OF THE JAR,—IF THERE IS NO
APPREHENSION OF THE JaR AS DISTINGUISHED FROM OTHER JARS,

THEN THERE IS EITHER APPREHENSION OF THE JaR BY ITSELF ALONE,

OR NO APPREHENSION OF THE JAR AT ALL.”

—

(1265-1267)

COMMENTARY.

Sumati describes all things as existing in two forms—the Universal

and the Particular ; the Universal again is of two kinds—one determined by
the Particular, e.g. the * Cow and that not so determined (conceptual), e.g.

‘ Being ’, ‘ Entity That Universal which exists only in the undetermined

(non-conceptual) form is of only one form and is amenable to non-conceptual

Perception (Perception free from Conceptual Content), in the form of mere
observation, purely subjective Ideation

;

while the other—i.e. the Universal

determined by particulars—is amenable to Conceptual Perception.—Such is

Sumati'

s

scheme of Perception.

KumdrUa however describes the Non-Conceptual Perception, purely

subjective Ideation, as apprehending the ‘ Specific Individuality ’ of the

particular (or Individual) ; and the Conceptual Perception as apprehending

the ‘ Universal

Sumati, in examining the nature of Perception in the form of purely

subjective Ideation as posited by Kumdrila and others, has argued thus

—

“ One who holds this view should be asked the' following question.—In this

Perception, is the Thing before the eyes of the observer apprehended purely

by itself, as characterised by its own form which is impossible anywhere else ?

Or is it not so apprehended ?—If he says it is not so perceived, then our answer
to him is as follows :—If there is non-apprehension of the Thing in o form
distinguished from other things ;—that is, in a form distinguished from a
thing other than the intended thing,—i.e. the form or character of the

intended thing which is not present in the other thing ;—if there is non-

apprehension of the Thing as qualified by such a form,—then, either there

would be apprehension of the Thing itself only,—i.e. the said Thing even
without the character impossible in other things ;—or, if even this is not
apprehended, then there would be no perception of the Thing at all.

—
‘ As

in the case of the Jar

'

;—this cites an example.

This example is explained in the next text (1267) :—“In the case of the

perception of the Jar, if there is no apprehension of the Jar in the form that

is impossible in another Jar, to which it may be compared,—then either

there would be apprehension of the Jar by itself alone,—without any quali-
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fication as that of being of silver or of copper and so forth ;—or, if there is

no apprehension of the Jar by itself, then there would be no apprehension of

any Jar at all,—not even of the one intended ; so that there would be no
apprehension of the Jar at all.—In the same manner, in the case in question

if the distinguishing character is not apprehended, there would either be

apprehension of the thing alone by itself,—or there would he no apprehension

at all j there could be no escape from these alternatives —(1265-1267)

[Sumatra] Purvapak$a (Criticism) against us thus would be as follows :

—

TEXT (1268).

“If Perception is regarded as apprehending the Thing as dis-

tinguished FROM OTHER APPREHENSIBLE THINGS,—THEN THIS

cognition would be Conceptual (Determinate), just like the
cognition of the Tree and other things.”

—

(1268)

COMMENTARY.

“ If Sense-perception is intended to be apprehensive of the Tiling as

characterised (distinguished) by a character not found anywhere else,

—

then it becomes Conceptual

;

because it apprehends the thing as characterised

or qualified by some character
;
just like the Perception in the form * This is

a tree *.”—(1268)

The following argument might be urged against Sumati :
—

* There is

no such thing as the Thing itself which could be apprehended as qualified

by a character ; what there is is only that qualified thing which is hold by

you, and also by me, to be the Particular (or Individual) ; it is this only that

exists and is apprehended

To this Sumati makes the following answer :

—

it

TEXT (1269).

There is no Particular (or Individual) without a touch of the

Universal. If this is not touched in the apprehension,

then the Particular, becoming devoid of Being,

CANNOT BE APPREHENDED.”

—

(1269)

COMMENTARY.

“ The term ‘ m&tra \ ‘ itself \ in the Opponent’s statements stands for

the Universal, that which is called ' Being *
; and absolutely independent of

this Universal, there is no Particular (or Individual) which could be appre-

hended.—Itmight be said— * Under your view there may be such a Universal,

but this is not touched at all at the time of the apprehension \—Our answer

to that is—If this is not quite clear in the apprehension, that is due to its haring
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become devoid oj Being :—that is, if, at the time of apprehension, the said

Universal * Being ’ is not touched by Sense-perception,—and the Particular

(or Individual) alone is apprehended,—then this Particular by itself, if

apprehended at all, would be devoid of existence, as devoid of the character

known as * Being ’ ;—and thus it could become characterless ; and as such

could not be apprehended by Sense-perception, because it would be devoid of

Being,—having lost its Being or Existence, and become like the ‘sky-

flower ’.”—(1269)

TEXT (1270).

“ The assertion that the Cognition apprehends a qualified Thing,

and yet it is not Conceptual implies great temerity indeed !

Certainly, no * qualification * is possible except

THROUGH CONNECTION WITH QUALIFICA-

TIONS.”—(1270)

COMMENTARY.

“ From all this it follows that your assertion—that the Cognition appre-

hends a qualified object, and yet there is in it no Conceptual Content implies

great temerity on your part, in making an assertion opposed to all canons

of Right Cognition.”

This sums up the criticism against the Buddhist doctrine.

“ The Reason for this is provided, in the words—‘ Certainly no qualifica-

tion, etc. etc. ’—that is to say, just as a man does not become a stick-holder,

without the stick,—so a thing cannot be qualified without connection

with qualifications.—Hence that cognition which apprehends the qualifications

is * Conceptual ’ (with Conceptual Content).

“ The argument may be formulated as follows :—The Apprehension of

the qualified thing, which is under dispute, is Conceptual,—because it appre-

hends a qualified thing,—like the cognition ‘ This is a piece of Cloth —
(1270)

The following Text proceeds to answer the above criticisms of Sumati :

—

TEXT (1271).

When the cognition is held to apprehend the qualified Thing,

—

IT IS BY BEASON OF ITS APPREHENDING THE THING AS DIF-

FERENTIATED FROM OTHER HOMOGENEOUS AND HETERO-

GENEOUS THINGS,—AND NOT OF THE CONNECTION

OF QUALIFICATIONS.

—

(1271)

COMMENTARY.

If what is meant by Sumati'

s

Reason— ‘ because it apprehends the

qualified thing ’ is the presence of a qualification which is something distinct
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from itself,—then it is * inadmissible ’
; because for the Buddhist, there is

no such thing as the * qualification ’, through connection with which the
cognition would apprehend things along with qualifications

; according to
the Buddhist, what is apprehended is only the Thing itself as differentiated

from homogeneous and heterogeneous things ; and it is by reason of this

latter approhension that the Coguition is said to apprehend the * qualified
’

thing.—{1271)

Question :
—

“ Then are all such expressions as ‘ qualified * being
distinguished \ * qualified character \ and so forth purely negative ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1272).

What is meant by * being qualified ’ (distinguished) is * difference *

—not the connection of qualifications. But the idea also

that ‘ this is different ’ is not cognised as associated

with words.

—

(1272)

COMMENTARY.

* Difference ’•—i.e. Differentiation (Preclusion) from homogeneous and
heterogeneous tilings ;—and this is not anything different from the thing

differentiated ; it is the thing itself which is spoken of in that form, through

the exclusion of other things, when this exclusion is meant to be emphasised.

The following might be urged—“ If there is always the apprehension

of the Thing as distinguished from homogeneous and heterogeneous things,

then the Apprehension becomes * determinate ’ (Conceptual)
; because it

appears in the Verbal form * This is different ’. Otherwise how could it

apprehend the ' difference if it appeared in any other form ? When a
certain apprehension appears in one form, it cannot be said to apprehend

another ; if it did so, it would lead to an absurdity.”

Tho answer to this is

—

1 But the idea also, etc. etc.'—(1272)

Question :
—“ How is it then that it is said to bo * different ’ ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1273).

It is only after the thing has been apprehended as THE * NEGATION
OF ALL THINGS OTHER THAN ITSELF —THAT THERE APPEARS

the Conceptual Cognition in the said form.

—(1273)

COMMENTARY.

4 Svabh&vGt ’—other than its own self.—When tho Thing has been appre-

hended as the negation of—as differentiated from—all other things,—and
when the (non-conceptual) perception in the specifio form of the Blue lias
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appeared,—thon there follows the Conceptual Content associated with

the words ‘ it is different ’. If this were not so, then it would be something

of the nature of purely verbal expression, or the essence of the thing as

associated with the verbal expression, through which the thing could be asso-

ciated with the name ‘ different ’ or ‘ non-different and apprehended as such.

From all this it follows that our Reason is not ‘ inadmissible ’.—(1273)

In case the Reason adduced by the Opponent

—

4 because it apprehends

a qualified thing ’—is based on the idea that through 4 negation ’ (differentia-

tion) itself the thing becomes qualified,—even though it bo not qualified in

the sense of being connected with a qualification in the shape of some other

thing,—even so our Reason cannot become 4 Inconclusive \—This is what is

shown in the following

—

TEXT (1274).

Other people regard the Universal as not distinguished by
QUALIFICATIONS,—WHICH UNIVERSAL THEY REGARD AS APPRE-

HENDED BY NON-CONCEPTUAL PERCEPTION. WHAT
HAS BEEN URGED IS APPLICABLE TO THAT

ALSO.—(1274)

COMMENTARY.

The Universal has been held to be of two kinds—(1) distinguished by

qualifications, and (2) not distinguished by qualifications. That which is

not distinguished by qualifications has been held to bo apprehended by

Non-conceptual Perception.

* To that ’—i.e. to the Universal.—Hence the charge of being appre-

hended by Conceptual Perception would apply to these also.—(1274)

Question :
—

“ How so ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1275).

The Universal is recognised as * distinguished ’ from the Parti

culab; hence the Perception of it would have to be

regarded (under the opponent’s contention) as

Conceptual.—

(

1275)

COMMENTARY.

That is understood to be the Universal which is * qualified ’—i.e. dis-

tinguished ’—-from the Particular ; if it were not so, then there would be no

Universal at all, if it were not excluded—distinguished—from the Particular.

—Such being the case, the Perception that apprehends this Universal, as

distinguished from the Particular, becomes 4 Conceptual as it apprehends
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something that is qualified. And yet, according to your view, this cognition
is not conceptual ; hence your Reason is itself Inconclusive.—(1275)

The said Sumati himself, anticipating the objection that his own Reason
becomes ‘ Inconclusive 1 by the case of the Universal, 1ms answered it. This
answer is shown in the following

—

TEXT (1276).

“ A THING IS CALLED ‘ UNIVERSAL * WHEN IT IS APPREHENDED WITHOUT

DISTINCTION
;
HENCE IT IS NOT RIGHT TO REGARD THE UNIVERSAL

AS SOMETHING DISTINGUISHED FROM THE PARTICULAR.”

—(1276)

COMMENTARY.

There is no ‘ Universal * apart from the Particulars, by virtue of wliich

on being apprehended it would be amenable to Conceptual Perception ; in

fact, it is only when the Particulars are apprehended without distinction

that they are called ‘ Universal *
;
that is to say, when they are not cognised,

each in its own distinctive form, they are called ‘ Universal ’. Consequently,

how could the Universal bo * distinguished ’ from the Particulars, by virtue

of which its apprehension would become 4 conceptual’.—(1276)

Question :—How then can there be a clear division between the Universal

and the Particular ?

Answer (provided by Sumati )
:

—

TEXT (1277).

“ When these (Particulars) are cognised as similar or dissimilar,

THEY INDICATE THE EXISTENCE IN THEMSELVES, OF THE

CHARACTER OF THE ‘UNIVERSAL* OR THE

* Particular *.*’

—

(1277)

COMMENTARY.

“ These same Particulars, according as they are cognised as similar or
dissimilar, become spoken of as 4

Universal * or 4 Particular respectively

41
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and in this way they bring about a division between the use of the two

names, * Universal ’ and ‘ Particular V*—(1277)

The above criticism of Sumali s is answered in the following

TEXTS (1278-1279).

If the said ‘ similarity ’ and * dissimilarity * are held to be

DIFFERENTIATED, THEN THE FACT OF THE UNIVERSAL BEING DISTIN-

GUISHED from the Particulars remains as before. If, on

THE OTHER HAND, THEY ARE NOT HELD TO BE DIFFERENTIA-

TED, THEN, HOW CAN THE CLEARLY MARKED DIVISION

BE POSSIBLE, WITHOUT CROSSING EACH OTHER ?

There is no other way in which

THEY COULD BE CONCEIVED.

—

(1278-1279)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Differentiated ’ -.—Not mixed up ; i.e. the Universal being one thing and

the Particular being another thing.

That the Universal is distinguished from the Particular is said only by

way of illustration ; in fact the Particular also is distinguished from the

Universal ;
as both these having distinct characters are clearly distinguished

from one another*

« The fact, etc. ‘ Asankirna ’ is unmixed. This has been declared by the

same Sumati in the following words—“ The Particular is perceived only as

infused with the character of such Universale as ' Being ’ and the like, not

otherwise j
hence it is only right that what is qualified should form the

object of a qualified (determinate, conceptual) Perception; as for the

Universal, on the other hand, it is capable of being perceived independently

of ah Particulars ; and hence there can be nothing incongruous in its forming

the object of the non-conceptuai Perception ’’.—This clearly marked distinc-

tion would not be there.

It might be argued that—“ It is not held to be either distinguished or

undistinguished.

’ 1

The answer to that is—‘ How can, etc. etc. ’—As a matter of fact, among

things so related that the presence or absence of one must imply the absence

or presence of another,—the negation of one is inseparable from the affirma-

tion of another ;
consequently, there can be no other alternative.—(1278-

1279)

Then again, to speak of the Particulars as apprehended ‘without dis-

tinction ’ involves a contradiction in terms.—This is what is shown in the

following

—
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TEXTS (1280-1281).

Of the Particular Things there is no other characteristic except
THAT OF BEING * PARTICULAR ’ (OR ‘ DISTINCT ’) J HOW THEN CAN
THERE BE ANY APPREHENSION OF THEM WHICH DOES NOT
ENVISAGE THE * DISTINCT ’ FORM % EVEN IF THEIR FORMS
ARE ENVISAGED, THEY ARE APPREHENDED ONLY AS

DISTINCT FROM OTHER PARTICULARS
J SO THAT

their Perception would be ‘ conceptual \

-(1280-1283)

COMMENTARY.

There is no ‘ Particular ’ apart from the various Tilings. If then, the
Particular were not envisaged in the apprehension of the Universal, how
could the various Things be apprehended ? That is to say, being non-different

from the nature of what is not apprehended, the Particulars also would be
not-apprehended.

If it be held that the various Things are apprehended,—then, if these

forms are envisaged,—and are apprehended,—the Particular also would be
apprehended, being, as it is, non-different from what has been apprehended.

So that, in regard to these various things, the Cognition that is held to be
apprehensive of the Universal turns out to be conceptual.—(1280-1281)

Further, it may bo that the Universal being -non-different from the

Particulars, it may not be * distinguished ' from those ; even so, the Universal

would certainly be ‘ distinguished * from such featureless non-entities as

the * Hare’s Horn *
; and it would thus become apprehensible by Conceptual

Perception ; and yet it is not so ; hence your reason remains ' Inconclusive *.

This is what is pointed out in the following

—

TEXTS (1282-1283).

The Universal is cognised as * distinguished ’ (distinct) from the
featureless thing ; hence for you, it should be cognisable by

Conceptual Perception.

—

If it be urged that “ the Uni-

versal cannot be begarded as distinguished FROM a
NON-ENTITY ”,—THEN (WE ASK) IS IT OF THE SAME
NATURE AS THE NON-ENTITY ? If NOT, THEN
WHY IS IT NOT ADMITTED THAT IT IS * DIS-

TINGUISHED * from it ?—(1282-1283)

COMMENTARY.

The following might be urged :—“ There can be no distinction made
between the Universal and the Non-entity ; nor can there be any similarity
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between them. Because that is supposed to be a non-entity which is not

anything

;

and such a thing cannot be either ‘ distinguished * from, or similar

to, the Universal. If it were, it would be an Entity.—Even if the Void—i.e.

the Non-entity—were ‘ distinguished * from the Universal, then also it

would be an entity ; because a non-entity cannot have the character of * being

distinguished ’
; and without the character of

4 being distinguished ’ a thing

cannot be regarded as
4 distinguished ’.—Nor can the Non-entity be 4 similar *

to the Universal ; as oven so it would have to be an entity. A non-entity cannot

have a form similar to something else ; and unless a tiling has a form similar

to another’s, it cannot be regardod as 4
similar ’ to it ; as otherwise it would

lead to an absurdity.—Hence relatively to the Void (Non-entity), the Universal

cannot be said to be either distinguished (distinct) or similar. Because when
one thing is either distinct or similar in relation to another tiling, then this

latter also has to be regarded as distinct from, or similar to, the former. If it

were not so, then the others also could not be perceived as distinct from, or

similar to, it.—Further, there is no such thing as 4 non-entity ’ apart from

entity ; when an entity is not found to be another entity, it is called
4 non-

entity ’ in relation to it ; how then could it be 4 distinguished ’ ?
”

All this has been argued by Sumati ; as against all this, the Author

proceeds to urge as follows :

—

TEXT (1284).

As A MATTER OF FACT, IN THE CASE OF THE entity ALSO, BEING 4

DIS-

TINGUISHED * consists in not being that same ; and as the

universal is not the same as the non-entity, why
CAN YOU NOT REGARD IT AS BEING * DIS-

TINGUISHED ’ FROM THE NON-ENTITY ?

—(1284)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of the entity also, when it is
4

distinguished ’ from Non-entity,
tin's

4 being distinguished * is not anything different ; it iB only the negation

of sameness

;

the meaning being that it is not the same as the other
; and

this can be equally so in the case of the Universal also, in relation to the Non-
entity, like the Hare’s Horn. Because the Hare’s Horn is a non-entity in

the sense that it is not capable of any action whatever ;—the Universal on
the other hand is not regarded as so incapable ;—90 that its being distinguished

from the Non-entity is quite clear. That there should be the distinction of

the Universal from the Non-entity, and yet the Non-entity does not become
an entity,—that is nothing very important.

As regards the Non-entity, the assertion (made by Sumati) that it is nothing
different from Entity and so forth,—it is clear that the writer has not pondered
over the meaning of his own assertion : Because when it is said that 4 an
Entity is not found to be another entity ’, the fact of its being 4

distinguished *

from it becomes asserted ; because it speaks of its preelusion from it.—All
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that lias been urged, therefore, is only the effect of blindness. Hence we
desist from further argumentation.—(1284)

The ujishot of liis whole argument is stated by the Author in the
following

—

TEXT (1285).

From all this it follows that whatever Cognition appears in

REGARD TO THE ‘ SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALITY ’ OF THINGS APPERTAINS

TO WHAT IS BEYOND THE RANGE OF WORDS AND IS

hence non-conceptual .

—

(1285)

COMMENTARY.

With the following Texts, the Author proceeds to present the view of

Kumarila ; and thereby indicates the charge against his own Reason (Premiss)

—put forward (under Text 1257 above), to the effect that ‘ when there is no

basis for the existence of a thing in a certain form, that thing, in that form,

cannot be admitted as real \—that it is partly * inadmissible ’ os not present

in a part of the Subject of the Reasoning :

—

TEXTS (1286-1288).

“ At first there is only a pre-cognition, which is non-conceplual,

LIKE THE COGNITION OF THE INFANT AND THE DUMB AND THE LIKE
;

—IT IS BORN PURELY OF THE THING (COGNISED) ; AT THAT MOMENT,
NEITHER THE UNIVERSAL NOR THE PARTICULAR CHARACTER IS

APPREHENDED ; ALL THAT IS APPREHENDED IS ONLY A CERTAIN

INDIVIDUAL WHICH IS THE SUBSTRATUM OF BOTH THOSE CHARACTERS.
—{Shlokavartika—Sense-perception , 112-113).—Subsequently, the
Thing becomes apprehended along with the properties of

THE ‘ Class-CHARACTER ’ AND THE REST ; AND THE COGNITION ALSO

BY WHICH IT IS THUS APPREHENDED IS REGARDED AS * SENSE -

perception. —{Shlokavartika—Sense-perception, 120).”—(1286-

1288).

COMMENTARY.

All sense-perceptions are made here the Subject (of the Argument)

;

and the sense is that the Premiss (of the Buddhist)—that * the basis of

conceptuality, in the shape of the apprehension of the thing qualified by
qualifications, cannot bo there ’—is not admissible. Because, as a matter

of fact, except in the initial Pre-cognition, in all other Sense-perceptions, * the

apprehension of the thing as qualified by qualifications * is present.—If the

Buddlust puts forward his Premiss in reference to the Pre-cognition, then the

argument is superfluous.

Such is the view of the Opponent {Kumarila).
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‘ Like the cognition of the infant and the dumb *

;

—i.e. like the infant’s

cognition, and like the dumb person’s cognition.—‘ And the rest ’ is meant to
include the man in a swoon. The only point of similarity in all these cases

is the absence of association with words \
* Purely ’ ;—what is meant by this ‘ purity ’ is freedom from the two

Universals.

This same idea is made clearer in the second text (1287)
—

‘ Neither the

Universal nor the Particular, etc. etc. *—The term 4
Particular ’ stands for the

intermediate Universal, ‘ Cow ’ and the like ; and
4

Universal * for the Sunornum
Genus, ‘ Entity ’ and the like.

—

4 The substratum of both these ’ ;—this indicates

the pure thing.
1

Subsequently, etc.'—This makes clear the partial ‘inadmissibility’ of
the same Premiss. 4

Subsequently

'

—i.e after the apprehension of the appre-
hension of the pure thing,—that cognition, by which the thing is apprehended
along with the qualifications of the class-character and the rest, is also
regarded as ‘ Sense-perception

* Py doss-character, etc.'—This indicates the apprehension of the
Thing as qualified by qualifications.

This shows that the said cognition apprehends what has not been already
apprehended and also that the Premiss (of the Buddhist) is inadmissible.

—

(1286-1288)

TEXT (1289).

“ Again and again, as more and more Conceptual Contents come
IN, THERE FOLLOW FURTHER APPREHENSIONS, IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SAME ; AND ALL THIS IS REGARDED AS ‘ SENSE-

perception —(Shlokavdrtika—Sense-

perception, 125).—(1289)

COMMENTARY.

4 Again and again '
;—i.e. at the third and subsequent moments.

‘ There follow further apprehensions —i.e. such as apprehend what has
not been already apprehended.

* In connection with the same ’ ;—i.e. in accordance with the connection
of the sense-organ concerned.—(1289)

The following might be urged (against Kum&rila) :—If, at the first

operation of the Sense-organ concerned, the Thing does not appear as equipped
with all its properties in the shape of the Universal and the rest,—then, it

should not so appear even subsequently ; as the circumstances are the
same in both cases.

The answer to this is provided in the following

—
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TEXT (1290).

“ When a man returns from bright light into an inner room,
THINGS DO NOT MANIFEST THEMSELVES TO TTTNT IMMEDIATELY
UPON HIS ENTRANCE

; BUT THAT DOES NOT MEAN THAT LATER ON
HE DOES NOT PERCEIVE THOSE THINGS BY HIS SENSE-

ORGANS.”—

(

Shlokavdrtika—Sense-perception, 126).

—(1290)

COMMENTARY.

* UfttfU ’—i.e. from bright light.

The construction is
4

ufndt pravi/ttamairdncLm ‘ who have just come in

from bright light \
4 He does not perceive, etc. etc.

’—The particular intonation implies that

things are actually apprehended by the sense-organs.—(1290)

Having thus cited the Example, he applies the same idea to the case

in question —

TEXT (1291).

“ Just as, in the first instances, he perceives a mere semblance
OF THE THING AND SUBSEQUENTLY HE PERCEIVES THEM IN THEIR

TRUE FORM,—SO ALSO WITH THE PROPERTIES OF ‘ CLASS-

CHARACTER ’ AND THE REST.”—

(

STllokaVdrtika—
Sense-perception, 127).—(1291)

COMMENTARY.

In the inner room, the Man apprehends the mere semblance of the

thing ; later on he apprehends the thing more specifically as 4 blue ’ and
so forth ;—in the same manner in the case in question, having, at first

apprehended tho thing in its more outline, one would subsequently come to

have the Perception of the thing equipped with the Class-character and
other properties. So that there is no incongruity at all.—(1291)

If such be the case,—and all the cognitions that appear after the initial

Pre-cognition are valid,—then, in a case where the man has had the pre-

cognition of the thing, and then closing his eyes, conceives of the thing as

connected with the Class-character and other properties (as the Conceptual

Content), then, inasmuch as this latter apprehends things not apprehended

before, this also would have to be regarded as Sense-perception.

The answer to this (from Kumdrila) is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1292).

“If after having pre-cognised the thing, the man closes his

EYES AND THEN IMPOSES CONCEPTUAL CONTENTS,—THIS LATTER

WOULD NOT BE * SENSE-PERCEPTION ’
J—BECAUSE IT IS NOT IN

ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONNECTION (OF THE SENSE-

ORGANS).”

—

{Shlokavdrtika—Sense-perception, 128).

—(1292)

COMMENTARY.

' Having pre-cognised ’—i.e. having apprehended by Pre -cognition.

‘ Eyes ’—to be construed with 4
closes

4
It is not in accordance, etc. etc. ’ :—i.e. it has not been brought about

by the contact of the sense-organ concerned.—This has been thus asserted

by KumdrUa— 44 Thus then the process of conceptual content being

similar in the two cases, that cognition which follows upon the contact of

the sense-organ lias the character of sense-perception ;—this is well-known

among people, even without any definition ([Shlokavdrtika-—Sense-

perception, 254).—(1292)

To all these arguments of Kumdrila, the answer is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1293-1294).

What has been ubged is not right. If the Cognition in question
APPERTAINS TO THE SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALITY OF THE THING,

—

THEN, EVEN ON THE APPREHENSION OF THE UNIVERSAL AND
OTHER PROPERTIES, IT SHOULD REMAIN FREE FROM VERBAL

expression. Because it has been proved before

THAT THE SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALITY OF THINGS

CANNOT BE DENOTED BY WORDS
;
HENCE THE

COGNITION THAT RESTS UPON THAT

MUST BE FREE FROM CONCEPTUAL

Content (and association

with words).

—

(1293-1294)

COMMENTARY.
4 Even on the apprehension, etc. '—The word 4 even ’ means 4 even

granting that the Universal exists In reality, the Universal, etc. having

been already rejected, how could there be any validity in the apprehension

thereof ? Well, granting that they do exist, even so, on their apprehension,

the Cognitions that appear subsequently to the initial Pre-cognition, having

only the Specific Individuality of Things as their object, must be free from
Conceptual Content

;
just as the Pre-cognition is. Because the Universal

and other properties have been held to be not-different from the Specific

Individuality.
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The argument may be formulated as follows :—That Cognition which

apprehends the Specific Individuality must be free from Conceptual Content,

—like the Pre-cognition ;—the Cognition that is held to be the subsequent

Perception does apprehend the Specific Individuality ;—so this is a natural

reason (proving its non-conceptual character).

This argument is only in the nature of a Reductio ad absurdum.—The

Reason cannot be said to be Inconclusive. Because, that the Specifio

Individuality cannot be denoted by words has already been proved in the

Chapter dealing with the ‘ Exclusion of other Tilings ’ (as forming the denota-

tion of words).

Nor is the Reason Contradictory ; as it is present in all cases where the

Probandum is known to exist.—(1293-1294)

It might be urged that—“ The Roason is Inadmissible, as it pertains to

the Universal only ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1295).

If the Universal alone were apprehended, then the Qualification

(Property) would be something absolutely distinct
;
and

THIS IS NOT WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE TO THE OTHER

PARTY, AS ASSERTED (BY HIMSELF).

—

(1295)

COMMENTARY.

‘ The qualification would be something absolutely distinct '—from the

Thing qualified.

‘ This is not acceptable to the other party \—i.e. this absolute distinction

between the qualification and the qualified.

“ How do you know that it is not acceptable ?
”

Answer :
—

* As has boon asserted ’—i.e. by himself.—(1295)

Question :
—“ What is it that lias been asserted by him ?

”

Answer :—[KumSrila says as below]

—

TEXT (1296).

“ IF THE QUALIFICATION WERE ABSOLUTELY DISTINCT FROM THE

QUALIFIED, THEN HOW COULD IT BRING ABOUT IN THE qualified

A COGNITION IN KEEPING WITH ITSELF ?
”

—

[Sklokd-

varlilca—Sense-perception, 142] .—(1296)

COMMENTARY.

The term * absolutely ’ has been added in view of the fact tliat some

sort of indirect distinction is admitted ;
inasmuch as his view is that the
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Universal and other qualifications are different as well as non-different (from

the qualified), but not absolutely different, or absolutely non-different. He
has asserted as follows :

—“ As their cognitions are distinct. Colour, etc.

cannot be one and the same ; what is held is that they are one as well as

diverse, as conceived in the form of
1 Being * (when they are one) and in the

form of
1 Colour etc. (when they are divorse) ”.

—

(Shlokavarlika, Sense-

perception, 158).—He has again asserted that—“ For us, the Universal

and the rest are not other than the Individual ”—

(

Shlokavartika, Sense-

perception, 141).
—

‘ Paraivam * difference *, here stands for * other than 5
.

4 In keeping with itself ’—i.e. tinged with the form of the qualifying

factors ; as the qualification is so called only because it brings about the

apprehension of the qualified thing which is tinged by the qualifying factor

;

otherwise, it would not be a qualification at all ; as it has been declared

that

—

4 The Qualification is so called because it colours the qualified thing

with its own cognition \—(1296)

The following might be urged :
—“ As a matter of fact, the subsequent

cognitions envisage both (the Universal as well as the Particular), inasmuch

as what they apprehend is the Particular as characterised by the Universal

;

so that they cannot be said to apprehend the Specific Individuality only

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1297).

One and the same cognition cannot comprehend both the Specific

Individuality and the Universal
; because, if such a cognition

were 4

Conceptual there could be no comprehension
OF THE FORMER,—ON THE OTHER HAND, IF IT WERE OTHER-

WISE, THERE COULD BE NO COMPREHENSION OF THE

LATTER.—(1297)

COMMENTARY.

It is not right that one and the same Cognition should apprehend the

Specific Individuality as well as the Universal.—Because, would that Cognition

be Conceptual or Non-conceptual ? If it were Conceptual,—Determinate,—then
there could be no apprehension of the 4

former ’,—i.e. the Specific

Individuality.—If
4
otherwise \—i.e. if it is Non-conceptual,—then there could

be no apprehension of the * latter ’—i.e. of the Universal.—(1297)

It has been proved that if the subsequent Cognitions apprehend the

Specific Individuality, they must be 4 Non-conceptual \—The Author now
proceeds to show that—oven granting that the said cognitions are

4

Conceptual \
as they would be apprehending only what has been already apprehended

(by the previous Non-conceptual Cognition), no validity could attach to those

Cognitions :

—
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TEXT (1298).

On ACCOUNT OF THERE BEING NO ABSOLUTE DISTINCTION (BETWEEN

the Universal and the Specific Individuality),—if the

Universal and other propertied have become already

apprehended by the initial Cognition,—then the

subsequent cognition would be apprehending

ONLY WHAT HAS BEEN ALREADY APPREHENDED,

—

’ AND IT WOULD THUS BE LIKE

Remembrance.

—

(1298)

COMMENTARY.

The Universal and the rest are not regarded as absolutely distinct from

the Individual ; as has been declared by Kumdrila (in Shlokavdrtika, Sense-

perception, 141) that

—

41 The Universal and the rest are not anything other

than the Individual Under the circumstances, as the Universal and the

rest will have been already apprehended by the initial (non-conceptual)

Pre-cognition, the subsequent definite (conceptual) cognition of the same

Universal and the rest would be apprehending only what has been already

apprehended,—and thus being like Remembrance,—it must liave to be

regarded as invalid. .
.

This argument may be formulated as follows :—The Cognition appre-

hending what has been already apprehended cannot be valid,—e.g. Remem-

brance ;—the Conceptual Cognition following on the wake of Perception

apprehends what has been already apprehended hence there is perception

of a character contrary to the wider notion (of validity). (1298)

[Says the Opponent}—“ If the Reason adduced here is that “the

Universal, etc. are already apprehended as differentiated from all imposition

(Doubts and Misconceptions),—then it is one that is
1 not-admitted ; if it

means that they are apprehended somehow, then it is Inconclusive, in view

of the character of Inference ”.

This is the argument that is set forth in the following

—

44

TEXTS (1299-1300).

(At the initial stage), there is only a vague idea of several

UNIVERSALS, AND THERE IS NO DEFINITE IDEA OF ANYTHING J

THE DEFINITE IDEA COMES ONLY LATER J
AS THIS APPREHENDS

THE THING AS DIFFERENTLATED FROM ALL IMPOSITIONS

(Doubts and Misconceptions). Just as

Inference apprehends the object as

differentiated from impositions, so

also does the (later) definite

Cognition.’'

—

(1299-1300)

COMMENTARY.
“ At the first stage, the Tiling is apprehended by Pre-cognition only in a

vague, not in the well-defined form ; the well-defined cognition comes only
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later, and this is valid, as it apprehends the Thing as differentiated from impo.

sitions,—like Inference. For instance, after the subject, Sound, has been

apprehended by Perception, there appears, through the fact of its being a

product, the well-defined (inferential) idea that it is non-eternal ; and tins

subsequent Inferential Cognition of the non-eternality of sound is valid ;

in the same manner the subsequent Perceptional Cognition becomes well-

defined when it apprehends the thing as differentiated from impositions.

On this point of well-defined cognition apprehending things differentiated

from imposition, you also do not hold a different opinion ; as is clear from

your assertion to the following effect
—

* Between well-defined cognition and

imposed cognition subsists the relation of the annuller and the annulled ; and

it is understood that the well-defined cognition becomes operative on the

thing being differentiated from impositions —(1299-1300)

The answer to the above is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1301-1303).

As A MATTER OP FACT, THE VALIDITY OF INFERENTIAL COGNITION DOES

NOT REST UPON ITS APPREHENDING A THING DIFFERENTIATED FROM

IMPOSITIONS
;
IP THAT WERE SO, THEN REMEMBRANCE ALSO WOULD

HAVE TO BE REGARDED AS Valid. WHAT REALLY HAPPENS IS THAT

AFTER THE SENSE-PERCEPTION (OF A CERTAIN THING) THERE APPEAR

CERTAIN IMPOSITIONS (DOUBTS AND MISCONCEPTIONS), AND IT IS

BY REASON OF SETTING ASIDE THESE IMPOSITIONS THAT INFERENTIAL

Cognition has been regarded as valid.—This is not possible

FOR YOU; BECAUSE IN THE CASE OF SUCH COGNITIONS AS ‘ The
WHITE—COW—WALKING’—AFTER THE SENSE-PERCEPTION, NO

IMPOSITION IS FOUND TO APPEAR, WHICH COULD BE NEGATIVED (BY

THE SUBSEQUENT VALID COGNITION).

—

(1301-1303)

COMMENTARY.

The validity of Inference lies in its precluding tho imposition that has crept

in, and not merely in precluding an imposition
;
in the latter case validity

would attach to Remembrance also. In the case of the (initial non-con-

ceptual) Perception being followed by the conceptual perception of tho ‘ white

—

cow—walking there is no preclusion of an imposition that has crept in,

because no such imposition has actually come in.

“ How do you know that it has not come in T
”

Answer :
—

‘ In the case of such cognitions, etc. etc. ’ ;—when a Concept

does come in, it does not remain uncognised ; hence, being capable of being

cognised, if the Imposition is not cognised, it follows that it has not come
in at all.—(1301-1303)

All this has been said after taking it for granted that the Universal and

the rest do exist. Now the Author proceeds to show that in reality, the
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Universal and the rest do not exist at all, and hence the Perception appre-

hending them cannot be conceptual

:

—

TEXTS (1304-1305).

As A MATTER OF FACT, UNIVERSAL AND THE REST DO NOT EXIST, EITHER

AS NON-DIFFBRENT, OR AS DIFFERENT, FROM (INDIVIDUALS),—BY
VIRTUE OF WHICH THE CONCEPTUAL COGNITION OF THOSE COULD

HAVE THE CHARACTER OF ‘ PERCEPTION \ (d) [THEY

CANNOT BE THE SAME AS THE INDIVIDUALS] BECAUSE

THERE IS NO COMPREHENSIVENESS. (6) [NOR CAN

THEY BE DIFFERENT FROM THE INDIVIDUALS]

BECAUSE THEY DO NOT APPEAR AS DIFFER-

ENT from the Individual.—

(

c)

[Nor can they be both differ-

ent AND NON-DIFFERENT]

because Difference and

non-difference always
REMAIN MUTUALLY
EXCLUSIVE.

—

(1304-1305)

COMMENTABY.

The Universal and the rest (if they existed) could be either (a) non-

different from the Individuals,—or (b

)

different from them,—or (c) both,

different and non-different.

(1) The first alternative cannot be right ; because there is no comprehen-

siveness ; i.e. there is absence or negation of pervasion ; that form is called

‘ Universal * which pervades over sevoral things ; there is no such ‘ pervasion ’

among individuals, whereby they themselves could become the * Universal ’
;

if there were such pervasion, the entire universe would come to be of the

game form ; so that there could be no Universal at all
;
as the Universal

must subsist in several things. •

'

(2) Nor is the second alternative possible (i.o. the Universal, etc. cannot

be different from the Individuals]
;

* because they do not appear as different

from the Individuals '
;—the term 1 bheddt ’ stands for Individuals ;—and

what does not appear cannot be perceived. This has been thus declared

—

* Individuals do not pervade over one another ; there is no other pervasive

entity ; how then can anything be different from Cognition ?
*

(3) Nor is the third alternative possible ;
‘ because the two views of difference

and non-difference are mutually exclusive \—that is to say, when two things

are mutually exclusive, the negation of one must mean the affirmation of

the other
;
and difference and non-difference are so mutually exclusive,

because the nature of one is such that it must preclude the nature of the

other. Hence there can be no third alternative (in addition to difference

and non-difference).—(1304-1305)
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' Says the Opponent :
—“ If Sense-perception is non -conceptual, how is

activity carried on on its basis ?—‘ This is a means of bringing happiness \
* this is a source of unhappiness —one always makes up his mind definitely

on those lines and then betakes himself to activity for the securing of the

former and the avoiding of the latter.—Further (under your view) there can

be no idea of Inference or Inferred ; because at the time of Inference, the

character in question, as also the subject wherein it is sought to be proved,

must be such as have been previously cognised in a definite form ;—and they

could not be regarded as definitely cognised by a Perception that is itself

uncertain. Nor could it be regarded as cognised by Inference ; as that would

mean an infinite regress of Inferences. There is no third Means of Right

Cognition (for the Buddhist, except Perception and Inference). So that

under your view, there would be an end to all forms of activity.—From

all this, and on the basis of the Reason that activities are actually carried on

on the basis of Inference, etc., it becomes established that the idea of Percep-

tion being non-conceptual is ruled out by Inference

To one who would argue thus, the Author offers the following answer :

—

TEXT (1306)..

As A MATTER OF FACT, EVEN THE nOU-COTlceptual PERCEPTION HAS THE

POTENCY TO BRING ABOUT THE CONCEPTUAL CONTENT
;
HENCE

THROUGH THAT, IT BECOMES A FACTOR IN ALL ACTIVITY.
• —(1306)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Through that \—That is, through the Conceptual Content, the Non-con-

ceptual Perception also becomes the cause of definitive cognition and thereby

becomes a factor in all activity. For instance, even though Sense-perception

is * free from Conceptual Content yet, whenever it appears, it appears as

qualifying, through the manifestation of its form in consciousness, the Thing

perceived—like Fire, for instance—as differentiated from all other homo-

geneous and heterogeneous things ;—and as this perception apprehends

one definite thing with a well-defined form,—and is also accompanied by

the idea of the tiling as differentiated from other homogeneous and hetero-

geneous things,—it renders manifest, in that same thing, certain positive

.

and negative concepts—such as * this is Fire —‘ this is not a bunch of

flowers *
; as these two concepts are only indirectly related to the Thing

concerned, they are not regarded as valid, oven though thoy are in perfect

accord with the real state of things ; and the reason for this lies in the fact that

it involves the unification of what is seen and what is conceived, and as such

cannot be regarded as the apprehension of what is not already apprehended,

(and hence valid).

It is for the reason stated above that the non-conceptual Perception,

being the cause of the said two concepts, becomes the cause of the indication

of a third kind of negation also. For instance, whenever a cognition appears
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in regard to anything, it envisages it because it bears its semblance ; and as

anything other than that thing is not perceived, it distinguishes the former
tiling from all olse ; in connection with all things, there ore these two poles

—

what is perceived and what is other than the perceived ; consequently it is

indicated that there is no third alternative.

“ If that is so, then, if the Subject,—Sound, for instance—has been
apprehended by Perception itself, the inferential concept of non-eternality

that appears in connection with it cannot be valid

That does not affect our position. Even though the Perception be
brought about, yet that aspect of the thing alone is said to be ‘ apprehended ’

(by. the Perception) in regard to which the resultant definite cognition is

produced and which alone londs itself to activity
; while that aspect in

regard to which it is not able to produce a definite cognition, because of the
operation of an imposition based on misconception,—even though such an
aspect might bo apprehended as fit for lending itself to activity,—it is regarded

to be as good as not-apprehended ; and it is in regard to this that, for the

purpose of setting aside the said imposition, Inference becomes operative

and hence valid ;—no such validity can belong to the Conception that follows

in the wake of the Senso-perception ; as in the latter case, there is no setting

aside of any imposition that has come in.

Question :
—“ What is the reason that, though the apprehension appears

in regard to the form of the thing which is different from that of all other

things, yet tho resultant Idea is not certain and definite ?
”

Answer :—The reason lies in the fact that it is dependent upon other

causes. Merely because a thing has been apprehended it does not follow that

the Idea in regard to it is certain and definite ; because it depends upon other

causes, in the shape of repetition, the man’s interest, the vividness (of the

original perception) and so forth. Just as, when one has the same person

as his Father and Teacher, when he sees him coming, the definite idea

in his mind is ‘ My Father is coming ’, not * my Teacher is coming ’.—(1306)

Bhdvivikta and others, who take exception to the idea that * the non-

conceptual Perception leads to activity through bringing about the Conceptual

Content ’, bring forward certain arguments ;—these are set forth in the

following

—

TEXT (1307).

“ The non-conceptual cannot bring about the Conceptual Content,

—

(a) BECAUSE THEIR OBJECTS ABE DIFFERENT,—AS IN THE CASE

OF THE COGNITION OF COLOUR, ETC,,—AND ALSO BECAUSE.

it is non-conceptual—like the Eye, etc.”

—

(1307)

COM ENTARY.

The cognition produced by the Senses (wliich is non-conceptual) cannot

bring about tho conceptual cognition, which is mental,—(o) because their

objects are different, as in the case of the cognitions of Colour, Touch, etc. ;

—

and also (6) because it is non-conceptual,—like the Eye and other organs.
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In support of the Reason ‘ Because their objects are different \ the

instance cited is 'as in the case oj the cognitions of colour, etc.' ; and m support

of the Reason 4 Because it is non-conceptual \ the instance cited is like t ic

eye, etc.

'

—(1307)

The following Text points out the defects in the above reasoning :

TEXT (1308).

There is no incompatibility between the Conceptual Content

AND THE SAID REASONS ;
NOR IS THERE DIFFERENCE IN THEIR

objects; as the object apprehended by the

ONE IS THE SAME AS THAT APPREHENDED

BY THE OTHER.—(1308)

COMMENTARY.

Both the Reasons adduced (in the preceding Text) are
4 Inconclusive ’

;

as no incompatibility has been indicated between the Reasons and the

contrary of the conclusion sought to be proved by them.

‘ Anayoh ’—of the two Reasons.

• Nor is there difference, etc. etc.

'

;—that is to say, even though the

Conceptual Content is objective (has an object), yet the assertion that
4

their

objects are different ’ is
1 inadmissible —(1308)

In reality however the Conceptual Content is not objective, it is without an

object ;
hence the Reason cited is all the more inadmissible. This is shown

in the following

—

TEXT (1309).

In REALITY, THE CONCEPTUAL CONTENT PROCEEDS WITHOUT ANY

OBJECTIVE BASIS J
IT HAS NO OBJECT AT ALL, WHICH COULD

DIFFER FROM ANYTHING ELSE.—(1309)

COMMENTARY.

The following Text shows that the Corroborative Instance (cited by

BMvivikta, in 1307 above) “ as in the case of the cognition of Colour, etc. ”,

is devoid of the Probandum (the character sought to bo proved)

TEXT (1310).

Among the cognitions of Colour, Sound, etc., mutual causal

RELATION IS ACTUALLY PRESENT; HENCE THE INSTANCE THAT

HAS BEEN CITED IS ONE IN WHICH THE PROBANDUM

IS NOT KNOWN TO EXIST.—(1310)

COMMENTARY.

—As among the Cognitions of Colour, Sound, etc., mental causal relation

is actually present,—consisting in the fact of their following in the wake of

one another.—(1310)
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Again, the Text is going to show that the reason “ Because their objects

are different” (cited by Bhdvivikta in Text 1307) is Inconclusive, by reason

of its presence in a thing where the Probandurn is definitely known to

be absent :

—

TEXT (1311).

Inasmuch as between the Cognition of Fire and the Cognition of

Smoke, there is the relation of Cause and Effect,—the
SAME COULD BE POSSIBLE IN THE CASE IN QUESTION

ALSO J HENCE THE REASON CITED IS FOUND
to be Inconclusive also.

—

(1311)

COMMENTARY.
’ Etasmin * stands for the Reason cited—“ Because their objects are

different

The Cognition of the Middle Term * Smoke ’ is the cause of the cognition

of the Major Term ‘ Fire ’,—even though the objects of the two cognitions

aro different. The some may be the cose here (with the non-conceptual and
the conceptual). So that the Reason adduced is Inconclusive.—(1311)

Having thus proved the fact of Sense-perception being * free from Concep-
tual Content the Author next proceeds to explain the use of the other
qualification, ' not erroneous * (in the definition of Sense-perception pro-

pounded by himself under Text 1214) :

—

TEXT (1312).

THE EPITHET ‘ NOT-ERRONEOUS * HAS BEEN ADDED FOR THE PURPOSE OF
EXCLUDING SUCH ILLUSIONS AS THOSE OF THE ‘ * Keshondraka *

(Hair-tuft) and the like
; as these are not regarded

AS * VALID COGNITION * ON THE GROUND OF
THEIR BRING * ERRONEOUS \ (1312)

COMMENTARY.

The term * not-erroneous * should be understood as * not incongruent *

—and not as * having for its basis a form as it really exists ’.—If this latter

were meant, then, as under the view of the Yogdchdra (the extreme Idealist)

there can be no real basis, the definition, thus interpreted, would not be
applicable to Sense-perception as accepted by both theorists (the Realist

Sautr&ntilca and the Idealist Yogdchdra).—As regards ‘being non-incon-

gruent ’, what it means is ‘ the presence of the capacity to envisage a thing

which is capable of the intended fruitful activity \—not actually envisaging

it ; as obstacles are likely to appear in the actual envisaging.

• * Keshondraka ’,
4 Hair-Tuft —It is not clear what is meant by this. It is

supposed to stand for the idea one has on closing the eye® of tufts of hair floating

in the regions of the eye ; which idea is 4 erroneous \ as there is no real Hair-Tuffc

there.

42
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Question :
—

“ If that is so, then let there be only the qualification ‘not

erroneous ’
;
what is the use of mentioning the 4 freedom from conceptual

content * ?
”

Answer That cannot be right ; as in that case the inferential concept

also would have to be regarded as Sense-perception.—(1312)

TEXTS (1313-1314).

Some people have held that Illusion is purely mental. But that

IS NOT SO
;
AS IT IS FOUND TO APPEAR ONLY WHEN THE SENSE-

ORGAN IS PRESENT (AND OPERATIVE) AND TO CEASE

WHEN THIS LATTER (BECOMES DISORDERED, CEASES).

If it were purely mental, it should cease

LIKE THE ILLUSION REGARDING A SERPENT,

EVEN WHEN THE DISORDER OF THE

Sense-organ has not ceased ;

AND YET IT CONTINUES TO BE

PERCEIVED QUITE CLEARLY.

-(1313-1314)

COMMENTARY.

The idea of thoso ‘ some people * is that it is not necessary to add, to

the definition of Sense-perccption, the qualifying term ‘not erroneous’

(for the purpose of excluding Illusion which, being purely menial, can never

be 4 Sense-perception ’).

Against this viow the following might be urged :—Granting that Illusion

is menial

;

even so, it is not necessary to add the qualifying term ‘not

erroneous ’
;
because what the person propounding the definition under

review wanted to do was not to provide a definition of only that ‘ Sense-

perception ’ which is brought about by the Sense-organs, but also of that

Sense-perception which appears in the Mystic and which is purely mental

;

as in this latter Dream-cognition also is non-conceptual, as it appears quite

distinctly ; and yet it is not
‘ non-erronoeus

1

;
hence for the exclusion of this,

the addition of the qualifying term ‘ non-erroneous * is necessary.

This is true: but there are Illusions possible through the Senses also

[and they are not always menial] ; hence the said view of ‘ some people is

not right.

The author explains how Illusions may be sense-born
—

‘ Bui that is

not so, etc. etc. ’.—The illusion appears only when the Sense-organ is there,

and when the Sense-organ is in any way disordered, i.e. hurt—the Illusion

ceases ;
which shows that like any other sense-born cognition, this Illusion

of the
4 Hair-tuft ’ and the like also is Sense-born.

Further, if the Illusion belonged entirely to the Mind, then the mental

aberration would be the sole cause of the Illusion, and hence the Illusion

would cease on the cessation of the mental aberration, though the disorder
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of the Sense-organ may still be there.—-The illusion regarding the serpent

and such things is cited as an example.

That the Illusion should not be very clear is another incongruous
possibility cited. What is mixed up with Conceptual Content cannot bring

about a very clear apprehension of the Thing ; as the said Content operates

only through the presentation of the Universal (which is always vague).

—

( 1313 - 1314)

The following texts sets forth the objection of the other party :

—

TEXTS (1315-1320).

“ (ff) AS REGARDS THE REASON THAT * THE ILLUSION IS THERE ONLY
when the Sense-organ is there —in its direct sense, it is

Inadmissible ; and in its indirect sense, it is Inconclusive
;

AS IT IS PRESENT IN REMEMBRANCE ALSO.—(6) AS REGARDS THE
Reason * Illusion is an aberration brought about by the dis-

order OF THE SENSE-ORGAN —THAT IS CLEARLY FOUND ALSO IN THE
CASE OF EFFECTS PRODUCED INDIRECTLY,—FOR EXAMPLE, IN THE
CASE OF THE Mule AND SUCH THINGS.

—

(c) As REGARDS THE IDEA
THAT * ALL MENTAL ILLUSIONS CEASE AFTER REFLECTION \—THIS

also is not quite true (inconclusive), in view of such ideas as
‘ Entity ’ and * Universal \ If it be held that these notions
DO CEASE ON THE SUBSEQUENT NOTION THAT ‘ THESE ARE NOT FOUND
in the Specific Individuality of Things —then the answer
is that such cessation is possible also IN THE case of such
ILLUSIONS AS THAT OF * TWO MOONS \—If IT BE URGED THAT THE
existence of these does not cease ’,—then, the same may be
SAID IN REGARD TO THE NOTIONS OF THE UNIVERSAL, ETC. ALSO

AS REGARDS THE ILLUSIONS REGARDING GOD AND SUCH OTHER
Beings, appearing in persons who are bent upon believing in

them, there is no cessation at all, even on listening to
millions of Reasons ; in fact, these dull-witted persons

declare that these Reasons are no Reasons at all.”

—

(1315-

1320)

COMMENTARY.

(a) If the fact of Illusion being there only when the Sense-organ is there

is cited as a Reason in the direct sense, then it is Inadmissible for one or

the other of the two parties ; for the other party, it is not proved that Illusion

is produced directly from the Sense-organs ; as that is exactly wliat is still to

bo proved. On the other hand, if it is meant in the indirect sense, that the

Illusion being there only when the Sense-organ is there is cited as the Reason

;

—then it is Inconclusive ; because such indirect concomitance with the Sense-

organ is present in Remembrance also (which is not regarded as Sense-

born).
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(6) As regards the Premiss that * the Illusion is an aberration brought

about by the disorder of the Sense-organ,’—that also is Inadmissible in the

direct sense ; and if taken in the indirect sense, this also is Inconclusive

;

as in the case of the Mule, which is bom of the Mare from the Ass,—all the

embryonic stages intervene between the contact of the animals and the

birth of the Mule—and it is only when the final product is subsequently

found to resemble the Ass that the idea comes about that it is bom of the

Ass ; but that does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that it is produced

from the Ass directly.

(c) The assertion that “ Mental Illusion ceases on reflection ’ is also

Inconclusive,—in view of the ideas of Entity and Universal \ That is,

for you the Buddhist,—who, relying on Reasoning, hold that there is no such

thing as the Universal,—the generic idea that there is in rogard to things

liko the Jar being * entities ’ or ‘ universal * does not cease at all.—If you

think that—“ when one comes to reflect over them, the said ideas do dis-

appear, through such notions as ‘ these ideas do not appertain to the Specific

Individuality ”,—then we soy that this is no answer at all. In the case of

the Illusions regarding ‘ Too Moons ’ and the like,—when one comes to

ponder over them, they also cease through the notion that * these do not

appertain to the Specific Individuality ’
; and yet these do not become

* mental \

It might be urged that “ the existence of theso does not cease ”.

The same may be said in regard to the notions of the Universal, etc.

also; as the existence of these also does not cease.—(1316-1320)

The following Texts supply the Author’s answer to the above
arguments :

—

TEXTS (1321-1323).

The idea of the Illusion being there when the Sense-organ is

THERE CANNOT BE SAID TO BE * INADMISSIBLE IN ITS DIRECT SENSE.

Because there is no intervention by any unmistaken (right)

NOTION
;
AS NO SUCH INTERVENING RIGHT NOTION IS EVER APPRE-

HENDED.—Even when the man has his mind not turned to

OTHER THINGS, HE HAS THE CONTINUOUS PERCEPTION OF ‘ TWO
MOONS ’

J WHICH SHOWS THAT THE PRODUCTION (OF THE ILLUSION,

BY THE SENSE-ORGAN) IS NOT indirect .

—

AS REGARDS THE IDEAS OF
‘ Entity ' Universal ’ and so forth,—where there is the
POSSIBILITY OF THEIR BEING RETRACTED,—CESSATION IS QUITE POS-

SIBLE, IF THE PERSON SO WISHES. So ALSO IN THE CASE OF THE
Idea relating to God.—(1321-1323)

COMMENTARY.

4 Cannot be Inadmissible \—i.e. it must be admissible.—Why ?—Because

there ia no intervention by any unmiataken notion—of the One Moon ;

—
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because while it would be cognisable if it were there, no such notion is cognised
at all.

This same idea is mode clear in the sentence— * Even when the man, etc.

’•—
* Continuous ’—is to be construed with * perception of the Two Moons

For this same reason the Premiss, that ‘ illusion is an aberration produced
by the aberration of the Sense-organ *, also is not 1 Inconclusive As
this also is not interrupted,—in view of which the caso of the Mule would
render it false, inconclusive.

As regards the notions of ‘ Entity ‘ Universal ’ and so forth,—when
the person retracts them by his own wish, there is cessation of these also.

But in the case of the Illusions like that of the * Hair-tuft there can
be no retraction at will ; henco our premiss is not Inconclusive.

It might be argued that—“ even in the case of Perception through the

Senses, there can be cessation at will, by closing ono’s eyes for instance ”.

The Visual Perception does not cease immediately on the appearance of

the wish
; in fact what is brought about by the man’s wish is only the closing

of the eyes ; and it is only when the Eyes have ceased to function that the
Visual Perception ceases. In the case of mental Illusion, on the other hand,

it ceases directly after the wish of the man ; hence the two cases are not
analogous. It has to be borne in mind that, when the Eyes are fixed upon a
thing, even though the man may not wish to look at the thing, the thing

is actually seen
; so that the wish has no direct influence upon the Visual or

other Perceptions.—(1321-1323)

TEXT (1324).

There are others who declare that—“ notions like ‘ the yellow

CONCH-SHELL ’, EVEN THOUGH ILLUSORY, ARE VALID,—INASMUCH

AS THEY ARE NOT INCONGRUENT WITH EFFECTIVE

ACTION.” (1324)

COMMENTARY.

There are some people belonging to our own party (Buddhists) who
do not wish to have the qualification * not-erroneous * (in the definition of

Sense-perception)
; because (they argue that) even the illusory idea of

the ‘ Yellow conch-shell ’ is Sense-perception. Because it cannot be Inference,

as it is not brought about by an Inferential Indicative. And that it is valid

is clear from the fact that it is not incongruent with reality. It was for this

reason that the Teacher Dinnaga did not introduce this qualification
—

‘ not

erroneous ’—in his definition of Sense-perception. Error . Illusion, Ignorance,
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Inference—these he has mentioned as having the 4 Semblance ’ of Perception,

which shows that the definition intended by him was that * it is free from

Conceptual Content and is not incongruent with the real state of tilings

He has also included the 4 taimiram * (among the Semblances of Perception),

where 4
timira (Darkness) stands for ignorance :—as found in such expressions

as 4 Timiraghnahcha manddndm ’
; and tliat which proceeds from Timira—

Ignorance—is
4 Taimira i.e. incongruent.—(1324)

The answer to the above is provided in the following

—

TEXTS (1325-1326)

This cannot be right. The effective action available is not

in keeping with the form apprehended. Otherwise there

WOULD BE INCONGRUITIES
J
AS IN THE COGNITION WHERE

THERE IS APPEARANCE OF THE Hair AND SUCH THINGS,

THERE IS COMPATIBILITY, THOUGH ONLY WITH

THE LIGHT (WHICH IS NOT APPREHENDED)

AND OTHER DETAILS ; HENCE THE VALIDITY

OF THIS WOULD BE IRRESISTIBLE

(UNDER THE OPPONENT’S VIEW).

-(1325-1326)

COMMENTARY.

The validity of a cognition is of two lands—(1) when there is com*

patibility with the appearance, and (2) when there is compatibility with the

Apprehension.—In the case in question (of the idea of the
4 yellow conch-

shell ’), the 4 absence of incongruence ’—(i.e. compatibility)—is not in accord-

ance with tho appearance, as what appears—what is apparent—is the yellow

conch-shell ; and yet what is found (on touching) is not the yellow thing ;

—

nor is its compatibility in accordance with the apprehension, because it is

the yellow thing itself that is apprehended as capable of a particular fruitful

activity ; and yet no fruitful activity in that form is actually found.—Nor
can there be validity even when there is compatibility with what is not

apprehended at all ; as that would lead to absurdity ; as in the case of tho

cognition of the Hair-tuft also, what is actually got at is only the light (whose

reflections create the impression of the Hair-tuft).—(1325-1326)

If you think that “ though the apprehended Colour is not obtained, yet

the shape is certainly obtained ”,—then our answer is as follows :

—
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TEXT (1327).

There can be no sfiape apart from the Colour
;
and with the apparent

Colour, there is no compatibility (in the case

IN QUESTION). (1327)

COMMENTARY.

This is easily understood.—(1327)

The Author now sums up his arguments :

—

TEXTS (1328-1329).

If, WITHOUT REGARD TO THE FORM OP THINGS, validity WERE PRESUMED

ON THE GROUND OF MERE COMPATIBILITY WITH FRUITFUL ACTION,

—THEN HOW WOULD THIS NOT CONTRADICT SUCH ASSER-

TIONS (OF YOURS) AS THAT ‘ THE DEFINITE COGNITION

OF THE THING IS IN THE FORM OF THE THING ’ ?

—

AS REGARDS THE POSSIBILITY OF * COMPATI-

BILITY ’ (IN THE CASE OF THE NOTION OF

THE ‘ YELLOW CONCH-SHELL ’), THAT

CAN ONLY BE THE RESULT OF THE

Impression (of a previous

cognition )
.

—

1328-

1329)

COMMENTARY.

Validity cannot be presumed merely on the basis of the compatibility

of effective action, without regard to the form ; as in that case the cognition

in the form of the thing itself might have to be regarded as invalid.

‘ In the form of the thing '—i.e. in the form that appears in the cognition.

‘ Such assertions as ’ ;—this is meant to show that the presumption in

question would go against such assertions of the Teacher as
—

’ As tho form of

the thing figures in tho Cognition, in that form is the thing rightly cognised ’.

As regards ‘ compatibility with effective action (in the case) in question,

it should be understood to bo the result of the Impression left by previous

apprehensions. That is to say, tho idea of tho
4 yellow conch-shell ’ is the

effect of the Impression left by a previous apprehension of the ‘ white conch-

shell \ And the * compatibility with effective action * (that has been said

to be present in the case) is due to this Impression,—(1328-1329)

The Author now proceeds to show how the character of
4 Senso-percep-

tion * belongs to the Sensation of Pleasure, etc. :

—
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TEXT (1330).

The Reasoning that is used in proving the non-conceptual

CHARACTER OF THE COGNITIONS PRODUCED BY THE MENTAL

Sense-organ, also serves to prove the non-con-

ceptual CHARACTER OF THE SENSATIONS OF

Pleasure, etc.—(1330)

COMMENTARY.

‘ The Reasoning, etc. '—that is, the argument based upon the impossibility

of Conventions and so forth.

Even though this Reasoning has nowhere been urged specifically in

regard to mental cognition, yet the Reasoning that has been urged in regard

to Cognitions through other Sense-organs,—-in the shape of the impossibility

of Conventions,—is equally applicable to Mental Cognitions also.

Or, the ‘ mental ’ cognition meant here may be the cognition of the

Mystic, which is going to be referred to later on. The Mental Perception

has not been defined here, as its character is well-known to Buddhists.

What the Text means is that the fact of the Buddhist view of

the sensations in question being not annulled by any means of right

cognition, has been fully explained by the Teacher ; hence we do not seek to

prove it here.—(1330)

The following Text sets forth the Vaisheqika view (regarding the exact

nature of the sensations of Pleasure, etc.) :

—

TEXT (1331).

“ 'They (Pleasure, etc.) are non-apprehensive of another thing ;

HOW THEN CAN THEY CARRY THEIR OWN COGNISANCE WITH
THEM ? IN FACT, THEY BECOME COGNISABLE ONLY BY
THE COGNITION WHICH SUBSISTS IN THE SAME

SUBSTRATUM AS THEMSELVES ”.—If THIS

IS URGED—[THEN THE ANSWER IS AS IN

THE FOLLOWING Texts].—(1331)

COSin NTARY.

“ It is not only that they are not self-cognised ; they are not apprehensive

of any external thing either ; that is, they are of the nature of Cognition.

In fact Pleasure, etc. become cognised only by that Cognition which subsists

in the same substratum as themselves—i.e. the Soul ”.

Such is the doctrine of the Yaishe^ikas.—(1331)

The above view is answered in the following

—
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TEXTS (1332-1339).

As A MATTER OF FACT, PLEASURE. ETC. ARE FELT IMMEDIATELY AFTER

THE PERCEPTION OF THE EXTERNAL OBJECT
;
WHY IS IT THAT THEY

ARE ALWAYS FELT AT THAT SAME TIME ?—It IS REGARDED AS COG-

NISED by Mental Perception ; but this Perception is not

THERE AT THE TIME ; AS COGNITIONS HAVE BEEN DESCRIBED AS

appearing in succession (not at the same time).

—

If it be

URGED THAT “ IT IS ONLY SIMULTANEOUS birth OF COGNITIONS THAT

IS NOT ADMITTED, NOT THEIR SIMULTANEOUS existence ”,—THEN

THE ANSWER IS THAT THERE CAN BE NO (CONTINUED) existence

OF ANYTHING
;
AS ALL THINGS HAVE BEEN PROVED TO BE MOMENTARY.

—IF IT BE URGED THAT “ THERE IS AN ILLUSION OF SIMULTANEITY,

DUE TO THE QUICK SUCCESSION OF THE COGNITIONS ”,—THIS ALSO

HAS BEEN REJECTED ALREADY.—IF THE PLEASURE, ETC., WERE

AMENABLE ONLY TO REMEMBRANCE, THEN THE FEELING COULD NOT

BE VIVID (AS IT IS).

—

IF IT BE ASSUMED THAT THE SAID ILLUSION IS

IN THE FORM OF ‘ AGREEABLE ’ AND ‘ DISAGREEABLE \—THEN IT COMES

TO THIS THAT THE EXISTENCE OF PLEASURE AND PAIN RESTS IN

THEMSELVES (AND THEY ARE THUS SELF-COGNISED).—WHEN THE

Mystics cognise, by Sense-perception, the Pleasure, etc.

OF OTHER PERSONS,—THEN, ON ACCOUNT OF THE SIMILARITY OF EX-

PERIENCE, THEY WOULD THEMSELVES BE UNHAPPY (AT THE UNHAPPI-

NESS OF OTHER PEOPLE). FOR YOU, THE FEELING OF PAIN CONSISTS,

NOT IN THE EXISTENCE OF THE PAIN ITSELF, BUT IN THE COGNITION

of which that Pain is the object
;
and that is another ‘ Chain

—The SAME APPLIES TO THE INFERENCE OF ANOTHER PERSON’S PAIN

also, as Inference has been described (by others) as objective

(with object), and not purely subjective (not touching objects).

-(1332-1339)
'

COMMENTARY.

It is meant to show that the Proposition (of the Vaiahl$ika) is contrary

to perceived facts.

When, as a matter of fact, Pleasure, etc., are apprehended at the same

time as the Cognition of the external object upon which they rest, then

by which particular cognition subsisting in the same substratum as them-

selves would they be apprehended ?—Certainly not by that Visual Cognition

of the external object ; as this rests upon the external object, while Pleasure,

etc. are felt within and as such they are held to be cognisable by mental

Cognition only. And yet at the time concerned there can be no mental

Cognition ; because the theory held is that Cognitions appear in succession,

one after the other.

It might bo hold that—" it is only the birth of Cognitions that has been

held to be in succession, not their existence
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That cannot bo right ; as it has been established that all that is born

has only a momentary existence.

As regards the explanation that “ there is only an illusion of simultaneity,

due to the quickness of the succession ”,—this has boon already refuted.

Then again, under the view suggested, the clear perception of Pleasure

and Pain, in the form of joy and grief, would not be possible ;
because the

view held is that Pleasure and Pain, envisaging Conceptual Contents, are

apprehended only by Mental Perception ; and Mental Perception is Concep-

tual ; and what is conceptual cannot make the appearance of things quite

clear. Under our view on the other hand, what is regarded os Sense-percep-

tion is that which is brought about by the Cognition brought about by the

Sense-organs, which is aided by the object coming into existence immediately

after the object of tho said Sense-perception.

Further, if Pleasure and Pain were actually apprehensible, their mani-

festation would be as something separate, as in the case of the Blue and

other things ; and yet if they were separated from the cognition, they could

not be felt as agreeable and disagreeable.

It might be argued that—“ as there is no difference from the Cognition,

the idea of agreeableness and disagreeableness must bo wrong ”.

In that case it becomes established that the existence of Pleasure and

Pain rests in their own cognition ; because Pleasure and Pain have no other

form apart from what is agreeable and disagreeable
; and if it is admitted

that tho Cognition has this form, then it also becomes admitted that Pleasure

and Pain also are of the nature of Cognition itself. Any other form not

being admitted, it cannot be admitted that thoy are mere illusions.

‘ Agreeable * is that, which Is favourable, and the opposite of this is ‘ dis-

agreeable

The term ‘ and tho rest ’ (after
1

Pleasure ’) includes Indifference.

If then the existence of Pleasure, etc., consists only in the appearance
of their own 1

Chain \—and it is not accepted that the same constitutes their

apprehension also,—but it is held that their apprehension must consist in

the appearance of the cognition regarding themselves,—then, in that case,

when Mystics apprehend the Pleasure, etc., of other persons, they should be
Just ns unhappy as the persons actually experiencing the Pain, etc., and it

is not open to you to say that “ it cannot be so, as they belong to separate
chains ”

; because you do not admit that their continuance consists in the
fact of their appearance in the same ' chain ’

; what you accept is only tho
appearance of the Cognition of the Pain; and tho cognition is present in

the 1
chain ’ of other people also ; so that the incongruity remains.

If, as the cause of Pleasure, etc. you accept both,—then, inasmuch
as the Pleasure, etc. would be present in their own ‘chains’, it becomes
proved that they are self-cognised. In this way, ‘ presence in one’s own chain ’

serves to distinguish them from those * present in other chains ’.

Question:—‘‘If Ploasure, etc. are of the nature of thoir own cognition,

then, how can the said incongruity of mystic perception be urged against

those

—

Mxmdmsakas for instance,—who do not admit of any mystics ?
”
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Answer :
—

‘ The same applies, etc. etc —Except Buddhists, there are no

philosophers for whom Inference is, in reality, devoid of objectivity ;
hence,

for one who infers the Pain of other persons (just as the Mystic who perceives

it), there would be the same experiencing of pain—[so that the said incon-

gruity would be there all the same].—(1332—1339)

TEXT (1340).

[Says Shankarasvdmin)—“ Pleasure, etc. are apprehended only as

‘ Pleasure, etc.’
;
they are not apprehended as ‘ cognition ’

;

CONSEQUENTLY LIKE THE JAR, ETC., THEY CANNOT

be Cognition.”—(1340)

COMMENTARY.

ShaMamsmmin Bays “ Pleasure, etc. 1)0 ot tho na*"r8 “f

Cognition, because they are never spoken of as ‘ Cognition ’ just like the

Jar, etc.”.—(1340)

The objection to this view is as follows :

—

TEXT (1341).

If difference is to be accepted on the basis of Convention, then

Cognition itself may not be stoken of as ‘ Cognition ,
and

on the basis of that, Cognition would become

NON-COGNITION.

—

(1341)

COMMENTARY.

If difference of nature were based upon Convention (i.e. the use of words,

which is purely a matter of Convention),—then, there may be some one who

might set up the Convention that the Cognition should be spoken of as

‘ non-cognition \ and in accordance with this Convention, Cognition would

become Not-cognition, for you !—(1341)

TEXT (1342).

If IT BE URGED THAT—“ BEING CLEARLY OF THE NATURE OF LIGHT, IT

COULD NEVER BE AS ALLEGED ”,—THEN, YOU ARE FACED WITH

THIS CONTINGENCY—IS NOT ALL THIS THE SAME IN THE

case of Pleasure and Pain also ?

—

(1342)

COMMENTARY.

If the view is that
—“ Cognition, being of the nature of Light, can never

be non-cognition then the answer is that all this is equally there in

the case of Pleasure and Pain also.

The Reason also is false, * Inconclusive ’
; so tliis is nothing. (134-)
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TEXT (1343).

AS REGARDS THE MYSTIC’S COGNITION, WE ARE GOING TO DESCRIBE IT,

ON THE BASIS OF SPOTLESS REASONS, AS ARISING OUT OF THE
CONTEMPLATION OF THINGS AND BEING FREE FROM

Conceptual Content and Error.

—

(1343)

COMMENTARY.

‘We are going to describe \—under the chapter on The Omniscient
Being.—(1343)

The Author next proceeds to set aside the diversity of opinion regarding
the ‘ Fruit ’ (ultimate effect) of ‘ Sense-perception ’ as a means of Cognition :

—

' TEXT (1344).

The cognition of the object is held to be the 1 fruit ’ of the Means
- or Cognition,—when the ‘Means of Cognition’ consists

IN THE ‘ SAMENESS OF FORM ’ (BETWEEN THE COGNITION
and the Cognised) ;—or Apprehension of itself

is the Fruit, and the Means, nr this

CASE, CONSISTS IN * CAPABI-

LITY —(1344)

COJ . 17,1ENTARY.

(a) When the external object is what is cognised,—then the cognition
of that object is the Fruit, and Sameness ofform the Means, of the Cognition ;

as even in the case of the self-cognition, the Cognition is of the same form
as what is cognised.—

(

b
) When what is cognised is of the nature of Cognition,

then the ' apprehension of itself * is the fruit, and capability the Means, of
the Cognition. Th6 said capability belongs to the Cognition only which
carries with it the cognisability of its own function ; by virtue of which
capability, it is Cognition alone—and not the Jar and such things,—that
apprehends itself ;—hence it is by the instrumentality of this capability
that Cognition is found to be self-manifested ; hence Capability is said to be
the ‘ Means the Instrument, of the Cognition of the Cognition itself. This
has been thus declared—‘The Cognitions of Cognitions themselves, being
neither the one nor the other, are capable of such self-apprehension ; hence
their capability is the Instrument (Means) and they themselves are the
cognised, and their own apprehension is the fruit \—(1344)

In the following the Author sets forth the objection urged by Kumdrila—
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TEXT (1345).

Just as, when the cutting weapon strikes at the khadira -tree
,

THE RESULTANT Cut DOES NOT APPEAR IN THE Pcd&sha-TREE,

IN THE SAME WAY NOWHERE IN THE WORLD IS THE
(cutting) Axe found to be the same as

the Cut ITSELF ” [SKlokavartika—
Sense-perception, 75).

—

(1345)

COMMENTARY.

The Bauddha has addressed the following argument to the person who

asserted that the Means of Cognition was different from its Fruit :—If there is

difference between the Means of Cognition and its Fruit, then the objective of

these two—the Means of Cognition and the Fruit of Cognition—also must be

different ; and yet this cannot be right ; when, for instance, the cutting

weapon, the Axe, is struck at the Khadira-tree, the Cut does not appear in

the Paldsha-tree

;

hence it must be admitted that the objective of both is

the same and hence there is no difference botween them.

It is in answer to this that Kumdrila says
—

“ If one who desires the

objective to be the same should declare the Means of Cognition to be the

same as its Fruit, then he would be setting aside the well-known distinction

between Cause and Effect
;

just as, when the cutting weapon strikes at

the Khadira-trce, the Cut does not appear in the Paldsha-tree, so also no-

where in the world is the Axe found to be the same as the Cut itself ”
(Shloka

-

vdrtilca—Sense-perception, 74-75).

The word * Chhidana \ ‘ Cutting weapon stands for that by which some-

thing is cut.—(1345)

The following Text supplies the answer to this argument of Kumdrila'

a

:

—

TEXT (1346).

The distinction of ‘ Cause and Effect ’ does not rest upon the

SUBSTRATUM OF THAT DISTINCTION ; COGNITION BEING FORMLESS,

THE SAID DISTINCTION CANNOT BE POSSIBLE. (1346)

COMMENTARY.

The apprehension of Blue is not the apprehension of Yellow,—this dis-

tinction in the cognition of things is based upon the sameness ofform, nothing

else ; so that the distinction of Cause and Effect is made through the relation

of what is distinguished and what distinguishes, not through the relation

of the Produced and Producer ; because the rolation of the Acting Agent,

the Instrument and the rest is not real ; because all things being momentary,

they cannot have any action. When the Cognition is produced in the form
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of the Object, it appears to be characterising the object and hence active.

Herein lies the action of the Cognition in presenting the object,—not in

mere invariable concomitance. For instance, the sprout does not cease to

bo invariably concomitant with the seed. Thus the Cognition itself cannot

be the Means of Cognition.—It is for this reason that the nature of the Means
of Cognition is stated through the distinction that it is the Cogru'tion with a

form ,—not the formless Cognition—which is the Means of Cognition. This

distinction too should be understood to bo made through the Conception

that follow's in the wake of the Cognition.—(1346)

The following Text shows that the Buddhist view is not nullified by
common experience :

—

TEXT (1347).

Thus then, the (commonly known) distinction (between the
Cognition as Means and Cognition as Fruit) is purely

IMAGINARY,—AS IN THE CASE OF THE BOW. THE
DISTINCTION CANNOT BE HELD TO BE BASED

upon the relation OF the Producer

and Produced.—(1347)

COMMENTARY.

In connection with the Bow, there are such notions as—(a) ‘ The Bow
pierces’, (6) ‘He pierces with the Bow\ (c) ‘the arrow proceeding from
the Bow, pierces \—where the same Bow is spoken of as (a) * Agent
(6)

‘ Instrument, and (c) * Ablative and this distinction is only imaginary
(not real) and yet it is not incongruous ; so it is in the case in question
also.—(1347)

TEXT (1348).

When the compact fibre of the wood is rent asunder by the
Cut of the Axe, the Axe is (popularly) called the * Cut *

ONLY WHEN IT ENTERS INTO THE FIBRE
; AND IT IS IN

this way that there is sameness (between
the Axe and the Cut).

—

(1348)

COMMENTARY.

When the cutting of the Trees with the Axe comas to be examined,
it is found that the cut consists in the entering of the Axe into the wood-
fibre ; and this entrance is a property belonging to the Axe itself ; so that in
this sense there is samenass between the Axe and the Out ; and there is no
incongruity in this.—(1348)

The same idea is further elucidated :

—
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TEXT (1349).

When once the distinction has been made,—it may be assumed
TO BE OTHERWISE ALSO ;—IT IS ONLY THE FORM OF THE

DISTINCTION THAT IS SPOKEN OF IN THE FORM

OF the Producer and Produced.—(1349)

COMMENTARY.

KumQrila has in his ShlokavCirtika (Sense-perception, 78), in the words
“ The Cognition can be the Means as bringing about the apprehension, etc.

etc.”—based the distinction between the Means and Fruit on the relation of

Producer and Prodxiced. And in this there is nothing incompatible with our

view. As our Teacher has declared as follows:—‘The attributing of the

name Pratyakfa to the Eye and other causes is not incompatible ’.—All

that we say is as follows :—It is essential that in the beginning the relation of

Cause and Effect can be based only upon the distinction previously made
;

until the difference in the Cognitions has been distinctly recognised, nothing

can proceed on the basis of the difference in objectives ; and for the recogni-

tion of the difference among Cognitions there can be no basis other than the

sameness of form ; and from this it follows by implication that tho sameness

ofform is the most efficient instrument
; and it is on the basis of this sameness

of form that the Cognition proceeds to prompt people to activity ; and the

fact of the prompter being tho Moans of Right Cognition can bo determined

only by one who is seeking to engage in the activity concerned
;
and not

merely as a whim. It has been thus declared—‘ Every wise person seeks to

determine what Is the proper means of cognition and what is not so, only for

the purpose of some fruitful activity’. It is for this reasoh that that factor

alone in the Cognition lias to be brought out by which it serves to prompt

men to activity. But in drawing the distinction between the Means of

Cognition and its fruit on the basis of the relation of Producer and Produced,

there is no recognition of that sameness ofform which is the only prompting

factor ; consequently the said distinction between the Means of Cognition and

its fruit on the said basis would be absolutely useless. This is tho reason

why the Teacher had recourse to a figurative (indirect) interpretation, as

he felt that the determining of the character of the Means of Cognition on

the said basis cannot take any part in the prompting to activity.

Thus when the distinction has once been made, it may subsequently be

explained on the basis of the relation of Producer and Produced ;—and there

would be nothing objectionable in that—(only the initial distinction lias to

be made first, and hence it cannot bo due to tliat relation).—(1349)

The following Texts sets forth the character of the
4 Fruit ’ as proposed

by Kum&rila :

—
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TEXTS (1350-1351).

u The ‘ Fruit ’ consisting in the apprehension of the object, the

CHARACTER OF THE ‘ MEANS OF COGNITION ’ MUST BELONG TO WHAT
GOES IMMEDIATELY BEFORE IT. HENCE IF THE COGNITION BE HELD

to be the ‘ Means ’, then the ‘ Fruit ' must be something

else.

—

It cannot be right to attribute the character of the
‘ Fruit * to the self-recognition (by the cognition), as this is

going to be refuted later on. Nor can it be right to assert

that the ‘Means’ consists in the form of the object (cog-

nised) ; AS IN that case there would be a diversity of objec-

tives ” [Shlokavdrtika—Sense-perception, 78-79].—(1350-1351)

COMMENTARY.

* What goes, etc. etc.*—i.e. the Eye and the other sense-organs.
‘ The Fruit must be something else ’ ;—in the form of rejecting or acquiring

or ignoring the thing cognised :—this also has been declared by Kumarxla
himself.

As regards ‘ self-recognition * (by the Cognition), that has been refuted
;

hence that cannot be regarded as the ‘ Fruit ’ of Right Cognition.

If the form of the object be held to be the Moans of Cognition, then the

objectives of the Means and the Fruit would be different ; for instance, the

form of the object would be something external (objective ), while the self-recogni-

tion of the Cognition would have the form of the Cognition itself (which is

purely subjective).—(1350-1351)

The abpvo argument is answered in the following

—

TEXT (1352).

<
Self-recognition ’ cannot be denied ; as that would involve the

INCONGRUITY OF THERE BEING NO COGNITION AT ALL.—NOR
CAN THE OBJECTIVES BE DIFFERENT

; AS ‘ SELF-RECOGNITION ’

ASLO IS HELD TO BE THE COGNITION OF THE

OBJECT.—(1352)

COMMENTARY.

• In accordance with the maxim— ‘He who has no apprehension of Sense-

perception can have no perception of anything ’—there would be incongruity
of there being no perception of anything, if the cognition of the cognition

itself were denied
; hence this * self-recognition * cannot be denied.

Nor can it be right to hold that the two cognitions have two different

objectives ; because ‘ self-recognition ’ also is held to be the cognition of the
object, because it is the effect of that, not because it consists entirely of that

;
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as it has been explained that the self-recognition has the same form. Hence
there is no incongruity at all.—(1352)

• Shankaraaxy&min urges the following argument :

—

TEXT (1353).

“As A MATTER OF FACT, THE MEANS OF COGNITION MUST BRING ABOUT
AN' EFFECT OTHER THAN ITSELF,—BECAUSE IT IS AN ACTIVE

AGENT,—LIKE THE HATCHET ” ;—IF THIS IS URGED
[THEN THE ANSWER IS AS FOLLOWS] I

—

(1353)

COMMENTARY.

“The Means of Cognition must be one that brings about an effect

different from itself,—because it is an active agent,—like the Hatchet,
etc.”—(1353)

The answer to the above is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1353-1355).

The argument is futile
;
as a different * Fruit ’ has been admitted ;

AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH REASONS ALREADY EXPLAINED (UNDER
Text 1348), there is no ‘different’ Fruit at all.

—

As
REGARDS THE MEANS OF COGNITION BEING AN ‘ACTIVE

Agent ’,—that is not admissible by us, if what
IS MEANT BY IT IS THAT IT IS productive J IF WHAT

is meant is that it is the Regulator , THEN
THERE CAN BE NO OBJECTION TO IT;

AND IN THAT CASE THE REASON
becomes * Inconclusive ’, as

IT INDICATES NO INCON-

GRUITY.

—

(1353-1355)

COMMENTARY.

* Futile \—because it seeks to prove what is already proved
;
inasmuch

as different * fruit ’ or ‘ effect ’ has been already admitted in the form of

‘ characterisation * (specification).—The particle ‘ hi ’ connotes reason (for

what is said).

The corroborative instance cited

—

1 Wee the Hatchet —is one that is

‘ devoid of the Probandum ’
; because it has been already shown that the

Hatchet is the same as the Cut (vide Text, 1348).

Tho premiss

—

1 because it is an active agent ’—is * inadmissible ’ if what is

meant is that it is productive of its effect ; if it is meant that it is the Regulator,

—then that is accepted by us.

43
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But even if it is meant that it is the Regulator,
the Reason is Inconclusive,

as there is no incongruity (indicated).

If * activity * in general be what is meant, then also the Reason is Incon-

clusive, as there is no incongruity indicated.—(1353-1355)

Objection “ If the Cognition were of the form of the Object, then

the sameness of the object might constitute the character of the ‘ Means of

Cognition ’
;
as a matter of fact, however, the Cognition that is brought about

is only of a form similar to that of the Object, and of the same character

hence it cannot be os suggested ; just as the Colour and Taste of a tlung

belong to a category quite different

This is what is anticipated and answered in the following—

TEXTS (1356-1357).

If it be argued that
—“the cognition cannot have the same

FORM AS THE OBJECT APPREHENDED,—BECAUSE IT BELONGS TO A

DIFFERENT CATEGORY,—LIKE THE COGNITION OF COLOUR,

Taste, etc.”,—[then the answer is as follows]

—

In due accordance with our doctrine we have

clearly explained this and also other

THINGS IN COURSE OF OUR REJECTION OF

THE IDEA OF A real OBJECT BEING

apprehended.—(1356-1357)

COMMENTARY.

We who are followers of the doctrine of Idealism readily accept what

has been urged ; it does not affect our position at all. In fact, the objection

that you have urged against the object apprehended has been only indistinctly

(vaguely) stated; while this is exactly that we have stated quite clearly,

while examining—i.e. rejecting—the idea—conviction—that there is some-

tiling real that is apprehended.—(1356-1357)

Question :
—“ What is that clear statement in proof of your doctrine ?

’

Answer :

—

TEXT (1358).

If there were absolute sameness of form, then Cognition would

become Non-cognition ; as foe partial sameness ofform, that

WOULD MAKE EVERY COGNITION APPREHENSIVE

OP EVERYTHING.—(1358)

COMMENTARY.

« Absolute sameness of form ’ would consist in the fact of the Cognition

being ‘ excluded * from exactly those homogeneous things from which the
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cognised object is ‘ excluded \—while ‘ partial sameness 1 would consist in.

* exclusion * from only a few of those.—(1358)

Question :
—“ If that is so, then, why has the validity of the Cognition

been said to consist in its being of the same form os the Object ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1359-1361).

But under the doctrine of the Reality of the External World,
the possibility of the sameness ofform has to be accepted

;
that

is why it has been mentioned.—Under the doctrine, however,
of Cognition being a mere Reflected Image,—even if the Cog-
nition differs from the cognised object, the sameness of form
BELONGS TO THE REFLECTION

\ AND THE COGNITION CAN BE ONLY
FIGURATIVE.—LASTLY, FOR ONE WHO DOBS NOT ADMIT THE COGNI-
TION TO BE THE RECEPTACLE OF THE SEMBLANCE OF THE OBJECT,
—THERE IS NOT EVEN THE SAID METHOD POSSIBLE FOR THE COG-
NISING OF THE EXTERNAL OBJECT.—(1359-1361)

COMMENTARY.

‘ 7* bas, etc.'.
—

‘ It * stands for ‘the possibility of the sameness of form *,

or the * form ’ itself.

* NirbMsi 1

Reflected Image ' :
—

* Nirbhdsa ‘ Reflection \ is sameness

of form with the object ; and that which has this sameness of form, is the
' Reflected Image

* From the cognised object —i.o. from the external object.
* Belongs to the Reflection —i.e. to the Rofloction in the form of the

Cognition.

* Sameness ofform *,—with the object.
* Figurative \—Indirect, Secondary.
‘ Cognition ’—i.o. of the object.
‘ Receptacle '—substratum.

As regards the divergence of opinion regarding the object of Cognition, the

Universal as a real entity has been already rejected ; honce for Perception

which has been regarded as having an entity for its objeot, there can be no
other object except the Specific Individuality, and this having been already

pointed out as being got at by implication, no special effort has been made
for setting aside the said divergence of opinion.

Some people have argued as follows (against the Buddhist’s definition

of Sense-perception) :
—“ The definition suggested is not a proper one ;

the definition put forward is that of the Means of Cognition, with the view

that other people may, through that definition, come to understand what the

Means of Cognition is, and then regulate their action accordingly ; and it is not
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put forward only for satisfying a whim. And (in so far as the proposed

definition is concerned) the knowledge that Sense-perception is
4 free from

Conceptual Content ’ and all that cannot, in ordinary life, either prompt a

man to activity, or make him desist from it.”

This is not right. The nature of things cannot be made or determined

according to one’s wish ; by virtue of which one could frame a definition

accordingly ; what has to be done, however, is to take the thing as it stands,

and to put forward a definition embodying that particular aspect of the

thing which one wishes to bring out. For example, one points out
4 rough-

ness ’ as a characteristic of the Earth. If it were not thus, then the definition

put forward might be open to the charge of being an 4 impossible ’ one.

As regards Sense-perception, there is nothing else to indicate its character,

except * freedom from Conceptual Content ’ and 4 freedom from error —
For instance, it must be 4

free from error ’, because it is a valid means of

Cognition ;
and it must be

!

free from Conceptual Content because it directly

apprehends the Specific Individuality of things; and it has been proved

that the Specific Individuality is something in regard to which no Convention

can be made, and hence its cognition must be freo from association with words.

—It is for this reason that all intelligent persons regard this definition as

entirely in accordance with reason.

Nor is it true that this definition cannot bring about either activity, or

desisting from activity, on the part of intelligent persons. For instance,

in connection with such cognitions as—(a) the Idea of the Jar, the action of

Throwing up, the Universal, the Number and so forth, (6) the idea of Recogni-

tion, and (c) the idea of the ‘yellow conch-shell’,—some persons have been

led to regard all these as 4 Sense-perception ’, in accordance with the definition

provided by other parties,—and then they find that all these are either Con-

ceptual or Erroneous, and then,—in accordance with the definition provided

by us,—they conclude that these cannot be 4 Sense-perception ’
; thereupon

they desist from (give up) the notion that Number and the rest are real

entities ;—and they also conclude that what is an entity is only that Specific

Individuality—of the
4 Blue ’ for instance,—which is inexpressible by words,

and hence they betake themsolves to activity towards that.—How oven the

non-conceptual Cognition can lead to activity has been already explained

bofore.

Says the Opponent :

—

44
If this is so, then let there be a single item in the

definition

—

4
freo from Conceptual Content ’, and 4

free from error ’ need not

be added. Because that fact alone which is already known prior to the

intended activity, should be put forward as a definition for the benefit

of persons desirous of undertaking activity in accordance with that definition ;

and no unknown thing ; as the latter is as good as non-existent. And as

a matter of fact, any certainty regarding ‘freedom from error’ cannot be

there until it has been found to be compatible with the fruitful activity

undertaken ;
in fact people with limited powers of perception are not able to

ascertain the truthful character of a cognition, except through the perception

of its practical effect ; because for such persons the capacity of things can

only be inferred from its effects ; it has been shown above that 4

truthful-
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ness ’—i.e. conformity with the real state of things—of the Cognition consists

only in its capacity to make people actually get at the thing cognised. So

that if this conformity were learnt only subsequently, it would serve no useful

purpose ; as after that, there is no further activity.”

Answer

:

—There is no force in this objection. It has been already

explained that it is necessary to add the qualification
1
free from error \

in order to save the definition from the defoct of being * too wide ’ by reason

of the possibility, under the definition, of notions like thoso of the
1 Hair-

tuft ’, etc. being regarded as valid cognition.—As regards the argumont that

before the activity has actually taken place, people with limited powers of

vision have no means of ascertaining the truth of the cognition,—this also

is Inconclusive. Where is there any such hard and fast rule that people with

limited vision cannot ascertain the capacity of anything ? If that were so,

then, they would be unable to be certain of anything ; which would mean

that they are unconscious beings ; because even animals and infants, through

repeated experience, come to have their impressions aroused, are able to

feel certain that ‘ this thing brings pleasure ’, ‘ that other brings pain ’

and are found to act accordingly,—even before their present activity, and

then avoid the precipice and take to the mother’s breasts. Also in the case

of people who are constantly thinking of something that has never existed

before, and have their mind disturbed by excessive desire, grief, fear and so

forth,—even without remembering any points of similarity, etc.—it is found

that the mere repetition of the vivid idea lias the capacity to bring about

the cognition. In a case where there is no repetition, there alone,—not

everywhere—is the potency to bo only inferred from its practical effects.

This same explanation applies to the certainty attaching to the perception

of Inferential Indicatives, like Smoke ; as here also, the effect, in the shape

of Smoke, is, by its very nature, something entirely different (from the

Fire), and the certainty regarding its difference is due to repeated observation,

whereby the idea of the Inferential Indicative also becomes possible, and

consequently there is no rejection of Inference.

Says the Opponent :
—

“ The repetition would be there only after the

first activity has taken place ; it has to be explained how that first activity

comes about ”.

Answer :—That activity proceeds from the doubtful cognition.

Question

:

—“ How can the Perception which gives rise to Doubt have

any validity ?
”

Answer :—How can there be validity in the Perception that brings about

certainty ?

“ It is due to the fact that this Perception brings about a definite Cognition

and the man seeking for it takes up his activity.”

Tliis same may be said also with regard to Perception leading to Doubt,

Even though in this case, the cognition is contrary to the form of what

is sought after, yet it is not in that form that the Perception leads to activity,

because what is so cognised is not what is wanted ; nor does it lead to desisting

from activity ; because it is only when there is cognition of the thing as

desired that there can be any activity on the part of the man. Otherwise,
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from Perception leading to Doubt, no one could act or desist from acting.

But this does not so happen ; on the contrary, it so happens that that

activity is all the more powerful which proceeds on the part of persons who
do not apprehend any evil consequences from the activity in question. So
far as this aspect is concerned, there is no difference between the Perception

leading to Doubt and that leading to Certainty. It is only where the

Perception brings about a cognition entirely contrary to the thing cognised,

—or where it brings about no cognition at all,—that there is no activity on
the part of the man seeking for something

;
and hence it is only this Per-

ception that is invalid,—not any other.—(1359-1361)

End of the Chapter on Sense-perception.
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Inference.

COMMENTARY.

The Author proceeds to state the definition of Inference :—

TEXTS (1362-1363).

Inference is held to be of two kinds, as divided into—(1) For

one's own benefit, and (2) for the benefit of others. (1) Inference
* FOR ONE’S OWN BENEFIT ’ CONSISTS IN THE COGNITION OF THE

INFERRED OBJECT DERIVED FROM THE THREE-FEATURED

Probans
;
and (2) Inference ‘ for the benefit

OF OTHERS ’ CONSISTS IN THE STATEMENT OF THE

three-featured Probans. That Probans

WHICH HAS ONLY On£ OR two FEATURES

(OUT OF THE NECESSARY THREE) IS

REGARDED AS A * SEMBLANCE
of the Probans ’.

—

(1362-1363)

COMMENTARY.

Inference is of two kinds—as divided into * for one’s own benefit
1 and

4 for the benefit of others ’.—The former should be understood to be that

Cognition of the inferred object which is derived from * the three-featured

Probans' ,—the Indicative that fulfils the three conditions of (1) ‘being

present in the Subject \ (2)
4 being present in that wherein the Probandum

is known to be present and (3) * being entirely absent where the Probandum

is known to be absent ’.—The Inference
4
for the sake of others ’ should

be understood to consist in the verbal expression of the said three-featured

Probans.

Question :
—“ Why has not the definition of the Wrong Inference been

provided ?
”

Answer :

—

4 That Probans which , etc. etc.
’—

‘ Sound is eternal, (a) because

it is a product, and (6) because it is corporeal, and (c) because it is non-

cogni&able —in this Inference only one of the 4 thro© features ’ is present

in each ; e.g. in (a) the character of being a Product fulfils the single condition,

of being 'present in the subject (Sound) [while it does not fulfil the condition

of being present where the Probandum is knoum to be present, a3 the Probandum,

Etemality, is known to bo present in Akasha, Soul, etc., which are not

Products ; nor does it fulfil the condition of being absent where the Probandum
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is absent, as the Probandum, Etemality, is absent in the Jar, where the

character of being a Product is not absent];—(6) the character of being

corporeal, fulfils only the second condition, of being present where the

Probandum is known to be present and docs not fulfil the first condition of

being present in the Subject (Sound), because Sound is not corporeal

;

nor

does it fulfil the third condition of being absent where the Probandum is absent
,

as it is not absent in the Jar (which is corporeal) where the Probandum

(Etemality) is known to be absent ;—and (c) the character of being non-

cognisable fulfils only the third condition, of being absent where the Proban

-

dum (Etemality) is known to be absent (e.g. in the Soul, etc. which are

cognisable ) [and it does not fulfil the other two conditions, as it is not present

in the Subject, Sound, which is cognisable; nor is it present where the

Probandum is known to be present, e.g. the Soul, etc. which are cognisable].

—Those fulfilling only two of the three conditions are the Probans in the

following argument— ‘ Sound is non-eternal,—(a) because it is visible, (6)

because it is audible, and (c) because it is incorporeal ’ ;—where respectively

only the following conditions are not fulfilled

—

(a)
1 Because it is visible

’

does not fulfil only the condition of being present in the subject ; (b) ‘ Because

it is audible ’ does not fulfil the only condition of being present where the

Probandum is known to be present ; and (c) ‘ Because it is incorporeal ’ does

not fulfil the only condition of being absent where the Probandum is known

to be absent.—This has been thus expressed.
—

' Sound is eternal, because

it is a product, because it is corporeal and because it is non-cognisable ;

—

and Sound is non-eternal, because it is incorporeal, because it is audible

and because it is visible ’.—(1362-1363)

In the following Text, the Author sets forth the objection urged by

PStrasvdmin :

—

TEXT (1364).

“ The character of the Valid Probans is found in what is * im-

possible OTHERWISE —AND NOT WHEN THIS CONDITION IS NOT

FULFILLED, EVEN WHEN THE * THREE FEATURES * ARE

present. Hence the * Three-featured ’

Probans are impotent (infruc-

tuous).”—(1364)

COMMENTARY.

Pdtrasvamin argues as follows :
—

“ The Probans is valid only when it

is found to be * otherwise impossible *
; and not when it has the ‘ three

features ’. Because it is found that even when the Probans has the said

three features, it is not valid, when it does not fulfil the condition that
it is ‘ otherwise impossible ’

; e.g. in the case where the Probans is cited in
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the form * Becauso he is the Son of so and so * [therefore he must be dark]

Consequently the ‘ three-featured ’ Probans are infructuous, mefficient

In the term * otherwise impossible ’, the term ‘ otherwise ’ stands for

‘ without the Probandum ’
;
that is to say, the valid Probans is that which

exists in the Probandum only.—(1364)

•

In the following Texts, Pdtrasvdmin justifies the view that the true

Probans is that which lias the one characteristic of being ‘ otherwise impos-

sible by showing in detail that there is positive as well as negative con-

comitance (between the definition and the thing defined)

:

TEXT (1365).

“ That which is ‘ otherwise impossible ’ is held to be the Probans,

WHILE THIS IS ONLY ‘ ONE-FEATURED ’
)

IT MAY OR MAY

HOT BE REGARDED AS ‘FOUR-FEATURED’.”

—

(1365)

COMMENTARY.

4 One-featured ’—That which has only one characteristic, that of being

‘ otherwise impossible ’
; that alone—none other,—is regarded as

4 Probans \

by ordinary men as well as by investigators. Through Presumption this

same character implies the three features of ‘ Being present in the Subject
’

and so forth ; and hence it may be regarded as * four-featured ’ or it may

not be so regarded, because in several cases, the Probans is found to be

valid even when it has only one or two or three features.

Inasmuch as
4 being otherwise impossible’ is its one characteristic

feature it is called
4 one-featured ’.—Along with 4 being otherwise impos-

sible ’, if it is found to exist in like things and not to exist in unlike things,

then, it becomes 4 two-featured ’
; and when along with

4 being otherwise

impossible it is also existent in like things and also to bo absent where the

Probandum is known to be absent, then it is
4 three -featured ;

and it is

not called
4 three-featured ’ on account of the presence of the three features

of
4 presence in the Subject ’ and the rest (mentioned in the Buddhist’s defini-

tion) ;
because a Probans of this latter kind cannot bring about a valid

cognition.—(1365)

44 Or, the Probans is spoken of as ‘ one-featured ’ in view of the one

character of
4 being otherwise impossible because this is its principal charac-

teristic ;
and it is not spoken of in terms of the other features of

4 presence

in the Subject ’ and the rest, because these latter are secondary, or because

they do not serve any useful purpose.”—This is what is shown in tie

following

—
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TEXT (1366).

44 Just as among people, the man who has three sons is spoken of

AS * HAVING ONE SON ON ACCOUNT OF THE ONE SON BEING A

GOOD SON,—SO IT SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD IN THE

PRESENT INSTANCE ALSO.”—(1366)

COMMENTARY.

Says the other party :—On account of the relation of Invariable Con-

comitance, the character of the Probans should be rightly attributed to the
4
three-featured ’ Reason only.

The answer to this (from PcUrasvdmin) is as follows :

—

TEXT (1367).

“As A MATTER OF FACT, THE RELATION OF INVARIABLE CONCOMITANCE

IS NOT PRESENT IN THE * THREE-FEATURED ’ REASONS
;

IT IS

REALLY FOUND ONLY IN THOSE REASONS WHICH HAVE

THE ONE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE OF ‘ BEING

OTHERWISE IMPOSSIBLE —(1367)

COMMENTARY.

The compound ‘ anyathdsambhava , etc. * is to be expounded as
1 those

Reasons in whom there is the single character of being otherwise impossible \

—(1367
)

The same idea is re-affirmed in the following

—

TEXTS (1368-1369).

** That alone is the true Probans which has the character of
' BEING OTHERWISE IMPOSSIBLE ’

; AS FOR CORROBORATIVE

INSTANCES, THEY MAY BE THERE, OR THEY MAY NOT
;
AS

THEY ARE NOT THE MEANS. If THE CHARACTER OF
‘ BEING OTHERWISE IMPOSSIBLE ’ IS not THERE, WHAT

IS THE USE OF THE ‘ THREE FEATURES ’
? AND

IF THE CHARACTER OF ‘ BEING OTHER-

WISE IMPOSSIBLE ’ is THERE, WHAT
IS THE USE OF THE * THREE

FEATURES ’
? ”—(1368-1369)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Corroborative Instances ’,—in the form similarity and dissimilarity.

' They are not the Means *—of proving the Probandxim.
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It would be better to read the second line of 1369 before the first line.

—

(1368-1369).

The following Text proceeds to show that there can bo no Invariable

Concomitance in the ‘ three-featured ’ Probans :

—

TEXT (1370).

“The reasoning in the form—‘he must be dark, because he is

THE SON OF SO AND SO,—LIKE OTHER SONS OF HIS WHO ARE

FOUND TO BE DARK CONTAINS THE * THREE FEATURED *

Probans, and yet it cannot lead to any valid

DEFINITE CONCLUSION.”—(1370)

COMMENTARY.

In the following Texts, it is shown, by a number of examples, that it is

only the * one-featured * Probarn that has the requisite capacity (of leading

to a valid conclusion) :

—

TEXT (1371).

“ An example of the One-featured Probans without corroborative

INSTANCES, WE HAVE IN THE REASONING * POSITIVE AND

Negative entities are essentially existent—
BECAUSE THEY ARE CAPABLE OF BEING APPRE-

HENDED SOMEHOW \”—(1371)

COMMENTARY.

The Reasoning is in the form ‘ Positive and Negative entities are some-

how existent, because they are apprehensible somehow ’.—In this case there

aro no external corroborative Instances, either of similarity or dissimilarity,

either in the form of a statement or in the form of actual things ; because all

things have been included under the Subject (Minor Term) ‘ Positive and

Negative entities *
; and there is nothing apart from these. As regards the

character of ‘ being present in the Minor Term this is * otherwise impossible

and is nothing apart from this latter ; hence the Probans here is * one-

featured \
1 Somehow \—under some such term as 4 Cognisable ’ or its synonyms.
4 Are essentially existent ’,

—

4 somehow ’ has to be construed with this

al50 .—Hence the full Reasoning is

—

4 Because they are somehow apprehensible,

therefore they are somehow existent*.—(1371)

In the following Texts, examples of the 4 two-featured * Probans aro

cited :

—
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TEXTS (1372-1379).

“(1)‘The Shasha-ldhckhana (Hare-marked) is not Non-Moon,—
BECAUSE IT IS SPOKEN OF AS THE Moon ' ;—HERE WE HAVE A
* TWO-FEATURED * PROBANS.—(2) ANOTHER IS THUS STATED :

—
‘ I

THINK THAT THIS PAIN OF MINE HAS BEEN CAUSED BY THE FALLING

INSECT,—BECAUSE ITS APPEARANCE WAS FELT ON THE TOUCH OF

THE FALLING INSECT —-(3)
‘ In BRINGING ABOUT THE EFFECT IN

THE SHAPE OF THE PERCEPTION OF COLOUR, THE EYE IS ENDOWED
WITH A UNIQUE POTENCY,—BECAUSE IT IS USED FOB THAT PURPOSE,

—

OR, BECAUSE COLOUR IS FOUND TO BE ACTUALLY PERCEIVED BY ITS

means \—(4)
* The Soul, the Jar and other things are some-

how ESSENTIALLY non-existent
,
—BECAUSE THEY ARE SOMEHOW INAP-

PREHENSIBLE IN ANY WAY, LIKE THE HORNS OF THE HARE \ (5>
‘ Even the Hare's Horn and such things are somehow existent,

—BECAUSE THEY ARE SOMEHOW APPREHENSIBLE,—JUST LUKE THE
Soul, the Jar and such things \

—

(6)
* It is understood that

YOUR FATHER IS IN THIS HOUSE,—BECAUSE YOUR FATHER’S VOICE
IS HEARD IN THE HOUSE ’.—(7) In THE CASE OF WORDS, LAMPS
AND SUCH THINGS,—IT IS FOUND THAT THEY ARE ACTUALLY INDICA-

TIVE (OF THINGS) THROUGH THE CHARACTER OF * BEING OTHERWISE
IMPOSSIBLE EVEN THOUGH THEY DO NOT RESIDE IN THE SUBJECT
(Minor Term).—Hence for us, it is the * one-featured ’

PROBANS THAT SHOULD BE REGARDED AS THE INDICATIVE (PROBANS),

—ON THE GROUND OF ITS BEING THE MOST IMPORTANT
;
WHAT IS THE

USE OF ASSUMING SUCH CHARACTERS AS ' RESIDING IN THE SUBJECT *

AND SO FORTH ? ”—(1372-1379)

COMMENTARY.

The proposition may be stated either in the form * The Hare -marked is

not Non-Moon’, or ‘The Hare-marked is the Moon’; and the Probans is

because it is spoken of by the well-known popular name Moon or
‘ because it is spoken of aa the Moon ’ ;—the Corroborative Instance per
dissimilarity being supplied by the clod of earth and such things.

(2) Another Probans is next mentioned, which is ‘ two -featured ’ :

—

This pain of mine has been caused by the falling insect,—because its appear-
ance was felt on the touch of the falling insect * ;—i.e. the * vdaya appear-
ance, of which was ‘ pratilabdha \ felt, on the * sparsha touch, of the falling
insect. The feminine affix

1

fd

p

’ is not added at the end of the compound,
because it is intended to be a common factor.

(3) (Another example]— ‘ The Eye has the potency of the most effective
instrument in bringing about the apprehension of the Colour existing at the
present time, because, while it is not damaged, it is that which is used as
the Instrument, by a man who desires to see Colour and acts intelligently ’

or because it is actually found to bring about the cognition of Colour ’

;
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the Ear, etc. being the Corroborative Instance per dissimilarity.
—

‘ Tasya ’

—

of the Colour.

In all these three Reasons, there being no Corroborative Instances per

Similarity, they have only two features.

(4) [Another example]—* The Soul, the Jar and other tilings are some-

how essentially non-existent,—because they are somehow not-apprehended,

—

like the Hare’s Horn —In this case, there is no Corroborative Instance

per dissimilarity ; as * the Jar and other things ’ include the entire group

of Positive Entities and they have been montioned in the Proposition as

essentially non-existent ; and the negative entity has been put forward as

the Instance ;
and apart from the * Positive ’ and the ‘ Negative ’, there is

no third category,—wherein it could be pointed out that the exclusion of

the Probandum implies the exclusion Qf the Probans.

(5) [Another example]

—

4 Things like the Hare’s Horn are somehow

essentially existent, as they are somehow apprehensible * ;—the absence of

the Instance per dissimilarity hero also may be explained as above.

(6) [Another example]—* This house is understood as having your father

within,—because your Father’s voice is heard ’.—Here also there is no

Instance per Similarity ; hence the Probane is only ‘ two-featured \

(7) In the case of Words, Lamps and such things, it is found that, even

though they do not subsist in the Subject (Minor Term), yet they indicate

(make known) things, in the same way as the Inferential Probans in the shape

of Smoke, etc. Words and Lamps are not properties subsisting in the Jar

and such things indicated by them ; and yet the Thing is actually apprehended

through them ;
hence in tliis case the two conditions ore present—that

of ' absence where the Probandum is known to be absent and ‘ being

otherwise impossible *
; hence the Probans here is a * two-featured ’ one.

—

(1372-1379)

The following Text supplies the answer to the above arguments of

Palrasvamin :

—

TEXT (1380).

IS THE PROPOSED DEFINITION MEANT TO BE GENERAL? OR, IN REFER-

ENCE to a particular Subject on which knowledge is sought ?

Or in reference to the Instance ?—(1380)

COMMENTARY.

The proposed definition of the Probans is that (it is ‘ otherwise

impossible ’, which means that) it should not exist apart from the Probandum ;

—(1) now is this meant to be general (applicable to all Probans) ? Or is it

meant to be applicable to any particular object ? and in the latter case, (2) is it

meant to be in reference to a particular object in which the existence or

otherwise of the Probandum is sought to be known ? Or (3) in reference
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to that object which forms the Corroborative Instance.—These are the

alternatives possible.—(1380)

The following Text points out objections against the first alternative :

—

TEXT (1381).

If it were understood to be general; then, what would be indicated

WOULD BE THE EXISTENCE OF THE PROBANS IN THE OBJECT

WHERE THE PROBANDUM IS PRESENT
;
AND IT WOULD

NOT ACCOMPLISH WHAT IS SOUGHT TO BE

ACCOMPLISHED.

—

( 1381

)

COMMENTARY.

The mere fact of its not existing apart from the Probandum,—without

the other fact of its existing wherever the Probandum is known to exist,

—

does not make ‘ visibility ’—[which does not exist apart from the Probandum,

Non-etemality
;
but is not present in all cases where Non-eternality is present ],

—does not prove the Non-etemality of Sound.—Hence the first alternative

cannot be right.

‘ It would not accomplish, etc. etc. ’—that is, it could not establish the

deeired conclusion regarding the presence of the Probandum in the object.

—(1381)

Question :
—“ Why so ?

”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1382-1383).

For instance,
4

Visibility ’ is known to be inseparable (not existing

apart) from 4 Destruction ik a general way
; and yet it

(Visibility) cannot prove it (destruction) in Sound.

—

If, then, it be said that its presence in the Object
*

is meant,—then, in that case, under your

view also, the Probans becomes 4 three-

featured ’ AS before.

—

(1382-1383)

COMMENTARY.
4 Tat ’—Visibility.
4 Tasya ’—of Destruction.
4 Cannot prove it

’—cannot indicate its presence.
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It might be said that—“ in order to guard against the said objection,

recourse may be had to the qualification that the Probans should be actually

present in the object —In that case, under your view also, the Probans

comes to have the same ‘ three-featured ’ character that it hod under ours.

—

(1382-1383)

Question :

—

14 How so ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1384).

* Being otherwise impossible * includes Positive and Negative

Concomitance ;
and by its presence in the object its presence

in the Minor Term becomes admitted.

—

(1384)

COMMENTARY.

1
Positive Concomitance ’—is presence wherever the Probandum is known

to be present.

* Negative Concomitance

'

—is absence where the Probandum is known to

be absent.

* Samshraya ’—is admission, i.e. acceptance.—(1384)

The following Text shows that there is no incompatibility with the

opinion of our Great Teacher :

—

TEXT (1385).

A similar abbreviated definition has been indicated by our

Teacher also : who says that ‘ the Probans exists in

the Cognisable object and is pervaded by a part

of it ’.—(1385)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Qrahyadharmah —i.e. existing in the cognisable object

,

i.e. the object

in which the Probandum is sought to be proved ; i.e. in the Minor Term.

(1385)

The following Texts point out the objections against the second alterna-

tive noted above (under Text 1380) :

—
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TEXTS (1386-1388).

If the proposed definition of the Probans is meant to be one

THAT is FOUND IN THE MINOR TERM ONLY,—THEN THAT SAME

Means op Cognition which has made the Probans known would

MAKE KNOWN THE PROBANDUM ALSO. If THE PROBANDUM DOES

NOT BECOME KNOWN, THEN THE PROBANS ALSO CANNOT BECOME

known. Thus the Probans would be useless, the Probandum

HAVING BECOME KNOWN BY OTHER MEANS.—THERE WOULD BE THE

INCONGRUITY OP
‘ MUTUAL INTERDEPENDENCE’ ALSO, IF THE DE-

FINITE COGNITION OF THE PROBANDUM FOLLOWED FROM THE

Probans ;
and between these two, the cognition of one would

BE DEFENDENT UPON THE COGNITION OF THE OTHER.

—

(1386-1388)

COMMENTARY.

The Probans may be defined as being inseparable from the Probandum

in the Minor Term only,—as asserted in the following words—*' The character

of the Probans is held by others to exist in the Instance and to be not seen

apart from the Probandum ; in my opinion however, it is that which does

not exist in the Minor Term apart from the Probandum ; the followers of

Shdbara derive this knowledge from Presumption, and the followers of

Bh\k$u> from Inference ; for us, Inference is something totally different,

like Narasimha (having a dual character) ”.

[In this passage]
—

‘ Dharmini

'

—In the Minor term ;—i.e. that in which

the existence of the Probandum is sought to be proved ;
—

‘ Amund ’—i.e.

what is sought to be proved. That which is incapable of existing in the Minor

Term apart from the Probandum ;—this is meant to be the definition (of

Probans).

If such be the definition of the Probans, then that same Means of

Cognition by which the Probans would be known as inseparable from the

Probandum, as existent in the object where the Probandum is sought to be

proved,—that same Means of Cognition would have made known the

Probandum also (as present in the Minor Term) ;— so that the Probans

would be entirely useless.

If the Probandum is not known, then the Probans also is not known
;

because the Probans has been defined as what is present in the Minor Term
inseparably from the Probandum ; and this inseparabilityfrom the Probandum

cannot be known if the Probandum is not known
; bo that the Probandum

would remain 1 unknown because the cognition of inseparability depends

upon the Cognition of both.

It might be urged that—“ The Probans may be known by other means

of cognition ” ;—then what is the use of the Probans, the Probandum having

become known already ?

Further, if the definite cognition of the Probandum were dependent

upon the Probans, then there would be the incongruity of mutual inter-

dependence.
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Question :
—“ How ?

”

Answer

:

—
‘ If the definite Cognition, etc. etc. ’ ;—the cognition of the

Probandum would be dependent upon the cognition of the Probans,—as
therein alone lies the use of tho Probans,—and the cognition of the Probans,
which is cliaracterised by inseparability from the Probandum, would be
dependent upon tho cognition of the Probandum

;
thus there would be clear

mutual inter dependence \—(1386-1388)

The following Text—takes note of the third alternative set forth above
(under Text 1380) :

—

TEXT (1389).

Even if the Probans were known as existent in the Corroborative
Instance, that would not bring about the cognition of the

Probandum in the Minor Term. Because its

invariable concomitance will not have
BEEN DEFINITELY COGNISED ALL

OVER.—(1389)

COMMENTARY.
* In the Corroborative Instance \—i.e. in the object that serves as the

Corroborative Instance,—which object is different from that in which the

Probandum is sought to be proved.
‘ If it were known \—i.e. if the Probans were known.
What is meant is as follows :—If the inseparability (concomitance) of

tho Probaus is hold to be in the object which forms the Corroborative

Instance,—and which is something different from the Minor Term, in which
the Probandum is sought to be proved,—and not ‘ all over ’—everywhere

—

along with the Minor Torm,—then how could such a Probans bring about the

cognition of the Probandum in the Elinor Term ?

Why it could not bring it about is explained— ‘ Because its invariable

concomitance, etc. etc. \—(1389)

With the following Text, the author proceeds to point out defects in the
examples cited (by Pdtrasvdmin, in Texts 1371 to 1378) :

—

TEXT (1390).

As regards the Probans that has been put forward (under 1371),

IN THE FORM ' BECAUSE IT IS APPREHENDED SOMEHOW —
THE OBJECT OF THIS IS NOT OPEN TO UNCERTAINTY

;

HENCE IT IS USELESS. (1390)

COMMENTARY.

As regards the Probans that has been put forward, in the form—‘ Because
it is somohow apprehended —this is absolutely futile ; as its object is not
open to doubt

;
that is, it asserts what is already known ; and what is already

44
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known cannot be the objective of the Probans ; it is only a doubtful matter

that is dealt with by tho Probans ;
because ‘ a Reason is stated only in

reference to what is doubtful \—What too is known only in an isolated form

cannot be the substratum of tho Probans; as the Probandum would be

already known (under the definition propounded by Putrasvdtnin).—(1390)

It might be urged that—“ here also what forms the object of tho

Probans is what is open to doubt —The answer to that is as follows :

—

TEXT (1391).

That the Positive Entity is essentially existent is known to

all persons
;
then how is it said that it is known

* somehow *
?—(1391)

COMMENTARY.

When all persons somehow know it for certain that the Positive Entity

is existent, why do you state your Proposition in the form ‘The Positive

Entity ia somehow existent * ?

—

' Taddtmatvam

'

—being essentially existent.

The mention of the ‘ Positive Entity ’ is only by way of illustration

;

the Negative Entity is also meant.

‘ Somehow ’—i.e. in the form of ‘ being cognisable \—it is known for

certain that all this is existent ; hence the Probans is absolutely futile.

—

(1391)

It might be argued that
—

“ the said fact is not admitted by the Sahlchya

and others ; hence it is sought to be proved

The answer to that is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1392-1393).

Even under the doctrine that “ all things are one ”,—on

account of the diversity in the nature of the Modifications,

what is manifested is always in some definitely clear

form. Even those who regard all things as ‘ feature-

less ’ (devoid of character), always have

recourse to such qualifying terms as

* truly * and the like.

—

(1392-1393)

COMMENTARY.
* The doctrine of all tilings being one ’ is the one that is held by the

Sahkhyas ; for those who take their stand upon this doctrine, what is mani-

fested—apprehended—is always in some definite form.

Question :
—“ How so ?

”

Answer :
—

* On account of, etc. etc. ’ ;—‘ nature of the Modification —
i.e. in the form of Modifications.
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The term ‘ ddi ’ is meant to include the ‘ unmixed (Pure) Primordial
Matter, consisting of Pleasure. Pain, etc. ’ and ‘ the Spirits as distinguished
from ono another, and from Primordial Matter

* Even those'—Le. the Madhyamikaa

,

Idealists.—These also, in asserting
the ‘ featurelessness * of all things, always add the qualifying term ‘truly’,
and they do not assert them to be absolutely so ; because they do admit of
their being produced at least in the Ideation.

1 Truly *'—i.e. strictly logically*

The term ‘ Sdi

'

includes such qualifying terms as ‘ in reality ’ and the
like.

In fact it must be admitted by all men that the fact that a thing is
sotnehow existent is quite certainly recognised.—(1392-1393)

TEXT (1394).

Otherwise, it cannot be admitted that ‘it is somehow appre-
hended ’.—If it is Usage that is sought to be proved,

THEN SOMETHING WELL KNOWN SHOULD FORM THE
Corroborative Instance.

—

(1394)

COMMENTARY.
' Otherwise —i.e. if what has been just said is not admitted, then—the

Probans in the form ‘ because it is somehow apprehended ’—cannot be
admitted.

Previous to this the defect pointed out in the statement of the other
party was that it was futile

;

it is now pointed out that it is inadmissible.
If it is Usage that is meant to be proved,—then the Corroborative Instance

could be found in the case where the use had been made
;
and in this case,

the Probans would become ‘ three-featured ’. Otherwise, if thoro were no
Corroborative Instance, the Usage also could not be known.—(1394)

The following Text points out the defect in the second Reasoning put
forth (by Pdtrasvdmin, in Text 1372, where the * two-featured ’ Probans is

exemplified) :

—

TEXT (1395).

As REGARDS ‘ BEING SPOKEN OF AS THE MOON THIS IS PRESENT ALSO
IN THINGS WHERE THE PROBANDUM IS KNOWN TO BE PRESENT ;

—

OR IT IS ALSO SOMETIMES PRESENT IN THE Man (WHO
is spoken op as the Moon), or in Camphor,

Silver and such other things (which are
also called ‘ Moon ’).—(1395)

COMMENTARY.
‘ MdnavakS *—i.e. in Man.—(1395)

Objection :
—“If a three-featured Probans is possible, for the proving

of the 4 Moon then how is it that your Teacher has asserted that, when a
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man declares that the Moon is not the Moon,—for the proving of its being the

Moon against such a person, there can bo no Inference,—as he ha.s assorted

in the following passage—4 In the case where there can be no Inference on

account of the thing in question being unique, it is excluded by its contrary

which is well known in its verbal form ;
when, for example, it is said that

the Hare-holder is the Moon because it is an entity

;

in a case like this there

is no Minor Term ’ ?
”

In anticipation of this objection, the following answer has been

provided :

—

TEXT (1396).

There would be
4 uniqueness ’ only if the Probans were meant

to prove ‘ Moon-ness ’
;
AS, in the absence of any well-

known FACT REGARDING IT, IT WOULD BE BASED

ENTIRELY UPON THE NATURE OF THE THING

ITSELF.

—

(1396)

COMMENTARY.
4

It would be based entirely, etc. ' ;—i.e. it is in regard to the Probans in

the shape of the existence or nou-existence of tilings, that ‘ Uniqueness ’ has

been asserted,—not in regard to a Probans in the form of a well-known fact

;

because in the case of the latter, os it is dependent upon the wish of the

speaker, the necessary concomitance would always be there. The Inference,

without a Corroborative Instance, has been spoken of only in the case where

the other party holds a different opinion and denies all experience, and

consequently cannot be convinced of the thing being the Moon on the basis

of any well-known fact,—nor is there any Inferential Indicative (Probans)

based upon the capacity of tilings by wliich the Moon-ness could be proved

in reference to the Hare-holder,—because the name 4 Moon ’ is based upon

the mere whim of the speaker and is not an inherent property of the thing

concerned. That this is so is clear from the following statement

—

4 One who

does not wish to attribute Moon-ness to the Hare-holder,—what sort of well-

known cognition could he want ? It is for this reason tliat the Inference

addressed to him lias to be without a Corroborative Instance, and hence

unique, ‘too specific.’

In place of
4 chandralvasddhane \

4 To prove Moon-ness some texts

road
4 achandras&dhanl \ ‘to prove that it is not-Moon ’

; and with this

reading, the explanation would be as follows :—Whore the other party lias

asserted that 4 The Hare-holder is not the Moon, because it exists —when the

Probans,
4 because it exists lias been cited by that party for proving the

4 Non-moon-character \—then, the person who proceeds to answer him by

proving the
4 Moon-cliaracter ’, lias a reason why ho cannot put forward an

Inference of
1

uniqueness ’
; and it is this reason that the Teacher has indicated

by asserting that
4 where, on account of uniqueness, there is no Inference,

etc. etc. ’, wliich refers to the absence of an Inferential Indicative in the

shape of the character of the thing concerned, as apart from any well-known

fact (which could be cited).—(1396)
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The following Text points out the defect in the third argument (put
forward by POtrasvamin, in Text 1373, regarding the * falling insect ’) :

TEXT (1397).

There is no distinction perceived between ‘being brought
ABOUT BY THE PAULING INSECT ’ AND * HAVING ITS APPEARANCE

PELT ON THE TOUCH OF THE FALLING INSECT \

—

(1397)

COMMENTARY.

* There is no distinction perceived \—between the Probans (Premiss)
and the Proposition (Conclusion); that is, the Probans is a part of the
Proposition itself. In the case in question, what is meant to be proved is

the fact of the Pain being due to a particular insect,—and the same fact is

asserted, in different words, in the Probans (Premiss). Hence there is no
difference between the Premiss and the Conclusion.—(1397)

The following might be urged “ If the opithetfalling is not introduced,
and the Probans (Premiss) is stated in the general form ‘ because its appearance
is felt —then the Premiss cannot be a part of the Conclusion.”

Answer :

—

TEXT (1398).

1 Falling 5 must be made a qualification in the Probans ; other-
wise ‘ Inconclusiveness * (Falsity) would be

inevitable.—

(

1 398)

COMMENTARY.

The qualification must be there ; otherwise the Premiss would bo falsified

by reference to the Pain caused by other insects.—(1398)

TEXT (1399).

If what is meant to be proved (asserted in the conclusion) is that
between the two (the Pain and the Insect) there is the

RELATION OP CAUSE AND EFFECT,—WHICH HAS BEEN FOR-

GOTTEN,—THEN THE PROBANS WOULD BE * THREE-
FEATURED AS THERE WOULD BE A CORROBORA-

TIVE Instance provided by previous
EXPERIRNCE.—

(

1399)

COMMENTARY.

It might be urged that “ what is meant to be proved is the relation of
Cause and Effect—for the benefit of one who has forgotten it,—then, in
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that case, the Probans would become ‘ tliree-featured os the Corroborative

Instance would be provided by such well-known coses as that of Smoke and

Fire.—(1399)

The following Text supplies the answer to the argument stated (by

Pdtrasvdmin, in Text 1374) regarding “ the Eyes having the peculiar potency

for bringing about the effect in the shape of Colour-perception

TEXT (1400).

As A MATTER OF FACT, THE VERY existence OF THE EYE,—WHICH IS THE

SUBJECT—IS STILL UNCERTAIN ;
AND THE PROVING OF THIS

(EXISTENCE) CANNOT BE RIGHT,—AS IT WOULD BE

OPEN TO THE DEFECTS OF ‘ INADMISSIBILITY
*

AND THE REST.

—

(1400)

COMMENTARY.

There is a stop after ‘ rui ’ (in the second line).

‘ Inadmissibility and the rest \—The term ‘ and the rest ’ includes
4

falsity ’ and * contradiction \

What is meant is that if Existence is to be proved, then the Probans
put forward is open to all the three defects of the Probans. For instance,

if the character cited as the Probans is something positive, then it is * inad-

missible * ;—if it is both (positive and negative), then it is * Inconclusive ’

;

—if it is negative, then it is ‘ contradictory ’.—This has been thus declared

—

‘ The positive property is not admitted
;
both positive and negative would

be Inconclusive
; and the negative one would be contradictory

;
how then can

Existence bo proved ?
’

If wiiat is sought to be proved is the potency in the Eye, the Subject, to

bring about visual perception ,—even so, inasmuch os ‘ potency \
1

existence

etc. are synonymous, the proving of Potency would involve the proving of

Existence.—On the negative aspect also, inasmuch as the Potency, being

beyond the reach of the senses, would not be well-known, the Probans would
become fallacious, as having no veil-known substratum.

Similarly, the Probans, in the form * because of the perception of Colour

would be something not present in the Subject, and hence it should be
understood to be Inadmissible.—(1400)

Question :
—“How then can you also prove the existence of the Eyes

and the other sense-organs ?
”

Answer ;

—
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TEXT (1401).

But sometimes, even though Colour and other things are thebe.
Visual Perception does not take place

;
hence it is

UNDERSTOOD THAT THAT (PERCEPTION) ALONE CANNOT
BE A REASON (FOR THE EXISTENCE OF THE

Eye).—(1401)

COMMENTARY.

Sometimes ’,—when, for instance, the Eyes are closed.

We never seek to prove the existence of the Eye—directly as * this is

the Eye *
; what happens (according to us) is that it is found that the Percep-

tion appears only when certain tilings, in the form of Colour, etc. are there,

—and it is so found that it is present when these tilings are there, and it is

absent when they are absent ;—and what we seek to prove is that the

Perception could not have those things alono as its cause,—that it must
have some other cause

;
so tliat the Subject (of our Inference) is the said

Perception, which cannot be said to be ' unknown \—What this other cause

is comes to be spoken of as the ‘ Eye ’.

The basis of our conclusion is the practical notion of diversity.—(1401)

The following might be urged :
—“ It may be that, in the manner shown,

the Perception may be the Subject ; even so, the Probans remains only ‘ two-

featured ’

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1402).

The Sprout is actually found to exist as having its birth in-

separably CONNECTED WITH ITS CAUSE J AND THIS IS ALWAYS
AVAILABLE AS THE CORROBORATIVE INSTANCE

\
THE

Instance per dissimilarity is too clear

(to be stated).—(1402)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Inseparably connected with its Cause ’—invariably concomitant with its

Cause—is the birth—appearance, coming into existence—of the Sprout.

Things like the Sprout, having their birth dependent upon their Cause and

hence coming into existence only occasionally, are possible as the Corroborative

Instance (in the proving of the Visual Perception as being due to the Eye) ;

—

the argument being formulated thus :—Those things that appear on the

presence of something else, only occasionally, cannot be regarded as produced

from that alone, they must be regarded as dependent upon other causes,

—

for instance, even when the soil and other things are there, the Sprout

is found to appear or not to appear according as the seed is there or not there ;
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—even when Colour, etc. are there, the Visual Perception appears only at

certain times, according as the Eyes are closed or not closed ; lienee in the

case of the denial of the Eye, the argument would point out that the said

denial would bo contrary to a wider proposition ; while in the case of the

asserting of the existence of the Eye, it would contain a natural reason.

—

(1402)

The Text now takes up the argument put forward (by Patrasvamin)

under Tad 1375, to the effect that “ the Soul and the Jar are somehow non-

existent, etc. etc **.

TEXT (1403).

In proving that the Jab and other things are “ somehow non-

existent ”,—the Probans is found as, in a previous case,

TO BE ‘ FUTILE * AND ALSO * INADMISSIBLE \

—

(1403)

COMMENTARY.

Hero also, there would be proving what is already admitted ; as the fact

of the Jar, etc. being ‘ somehow non-existent ’ is already admitted.

In case it is not admitted, then the Probans also, in the form 4 because

it is not apprehended cannot be admitted ; so that the Probans becomes
4 Inadmissible ’.

In this way, the defect in the Probans may be pointed out,—just as it

was in connection with the argument seeking to prove that the things in

question are existent.—(1403)

It has been argued that

—

44
there being nothing where the Probandum is

known, to be absent, there can be no Corroborative Instance per dissimilarity

—The answer to that is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1404-1405).

Here also, there is a clear Corroborative Instance per dissimilarity

;

that same form of the things becomes the thing where the

Probandum is known to be absent.—In the proving of the
character of ‘ being somehow existent ’ IN REGARD
TO NON-BNTITTES,—THERE WOULD BE 4 PROVING OF

WHAT IS ALREADY ADMITTED *
; ALSO * INAD-

• . MISSIBHJTY AND THE CONCOMITANCE

OF THE CONTRARY CHARACTER IN

THAT WAY.

—

(1404-1405)

COMMENTARY.

That form in which the Jar, etc. are apprehended,—if their existence in

that form is accepted by them, then, in that case, that same character would
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also serve as the Instance per dissimilarity

;

because in that character, the

Probans—‘ being unapprehended ’—will have ceased to exist.

Similarly in the case of the argument regarding things being * somehow
existent \ the defect of * futility ’ would be present*

‘ Nirdtmasu *—i.e. in non-entities.

‘ Concomitance of the contrary character
'

;—i.e. the ‘ contrary character

—in the shape of the cessation of the Probandum—would be pervaded by

(concomitant with) the absence of the Probans.

‘ In that way *—i.e. by the possibility of the Instance per dissimilarity .

—

(1404-1405)

The following Texts point out the defects in the argument propounded

(by PcUrasv&min), in Text 1377, regarding “ Your father being present in the

house, etc. etc.” :

—

TEXTS (1406-1407).

When the presence op the Father in the house is sought to be

PROVED BY THE HEARING OF THE FATHER’S VOICE,—THE

PROBANS IN THIS CASE IS CLEARLY * THREE-FEATURED \ AS,

SURELY, AT SOME TIME PREVIOUSLY THE CONCOMIT-

ANCE of the Voice has been perceived
;
if it

HAS NEVER BEEN SO PERCEIVED, THEN THE

‘ INADMISSIBILITY * OF THE PBOBANS

WOULD BE IRRESISTIBLE.

—

(1406-1407)

COMMENTARY.

* Tasya ’ :—the voice as belonging to the Father must certainly have

been heard before. Tf it had not, then the Probans would be inadmissible .

—

(1406-1407)

The said three-featured character of the Probans is shown in the

following :

—
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TEXTS (1408-1415).

In that house wherein the Father had been found before,—and

ALSO IN THAT WHEREIN HE HAD NOT BEEN FOUND BEFORE,—THERE IS

THE CONCOMITANCE, POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE, CLEARLY PERCEIVED.

—AS REGARDS THE WORD, IT DOES NOT MAKE KNOWN ANY EXTERNAL

OBJECT AT ALL
;
BECAUSE IN THIS CASE, THE CHARACTER OF ‘ BEING

OTHERWISE IMPOSSIBLE ’ IS NOT PRESENT ; THE WORD CAN ONLY

BE THE INDICATOR OF THE * SPEAKER’S WISH ’ (TO SPEAK OF A CER-

TAIN thing). If this (Speaker’s wish) were meant to be what

IS EXPRESSED BY THE WORD, THEN ITS DIFFERENCE IS QUITE CLEAR.

Because when the ‘ Speaker’s wish ’ is not there, the word
CANNOT BE USBD.

—

As REGARDS THE LAMP, IT DOES NOT MAKE
THE Blue AND OTHER THINGS KNOWN BY BECOMING THE INDICATIVE

(INFERENTIAL)
;
ALL THAT IT DOES IS TO MAKE THINGS CAPABLE OF

BEING COGNISED
;
AND IT IS ONLY IN THIS SENSE THAT IT IS CALLED

A * MEANS OF COGNITION ’. ONLY IN CASE THE WORD WERE AN
Inferential Indicative, would it be necessary to consider

if it fulfils the conditions of being present in the Subject

(Minor Term) and so forth. Otherwise, why cannot the

SAME BE URGED IN CONNECTION WITH THE EYE AND OTHER ORGANS (AS

Means of Cognition) ?—Even through the character of ‘ bring

otherwise impossible ’, Visibility cannot prove anything,

unless it is present in the subject (Minor Term).—Thus ‘ one-

featured ’ Probans are all impotent.—In those that have
BEEN CITED AS ‘ ONE-FEATURED ’ PROBANS, THE PRESENCE OF tlVO

FEATURES BECOMES CLEARLY INDICATED
;
AND IN THOSE THAT HAVE

BEEN CITED AS ‘ TWO-FEATURED ’, THE PRESENCE OF three FEATURES
BECOMES CLEARLY INDICATED

; BECAUSE EVERY PROBANS MUST
RESIDE IN THE Subject (WHICH THEREFORE IS AN ADDITIONAL CONDI-

TION THAT MUST BE FULFILLED).—If IT BE ARGUED THAT “ THIS

feature is implied by the character OF being otherwise, im-
possible ”,—THAT CANNOT BE SO

J
BECAUSE IN THE CASE OF SOUND.

THOUGH Visibility MAY BE OTHERWISE DESIRED, IT IS NOT PRESENT
IN SOUND (WHICH IS THE SUBJECT).

—

(1408-1415)

COMMENTARY.

In the case of Words, the character of being otherwise impossible cannot
be admissible,—in reference to external things

; because it cannot serve as an
Inferential Indicative of these latter,—being, as it is, dependent entirely

upon the Speaker’s wish.—If the said character is asserted in the case of
words, in reference to the object that figures in the cognition (brought about
by the words),—then, there are all the three features present, as in the case
of Smoke (indicating the Fire). Because, if the Speaker’s wish is not there,

words cannot be used, the use must be regarded a ft the effect of that wish

;
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and as such it is indicative of the thing spoken of, just as the Smoke is of

Fire ; and this is accepted by us ; but not as being expressive of the tiling.

As regards the Lamp, it is not admitted to be even the Indicator like

Smoke ; all that is admitted is that it has come to be popularly regarded as the

Indicator (making things known) by reason of its making the Jar, etc.

(objects cognised) capable of bringing about the cognition ; but the words
are not inferential Indicatives

; lienee any discussion as to the Indicative

subsisting in the Subject cannot arise in this case. If it did arise in this case,

then why could not the same discussion arise in the case of the Eye and the

rest (which are the means of Sense-perception, not Inferential Indicatives) 7

* Otherwise, etc. etc.'

;

—this sums up the subject-matter under considera-

tion. The sense is that, even though Visibility is invariably concomitant

with non-ciemalky, it does not prove this non-etemalily in Sound.

Thus then, inasmuch as in all cases, the condition of subsisting in the

Subject must be present,—by admitting this os a necessary condition, those

Probans that have been cited as ' one-featured \ must, necessarily, become
* two-featured \—and those cited as * two-featured ’ must become * threo-

featured Thus, on account of the necessity of subsistence in the Subject,

it is the one-featured Probans that are really impotent.

It cannot be right to argue that—“ such characters as subsisting in the

Subject are all implied by that of ‘being otherwise impossible', and hence

they cannot form so many different independent characteristics of the

Probans ”—because the other party has himself asserted that there is the

character of * being otherwise impossible ’, even when subsistence in the Subject

is not there, in the following passage—“Through the character of being

otherwise impossible the Lamp and other things are actually indicative of

things, even though they do not reside in the subject (Text 1378, above)

In the case of Visibility,—even though ‘ non-eternality ’ is ‘otherwise

impossible ’,—visibility does not subsist in the Subject, So that in every

way what has been assertod is entirely doubtful.—(1408-1415)

•

It has been argued above,—under Text 1370—that “ in the case of the

Reasoning * He is dark because he is the son of so and so ’, even though the

Probans has all the three features, yet it is not conducive to certainty of

cognition

The answer to that is as follows :

—

TEXT (1416).

In the case of such Probans as ‘ because he is the Son of so and

SO ’, THE CONTRARY BEING OPEN TO DOUBT, THE three CONDI-

TIONS ARE NOT PRESENT
;
BECAUSE WHAT IS CITED

IS NOT INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE CONTRARY.

—(1416)

COMMENTARY.

It may be possible that the child may be the son of the man and yet

be not dark ;—there being no incompatibility in this, the absence of the Probans
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where the Probandum is known to be absent is open to doubt [and tliis is one

of the three features] ; so that the Probans is not ‘ three featured ’
; hence

tlie example cited (by P&trasvumin) is not relevant.—(1416)

The following might be urged—“ Certainly there is incompatibility
;

even when there is no difference in the cause, if there were difference in the

effect,—then the effect would be causeless

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1417-1418).

Even when the child is born of a certain person, there is always

a likelihood of diversity in its features, by reason of the

PECULIARITIES OF SUCH CAUSES AS THE ‘ DESTINY * (OF THE

CniLD) AND FOOD (OF THE PARENTS) AND SO FORTH.

—

Further, (a) what is cited as the Probans does

not constitute the nature (of the Probandum) ;

(6) nor is that its Effect ;
(c) nor is it of

THE NATURE OF ‘ THE NON-PERCEPTION

OF THE PERCEPTIBLE ’ ;—AND APART

FROM THESE (THREE) THEBE IS

NOTHING THAT CAN MAKE

THE PROBANS * INFAL-

LIBLE * (True).

—

(1417-1418)

COMMENTARY.

Through such causes as the peculiarity oj past good deeds (Destiny) and
eating of hot food ’ and other diverse circumstances, diversity in the features

of the child—such as fairness and the like—are possible ; wherefore then

can there be any incompatibility where a diversity in the causes is well

known ?

Then again, the Premiss

—

4 Because he Is the son of so and so ’—is not
a 1

natural ’ Reason,— as 4 being a product ’ is (in tho proving of non-

etemalily ) ; in the latter case,
4 being a product * can have no other character

save that of non-etemality
; while in the case in quostion it is not that there

is no other cliaracter for 4 being his son ’
; because the appellation of 4 his

son ’ is applied,—not on the ground of the son being dark, but—on the basis

of the aggregate of five ingredients (of winch the body of the child consists).

—Nor is the Probans one based on
4
effect *

; as there is no causal relation

know to subsist (between Being his son and Darkness )

.

—Nor (lastly), is it

of the nature of the 4
non-perception of the perceptible \ as what is cited is

in the positive form ; also because there being no incongruity between the

two, the Probans cannot prove the negation of complexions other than the

Dark.
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Apart from these three there can be no Inferential Indicative,—because

of the absence of ‘ Invariable Concomitance ’ (in all other cases) ; without

Invariable Concomitance, there can be no proper 4 indicative * character ;

for, if there were, it would lead to absurdities.

Thus then, what lias been cited is neither a 4 Probans nor is it
4 three*

featured How thon could there be 4 Infallibility
1

in it ?

.

4 Non-perception of the perceptible
*—is the non-apprehension of some-

tiling which fulfils all the conditions of apprehensibility.—(1417-1418)

In tho following Texts, the author seta forth certain objections against

the ' infallibility ’ put forward as constituting the character of the true

Inferential Indicative :

—

TEXTS (1419-1421).

44 The said ‘ Infallibility
5

is seen in other cases also : For

INSTANCE, (1) THE BLOOMING OF THE LILY AND THE RISE IN THE SEA

have the Rise of the Moon for their ‘ indicative

(2) From the presence of sun-light, the presence of

SHADE ON THE OTHER SIDE IS INFERRED.—(3) WHEN
THE HALF-BURNT WOOD-PIECE IS SEEN IN THE

DARK FROM A DISTANCE, IT BRINGS UP THE

IDEA OF SMOKE.—(4) FROM THE RISE

OF THE KrtUlcd (ASTERISM) IS

INFERRED THE PROXIMITY OF

THE Jiohint (ASTERISM).”

—

(1419-1421)

COMMENTARY.

(1) From the Rise of the Moon—follows the inference of tho Blooming of

the Lily and tho Rise in the Sea.

The term 4 ddi ’ is meant to include such cases as the Blooming of tho

Lotus inferred from the Rise of the Sun.

(2) From the presence of sun-light, there follows the inference of the

shadow on the other side.

(3) When from a distance one secs in the darkness a half burnt piece of

wood, he infers the presence of smoke.

(4) From the rise of the asterism Krttikd, one infers the proximity of

the asterism Rohini ; since it is well known that the asterisms rise in the same

order in which they are enumerated in the list boginrung with Ashvini.

All these are not included among the tliree lands of Probans (mentioned

in Texts 1417-1418). Why then should it be asserted that there can lie no
4
Infallibility

'

in any Probans other than those of the said three kinds ?

—

(1419-1421)

The answer t-o the above is as follows :

—
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TEXTS (1422-1423).

The Blooming and the best, when produced, are produced at

THE SAME TIME AS, AND FROM THE SAME PARTICULAR CAUSES AS, THE

said (Moon-rise, etc.). So that here we do have the

INFERENCE OF THE CAUSE FROM THE EFFECT. IF THERE

WERE NO SUCH STRICT RELATIONSHIP, THEN EVERY-

THING COULD BE INFERRED FROM EVERYTHING.

-(1422-1423)

COMMENTARY.

When the said Blooming and the rest—Blooming of the Lily, Rise of the

Sea and the Blooming of tho Lotus and the Shadow and Smoke—are pro-

duced,—in what way ?

—

at the same time as the said Moon-rise, Sun-light and

the Half-burnt Wood-piece,—which are known to be the effects of the same

Causes ;—that is to say, that which is the cause of the Moon-rise, etc., which

appear at the same time as the Blooming of the Lily and other phenomena,

becomes also the auxiliary cause in the bringing about of the Blooming of

the Lily, etc. ;—tho said Moon-rise, etc., while loading to the inference of

their own causes, lead to the inference also of the effects appearing at the

same time, in the form of the Blooming of the Lily, etc. ; and they do not do

this directly. In this way, the Probans in the case in question is ono based

upon the character of the ‘ Effect

That this is so has to be admitted ; because if the Probans were to lead

to the inference of things without some such relationship, then they might

lead to the inference of anything and everything ; because the absence of

relationship would be equally present in all things. Hence in the cases in

question also, some sort of relationship has to be pointed out ; and this rela-

tionship can only be one of Cause and Effect as just explained.—(1422-1423)

Question :
—“ What sort of relationship is there between the Proximity

of the Rohini-asterism and the Rise of the Krittikd-asterism T
”

.4rwu>er :

—

TEXTS (1424-1425).

A PECULIAR ATMOSPHERIC CURRENT IS THE CAUSE OF THE Rise of the

Krttika-asterism
;
that same, in continuation, also becomes

the cause of the Proximity of the Rohini-Asterism. Hence
ITS COGNITION IS HELD TO BE DUE TO THE COGNITION OF

THAT; AND THERE IS NO OTHER COGNITION OF IT

WHICH IS INDEPENDENT.

—

(1424-1425)

COMMENTARY.

' Prabhahjana ’—is Air-current.

Here also there is Inference from a particular Probans which is dependent

upon the same auxiliary circumstances. This has been thus declared

—
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' Being dependent upon one and the same set of auxiliary circumstances is

what leads to the inference of a particular cause of a particular thing,—ns is

found in the case of Smoke which is a product of half-burnt fuel \—(1424-

1425)

Objection :
—“ In the case where the Reflection leads to the Inference of

the object reflocted,—the Probans cannot bo included under any of the three
kinds of Probans,—because the Reflected Image is a non-entity (and has no
real existence) ; hence the definition provided by you is too narrow ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1426).

The Inference of the Reflected object proceeds on the basis

of the Inferential Indicative in the shape of the
Reflection

;
this is only right

;
and the Indi-

cative from which it proceeds is not
different from that which rests

ON the nature of the
* Effect \

—

(1426)

COMMENTARY.

In the following Text the author sets forth the objection from the

Opponent’s standpoint ;

—

TEXT (1427).

“ The Reflection cannot be an entity, because two things cannot
EXIST TOGETHER AT the SAME PLACE

; THEN HOW CAN IT BE
REGARDED AS AN Effect, WHICH MUST BE SOMETHING

REAL ”,—IF THIS IS URGED [THEN THE ANSWER
is as in the following Text].—(1427)

COMMENTARY.

For the idea that the Reflection cannot be an entity, the Reason is

—

two things cannot exist together ; the Reflection is perceived as occupying the

same place as the reflecting surface of the Mirror, and it is not possible for

the forms of two things to be seen at the same place ; as there would always

be an obstacle ; hence it cannot bo possible for any two things to exist at the

same place. Hence the idea must bo regarded as illusory.

Or [there may be another explanation of the Text]

—

Two things cannot

exist together at the same place ;—which two things ?—The surface of the

reflecting mirror and the Reflection of the Moon ; the surface of the Mirror

occupies one point in space, and the Reflection of the Moon occupies a different

point in space, inside the Mirror ; like the water at the bottom of the well.

When a thing is produced in one place, how can it be perceived in another

place ? Hence it follows that there is no such Entity as the Reflection ; and
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the perception i. duo to the force of the nttendant circunetencee ;-unthink-

able indeed are the diverse forces of things *—(1427)

The above objection is answered as follows

TEXTS (1428-1420).

Even though the character of the ‘ Entity ’ does not belong

to the Reflection as a corporeal object, yet how

can the Cognition envisaging the Relection be

regarded as Objectless ? And it is this latter

(Cognition), that is regarded here as the

* Effect * and the * Inferential Indicative ’

;

and though itself without a material

basis, the Cognition appears

UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THE

Reflected object which

IS THEREFORE REGARD-

ED as its Cause.

—(1428-1429)

COMMENTARY.

It is only the Cognition of tho form of the Reflection tliat is regarded as

the effect, and hence the Inferential Indicative, and not any external object

in tho shape of the
4 Reflection —(1428-1429)

Objection :
—

“ It lias been assorted under Text 1363 that
—

‘ Inference for

the sake of others consists in tho statement of the three-featured Probans \

—

Why has this been so asserted, when other people have describod the Inference

for the sake of others as consisting of the statement of the ‘ Proposition

* Final Conclusion * and 4 Re-affirmation * also ?
”

This is what is anticipated and answered in tho following

—

TEXT (1430).

The Inference for the sake of others has been described by others

AS
4 THE STATEMENT OF THE PROPOSITION AND THE REST —
But, NOT BEING AN INTEGRAL PART OF PROOF (* PROV-

ING ’), the Proposition is of no use.

—

(1430)

COMMENTARY.

The author rejects the said view of other people, in the words

—

4 But,

not, etc. etc.
4 SOdhana \

4

Proof \ (here) stands for the proving ; i.e. the

cognition of the object to be cognised ;—the Proposition is not an 4 integral

part ’—i.e. the cause—of the proving

;

this is what is meant by the compound

‘ asadhanShgabhutam
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Not being an integral part of the proving, the Proposition is of no use,
and hence need not be stated.

‘ Of no use ’ may be explained as not a cause ; in which case, the phrase
would form part of the conclusion set forth here (which would be that the
Proposition is not a cause of the proving).—(1430)

Question :
—“ How is the Proposition not an integral part of the

Proving ?
”

Answer :

—

TEXTS (1431-1433).

POR WANT OF RELATIONSHIP, THE PROPOSITION CANNOT BE RIGHTLY
REGARDED AS PROVING THE THING directly ; NOR CAN IT BE RIGHTLY
REGARDED AS DOING IT indirectly, BECAUSE IT DOES NOT INDICATE

WHAT IS POSSIBLE.—If IT BE REGARDED AS PART OF THE proving,

ON ACCOUNT OF ITS PRESENTING THE OBJECTIVE OF THE PROBANS
AND THE PROBANDUM,—LIKE THE STATEMENT OF THE CORROBORA-
TIVE Instance,—then it would be like words conveying an
ORDER, AND IN VIEW OF THIS THE REASON GIVEN WOULD BE FALLIBLE.

And AS MERELY THE OBJECTIVE WILL BE INDICATED, THE SAID STATE-

MENT of the Proposition would be useless also.

—

(1431-1433)

COMMENTARY.

‘ It does not indicate what is probable \—because it only states what is

meant to be proved.

What is meant is as follows :—As words have no connection with things

the statement of the Proposition cannot serve any directly useful purpose ;

—

nor indirectly, like the statement of the Probans, because it does not indicate

what is possible ;—as declarod in the following passage—* They made the

assertion of the Minor Term, for the purpose of intimating their intention,

—

which shows where the doubt lay ; henco it does not serve any directly useful

purpose in the actual proving ; and as it states only what is meant to be

proved, it cannot help indirectly either ’.

Some people hold the following opinion
—“ The Proposition lias to be

stated,—in the same way as the Corroborative Instance is stated,—because,

even though it does not form a part of the Inference, yet it presents the

objective of the Probans and the Probandum ; as declared in the words

—

* Since the two forms that remain are shown in the Corroborative Instance ’

;

that is, the statement of the Corroborative Instance, even though it does not

form a separate factor of the Inference, is yet stated for the purpose of show-

ing the two features of the Probans—other than tho feature of subsisting

in the Minor Term

The answer to these people is provided in the words 4 Like the Corroborative

Instance, etc . etc. \

—

1 Words conveying an order \—such as ‘ Do this,—Provo

the Sound to be non-eternal ’.—The terra
4 adi ’ includes words conveying

a request and so forth. [Under the opinion put forward] it would be necessary

45
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to put forth such expressions also ;
on the ground that in the absence of these

also, it is not possible to propound an Inference all on a sudden.

. Useless'—because the Probandum would become cognised even without

it For instance, if the inference is stated simply as ‘ whatever is produced

is non-eternal,—and Sound is produced \ the cognition comos about that

‘ Sound is non-eternal \ even without the statement of the Proposition.

(1431-1433)

Question “ How then can there be any distinction mode regarding the

• Sapakqa ’ (‘ That in which the Probandum is known to be present ’
) and so

forth ?
”

[This is tho question stated in the following}—

TEXT (1434).

“ HOW THEN CAN THERE BE ANY DISTINCTION MADE REGARDING THE

« Sapakfa ’ (‘ That wherein the Probandum is known to

EXIST ’) AND SO FORTH, WHEN THE SUBJECT (MINOR TERM)

IS NOT ACTUALLY STATED ? THE ‘ THREE-FEATURES
’

ALSO CANNOT BE THERE ;
AS THAT TOO IS DEPEN-

DENT UPON THAT IF THIS IS URGED [THEN

THE ANSWER IS AS GIVEN IN THE

FOLLOWING Text].

COMMENTARY.

“ That is to say, ‘ Sapakfa ’ is the name given to tliat object which is

similar to the Minor Term, in tho sense that what is sought to be proved

(the Probandum) is present in it ; and that where there is no such similarity

is called the ‘ asapatya ’ (or ‘ Vipakja '). If the Proposition were not stated,

then the ‘ three features * (of the Probans), which is dependent upon that,

—

i.e. upon that which is the substratum of the ‘ Sapakfa ’,—would not be

there, and the entire fabric (of Inference) would become shattered to pieces.”

—

(1434)

The answer to the above is as follows :

—

TEXT (1435).

In the mere statement of the Proof (Inferential), there is no

DISTINCTION MADE REGARDING THE ‘ Sapakfd * AND THE REST.

It IS ONLY IN A SCIENTIFIC TREATISE, THAT THEY ARE

DISTINGUISHED AND DIVIDED FOR THE PUR-

POSE OF (EXPLAINING) THE USAGE.

—(1435)

COMMENTARY.

That is to say, even a barbarian who knows nothing of the distinction of

* Sapakfa ’ etc., when it is stated to him that ‘ where there is smoke, there is
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Fire, and there is smoke at this place \—he grasps the positive and negative
concomitance between Smoke and Fire, and hence comes to recognise that
1

Fire is there without knowing anything about the * Sapakja ’ and other
details.—Hence it follows that at the time of the actual proving, there need
bo no distinction as regards the ‘ Sapahfa ' and the rest.

Question “ Where then is this distinction made ?
”

Answer—In a Scientific Treatise.—(1435)

Or, even at the time of the statement of the proof, if the said distinction
were made,—there would be nothing in it that would be incompatible with our
view. This is what is explained in the following

—

TEXT (1436).

Even when it is based upon the subject-matter in question, it

is not incompatible
; the disputant does not state the

PROOF EVEN FOR THE OTHER PARTY, ALL OF A
SUDDEN.

—

(1436)

COMMENTARY.
Though the statement of the Proposition is not made at the time that

one actually propounds the Premiss, yet if the said distinction is made in

regard to the matter under dispute,—i.c. the Subject—there is nothing incon-
gruous in it.—Nor can it be urged that “ at the time of the propounding of

the Premiss (Reason, Probans), there is no mailer under dispute —because,

even for the otiier parly,—i.e. for one who makes the statement of the Proposi-

tion,—the disputant does not put forward his Premiss, all of a sudden,

—

without reference to some subject under consideration.—(1436)

The question arises still
—“ The object whose particular character one

wishes to ascertain may be the subject under consideration ; even so how can
the said distinction be made in reference to that subject under consideration ?

”

The answer is provided in the following

—

TEXT (1437).

The character of residing in the Minor Term (Subject
)
follows its pre-

sence in the Subject whose character is meant to be
ascertained

;
and the * Sapaksa *

is that which is

similar to that Subject
;
and the * Vipaksa ’

is that where the said charac-

ter IS ABSENT. (1437)

COMMENTARY.
This is easily understood.—(1437)

The 4 Upanaya ‘ Reaffirmation ’ (as one of the five Mombers of the
Syllogism) has been defined as 4 that which, on the strength of the Corrobora-
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tive Instance, reasserts the Subject as being so, or as being not so * (Ayaya-

sbtra 1. 1. 38).— ‘ This Re-affirmation is not the means of proving the conclu-

sion, as it only serves to make clear the sense of the Probans adduced, being,

as it is, like a second affirmation of the Probans ’—such is the authoritative

statement of Dihnaga in regard to this Re-affirmation.—But Bhdvivikta

and others have argued as follows, in order to show that (without this Reaffirm-

ation) the function of the Probans itself would remain unfulfilled :
—

“ The faet

of the Probans subsisting in the thing where the Probandum is known to be

present is not made clear by the statement of the Probans, which comes just-

after the statement of the Proposition ;
because the former only mentions the

Reason— ‘ Sound is non-eternal, because it is a product ’ ;—and whether this

character of ‘ being a product ’ subsists, or does not subsist, in Sound, this is

learnt only from the Reaffirmation.—Or the Reaffirmation may be regarded as

serving the purpose of providing Re-presentment

;

when the Probans is stated

at first, it points out the presence of the Probans—e.g. ‘ being a product ’—in a

general, unqualified, form ;—then the Corroborative Instance is cited, where

it is shown that the said Probans is invariably concomitant with the

Probandum ;—so that when, after these, the Reaffirmation is stated, it brings

about the Representment of the Probans with the qualification that it is

invariably concomitant with the Probandum,—‘ So is Sound a product ’. Thus

inasmuch as it indicates a particular feature, it is not a mere repetition ”.

The answer to this is. as follows :

—

TEXTS (1438-1439).

If there is no statement of the Proposition
,
there can be no state-

ment of the Reason (Probans)
;
and consequently, there need

be no statement of the Reaffirmation, for the purpose of

intimating the existence (of the Probans in the Minor

Term, Subject).—Mere presence (of the Probans

in the Subject) haying been stated at first,

and then, if its invariable concomitance

(with the Probandum) is subsequently

POINTED OUT,—BY THIS ALL THAT

IS INTENDED BECOMES ACCOM-

PLISHED
;
so THAT THE Repre-

sentment would be en-

tirely USELESS.

—

(1438-1439)

COMMENTARY.

‘ For the purpose of intimating the existence
*—of the Probans, in the

Subject, Minor Term.

What is meant is as follows :—The necessity of the statement of the

Proposition having been negatived in the manner shown above,—if the
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statement of the Reason is to come after that, then it cannot come in at ail

;

and as a consequence of this, there should be no statement of the Re -affirma-

tion, as this has to be preceded by the statement of the Reason.—If the

Reaffirmation is made for the purpose of showing that the Probans resides in

the Subject, then some other purpose will have to be asserted as following

from the Statement of the Reason.

It might be urged that—“ The purpose served by it is the intimating of

the fact of its being the Reason.”

That however cannot be accepted ; because what would be the use of

this intimation of that fact, when the proving of the Probandum is actually

accomplished in another way—as explained previously ? Consequently,

barring the intimation of the fact of the Probans subsisting in the Subject,

no other purpose can be pointed out, for the Statement of the Reason. Thus
then this fact of the Probans subsisting in the Subject having been already

indicated by the Statement of the Reason,—if the Reaffirmation is again

made for that same purpose, it is clearly proved that it is a needless repetition ;

how too could the Probans be ‘ inadmissible without such Reaffirmation ?

As for the Representment, that also is useless
;
because the mere fact of

the Probans subsisting in the Subject having been previously asserted by the

Statement of the Reason,—and the invariable concomitance of the Probans

with the Probandum also having been already asserted,—what is wanted

would be already accomplished ; so that the affirmation of the same thing

over again would clearly bear the imprint of a needless repetition. Where

then would there be ‘ inadmissibility * of our Reason in this case also ?

—

(1438-1439)

* Nigamana ’, ‘ Final Conclusion ’ (the fifth member of the five-membered

syllogism) has been defined as * the Re-statement of the Proposition on the

basis of the Statement of the Probans ’ (NyayairiUnt 1.1. 39). What is meant

is that when it is re-asserted that “ Therefore Sound is non-eternal \—the

word ' therefore ’ implies the potency of the Probans as shown in the Corro-

borative Instance, and then on the basis thereof, there is reassertion of what

had been stated in the Proposition ;—this re-assertion is called the * Final

Conclusion ’, * Nigamana ’,—the exact connotation of the term 4 nigamana ’

being that whereby the Proposition, the Premiss (statement of the Probans), the

Corroborative Instance and the Re-affirmation are connected, strung together,

as serving the same purpose (Nydya-bhd^ya ).

As a matter of fact however, when (as shown before) tho statement of

the Proposition itself is not there, how can there be any statement of the

Final Conclusion, which is only a reiteration of the Proposition ? Hence

the Final Conclusion cannot form part, of the Reasoning to prove the con-

clusion.—On this subject, the Revered DiAnfiga has made the declaration

that ‘ Inasmuch as the Final Conclusion is a mere repetition, it. cannot be the

means of proving anything —Against this, Uddyotakara and others, under

the above Sutra, liavo argued thus :
—“ There is no repetition here, because

the Proposition states the Probandum as to be proved, while the Final Conclu-

sion states it as proved

;

and without the Final Conclusion there can be no

proving ; because until that is stated, the suspicion regarding the truth of
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the other Factors of the Reasoning does not entirely cease as to whether or

not Sound is really non-eternal (for instance) ; hence for the removal of

this suspicion, the Final Conclusion lias to be stated separately

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1440).

As A HATTER OF FACT, THE PROVING IS ACCOMPLISHED BY THE FORCE

OF THE STATEMENT OF THE THREE-FEATURED PROBANS ;
CON-

SEQUENTLY, THERE CAN BE NO SUSPICION REGARDING THE

CONTRARY CONCLUSION
; HENCE THE STATE-

MENT of the Final Conclusion

IS USELESS.

—

(1440)

COMMENTARY.

When it has been definitely ascertained that in Sound there is present

the character of ‘ being a product ’, which has been shown to be invariably

concomitant with ' non-eternality ’,—how can there.be any suspicion of its

contrary, ‘ Etem&lity ’ ? When the fact of a certain substance being sur-

rounded by flaming fire has been duly ascertained, no sane man can over

suspect the presence of coolness in that substance. [Even if there were any
such suspicion] it could not be set aside merely by the statement of the

Final Conclusion, without any reasons.—(1440)

Aviddhakarna has argued as follows :
—“ A single idea cannot be expressed

by diverse isolated assertions ; hence for bringing about the connection

between these assertions it is necessary to state the Final Conclusion ”,

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1441).

As A MATTER OF FACT, IT IS ONLY BY CONNECTED ASSERTIONS THAT AN
IDEA IS EXPRESSED

J HENCE FOR THE PURPOSE OF BRINGING

ABOUT THIS CONNECTION, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO
STATE THE FlNAL CONCLUSION SEPARATELY.

—(1441)
'

COMMENTARY.

When the fact of the Probans being connected with the Probandum by
the relation of sameness or by that of Cause and Effect has been established,

—

then the statement of its presence in the Subject and its invariable concomit-
ance (with the Probandum) as connected together, bring about, by implication,

the single Idea, in the shape of the desired Conclusion. Even though the
statements are isolated, yet they are connected, and as such together lead to

i fi' ? w7 ;
r- -V • ** < »' t -f jw,.
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the desired end. Consequently it is not necessary to state the Final Conclu-

sion for the purpose of bringing about the said connection.—(1441)

TEXT (1442).

Some people hold that Inference is of two kinds as follows

—

(A) Thai, based upon perceived particulars and (B) that based

upon generalised relationship .—(1442)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Some people ’

—

Kum&rila and others.

They describe Inference as of two kinds—(1) that based upon perceived

particulars, and (2) that based upon generalised relationship.—(1442)

Question Which is the Inference based upon the Perceived Particulars ?

Answer :—[Given by Kumdrila]
:

—

TEXTS (1443-1445).

(A) “ That based upon the relationship of perceived Particulars is as

follows :—It so happens that, in the case of two particular

THINGS,—SUCH AS THE Fire PRODUCED BY BURNING DRIED COW-

DUNG, AND THE Smoke PROCEEDING FROM THAT FlRE,—THE OBSERVER

HAS THE COGNITION OF THE THINGS,—AND THEN SUBSEQUENTLY,

ON GOING TO ANOTHER PLACE, THE OBSERVER HAPPENS AGAIN AND

AGAIN TO RECOGNISE IN OTHER PLACES THE PRESENCE OF THE SAME

Fire through the indication of the same Smoke seen before ;

AND DUE VALIDITY ATTACHES TO SUCH COGNITION (BY REASON OF

ITS BEING BASED UPON THE PREVIOUS PERCEPTIONAL COGNITION),

AND IT BECOMES RECOGNISED AS A MEANS OF COGNITION DISTINCT

from Perception ;
because it brings about the cognition of

a thing (Fire) the existence of which had been in doubt. It is

this that has been described by Vindhyavasin as Inference

based upon the perceived relationship of Particulars *. \Shlolca-

vdrlika—Inference, 141-143).—(1443-1445)

COMMENTARY.

What is meant is as follows :—First of all. the man has noticed through

Sense-perception in a certain place a particular Firo and a particular Smoke,

at a later time, he goes to another place and again and again see? the same

particular Smoke, and then infers the same particular Fire this is Inference

based upon the perception (of the relationship) of Particulars ; it is so called

because it has for its objective the previously-perceived Particular. This
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cannot bo regarded as invalid on the ground of apprehending what has been

already apprehended : because there is an additional factor present here, in

the shape of the removal of tho doubt as to whether or not the Fire is still

there.—This is the sum total of what Kumarila means.

We now proceed to explain the words in detail

—

* That based upon the relationship of perceived Particulars ’.

—

Question—
‘ What relationship ’ ?—The answer is as follows :

—

Shabarasvdmin has

stated the definition of Inference as follows :
—

‘ When the perception of one

factor of a well-recognised relationship leads to the cognition of the other

factor of that relationship,—which latter is not in contact with the man’s

sense-organs—this second cognition is what is called Inference (Inferential

Cognition). This Inferential Cognition is of two kinds : (1) that based

upon directly perceived relationship, and (2) that based upon a generalised

relationship. As an example of the former, we have the inferential cognition

of Fire following from the cognition of Smoke [which is based upon the relation

of invariable concomitance between a particular Smoke and a particular

Fire perceived in the kitchen) ; and as an example of the second kind of

Inference, we have the case where, finding that the Sim changes its position,

we infer that it moves,—on the ground of our experience tliat in the case of

Devadatta it is only by moving that he changes his position (which

experience has led to the generalised relationship between moving and change

of position in general).’ (Shabara-Bhfyya, on 1. 1. 5, Translation, page 15).

In connection with this, Kumarila , with a view to explaining the nature

of the Inference based upon the perceived relationship of Particulars has used

the words—* Pratyak$adr$tasambandham, etc

.

’. {Teat 1443.)—This is to be

construed as * The Inference based upon the relationship of perceived Particulars

—they explain as follows ’ ;—The words ‘ they explain ' having gone before

in the preceding text (in the Shlokavdrtika).

In connection with the two particular things—Fire and Smoke—the ob-
server has formed the idea of the new factor in the shape of dry cowdung,—the

idea being that ‘ these two tilings Fire and Smoke are the effect of the burning

of dry cowdung ’ ;—and then he has also formed the idea of the particular

spot in the shape of the Hill,—the idea being that * these two things. Fire

and Smoke, exist on the Hill ’.—The compound * gomaylndhana ’ means
4

that of which dry cowdung is the fuel ’, and the compound 4 taddesha 1

means 4

that of which that is the place ’ ;—and these two compounds qualify

the
4

vishlfa ’ the ‘ two particular things ’ (Fire and Smoke) ;—the * ddi
*

stands for other particular fuels in the shape of the woods of the various

trees, Sarja, Sarala, SallaJn and the rest,—and also other Fires ;—there

arises the cognition, in regard to these ;—the Locative being construed by
4

splitting up ’ the words ;—such perceptional cognition becomes apprehended
by the observer ;—that same observer, through the indicative in the shape
of the same Smoke as seen in another place and at another time, cognises

the same Fire ; and this happens again and again ;—this cognition thus

becomes one that is distinct from the previous Perceptional Cognition.—Or
the construction may be 4 he cognises Fire on the basis of the previous cogni-
tion ’.—The compound 4

Sandihyamdna, etc.' is to be interpreted as 4 the cogni-
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tion of that thing whose presence was in doubt—as to whether it is there or

not \—This Inference based upon the relationship of perceived Particulars, as

described above, has been spoken of by Vindhyavasin as ' Vish$$atodr9fa ,

* Inference in relation to Particulars —(1443-1445)

The other kind of Inference, the Sdmanyatodrtfa, that based upon

generalised Relationship , is next described

—

TEXT (1446).

“Though the Inference based upon generalised Relationship

could be exemplified on the basis of another Fire AND

another Smoke,—yet the Inference cited is that

of the ‘ Sun moving as this is based

absolutely upon generalised Rela-

tionship ” [Shloka-vd.—In-

ference, 145].—(1446)

COMMENTARY.

The author of the Bhdsya (Shabara) has cited the Inference of the

moving of the Sun from its change of position as an example of Inference

based upon generalised Relationship. In regard to this, the following objection

might be raised— 1 In reference to another Fire and another Smoke (other

than those actually perceived), there can be Inference on the basis of common

character ;
and this Inference of Fire and Smoke would be based upon

generalised Relationship ; while these Smoke and Fire were present in his

mind already, why did he give this up and cite the ease of the Sun moving

as an example of Inference based upon generalised Relationship ?
’

Anticipating this, Kumarda offers the explanation—
1 Though the Inference,

etc. etc. \ That is to say, when the Inference based upon Generalised

Relationship could be cited, on the basis of other Smoke and Fire as corrobora-

tive Instances,—the author of the Bhd?ya has cited the case of the Sun.

in consideration of the fact that the moving of the Sun is imperceptible at all

times, and hence for cognising it, the only means available is the Inference

based upon generalised Relationship, and not that based upon Perceived

Particulars ; hence he wished to cite a case like that of the Sun which whs

purely and unalloyedly one of Inference based on Generalised Relationship

;

and he did not cite the case of Smoke and Fire, as in this case the Inference

need not always be one based upon Generalised Relationship.—(1446)

The objection to the above-mentioned classification of Inference is as

follows :

—
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TEXTS (1447-1448).

Inasmuch as it has been proved that * perpetual flux ’ is all-

embracing, THERE CAN BE NO INFERENCE OF WHAT HAS GONE
BEFORE,—BY ITSELF.—If IT BE ARGUED THAT “ THE SAME-

NESS IS ASSUMED ON THE BASIS OF THE SAMENESS OF

the Chain ”—then (the answer is that)

NO SUCH SAMENESS CAN HAVE ANY REAL

EXISTENCE ; AND WHAT IS MERELY
ASSUMED CANNOT BE AN ENTITY.

—

(1447-1448)

COMMENTARY. 4

‘ All-embracing —i.e. embracing all such things as Fire, Smoke and the

rest.

It might be argued that—“ Even though the individual things are

momentary, there would be sameness (unity) of tho chain or series

The answer to that is
—

‘ No such sameness, etc.
*—That is, this sameness

would be something assumed, not real ; so that in reality, tliere would bo no
continuity of existence for anything

; under the circumstances, it cannot
be right to say * by the observer remaining at that place \ or ‘ by that same
means’ and so forth.—What too is merely assumed cannot be an entity or

thing ; hence there would be no sense in the words ‘ because it is a cognition

of a thing whose existence teas doubled

'

(as used in Text 1445, by KumarUa ).

—

(1447-1448)

The following might be urged—“ When the Inference was described as
based upon Perceived Particulars, it was on the basis of the assumed, not real,

sameness.”

The answer to that is as follows :

—

TEXT (1449).

A cognition devoid of objects is not admitted by you
; and if the

Inference had an assumed object, it would
clearly be devoid of an object.—(1449)

COMMENTARY.

The following might be urged " Though the Individual is fleeting
(momentary), yet the Universal is something not fleeting

; and on this basis,
the sameness or unity would be real, and the Inference would not be devoid
of an object ”.

The answer to this is as follows :

—
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TEXTS (1450-1455).

If what is meant is that—“ EVEN on the destruction of the

Individual, the Universal persists ”,—then, that cannot be
;

BECAUSE EVEN IF THE UNIVERSAL EXISTED, THAT ALSO WOULD

CERTAINLY BE COVERED BY THE ‘ PERPETUAL FLUX \—FURTHER,

ON WHAT GROUNDS HAVE YOU ASSERTED THE RESTRICTION THAT

“ THESE SAME TWO PARTICULARS WHOSE RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN

COGNISED BY SENSE-PERCEPTION, ETC. BTC.” (TEXT 1443) ?—THEN
AGAIN, HAVING ONCE COGNISED A THING BY MEANS OF INFERENCE,

IF THE SAME THING IS COGNISED AGAIN BY MEANS* OF INFERENCE,

WHY IS NOT THIS LATTER REGARDED AS VALID 1 WHAT IS THE

PECULIARITY IN THE PREVIOUS ONE (WHEREBY IT IS REGARDED AS

VALID, AND NOT THE LATER ONE) ?—If IT BE URGED THAT
—

“ THE

LATER ONE IS NOT REGARDED AS Valid BECAUSE LIKE REMEMBRANCE,

IT APPREHENDS WHAT HAS BEEN ALREADY APPREHENDED ”,—THEN

WHY IS NOT THE PREVIOUS INFERENCE ALSO REGARDED AS THE

SAME ?—IF IT BE ARGUED THAT—** IN THE FORMER INFERENCE

THERE IS THIS ADDITIONAL PECULIARITY THAT IT SETS ASIDE THE

DOUBT THAT HAS SET IN DURING THE INTERVAL,”—WHY IS NOT THE

SAME IN THE LATTER ALSO ? HENCE IT IS THIS LATTER ITSELF THAT

SETS ASIDE THE DOUBT AS TO SOMETHING BEING present OT 7lot

present : and hence the Generalised Perception is really what

is independent.

—

(1450-1455)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Akfti *—The Universal.

* Even if*—i.e. granting that such a thing as the bniversal exists.

The other party regards the Individual and the Universal as identical
,

how then can the Universal continue to exist when the Individual is

destroyed ? If it did, then, having different fates, they would have to be

regarded as distinct from one another.

‘ If it exists ’—This also is only by way of being granted ; as in reality,

the Universal having been once for all rejected, how could it exist ? If it

exists *—i.e. even if it existed ;—it would be in ‘ perpetual flux
1

; as the

‘ perpetual flux ’ has been proved to be all-embracing.

Further, when a thing has been once cognised by moans of an Inference—
and later on. the same thing (Fire) is cognised by another Inference drawn

from the same Inferential Indicative Probans), (Smoke), why has not this

latter Inference also been cited as one based upon Perceived Particulars,

when the qualification of having been 4 cognised by Perception ’ is considered

desirable ?
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It might be argued tliat
—“ It has not been so regarded as it apprehends

what has been already apprehended ”.

That cannot be right ; as the same applies also to what is based on

Perceived Particulars.

“ In the case of that based upon Perceived Particulars, there is this

additional peculiarity that it has set at rest the doubt that has appeared

during the interval.’*

That cannot be right ; as this same peculiarity is also present in what is

based upon the Inferred Particulars.

Thus from all this it follows that when all things are in a * perpetual

flux the only Inference possible is that based upon generalised Relationship,

not any based upon Perceived Particulars.—(1450-1456)

TEXT (1456).

Some short-sighted people have asserted that “ Inference is

NOT A MEANS OF RlGHT COGNITION ”, THOUGH, BY THESE VERY

WORDS, THEY OFFER UP THEIR OWN * DESIRE TO SPEAK ’ (INTEN-

TION, Idea in the mind, as something to be inferred

FROM THOSE WORDS).

—

(1456)

COMMENTARY.

‘ Some people ’—the followers of Brhaspati and others.
‘ Through these same ivords —i.e. by the words 4 Inference is not a

means of Right Cognition ’.

This shows that the assertion of these people involves self-contradiction.

For instance, when a man makas a statement to another person, it is on
tlie basis of the understanding that 1

the idea present in one’s mind is under-
stood from the words he uses, which are indicative of that idea ’

; so that

when the people denying Inference make the statement,—by this statement
itself—they admit the fact of Inference being a Means of Right Cognition ;

—

and yet this same he denies by the statement that
4 Inference is not a Means

of Right Cognition ’ ;—and this is self-contradiction.

This objection is going to be further explained later on.—(1450)

The ChdrvdJcas urge the following arguments (against Inference, as a
Means of Right Cognition) :

—
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TEXTS (1457-1459).

“ Inference for one's own sake cannot be right,—because it is brought

ABOUT BY THE THREE-FEATURED INDICATIVE, WHICH IS SUBVERSIVE

OF WHAT IS DESIRABLE,—LIRE WRONG COGNITION.—NOR CAN THE

PRESENCE OF THE ‘ THREE FEATURES ’ IN THE INDICATIVE BE

REGARDED AS THE MEANS OF INFERENCE
;
AS THEY ARE PRESENT

ALSO WHERE THERE LS NO INFERENCE,—JUST LIKE THE * TWO FEA-

TURES \—Further, the contradiction of Inference is possible

in every Reasoning ;
so also there is possibility in every case

OF THE INFERRING OF MUTUALLY CONTRADICTORY CONCLUSIONS
;

AND THERE IS POSSIBILITY OF FINDING A REASON WHICH IS CON-

COMITANT (NOT-SEPARABLE) WITH THE CONTRARY OF THE DESIRED

CONCLUSION (DEDUCED FROM AN INFERENCE).”

—

(1457-1459)

COMMENTARY.

Inference for one’s own sake cannot be right,—because it is brought

about by the Hire©-featured Indicative,—like the Wrong Cognition. [Here

is a Wrong Cognition based upon a three-featured Indicative]—‘The eye

and other organs are for the purpose of other persons, because they are

composite things ; like the Couch, the Seat and such things ’
; this is a wrong

cognition, boing subversive of a desirable idea, but brought about by a

three -featured Indicative; and like this the Inference in question also is

brought about by a three -featured Indicative, and hence it must be wrong.

Nor can the presence of the Three Features in the Indicative be the means

of Inference ; because, like the Two Features, they are present also where

there is no Inference.

Further, in every reasoning, contradiction of Inference would be possible ;

for example, it would always be possible to put forward the Inference that

‘The intended Probandum cannot reside in the Subject (Minor Term),

because it is a part of the aggregate of all these several factors, like the form

of the Minor Term itself ’ and this would put an end to all Inferences.

Then again, in all cases, when an Inference has been put forward, there

is always a possibility of several undesirable contingencies being put forward ;

for instance, when the Inference has been put forward that ‘ Sound is non-

etemal, because it is a product, like the Jar some one might set up the

argument to the contrary, that
4 just as the reason asserted proves the non-

etemalUy of Sound, so does it also prove the fact of its not being the quality

of Akasha \ and so forth.

Lastly, in every case, it is possible to find a Reason that is concomitant

with the contrary of the desired Conclusion ;
for instance, the inference having

been put forward, that ‘ Sound is non eternal, because it is a product, like

the Jar \ some one may put forward the following reasoning which is con-

comitant with (and proves) the contrary of this conclusion— ‘ Sound is
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eternal, because it is perceptible by the Ear, like the universal bound .

Several such examples may be found in the TattvatikS.—(1457—1459)

Bhartrhari argues (against Inference) as follows :

—

TEXTS (1460-1462).

“Condition, Place and Time being different in regard to

DIFFERENT POTENCIES, THE COGNITION OF THINGS BY MEANS OF

Inference is not attainable.—Even in the case of a thing

WHOSE POTENCY IS WELL-KNOWN, THAT POTENCY BECOMES

RESTRICTED IN REGARD TO PARTICULAR EFFECTIVE ACTIONS, BY

BECOMING RELATED TO PARTICULAR THINGS.—EVEN WHEN A CERTAIN

CONCLUSION HAS BEEN DEDUCED WITH GREAT CARE, FROM AN

Inference,—it may be proved to be otherwise by other more

INTELLIGENT AND CLEVER PERSONS WELL-VERSED IN THE ART OF

reasoning”—

(

Vabjapadiya

,

p. 16].—(1460-1462)

COMMENTARY.

The potency of things varies with their Condition, Time and Place ;

hence no definite conclusion can bo got at regarding them by means of

Inference ; for instance, it is not possible to be convinced that * Devadatta

is unable to bear the burden, because he iR Devadatta, like Devadatta in the

state of cluldhood ’
; here there is a possibility of the man’s potency

having changed, hence the reasoning becomes * indecisive ’.—Similarly,

difference in the place makes a difference in the taste, strength and ripening

of the Amalaki, the Kharjura and other fruits
;
hence it cannot be argued

that
—

* all Amalaki fruits are astringent, like the Amalaki I am tasting now.’

—Similarly difference of time leads to variations in the coolness and other

properties of the water of the well, and lienee it cannot be right to argue that

‘ all water is cool and so on.

* AvasthadishdluUundm ' ;—the Genitive ending goes with * bhSddl ’

;

and the Genitive in
4 Bhdvdndm ’ goes with 4 prasiddhi ’.

Then again, the Fire’s capacity to burn, which is manifested in the case of

grass, is set aside as against the mass of clouds ; and there can be no such
reasoning as

—‘The mass of Clouds is burnt by Fire, because it is earthy (?),

like the grass ’.

Further, when one man has proved a certain fact, another man, more
clever, proves quite the contrary of it ; this cannot be desirable.—(1460-

1462)

Another writer argues as follows :

—
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TEXTS (1463-1467).

“ Inference for the benefit of another cannot be a means of right cogni-

tion, BECAUSE IT IS ONLY A REITERATION SO FAR AS THE SPEAKER
HIMSELF IS CONCERNED

J
AS THE MAN PUTTING FORWARD THE

Inference does not himself derive his knowledge of the

THING FROM THAT INFERENCE.—FOR THE OTHER PERSON, TO WHOM
the Inference is addressed, the cognition so derived comes

to be for his own sake; because what difference is there

BETWEEN THE COGNITION DERIVED THROUGH THE Ear AND THAT
OBTAINED THROUGH THE EYES ?

—

So FAR AS THE OTHER PERSON IS

CONCERNED, THE STATEMENT (OF THE INFERENCE) CANNOT BE
regarded as Inference for the sake of another; because it falls

WITHIN THE CHAIN OF COGNITIONS PRODUCED BY THE EaR, AND
BECAUSE IT IS A MEANS OF COGNITION,—LIKE THE SENSE-ORGAN.

—

NOR IS THERE ANY DIRECT INDICATION OF THE OBJECT INFERRED
;

HENCE, LIKE THE IDEA OF THE RELATION OF INVARIABLE CONCOMIT-

ANCE, IT CANNOT BE A MEANS OF RIGHT COGNITION.—If IT BE
explained that—“ it is Called for the sake of another

,
BECAUSE

IT LEADS TO THE ACTIVITY OF THE OTHER PERSON ”,—THAT ALSO

CANNOT BE right
;
because (in this way), the Inference for one’s

own benefit also might be regarded as ‘ for the sake of another *

[as that also might lead to the activity of other persons].”

(1463-1467)

COMMENTARY.

Inference for the sake of others cannot lie a means of right cognition,

liecause it is only a reiteration, so far as the speaker himself is concerned.

As regards the other person to whom the Inference is addressed,—for

him, the cognition so derived turns out to befor his oivn bei\efit ; what difference

is there between the cognition of a thing derived 1 through the Ear and that

derived through the Eyes ? Just as, whon one's Visual Organ is operative, the

resultant cognition is not spoken of as being 4
for the benefit of others —

so also it cannot be spoken of as such if the cognition is derived through

the operation of the Auditory Organ.—The term ‘ darshana ’ stands for the

Visual Organ,—the term being derived as
4

drshyati anlna ’,
4

that whereby

a tiling is seen — 4 Samvit '—stands for cognition.

Similarly, so far as the other person is concerned, to whom the Inference

is addressed, the statement of the Inference cannot be said to be for the

sake of others ;—because it falls within the chain of cognitions produced by

the Ear,—or because it is a means of cognition,—like the Sense-organ.—The

compound ‘ Shrotfsantanodi ’ contains the statement of two reasons; and
4 yatha indfiyasya ’ cites the corroborative Instance.

There is another argument also :—So far as the other person is con-

cerned, the statement of the Inference in question cannot be said to be
4 for the sake of another ’,—because it does not directly indicate the object
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inferred,—like the cognition of the relation of Invariable concomitance.

‘ Tasmut '—i.e. because it does not directly indicate the object inferred.

What is meant is that because it is not directly indicative of the inferred

object, therefore the statement cannot be regarded as a means of Right

Cognition,—it being like the Cognition of the relation of Invariable Concomit-

ance,—i.e. the ‘ Invariable Concomitance ’ between the Probans and the

Probandum ; and the cognition of an Indicative which is so related to the

Probandum (is not by itself the Means of Right Cognition).

If it be explained that “ it is said to be for the benefit of another,-—because

it leads to the activity of the other person even so it cannot be right

;

because in that sense the Inference for one's own benefit may also be for the

benefit of others ; because ‘another’ is a relative term ; just like the term

1 other side *.—(1463-1467)

The above arguments are answered in the following

—

TEXT (1468).

When the Inference is spoken of as ‘ brought about by the Three-

featured Indicative what is meant to be indicated is that

it is compatible (with the real state of things) ;

and this same {compatibility) IS WHAT charac-

terises the Valid Cognition ;
why

. THEN IS IT DENIED ?—(1468)

COMMENTARY.

First of all, the author points out the
1

contradictory ’ character of the

Probans in the first argument propounded in Text 1457—viz. :
' Because it is

brought about by the three-featured Indicative ”.—
* What is meant is that

U is compatible, etc. etc. ’ ;—that is, what is moant to be indicated is that

it is compatible ; the sense being that, because the cognition that proceeds from

the Three -featured Indicative is indirectly appurtenant to the thing concern-

ed, it is not incompatible, just like Sense-perception, as has been asserted in

the following statement
—

‘ Inasmuch as the Probans and the Probandum
are indirectly appurtenant to the Thing, and are ontirely free from any
wrong notions regarding it, there can be nothing deceitful about it.’

* This same ’ ;—i.e. compatibility

;

as has been thus declared— * The cogni-

tion that is not incompatible is right (or valid) ’. In the case of Sense-per-

ception also,—even for one who admits its validity—there is nothing that

can be pointed out as determining its validity,—except this absence of incom-

patibility ; and this same condition is present in the case of the cognition

proceeding from the three-featured Indicative ; why then is the validity of the

cognition brought about by the Three-featured Indicative sought to be denied,

on the ground of its being brought about by the Three-featured Indicative ?

What is indicated by this is the incongruity between the Probandum
and the Probans (as put forward by the Opponent (in 1457). For instance,

where there is the character of being brought about by the three-featured Indica-
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live, there is absence of incompatibility ;—and where there is absence of incom-

patibility, thoro is validity
;
and validity and invalidity are mutually exclusive,

—the incompatibility consisting in the fact that where the one is present

the other cannot be present and where the one is absent, the other is present

;

so that by implication tho Probans put forward by the Opponent is
4 Con-

tradictory —(1468)

The following Texts proceed to show that tho Corroborative Instance

(cited by the Opponent in 1467, that of * Wrong Cognition ’) is
4 devoid of the

Probandum ’ :

—

TEXTS (1469-1471).

When the 4 Wrong Cognition as ' subversive of what is desirable \

IS SPOKEN OF AS BEING ‘ SIMILAR ’, THE ‘ SIMILARITY ’ MEANT MUST
BE ONLY THAT OF THE VIEW OF THE FlRST PARTY,—AND NOT real

SIMILARITY
;
BECAUSE AS REGARDS THE REAL STATE OF THINGS,

the Cognition in question has been definitely found to be

not incompatible
;
in fact, it is in view of this fact that it is a

VALID ARGUMENT AGAINST WHAT IS
1 DESIRED ’ BY THE DISPUTANT.

—

Thus the Reason adduced is found to be ‘ Contradictory * ;

—

and the Corroborative Instance also is found to be devoid

of the Probandum.—In the same way, in the second argument,

the Probans is * Inadmissible \—(1469-1471)

COMMENTARY.

Am proving tho contrary of what is desired by tho disputant, tlio cogni-

tion in question must be valid ; otherwise, if it were meant that all cognitions

ore invalid and at all times,—in regard to auothor Probandum,—then, such

invalidity might affect Sense -perception also. In fact, it lias been spoken of

as 4 wrong Cognition only in reference to the view of the First Party.

—

The term * purvapakfa ’ hero stands for the ‘ pakqa view—of the ‘ purva \
tho First Party. One who holds the view that tho Eye and tho rest apper-

tain only to an object which is essentially incapable of any additional features

imposed upon it,—it is only in reference to the view of such a party that

the Cognition could be spoken of as ‘wrong’; because (under that view)

the Eye, etc. havo been provod to be the Cause of many fleeting cognitions.
4 Contradictory ’

;

because the character of
4 being brought about by tho

Three -featured Indicative ’ is never present in any invalid Cognition ;

—

and when the cognition so brought about is valid, then the said character

is present in that samo Cognition which is
4 subversive of what is doeirod ’

(by the Disputant).

Says the Opponent :

—

44 When an argumont to the contrary is urged

against the Materialist, then the Corroborative Instance cannot be one tlwt

is admitted (by both parties). The opponent does not admit the validity of

tho Cognition of what is subversive of wliat is desired
;
and what is not admit-

ted by either of the two parties cannot servo as a Corroborative Instance.

46
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In fact, the law is that what is equally admitted by both i>artios—that alone

can be cited against the argument of either party.”

The answer to this is as follows :—-Though the other party lias not

actually admitted the validity of the cognition, in so many words,—yet, the

absence of incompatibility has to be accepted, as that cannot lie denied ;

and those who accept that, have tacitly accepted the validity also, in so far

as the real state of tilings is concerned ; consequently, the
1 contradiction ’

that we have urged is in regard to the real state of things, not in regard to the

theory of the other party.

. Or, the Opponent’s Reason may be regarded as ‘ contradictory ’ on tlio

ground of being indicative of a contradictory Reason. For instance, the

‘ contradictory ’ Reason would bo in the form

—

4 What is not incompatible

is .valid,—e.g. Sense-perception,—the cognition brought about by the three-

featured Indicative is compatible ;
[henco it mast be valid] * ;—tliis

would be Reason based on the nature of the thing itself. The Reason hero

put forward cannot be ‘ Inadmissible ’, for, if it were not admitted, then the

Subject would become featureless and there could be no Reason at all (indica-

tive of validity). Nor can it bo ‘ Inconclusive ’ (Doubtful),—as that would

make Sonse-perception also invalid.

* Asddhyatd ;—i.e. the Instance would be devoid of the Probandiun.

‘ In the second argument

'

;—i.e. in the argument “ nor can the presence

of throe features, etc. etc. ’ (urged under Text 1458).

‘ The Probans is inadmissible ’ ;—because it is not present anywhere

where tlio (valid) Inference is absent. ,

4 In the same way *—i.e. by the reasoning based upon tho presence of

Tliree -features, etc. etc.—(146(1-1471)

The following Text provides the answor to the argument urged (under

1469) :

—

TEXTS (1472-1474).

Exponents of the True Reasoning have all declared that that

Reason alone is capable of proving the conclusion whose
RELATIONSHIP (WITH THE PROBANDUM) IS KNOWN WITH CERTAINTY,

—SUCH RELATIONSHIP BEING EITHER IN THE NATURE OF sameness

of essence or of being an effect ;—and against such a Probans,

THERE CAN BE NO SUCH DEFECT AS THAT OF ‘ BEING CONTRARY TO

Inference * and so forth. Because no such Inference could

be possible except through essential sameness or being the cause.

Mutually contradictory properties cannot belong to the

same thing. Consequently there can be no possibility of any
Probans which might be concomitant with the contrary of

the desired conclusion.

—

(1472-1474)

COMMENTARY.
4

Against such a Probans *—i.e. in a Probans that is related through

essential sameness and through being an effect.
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* Except through essential sameness, or being the cause *
;—i.e. except

through being the same, or being the Cause,—there can be no Probans

(Inferential Indicative) ; if there were, it would be featureless and not a

Probans at all.

It has been argued that—“ What is meant to be the Probandum is not
present in the Subject (Minor Term) **.

The answer to that is that, if the Probandum is not present in the

Minor Term, then the aggregate (of the ‘Three features’) as a whole is not

present in the Probans
; hence on account of the absence of a part of tho

aggregate, such a Probans would be clearly ‘ inadmissible \

It has been argued that—“ in the case of all Inferences, there is possibility

of particular Inferences to the contrary

This is not right. Because that alone is called ‘ Contradictory ’ which is

found to prove the contrary of the desired Probandum
;
and no particular

case is meant to be the Probandum (in tire argument under dispute, which is

in reference to the definition of Inference). As a matter of fact, in the case

of an Inference based on the nature of things, there is no possibility of there

being any (valid) Probans proving the contrary ; because in the same thing,

two mutually contradictory properties cannot coexist.—(1472-1474)

It has been argued (under 1470) that
—“ on account of the diversity

of Condition, Place and Time, etc. etc.”

The answer to that is os follow's :

—

TEXTS (1475-1477).

As A MATTER OF FACT, INFERENCE PROCEEDS ONLY ON THE BASIS OF THINGS

whose ‘ Indicative character * has been properly ascertained

BY REPEATED EXPERIENCE J ALL ELSE IS REGARDED AS * NOT IN-

FERENCE \ SO THAT EVEN THOUGH THE POTENCIES OF THINGS VARY

ACCORDING TO THE VARIATIONS OF CONDITION, TIME AND PLACE,

YET THE COGNITION OF THINGS BY MEANS OF INFERENCE IS not

unattainable .—And when a certain conclusion has been deduced,

WITH GREAT CARE FROM AN INFERENCE,—IT CANNOT BE PROVED TO

BE OTHERWISE, EVEN BY CLEVERER PERSONS.—(1475-1477)

COMMENTARY.

It is only the well -ascertained Probans that is" held to be truly indicative,

—not one that is doubtful ; e.g. when the presence of Smoke is only suspected,

in regard to Vapour, it does not lead to a certain Cognition of tho presence

of Fire.

Question :
—“ How docs tho certainty of tho Probans come about ?

”

Answer—By repeated experience :—as is found in persons well-versed in

tho science of goms,—in regard to gems. That is to say, persons who are

conversant with the nature of the things concerned, do discern the real

Smoke from Vapour : and when they proceed to act after discernment, they
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do actually find Fire.—Thus then, inasmuch as the well-discerned Probans is

never found to fail,—the cognition of things is not unattainable through such

Proboas,—even though the things vary with variations of Condition, Place

and Time.—And when a thing has been well-ascertained by means of woll-dis-

cerned Probans,—it can never be mude otherwise ;
e.g. when the presence of

Fire has been well-ascertained by means of the presence of Smoke, the Fire

cannot be proved to be otherwise (i.o. absent) ;
as one and the same thing

cannot have two contradictory characters.

It lias been argued (in commentary on 1400, etc.) that
—“Dovadatta is

not capable of bearing a burden in his childlvood, otc. etc.,—and the Fire

binning the Abhrapatala, otc. etc

But in all these cases, there is no proper Probans at all ; ns the * three

features ’ are not present. The mere fact of not being perceived cannot lend

to the idea of the Probans being excluded from that where the Probandum
is known to be absent ; as has been thus declared— ‘ Exclusion from that

whore the Probandum is known to bo absent cannot follow from mere non-

pereeption.’ In fact, the reality of Invariable Concomitance follows only

from the presence of the relationship either of essential sameness or of being

the effect ; as has been thus declared— * Either from the relationship of Cause

and Effect, or on the restrictive nature of the thing concerned, there is definite

Invariable Concomitance,—and this follows from Perception, not from Non-
perception ’

;

and in the case of the arguments cited, neither of the two
relationships—of essential sameness, or of being the effect—is present.—(1475-

1477)

The following might be urged—“ How is it known that the well-

ascertained Probans never fails ? There is no reason why tins should lx* so.”

Tho answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1478).

(a) There can be no Nature (or Character) without a Nature
(or Character)

; (6) nor can there be Effect without a
Cause. Because (otherwise) there would be the
incongruities of {a) ‘ deviation from Nature \
and

(
b) ‘ Causelessness \ And without these

two (relationships) there can be no
Inference.—(1478)

COMMENTARY.

There are only two kinds of Probans—(1) Nature of the thing and (2)
Being an Effect;

4 non -apprehension * being included under ‘Nature’.
And these two kinds of Prohons are not possible except where there is a
Probandum, called ‘ Nature ’ and ' Cause ’,—by reason of which there could
bo 4

fallibility ’ (falsity) in tho Probans.
“ Why is it not possible ?

n
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‘ Recause otherwise, etc. etc.'.—Tliore is copulative compounding between
‘bheria' and 4 animittatd

'

; the sense is that the Probans which forms the

Nature of the thing would cease to be its ‘ nature ’
; and the Probans which is

an effect would come to be without came ; and yet no Probans is admitted
which forms neither the ‘nature’ nor the ‘effect’ (of the Probandum),

—

except when there is no connection and when there is no Invariable Con-
comitance.

‘ W ithout these two \—i.e. as * nature ’ and ns 4
effect The word has

the Dual Ending.—(1478)

It has been argued (under Text 1483) that—“ the Inference for another's

benefit cannot lx* valid, etc. etc.

The answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXTS (1479-1481).

The statement of the Three-featured Probans has been described

as * Inference for the benefit of another \ on the ground
OF ITS BEING INDICATIVE OF WHAT IS POSSIBLE,—WITH REFERENCE TO

THE OTHER PERSON ADDRESSED. BUT THIS ‘ INFERENTIAL CHARAC-

TER ’ CAN ONLY BE ‘ SECONDARY ’ (FIGURATIVE) AND CONVEN-

TIONAL. Hence the fact of its being ‘ indicative of what is

POSSIBLE ’ CANNOT LEAD TO ANY INCONGRUITY.—If INFERENCE IS

not a Means of Right Cognition, then your assertion is useless.

Indeed no disputant ever comprehends what you wish to

speak OF.—(1479-1481)

COMMENTARY.

The statement (of the Inference) has been spoken of as ‘for another’s

benefit ’, in reference to the other person ; lienee it cannot, be open to the

objection urged against its being in reference to the speaker himself.

Even in reference to the listener, the other person, as there is the setting

forth of the three-featured Probans,—and on that account, it leads to the In-

ference,—or on account of Convention,—it has been spoken of as 1

Inference ’

;

this name ‘ Inference ’ being applicable only to what is indicative of what is

possible. Consequently, there can be no such incongruity as that of the Sense-

organ, or the cognition of the relation of Invariable Concomitance, being

regardod as 4 Inference for another’s benefit ’
;
os in those cases, there is

no 4 indication of what is possible ’. It is for this same reason that, this

Inference differs from the cognition based upon actual Perception. For

instance, the cognition of the Indicative, Smoke, is directly brought about by

Visual Perception, not by Auditory Perception
;
as what is directly appre-

hended by the latter is the Word (uttered by the Man) only ; and the Word
is not the indicative of the oxtemal thing (Fire), in the way that Smoke is

;

because the Word is related to the speaker’s wish to speak (which is sub-

jective), and hence it can have no relation (of invariable concomitance) with
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anything external (objective) ; all that the word does is to indicate the

presence of Smoke ;
and it is tlirough Convention that it brings about the

conceptual Cognition (associated with words), and hence, in reference to the

external tiling, it comes to l>e described as being ‘ for tho benefit of others \

And when what is meant to be understood is only the Speaker's wish to speak ,

then it turns out to be ‘ for the Speaker’s own benefit Because it is held

to be indicative of the Speaker’s wish to speak of what contains the Smoke,

which is the effect of the statement in question ; it is ‘ indicative % not expres-

sive, of it ; because no other cognition is comprehended from it.

* Your assertion is useless ’ ;—i.e. the assertion that “ Inference is not

the means of right cognition —Because as a matter of fact, from the said

statement, no person to whom it is addressed, comprehends what you wish

to speak of.—This show's that your assertion involves ‘ self-contradiction ’.

—

This lias been explained previously.—(1479-1481)

Purandara has argued as follows :
—

“ What is known as Inference, in

the ordinary world, is admitted by the Chdrv&lcas also
; what they deny is

that form of Inference which people have set up, ljeyond that known in

common experience

This is anticipated and answered in the following

—

TEXTS (1482-1483).

If it be urged that—“ What is ordinarily known as the

Inferential Indicative is accepted by us, but not what has

BEEN SET UP BY OTHERS ”,—THEN (THE ANSWER IS THAT) EVEN

THE ORDINARY MAN UNDERSTANDS WHAT IS THE ‘ CAUSE ETC. OF

the Effect, etc.; and in reality, this is all that the Masters

of the Science of Reasoning also have declared. So that

WHEN THE ORDINARY (POPULAR) IDEA IS ACCEPTED, WHAT IS IT

THAT BECOMES EXCLUDED ?—(1482-1483)

COMMENTARY.

Tho construction is
—

‘ the ordinary man understands, etc. etc. ’.

‘

Effect , etc. ’ ;
—

‘Etc.’ is moant to include the ‘nature’ of the thing.—
Similarly in ‘ Cause, etc. \ the ‘ nature ’ is meant to be included. In both
cases the Plural number has been used in view of individual things.

Thus then, the Inferential Indicative which is understood by ordinary
men to be related through the relationship of ‘ Nature ’ and * Effect
is just what has been spoken of by us as the ‘ Probans ’ and when you
accept this, what is it that you discard, for which you are denying the
character of * Inference ’ ?—(1482-1483)
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It might be argued that—“ No Inference is admitted by us at all ;—but

the other party have accepted it as a Means of Right Cognition ; and in

viow of this latter, ovu1 assertion is not \iseless

Tho answer to this is as follows :

—

TEXT (1484).

If this (Inference) is not a Means of Knowledge, then what does

THE OTHER PARTY UNDERSTAND BY IT (—Of WHAT SORT TOO

WOULD THAT COGNITION BE WHICH HAS BEEN BROUGHT

ABOUT BY WHAT IS NOT A MEANS OF COGNITION ?

—(1484)

COMMENTARY.

How have you come to the conclusion that your opponent hits accepted

Inforcnco as a Moans of Knowledge ? The idea of another man cannot be

known by Sense-perception ; and for you there is no other Moans of Right

Knowledge whereby you could derive a definite Cognition ?

Even if there be such a definite Cognition ; even so, if what the other

party accepts is not a means of Cognition, then how docs his opponent know

what it means ? The accepting of a Means of Knowledge cannot be a more

whim.
It might bo argued that

—
“ Just as a man wrests the sword from tho

hands of his onomy and by that same sword fells the enemy,—in the same

way the Atheist takes up what the other regards as a Means of Right Cognition

and then by that same attacks his opponent ”.

Tho answer to this is
—

‘ Of what sort, etc. etc. * ;—what is meant is as

follows If, through delusion, the other party has accepted as Means of

Right Knowledge, what is really not a Moons of Knowledge, then, how can it

be possible for one to bring about the right Cognition in the mind of that

party, by means of what is not a Moans of Right Cognition, as right Cognition

is the only resultant of the Means of Knowledge ? Certainly, if a man has

taken up, as sword, what is not-sword,—another man cannot take up that and

strike the other with it. The example cited therefore is not analogous.—

( 1484 )

Aviddhakarna has argued thus in the Tatlvafikd “ It may be asked—

* By means of this Means of Knowledge (Inference), what is the idea that is

conveyed to the other person ? It is only what is admitted by both parties

(the Speaker and the person addressed) that can convey any idea ’.—But

this is not right. Because Inference is in the form of a verbal statement

;

and it is not a Means of Right Cognition for the person making the state-

ment ; and yet that person conveys the idea (expressed) to the other person

;

as his sole offort. is towards the conveying of the idea to that other person

;

hence the Means need not be admitted by both parties

This is the view put forward in the following

—
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TEXT (1485).

“ Inference, consisting of a verbal statement, is not a Means

of Knowledge for the Speaker
;
he only conveys the idea

to the other party by means of the statement.”

—(1485)

COMMENTARY.

4 He ’—i.e. tlio Speaker.
4 Tina *—by means of the Inference consisting of the verbal statement.

The above view is controverted in the following

—

TEXT (1486).

A certain Means of Knowledge is held to be not a Means of

Knowledge only when it does not bring about the cognition

OF what is not already known ; AS for instance,

the Inference that you have put for-

ward, which conveys no idea to

the Speaker.—(1486)

COMMENTARY.

Whon a statement is said to be
4

not a Means of Knowledge’, it is not be-

cause, it conveys the idea to the Speaker,—but because it does not convey

any information that is not already known. As regards conveying the idea

to the Speaker, it is of course there. In the case of your Inference (argu-

ment) on the other hand, it conveys no idea to the Speaker. Hence the two
cases are not analogous.—Otherwise, what is urged would be something

admitted by both parties.

From all this it follows tliat that Means of Knowledge which is not
devoid of reason must bo accepted by all parties as a Means of Right
Cognition,—just like Sense-perception.—(1486)

End of Chapter (18) on Inference.

End of Volume I.
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Active Agent, 152.

Adhynkm {Prafyokm), 627.

Advnita Doctrine of Soul, 213.

Affirmation, 234, 492, 018. 094.

Agent, 148.

Agent and object, 302.

Agreeable, 666.

Aggregate of Intellect, etc., 142.

Aggregate, 101, 225.

Agriculturist, 0.

Ahnnkdra, 25.

Ahordtra, 358.

Akmp&la, 318.

All, 528.

Al&ta, 629.

All-embracing, 714.

Amusement, 135.

Anydpoha, 596.

Annihilation, 240, 241, 242.

Another’s use, 202.

Antagonism—notion of, 269.

Antarm&tra, 412.

Annullor and Annulled, 157, 652.

Anuvrtti, 206.

Appoaranco and Disappearance, 194,

197, 581, 002.

Apprehension, 310, 602.

47

Apoha, 439, 483. 491, 492, 493, 405,

496, 497, 409, 601, 500, 509, 542,

579, 589, 593. 695, 596. 000, 606,

609.

Apohaka, 497.

Aptirva, 480.

Army, 427.

Arrangement, 76, 80, 81.

ArtlJuiinrifia, 358.

AdnaUha, 615.

Aahvini, 701.

Asa, 241.

Association, 102.

Atoms, 69, 71, 228. 319, 321, 335,

345, 403, 446.

„ Perceptibility of, 339.

Atomic Dimension, 362.

Attachment, 58.

Attributes. 20. 26, 28, 35, 37. 50, 61, 62.

Audiblo 548.

Auditory, 548.

Austerity, 481.

Auxiliary Causes, 04.

Auxiliary, 203 , 266.

Aviddluiknrna—for Theism, 69.

„ —142, 235, 321, 360,

384, 385, 710, 727.

AcMrya Suri, 116.

Akdsha, 25, 31, 126, 166. 180, 186.

194. 228, 237, 242, 244, 247. 248,

257, 259, 279, 317, 319, 337. 352,

353, 356, 394, 446, 679.

AjiviJcag, 252.

Amnlaka, 367.

Anandapram, 22.

Aropita, 18.

Astikas, 13.

Atman, 142.

Ayfitana, 17, 18.

Atnuisvarupam, 082.

Baby, 347.
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Bdleya, 241.

B&nnbhatia, 103.

Barbarian, 708.

Barren woman, 120, 154, 236, 237, 259,

261, 609.

Bauddha, 217, 236, 312. 385. GOD.

Boiug, 145, 147, 259, 260, 402. 407,

409, 485, 638.

Bhadanta Yogwttna, 264.

Bhadania, 226.

Bhamaha, 492, 539.

Bhdeah, 583.

Bhdvand, 380.

BhuvanA is Habit, 58.

Bhdvivilda, 155, 278, 323, 405. 406,

426, 437, 655, 056, 667, 708.

Bharga, 626.

Bkaradvaja, 626.

Bhnrfrhari, 718.

Bkikkhu, 225, 688.

Bilva fruit, 352.

Birth, 3, 139, 465.

„ and Rebirth, 16.

„ —End of, 316.

Blank Cow, 504.

Blue Lotus, 509, 510, 570, 572, 573.

Blessed Lord, 16, 16.

Bludgeon, 230.

Body, 152, 160.

Bodhisaitva, 23.

Body of Convention, 411.

Bondage, 131, 215.

„ and Liberation, 316.

Both—God and Primordial Matter,

101 .

Boy, 156.

Breaking up of Sorios, 268.

Brahman, 122, 123, 120, 127, 128, 129.

Brahman—Essenco of Word-Sound,

118.

„ —highest, 119.

„ —ovolvoa, 125.

Brdhtnarui, 29.

Breathing, 153, 154.

Bfhaspati, 716.

Buddha, 98, 226.

Buddhi, 25, 26, 151, 164, 176, 192,

199, 387.

Buddhist, 75, 167, 676.

Builder, 80.

Burden, 225.

Burner, 177.

i
Camphor, 691.

Capoeity for Effoctivo Action, 222,

250, 259. 263.

Casto, 481.

Categories, 17, 330, 416. 364.

„ —Six, 318.

Causation, 1.

Cause, 29, 146, 105.

Causal Relution, 110.

Causeless, 106.

Cause—Intelligent, 09, 89.

Causal Ideation, 23.

„ Potency, 53. .

Cause and Effect, 33. 37. 200, 295. 298,

312, 315.

Cause—no recourse to, 43.

„ —material, 71.

Cassation, 242.

Chn, 594.

Chain. 170, 714.

ClutUawja, 164, 175, I7G. 192.

Charity, 9, 355.

Characterless, 152.

Characteristic, 205.

Chdrvaka, 228, 716, 725.

Chaitra'e Son, 240.

Ohaiira, 351.

Chains of Attachment, etc., 293.

Chain, 297, 490, 581.

Chailra, 595.

Character, 724.

China, 151, 355.

Chitrahgrada, 022.

Clay, 125.

Clincher, 93.

Cloth, 325.

Cogniser, 140, 143, 145, 167, 169,

187, 512, 601.

Cognisable, 597, 600, 601.

Cognition, 60, 129, 139, 144, 145,

149, 167, 172, 175, 181, 230, 308.

479, 547, 559, 629. 638, 667, 074.

Cognition—Joint, 78.

„ —Eternal, 214, 215.

Cognitive Moment, 167.

Cohoronco, 481, 487.

Collective Determination, 480.

Colour, 140, 147, 149, 176, 656, 662,

684, 695.

Colour-phase, 221.

Combination, 694.

Combustible, 177.
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Coming into existence, 300.

Common Element, 546.

Commonalty, 512, 513, fill, 342, 052.

Companion, 134, 138.

Compendium of Truo Doctrines, 1, 11,

13. 14.

Componont, 34ft.

Composite, 202, 322, 324, 341, 345. 346,

347, 381.

Comprehensive Notion, 420.

Concealment. 232.

Conception, 52, 300.

Conceptual Entity, 161, 650.

Content, 551, 615, 616,

617, 610. 620. 024. 625, 628, 630,

633. 654. 656, 657, 668, 67fl.

Conceptual Idoa, 54,650.

„ Reflection, 572.

„ Perception, 643.

„ Thought, 606.

Concomitimoo, 81.

ConcuiTont, 86.

Condition, 718, 723.

Configuration, 476.

Cnnglomoration, 360.

Conjunct, 380.

Conjunction, 344, 360, 371, 394, 444,

460.

Connection, 14, 587.

Cook(s), 410, 420, 423, 500.

Co-ordination, 519, 571, 579.

Consciousness, 57, 59, 61, 85, 129,

139, 140, 144, 155,

199, 215, 311. 610,

611, 613.

„ —otomol, 213, 214.

Consecutively, 150.

Constructive, 19.

Consecutive, 86.

Contact. 396.

Container—Contained. 452, 456.

Contrary Character, 03.

Contradictory, 85.

Controller, 101.

Continuance, 581, 582.

Convention, 153, 351, 405, 407, 410,

427, 470. 473, 550, 635.

Conventional Conception, 411.

Copper, 243.

Corroborative! Instance, 88, 113, 150.

Cosmio Intelligence, 25, 26, 27, 32, 37,

195, 197, 199, 200.

Cow, 500, 508.

Creation, 72, 91, 1936.

Creator, 73, 98.

Croatorship, 97.

Creating, 104.

Created, 228.

Curd, 55.

Cycle of Birth anti Doath, 316.

Dancing Girl, 150, 631.

Dura, 584.

Doath, 139.

Decay, 3.

Definite Cognition, 157.

Delusion, 161.

Denoted, 531, 566.

Denoter—Denoted Eolation, 566, 567.

Dcsiro, 140. 146, 158, 193, 198.

Desired, 589.

Desire to Speak, 489.

Dependent, 112, 375.

Denoted and Donotative, 517.

Donntability, 607.

Destiny, 1 34, 356, 700.

Destructive, 19.

Destruction, 147, 166, 183, 229, 230,

231, 232, 233, 235, 237. 238, 239,

241, 242, 265, 268, 494, 581, 686.

Destructive Cause, 230.

Destructive and Productive of

Moment*, 288.

Destroyer and Destroyed, 268.

Determinate Judgmont, 552, 556.

„ Conception, 562, 570.

DewulatUi, 87.

Devoid, 480.

Dharmi, 14, 15, 17, 23.

Dluirnwkirti, 10.

Diidtfi, 408, 552.

Dhttva, 585.

Dhdlu, 17, 18.

Dlivamsa, 238.

Diamond, 272.

Difference, 605, 639, 653.
'

Different, 233.

Different—Non-difforont, 220, 255.

Digambara, 204, 635.

Dimension, 366, 369.

Dirinaga, 186, 471, 532, 537, 618, 619,

620, 623, 624, 625, 627, 661, 708.

Disease, 3.

Disjunction, 371, 373, 394.
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Dissatisfaction, 01.

Dissociation, 241.

Dissolution, 103, 132, 134.

Dissolving, 104.

Dispositions, 189, 190.

Disruption, 233, 238, 239.

Distinctive character, 184.

Distributivoness, 205.

Diversity, 605.

Doctrine of Both God anti Primordial

Matter, 101.

Doctrine of * Word-Sound ’, 1 18.

„ ' Puru*a \ 132.

„ « Soul 139.

„ ‘Thing by Itself’, 108, 112.

Door, 130, 166. 185, 286, 297.

„ and Exporicncor, 12, 317.

Donkey, 241.

Doubt, 45.

Droam, 130, 139, 278. 603, 658.

Dream-end, 278.

Dull-witted men, 598.

Earth, etc., 143.

Effect, 107, 131, 700.

EfTect—Existent, 28.

„ —non-existent, 39, 40, 41, 49.

„ —manifestation of, 47.

„ —subsists in Cause, 55.

Effort, 139.

Effulgent Regions, 91.

Efficient Cause, 258.

Efficiency, 258.

Effective action, 264 , 265.

Effort, 388.

Elomontal substances, 72.

Elasticity, 388, 300.

Elephant, 173, 174.

Elephant—Universal, 456.

Embellishments, 16, 598.

Emerald, 212.

Entiroty, 351, 577.

Entity, 107, 140, 223. 244, 644.

Enjoyer, 139, 193, 196.

Enlightoncd Ono, 98.

Entity, 602, 660, 704.

Error, 661.

Essence, 107.

Essence—of things, 52.

Eternal ity, 223, 608.

Eternal Sentence, 165.

„ Cognition, 599. •

Eternal, 186.

Evanescent and Non-ovaiwwcent, 243.

Eva, 527.

Evarn, 603.

Evolution, 131.

Evolve, 25.

Excluded, 598, 602, 603.

Exclusion, 166, 523, 534, 550, 551,

559, 564, 571, 590, 593, 594, 595,

608, 622, 626.

Exclusivenous, 205, 209.

Existence, 147. 157, 241, 332. 343, 493.

„ —only operation, 303.

Existent Effect, 48.

Existence and Non-oxistonoe. 310.

External, 562, 578. 579, 609. 612.

External World, 21, 675.

Externality, 551.

Exporienccr, 166, 185, 186.

Experiences, 194.

Eye, 094.

Faculties, 488.

Falling. 693.

Fantacios, 21.

Father, 697, 698.

Feelings, 59, 199.

Feminine, 580.

Figuring, 602.

Final Clause, 255.

Final Conclusion, 709, 710.

Fire, 177.

Fire-brand. 632.

Flame, 87.

Fleeting Ideas, 85.

Fluidity, 244, 388.

Foolish persons, 96.

For Benefit of othors, 679.

Form, 211, 002.

Forest, 587.

Formless, 31, 147, 210, 220.

Four-featured, 681.

Fruit, 672.

Fruitful activity—Capacity for, 250.

Futile Rejoinder, 81, 83.

Gavashvayoh, 504.

Gnvaya, 491.

Gender, 523, 579.

Generic character, 64.

Generalised Perception, 715.

„ —Relationship, 713.
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Generality, 139.

Oo, 84.

God, 2, 8G, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97,

102, 132, 135, 136, 248, 257,

564, 660.

„ —Doctrine of, 58, 75.

„ —Cognition of, 87.

„ —Primordial Matter, 102, 104,

105, 106.

Going, 400, 401.

Going up—Going down, 394.

Grace of RloHHod Lord, 11.

Gravity, 388.

Groat Teachor, 087

.

Group, 384, 385.

Group of Sentences, 12.

Group of Sixteen, 25.

GudOchl, 148.

Habit, 58.

Happiness, 182, 185.

Haro-holdor, 692.

Hare’s Homs, 108, 141, 234, 236, 238,

262, 517, 643, 684.

Harltakl, 408, 533.

Hatred, 388.

Hoat. 475.

Heaven, 84.

Hctwnukha, 526.

,, work of Laksanak&ra,

570.

Highest Good, 13, 15, 110, 129.

Himalaya, 161, 377, 436, 441, 472.

Hiraiujagnrbha, 22.

Homogeneous, 32, 638.

Homogeneity, 03.

Honey, 549.

Horse, 501.

Horns, 84.

Horse’s Horn, 473.

House, 89.

I-Consciousness, 151, 155, 156, 157,

162, 108, 169, 188, 190.

Idea, 167, 405, 411, 415, 482, 602.

Idealism, 495.

Idealist, 338, 656, 091.

Idealistic form of things, 602.

Identity, 207, 252, 454.

Ignorance, 16, 130, 148, 604, 661.
'

* I know ’, 167.

Illuminator, 144.

Illusion, 130, 180, 189, 488, 558, 658,

650, 661.

Illusory Conception, 151, 152.

Illusory, 560, 600.

Imperceptibility, 175.

Impressions, 187, 388, 389, 609, 063.

Immediate Sequence, 304, 309.

Impartite, 211.

Immoveables, 453.

Impossibility of the Positive, 570.

Import, 494.

Import of Words, 466, 479, 480, 481,

487, 495, 497, 504.

Impressions, 516.

* I ’—notion of, 167, 187, 188.

Inactive, 8.

Inconclusivoness, 83, 209.

Inconclusive, 106.

Indefinite Conception, 157.

Indicative Cause, 116.

„ Character, 728.

„ RoasOn, 115.

Indeterminate Perception, 337.

Individual, 477, 579, 715.

Individuality, 139, 200, 513, 491.

Infallible, 700.

Inference, 93, 149, 150, 278, 633, 679,

712, 727.

„ —For ono’s own bonofit, 717.

„ — „ others, 704, 719, 735.

„ —Based upon Perceived

Particulars, 714.

Inferred Particulars, 715.

Infinite Regress, 97.

Inferential Indicative, 156, 511, 555,

679, 690, 699, 701, 726.

Inherence, 139, 253, 450, 457, 464.

„ of Existence, 259.

Initial Stage, 266.

Inheritance, 484, 488.

Injunction, 592.

I-principle, 25, 26, 27.

Instance per dissimilarity, 88.

Instrument, 668.

Intelligent Cause, 86.

Intelligent Being, 90.

Intelligence, 170, 171.

Intervolved Whool of Causation, 1,

15, 16, 314.

Intuition, 497, ’543.

Intermittent Action, 99.
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Invariable Coneomitaneo, 83, 84, 98,

682, C«3, 720.

Ishvarakruia, 25.

Jayat, 585.

Jnimini, 00, 269, 44G.

Juina, 204, 206.

Jim, 14.

Jatih, 583.

Jddna, 181, 175, 387.

Jfleya, 525.

Joint Cognition, 76.

Jujubo Fruit, 146.

Kndamban, 103.

Kadamba flower, 270.

Kalpand, 615, 610, 623.

Kald, 258.

Kalmdfa, 595.

Kwada, 318.

KapiUt, 25.

Karaka, 152.

Karka, 633.

Karma, 17, 163.

Karmic Rosiduo, 01.

KdffM, 358.

Kdtydynna, 478.

Kayo., 151.

K£shoridraka, 667.

Kluidira, 660.

Knowablo, 597, 601.

‘ Kila
' denoting improbability, 103.

King’s officer. 520.

Kodrava-seed, 29.

Kosaparntnartha-SupUili, 224.

Krttika, 701, 702.

Kmifa, 245, 246, 358.

Kfiitniku, 245, 246.

Kumurilu, 160, 171, 182, 186, 273, 275,

286, 307, 308, 313, 438, 493, 498,

517, 527, 532, 543, 544, 553, 557,

556, 561, 562, 563, 564, 565, 566,

560, 570, 585, 586, 587, 588, 589,

591, 502, 593, 504, 505, 596, 597,

601, 602, 603, 608, 636, 645, 646,

647, 648, 049, 668, 669, 671, 711,

712, 713, 714.

Lakearia, 619.

Laksana—Author of, 558.

„ „ —Hfitumukha his

work, 570.

Lame and Blind. 1515.

Lamp. 283. 685, 65151.

Large, 367.

Latent Potency, 56.

Liberation, 135). 195. 215, 25)3.

Light Effulgent, 130.

Lightning, 283, 549.

Lily, 70.

Limits, 51.

Li-figa, 19.

Lion, 156.

Tjokdyala, 21.

Long. 367.

Lord—Cause of World, 08.

345.

Lotus, 109, 702.

Luminous Regions, 91.

Lunar Com, 132.

Mailhyamikrt, 691.

Mahal, 25.

Mahadtiyn, 22.

Mahdshvctd, 567.

Man’s Homs, 554.

Maintaining, 104.

Manifest and Manifested, 400.

Manifest, 26. 27, 32, 33, 34, 37, 57, 62.

690.

Makor, 101.

Malla-dtUfl, 26.

Manifestation of Effect, 47, 602.

Manifested Things. 63.

„ World, 72, 73.

Mansions, 368.

Masculine, 580.

Mass of worths, 228.

Mass, 345.

Matorial Cause, 74, 147.

Moans of Right Cognition, fill, <5514,

070, 672, 673, 675.

Means of Knowledge, 727, 728.

Mental Illusion, 632, 660, 661.

„ Perception, 065.

Mercy, 22, 23.

Merit—Demerit, 71, 92, 134, 139, 392.

Merit, 106.

Morciful One, 224.

Middlomost State, 55.

Milk, 55, 200.

Mimumsako, 170, 174, 175, 183, 204,

364.

—Conception of Soul, 164.»)
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Mind-Contact, 302.

Mill! I, 3/54. 358, 302.

Mind (i.e. Cognition). 565.

Minor Term, 706, 707.

Mirror. 172, 177, 178, 179.

Misconception, 45. 378, 604.

Mobilo, 16.

Modification, 31, 38, 186. 6R9.

Moment, 286.

MomontarinoHs, 122, 162. 257, 285.

Momentary, 228, 245, 269, 4S9, 000.

„ Existence, 238.

„ Character, 416.

Momentum, 388, 389, 391.

Moons—Two, 613.

Moon, 060, 703.

Moon-ncss, 692.

Mother’s marriage. 111.

Mouthloes Person, 92.

MouthlcewnOHS, 92.

Movement, 17.

Mule, 659.

Mutual help, 266.

Mystics, 129, 216, 404, 447, 605. 666,

668 .

Mystic vision, 278.

Nairutmyu, 14.

Nuiyuyika, 83, 145, 157, 106. 203,

370, 478.

Naivam, 003.

Name, 52, 119. 205. 405, 411, 415,

616, 620, 624, 634.

Name—Sound, 119.

Na-na-pachcUi, 524.

Norasimba, 211, 212, 688.

Nashah, 582.

Nature, 19, 58, 257, 002, 606, 724.

Ndstikya, 224.

Nasau na paduUi, 594.

Need, 304.

Negation, 107, 233, 234, 433, 425,

434, 511, 513, 503, 564,

600, 604.

„ —Absolute, 535.

Nogativo, 005.

Nogativing, 606.

Negation of Negation, 614.

Nigumana, 709.

Nimiakfikam, 160,

NirdlmaJeam, 160, 161.

Nirvkla, 245.

Nirupdkhyctm, 581.

Nirvibhdgatva , 179.

Nixld/ia, 533.

Non-approheu«ion, 1 10.

Non -entity, 609.

Non-etonmlity, 83, 190.

Non-concoptual, 040, 654. 655.

Non-existence, 113, 413.

Non-oxistont, 515.

No-Soul, 15, 160, 107, 287.

Non-perception, 114, 503.

Non-Cow, 507, 508.

Non-diflerenoe, 545.

Non-entities, 565.

Not-cognition, 667.

Not-momentary, 180.

Number, 126, 127, 205, 363, 305, 383,

386, 430, 579, 586.

Nydypbindu, 11.

Nydya, 140.

„ Suira, 359, 387, 476, 708, 709.

„ Bhdsya, 709.

Nydyavdrlika, 92, 95, 137, 141, 160, 38J,

384, 380, 390, 527.

Nydyamukha, 618, 636.

NydyavairfieJtika, 139.

Objectless, 612.

Object, 00, 125.

Obstacle, 548.

'Om', 118.

Omnisciont Being, 24, 2C0.

„ Person, 99, 144, 262, 600.

Omniscience, 97, 98.

Omnipresence. 143, 156.

Ono-featurod Probans, 681, 683, 684,

698.

One ness, 98, 150, 207, 608.

Operation, 304.

Oporator, 155.

Ordainer, 134.

Origination, 183.

Otherwise Impossible, 687.

Pachali, 590.

Pndftrlha, 416.

Paddy, 29.

Paddrthaprave*ha, 331.

Palace, 389.

Pdnini, 478, 599.

Particles, 625.

j

Particulars, 74, 403, 648,
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Part/xtddsa, 533.

P&rasvamin, 680, 681, 682, 686, 689,

691, 693, 694, 696, 697.

Perceived Particulars, 715, 716.

Perception, 60, 112, 157, 195, 214,

278, 632.

Perfoct Cause, 94.

Perishable, 199.

Perpetual Flux, 178, 227, 228, 2G9.

270, 273, 274, 285, 287, 292, 390,

394, 568, 681, 714, 715.

Personality, 26.

Pervasive, 114, 344.

Permanence of things. 227, 249, 318.

Permanent thing, 250, 251, 252. 253,

256, 257.

Phenomenon, 18.

Place, 718.

Pleasure, 67, 113, 165, 257. 388. 665,

666, 723.

Plurality, 517.

Positive, 529, 569, 605.

. —Entity, 689.

Potency, 55, 56, 66. 105, 106, 180,

694, 718.

Potentiality, 28.

Potter, 81.

Posteriority, 353, 357, 381.

PmbluiAjnna, 702.

Pramaya, 525.

Prashnxtamnti. 72, 73. 91. 98. 135, 447,

456, 458, 459.

PralUya, 23, 175.

Pratili/a-aamuipuda, 1. 23.

Prakfti, 3, 25.

Pmtynyn , 18.

PradJtdrvi, 25.

Pratijekn-Buddhas. 144.

Pmdftmmsa, 233.

Promisa, 707.

Primordial Matter—triple essence, 103.

„ „ 2. 22. 25, 26. 32. 33,

34, 37, 62. 65, 67, 71, 102, 104, 105,

131, 192, 194, 195, 198, 199, 227,

564, 091.

Principal character, 424.

Priority, 353, 357, 381.

Preclusion, 234.

Pre-cognition, 645, 651.

Primary Elemental Substances, 73.

Prior Negation, 432.

Probandum, 85, 116.

Probans, 19. 115, 116, 079, 680, 681,

707.

Produced, 669, 671.

Product, 147, 193, 230, 252. 669, 671.

Productive Reason, 115.

Proof, 114.

Productive Cause, 116.

Products of Primordial Mntter, 26.

Production of things, 54.

Prompter of activity, 10.

Propor Name, 621, 622.

Proposition, 705, 707, 709.

Prosperity, 119, 120, 13.

Psychical Concepts, 158, 296.

Pwlqaln, 217, 218, 220, 254. 255.

Purandara, 726.

Purpose, 3, 12, 14.

Purwtft—doctrine of, 132.

„ —Cause of tho World. 132.

PQrvapakm, 721.

Quality, 17, 139, 260, 360, 415, 430,

630, 571, 617.

Qualification—Qualified, 432, 510, 517.

Rajas-aspect, 103.

Rajas-attribute, 33, 60, 103.

Re-affirmation, 707, 708, 709.

Realist, 467, 656.

Roason, 91.

Recalling, 148.

Recognition, 76, 167, 181, 270, 272,

273, 275, 278, 292, 388.

Receptacle, 146.

Recluctio ad abeurdum, 248.

Redacted Object, 703.

Reflected Image. 589, 602, 607.

Reflection. 178. 179, 197, 536, 538,

560, 562, 566, 568. 579, 593, 009,

610, 612, 616, 703, 704.

Rejecting, 129.

Relation, 462.

Relative, 462.

Relativo Negation, 590.

Romembranco, 149, 278, 295, 409,

632, 665, 715.

Representative Cognition, 278.

Representment, 708, 709.

Revelation, 22.

Right Doctrino, 16.

Rock-crystal, 179, 323, 326.
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RofuQi, 701, 702.

Rudimentary Substances, 25, 26, 34.

Saffron, 328.

Saints, 23.

Sameness, 605.

Sanidnya7h, 402, 583.

Sdnidnyatodrsta, 711, 713.

Sameness of Form, 668, 670, 675, 704,

722, 724.

fiarinagctri, 585.

SatijAa, 206.

Sdhkhyn, 25, 30, 35, 36, 105. 164, 172,

193, 192, 201, 486, 689.

„ —refutation of, 36.

„ —Karika, 195, 200.

Sariiskdra, 70.

Samav&ya, 450.

Samutpada, 23.

Sapaksa, 706.

Satisfaction, 61.

Sarva, 528.

Satlva -aspect, 103..

,, —attribute, 33, 60, 103.

Saulrdntika, 657.

Scripture, 6, 224.

Seed and Sprout, 305.

Self-recognition, 672.

Self-sufficiency, 106, 134.

„ Soul, doctrine of, 139.

„ Cognisable, 155.

„ of Mlmamsuka, 164.

Semblance, 662.

Sensation, 18, 631.

„ Pleasure, 603, 604.

Sense-perception, 10, 74, 614. 626,

627, 645, 652, 657, 676, 694, 715.

Sequence-immediate, 55.

Sense-organs, 25.

Sentence, 12, 64, 164, 186, 192, 193,

194, 199, 205, 172, 201.

Separateness, 370.

Series, 168.

Severalty, 577.

Serpent, 165, 186.

Sltabara, 170, 688, 712.

„ •bhasya, 712.

ShaMamaya, 119.

Shankarasvdmin, 140, 342, 349, 350,

414, 420. 425, 426. 433, 067, 673.

Shape, 663.

Sharira, 151.

Shaxhaldnchharui, 684.

ShSsad vibhaqd, 599.

Shauri, 138.

Sliimsapu, 249.

Shiva, 22.

Shlokavdrtika, 167, 170. 171, 174,

182, 184, 189, 342, 349, 350. 414,

430, 585, 645, 646, 647, 648, 049. 650,

669, 671, 672, 711, 712, 713.

Shrdvaka, 144.

ShnUi, 489.

Shrutamayi, 71.

Shydmdka, 162.

Sikatd, 585.

Silver, 691.

Similarity, 642.

Simultaneity, 249, 257, 630, 065.

Singularity, 608.

Sitd]\aratyi, 24.

Six Categories, 339.

Skandhas, 17, 20, 23.

Sky-lotus, 28, 94, 105, 107, 152, 219,

240, 262, 517.

Solar Disc, 327.

Soul, 2, 139, 140, 143, 146, 151, 154,

165, 159, 160, 164, 168, 180, 182,

185, 188, 192, 193, 194, 195. 204,

208, 295, 679, 684.

Soul, according to Vatsiputrlyas, 217.

Soul -less, 142, 156, 162, 210, 604.

Sound, 176, 393, 686.

Sound-Essence, 123.

„ —Word, 118.

„ —Lettor, 118.

„ —Form, 120.

„ —ideality of, 121.

„ —Cognition of, 121.

„ —Eternal, 124.

„ —Modification of, 124.

Space, 205, 257, 354, 357, 389.

Spatfalakaaria, 19.

Speaker’s Wish, 698.

Specific Individuality, 17, 139, 404,

468, 470, 473, 474, 475, 484, 490.

505, 517, 533, 535, 553, 554, 673, 610,

634, 645, 648, 650.

Spider, 132, 137.

Spirit, 43, 64, 132, 192, 194, 197. 201.

Spotted Cow, 604.

States, 183, 185.

Sthitih, 582.

Sthitisthapaka , 388, 390.
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Subjective, 665.

Subject-matter, 4, 14.

Succession, 249, 261, 267.

Successive Factors, 204, 205, 206, 209,

211 .

Subsistence, 360, 361, 371.

Subsistent, 348, 605.

Substance, 14, 147, 204, 206, 209, 211,

260, 318, 343, 352, 353,

356, 403, 467, 478, 574.

„ —Universal, 459.

Substratum, 74, 146.

„ of Universals, 78.

Sun, 363.

Sumati (Jain water), 635, 636, 637, 638,

641, 642, 644.

Superior Person, 6.

Supersensuous Things, 11.

Supreme Lord, 103.

Svarga, 480.

Taimira, 662.

Tairlhika Philosophers, 218.

Tamoa-aspect, 103.

„ —Attribute, 33, 60, 103.

Tanmatras, 25.

Taste, 176.

TaUmfilcS, 718, 727.

Tdyin, 18.

Teachership, 92.

Teachings, 6, 7.

Temples, 80.

Theist, 86, 90, 94, 98, 99.

Theism, 68.

Theistic S&nkhva, 25, 103.

Thing by Itself, 108, 110, 553, 561,

637.

Time, 21, 136, 205, 248, 247, 353, 357,

381.

Tirobhavanam, 582.

Thom, 109.

Thought-phases, 217, 221, 225.

Three-featured, 691, 697, 704, 720,

725.

Time, 718, 723.

Tongs—Pair of, 302.

Transformation into Reflection, 181.

Transference, 185.

Treatise, 12.

Tree, 444.

Tribhuvatia, 585.

True Doctrines, 13.

Truth, 216.

Tuchchhatd, 581.

Two-featured, 683.

Two Moons, 661.

UddyolaLara, 71, 72, 92, 95, 136, 140,

141, 152, 155, 156, 159, 160, 161,

226, 236, 237, 242, 245, 279, 282,

313, 323, 340, 348, 352, 372, 374,

407, 423, 431, 432, 460, 471, 476,

527, 528, 531, 532, 537, 577, 578,

603, 606, 709.

Ultimate Individualities, 402, 446, 449.

Ultimate Good, 98.

Uncommon entity, 512, 521.

Unbelief, 224.

Uniqueness, 692.

Unclean character, 448.

Unmanifest, 26, 27.

Unseen Force, 134, 392, 393.

Unmodifiable, 31, 102, 202.

Uniform Entity, 149, 542.

Universal* and Particulars, 467.

Universal Dissolution, 72.

Uncreated, 228.

Universal, 74, 227, 281, 318, 402, 417,

418, 428, 431, 432, 433,

434, 435, 439, 443. 477,

484, 485, 496, 512, 522,

540, 548, 554, 563, 568,

577, 582, 583, 587, 596,

604, 607, 609, 617, 618,

633, 640, 641, 649, 660,

675, 704, 715.

„ Great, 434.

„ Highest, 442.

Unproven, 85.

Unthinkable, 180.

Upalnbdhi, 387.

Vpftdhi, 17.

Uparv.iyn, 707.

Upanisads, 161, 213.

Usage, 470, 473, 691.

Utp&dah, 582.

Vaibhaaika, 242, 301, 490.

Vana, 585.

Vaiateiika, 360, 451, 587, 614, 664, 665.

Varsd, 585.

Vdkyapadlya, 119, 718.

Validity, 663.
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Valid1Cognition, 720.

Variegated character, 228, 500, 520.

Vasubftndhu, 224.

VCUslputriya'a Doctrine of Soul, 217,

228.

Vdsand, 300.

Vedti, 119.

Verbal Expression, 53, 414, 614.

„ Cognition, 278, 511, 597.

Verb ' to be 485.

Verbal Casuistry, 578.

Vega, 388.

Velocity, 388.

Verbs, 523.

VijAanavadin, 495.

Vindhyavdnn, 37, 713, 714.

Vindhya Mountain, 114, 161, 377,

435.

Vipakwi, 706, 707.

Vipina, 584.

Visibility, 686, 698, 699.

Vishemtodr?(a, 711, 714.

22, 138.

Visual Cognition, 77, 109, 110, 491,

536, 558.

Visual Perception, 599, 661, 695.

Vision of the Body of Being, 1 89.

Vishisa, 446.

Vishi^aria, 626.

Viscidity, 388.

Visual Perception, 635.

Volition, 61, 199.

Void, 495, 644.

VyavrtU,, 206.

Vij&tjii, 478.

White Horse, 633.

Wheel of Causation, 1, 2, 14, 17, 19.

20, 21, 22, 23.

Whirling Fire-brand, 632.

Words, 606, 616, 685.
' Word-sound ’—origin of the World^

118.

Word—highest, 118.

„ —Essence of, 118.

„ —122, 518, 538, 569.

„ —Import of, 466.

Word and Indicative, 503.

World—Effect of Sound, 131.

Wrong Cognition, 278, 717, 721.

Yams, 325.

Yellow Conchshell, 661.

Yoga, 25, 61, 216.

Yogdchdra, 657.

Yogasena, 264.

Yogin, 129.
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Gaekwad’s Oriental Series



SELECT OPINIONS

Sylvain Levi

:

The Gaekwad’s Series is standing

at the head of the many collections now pub-

lished in India.

Asiatic Review, London

:

It is one of the best

series issued in the East as regards the get up of

the individual volumes as well as the able

editorship of the series and separate works.

Presidential Address, Patna Session of the Oriental

Conference : Work of the same class is being

done in Mysore, Travancore, Kashmir, Benares,

and elsewhere, but the organisation at Baroda

appears to lead.

Indian Art and Letters, London : The scientific

publications known as the “Oriental Series”

of the Maharaja Gaekwar are known to and

highly valued by scholars in all parts of the

world.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London

:

Thanks to enlightened patronage and vigor-

ous management the “ Gaekwad’s Oriental

Series” is going from strength to strength.

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, Kt.

:

The valuable Indian

histories included in the “ Gaekwad’s Ori-

ental Series ” will stand as an enduring
monument to the enlightened liberality of

the Ruler of Baroda and the wisdom of his

advisers.

The Times Literary Supplement, London : These

studies are a valuable addition to Western
learning and reflect great credit on the

editor and His Highness.



GAEKWAD’S ORIENTAL SERIES
«

Critical editions of unprinted and original works of Oriental
Literature, edited by competent scholars, and published

at the Oriental Institute, Baroda

I. BOOKS PUBLISHED.
_ __ _ Rs. A.
X. Kavyamimarfisa : a work on poetics, by Rsjasekhara

(880-920 A.D.) : edited by C. D. Dalai and R. Ananta-
krishna Sastry, 1916. Reissued, 1924. Third edition
revised and enlarged by Pandit K. S. Ramaswami
Sbastri of the Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1934 . . 2-0

This book has been set as a text-book by several Universities including

Benares, Bombay, and Patna.

2. Naranarayaiiananda : a poem on the Paurfinic story of
Arjuna and Krsna's rambles on Mount Girnar, by Vas-
tupfila, Minister of King Vlradhavala of Dholka, com-
posed between Samvat 1277 and 1287, i.e., A.D. 1221
and 1231 : edited by C. D. Dalai and R. Anantakrishna
Sastry, 1916 . . . . . . Out of print.

3. Tarkasangraha : a work on Philosophy (refutation of
Vaisesika theory of atomic creation) by Anandajftfina
or Anandagiri, the famous commentators on SankarS-
carya’s Bhasyas, who flourished in the latter half of

the 13th century : edited by T. M. Tripathi, 1917. Out of print.

4. Parthaparakrama : a drama describing Arj una’s re-

covery of the cows of King Virfita, by Prahladanadeva,
the founder of Palanpur and the younger brother of
the Paramara king of Chandravatl (a state in MSrwar),
and a feudatory of the kings of Guzerat, who was a
Yuvarftja in Samvat 1220 or A.D. 1164: edited by
C. D. Dalai, 1917 . . . . . . Out of print.

6. Rastraudhavamsa : an historical poem (Mah&kavya)
describing the history of the Bagulas of Mayuragiri,
from RSstraudha, king of Kanauj and the originator
of the dynast3% to Nfiravana Shah of Mayuragiri, by
Rudra Kavi, composed in 6aka 1518 or A.D. 1596':

edited by Pandit Embar Krishnamachanra with Intro-

duction by C. D. Dalai, 1917 . . . . Out of print.

6. Lihgamisasana : on Grammar, by VSmana, who lived

between the last quarter of the 8th century and the
first quarter of the 9th century : edited by C. D.
Dalai, 1918 .. .. .. .. 0-8

7. Vasantavilasa : an historical poem (Mahaksvya) de-

scribing the life of Vastup&la and the history of



2

Rs. A.

Guzerat, by Balachandrasuri (from Modheraka or

Modhera in Kadi Prant, Baroda State), contemporary

of Vastup&la, composed after his death for his son in

Samvat 1296 (A.D. 1240) : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1917 1-8

8. Rupakagatkam : six dramas by Vatsarfija, minister of

Pararaardideva of Kalinjara, who lived between the

2nd half of the 12th and the 1st quarter of 13th cen-

tury : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1918 . . Out of print.

9. Mohaparajaya : an allegorical drama describing the

overcoming of King Moha (Temptation), or the conver-

sion of KumarapSla, the Chalukya King of Guzerat,

to Jainism, by YasahpSla, an officer of Bang Ajaya-.

deva, son of Kumarapala, who reigned from A.D. 1229

to 1232 : edited by Muni Chaturvijayaji with Introduc-

tion and Appendices by C. D. Dalai, 1918 . . 2-0

10. Hammiramadamardana : a drama glorifying the two
brothers, Vastupala and Tejabp&la, and their King Vlra-

dhavala of Dholka, by Jayasimhasuri, pupil of Vlra-

suri, and an Aoarya of the temple of Munisuvrata
at Broach, composed between Samvat 1276 and 1286

. or A.D. 1220 and 1239 : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1920 . . 2-0

11. Udayasundarlkatha : a romance (Campu, in prose and
poetry) by Soddhala, a contemporary of and patronised
by the three brothers, ChchittarSja, Nagarjuna, and
Mummuniraja, successive rulers of Konkan, composed
between A.D. 1026 and 1050 : edited by C. D. Dalai
and Pandit Embar Krishnamacharva, 1920 . . 2-4

12. Mahavidyavidambana : a work on Nyfiya Philosophy,
by Bhatta Vfidlndra who lived about A.D. 1210 to
1274 : edited by M. R. Telang, 1920 . . . . 2-8

13. Pracinagurjarakavysahgraha : a collection of old
Guzerati poems dating from 12th to 15th centuries

A.D. : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1920 . . . . 2-4

14. Kumarapalapratibodha : a biographical work in
Prfikrta, by SomaprabhSchSrva, composed in Samvat
1241 or A.D. 1195 : edited by Muni Jinavijavaji, 1920 7-8

15. Ganakarika : a work on Philosophy (Paa'upata School),
by BhSsarvajna who lived in the 2nd half of the 10th
century : edited by C. D. Dalai, 1921 . . . . 1-4

16. Sadgitamakaranda : a work on Music, by Nftrada

:

edited by M. R. Telang, 1920 . . . . . . 2-0

17. Kavindracarya List : list of Sanskrit works in the
collection of KavlndracSrva, a Benares Pandit (1656
A.D.-): edited by R. Anantakrishna Shastry, with a
foreword by Dr. Ganganatha Jha, 1921 . . . . 0-12

18. Varahagrhyasutra : Vedic ritual (domestic) of the
Yajurveda : edited by Dr. R. Shamasastry, 1920 . . 0-10

19. Lekhapaddhati : a collection of models of state and pri-
vate documents, dating from 8th to 15th oentnries A.D.

:
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edited by C. D. Dalai and G. K. Shrigondekar,
1925 .. .. .. .. ..2-0

20. Bhavisayattakaha or Paficamlkaha : a romance in

Apabhramsa language, by DhanapSla (circa 12th oen-

tury) : edited by C. D. Dalai and Dr. P. D. Gone, 1923 0-0

21. A Descriptive Catalogue of the Palm-leaf and Im-
portant Paper MSS. in the Bhandars at Jessal-
mere, compiled by C. D. Dalai and edited by Pandit
L. B. Gandhi, 1923 . . . . . . 3-4

22. Parasuramakalpasutra : a work on Tantra, with com-
mentary by Rfimesvara : edited by A. Mahadeva
Sastry, B.A., 1923 .. .. Out of print*

23. Nityotsava : a supplement to the Parasuramakalpasutra

by UmSnandanatba : edited by A. Mahadeva Sastry,

B.A., 1923. Second revised edition by Swami Tirvik-

rama Tirtha, 1930 . . . . . . 5-0

24. Tantrarahasya : a work on the Prftbhfvkara School

of Purvamlmathsft, by RamSnujScarya : edited by Dr.

R. Shamasastry, 1923 . . . . Out of print.

25, 32. Samarangapa : a work on architecture, town- •

planning, and engineering, by king Bhoja of Dhara
(11th century) : edited bv Mahamahopadhvaya T.

Ganapati Shastri, Ph.D. Illustrated. 2 vols., 1924-1925 10-0

26, 41. Sadhanamala : a Buddhist Tsntrio text of rituals,

dated 1165 A.D., consisting of 312 small works, com-

posed by distinguished writers : edited by Benoytosh

Bhattacharyya, M.A., Ph.D. Illustrated. 2 vols., 1925-

1928 .. .. .. .. .. 14-0

27. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Central

Library, Baroda : compiled by G. K. Shrigondekar,

M.A., and K. S. Ramaswami Shastri, with a Preface

by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., in 12 vols., vol. I (Veda,

Vedalaksana, and Upanisads), 1925 . . . . 6-0

28. Manasollasa or Abhilasitarthacintamani : an ency-

clopaedic work treating of one hundred different topics

connected with the Royal household and the Royal

court, by Somesvaradeva, a Chalukya king of the 12th

oenturv : edited bv G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols.,

vol. I, 1925 .. .. .. •• 2-12

29. Nalavilasa : a drama by RSmachandrasuri, pupil of

Hemachandrasuri, describing the Paurfinika story of

Nala and DamayantI : edited by G. K. Shrigondekar,

M.A., and L. B. Gandhi, 1926 . . • • 2-4

30. 31. Tattvasahgraba : a Buddhist philosophical work

of the 8th century, by Sfintaraksita, .a Professor at

N&landa with Pahjika (commentary) by his disciple

Kamalaslla, also a Professor at Nslands : edited by

Pandit Embar Krishnamacharya with a Foreword

by B. Bhattacharyya, MIA., Ph.D., 2 vols., 1926 .. 24-0
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33,34. Mirat-i-Ahmadi: by Ali Mahammad Khan, the

last Moghul Dewan of Gujarat : edited in the original

Persian by Syed Nawab AU, M.A., Professor of Persian,

Baroda College, 2 vols., illustrated, 1926-1928

35. Manavagrhyasutra : a work on Vedic ritual (domestic)

of the Yajurveda with the Bhftsya of Astavakra:

edited with an introduction in Sanskrit by Pandit

Rfimakrishna Harahaji SSatri, with a Preface by Prof.

B. C. Lele, 1926

36. 68. Natyasastra : of Bharata with the commentary of

Abhinavagupta of Kashmir : edited by M. Ramakrishna

Kavi, M.A., 4 vols., vol.I, illustrated, 1926, vol. II, 1934

Vol. I (out of print).

37. ApabhrarhSakavyatrayi : consisting of three works,

the Carcarl, Upadesarasayana, and K&lasvarupakulaka,

by Jinadatta Suri (12th century) with commentaries

:

edited with an elaborate introduction in Sanskrit by

L. B. Gandhi, 1927

38. Nyayaprave6a, Part I (Sanskrit Text) : on Buddhist

Logio of Difmaga, with commentaries of Haribhadra

SOriandParsvadeva: edited by Principal A. B. Dhruva,

M.A., LL.B., Pro-Vice-Chancellor, Hindu University,

Benares, 1930 .. .. ••

39. Nyayapravesa , Part II (Tibetan Text): edited with

introduction, notes, appendices, etc., by Pandit Vidhu-

sekhara BhattachaTyya, Principal, Vidyabhavana, Vis-

vabharati, 1927

40. Advayavajrasangraha : consisting of twenty short

works on Buddhist philosophy by Advayavajra, a Bud-

dhist savant belonging to the 11th century A.D.,

edited by MahSmahopSdhyftya Dr. Haraprasad Sastri,

M.A., C.I.E., Hon. D.Litt., 1927

42. 60. Kalpadrukosa : standard work on Sanskrit Lexico-

graphy, by Kesava : edited with an elaborate introduc-

tion by the late Pandit Ramavatara Sharma,

Sahityacharya, M.A., of Patna and index by Pandit

Shrikant Sharma, 2 vols., vol. I (text), vol. II (index),

1928-1932

43. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement : by Ali Muhammad
Khan. Translated into Euglish from the original

Persian by Mr. C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. (retired), and Prof.

Syed Nawab Ali, MA. Illustrated. Corrected reissue,

1928

44. Two Vajrayana Works : comprising PrajhopSyavinis-

cayasiddhi of Anangavajra and JfiSnasiddhi of Indra-

bhuti—two important works belonging to the little

known Tantra school of Buddhism (8th century

A.D.) : edited by B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1929

45. Bhavapraka§ana : of SSradfttanaya, a comprehensive
work on Dramaturgy and Rasa, belonging to

A.D. 1175-1250; edited by His Holiness Yadugiri

Yatiraja Swami, Melkot, and K. S. Raraaswami Sastri,

Oriental Institute, Baroda. 1929

19-8
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46. Ramacarita : of Abhinanda, Court poet of Hftravarsa

probably the same as Devapala of the Pala Dynasty of

Bengal (cir. 9th century A.D.) : edited by K. S. Rama-
swami Sastri, 1929

47. NanjarajayaSobhusana ; by Nrsimhakavi alias Abhi-

nava Kalid&sa, a work on Sanskrit Poetics and relates

to the glorification of NafijarAja, son of Vlrabhupa of

Mysore : edited by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya, 1930

48. Natvadarpana : on dramaturgy, by Ramacandra Suri

with his own commentary : edited by Pandit L. B.

Gandhi and G. K. Shrigondekar, M.A. 2 vols., vol. I,

1929 (l •• •• •• •*

7-8

5-0

4-8

49. Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist Texts on Logic from
Chinese Sources : containing the English translation

of SaUteastrq. of Aryadeva, Tibetan text and English

translation of Vigraha-vyavartarii of Nftgftrjuna and the

re-translation into Sanskrit from Chinese of Updyahr-

daya and Tarkahastra : edited by Prof. Giuseppe Tucci,

1930

50. Mirat-i-Ahmadi Supplement: Persian text giving

an account of Guzerat, by Ali Muhammad Khan

:

edited by Syed Nawab Ali, M.A., Principal, Bahaud-

din College, Junagadh, 1930 .

.

51, 77. Trisa$ti6alakapuru$acaritra: of Hemacandra, trans-

lated into English with copious notes by Dr. Helen

M. Johnson of Osceola, Missouri, U.S.A. 4 vols., vol. I

(Adlsvaracaritra), illustrated, 1931
;
vol. II, 1937

52. Dandaviveka : a comprehensive Penal Code of the

ancient Hindus by Vardhamana of the 15th century

A.D. : edited by Mahamahopadhyaya Kamala Krsna

Smrtitlrtha, 1931 .

.

53. Tathagataguhyaka or Guhyasamaja : the earliest and

the most authoritative- work of the Tantra School of

the Buddhists (3rd century A.D.) : edited by B. Bhatta-

charyya, Ph.D., 1931

54. Jayakhyasaihhita : an authoritative PA ncarS tra work

of the 5th century A.D., highly respected by the South

Indian Vaisnavas : edited by Pandit E. Krishnama-

charyya of Vadtal, with one illustration in nine colours

and a Foreword by B. Bhattacharyva, Ph.D., 1931

55. Kavyalankarasarasamgraha : of Udbhata with the

commentary, probably the same as Udbhataviveka of

R&j&naka Tilaka (11th century A.D.): edited by K. S.

Ramaswami Sastri, 1931

56. Parananda Sutra : an ancient TAntric work of the

Hindus in Sutra form giving details of many practices

and rites of a new School of Tantra : edited by Swami

Trivikrama Tirtha with a Foreword by B. Bhatta-

charyya, Ph.D., 1931

9-0

6-0

26-0

8-8

4-4

12-0

2-0

3-0

f

i
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57, 69. Ahsan-ut-Tawarikh : history of the Safawi Period of

Persian History, 15th and 16th centuries, by Hasan-

i-Rumlu : edited by C. N. Seddon, I.C.S. {retired),

Reader in Persian and Marathi, University of Oxford.

2 vols. (Persian text and translation in English),

1932-34 .. .. .. .. 19-8

58. Padmananda Mahakavya: giving the life history of

Rsabhadeva, the first Tlrthabkara of the Jainas, by

Amarachandra Kavi of the 13th century: edited by

H. R. Kapadia, M.A., 1932 .. .. .. 14-0

59. Sabdaratnasamanvaya : an interesting lexicon of the

N&nffrtha class in Sanskrit compiled by the Maratha

King Sahaji of Tanjore: edited by Pandit Vitthala

Sastrl, Sanskrit Pathafiala, Baroda, with a Foreword by
B. Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 1932 .. . . 11*0

61. Saktisaiigama Tantra: a voluminous compendium of

the Hindu Tantra comprising four books on Kali, T&ra,

Sundari and ChhinnamastA : edited by B. Bhatta-

oharyya, M.A., Ph.D., 4 vols., vol. I, KSlIkhapda, 1932 2-8

62. Prajnaparamitas : commentaries on the Praj fiapara-

mita, a Buddhist philosophical work: edited by
Giuseppe Tucci, Member, Italian Academy, 2 vols.,

vol. I, 1932 .. .. .. .. 12-0

63. Tarikh-l-Mubarakhshahi : an authentic and contem-
porary account of the kings of the Saiyyid Dynasty of

Delhi : translated into English from original Persian by
Kamal Krishna Basu, M.A., Professor, T.N.J. College,

Bhagalpur, with a Foreword by Sir Jadunath Sarkar,

Kt., 1932 . . . . . . . . 7-8

64. Siddhantabindu : on Vedanta philosophy, by Madhuau-
dana Sarasvatl with commentary of Purusottama:
edited by P. C. Divanji, Ml., LL.M., 1933 . . 11-0

G5. Istasiddhi : on Vedanta philosophy, by VimuktStma,
disciple of AvvayatmS, with the author’s own comment-
ary: edited by M. Hiriyanna, M.A., Retired Professor

of Sanskrit, Maharaja’s College, Mysore, 1933 . . 14-0

66, 70, 73. Shabara-Bhasya : on the MlmSmsS Sutras of

Jaimini : Translated into English by Mahamahopadh-
y5ya Dr. Ganganath Jha, M.A., D.Litt., etc., Vice-

Chancellor, University of Allahabad, in 3 vols., 1933—
1936 .. .. .. .. .. 48-0

67. Sanskrit Texts from Bali : comprising a large num-
ber of Hindu and Buddhist ritualistic, religious and
other texts recovered from the islands of Java and Bali

with comparisons: edited by Professor Svlvain Levi,

1933 .. .. .. .. ..3-8
71. Narayaqa £ataka : a devotional poem of high literary

merit by Vidyakara with the commentary of Ktambara

:

edited by Pandit Shrikant Shanna, 1935 .

.

2-0
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74.

75.

76.

78.

79.

80.

81.

Rs. A.

Rajadharma-Kaustubha : an elaborate Smrti work on
Rajadharma, Rajanlti and the requirements of kingB,
by Anantadeva : edited by the late Mahamahopadhyaya
Kamala Krishna Smrtitirtha, 1935

Portuguese Vocables in Asiatic Languages : trans-

lated into English from Portuguese by Prof. A. X.
Soares, M.A., LL.B., Baroda College, Baroda, 1936 .

.

Nayakaratna : a commentary on the Nyayaratnam&la
of Parthasarathi MiSra by Ramanuja of the Prabhakara
School: edited by K. S. Raraaswami Sastri of the
Oriental Institute, Baroda, 1937

A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Jain Bhan-
dars at Pattan : edited from the notes of the late Mr.
C. D. Dalai, M.A., by L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols., vol. I, 1937

Gapitatilaka : of Srlpati with the commentary of

Simhatilaka, a non-Jain work on Arithmetic with
a Jain commentary: edited by H. R. Kapadia, M.A.,

1937

10-0

12-0

4-8

8-0

4-0.

The Foreign Vocabulary of the Quran : showing the

extent of borrowed words in the sacred text : compiled

by Professor Arthur Jefferey of the School of Oriental

Studies, Cairo. Shortly

Tattvasahgraha : of 6antaraksita with the commen-
tary of Kainala&Ia : translated into English by Maha-
mahopadhyaya Dr. Ganganath Jha, 3 vols., vol. I, 1937

Hamsa-vilasa: of Hamsa Mitthu: forms an elaborate

defence of the various mystic practices and worship:

edited by Swami Trivikrama Tirtha and Mahamaho-
padhyaya Hathibhai Shastri, 1937

17-0

5-8

II. BOOKS IN THE PRESS.

1. NafyaSastra: edited by M. Ramakrishna Kavi, 4 vols.,

vol. III.

2. Manasollasa or AbhilasitfirthacIntSmani, edited by G. K.

Shrigondekar, M.A., 3 vols., vol. II.

3. Alamkaramahodadhi : a famous work on Sanskrit

Poetics composed by Narendraprabha Suri at the

request of Minister Vastupftla in 1226 A.D. : edited by

Lalchandra B. Gandhi of the Oriental Institute, Baroda.

4. Suktimuktavali : a well-known Sanskrit work on

Anthology, of Jalhana, a contemporary of King Krsna

of the Northern Yadava Dynasty (A.D. 1247) : edited

by Pandit E. Krishnamacharya, Sanskrit Pathas&la,

Vadtal.

6. Dvadasaranayacakra : an ancient polemical treatise

giving a r6sum6 of the different philosophical systems

with a refutation of the same from the Jaiu stand-
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point by MallavSdi Suri with a commentary by
Simhasuri Gani: edited by Muni Caturvijayaji.

6. Krtyakalpataru : of Laksmidhara, minister of King
Govindachandra of Kanauj : edited by Principal K. V.

Rangaswami Aiyangar, Hindu Univorsity, Benares.

7. Brhaspati Smrti, being a reconstructed text of the

now lost work of Brhaspati : edited by Principal K. V.

Rangaswami Aiyangar, Hindu University, Benares.

8. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental
Institute, Baroda : compiled by the Library staff, 12

vols., vol. II (§rauta, Dharma, and Grhya Sutras).

f). Madhavanala-Kamakandala : a romance in old Western
Rajasthani by Ganapati, a KSyastha from Amod:
edited by M. R. Majumdar, M.A., LL.B.

10. Tattvopaplava : a masterly criticism of the opinions of

the prevailing Philosophical Schools by Jayarashi

:

edited by Pandit Sukhalalji of the Benares Hindu
University.

11. Anekantajayapataka : of Haribhadra Suri (c. 1120 A.D.)
with his own commentary and Tippanalui by Muri-
chandra the Guru of Vadideva Suri : edited by H. R.
Kapadia, M.A.

12. Parama-Saihhita : an authoritative work on the
Pancharatra system : edited by Dewan Bahadur S.

Krishnoswami Aiyangar, of Madras.

III. BOOKS UNDER PREPARATION.

1. Prajnaparamitas : commentaries on the PrajfiapSra-
mita, a Buddhist philosophical work : edited by Prof.

Giuseppe Tucci, 2 vols., vol. II.

2. Saktisarigama Tantra: comprising four books on Kfili,

Tarfi, Sundarl, and Chhirmamasta : edited by B.
Bhattacharyya, Ph.D., 4 vols., vols. II-1V.

3. Na^yadarpana : introduction in Sanskrit giving an
account) of the antiquity and usefulness of the In-
dian drama, the different theories on Rasa, and an ex-
amination of the problems raised by the text, by
L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols., vol. II.

4. Gurjararasavali : a collection of several old Gujarati
R&sas : edited by Messrs. B. K. Thakore, M. D. Desai,
and M. C. Modi.

5. Tarkabhasa : a work on Buddhist Logic, by Mok^akara
Gupta of the Jagaddala monastery: edited with a
Sanskrit commentary by Pandit Embar Krishnama-
charya of Vadtal.

6: A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Oriental
Institute, Baroda: compiled by the Library staff, 12
vols., vol. Ill (Snapti MSS.).
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7. An Alphabetical List of MSS. in the Oriental Insti-
tute, Baroda : compiled from the existing card cata-

logue by the library Staff.

hi. Nitikalpataru : the famous Niti work of K$emendra

:

edited by Sardar K. M. Panikkar, M.A., of Patiala.

9. Chhakkammuvaeso : an Apabhramsa work of the Jains

containing didactic religious teachings : edited by
L. B. Gandhi, Jain Pandit.

10. Samrat Siddhanta : the well-known work on Astro-

nomy of Jagannatha Pandit: critically edited with

numerous diagrams by Pandit Kedar Nath, Rajjyotisi,

Jaipur.

11. Vimalaprabha : the famous commentary on the Kala-

cakra Tantra and the most important work of the
l Kalacakra School of the Buddhists : edited with com-

parisons of the Tibetan and Chinese versions by Giuseppe
Tucci of the Italian Academy.

12. Nispannayogambara Tantra : describing a large

number of mapdalas or magic circles and numerous

deities : edited by B. Bhattacharyya.

13. Basatin-i-Salatin : a contemporary account of the

Sultans of Bijapur: translated into English by M. A.

Kazi of the Baroda College and B. Bhattacharyya.

14. Madana Maharnava : a Smrti work principally dealing

with the doctrine of Karmavip&ka composed during

the reign of M&ndh&tft son of Madanap&la: edited by

Embar Krishnamacharya.

15. Trisastisalakapurusacaritra : of Hemacandra: trans-

lated* into English* by Dr. Helen Johnson, 4 vols.,

vols. IH-IV.

16. Vivada Chintamani : of Vachaspati Misra : an authorita-

tive Smrti work* on the Hindu Law of Inheritance:

translated into English by Maliamahopadhyaya Dr.

Ganganatha Jha.

17. Brhaspatitattva : a Saiva treatise belonging to an early

‘ stratum of the Agamic literature written in old Javanese

with Sanskrit Slokas interspread in the text : edited by

Dr. A. Zeiseniss of Leiden.

18. Aqu Bhasya : a standard work of the Suddhadvarha

School : translated into English by Prof. G. H. Bhatt,

M.A. of the Baroda College.

19. Aparajitaprccha : a voluminous work on architecture

and fine-arts : edited by Mr. P. A. Mankad, L.C.E.

20. Hetubindu : the famous work of Dharmakirtti on Buddhist

logic: edited from a MS. discovered at Pattan by

Pandit Sukhalalji of the Benares Hindu University.
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21. A Descriptive Catalogue of MSS. in the Jain Bhan-
dars at Pattan : edited from the notes of the late Mr.

C. D. Dalai, M.A., by L. B. Gandhi, 2 vols., vol. II.

For further particulars please communicate
with

—

The Director,

Oriental Institute., Baroda.
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THE GAEKWAD’S STUDIES IN RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY.

Rs. a.
The Comparative Study of Religions: [Contents:

I, the sources and nature of religious truth. II, super-
natural beings, good and bad. Ill, the soul, its nature,
origin, and destiny. IV, sin and suffering, salvation
and redemption. V, religious practices. VI, the emo-
tional attitude and religious ideals] : by Alban G.
Widgery, M.A., 1922 . . . . . . 15-0

Goods and Bads : being the substance of a series of
talks and discussions with H.H. the Maharaja Gaekwad
of Baroda. [Contents : introduction. I, physical values.
II, intellectual values. Ill, aesthetic values. IV,
moral value. V, religious value. VI, the good life, its

unity and attainment] : by Alban G. Widgery, M.A.,
1920. (Library edition Rs. 5) 3-0

Immortality and other Essays
:
[Contents : I, philos-

ophy and life. II, immortality. Ill, morality and
religion. IV, Jesus and modem culture. V, the
psychology of Christian motive. VI, free Catholicism

and non-Christian Religions. VII, Nietzsche and
Tolstoi on Morality and Religion. VIII, Sir Oliver
Lodge on science and religion. IX, the value of con-

fessions of faith. X, the idea of resurrection. XI,
religion and beauty. XII, religion and history.

XIII, principles of reform in religion]: by Alban G.
Widgery, Ml., 1919. (Cloth Rs. 3) . . . . 2-0

Confutation of Atheism : a translation of the Hadis-i-

Halila or the tradition of the Myrobalan Fruit : trans-

lated by Vali Mohammad Chhanganbhai Momin, 1918 . . 0-14

Conduct of Royal Servants : being a collection of verses

from the Vlramitrodaya with their translations in

English, Gujarati, and Marathi: by B. Bhattacharyya,

M.A., Ph.D. .. .. .. ..0-6



SELLING AGENTS OF THE GAEKWAD’S ORIENTAL SERIES

England

Messrs. Luzac & Co., 4G, Great .Russell Street, London,
W.C. 1

.

Messrs. Arthur Probsthain, 41, Great Russell Street,
London, W.C. 1.

Messrs. Deighton Bell & Co., 13 & 30, Trinity Street,
Cambridge.

Germany

Messrs. Otto Harrassowitz, Buchhandlung und Anti-
quariat, Querstrasse 14, Leipzig, C. 1.

Austria

Messrs. Gerold & Co., Stcfansplatz 8, Vienne.

. Calcutta

Messrs. The Book Co., Ltd., 4/3, College Square.

Messrs. Thacker Spink & Co., 3, Esplanade East.

Benares City

Messrs. Braj Bhusan Das & Co., 40/5, Thathari Bazar.

Lahore

Messrs. Mehrchand Lachmandass, Sanskrit Book Depot,
Said Mitha Street.

Messrs. Motilal Banarsidass, Punjab Sanskrit Book
Depot, Said Mitha Street.

Bombay

Messrs. Taraporevala & Sons, Kitab Mahal, Hornby
Road.

Messrs. Gopal Narayan & Co., Kalbadevi Road.

Messrs. N. M. Tripathi & Co., Kalbadevi Road.

Poona

Oriental Book Supply Agency, 15, Shukrawar Peth.
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